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ABSTRACT

Louisiana Energy Services (LES) has submitted a license application to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) to construct, operate, and decommission a gas centrifuge uranium enrichment facility
near Eunice, New Mexico, in Lea County. The proposed facility, referred to as the National Enrichment
Facility (NEF), would produce enriched uranium-235 (u5U) up to 5 weight percent by the gas centrifuge
process with a nominal production of 3 million separative work units per year. The enriched uranium
would be used in commercial nuclear power plants. The proposed NEF would be licensed in accordance
with the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act. Specifically, an NRC license under Title 10, "Energy," of
the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Parts 30,40, and 70 would be required to authorize LES
to possess and use special nuclear material, source material, and byproduct material at the proposed NEF
site.

This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was prepared in compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the NRC regulations for implementing NEPA. This EIS evaluates
the potential environmental impacts of the proposed action and its reasonable alternatives. This EIS also
describes the environment potentially affected by LES's proposal, presents and compares the potential
environmental impacts resulting from the proposed action and its alternatives, and describes LES's
environmental monitoring program and proposed mitigation measures.
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APPENDIX H
PUBLIC COMMENTS

H.1 Overview

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff published a notice in the Federal Register
requesting public review and comment of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Draft EIS) on
September 17, 2004 (69 FR 56104-56105) in accordance with Title 10, Parts 51.73, 51.74, and 51.117 of
the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR § 51.73;51.74, and 51.117). The NRC staff initially
established November 6, 2004, as the deadline for submitting public comments on the Draft EIS. The
NRC staff subsequently extended this deadline'twice; first to December 18, 2004 (69 FR 64983), and
then to a final deadline of January 7, 2005 (69 FR 76485). More than 390 comment documents (i.e.,
letters, facsimiles, and e-mails) were submitted to the NRC. In addition, oral comments were received
from approximately 60 individuals at a public meeting 'conducted by the NRC staff in October 2004.

The NRC staff considered and evaluated comment documents received after the January 7, 2005,-
deadline for public comment and concluded that none raised issues not already captured in timely
comments and already considered in the EIS analysis.

11.2 Public Participation

Public participation is an essential part of the environmental review process. This section discusses the
process for public participation during the NRC staff's development of the EIS for the proposed NEF.

The NRC conducted an open, public EIS development process consistent with the requirements of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and the NRC's regulations (detailed discussions-
follow). The NRC held a public scoping meeting early in the environmental review process (March 4,
2004) and a public meeting on the Draft EIS during the public comment period (October 14, 2004). With
extensions in the comment period, the NRC provided a 113-day public comment period for agencies and
the public to review the Draft EIS and provide comments. This EIS considers and addresses the nearly
4,200 individual comments the NRC staff identified from letters, facsimile transmittals, and e-mails-.'
received from more than 390 individuals and from oral comments given by approximately 60 individuals.

H.2.1 Initial Notification and Notice of Fornal Proceeding

Upon receipt of the Louisiana Energy Services'.(LES's) application for the proposed National
Enrichment Facility (NEF) and completion of an initial acceptance review, the NRC published a notice in
the Federal Register (69 FR 5873) of receipt of the application and notice of hearing on February 6,
2004.

H.2.2 Public Scoping ' -

The NRC's public scoping process for the EIS began on February 4, 2004, with the publication in the
Federal Register (69 FR 5374-5375) of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare an EIS. As part of this
process, the NRC conducted a public scoping meeting in Eunice, New Mexico, on March 4, 2004. At
this meeting, the NRC staff provided a description of NRC's role, responsibilities, and mission; gave a
brief overview'of its environmental and safety review processes; discussed how the public could
effectively participate in the environmental review'prbcess; and solicited input from the general public on
environmental concerns related to the proposed NEF. The NRC staff published notice of the scoping
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meeting in the same Federal Register notice as the NOI to prepare the EIS. The NRC staff advertised the
meeting in the Lovington Leader (Lovington, New Mexico); Albuquerque Journal and Albuquerque
Tribune (Albuquerque, New Mexico); Hobbs News-Sun (Hobbs, New Mexico); Carlsbad Current-Arguts,
(Carlsbad, New Mexico); Chamber Pot (Eunice, New Mexico); Eunice News (Eunice, New Mexico); and
Jal Record (Jal, New Mexico).

11.2.3 Issuance and Availability of the Draft EIS

On September 17, 2004, in accordance with NRC regulations, the NRC staff published a Notice of
Availability for the Draft EIS in the Federal Register (69 FR 56104-56105). In the notice, the NRC staff
provided information on how to obtain a free copy of the Draft EIS. Additionally, copies of the Draft
EIS were mailed to approximately 300 individuals including Federal, Tribal, State, and local government
officials as well as members of the general public. An electronic version of the document and supporting
information was made accessible through the NRC's project-specific web site
(http://www.nrc.gov/materials/fuel-cycle-fac/lesfacility.html) and through the NRC's Agencywide
Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) database on the NRC's web site.

11.2.4 Public Comment Period

In the publication of the Notice of Availability of the Draft EIS on September 17, 2004 (69 FR 56104-
56105), the NRC staff stated that public comments on the Draft EIS should be submitted by November 6,
2004. On November 9, 2004, the NRC staff extended the public comment period to December 18, 2004,
(69 FR 64983) in response to the closing of public access to the ADAMS database. A redacted version
of the Draft EIS was made available to the public on the NRC's web site on December 20, 2004.
The NRC staff extended the public comment period a second time to January 7, 2005, due to the
continued suspension of public access to ADAMS (69 FR 76485; December 21, 2004). The 113-day
period for public comment (i.e., from September 17, 2004, to January 7, 2005) exceeds the 45-day
comment period required under the NRC regulations. By letter, facsimile, and e-mail, more than 390
individuals submitted more than 4,200 comments on the Draft EIS.

11.2.5 Public Comment Meeting

On October 17, 2004, in Eunice, New Mexico, the NRC staff conducted a public meeting to receive oral
comments on the Draft EIS from members of the public. The NRC staff selected the city of Eunice as the
location for the meeting because it is approximately 8 kilometers (5 miles) from the proposed NEF site.
The NRC staff advertised this meeting in the local and regional newspapers noted in section H.2.2 and
issued a nationwide press release. The meeting received coverage in the Eunice-Hobbs, New Mexico,
area media.

Approximately 60 people provided oral comments during the meeting. A certified court reporter
recorded the oral comments and prepared a written transcript. The transcript is provided in Appendix J
of this EIS. The transcript is part of the public record for the proposed project and was used in the
development of the comment summaries contained in Appendix L

H.3 Comments Received on the Draft EIS

As discussed above, the NRC staff received both oral and written comments on the Draft EIS during the
comment period. The NRC staff identified nearly 4,200 comments in the more than 390 letters,
facsimiles, and e-mails received and from the oral comments.
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H3.1 Comment Review

The NRC staff reviewed each comment letter and the transcript of the public meeting. Comments
relating to similar issues and topics were grouped, as permitted by NRC regulations in 10 CFR § 51.91
and the Council on Environmental Quality's National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) regulations at
40 CFR § 1503.4(b).

Appendix I presents the comments, or summaries of comments, along with the NRC staff's
corresponding responses. When comments have resulted in a modification to the Draft EIS, those
changes are noted in the staff's response. In cases for which the comments do not warrant a detailed
response, the NRC staff provides an explanation as to why no further response is necessary. In all cases,
the NRC staff sought to respond to all comments received during the public comment period.

Due to the volume of comments received, Appendix I provides summaries of all substantive comments
received on the Draft EIS. The NRC staff prepared responses for each of the comments or for summaries
of comments. -

H.4 Major Issues and Topics of Concern

The majority of the comments received specifically addressed the scope of the environmental reviews,
analysis, and issues contained in the Draft EIS, including existing conditions, potential impacts, proposed
mitigation, and the NRC's environmental review process. However, other comments addressed topics
and issues that were not part of the review process for the proposed action. Those comments included
questions about the NRC's safety evaluation of the proposed uranium enrichment facility, security
concerns, general statements of support or opposition to nuclear power, observations regarding past NRC
or LES activities, comments on the NRC regulatory process in general, and comments on policies of the
NRC and other Government agencies.

H.4.1 Comments on Out-of-Scope Topics

Some commenters raised issues that were not related to the NRC staffs environmental review of LES's
application to construct, operate, and decommission the proposed NEF. These issues are identified
below. Because these issues did not directly relate to the environmental effects of the proposed action
and were outside the scope of the NEPA review of the proposed action, the NRC staff did not prepare
detailed responses to these comments.

11.4.1.1 Public Hearing

By law, a license to construct and operate the proposed NEF cannot be issued until completion of a
hearing before the NRC's Atomic Safety and Licensing Board. Notice of the hearing, including guidance
on certain aspects, was provided by the-Commission in a notice published in the Federal Register on
February 6, 2004. Thereafter, a Licensing Board comprised of three administrative judges was
established to conduct the hearing. Three parties have been permitted to intervene in the proceeding:
Nuclear Information and Resource Services and Public Citizen, the New Mexico Attorney General, and
the New Mexico Environment Department. These parties have advanced contentions which are under
consideration by the Licensing Board. From February 7 to 10, 2005, the Licensing Board conducted an
evidentiary hearing on contentions relating to the Draft EIS. Based on the evidence presented, the
Licensing Board issued a Partial Initial Decision on June 8, 2005, resolving the contentions in favor of
the Staff and/or LES and upholding the adequacy of the Draft EIS. Additional evidentiary hearings are
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expected to be conducted in order to consider other admitted contentions. In addition, the Licensing
Board will conduct a mandatory hearing. Following completion of these hearings, the Licensing Board
will issue a final decision as to whether the requested license should be issued. The evidence submitted
during the hearing and the decisions of the Licensing Board are publically available except to the extent
that they contain proprietary information.

H.4.1.2 Public Participation in the NRC Environmental Review Process

The NRCs environmental review begins with the receipt and docketing of an application, which is
described above. Pursuant to 10 CFR § 51.60, an applicant for an NRC license to construct and operate a
uranium enrichment facility must submit an environmental report to the NRC with the application. In
support of its licensing decision for a uranium enrichment facility, the NRC is required under 10 CFR §
51.20(b)(10) to prepare an EIS, and pursuant to 10 CFR § 51.26, to issue an NOI to prepare the EIS,
which is published in the Federal Register. [For this licensing action, the NRC staff published the NOI in
the Federal Register (69 FR 5374) on February 4, 2004.] In the NOI, the NRC staff describes, among
other things, the scoping process proposed for the requested action. While a public meeting on the
scoping process is not required under 10 CFR § 51.27, should the NRC staff decide that such a meeting is
appropriate, the NOI identifies its time and place or when the time and place will be announced.
Pursuant to 10 CFR § 51.28, the NRC staff invites designated persons to participate in the scoping
process, including any person who has requested to participate.

Once the NRC staff has completed the scoping process, defined the proposed action, and determined the
scope of the EIS, the staff prepares a Draft EIS. Pursuant to 10 CFR § 51.74, the NRC staff then makes
the Draft EIS publicly available, publishes notice of the Draft EIS's availability in the Federal Register,
and requests public comment on it. As specified in 10 CFR § 51.73, the minimum public comment
period is 45 days. The NRC staff also distributes copies of the Draft EIS to the persons or organizations
identified in 10 CFR § 51.74 including the EPA, certain State and local agencies, Indian Tribes, and,
upon written request and to the extent copies are available, to any other person. After receipt and
consideration of public comments on the Draft EIS, the NRC staff prepares a Final EIS pursuant to 10
CFR § 51.90 and 51.9 1.

H.4.1.3 NRC Safety Review Process

The NRC staff evaluates a license application to determine whether an applicant has demonstrated
compliance with the regulatory requirements which pertain to the type of license being sought. In the
case of the present license application from LES to construct, operate, and decommission a uranium
enrichment facility, the NRC staff evaluated the application against the Commission's regulations found
at 10 CFR Part 70. The NRC staffs evaluation of an applicant's demonstration of compliance with the
regulations is documented in an Safety Evaluation Report (SER). The NRC staff evaluates an applicant's
attempt to demonstrate compliance with the regulations by reviewing the license application against the
regulations. Requests by the NRC staff for additional information from the applicant are made publicly
available. However, there is no requirement for a formal public comment resolution process for SERs.

H.4.1.4 Redaction of Material in the NEPA Process

The NRC has a duty to balance the need for public disclosure of relevant information with the need to
protect sensitive information that could, in the wrong hands, pose a danger to the public. To address
security concerns about information that could be used to undermine the safety of operations at the
proposed NEF, the NRC redacted certain information from the Draft EIS. The NRC made a redacted
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version of the Draft EIS available to the public in December 2004, replacing the original Draft EIS on its
project-specific web site and in ADAMS. Thereafter, in the interest 6f providing full public disclosure,
the unredacted version was placed on the web site and in ADAMS.

H.4.1.5 Terrorism

As stated in the Commission's Memorandum and Order CLI-02-24', although the NRC has determined
that issues of terrorism in the context of NEPA should not be addressed, the NRC is devoting substantial
time and attention to terrorism-related matters. For example, as part of fulfilling its mission to protect
public health and safety and common defense and security pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act, the NRC
staff is conducting security assessments of commercial uses of radioactive material.

H.4.1.6 Nonproliferation

Nonproliferation issues, such as the downblending of Russian highly enriched uranium under the
Megatons to Megawatts program, are issues of national U.S. policy. The proposed action in this EIS is
limited to the construction, operation, and decommissioning of the proposed NEF. Thus, based on the
no-action alternative provided in section 2.2.1 of this EIS, the impacts associated with the no-action
alternative discussed in section 4.8 address the range of impacts associated with not constructing,
operating, or decommissioning the proposed NEF.

H.5 Comment Summaries and Responses for Public Review

Detailed responses to comments are given in Appendix I. The structure of Appendix I provides
commenter identification, the comment summaries, and the NRC staff's responses. The comments were
grouped into the following subject areas:

I.1 General Opposition
I.2 General Support
1.3 NEPA Process
I.4 Purpose and Need
1.5 Scope of the Analysis
I.6 Cooperating Agencies and Consultations_
I.7 Alternatives Considered but Eliminated
1.8 Land Use
I.9 Historic and Cultural Resources
I.10 Climatology, Meteorology, and Air Quality -,
I.11 Geology, Minerals, Soils, and Seismic Issues
I.12 Water Resources
I. 13 Ecological Resources
I. 14 Socioeconomics
I.15 Environmental Justice
1.16 Noise
I.17 Transportation
I. 18 Public and Occupational Health - Normal Operations

Commission Memorandum and Order CLI-02-24. "In the Matter of Private Fuel Storage, L.LC. (Independent Spent
Fuel Storage Installation)." December 18,2002. ADAMS Accession Number ML023520349.
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I. 19 Public and Occupational Health - Accidents
I.20 Waste Management
1.21 Decontamination and Decommissioning
1.22 Cumulative Impacts
1.23 Environmental Measurements and Monitoring Program
1.24 Cost Benefit Analysis
1.25 Terrorism, Security, and Nonproliferation
I.26 Conflict of Interest
1.27 Editorial Comments

H.6 Commenter and Comment Identification

The NRC staff received several hundred comment documents from which the staff identified 396
individual commenters and over 4,200 comments. As discussed in the next section, the NRC staff
assigned an identification number to each commenter which will aid the reader in locating comments
submitted by individual commenters and the NRC staff's corresponding responses.

H.6.1 Commenter Identification

Each commenter has been identified using either a commenter identification number, a Commenter
Group letter, or both. This was carried out as follows:

* A three-digit commenter identification number was assigned to commenters who submitted
unique comment documents.

* A group letter(s) was assigned to commenters who submitted comment documents that were
duplicates of comment documents previously submitted. Each Commenter Group letter signifies
a single comment document that was received by the NRC staff multiple times from different
commenters. Commenter Group letters also were assigned to comment documents that contained
multiple signatures.

Table H-1 provides an alphabetical listing of individuals who provided comments on the Draft EIS
during the comment period. Please note that the NRC staff used "Illegible" for those whose signatures
could not be deciphered. Also listed for each identified commenter is their affiliation (if provided), as
well as their assigned three-digit commenter number andlor their assigned Commenter Group letter(s)2.

Table H-2 identifies the Commenter Groups and the commenters who belong to each group.

2Twenty-seven sets of duplicate comment documents were identified.
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Table H-1 Commenter Identification

Commenter Name Affiliation Commenter No.

Abousleman, Ron City of Eunice, New Mexico 084; Group J '
........................................................... ................ .. .......................... ...........................................................................................................................

Adelberg, Kurt Member of the Public Group L
............................................................. ........................................................................... _.................................

Adkins, Ami Member of the Public Group L
_............................................................................ ...... ._......7 ................................................

Allison, Donna and George Members of the Public Group L
..................................... ........... ...........................................................................

Ambrose, Christian Member of the Public.'.''. Group L

Amundsen, Olav New Mexico Junior.College 063
............................................................. ........................................................................... _ _...............................

Anderson, Clifford Member of the Public Group L
................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................

Andrews, Sharon Member of the Public ' ' Group L'"

Armstrong II, W.E. Member of the Public Group H
............................................................. .............................................................................. ._....

Ash, Coila Creative Commotion: Voices for Social Change Group M
....................................................................................................................................... ....................

Aviles, Lauren Louise Member of the Public Group L
..................................................................................... ............................................................................................................ ....

Aviles, Olivia Shannon Member of the Public`' Group L
.... ......................................................... ............... ............................................. .........._

Aviles, Thomas Sullivan Member of the Public Group L
............................................................... . ................................................... . ............

Aviles, William Timothy Member of the Public Group L~................ ................ ....................................................................................................................

Ayling, Allene Member of the Public- Group L

Barnes, Brent Member of the Public. Group L
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Barnes, Melanie Member of the Public' 041
.................. ....................i.......................................................................................... ................................................................................................................... _

Barr, Phillip Member of the Public. . 033~~~~~~~............................................................................................................... ......................................................................................................... ..

Battaglini, Ray Hobbs Chamber of Commerce 006

Baumwald, Keith Member of the Public . Group L
....................................................... ................... ............................................ .. ........................................

Bavel, Lana City of Andrews,-Texas '' 087

Baxter, Dean Member of the Public .- Group L
....................................................................................................... ...................................................................................................................

Bearden, Kathi Lea County Economic Development 074; 051
Corporation --

Hobbs News-Sun
.................... . .............................. ..........................................................................

Beatty, Diane Member.of the Public'.. Group L .~~~~~~............................................................................................. ...................................................................................................

Berggren, Nancy Member of the Public Group L
.......... ................... . .. . ........................................ .... .........

Berghofer, Richard Member of the Public Group L
............................................................. ............................................................................. _... _... _.........

Bernard, Elaine Member of the Public- Group L
.................................................................... _ _..................................................... . .. .....

Bettis, Vera Member of the'Public Group A....B e R y C y............. oo................. 0 G
Betzen, Ray 'City of Hobbs; New Mexico 081; Group B

........................... --............................... ................................................
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Commenter Name Affiliation Commenter No.

Bingaman, Jeff United States Senator for the State of New 067
Mexico

...................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................ _

Birnie, Patricia Tucson Branch of the Women's International 343
League for Peace and Freedom

Blumberg, Rena Member of the Public Group L
....................................................................
Bogle, Paula Member of the Public Group L

................................................................ . . ........................................ .................................... . .. . ............

Borje, Christine Member of the Public Group L
................................................................ . .................................................... .......................... . .. ..............

Branch, Shawn Member of the Public Group L

Bratton, Donald E. State of New Mexico House of Representatives 058
............ . s..........a..em..r. G r L _
Braun, Marisa Member of the Public Group L

Breiding, Joan Member of the Public Group L
......................................................................................................................................................................... ........................

Brickle, Vickey Member of the Public Group L.................................. ....................................... N 0 ; G p
Brock, Michael Member of the Public Group I

.......... .... ............ ._............. ...... _ .................... ..................................

Brown, James City of Eunice, New Mexico 066; Group H

Brown, Sharon Member of the Public Group L
..................... .Bonni Margay ......... ofthePublic
Bulger, Paul Member of the Public Group L

.............................................................................. . . ...... ._......... ..........

Bundick, Mike City of Eunice, New Mexico Chamber of 089; Group H
Commerce

.................. .................................. ....................................................................

Buono, Alfred Member of the Public Group L
..................................................................................................................................... ................ . .........

Burke, Bonnie Margay Member of the Public Group L
........................... ........ .......................... _................................................................................................ .. . .......

Burms, Deborah Member of the Public Group L
.......... .......................... ........... .............. . ............... . ........................

Butler, Kirk Member of the Public Group L
............................................................. .......................................................................... _..................................

Caballero, Albert Member of the Public 009
............................................................. .........................................................................a M o
Calderon, Irene Member of the Public Group l

............................................................. ................................................................................ _............................

Calderon, Joe City of Hobbs, New Mexico School Board 027
Member

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

Callahan, Sharon Member of the Public Group L
............................................................................................................................................ .......................................................................................................... _

Carmack, Linda C. Member of the Public .................. ... Grop .I_

Carmnack, Reyce L. Member of the Public Group I
........................... .................................. ....................................................................... ............

Carter, Bob Lea County Community Improvement 069
Corporation

...................................................... .................. ...................................................................................................

Cheek, Charlene Member of the Public Group L

Cheney, Lee Citizens Nuclear Information Center 03 1; Group M

Choi, Sabrina Member of the Public Group L
................................ .... _... _...............................................................
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Commenter Name Affiliation .I -

1-- r :- WT .-. IL |s X-- _ \ 4_ A

Commenter No.
, I _ .

k.aliDorne, Claydean Airy Di Jai, New Mexico VIa; Uroup rz
................................................................................................................................................................................................

Clark, Sharon Economic Development Corporation of Lea Group J
County

................................................................. ............................................................................ ...................................................

Clarke, Margot Sierra Club, Lone Star Chapter 356
.................................................................................................... ... .................................................................................... ..............................................

CNIC Citizens' Nuclear Information Center 036
............................................................................................... .. .................................................................................................................

Coake, Jennifer Member of the Public Group L

Coghlan, Jay Nuclear Watch of New Mexico Group M
............................................................................................ ..................... ........................................ .......................

Cohagn, Emmett Member of the Public Group I

Cole, David Member of the Public 016
................................................ ..... . c L............................................................... .

Connery, Brendan Member of the Public - Group L
.. _....................................................................................................... ................................ _..................

Connor, Thomas Member of the Public -Group L
._ .......................................................... .................................................................... ............................................................................ ............................

Cope, Johnny State of New Mexico Transportation 082
Commission................................................. ....................... c.......... .G.......................................p

Craig, Clavin Member of the Public Group G
................................................................................... .................. ....................................................G.....................

Cramer, Don Member of the Public -Group L--
~~~~~~........................................................................................................ ............................ ... ....... ..................... ........................................................._

Cutter, Sandra Member of the Public' Group L~~~~~~................................................ ..................... .............................................................................. ..........................................................................

D., John
..........................................

Daley, Richard

Davis, J.D.
.................. . ................... _

Davis, Jared

DeClue, Anne
.................................

DeLeon, Alice
... _....................................

Demar, Ben........................................
-Dempster, Brian

.....................

,......................

......................

Member of the Publicr . tc.............
Member of the Public.........................................................................................
Member of the Public.............. ............................................................................
Member of the Public............. .............. t .................Pb i .c_
Member of the Public-

................................................................................... .......................................................

Member of the Public
,............. . ............. . ...................................... ._.....

Member of the Public
............................ ................................. _.............

Member of the Public -

.......

.......

........

Group I

Group.L. .

Group F

Group L.....................
Group L...........G. ........
Group L

,.....................

Group L
.....................

Group L

............................

, _............

,.............................

...................... I....... .............................

...................... ........ .............................

...................... ........ ..... ......... _....

.......................................................................................... . .. .......................................... ......................................... ........................ ___

Dill, Garu College of the Southwest 091

Dill, Marilyn Southwest Symphony in Hobbs, New Mexico 090
......... ........__. ...................... .............................. . .......................

Dobryn, Renata Member of the Public'- Group L

Dolgener, Richard Andrews County, Texas - 086
...........orM............................... ................................................ _ ............................................ _

Dorch, David A. Member of the Public Group L
.............. ..................... ... . ...................................... ...... ....................... ...........

Douglas, Ben Member of the Public- Group L
........................................................................... .................................................................................... ................................. ............... .............. . .....

Dressler, Pat Member of the Public Group L
................ ................ t ............................ G
Duesler Jr., John G. -Mernber of the Public -- Group L
......................... ............... ..... ...................................................... ........................... ......................

Dunham, Russ Member of the Public Group L
.......................................................................... .................. ...................................... . ............................. ................. ............__

Eaves, Carol Member of the Public Group L
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Commenter Name Affiliation Commenter No.

Edmonson, Scott Member of the Public Group L
................................................................. ................ ........................................................................................................

Ehrhardt, Erin Member of the Public Group L............................................................. .........................................................................u
Enszer, Julie Mebro the.............. Pbl!i~c ......... Group L... rv....n......J...hn.....Member.........of.......he....Public.........Group........L.
Ervin, John Member of the Public Group L

........... .......... _................................................................................................................................................ ............... ....

Espinos, Mick Member of the Public Group G

Evilsizer, Susan Member of the Public Group L
................. .... .............. .... .............................................................................................

Feldman, Mark Member of the Public Group L
......................................................................................................................................................................................................

Ferguson, Rick Jal Public Schools 076
............................................................. ............................................................................... _..........._.....

Ferland, James Louisiana Energy Services 073

Fisher, Amber Member of the Public Group B
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

Fisher, Karen State of New Mexico Attorney General's Office 034
............................................................. ............................................F.............................
Ford, Corisa Member of the Public Group L

Foster, Ariele Member of the Public Group L

Fourmyle, Lisa Member of the Public Group L
...................................... ............................................ _.............._.................... _.............

Fox, Tannis New Mexico Environment Department 042Fredericks,......... Misha....Member......of...the...Public.....Group.....L
Fredericks, Misha Member of the Public Group L

....... ............................. .................................... . ........................................

Frontz, Jeff Member of the Public Group L

Fulfer, Kim Member of the Public 100
~~~~~~.................................................. .................................................. ........... _ ............................................................................ ......................................._

Fuller, Mary J. Eunice, New Mexico City Council 020; Group H
.............................................................. ........ .............................................................................................................

Galbraith Jr., John F. An Alternative Way 245

Gardner, Rose Member of the Public 032
............................................................. ....................................................................................................................................................................

Gebhard, Sister Mary Member of the Public Group L......................... Me be.o.te ubicGru..........L.....................
Gliva, Davis Member of the Public Group L

................. ....................... ....... _..... _.. _...............................................................

Gliva, Stephen Member of the Public Group L
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ _

Goff, Buster Lea County Water Users Association 083

Goldstein, Sidney Member of the Public Group L
.......................................... . . ......................... ..... . .. . .....

Good, John Member of the Public 061; Group K
Godn olA e bro h ulcG op.................................................................................... .................................. ____.
Gordon, Joal A. Member of the Public Group L

Gosule, Leonard Member of the Public Group L
............................................................................................................................................

Graves, Glen A. Los Alamos Education Group 045

Greenwald, Janet Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive 295; Group M
Dumping

.......................................................................... ................. ....................................................................................................
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Commenter Name

Grove, John
..........................................................

Grover, Ravi
..........................................................

Habibi, Anoushka
..........................................................

Hackler, Glen E. and Robert
Zap
...................................................
Haislen, Tom

Halsey, Chad
.................. ..................................

Hancock, Don
....... ..................................................

Hande, G.
........................................................

Harlan, Harry

Harper, Jerry

Harper, Jerry

Harrison, Emily
..................................... .........

Hawkins, Karen R.
..........................................................

Hawkins, J. Brad
................. ..................................

Hayes, Paula B.

Henderson, Barbara............ ...........C
Henry, Christopher

Affiliation .

Member of the Public....................................................
Member of the Public....................................................
Member of the Public
.....................................................

City of Andrews, Texas

.......*s@@~@w...............................

Commenter No.

151
....................................
Group L....................................
Group L -

....................................

002

.v............

.s*@4 .*.*....................................... ..............

...... ......................................... I............

... ......................................... ......................................

.9*o

I...

In...

....

Member of the Public

Member of the Public.
. ...................................... ......................................

Southwest Research and Information Center
........................................................................................

Member of the Public
. ........................................................................... . ....................................................

Member of the Public -

Eunice Fire Department

Member of the Public ........................................................................................
Member of the Public.......................................................................................
Member of the Public.. ....................................
Member of the Public

........................................................................................

Members of the Public'-
.........................................................................................

Member of the Public
. .................................. ......................................... ..................

Member of the Public

I........

.........

X.Z........

.....

Group G
........................

Group L

358
........................
Group L

Group I
........................

088

Group C

Group L

Group K

Group F

149
.........................

Group L........................
Group L

.................

.........................

.........................

I........................

.......... I........................

.... ...... I*..@....@@................

.... ........@ ........................*

..... ........ I B........................

....o ....... ........................

Hemandez, Junior Member of the Public, Group I
............................................................. .......................................... ........................... .................

Herron, Rixey Member of the Public Group L~~~~~~~~~~~.................................................. .................................................... ................. _ ..........................................

Hersh, Charles Member of the Public-- - 185
..................... ............... .............................................................................................................................................................

Hetrick, Nathan Member of the Public - Group L

Hicks, Debra P. Pettigrew and Associates, P.A. 025
_ ............................................................... ...........................................................................

Hobbs, A.I. Member of the Public .... Group I
............................................................................................................ .............................

Holladay, Kelly New Mexico Junior College 029
_.................................... .........................................................

Holler, Suzanne Member of the Public 010
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Holmberg, Dennis Lea County 075......... ............ ....................... ..............................
Hopper, Pam Member of the Public Group L........................................................ ..... . ... ......................................................... ............L.._
Howald, William Member of the Public; Group L

. ................................................................................
Howard, Patricia Member of the Public Group L

................................................................................................................................................... .................................

Howard, William - Member of the Public Group L
........ .................................................... ............................................ _........ ...............................................................

Hudson, Murray Member of the Public Group L
............... ..................... .... _ ............ ..........................

Hughes, Maurice Member of the Public Group I
*......................................................... ..... eses............... e............. .w*@@*eo**@es+6@@sbs**@oo@*¢~ssvs@*aeev*JvX@se .............................................................
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Commenter Name Affiliation Commenter No.

Hunt, Jim Member of the Public Group L
............................................................. ................................................................................ _............................

Hutto, Janet Member of the Public Group L........................................................................................... ..................................................................................................................
Illegible - 2 Member of the Public Group C........................................................ .................................................................... ........ ...
Illegible - 2 Member of the Public Group H............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Illegible - 3 Member of the Public Group F.............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Illegible - 4 Member of the Public Group H

Illegible - 9 M ember of the Public Group ............................................................................................................................................................g............. .............................. ..................................................................
Illegible - 6 Member of the Public Group H.............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Illegible - 7 Member of the Public Group H

........................................................................................................................................................................ ........................

Illegible - 8 Member of the Public Group N

Illegible - 9 Member of the Public Group N;I0;.P;....T;............................................................. U.........................................................................V.;
Illegible - 10 Member of the Public Group K.................................................................................................................................... . ........................
Illegible - 16 Member of the Public Group K.U.V.W.X.Y
Illegible - 12 Member of the Public Group N; 0; P; R; T;

U; V; W; X; Y
............................... .................................................................. ...............................................................................................................................................
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:Connor, Thomas
Cramer, Don
Cutter, Sandra
:Daley, Richard
Davis, Jared
DeClue, Anne
*Demar, Ben
bDempster, Brian
Dobryn, Renata
Dorch, David A.

Douglas, Ben
Dressler, Pat
.Duesler Jr., John G.
Dunham, Russ
Eaves, Carol

...................... ;.......................................... . ........................................

Group M :Ash, Coila
.Cheney, Lee
.Coghlan, Jay

Goldstein, Sidney
Gordon, Joel A.
Gosule, Leonard
Grover, Ravi
Habibi, Anoushka
Halsey, Chad
Hande, G. '
Harrison, Emily
Henderson, Barbara
Henry, Christopher
Herron, Rixey
Hetrick, Nathan
Hopper, Pam
Howald, William
Howard, Patricia
Howard, William
Hudson, Murray
Hunt, Jim
Hutto, Janet
Irizarry, Miguel A.
Isaacson, Joel
James, Erimi- '
Johnson, Carol
Johnson, Karen
Johnson, Richard M.
Johnston, Timothy
Kauffman, Patricia
Kendall, Mark
Khalsa, Mha AtmaS
Kimball, Toni
Kirkpatrick, Mary
Klosterman,-Jim
Knijnenrburg,

Michelle
Koelle, Helena
Kosuda, Constance
Kovacs, Michael
Kowatch,'William E.,
Kuhlik, Barry

GreenwaldaJifnet
Laeng-Gilliatt, Sarah
McMullen, Penelope

Markham, Thomas
Marshall, Laurel
Mastro, Nick
Matlock, KL
McMonagle, Patricia
Merenda, Michael
Metreger, Tabitha
Miller, Danielle
Milliner, Susan Emge
Milstein, Noah
Minault, Kent
Misale, Judi
Moreno, Dorinda
Morgenstern, Jack

and Helga Freund
Mozer, Elizabeth
Mullarkey, Mike
Munn, Mary
Murphy, Juliann
Nidess, Rael
Norsworthy, William
O'Nan, Elizabeth
Overby, James
Paddock, Kathryn
Patience, J.
Patnode, Martha
Patrick, A.A.
Patsis, John
Pawlowski, Georgia
Pearlman, Tamara R.
Perner, Mary
Peterson, Ellen
Peterson, Ron
Pihl, Julie
Pinkerton, Brian
Rattner, Ron
Raunio, Diane
,Raunio, Larry
Redd, Sherry

Schtick, Nici
Scurrah, James
Serrano, Russell
Simpson, Craig
Smay, Betty
Smith, Don
Smith, Mark E.
Ss
St.Onge, Kathleen
Stanley, Phyllis
Stein, Paul
Stoner, Kyle
Stuckman, Scott
Surnrall, Daniel
Tenio, Gary
Timmerman, Don and

Roberta Thurstin
Tjesse m, Sandra
Tromm, Curtis
Turner, Kathleen
Keading

Turnoy, David
Wagner, Jim and

Virginia
Wahosi, Mare
Walker, Todd
Warner, Darryl
Weishaar, Jennifer M.
Williams, Paul
Wilson, Pamela
Winter, Warren
Worrell, Jennifer
x x
Yribar, Rita
Zee-Six, M.
Zinn, Roger
Zoda, Al

.............................................. .......................................................................

Meiklejohn,-Douglas
Rodriguez, Robby
Williams, Amy I - I

...................... .................. ......... ............. ........... ......................... e....... . .................................... .................. .... :_ ............................................

Group N :Illegible - 12 Illegible - 15 Illegible - 18 Illegible - 21
:Illegible - 13 Illegible - 16 -' Illegible - 19 Williams, Fletch
-Illegible 14 Illegible -'17- Illegible - 20

----------------- -- ---- -- ---- - ..- -- - --- ... ........ . ....... .....
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Group Comnmenters

Group 0 :Illegible - 12 illegible - 15 Illegible - 18 Illegible - 21
illegible - 13 Illegible - 16 Illegible - 19 Williams, Fetch
Illegible - 14 Illegible - 17 Illegible - 20

........................... ........................................................... ......................

Group P Illegible - 12 Illegible - 15 Illegible - 19 Williams, Retch
Illegible - 13 Illegible - 17 Illegible -20
Illegible - 14 Illegible - 18 Illegible - 21

..................... . ... ....... ......... ;_...................

Group Q Illegible - 16 Illegible - 18 Illegible - 20 Williams, FRetch
Illegible - 17 Illegible - 19 Illegible - 21

..................... ........ ...........................................

Group R Illegible - 12 Illegible - 15 Illegible - 18 Illegible - 21
UIllegible - 13 Illegible - 16 Illegible - 19 Williams, FRetch
Illegible - 14 Illegible - 17 Illegible - 20t **---------- .................----- --------- .. ....... -------.----- ...............................

Group S Illegible - 17 Illegible - 19 illegible - 21
ilegible - 18 Illegible - 20 Williams, Fletch

...................... ......... ....... ......... ............ ............. ..... .........................................

Group T Illegible - 12 Illegible - 15 Illegible - 18 Illegible - 21
Illegible - 13 Illegible - 16 Illegible - 19 Williams, Retch
Illegible - 14 Illegible - 17 Illegible - 20

_ : .............................. .......... ................................

Group U Illegible - 12 Illegible - 15 illegible - 18 Illegible - 21
Illegible - 13 Illegible - 16 illegible - 19 Williams, Fetch
Illegible- 14 Illegible- 17 Illegible -20

................. ............... ... ...................................................

Group V Illegible - 12 illegible - 15 Illegible - 18 Illegible - 21
UIllegible - 13 Illegible - 16 Illegible - 19 Williams, Fetch
Illegible - 14 Illegible - 17 Illegible - 20

.................... ............. , . .................................................. ......................

Group W Illegible - 12 Illegible - 15 Illegible - 19 Williams, Fletch
Illegible - 13 Illegible - 17 Illegible - 20
Illegible - 14 Illegible - 18 Illegible - 21

Group X Illegible - 12 Illegible - 15 Illegible - 18 illegible - 21
Illegible - 13 Illegible - 16 Illegible - 19 Williams, Fetch
Illegible - 14 Illegible - 17 Illegible - 20

..................... i.. ........................... . .......................

Group Y Illegible - 12 Illegible - 15 illegible - 18 Illegible - 21
Illegible - 13 Illegible - 16 Illegible - 19 Williams, Fletch
Illegible - 14 Illegible - 17 Illegible - 20

............ ......................... ............................ ....... ..... ...........

Group Z Illegible- 17 Illegible- 19 Illegible -21
Illegible - 18 Illegible - 20 Williams, Fletch

~~~~~~~~~..................... .. .. . ......... .......................... ...............................................................................

Group UIllegible - 17 Illegible - 19 Illegible - 21
AA Illegible - 18 Illegible - 20 Williams, Fletch

H.6.2 Comment Identification

Comment documents received contained at least one comment on the Draft EIS. The NRC staff assigned
each identified comment a two-part comment number (e.g., 000-1 or A-1). The first part of the comment
number specifies the individual commnenter or Commenter Group while the second part of the number is
the number assigned to a specific comment made by the individual commenter or the Commenter Group.
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These specific comment numbers increase sequentially with each subsequent identified comment. The
two-part comment numbers assigned by the NRC staff are provided in Table H-3.

Table H-3 is arranged in order, first alphabetically by Group and then numerically by commenter. This
table also lists the appropriate section in Appendix I where the summary of each comment appears with
the corresponding NRC staff's response.

Appendix J contains the copies of the actual comment documentation received by the NRC staff. The
documents are arranged in the following order: (1) Public Meeting transcript3 ; (2) Group letters; and
(3) commenter identification numbers. Within each comment document, boxes are placed around
individual comments with the corresponding comment numbers appearing in the margins.

As an actual example, Ms. Sandy Rogers submitted a comment letter on the Draft EIS. If one wanted to
read the NRC staffs response to Ms. Rogers' comments, one would first find her name in Table H-1 to
get her comment identification number (she is assigned commenter No. 104). Then, one would move to
Table H-3 to find her comment numbers. There, one would find that the NRC staff identified three
comments from Ms. Rogers' submittal (these are comments 104-1, 104-2, and 104-3). Also identified are
the sections in Appendix I where these comments are summarized and responded to by the NRC staff. If
one wanted to read Ms. Rogers' comments in the context of her original letter, one would find comment
document 104 in Appendix J. Comment document 104 in Appendix J is a scanned image of Ms. Rogers'
letter with brackets around each identified commnent.

I I

An:

I

3A notation (') is provided in Table H-3 if the comment was a verbal comment received at the public meeting.
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Table 11-3 Index by Comment Number

Comment Appendix H Commenter
No. Section

A-1 1.2 Group A

A-2 1.2

B-1 1.2 Group B
............................................................................

C-1 1.2 Group C

C-2 1.2

D-1 I.2 Group D

D-2 1.2

E-1 1.2 Group E

E-2 1.2
.............................................................................................

F-1 I.2 Group F

F-2 1.2F-2 I 2 .................................................................

G-1 1.2 Group G
............................................................. .................. ..

H-1 1.2 Group H

H-2 1.2H -2 I 2 ..................................................................

1-1 1.2 Group I

I-2 1.2I-2 I2 ........................ ..........................................
J-l 1.2 Group J

1-2 1.2.................I .......2................................................

K-1 1.2 Group K

K-2 1.2K- 2......................... ....... .................................
L-1 1.3.4 Group L

L-2 1.7.2

L-3 1.7.3

L-4 1.7.3

L-5 1.4

L-6 I.14.4

L-7 1.14.1

L-8 1.15

L-9 1.12.5

L-10 1.12.2

L-11 1.20.7

Comment Appendix II Commenter
No. Section

L-12 1.20.7 Group L

L-13 1.10.2

L-14 I.19.1

L-15 I.9

L-16 1.3.4

M-1

M-2

M-3

M-4

M-5

M-6

M-7

M-8

M-9

M-10

M-11

M-12

M-13

M-14

M-15

M-16

M-17

M-18

M-19

M-20

M-21

M-22

M-23

M-24

M-25

M-26

1.1; 1.7.3

1.26

L26

I.4

1.7.3

1.18.2

1.27

1.4

1.4

1.3.4

1.5.2

1.18.2

1.11.1

L8.1

1.12.5

I.8.1

1.12.3

1.20.5

1.20.2

I.20.4

1.7.2

1.7.3

1.7.3

1.7.3

1.20.2

1.19.1

Group M
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Comment Appendix H Commenter
No. Section

Comment Appendix H
No. Section o

M-27

M-28

M-29

M-30

M-31

M-32

M-33

M-34

M-35

M-36

M-37

M-38

M-39

M-40

M-41

M-42

M-43

M-44

M-45

M-46

M-47

M48

M-49

M-50

M-51

M-52

M-53

M-54

M-55

M-56

M-57

M-58

1.10.1

I.10.1

1.7.3

I.7.3

I.13.2

I.13.2

1.14.3

1.14.1

1.15

I.9

I.10.2

1.10.2

I.1 1.1

I.12.2

1.12.3

1.12.3

1.14.1

1.14.2

1.12.5; I.27

1.17.2

I.20.2

I.20.3

I.18.1

1.22

I.23.1

I.23.1

I.23.2

I.23.1

1.23.1

I.23.1

I.21

I.24.2

Group M M-59

M-60

M-61

M-62

M-63

M-64

M-65

M-66

M-67

M-68

M-69

M-70

M-71

M-72
............

N-1

0-1
...............

P-1
.............

Q-1

Q-2

R-1
.............

- S-I
.............

T-I

T-2
. ......

U-1

:.,. 3U-2
- *... V-1.............

* V-1
; W-1
.............

X-1
.............

'! Y-I

; -8 Z-1
..............

AA-I.............
001-4

I.24.1

I.6

1.6

1.5.2

I.5.2

I.5.2

I.8.2

I.18.1

I.18.2

I.19.1

I.19.2

1.19.1

1.19.3

1.19.2
.......................

I.7.3
.......................

Tr )A q

- Group M

,......... .........................................................

Group N

f'-ral- n
.u.J.I U p %..J

......................................................................................

I.20.2 Group P.....................................................................................
I.20.3 Group Q

I.12.5
......................................................................................

I.20.2 Group R
..............................................................

I.4 Group S
....................................... ....................................

-I.10.3 - Group T

1.10.3; I.21
.....................................................................................

I.14.1 Group U

I.14.2
.....................................................................................

.........

.........

1.23.2
,.......................

1.6
,.......................

1.7.3
,.......................

1.15
........................

I.4
I.......................

I.251......................
I.2

......

,.....

Group V

Group W

Group X

Group Y...........................
Group A

Group i A -I...........................

Illegible - 22

.........................

.........................

......... ...... .........................

......... ...... ,.........................
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Comment Appendix H Commenter
No. Section

001-19 1.2 Illegible - 22
..................................................................................................

002-1 1.2 Glen E. Hackler and

002-2 1.2 Robert Zap
..................................................................................................

005-2a 1.2 Harry Teague

005-3 1.2
..................................................................................................

006-1 1.2 Ray Battaglini
..................................................................................................

007-1 1.2 Toni Nolan Trujillo

007-2a 1.2

007-3a 1.2

007-4a 1.2

007-5 1.2

007-6 1.2

007-7 1.2

009-1 1.2 Albert Caballero
..................................................................................................

010-1 1.2 Suzanne Holler

010-2a 1.2

010-3 1.2
..................................................................................................

011-2a I.2 Darrold Stephenson

011-3a 1.2
..................................................................................................

016-1 1.2 David Cole

016-2 1.2
..................................................................................................

018-2a 1.2 Claydean Claiborne

018-3a 1.2
..................................................................................................

020-2a 1.2 Mary J. Fuller
......................................................................................

021-1 1.2 Stan Rounds

021-2a I.2
..................................................................................................

022-1 1.2 Carroll H. Leavell

022-2" I.2

022-3a 1.2

022-4 1.2
..................................................................................................

024-1 1.2 Alicia N. Montanez.................................................................................................
025-1 1L2 Debra P. Hicks

Comment Appendix H1 Commenter
No. Section

025_2a 1.2 Debra P. Hicks

025-3a 1.3.6

025-4a 1.2
..................................................................................................

026-1 1.2 Steve McCleery

026-2a 1.2

026-3a 1.14.2

026-4 1.2

026-5a I.2
..................................................................................................

027-1 1.2 Joe Calderon

027-2a 1.2

027-3a 1.2

027-4 1.2
..................................................................................................

028-1 1.2 DeeDee Wallace

028-2a 1.2

028-3a L2

028_4a 1.2
.................................................................................................

029-1 I.2 Kelly Holladay

029-2w 1.2

029-3a 1.20.3

029-4 1.2

029-5a 1.12.2

029-6 1.20.3
.................................................................................................

030-2 I.2 Tanya White
..................................................................................................

031-1 1.5.3 Lee Cheney

031-2 1.12.3

031-3 1.20.4

031-4k 1.3.4

031-5a 1.3.4

031-6 1.1

031-7 1.24.1

031-8 1.24.1

031-9 1.24.1
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Comment Appendix H
No. Section Commenter

031-10 I.5.1 Lee Cheney
..................................................................................................

032-1 1.19.2 Rose Gardner

032-2 I.25

032-3 I.20.4

032-4 1.12.5

032-5 I.22

032-6a I.25

032-7' I.20.4

032_8a I.3.4

032-93 I.20.4

032-10a I.12.5

032-11 1.22

032-12a I.18.2

032-13' I.1

032-14 1.10.2

032-15 I.12.5

032-16 I.20.4

032-17 1.10.2

032-18 I.1

032-19 1.25

032-20 1.7.1

032-21 1.19.2

032-22 I.5.3

032-23 I.20.1

032-24 I.26

032-25 1.5.1

032-26 1.14.1

032-27 I.12.1

032-28 1.20.2

032-29 1.20.2

032-30 1.20.2

Comment Appendix H
No. Section

032-31 1.7.1; I.20.2; Rose Gardner
I.20.4

032-32 1.5.3

032-33 1.20.2

032-34 1.12.5

032-35 1.14.3

032-36 1.14.3

032-37 1.15

032-38 1.10.2

032-39 1.12.5

03240 I.19.2

032-41 1.19.2

03242 I.17.4

03243 I.18.2

03244 1.19.3

03245 1.19.2

03246 1.10.2; I.20.2

03247 I.18.2

032-48 I.20.1

032493 1.5.1

032-50 1.1
.................................................................................................

033-1 I.18.1 Phillip Barr

033-2 1.10.2

033-3 I.12.3

0334 I.5.3

033-5 I.1

033-6 I.10.2

033-7 1.18.2
..................................................................................................

034-1 1.3.1 Karen Fisher

034-2 1.7.3

034-3 1.12.2

034-4 1.12.2
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Comment Appendix H Commenter
No. Section

Comment Appendix H Commenter
No. Section

034-5

034-6

034-7

034-8

034-9

034-10

034-11

034-12

034-13

034-14

034-15

034-16

034-17

034-18

034-19

034-20

034-21

034-22

034-23

034-24

034-25

034-26

034-27

034-28

034-29

034-30

034-31

034-32

034-33

034-34

034-35

034-36

1.12.3

1.20.1

1.6

1.20.7

[.27

1.27

1.27

[.27

1.20.4

1.27

1.10.2

1.10.2

1.27

1.11.1

I. 11.1

1.11.1

1.12.5

1.12.3

1.12.3

1.12.3

1.12.3

1.13.1

I.13.1

1.13.4

1.17.1

1.18.2

1.15

1.15

1.16

1.16

1.16

1.17.1

Karen Fisher 034-37

034-38

034-39

03440

034441

03442

034-43

034-44

03445

03446

03447

03448

034-49

034-50

034-51

034-52

034-53

034-54

034-55

034-56

034-57

034-58

034-59

034-60

034-61

034-62

034-63

034-64

034-65

034-66

034-67

034-68

1.17.1

1.17.1

1.17.1

1.17.4

1.17.2

1.17.4

1.17.1

1.17.4

1.17.1

1.18.1

1.19.1

1.27

1.20.9

1.10.2

1.14.1

1.15

1.16

1.22

1.12.5

1.27

1.15

1.8.2

1.13.4

1.27

1.27

L23.1

1.23.1

1.27

I.23.1

I.27

1.23.2

1.23.2

Karen Fisher
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Comment Appendix H
No. Section Commenterr

034-69 -1.6 Karen Fisher
.................................................................................................

035-1 1.6 William B. Mackie
..................................................................................................

036-1 I.7.3 Citizens' Nuclear

036-2 I.7.3 Information Center

036-3 1.15

036-4 I.14.1

036-5 1.14.2

036-6 I.20.4

036-7 1.20.2

036-8 I.6

036-9 I.23.1

036-10 I.21

036-11 I.23.2

036-12 1.23.1
.................................................................................................

037-1 1.3.1; 1.3.2 Michael Mariotte and

037-2 1.3.2 Wenonah Hauter
........................ ............................ .... ................. ...............................................

038-1 1.13.4 Lisa Kirkpatrick

038-2 1.13.4

038-3 I.13.2

038-4 I.27

038-5 I.27

038-6 I.27

038-7 1.13.3

038-8 1.13.4

038-9 1.4

038-10 I.13.2
.................................................................................................

039-1 I.11.2 Joe Lara
.............................................................................. ..................

040-1 I.13.4 Stephen R. Spencer

040-2 I.13.4 -

040-3 I.13.4

040-4 1.10.2

Comment Appendix H C m-
- . Commenter

No. Section-

040-5 1.10.2 Stephen R. Spencer

040-6 1.13.3
...................................................................................................

041-1 1.12.2 Melanie Barnes

041-2 1.23.1

041-3 1.23.2

041-4 I.14.2

041-5 I.3.2; I.3.3
.................................. ...........................................................................

042-1 I.20.1 Tannis Fox

042-2 1.12.4

042-3 1.12.3

042-4 1.12.2

042-5 1.12.2

042-6 1.12.5

042-7 1.11.1

042-8 I.11.1; I.12.2

042-9 1.11.1

042-10 1.12.2

042-11 1.12.3

042-12 I.12.2

042-13 I.12.2

042-14 I.12.2

042-15 1.12.2

042-16 1.12.2

042-17 1.12.2

042-18 1.12.3

042-19 1.12.2

042-20 1.12.4

042-21 I.12.2; I.12.4

042-22 1.12.2

042-23 I.21

042-24 1.12.3

042-25 I.23.1
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Comment Appendix H
No. Section Commenter

042-26

042-27

042-28

042-29

042-30

042-31

042-32

042-33

042-34

042-35

042-36

042-37

042-38

042-39

042-40

04241

042-42

042-43

042-44

042-45

04246

1.12.4

1.12.4

1.12.3

1.12.1

1.12.1

1.12.1

1.10.2

1.10.2

1.10.2

1.10.3

I.10.3

1.19.1

I.19.2

1.27

1.27

1.12.3

I.11.2

I.20.3

1.23.1

1.6

1.19.1

Tannis Fox

Comment Appendix H Commenter
No. Section

046-3a 1.2 Donald F. Petersen

046-42 I.25

046-5 1.2

046-6 1.2

046-7 1.25
..................................................................................................

047-1 1.2 W.R. Stratton

047-2 1.20.3

047-3 1.2

047-4 1.2

047-5 1.2

047-6 1.2

047-7 I.5.1

047-8 1.20.8
.................................................................................................

048-1 1.4 R.M. Krich

048-2 1.27

048-3 1.10.3

048-4 1.20.3

048-5 1.12.3

048-6 1.27

048-7 1.8.1

048-8 1.27

048-9 I.5.6

048-10 I.5.6

048-11 1.27

048-12 1.27

048-13 I.13.4

048-14 [.12.3

048-15 1.27

048-16 1.5.5

048-17 1.10.2

048-18 1.10.3

048-19 1.20.3

..................................................................................................

043-1 1.13.3 Nicole J. Rosmarino

043-2 1.22

043-3 1.13.3

043-4 I.6

043-5 1.13.1

043-6 1.1

043-7 1.13.1; 1.13.3
.................................................................................................

044-1 1.6 Michael P. Jansky
.................................................................................................

045-1 1.2 Glen A. Graves
..................................................................................................

046-1 1.2 Donald F. Petersen

046-2a 1.2
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No. - Section

048-20 I.27

048-21 1.27

048-22 I.27

048-23 1.27

048-24 1.27

048-25 1.27

048-26 I.27

048-27 1.27

048-28 1.27

048-29 I.27

048-30 I.27

048-31 I.27

048-32 1.13.1

048-33 1.27

048-34 I.27

048-35 1.15

048-36 1.18.1

048-37 1.27

048-38 1.27

048-39 I.27

048-40 I.8.1

048-41 I.27

048-42. 1.12.3

048-43 I.12.3

048-44 I.12.2

048-45 I.27

048-46 1.12.3

048-47 -I.12.2

04848 I.12.3

04849 I.13.4

048-50 I.13.4

048-51 1.27 -

Commenter

R.M. Krich'

. . .

Comment Appendix H
iComment Appendix H

No. Section

048-52 I.27

048-53 1.27

048-54 I.27

048-55 I.27

048-56 1.27

048-57 1.27

048-58 1.20.3

048-59 1.21

048-60 1.27

048-61 1.27

048-62 I.27

048-63 1.27

048-64 1.27

048-65 1.12.3

048-66 I.27

048-67 1.27

048-68 I.27

048-69 1.27

048-70 1.27

048-71 1.27

048-72 1.27

048-73 1.27

048-74 1.27

048-75 1.27

048-76 1.27

048-77 1.27

048-78 1.27

048-79 1.23.2

048-80 1.27

048-81 1.27

048-82 1.23.2

048-83 1.23.1

Commenter

R.M. Krich

I I
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No. Section Commenter

048-84 1.27 R.M. Krich

048-85 I.18.1

048-86 1.12.3

048-87 I.23.1

048-88 1.27

048-89 1.19.1

048-90 I.17.3

048-91 1.27

048-92 I.27

048-93 1.27

048-94 I.27

048-95 1.27

048-96 1.27

048-97 I.27

048-98 1.27

048-99 1.15
..................................................................................................

051-1 I.2 Kathi Bearden

051-2 1.2
..................................................................................................

052-2' I.2 Karen Stevens
..................................................................................................

053-1 1.2 Jennifer L. Jordon

053-2' 1.2
..................................................................................................

054-1 1.2 Ben A. Kendrick

054-2' 1.2

054-3' 1.2
..................................................................................................

058-1 1.2 Donald E. Bratton

058-2 1.2
..................................................................................................

059-2' 1.2 Hermilo Ojeda
.............................................................. ........................

060-1 [.2 Representative
..................................................................................................

061-2' I.2 John Good

061-3' 1.2
..................................................................................................

062-1 1.2 Gay G. Keman

062-2' 1.2

Comment Appendix H Commenter
No. Section

062-3' I.2 Gay G. Kernan

062-4a 1.2

062-5' L2

062-6 1.2
.................................................................................................

063-1 1.2 Olav Amundsen
........................................................................................ ............................................................

065-2a 1.2 Glenn Pipes

065-3' I.2
.................................................................................................

066-1' 1.2 James Brown

066-2a 1.2

066-3a 1.2
.................................................................................................

067-1' 1.2 Jeff Bingaman

067-2' a .20.4

067-3' I.20.5
.................................................................................................

068-1' I.2 Stevan Pearce

068-2' 1.2
..................................................................................................

069-1' 1.2 Bob Carter

069-2' 1.2
..................................................................................................

070-1' I.2 Joan Tucker

070-2' 1.2
..................................................................................................

071-1a I.2 Janice Spence
..................................................................................................

072-la 1.2 Robert Zap

072-2a 1.2

072-3a L 12.2
..................................................................................................

073-1' 1.2 James Ferland

073-2' 1.2

073-3a 1.2
..................................................................................................

074-1' 1.2 Kathi Bearden
..................................................................................................

075-1' I.12.5 Dennis Holmberg
......................................................................................

076-1a 1.2 Rick Ferguson
............................................................. ........................

077-1' I.2 Gene Strickland
..................................................................................................

078-1' 1.2 Gary Schubert
.................................................................................................

079-1a 1.2 Hector Ramirez
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No. Section

079-2 1.2 Hector Ramirez

079-3 I.2
.................................................................................................

080-i' 1.2 Robert Wallach

080-2' 1.2

080-3' I.2
.................................................................................................

081-1' I.2 Ray Betzen
.................................................................................................

082-1' 1.2 Johnny Cope

082-2' I.2

082-3a 1.17.1

082-4' 1.2
................................................................................................

083-la 1.12.5 Buster Goff
................................................................................................

084-l 1.2 Ron Abousleman

084-2' 1.2

084-3' I.2
.................................................................................................

085-la I.2 Pat Lyons

085-2a I.2

085-3' I.2
......................................................................................... .............................................................

086-1' I.2 Richard Dolgener

086-2a I.2
.................................................................................................

087-1' I.2 Lana Bavel
..................................................................................................

088-la 1.2 Jerry Harper

088-2a I.2
......................................................................................

089-1a I.2 Mike Bundick

089-2' I.2
...............................................................................................

090-1' 1.2 Marilyn Dill

090-2a 1.2

090-3' I.2
..................... ....................... .....................................................................................................

091-1' I.2 Gary Dill

091-2a I.2
..................... .............................. _........ _..........

092-1 I.2 Justin McGrath
.................................................................................................

093-la 1.2 Pat McCasland

093-2' 1.12.1

Comment Appendix H Commenter
No. Section

093_3a 1.20.3 Pat McCasland

093-4a 1.3.1

093-5. 1.19.1

094-l I.2 Brian Norwood
..................................................................................................

095-1 I.2 Will Palmer

095-2' I.2
..................................................................................................

096-l I.2 Twilla Preston

096-2' I.2
..................................................................................................

097-l 1.2 Scott Smith

097-2a 1.2

097_3a I.2
..................................................................................................

098-l 1.2 Lynn White

098-2' 1.2
.................................................................................................

099-1' 1.2 Lee White
..................................................................................................

100-1' 1.2 Kim Fulfer

100-2' 1.2
..................................................................................................

102-1 1.19.2 Fletch Williams

102-2 1.18.2

102-3 1.17.3
..................................................................................................

103-1 1.5.3 Pam 0. Inmann

103-2 1.5.3

103-3 1.4

1034 1.4

103-5 1.4

103-6 I.20.5

103-7 I.5.3; I.21; -

1.24.1

103-8 I.20.2

103-9 I.24.2

103-10 I.4

103-11 1.4

103-12 I. 10.2
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No. Section

103-13

103-14

103-15

103-16

103-17

103-18

103-19

103-20

103-21

103-22

103-23

103-24

103-25

103-26

1.20.4

1.20.4

1.20.2; 1.20.4

1.27

1.27

1.17.1

1.10.2

1.17.1

L24.1

1.18.2

1.17.4

1.19.1

1.5.3

1.24.1

Pam 0. Inmann

..................................................................................................

104-1 1.20.2; L20.4 Sandy Rogers

104-2 1.17.3; 1.20.1

104-3 1.25
..................................................................................................

105-1 1.17.3 Phil Silberman

105-2 1.17.3

105-3 1.25

105-4 I.17.4

105-5 1.25

105-6 1.5.1

105-7 I.20.4

105-8 LI
..................................................................................................

109-1 1.2 Randall D. McCormick
.................................................................................................

149-1 1.2 Paula B. Hayes &

149-2 1.2 Family
......................................................................................

151-1 1.17.2 John Grove

151-2 1.3.2

151-3 1.3.2

151-4 1.4

Comment Appendix Ii Commenter
No. Section

151-5 1.25 John Grove

151-6 1.3.4

151-7 1.8.1; 1.12.5

151-8 1.6

151-9 1.3.5

151-10 1.3.2
.................................................................................................

185-1 1.5.4 Charles Hersh
.......................................................................... ..........................................................

245-1 1.1 John F. Galbraith Jr.

245-2 I.1
..................... . ..................................................

284-1 1.26 Richard Simpson

284-2 1.26

284-3 L7.1

2844 1.15

284-5 1.5.1

284-6 1.3.5

284-7 1.20.7

284-8 I.20.4

284-9 I.22

284-10 1.10.1

284-11 1.12.2

284-12 1.18.2

284-13 [.12.2

284-14 1.1
.................................................................................................

295-1 1.3.5 Janet Greenwald
......................................................................... ...........................................................

316-1 I.3.5 Joseph Malherek and

316-2 1.22 Michael Mariotte

316-3 1.3.4

316-4 1.7.1

316-5 1.5.1

316-6 1.7.2; 1.7.3

316-7 I.7.2
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No. Section

316-8 1.22

316-9 1.22

316-10 1.24.3

316-11 1.25

316-12 1.7.1; 1.25

316-13 1.4

316-14 1.14.4

316-15 1.14.1

316-16 1.15

316-17 1.15

316-18 1.22

316-19 1.12.5

316-20 1.12.5

316-21 1.12.2

316-22 1.12.2; 1.12.3

316-23 1.12.2

316-24 1.11.1

316-25 1.12.2

316-26 1.20.7

316-27 1.20.4

316-28 1.20.4

316-29 1.20.7

316-30 1.20.3

316-31 I.20.7

316-32 I.20.5

316-33 I.20.6

316-34 I.24.1

316-35 I.20.4; I.20.8

316-36 I.20.4

316-37 I.20.4

316-38 I.20.8

316-39 1.20.9

Commenter

Joseph Malherek an
Michael Mariotte

Comment Appendix H
. : Comment Appendix H

No. Section

d 316-40 I.9

316-41 I.9

316-42 1.8.2

316-43 I.11.1

31644 1.10.2

316-45 1.22

316-46 1.10.2

31647 1.5.5

316-48 1.5.1

316-49 1.21

316-50 1.13.2;I.13.3

316-51 1.13.3

316-52 I.13.3

316-53 I.19.1

316-54 I.19.1

316-55 1.20.3

316-56 I.27

316-57 I.1
.. ...................... ...........................

343-1 1.1

343-2 I.4

343-3 I.7.3

343-4 I 12.5

343-5 1.10.2; I.12.3;
1.20.7; I.20.8;

343-6 1.19.1

343-7 1.14.4

343-8 1.9

343-9 1.3.6
..... ...........................................

355-1 I.10.1

355-2 1.12.2

355-3 1.12.3

355-4 I.12.2

Commenter

Joseph Malherek and
Michael Mariotte

..................................................
Patricia Bimie

..................................................
Cyrus Reed
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No. Section Commenter

355-5 1.20.1; 1.20.4; Cyrus Reed
1.20.7

355-6 1.22
.................................................................................................

356-1 1.1 Margot Clarke

356-2 1.4

356-3 1.3.5

356-4 1.20.4; 1.20.7

356-5 1.12.2; 1.12.3

356-6 1.7.3

356-7 1.12.2

356-8 1.12.5

356-9 1.3.4
.................................................................................................

358-1 1.3.5 Donald Hancock

358-2 1.3.1; 1.3.5

358-3 1.3.1

358-4 1.3.5

358-5 1.3.5

358-6 1.20.3

358-7 1.4

358-8 1.5.3; 1.7.1

358-9 1.20.3

358-10 1.14.4

358-11 1.20.3

358-12 1.20.3

358-13 1.20.7

358-14 1.20.6

358-15 1.20.2

358-16 1.20.3; I.20.5;
1.20.6

358-17 1.20.2

358-18 1.20.4

358-19 1.20.4

358-20 1.12.5; 1.27

Comment Appendix H mmenter
No. Section

358-21

358-22

358-23

358-24

358-25

358-26

358-27

358-28

358-29

358-30

358-31

358-32

358-33

358-34

358-35

358-36

358-37

358-38

358-39

1.12.5

1.12.5

1.12.1

1.12.5

1.24.1

1.24.1

1.24.1

1.3.1; 1.3.5

1.3.5

1.17.4

1.19.2

1.19.1

1.22

1.1; 1.4; 1.14.4

1.3.2

1.3.1; 1.3.2

1.3.5

1.3.1

1.3.1

Donald Hancock

.................................................................................................

365-1

365-2

365-3

365-4

365-5

365-6

365-7

365-8

365-9

1.9

1.11.2

1.7.1

1.12.5

1.14.4

1.10.2

1.19.2

1.3.5

1.1

Jan Saecker

* Verbal comment received during the Louisiana Energy
Services Public Meeting held on October 14, 2004.
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APPENDIX I
PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMENT AND NRC RESPONSES

1.1 General Opposition

Comment: M-1; 031-6
Several commenters referred to environmental impacts associated with other U.S. enrichment facilities,
and one commenter specifically referred to the Paducah'Gaseous Diffusion Plant. The commenter
indicated that several cancer-causing and other contaminants were found in the environment and wildlife
around the Paducah plant (such as polychlorinated biphenyls, dioxin, plutonium, neptunium,
trichloroethylene, technetium, lead, and other heavy rnetals). Several comrnenters stated that many
potential effects of the proposed National Enrichment Facility (NEF) cannot be estimated in 'an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and recommended that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) pursue the no-action alternative.

Response: As discussed in sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.2.3 of the draft EIS, the proposed NEF would use
different technologies for enriching uranium from 'the Portsmouth and Paducah Gaseous Diffutsion
Plants. The proposed NEF would use centrifitges, while the Paducah and Portsmouth plants use a
gaseous diffision process. Thle Paducah plant produced enriched uranium for several decades and
supported both the commercial nuclear power industry iand nuclear weapons production. The proposed
NEF operations would not require the types or quantities of chemicals needed at Paducah.
Polychlorinated biphenyls, dioxin and trichloroethylene, and a number of heavy metals (cesium,
beryllium, cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, silver, zinc, 'and vanadium) are not proposed for use at the
proposed NEF. The proposed NEF would comply ivith NRC, State, and U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) standards for the protection of health and safety and the environment.

The NRC staff believes the Draft EIS presents a complete analysis of the impacts of the proposed action.
As discussed in section 2.2.1 of the Draft EIS, ihi'ni-actioi alternative would occur if the NRC
concludes based on its safety review that a license for the proposed NEF should not be issued. The
impacts of the no-action alternative are discussed in section 4.8 of the EIS.

Comment: 032-13; 032-18; 043-6; 245-1; 245-2
Several commenters expressed opposition to the'p'roposed NEF and requested that the NRC deny the
license application. Commenters also expressed opposition to the nuclear power industry.

Response: The NRC staff recognizes that some commenters are opposed to the proposed NEF and to
nuclear power. These comments are beyond the scope of the EIS.

Comment: 032-50 - - - -

A commenter expressed frustration with the residents and other individuals who support the proposed
NEF.

Response: The credentials or credibility of other mrnmenters is outside the'scope of the EIS.

Comment: 033-5 - -'

A commenter stated that Louisiana Energy Services '(LES) and local government officials'have failed to
provide full disclosure on the effects of the proposed NEF.
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Response: LES has provided the following documents for NRC staff review: a Safety Analysis Report, an
Environmental Report, an Emergency Plan, and an Integrated Safety Analysis Summary. The NRC
recognizes that while all of these documents are not publicly available, the staff is evaluating them as
part of the safety and environmental reviews and made publicly available all information that does not
represent a security or business proprietary concern. LES and local government officials participated in
public meetings held as part of the EIS development process. 77Te Draft EIS analyzes impacts and
actions considered to be within the scope of the proposed action as described in section 1.2. The NRC
staff revised the EIS to incorporate information provided in public comments on the Draft EIS, as well as
information provided during the hearings, and updated information about the proposed NEF.

Comment: 105-8; 358-34; 365-9
Commenters stated that the proposed NEF is too dangerous to be constructed and that the EIS should
conclude the same.

Response: 77Te proposed NEF would only be licensed if the NRCfinds that public health and safety and
the environment would be adequately protected. 77Te conclusions regarding environmental impacts
provided in section 2.4 of the Draft EIS have not changed. Safety issues that are not within the scope of
the EIS are addressed in the NRC's Safety Evaluation Report (SER).

Comment: 284-14; 316-57; 343-1; 356-1
Comrnmenters provided general statements that the Draft EIS is inadequate and requested that the
inadequacies be addressed before continuing the licensing process.

Response: Consistent with the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA),
the NRC staff evaluated and compared the environmental impacts of the proposed action and its
alternatives. The Draft EIS described the proposed action (Chapters I and 2), the purpose and need for
the action (Chapter 1), alternatives to the proposed action (Chapter 2), potentially affected environment
(Chapter 3), the direct and indirect environmental impacts of the proposed action (including depleted
uranium hexafluoride [DUF6 J waste disposition) and proposed mitigation (Chapters 4 and 5), and the
cumulative impacts of the proposed action (Chapter 4). The analysis contained in the Draft EIS fully
considered the environmental impacts of the proposed action and was consistent with the types of
analyses performed in other NEPA documents prepared by the NRC. The NRC staff reviewed the Draft
EIS and concluded that the environmental analysis adequately met NEPA requirements in the NRC
regulations. Th7e Commission will not make a final decision on whether to grant a license for the
proposed NEF until after the NRC conducts a public hearing.

1.2 General Support

Comment: A-1; A-2; B-i; C-1; C-2; D-1; D-2; E-1; E-2; F-i; F-2; G-1; H-1; H-2; I-1; 1-2; J-1; J-2;
K-1; K-2; 001-4; 001-19; 002-1; 002-2; 005-2; 005-3; 006-1; 007-1; 007-2; 007-3; 007-4; 007-5;
007-6; 007-7; 009-1; 010-1; 010-2; 010-3; 011-2; 011-3; 016-1; 016-2; 018-2; 018-3; 020-2; 021-1;
021-2; 022-1; 022-2; 022-3; 022-4; 024-1; 025-1; 025-2; 025-4; 026-1; 026-2; 026-4; 026-5; 027-1;
027-2; 027-3; 027-4; 028-1; 028-2; 028-3; 028-4; 029-1; 029-2; 029-4; 030-2; 045-1; 046-1; 046-2;
046-3; 046-5; 046-6; 047-1; 047-3; 047-4; 047-5; 047-6; 051-1; 051-2; 052-2; 053-1; 053-2; 054-1;
054-2; 054-3; 058-1; 058-2; 059-2; 060-1; 061-2; 061-3; 062-1; 062-2; 062-3; 062-4; 062-5; 062-6;
063-1; 065-2; 065-3; 066-1; 066-2; 066-3; 067-1; 068-1; 068-2; 069-1; 069-2; 070-1; 070-2; 071-1;
072-1; 072-2; 073-1; 073-2; 073-3; 074-1; 076-1; 077-1; 078-1; 079-1; 079-2; 079-3; 080-1; 080-2;
080-3; 081-1; 082-1; 082-2; 082-4; 084-1; 084-2; 084-3; 085-1; 085-2; 085-3; 086-1; 086-2; 087-1;
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088-1; 088-2; 089-1; 089-2; 090-1; 090-2; 090-3; 091-1; 091-2; 092-1; 093-1; 094-1; 095-1; 095-2;
096-1; 096-2; 097-1; 097-2; 097-3; 098-1; 098-2; 099-1; 100-1; 100-2; 109-1; 149-1; 149-2
Commenters made general statements of support for the proposed NEF. Some reasons provided for the
support include: diversification and improvement of the local economy, introduction of high-technology
in southeastern New Mexico, the level of safety and low environmental impacts, quality of life
improvements, proposed LES partnerships with local community initiatives (such as education), and
improvement in the reliability of domestic energy supply and security. Many commenters encouraged
the NRC staff to approve the license application. -

Response: The NRC developed this EIS in accordance with its NEPA-implementing regulations in 10
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 51. The NRC would only approve the license application after
the EIS and SER are complete and it has concluded that the construction, operation, and
decommissioning of the proposed NEF would meet its environmental and safety requirements.

1.3 NEPA Process

1.3.1 Document Availability

Comment: 034-1
A commenter asked if the Draft EIS is available in Spanish.

Response: Only the Executive Summary is available in Spanish. It can be obtained through the NRC's
Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS), available via the NRC's web site.

Comment: 037-1; 358-28
A conimenter noted that an important document on waste disposal costs was unavailable, and many other
documents cited as sources were not available to the cornmenter. The commenter noted that there is no
public document room in New Mexico and the electronic public document room was unavailable for
much of the comment period. Another commenter expressed a concern that EIS supporting
documentation was not conveniently available for review.

Response: The information provided in the reference (i.e., cost of disposal) was reflected in section 7.2.3
of the Draft EIS. To access supporting documents, anyone may contact the NRC's Public Document
Room by telephone, email, orfax and submit a request. The Public Document Room staff is available to
supply documents (electronic or hard copy) to anyone who asks for them.

Comment: 093-4
A commenter asked when the safety evaluation would be conducted and when it would be available.

Response: The safety evaluation has been completed and the SER should be published by June 2005.

Comment: 358-2 . --
The commenter stated that the NRC should publish a supplemental Draft EIS for public comment that
would address the redaction process.

Response: If significant new information or considerations are identified concerning the proposed NEF
and related operations, it is possible that a supplement to the EIS would need to be prepared in
accordance with 10 CFR § 51.72. A supplement to the Draft ElSfor the redaction process will not be
prepared because the redaction did not hinder the NRC's evaluation of impacts associated with the
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proposed NEF. Furthermore, the NRC staff has deternined that the supplementation criteria in 10 CFR
§ 51.72 were not met.

Comment: 358-2; 358-36; 358-38; 358-39
A commenter asked whether the NRC would make publicly available all comments on redacted portions
of the Draft EIS and, if not, what the NRC's legal authority is to withhold such comments. The
commenter asked how the NRC will respond to comments on redacted portions of the Draft EIS. The
commenter requested that the NRC's criteria for removing sensitive information also be made public.

Response: The NRC staff responses to comments on redacted portions of the EIS are presented in this
appendix. Thle NRC did not withhold any comments; comments are provided in Appendix J of the EJS.
The NRC staff's review criteria to identify sensitive information infidel cycle documents are publicly
available on the NRC's web site
(http.//www.rtrc.gov/materials/fiiel-cycle-fac/review-criteria-fiuel-cycle.html).

Comment: 358-3
The commenter asked about the NRC's legal authority to redact the information. The commenter
indicated that 10 CFR § 2.390 does not mention NEPA; hence, it is an inadequate basis for redacting
information under NEPA. The commenter also stated that the specific paragraph in that regulation
(paragraph [d]) does not apply to much of the information redacted.

Response: In issuing a redacted version of the Draft EIS, the NRC was acting within its authority under
NEPA. As discussed in section H.4.1.4 of Appendix H, agencies have a duty to balance the needfor
public disclosure of relevant information with the need to protect sensitive information that could, in the
wrong hands, pose a danger to the public. To this end, 42 U.S. C. Section 4321 et. seq. of NEPA
contemplates that, in a given situation, a Federal agency may withhold portions of the relevant NEPA
document from public disclosure. Section 102(2)(c) of NEPA provides that public disclosure of
documents prepared pursuant to NEPA is governed by the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act,
5 U.S. C. Section 552. Congress intended the Freedom of information Act to balance the public's need
for access to official information with the need to protect certain information from public disclosure.

13.2 Comment Period

Comment: 037-1; 037-2; 358-35; 358-36
Several commenters requested that the NRC extend the Draft EIS comment period for at least 30 days
beyond the final deadline. One commenter stated that the comment period should be extended from the
time the NRC makes publicly available its criteria for removing sensitive information from public view.

Response: The NRC reviewed the comments requesting additional time to comment and concluded that
the participation process had provided sufficient time and opportunities for the public to bring fonvard
issues and concerns for the NRC' sconsideration. The NRC provided a 113-day comment period on the
Draft ELS, a period which exceeds the 45-day period generally provided under NRC regulations (10 CFR
§ 51.73). In view of the expanded opportunitiesfor public comment on the Draft EIS, earlier NRC staff
efforts to solicit public involvement in the EIS scoping process, and public meetings held during the
comment period, the NRC staff concluded that an additional extension of the comment period was not
warranted The NRC received thousands of comments from several hundred coinmenters by the
January 7 2005, comment period closing date. The NRC staff concluded, therefore, that the short length
of time during which the EIS was not available did not preclude meaningfid and substantial public
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comment on the Draft EIS. Additional information on the opportunityfor comment during the public
comment period is provided in section H.2.4 in Appendix H.

Comment: 041-5; 151-3; 151-10
Commenters expressed disappointment that the public participation process was hindered by the NRC's
effort to remove sensitive information from its publicly available document library. One commenter
noted that the written notice of deadline extension was received on January 3, 2004, and that this was
insufficient notification. A commenter also noted that the link to the NRC's web site provided
out-of-date information concerning the deadline extension. The commenter stated that the unavailability
of this information effectively served to "confuse and deflect additional public scrutiny of this project."

Response: The NRC staff extended its public comment period until January 7, 2005. This extension
allowedfor a 113-day comment period. The NRC staff recognizes that deadline notifications transmitted
via regular mail were indeed slower to reach their recipients. However, the NRC staff also published a
notice in the Federal Register (69 FR 76485; December 21, 2004) and issued press releases on the
extension of the public comment period. Further, all concerned were encouraged to call or email the
staff directly with any questions regarding the ElS process. The NRC staff regrets that the web site was
not updated immediately to reflect the change in status of the EIS comment period. It was not the NRC
staffs intent to deflect public scnitiny. T7e staff considered comments received after the January 7,
2005, deadline and concluded that none had raised issues not already captured in timely comments or
considered in the EIS. -

Comment: 151-2
A commenter stated that there was inadequate notification and solicitation of comment. The commenter
questioned whether due consideration was provided to the solicitation of input from stakeholders, tribes,
or regional authorities.

Response: Section H.2 ofAppendix H discusses public participation opportunities. The publication of
the Draft EIS was announced in the Federal Register. Since publication, any party who wished to
comment on the Draft EIS could receive a copy of the report and submit comments. The Draft EIS was
also available on NRC's web site and in NRC's ADAMS, which is also available through the web site.
State agencies were consulted on an as-needed basis.

133 Public Meetings

Comment: 041-5
A commenter expressed disappointment in the public meeting on the Draft EIS in Eunice, New Mexico,
and in the lack of opportunity to address the meeting participants in person. The comrnenter stated that
the meeting was too long and no effort was made to allow far-traveled individuals to speak first.

Response: The NRC staff intends that those who wish to be heard during NRC public meetings are given
a chance to speak. The NRC staff provided an opportunity for interested members of the public to
register to speak in advance of the meeting. In additio'n,-members of the public could also sign up to
speak at the meeting. The NRC staff encourages people who wish to speak first at public meetings to
notify the meeting facilitator of their time and travel constraints. Everyone who requested to speak at the
meeting was given this opportunity.
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1.3.4 Completeness (General)

Comment: L-1; 316-3
Many commenters stated that the Draft EIS does not fully meet the NEPA requirement that an EIS must
consider the relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and the maintenance and
enhancement of long-term productivity. The commenters stated that the cumulative impacts of the
nuclear fuel cycle, nuclear power generation, and nuclear waste management should be analyzed in the
EIS.

Response: 77te assessment of the relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and
the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity is presented in section 4.7 of the Draft EIS.
The NRC staff determined that the discussion in section 1.4.3 of the Draft EIS adequately addresses the
impacts of the proposed NEF in the fuel cycle. Impact assessments of the nuclearfuel cycle, nuclear
power generation, and nuclear waste management are presented in the NEPA-required documents when
those separate licensing actions are undertaken.

Comment: L-16; 151-6; 356-9
Many commenters stated that the Draft EIS does not include a complete evaluation of the environmental
impacts of the proposed facility. Until the comments are adequately addressed and resolved, commenters
suggested that the NRC staff's recommendation that the license for the proposed NEF be approved is
premature. One commenter stated that the license application process for the proposed NEF has
segmented activities that are directly connected to the proposed action. (The commenter cited as an
example a lack of detail concerning management plans for interstate transportation of nuclear materials
and wastes.) The commenter asked how affected communities are expected to provide input if the
no-action alternative is not available.

Response: Thie NRC staff believes the Draft EIS presents a complete analysis of the impacts of the
proposed action. The EIS has been revised in light of public comments, information provided during the
hearings, and updated information about the proposed NEF. Changes to the EIS as a result of these
sources of input are summarized in Chapter I of the EIS. If the NRC determines that the license
application for the proposed NEF sufficiently satisfies regulatory requirements for safe operation and
protection of health, safety, and the environment, then the NRC would issue a license following a hearing
before the licensing board. The no-action alternative remains a possibility because the NRC could
determine that a license should not be issued for the proposed NEF. In this case, the proposed NEF
would not be constructed, operated, or decommissioned.

All of the impacts associated with activities under the proposed action (construction, operation, and
decommissioning of the proposed NEF) are addressed in the EIS. The NRC staff believes that the EIS
does not segment activities that are directly connected to the proposed action. Connected actions are
considered regardless of whether they are within the licensing scope or are regulated by the NRC. For
example, impacts associated with the transportation offeed material, product, and waste are analyzed in
section 4.2.11 of the EIS. The NRC regulates the packaging of transported materials, but such activities
are licensed separately. Transportation routes and modes are under the jurisdiction of other agencies
(such as the U.S. Department of Transportation [DOT]).

Comment: M-10
Several commenters requested that the phrases "short-term uses of the environment" and "long-term
productivity" be defined. The commenters suggested that if 30 years is considered long-term, then many
of the environmental effects of the proposed NEF, particularly emissions of uranium to air and water,
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should also be considered long-term. The commenters requested that the NRC identify areas in the EIS
where this is considered.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 4.7 of the EIS to define short-term and long-term to be
consistent with the Council on Environmental Quality's definition as well as the definition provided in
section 5.8 of NUREG-1 748, "Environmental Review Guidance for Licensing Actions Associated with
NMSS Programs. " Short-term represents the periodfrom start of construction to end of the proposed
action, including decommissioning (NRC, 2003). Long-term represents the period beyond license
termination.

Comment: 031-4; 032-8
Commenters requested that the NRC allow the New Mexico Attorney General and the New Mexico
Environment Department to participate in the LES hearings on the issues of terrorism, national security,
LES financial qualifications, decommissioning funding, and waste disposal.

Response: The hearing process is explained in section H.4. 1.1 of Appendix H. Contentions from the New
Mexico Attorney General and the New Mexico Environment Department were reviewed by the NRC's
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) independently from the EIS and licensing processes, and the
appropriate contentions were allowed into the hearings. Terrorism and national security are discussed
in section H.4.1.5 of Appendix H.

Comment: 031-5
A commenter requested that the NRC include in the Draft EIS a clear statement of why the license for the
Almelo Urenco plant in the Netherlands was revoked twice.

Response: The NRC does not regulate foreignfacilities including the Almelo Urenco plant. This
comment is beyond the scope of the EIS.

I3.5 Completeness (Redaction)

Comment: 151-9; 284-6; 356-3
Commenters expressed a concern that the redaction of portions of the EIS due to security concerns is
contradictory to NRC's policy not to consider issues of terrorism in an EIS. One commenter
recommended that the license proceeding be halted until a consistent policy is defined. Another
commenter stated that issues raised previously concerning security were not addressed. The commienter
also expressed concerns about Urenco's handling of sensitive technical information. Another commenter
stated that the NRC must exercise caution in its consideration of the license application, especially in
light of challenges such as waste disposal and security threats.

Response: As the commenters noted, the NRC has determined that issues of terrorism in the context of
NEPA (NRC, 2002) should not be addressed. The decision to withhold sensitive information in the Draft
EISfrom public view addresses a need to ensure security with regard to currently available information
about existing facilities and operations. This issue is separate from the NRC's decision to license the
proposed NEF. The licensing decision will be based on an assessment of the applicant's-license
application and consideration of the environmental impacts of the proposed action. Security issues
associated with the proposed NEF will be evaluated in the NRC staff's safety review. The results of that
evaluation will be documented in the SER.
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Any facility licensed by the NRC is required to fully comply with NRC regulations and license conditions,
including those that relate to security. The NRC agrees that it needs to be cautious in its decision
making, and takes seriously its responsibility to protect public health and safety and the environment.
The NRC would not issue a license for the proposed NEF without a strategy for managing the depleted
uranium wastes, which is discussed in section 4.2.14.

Comment: 295-1; 316-1; 358-1; 358-2; 358-4; 358-5; 358-28; 358-29; 358-37; 365-8
Several commenters asked about the status of the original (unredacted) Draft EIS and stated that the
redacted Draft EIS contains less information about some issues, hindering a thorough review of the
document. Commenters indicated they wished to comment on the redacted information and listed a
number of areas in the Draft EIS where they were not able to comment adequately. One commenter
stated the redacted EIS does not include a "hard look" analysis of impacts.

Response: The September 2004 Draft EIS was replaced by the redacted Draft EIS in December 2004.
The NRC believes the redacted Draft EIS provides a complete discussion of the environmental impacts
stemming from the proposed action. Where possible, information previously redacted in the Draft EIS
has been made available with modifications as necessary to protect sensitive information. However, if
part of a NEPA document, such as an EIS, would be exempt from public disclosure tinder the Freedom of
Information Act, the Agency has the authority to restrict public access to that part of the EIS.

1.3.6 Role of the NRC

Comment: 025-3
A commenter stated that the NRC should monitor the construction and operation of the proposed NEF to
ensure that it meets standards and specifications necessary to maintain the existing quality of life.

Response: The NRC would monitor the proposed NEF against the terms of the license, if a license is
issued.

Comment: 343-9
The commenter stated that there are many objections to locating the proposed NEF in Lea County. The
commenter stated that the NRC must protect the public and not be an advocate for the nuclear industry.

Response: The NRC agrees that its mission is to protect public health and safety and the environment.
The NRC's mandate is to ensure the safe use of nuclear materials and, as such, it must consider the
issuance of licenses to applicants who wish to conduct operations involving these materials. Because
LES submitted an application for a license at a facility to be located in Lea County, the NRC staff must
evaluate that application as submitted. As discussed in section 2.2.2.1 of the EIS, LES evaluated other
sites before submitting its license application. These were eliminated from further consideration.

1.4 Purpose and Need

Comment: L-5; 316-13; 343-2; 356-2
Several commenters questioned how the NRC justifies its statement that nuclear-generating capacity is
expected to increase in the United States. The commenters stated that (1) no new nuclear power reactor
has been ordered in a quarter of a century and many reactors are reaching the end of their operating
licenses; (2) no company has received a license to build a new reactor; (3) no company has expounded an
explicit plan to build a new nuclear reactor; and (4) Wall Street does not seem to have an interest in
funding a new generation of nuclear reactors, even with government support.
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Response: Section 1.3 of the Draft EIS states that current nuclear-generating capacity in the United
States is projected to increase. T7he approximate 5-percent increase in nuclear-generating capacity that
is expected to occur through 2025 is primarily based on the ongoing reviews and approvals of uprate'
licensing requests for existing nuclear plants.: Plant uiprates (i.e., the process of increasing the maximum
power level at which a commercial nuclear power plant may operate) are expected to add approximately
3.9 gigawatis of nuclear-generating capacity. :Some plants are also expected to submit applications to'
install additional reactors at existing sites (e.g., Dominion Power has submitted an early site permit
application to expand its plant by up to two reactors). T7he nuclear-generating capacity is therefore
currently increasing and is projected to continue to do so.

Commenti M-4; M-9; Z-1; 048-1; 103-5; 103-11
Several commenters noted the following statements in the Draft EIS should be clarified because they
appear to be inconsistent with respect to the percent of separative work units (SWUs)/enrichment
services provided by domestic services.

* Section 1.3 - The following statement refers to SWUs purchased by U.S. nuclear reactors: "In 2003,
the domestic enrichment services provided 14 percent of the 12 million SWUs purchased."

v Section 1.3 - "United States Enrichment Cor'poration (USEC) provides approximately 56 percent of
the U.S. enrichment market."

* Section 4.8 - "In the domestic market, USEC currently supplies approximately 56 percent of
enriched uranium needs while foreign suppliers provide the remaining 44 percent."

Several comnmenters asked for the total yearly percentage of U.S. enriched uranium supply that the
proposed NEF would produce.

Response: The NRC staff revised and clarified sections 1.3 and 4.8 of the EIS regarding the percentage
of enrichment services provided by domestic'seriices.' USEC operates the Paducah Gaseous Diffitsion
Plant which is able to produce approximatelj14 percent of the current U.S. demandfor low: -enriched
uranium. USEC also imports down-blended (diluted) weapons grade uranium from Russia ivhich is used
to satisfy an additional 42 percent of the U.S. demand.' The combination of low-enriched uranium from
U.S. production plants and low-enriched uranium from down-blended Russian weapons provides about
56 percent of the low-enriched uranium required by the U.S. market. Beginning production in 2008 and
achieving full production output by 2013, the proposed NEF would provide roughly 25 percent of the
current and projected U.S. enrichment services dem'aind.

Comment: M-8
Several commnenters stated that the EIS should explain how the proposed NEF is anticipated to increase
U.S. independence from foreign enriched uranium sources. In addition, the commenters requested that a
table be provided to show the total estimated amount of enriched uranium that would be required for U.S.
energy production by year, in comparison with the amount that would beproduced by the proposed NEF.

Response: As discussed in section 1.3 of the Dryaft EIS,'although the proposed NEF would increase the
quantity of domestically produced low enriched uranium,'it would not totally eliminate the need to
import low enriched uraniumfromforeign sources. Any increase in domestically produced product
would correspondingly reduce the needfor imjiorted material. Table 1-1 provides the projecied uranium
enrichment demand in the U.S. for 2002 to 2025; beginning production in 2008 and achieving full
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production output by 2013, the proposed NEF would provide roughly 25 percent of the current and
projected U.S. enrichment services demand.

Comment: S-i; 151-4
Commenters stated that definitive uses for all material produced by the proposed NEF must be provided,
and it should be made clear if any material produced would be used outside the United States or for any
other purpose than power generation within the United States. One commenter stated that basic
questions arise regarding actual production from U.S. enrichment facilities in comparison with actual
demand from existing generating facilities. The commenter asked whether unstated administration policy
exists to expand the construction of nuclear power plants in the near future.

Response: Although it is possible that LES could export enriched product, LES has not committed to the
export of low-enriched uranium UF6 from the proposed NEF. Any export from the proposed NEF would
require a NRC export license in accordance with 10 CFR Part 110. Shipments of low-enriched uranium
in the form of UF6 must be made in accordance with DOTand appropriate NRC regulations. As stated
in section 1.3 of the Draft EIS, "the Administration's energy policy.., called the expansion of nuclear
energy dependence 'a major component of our national energy policy."

Comment: 038-9
A commenter stated that the NRC needs to carefully consider the need of the facility given alternatives at
USEC.

Response: Section 1.3 of the Draft EIS discusses the need for the proposed NEF. Based on an
assessment of the need, it is expected that sufficient demand exists for the proposed NEF. Alternatives to
the proposed action were discussed in section 2.2 of the Draft EIS. The NRC staff considered
alternatives at USEC, including the more energy-intensive gaseous diffiision technology and the
proposed American Centrifuge Plant, which would support the demandfor enriched uranium.

Comment: 103-3; 103-10
A commenter stated that the NRC should consider the need for the proposed NEF in light of several
considerations, such as the supply that could be provided by mixed oxide fuel (MOX), the disposition of
the surplus of weapons plutonium, any additional enriched uranium from Russia, increased burnup of
fuel at the power reactors, relative costs of domestic and foreign provided SWUs, and cost of uranium,
among others. The commenter suggested that the EIS evaluate plausible scenarios relating to these
important economic variables.

Response: Increased burnup offuel at commercial nuclear power reactors and the current increasing
cost of uranium are too speculative to reasonably consider at this time. The use of MOXfuel and
downblending of Russian highly enriched uranium were considered in the assessment of need for the
proposed NEF in section 1.3 of the Draft EIS.

Comment: 103-4
A commnenter referred to a statement in the Draft EIS indicating that only 15 and 14 percent of
enrichment services purchased by U.S. nuclear power plants in 2002 and 2003, respectively, were
provided by U.S. enrichment facilities. The commenter asked why this is so and stated that the EIS
should clarify the reason for the specified percentages.

Response: As stated in section 1.3 of the EIS, the only operating enrichment plant in the United States is
operated by the USEC in Paducah, Kentucky, which is able to produce about 14 percent of the U.S.
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demand. USEC also down-blends (dilutes) high-enriched uranium from Russian atomic weapons to
fitrnish an additional 42 percent of the U.S. demand. The remainder of the U.S. demand is met by
importation from foreign suppliers. -This importation is required because the United States does not
have sufficient production capacity. Construction and operation of the proposed NEF would provide the
United States with additional production capacity and another supplier of low enriched uranium.

Comment: 103-5
A cominenter stated that the EIS should specify what fraction of uranium to uranium hexafluoride (UF6 )
conversion services were provided by domestic facilities as opposed to foreign facilities. The commenter
stated this should be compared with the fraction of oil consumed in the United States that is refined in
domestic facilities.

Response: As discussed in section 2.1.7 of the Draft EIS, the United States has one operating uranium
conversion facility in Metropolis, Illinois. The closestforeign source for uranium to UF6 conversion is
Port Hope, Ontario, Canada. These two facilities would be the primary suppliers of the feed materialfor
the proposed NEF. A percentage breakdown would depend on supply and cost of the feed material and
is beyond the scope of this EIS. The ratio of oil consumed in the United States versus oil refined in the
United States is beyond the scope of the EIS.

Comment: 358-7
A commenter stated that the Draft EIS should consider the alternative of purchasing low-enriched
uranium from foreign sources, an alternative which the Draft EIS rejects. The commenter stated that the-
U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) "Report to Congress on Maintenance of Viable Domestic
Uranium, Conversion and Enrichment Industries" does not support the development of the proposed
NEF.

Response: As discussed in section 1.3 of the Draft EIS, utilities in the United States want alternative
domestic sources of enrichment. DOE supports use of Urenco technology in the United States (DOE, --
2002).

Comment: 358-34
A commenter stated that the proposed NEF is not needed or financially viable, and the EIS should reach
the same conclusion.

Response: Section 1.3 of the Draft EIS discusses the purpose and needfor the proposed action. Issues
related to safety andfinancial qualifications that are not within the scope of the EIS are addressed in the
NRC staff 's SER. The issue offinancial viability is beyond the scope of the EIS.

1.5 Scope of the Analysis

1.5.1 General

Comment: 031-10
A commenter requested that the NRC include in its EIS a statement that the NRC has investigated
Citizens' Nuclear Information Center's web site and found no false information regarding the NRC.

Response: The NRC does not verify the credibility orfactual content of privately-held individual web
sites. . -
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Comment: 032-25; 047-7; 316-48
Commenters stated that the proposed NEF could remain in operation longer than 30 years and asked
about the likelihood that this would occur. One commenter asked how long comparable European
Urenco facilities operate.

Response: 10 CFR § 70.33 allows a licensee tofile an application to extend the duration of the license.
If LES chooses to apply for NRC approval to continue operations beyond 30 years, the NRC would
perform a separate safety and environmental review. The NRC cannot project the likelihood that LES
would apply for an extension. Uranium enrichment using gaseous centrifitge technology in Europe
began in the 1970's at the Urenco-Capenhurst and Almelo facilities, which are currently operating.

Comment: 032-49
A commenter expressed concern regarding issues that were identified as being outside the scope of the
EIS by the NRC.

Response: The NRC staff included a discussion of out of scope issues in section H.4. 1 of Appendix H.

Comment: 105-6
A commenter stated that it is necessary to fully evaluate every contingency of operation that has not yet
been decided upon.

Response: The NRC staffperforms detailed safety and environmental reviews that inform any decision to
issue a license. If a license is granted to LESfor construction, operation, and decommissioning of the
proposed NEF, the NRC staff would ensure that public health, safety, and security would be protected.
The NRC staff would also ensure that emergency situations are accounted for in the proposed NEF's
comprehensive emergency response plan.

Comment: 284-5
A commnenter expressed concern that the EIS uses different levels of analysis (local, regional, State,
national, global) without accounting for problems that arise when shifting from one level to another.

Response: Thie scope of the analysis of impacts is specific to the resource being reviewed. For example,
land use impact is primarily a local issue and does not have national or global implications. Air quality
is typically a regional issue because regulators primarily manage air quality on a regional basis.
Impacts to water resources is a local and regional issue, but does not have national implications. Thle
need for the facility is presented nationally because the proposed NEF is needed to supply fuel
production facilities and, ultimately, power plants nationwide; but the need is not impacted by local
influences because there are no nuclear power plants in the area.

Comment: 316-5
A commenter noted that Chapter 4 of the Draft EIS is limited in scope and vision. As an example, the
commenter stated that section 4.7, "Relationship Between Local Short-Term Uses of the Environment
and the Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity," fails to adequately consider the
long-term hazards created by depleted uranium waste (or irradiated fuel rods) upon the long-term
productivity of natural resources.

Response: Section 4.7 discusses short term uses and long-term productivity with respect to the proposed
NEF, as required under NEPA and NRC's i nplementing regulations. The NRC staff believes the Draft
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EIS presents a complete analysis of the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of the proposed action.
The impacts associated with the management of DUF6 are presented in section 4.2.14.3 of the Draft EIS.

1.5.2 Safety Review Process

Comment: M-11
Several commnenters stated that the NRC's inspection program must be outlined in either the EIS or the
SER. If in the SER, the commenters also requested that the public be allowed to review and comment on
the SER to make certain that the NRC is adequately ensuring the health and safety of community
members through proper and timely inspections.

Response: Inspections would be addressed during the safety review; however, details of the inspection
program would not be included in the SER. Inspection schedules and procedures would be developed
and implemented by the NRC regional office (Region II) responsible for conducting inspections. The
purpose of these inspections is to ensure the licensee meets regulatory requirements and licensee
commitments. Inspection procedures for routine inspections during operations are available to the
public on the ADAMS, which is accessible via the NRC's web site. Section H.4. 1.3 of Appendix H
discusses the NRC staff's safety review process. The NRC's standard practice is not to issue a Draft SER
for public comment. However, the NRC intends to hold a public meeting after the SER is published.

Comment: M-62; M-63
Several commenters requested that the SER address the funding and emergency preparedness of first
responders, fire departments, and police departments in Lea and Eddy Counties in New Mexico and
Andrews County in Texas. The commnenters requested that the analysis address the capability of the Lea
County Regional Medical Center to respond to an emergency at the proposed NEF.

Response: Issues of emergency preparedness at the proposed NEF are not directly related to the EIS but
to the NRC staffs safety evaluation. LES's emergency plan is intended to address emergency response
activities for the proposed NEF. The NRC staffs review of the emergency response plan is documented
in the SER. Additional information about NRC's emergency preparedness and response program is
available on the NRC's web site.

Comment: M-64
Several comrnmenters asked what the NRC's rationale is for not releasing the SER for public comment.
The commenters asked whether the SER is required by a regulation and, if so, which regulatory agency
would authorized the SER. The cornmenter asked if the information contained in the SER would be
sensitive or classified and requested that the SER be released for a public comment period.

Response: The SER is generated by the NRC staff to document the staffs evaluation of the safety aspects,
of the proposed facility. It provides the technical basis for issuing a license, and is not required by
regulations. Section H.4. 1.3 of Appendix H discusses the NRC's safety review process. The NRC's
standard practice is not to issue a Draft SER for public comment. However, the NRC's staff intends to
hold a public meeting after the SER is published. -
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1.5.3 Ownership

Comment: 031-1; 032-22; 033-4; 358-8
Several commenters expressed concern that LES would be foreign-owned and that the proposed NEF
should not be considered a domestic enrichment source. Other commenters questioned the reputation of
LES or Urenco.

Response: The comments raise issues that are beyond the scope of the EIS. As discussed in section 1.6 of
the Draft EIS, the issues offoreign influence and control will be addressed in the NRC staffs SER.
Regardless of ownership, the proposed NEF would befidly subject to NRC regulations for uranium-
enrichment facilities.

Comment: 103-1; 103-2; 103-7; 103-25
A commenter stated that the EIS should specify what organization would own the proposed NEF, special
nuclear material, source material, and byproduct material during various stages. The commenter asked
when ownership would transfer from the customer to LES, if LES would own the DUF6, at any stage.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 3.1 of the EIS to clarify that LES would own the proposed NEF
operations, while the property and facilities would remain under Lea County ownership until they are
deeded over to LES at license termination. As discussed in section 1.2 of the Draft EIS, a license for the
proposed NEF would allow LES to possess feed and product materials so that it could process its own
materials. As a general rule, however, the utility would own the feed material (classified as source
material) and the enriched uranium (special nuclear material). LES would own the waste (source
material) and byproduct material (in the form of sealed sources and residual contamination from
processing). The NRC staff revised section 2.1.9 of the EIS to reflect this information.

1.5.4 Nuclear Fuel Cycle

Comment: 185-1
A commenter expressed concern about uranium maining and enrichment and stated that spent nuclear fuel
should be reprocessed and used.

Response: The United States did not develop a policy to reprocess spent nuclearfitel because of
concerns that plutonium from reprocessed civilian spent nuclearfitel potentially could be usedfor
nuclear weapons production. Also, natural uranium is relatively abundant. On April 7, 1977, President
Carter announced that the United States would defer indefinitely the reprocessing of spent nuclearfuel
from commercial nuclear power reactors and discourage reprocessing of spent nuclearfiuel abroad.
President Clinton reiterated the United States' position on reprocessing in a statement on
Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy, saying that, "the United States does not encourage the
civilfian] use of plutonium and, accordingly, does not itself engage in plutonium reprocessing for either
nuclear power or nuclear explosive purposes" (White House, 1993). Since the consideration of a
reprocessing alternative would require a change in U.S. nonproliferation policy and could introduce
foreign policy and national security concerns, the NRC staff did not consider reprocessing to be a
reasonable alternative and, therefore, did not discuss it in the EIS.
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1.5.5 Proposed NEF Facilities

Comment: 048-16
A commenter stated that the EIS should also discuss the Separations Building gaseous effluent vent
system in section 2.1.7 of the Draft EIS.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 2.1.7 of the EIS to include the Separations Building gaseous
effluent vent system.

Comment: 316-47
A comrnenter requested that the EIS indicate whether any chlorofluorocarbons would be used, produced,
or released by the proposed NEF as is the case at other uranium enrichment plants.

Response: Table 4-21 of the EIS provides the process chemicals and gases to be used at the proposed
NEF. No chlorofluorocarbons or hydrochlorofluorocarbons would be used at the proposed NEF. The
expected emissions at the proposed NEF are summarized in section 4.2.4 of the EIS.

1.5.6 Licensing Period

Comment: 048-9
A commenter suggested the title of Table 2-5 of the Draft EIS may not accurately reflect the values
given. The term "Maximum" should be removed from the table because the information provided in the
table under the heading 'Maximum' is based on 'a nominal 30-year operating period (i.e., the facility
operates with all available equipment up to the 30-year operating period).

Response: As discussed in section 2.1.7 of the Draft EIS, the "Maximum" production column shown in
Table 2-5 provides an upper limit bounding guide for the operation of the proposed NEF. Since the
information in the table under the heading "Maximum" is based on the facility operating with all
available equipment up to the 30-year time limit, the NRC staff believes the title "Maximum" is more
appropriate than "Nominal."

Comment: 048-10
A commenter stated the information in the last three lines of Table 2-5 under the heading "Anticipated"
should be deleted to be more consistent with a 30-year license period and the response provided by LES
based on the NRC staff's request for additional information.

Response: The production totals in Table 2-5 of the Draft EIS are the same as the numbers shown in
Table ER RAI 2-4A.2, which was submitted to the NRC in a letter dated May 20, 2004 (LES, 2004). Th7e
production figures are consistent with the 30-yearilicense period, which includes the scheduled time -
periodfor decommissioning. The current operiating license calls for decommissioning the proposed NEF
in a staged progression.

I.6 Cooperating Agencies and Consultation:

Comment: M-60
Several comnmenters noted that Chapter 8 of the Diaft EIS indicates that ConverDyne and U.S. Ecology
were not consulted in the production of the Draft EIS. :The conmmenters stated that, if these facilities are
considered options for conversion and disposal, they should be consulted and their responses to LES's
proposals discussed in the EIS.
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Response: Consultation was not necessary because information could be obtained through open sources
regarding the potential that the mentionedfacilities would be considered for conversion and disposal.

Comment: NI-61; WV-1; 035-1; 036-8; 151-8
Many commenters asked why the Western Interstate Energy Board was not consulted during the
development of the EIS. Other commenters asked why the Western Governors' Association, Western
States, and other regional entities were not consulted or given a copy of the Draft EIS. Commenters
requested that the NRC consider the input of these organizations in developing the EIS.

Response: The NRC staff consulted with all appropriate agencies and groups, as noted in Chapter 8 of
the EIS. Thie Western Interstate Energy Board serves as the energy arm of the Western Govemors'
Association. The Western Interstate Energy Board has three committees for high-level radioactive
waste, mine reclamation, and regional electric power cooperation. The committee on regional electric
power cooperation works to improve the efficiency of the western electric power system. The proposed
NEF would be licensed to possess and use source, byproduct, and special nuclear material. Since the
license, if granted, is notfor the generation of electricity and the subsequent distribution, the NRC staff
did not identify a need to consult with the Western Interstate Energy Board. However, the NRC did
provide the Western Governors'Association copies of the Draft EIS requesting their comments. The
Western Governors' Association provided comments to the NRC. (The Western Interstate Energy Board
was assigned commenter number 103. See original letter in Appendix J or comments and responses in
this appendix for commenter 103.) The NRC has not precluded any of the mentioned entities, or any
other groups or persons, from commenting on the Draft EIS or participating in the NEPA process.
Comments received from any of these entities have been catalogued and responses incorporated into the
EIS text, as appropriate.

Comment: 034-7
A commenter stated the State of New Mexico should be listed as an organization involved in the
proposed action because the State owns the fee interest in the land upon which the proposed NEF would
be sited.

Response: The NRC staff added the State of New Mexico and Lea County as involved organizations listed
in section 1.6 of the EIS.

Comment: 034-69
A commenter stated that the EIS should describe the time frame for completion of tribal consultation.
The commenter requested a copy of any report generated as a result of the consultation process.

Response: In the consultation process required by Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA), the NRC has consulted with the Apache Tribe of Oklahoma, Kiowa Tribe of Oklahoma,
Comanche of Oklahoma, Mescalero Apache, and Ysleta del Sur Pueblo as well as Federal and State
agencies including the New Mexico State Historic Preservation Office and the New Mexico State Land
Office, regarding cultural and historical resources in the vicinity of the proposed NEF. A Memorandum
ofAgreement on archaeological sites eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places
and a Treatment Plan for the archeological sites have been developed. The consultation process with the
affected tribes is ongoing until the stipulations of the Memorandum ofAgreement are fulfilled and the
parties concur on the final report. The NRC staff included the final Memorandum ofAgreement to
Appendix B of the EIS.
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Comment: 042-45
The commenter stated that the New Mexico Environment Department and Office of the State Engineer
should be contacted during the development of the EIS regarding impacts to water quality and quantity.

Response: As stated in section 1.5.3 of the Draft EIS, the New Mexico Environment Department was not
contacted regarding surface waters because the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) program is administered by the EPA in New Mexico, although the State is in the process of
obtaining authorization to manage the permitting process. As stated in Chapter 8 of the Draft EIS,- the
NRC staff contacted the Oil Conservation Divisioni of the New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural
Resources Department to obtain information regarding possible nearby lagoons and landfarms. The
NRC staff also met with the Office of the State Engineer to gather more information concerning water
quality and quantity impacts. Information from that meeting has been incorporated into the EIS, as
appropriate. The NRC staff also review ed and considered New Mexico Environment Department
scoping comments and any contentions admitted to the licensing proceeding that are relevant to the
water resources analyses.

Comment: 043-4 ' K '
A commenter noted that the Draft EIS was released without complete consultation with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS) regarding the northern aplomado falcon and black-footed ferret.

Response: Section 1.5.6.1 of the EIS discusses the consultation process with the FIS as mandated by the
Endangered Species Act. The NRC transmitted to the I FWS a copy of the Draft EIS with a letter stating
its determination of "no effect" (see Appendix B).' -The NRC has completed consultation with the FWS.'-

Comment: 044-1
The EPA submitted a statement indicating it has a "lack of objection" to the Draft EIS.

Response: The NRC staff acknowledges the EPA 's conclusion.

1.7 Alternatives Considered but Eliminated

I.7.1 General

Comment: 032-20; 032-31; 284-3; 316-4
Several commenters stated that the EIS should discuss abroader range of alternatives such as wind and
solar power. Another commenter stated that the Draft EIS does not identify negative impacts (or
opportunity costs) of a taxpayer-supported revival of the nuclear power industry at the expense of
emerging renewable energy sources.

Response: National energy policy issues are not within the scope of the EISfor the proposed NEF.: The
proposed action is intended to satisfy the need for an additional reliable and economical domestic source
of uranium enrichment services. The'alternatives in the comments raise national policy issues (e.g.,
finding other sources of energy) that would not isaiisfy the need of the proposed action and therefore,
such alternatives are beyond the scope of the EIS.

Comment: 316-12
A commenter stated that the discussion of the no-action alternative should evaluate the benefits to public
health (e.g., from deferred mining) from purchases of highly enriched uranium and from the use of other
down-blended reactor fuel, including fuel fr6m the U.S. surplus of highly enriched uranium.
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Response: The proposed action in this EIS is limited to the construction, operation, and
decommissioning of the proposed NEF. The impacts associated with the no-action alternative, which is
discussed in section 2.2.1 of the Draft EIS, would include only the impacts associated with not
constructing, operating, or decommissioning the proposed NEF (i.e., direct, indirect, and cumulative
environmental impacts and local socioeconomic impacts). Section 4.8 discusses these impacts.

Comment: 358-8
A comnmenter stated that if the NRC's position is that a domestic uranium enrichment plant is necessary,
the NRC should consider the proposed American Centrifuge Plant at Portsmouth as a reasonable
alternative to the proposed NEF.

Response: The NRC staff considers that the proposed NEF would satisfy the needfor an additional,
reliable, and economical domestic source of enrichment services. The NRC staff recognizes the
proposed American Centrifuge Plant as contributing to domestic enrichment services in section 1.3 of
the Draft EIS. In addition, section 4.8 of the Draft EIS recognizes USEC's intentions to construct and
operate the proposed American Centrifuge Plant that could supplement domestic and international
demand. The section also discusses the impacts of these additional domestic enrichmentfacilities in the
future.

Comment: 365-3
A commenter stated that the safety and widespread promise of wind and solar power makes nuclear
reactors obsolete, and that the United States is not capable of safely handling nuclear reactor wastes.

Response: Alternative energy sources are beyond the scope of the EIS. Further, the commenter's
statement regarding U.S. capability to safely handle nuclear wastes is beyond the EIS scope.

1.7.2 Site Selection Process

Comment: L-2; 316-6
Commenters stated that the description of LES's site selection process is misleading because it refers
only to objective criteria and neglects the political context that led to the selection of the site in New
Mexico. Commenters stated that Senator Pete Domenici of New Mexico "wooed" the company to the
State of New Mexico. Commenters stated that the EIS does not mention that officials at the Federal,
State, and local level in New Mexico were generally favorable to the proposed NEF.

Response: The political context in the comment is beyond the scope of this ElS.

Comment: M-21
Several commenters noted that section 2.2.2.1 of the Draft EIS states that sites under consideration by
LES were disqualified if they were in proximity to operating nuclear power plants because they would
require additional security measures. The commenters questioned how this rationale does not disqualify
the Lea County site given that it is approximately 97 kilometers (60 miles) from the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant.

Response: As discussed in section 2.2.2.1 of the Draft EIS, the disqualifled sites were adjoining existing
nuclear power plants. The distance between the proposed NEF and the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant site
is over 73 kilometers (45 miles) and these locations, therefore, are not adjoining sites. The Draft EIS, as
required by NEPA, provides an analysis of cumulative impacts of other past, present, and reasonably
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foreseeablefiuture actions, including, where appropriate, the presence of other industrialfacilities in the
region to determine cumulative impacts. Due to the distance of separation, the mentioned historical
activities within the State of Neiv'Meico and the proposed NEF would not have significant cumulative
impacts associated with each other.

Comment: 316-7
A commenter stated that the location of the proposed NEF is isolated from other related nuclear fuel
cycle facilities, requiring the shipment of radioactive and hazardous materials over great distances. The
commenter stated that none of the waste processing/disposal facilities cited by LES is closer than 1,609
kilometers (1,000 miles) from the site, yet proximity to these sites does not appear to have been a
criterion considered in the selection of the Lea County site. The commenter stated that previously
evaluated sites in Louisiana and Tennessee would have been closer to waste processing/disposal
facilities; and asked if it would be correct to assume that distance was a factor for these sites, but not for
the Lea County site.

Response: As discussed in section 2.2.2.1 of the Draft EIS, LES undertook a site selection process to
identify viable locations for the proposed NEF. Among the criteria applied by LES in its site selection
process were availability of good transportation routes and issues related to the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Based on its evaluation, LES selected the proposed NEF site as its preferred site.
The purpose of the NRC staff's review of the LES's site selection process was to determine whether an
alternative site the applicant considered was obviously superior to the proposed NEF. The NRC staff
has determined that none of the candidate sites were obviously superior to the LES preferred site in Lea
County, New Mexico; therefore no other site was selected for further analysis.

I.7.3 Candidate Sites

Comment: L-3;L-4; 316-6; 343-3; 356-6
The commenters stated that seven sites were eliminated because of the risk of an earthquake, but that the
proposed NEF site is in a seismically active area.

Response: The NRC staffs analysis of the site-specific seismic characteristics and the proposed NEF's
design to withstand an earthquake are documented in the SER. The Lea County site does not lie in a
seismically active area. According to the United States Geological Survey, the area around the proposed
NEF site in Lea County has a low historical incidence of seismic activity and a low probability offiuture
seismic activity. A map of the seismic regions of New Mexico is provided at
http://neic.usgs.gov/neis/states/nei _mexico/hazards.html (USGS, 2003).

Comment: L-4; M-1; M-22; N-i; 036-2; 316-6; 343-3
Many commenters questioned the evaluation and elimination from further consideration of the
Bellefonte, Alabama, site in comparison with the Lea County site. Some comrnmenters noted that the
Bellefonte site was eliminated because a historic preservation assessment may have been required, but
seven archaeological sites were identified at the Lea County site. Commenters also stated that the
relocation of high-voltage transmission lines was a reason for lowering Bellefonte's rating, but a
high-pressure carbon-dioxide gas line at the proposed NEF site would have to be relocated. One
commenter stated that the EIS should outline the methods by which the relocation of a high-pressure CO2
pipeline would be funded and the potential environmental impacts from this relocation.

Response: As discussed in section 1.5.6.2 of the Draft EIS, the seven archaeological sites identified at the
Lea County location have been evaluated by the New Mexico State Historic Preservation Office and New
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Mexico State Land Office. Consultation with Federally recognized Indian Tribes identified no
traditional cultural properties or other culturally significant resources at any of the seven sites. A
Memorandum ofAgreement among LES, the NRC, Lea County, the New Mexico State Land Office,
affected Indian Tribes, and the New Mexico State Historic Preservation Office has been prepared to
document the sites and describe the actions taken to minimize adverse impacts on the sites (see Appendix
B). Chapter 4 of the Draft EIS discusses the environmental impact of relocating the line for constriction
of the proposed NEF (e.g., section 4.2.1.1 discusses the land use impacts resulting from relocating the
CO2 pipeline). Chapter 7 of the Draft EIS also discusses the cost of relocating the high-pressure carbon
dioxide line on the Lea County site, which is included in the cost of constrnction of the facility.

As discussed in section 2.2.2.1 of the Draft EIS, the Bellefonte, Alabama, site contained multiple
transmissions lines as well as archaeological sites that did contain traditional cultural properties or
other culturally significant resources and would have required more costly preservation efforts to
minimize adverse impacts on the sites. For these reasons, LES ranked the Bellefonte, Alabama, site third
just behind the Lea County Site.

Comment: NI-5; X-1; 036-1
Commenters asked why the formerly proposed Claiborne facility in Homer, Louisiana was not addressed
in the site-selection process and stated that the Draft EIS does not provide a reason for its rejection.

Response: In January 199!, the NRC received an application from LES to construct and operate a
proposed facility in Homer, Louisiana As a result of an extended licensing hearing process, LES
decided to withdraw its application in 1998. Therefore, the Claiborne facility was never constricted and
LES did not consider the site in its current application to construct and operate an enrichment facility.

Comment: MI-23; M-24; MI-29; M-30
Several commenters identified reasons eliminating the Carlsbad, New Mexico, site from further
consideration that they believe should also apply to the Lea County site, including groundwater,
contamination and the installation of transmission lines and a new substation. The comnmenters asked
whether the determination to eliminate Carlsbad was based on groundwater and surface water
contamination as well as soil contamination. The commenters stated that the Draft EIS does not discuss
the effects of the oil and gas industry in Lea County and requested that the EIS include a soils chemistry
analysis for the proposed NEF site that would address potential oil and gas contamination.

Response: As discussed in section 3.2 of the Draft EIS, the Lea County site is undeveloped. The
groundwater contamination at the proposed NEF site affected the ranking of the Lea County site.

The Carlsbad, New Mexico, site received a low site score in part due to the potential for soil
contamination from former potash mining and oil-field welding services. It is not known whether there is
actually soil, surface water or groundwater contamination, but groundwater contamination is less likely
because groundwater is expected to be deep and no surface water is present except in the form of a dry
arroyo. Section 2.2.2.1 of the Draft EIS notes there are abandoned structures on the Carlsbad, New
Mexico, site that at one time housed a potash mine and a company involved in rehabilitating oil well
drilling and pipeline equipment. Additionally, an operating oilfield service and welding company is on
an adjacent parcel of land. For these reasons, LES ranked the Carlsbad, New Mexico, site sixth behind
the Lea County Site.
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Comment: 034-2
A commenter noted that the EIS considers only the' preferred alternative and the no-action alternative.
The commenter stated that the EIS may fail to-comply with NEPA and suggested the NRC revisit the
issue of selection and analysis of alternative sites.

Response: NEPA does not specify the number of alternatives that must be addressed in an EIS. As
discussed in section 2.2.2.1 of the Draft EIS, LES undertook a site selection process to identify viable
locations for the proposed NEF. The puirpose ofth'e'NRC staff's review of tie LES's site selection
process is to determine whether an alternative site the applicant considered is obviously superior to the
proposed NEF. Thie NRC staff has determined that the LES site selection process has a rational,
objective stnrcture and appears reasonable and that none of the candidate sites were obviously superior
to the LES preferred site in Lea County, New Mexico; therefore no other site was selected forfiurther
analysis.

1.8 Land Use

1.8.1 Offsite Actions ';

Comment: M-14; 048-40; 151-7
Several c6mmenters stated that the EIS should address the installation of and impacts- associated with
natural gas supply piping, water supply piping, and powver transmission lines. One commenter also asked
about plans for water supply and wastewater systems.

Response: The NRC staff evaluated the environmental impacts of installation of the necessary utility
pipelines and electric transmission lines in section 4.2.1.1 of the EIS. As presented in Chapter 5 of the
EIS, Table 5-1, LES has committed to working with the utility companies to ensure mitigative measures
that would be employed during trenching activities on the proposed NEF site are extended as much as
possible to offsite trenching activities. Table 5-1 also notes that LES has committed to working with the
electric utility to mitigate any impacts. Water supply and wastewater systemns and associated impacts are
discussed throughout the EIS (for example, see sections 1.5.4, 2.1. 3.7, 3.8.2, 3.10.4.3, and 4.2.6).

Comment: M-16
Several commenters noted that Chapter 2 of Draft EIS indicates that the proposed NEF would require 30
megawatts of electricity that would be supplied through two new overhead transmission lines. The
commenters requested that the NRC discuss environmental impacts from the construction of the
transmission lines and two independent'substations,"and from the installation of additional power support
structures.

Response: In section 4.2.1 of the EIS, the NRC staff evaluated the environmental impacts of installing the
transmission lines, which would result in temporary land use impacts. Section 4.2.7 of the EIS discusses
the impacts of installation of the lines on ecological resources. As presented in Chapter 5 of the EIS,
Table 5-1, LES has committed to working with the utility company and the New Mexico Department of
Game and Fish to ensure mitigative rmeasures'and guidelinfes for the protection of birds are implemented.,
Two onsite transformers would be constructed on th6 proposed NEF property. Impacts from construction
of these onsite transformers are assessed under o'verall facility construction impacts. The NRC staff has
revised section 2.1.6 of the EIS to clarify that the`two 'transformers would be installed on the proposed -
NEF site.

. 2; \
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Comment: 048-7
A commenter provided additional information on the natural gas supply to the proposed NEF. As
reflected in section 4.1.2 of the Environmental Report, a separate pipeline would be provided to supply
natural gas to the proposed NEF. This separate pipeline would be designed and located such that the
existing analysis provided in the natural Gas Pipeline Hazard Risk Determination Calculation remains
bounding.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 2.1.6 of the EIS to indicate the natural gas line feeding the site
would connect to an existing, nearby line. This would minimize impacts of short-term disturbances
related to the placement of the tie-in line.

1.8.2 Commitment of the Land

Comment: WI-65
Several commenters stated that the U.S. Department of Interior identified several Urban Park and
Recreation Recovery Programs in the Eunice and Hobbs area that may be adversely affected by the
proposed NEF. The commenter asked whether LES has addressed these concerns and how potential
effects on the programs would be mitigated.

Response: As described section 3.2 of the EIS, no significant recreational areas are located within eight
kilometers (five miles) of the proposed NEF site. The NRC staff revised the section to clarify that a
picnic table and historical marker are located 3.2 kilometers (2 miles) west of the proposed site. The
NRC staff concluded land use impacts would be SMALL

Comment: 034-58
A commenter stated that it is unclear whether the commitment of 81 hectares (200 acres) of natural land
is inclusive of the footprint for the proposed NEF that would constitute a long-term commitment of
terrestrial resources. The commenter suggested that the EIS identify the amount of land that would be
subject to a long-term commitment.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 4.7 of the EIS to clarify the meanings associated with short term
uses and long term commitments. The commitment of 8l hectares (200 acres), which includes all of the
land that would contain the footprint of the proposed NEFfacilities, is a long-term commitment.

Comment: 316-42
A commenter asked whether the area of the proposed NEF site that would not be disturbed by
construction activities (discussed in section 2.1.4 and shown in Figure 2-6) is necessary for the operation
of the facility. The commenter asked about the likelihood that, after the lease term, ownership of the land
would transfer from the State to LES and the land would be subject to industrial development. The
conmmenter asked whether the site would be classified as a brownfield and wanted to know the potential
uses of any structures remaining after decommissioning.

Response: During operations, the unused area adds to the security of the site and helps protect offsite
resources from impacts associated with operations. As discussed in section 3.1 of the EIS (which the
NRC staff revised to discuss the land exchange process), Lea County currently owns the site. Once the
lease term ends, LES would purchase the landfrom Lea County. LES could use or sell the land for other
industrial purposes, but the likelihood of such uses cannot be determined at this time. Remaining
structures on the site could be used for other industrial purposes or commercial purposes. Brownfields,
as defined by the EPA, are real property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be
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complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant.
If the site is shown to meet State and Federal regulatory standards after decontamination and
decommissioning, then the site would not be considered a brownfield.

1.9 Historic and Cultural Resources

Comment: L-15; M-36; 316-40; 31641; 343-8; 365-1
Many comnenters questioned the NRC's assessment of the proposed NEF's impact on cultural resources
as small and requested a description of the terms of the Memorandum of Agreement and the historic
properties treatment plan. The commenters asked whether a comprehensive archaeological investigation
and excavation would be conducted prior to construction activities. The comnrnenters also asked about
the nature and preservation of the artifacts discovered, expressing concern that some of the artifacts
could not be removed from the site intact. Comrnefiters asked how the NRC justifies its conclusion that
under the no-action alternative, cultural resources at the site could be exposed to possible human
intrusion.

Response: Sections 3.3 and 4.2.2 of the Draft EIS discuss the NRC staff's assessment of cultural
resources.- In accordance with the NHPA and the implementing regulation, 36 CFR Part 800, potential
impacts to all identified and evaluated cultural iriuic'es would be mitigated through implementation of
an intensive and thorough treatment undertaking'. This:ajpioach vould include both surface and
subsurface data recovery efforts at each of the seven sites, along with additional monitoring of
constnrction activities at those archaeological sites located near proposed NEFfeatures. Recovery of-
all relevant data, along with detailed reports and long-term maintenance of all cultural resources items
and recovery records, would adequately mitigaie pbteAtial impacts to resources. Therefore, the overall
impactfrom the proposed activities is considered SMALL

A Memorandum ofAgreement and supporting cultural resources treatment plan have been approved by
the NRC, New Mexico State Historic Preservation Office, New Mexico State Land Office, Lea County,
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, LES and affected Indian tribes (see Appendix B). Due to
the present sensitivity regarding the precise nature and locations of the cultural resource properties,
only the Memorandum ofAgreement is included in Appendix B. The NRC staff revised section 1.5.6.2 of
the EIS to update the discussion of the NHPA conriiultation process. In the collective opinion'of the
organizations listed above, the proposed treatmient,`once implemented, would satisfactorily mitigate
potential impacts at each of the resource properties, andfiirther preservation consideration would not be
necessary.

Under the no-action alternative, the proposed NEF would not be constructed. Now that these resources
have been identified, they could remain protected through a similar agreement involving one or more of
the organizations listed above.' Without any protective actions, the identified sites would be subjected to
continued weathering and, if the locations' become Known,Potential human intrusion or vandalism.
Therefore,' the NRC staff concludes in section 4.8.2 of the 'EIS, that impacts from the no-action
alternative would be SMALL to'MODERATE.
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1.10 Climatology, Meteorology, and Air Quality

[.10.1 Climatology and Meteorology

Comment: NI-27
Several commenters requested that the NRC include data collected from Andrews County, Texas, in its
analysis of tornado frequency and effects. The commenters stated that Andrews County is very close to
the proposed NEF site, and high winds generated by a tornado in Andrews County may affect the
proposed site.

Response: Winds from tornados are highly localized and the ivinds from a tornado in Andrews County,
Texas, even if located on the state/county line, would not be expected to impact the proposed NEF.
Andrews County is located east of the proposed NEF site. Because prevailing weather patterns influence
tornado movement generally from west to east, any tornado that forms in Andrews County would be
expected to move east, away from the proposed NEF.

Comment: NM-28
Several commenters referenced a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's web site
indicating that there have been 88 tornadoes in Lea County, New Mexico since 1954, and that these
tornadoes have caused more than $26,000,000 in damage. The commenters stated that the NRC should
justify the statement in section 3.5.2.5 of the Draft EIS that "All the reported tornadoes were associated
with very light damage."

Response: According to the referenced web site (NCDC, 2004), the 88 tornadoes caused approximately
$27 million in damage, of which $25 million was caused by a single class F2 tornado on May 27, 1982.
No other information is available regarding this tornado. A total of 26 tornadoes caused measurable
property damage in Lea County, New Mexico since 1950. The NRC staff revised section 3.5.2.5 of the
EIS to reflect this information.

Comment: 284-10; 355-1
Two commenters stated the rainfall data described in Table 3-3 of the Draft EIS is not reflective of
annual trends over the last 20 years. One commenter stated that rainfall in the area is either generally
increasing or that earlier recordkeeping was faulty, and that the 90-year Hobbs Station average may not
be scientifically correct. The commenter suggested that the NRC augment the rainfall measurements
with data from other nearby stations, and potentially "weight" the analysis toward newer readings
suggesting higher rainfall measurements. The commenter noted that rainfall measurements impact
interpretations of runoff, surface, and below-surface hydrology.

Response: Calculating rainfall averages over a long period of time is standard practice. Rainfall can
fluctuate not just year-to-year, but over decades. The design of the retention/detention basins is based
on a 24-hour, 100-year storm event and not on average rainfall. Any effects on hydrology from
increasing historical rainfall trends would be reflected on a regional basis regardless of the presence of
the proposed NEF. Because onsite nmoff and drainage would be controlled within the proposed NEF
site, any increasing trends in annual rainfall would not result in significantly different impacts.
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I.10.2 Air Quality and Air Emissions

Comment: L-13; 103-12; 103-19; 316-44
Commenters stated the Draft EIS should indicate the source(s) of hydrogen fluoride air emissions. The
commenters asked about environmental and health impacts and mitigation measures associated with
emissions of helium, argon, nitrogen, methylene chloride, ethanol, volatile organic compounds, carbon
monoxide, and nitrogen dioxide.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 2.1.7 of the EIS to clarify that hydrogenfluoride would be
produced through the chemical reaction between UF6 -and water vapor. T7ze chemical reaction generates
uranium oxyfluoride, and hydrogen fluoride.

Because the pollutants listed in the comment are not emitted in quantities that would require a Clean Air
Act Title V permit and the nitrogen dioxide emissions would be 10 to 100 times below the allowable
limits under the National Ambient Air Quality Siand-drds (NAAQS) (Table 4-1 of the EIS), mitigation
measures would not be required. LES would have a maintenance program to help ensure proper
operation of equipment which would help limit emissions. Since the emissions would be well below
regulatory limits as described in section 4.2.4.2 of the EIS, environmental and health impacts would be
SMALL

Comment: M-37; M-38; 032-46; 316-46
Several commenters referred to the discussion of diesel generators in section 4.2.4 of the Draft EIS. The
commenters requested that the NRC identify the pollutant and the quantity emitted from the generators,
the basis and how verified, disciplinary measures'should LES exceed its 91-metric ton (100-ton)
standard, and the entity responsible for enforcement. Commenters requested that LES be required to
have a Title V permit. Another commenter inquired about comparable uranium enrichment plants and
their use of emergency generators.

Response: Pollutants emitted by the emergency generators are provided in manufacturer technical
specifications. If both emergency diesel generators operated continuously for I year (24 hours per day
for 365 days), the maximum atmospheric discharge from both units could be more than 90,700 kg (100
tons) of pollutants such as nitrous oxide, carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds, and particulate
matter. However, the generators are for emergency use'and would be operatedfor periodic testing and
during power outage only. They would be used to protect equipment associated with the proposed NEF,
and would not be regulated by the NRC (they would not be safety-related). Assuming monthly testing of
the generators and up to two electrical power outages per year, the NRC staff estimated that the total
atmospheric discharge from the two emergency diesel g'e'inerators vould be approximaztely 12,300 kg
(13.5 tons) of regulated air pollutants, over 90 percent of which would be 'nitrous oxide. The New - -
Mexico Environment Departmnent Air Quality Bureau iould have jurisdiction, as indicated in Table 1-3
of the Draft EIS, and could issue penalties for any enforcement action. The use of generators by other
enrichment plants is not within the scope of this EIS.

Comment: 032-14
A commenter stated that the EIS does not clearly discuss the gaseous effluent vent system emissions and
requested that the EIS clearly state the regulatory limits for each of the discharges.

Response: Section 4.2.4.2 of the Draft EIS discusses the gaseous effluent vent system' allowable
emissions. Specifically, the released quantities and appropriate regulations (Clean AirAct and National
Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants fNESHAP]) are described under the overall air-
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quality impacts. Occupational impacts of emissions and the related regulatory standard (e.g.,
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health) are provided in section 4.2.12.2 of the Draft EIS.

Comment: 032-17; 032-38; 040-5
A commenter stated that Eunice residents breathe air already polluted with hydrogen sulfide gas and
other emnissions. The commenter questioned why residents would be additionally exposed to radiation
and other emissions from the proposed NEF. The commenter stated that the additional potential
exposures would not be worth the jobs that would be created, and that specially-qualified, full time
employees would be employed for less than 15 years. Another commenter stated that cumulative impacts
for emissions should be analyzed in conjunction with other nearby industrial facilities.

Response: Section 3.5 of the Draft EIS discusses the air quality at the proposed NEF. The impacts to
human health and environment are analyzed in Chapter 4 of the Draft EIS. The NRC staff determined
that most impacts would be SMALL or SMALL-to-MODERATE. While peak operations would occur
over a 14 year period, operations would actually be conducted over approximately a 25-year period.
According to section 4.2.4 of the Draft EIS, the impact on the local and regional air quality would be
SMALL Section 4.4.4 of the Draft EIS addresses the cumulative impacts of air quality, and Table 4-20
shows the current emissions from all industries in the area. Because the proposed NEF would not
contribute significantly to the existing airborne emissions from nearby oil and gas activities, the
cumulative impacts to air quality would be SMALL

Comment: 033-2; 033-6
A commenter stated that seasonal winds would blow contaminated soil and other radioactive pollutants
north over Hobbs and west over Eunice, New Mexico. The commenter stated that the State and Federal
governments should be financially responsible for all new cancer cases in the "contaminant field."

Response: As stated in section 4.2.12.2 of the Draft EIS, the NRC staff determined that the quantity of
radioactivity in the soils of the proposed NEF site would be minimal. This assessment accounts for.
residual sediments in the ponds when they are dry. Public exposure to radiological emissions from the
proposed NEF were estimated to result in 8.4 in I million (or 8.4 x 106) latent cancerfatalities per year
from normal operations (see section 4.2.12.2 of the EIS). This means that all of the population within 80
kilometers (50 miles) of the proposed NEF (including Eunice) would receive a total dose of aoo014
sievert (0.014 person-rem) (or 14 millirem for all persons). Thtis total dose to all of the population in.
that area would be less than 5 percent of the dose each U.S. citizen typically receives just from naturally
occurring radioactivity (about 3 millisieverts [300 milliremj). Additionally, the radiation dose to the
nearest resident (Table 4-11) would be about 0.000013 millisievert (0.0013 millirem) per yearfrom
normal operations. This would be about 0.0004 percent of the dose that the average U.S. citizen receives
peryearfrom naturally occurring radioactivity. Therefore, public health impactfrom the normal
operation of the proposed NEF would be SMALL

Under 10 CFR § 140. 13b, a uranium enrichmentfacility licensee is required to carry liability insurance
to cover public claims arising from any occurrence within the United States that results from the.
radioactive, toxic, explosive, or other hazardous properties of chemicals containing licensed material
and causes, within or outside the United States, the losses and injuries enumerated in the regulation.
The SER discusses how LES wvouldfulfill the liability insurance requirements listed in section 140. 13b.

Comment: 034-15; 034-16; 042-32; 042-33
Commnenters stated the following concerns with regard to particulate matter impacts on air quality:
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* The Draft EIS states incorrectly that there have been no instances -where particulate matter has
exceeded NAAQS. An exceedance of particulate matter 10 microns or less in diameter (PM1 O) has
been recorded in Hobbs, New Mexico. The EIS should contain a more detailed explanation of how
an exceedance for PMlo would be prevented.

* The EIS should address how the proposed NEF would address Best Available Control Measures
identified in the New Mexico Environment Department's Natural Events Action Plan for Lea
County.

* The Draft EIS conclusion that the potential impact to air quality is small is unsupported. The
24-hour maximum of 144 micrograms/cubic meter of PMO is close to the primary regulatory limit of
150 micrograms/cubic meter. This limit could be exceeded when NEF emissions are added to other
nearby sources, such as the nearby quarry. The EIS should include a discussion of cumulative
impacts associated with PMIo.

* Table 3-6 of the Draft EIS erroneously identifies the PM1O standard as secondary. The standard is
primary. -

Response: The NRC staff revised sections 3.5.3 and 4.2.4.3 of the ElS to include a discussion of the
exceedance of the NAAQS in Hobbs, New Mexico, and the related Natural Events Action Plan. The
exceedance was the result of a 'dust storm. The impacts from the proposed NEF would be SMALL
because the impacts vould be localized to within the proposed NEF property boundary. Fugitive dust
emissions could occurfor short time periods during construction. Mitigative measures would be
employed to limit the emission offiigitive dust during construction. Nofiigitive dust emissions are
anticipated during operations because soils would niot be disturbed.

The predicted maximum modeled concentration of PM10 would remain below the standard and would
occur inside the property boundary. Section 4.2.4.1 of the EIS has been revised to state that the
concentration from an event that generated a 144 micrograms/cubic meter reading would result in a
concentration of48 micrograms/cubic meter at a'distance of 1 kilometer (0.6 mile). These are
conservative estimates, since fugitive dust emissions were assumed to occur throughout the year without
implementation of mitigation measures. As stated in section 4.4.4 and shown in Table 4-20, the proposed
NEF would not be expected to have a noticeable impacts on PMO concentrations in the area. Table 3-6
of the Draft EIS identifies the standardfor PMO as primary and secondary, because the Federal
standards are equivalent.

Best Available Control Measures for the Lea County Natural Events Action Plan are still under
development. LES would review Lea County best available control measures as they become available
and implement those that are applicable for the' proposed NEFfacility during construction and operation
to minimize dust and particulate emissions. Tables 5-1 and 5-2 of the EIS provides current proposed
NEF mitigation methods to minimize dust and particulate emissions during constriction and operation-
activities. - .

Comment: 034-50 -

A commenter stated that the EIS does not identify what solvents would be used during the
decommissioning and decontamination of the site and whether these solvents would be classified as
hazardous air pollutants. The commenter stated that, if they are so classified, the EIS should analyze
whether the proposed NEF would have the potential to emit more than 9 metric tons (10 tons) per year of
any single pollutant or more than 23 metric tons (25 tons) per year of any combination of pollutants. The
commenter stated that the EIS appears to rely erroneously on an estimate of actual emissions.
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Response: As noted in section 4.1 of the Draft EIS, because decommissioning would take place many
years in the future, it is not possible to predict all the technological changes that could improve the
decommissioning process, and the quantity of solvents to be used during decommissioning cannot be
determined at this time. The specific type and quantities of solvents that would be used during
decommissioning and the specific environmental impacts would be determined at that time. T7he NRC
staff expects that appropriate equipment, sealed rooms, treated ventilation systems, and management
controls would be applied to maintain any solvent releases within the current regulatory requirements of
the Clean Air Act. 7he NRC staff revised section 4.3.4 of the EIS to clarify the expected solvent
emissions.

Comment: 040-4
A commenter stated that construction emissions would consist of pollutants in addition to dust,
depending on equipment and fuels used.

Response: The NRC staff agrees that other emissions would be associated with construction. Table 2-2
of the Draft EIS identifies the anticipated average vehicle emissions for hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide,
nitrogen oxides, sulfiur oxides, and particulates (from fuel andfugitive dust). Additionally, section
4.2.6.1 of the Draft EIS identifies potential effluent releases, such as spills, during construction
activities. A NPDES construction permit would be obtainedfrom Region 6 of the EPA and all
construction activities would comply with permit requirements for constriction emissions.

Comment: 042-34
A commenter stated that the EIS should address New Mexico State Ambient Air Quality Standards
outlined in Title 20, Chapter 2, Part 3 of the New Mexico Administrative Code. The commenter also
suggested that Table 3-6 should be expanded to include the State standards for hydrogen sulfide, total
reduced sulfur, and total suspended particulates.

Response: The State standards for total suspended particulates are included in the listing for PM1O in
Table 3-6 and the impacts are presented in section 4.2.4 of the Draft EIS. The NRC staff revised Table
3-6 to include State standards for hydrogen sulfide and total reduced sulfur; however, the proposed NEF
would not be expected to have sources of hydrogen sulfide or total reduced sulfur.

Comment: 048-17
A commenter stated that the hydrogen fluoride gaseous effluent annual release quantity should be
included in the listing of non-radioactive gaseous effluents.

Response: The NRC staff updated section 2.1. 7 of the EIS to reflect the commenter's suggestion.

Comment: 343-5
A commenter expressed concern about toxic emission of the proposed plant, both air and water
discharges, and disposition of toxic solid wastes. The commenter asked if there have been adequate
studies conducted about the health impact of the atmospheric emissions and whether their impact affects
minority residents (or workers). In addition, the commenter asked if there are plans to mitigate these
toxic emissions.

Response: The environmental impacts due to emissions from the proposed NEF to residents and workers
are presented in Chapter 4 of the Draft EIS, with supporting information in Appendix C. The health and
environmental justice analysis demonstrate the small impacts due to the low quantities of radioactive or
hazardous materials in atmospheric emissions.
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Comment: 365-6
A commenter stated that the contamination of land, air, and water by the emission of tons of carbon
monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and volatile compounds is not acceptable to American citizens.

Response: As discussed in section 1.5 of the Draft EIS, 'all emissions, whether to the air or water, must
meet Federal and State regulations to ensure the safety and health of the public. As presented in section
4.2.4 of the Draft EIS, releases from the proposed NEF would be within regulatory limits and would not
endanger members of the public.

1.103 Regulatory Compliance

Comment: T-1; T-2
Several commenters noted that the Draft EIS does'n6t identify the regulatory agency that would be in
charge of effluent monitoring. Currently, there are no mechanisms in place to revoke an operating
license pursuant to unacceptable levels. The commenters suggested that the EIS address specific safety
measures to protect citizens from dangerous materials exceeding Federal or State standards.

Response: Both'Federal and State agencies would have enforcement authority over various aspects of
the proposed NEF, as described in section 1.5.4 of the Draft EIS. The NRC would have jurisdiction
concerning radiological monitoring. Further, under its authority to regulate the safe use of nuclear
materials (Atomic Energy Act and Energy Reorganization Act), the NRC has the authority to suspend or
revoke a license to ensure public health and safety. As'discussed in section 1.4, while the EIS is the
result of the NRC staffs'environmental review'of the LES license application and Environmental Report,
the SER is the vehicle through which the NRC staff addresses safety concerns.

Comment: 042-35; 042-36; 048-3; 048-18
Several comnmenters stated that Table 1-3 of the Draft EIS should be updated with information provided
in the Environmental Report Table 1.3-1, Revision 2, dated July 2004. In particular, commenters noted
that the New Mexico Environmental Department Air Quality Bureau has determined that the proposed
NEF would not need a construction or operation air permit.

Response: The NRC staff updated Table 1-3 and sections 2.1.7 and 4.2.4.2 of the EIS, to reflect the
commenters' suggestions. Section 2.1.7 of the EIS has been revised to state that the boilers would not
require an air quality permit for operation because NESHAP does not apply. The New Mexico:
Environment Department Air Quality Bureau acknowledged receipt of the Notice of Intent in accordance
with 20.2.73 NMAC. The New Mexico 'Environment Department Air Quality Bureau also notified LES of
its determination that an air quality permit under 20.2.72 NMA C is not required and that New Source
Performance Standards and NESHAPs do not apply to the proposed NEF. Lastly, the New Mexico
Environment Department Air Quality Bureau stated that operation of the two emergency diesel
generators and surface-coating activities are exemptfrom permitting requirements, provided all
requirements specified in 20.2.72.202 B (3) and 2.2.72.202 B (6) NMAC, respectively, are met.

-::
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1.11 Geology, Minerals, Soils and Seismic Issues

I.11.1 Geology, Minerals, and Soils

Comment: M-13
Several commenters requested that the NRC specify inspection plans for the earthwork operations
required to construct the proposed NEF to ensure its structural stability. These commenter also requested
that the contractors performing the construction perform the greatest oversight possible. These
commenters are concerned that there may be structural instability because a portion of the proposed NEF
would be constructed on fill and excavated areas.

Response: Inspection schedules and procedures would be developed by the NRC's regional office
(Region 1i) responsible for conducting inspections. Their purpose is to ensure the licensee meets
regulatory requirements and licensee commitments. Inspection procedures for routine inspections are
available to the public.

Comment: M-39; 034-18; 316-24
Several commenters expressed concern about the effect of onsite activities on the integrity of underlying
geology. Some commenters referred to a statement in section 4.2.5.1 that if final design studies indicate
a need to extend footings into the Chinle Formation, the clay layer could be penetrated. Another
commenter stated that preparations for construction of the proposed NEF would require surface grading,
excavation into the caliche layer, and the relocation of a subsurface carbon dioxide pipeline crossing the
site. The commenters suggested that the EIS explain how disturbance of site geology and penetration of
the clay layer could affect its permeability and create new pathways for contaminants to enter and
migrate through groundwater.

Response: Although there is a possibility that the clay layer could be penetrated, LES does not plan to
penetrate this layer under the site (as described in section 2.1.4, with the deepest cut being 4 meters [13
feet]). Penetration of this clay would not be expected to result in the introduction of new pathways of
water or contaminant transmission. As described in section 3.8.1 of the EIS, this clay layer is thick (over
305 meters [1,000feet]) and continuous, withfewfracture planes.

Section 3.6.2 of the Draft EIS states that site borings indicate the presence of a limited amount of
scattered caliche beneath the site. All grading and excavation would be expected to be in the alluvium.
It is likely that the permeability of the alluvium would decrease because of the compaction associated
with filling operations. Further, areas of the site developed with buildings or pavement would reduce
any opportunities for surface water to penetrate underlying soils. Disturbances due to construction
activities would not be expected to result in the creation of new pathways for groundwater or
contaminant migration.

Comment: 034-19; 316-43
A commenter questioned the NRC staff's determination that impacts to geology and soils during site
preparation and construction would be small, and suggested they would be at least moderate. The
commenter added that construction of the proposed NEF would require grading the site and introducing a
large industrial facility that may require penetrating subsurface soils and the Chinle clay layer. The
commenter also stated that because the proposed NEF would alter the geology and soils of the site
beyond the preparation and construction phase, it is inappropriate to consider the impacts of site
preparation and construction separate from the operational phase. This approach ignores the long-term
effects of the initial development of the proposed NEF. Another commenter stated that the effects on
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geology and soils of site preparation and construction would be long-term, not short-term as concluded in
the Draft EIS.

Response: As discussed in Section 4.2.5.1 of the Draft EIS, site preparaii6n and construction activities
for the proposed NEF would disturb only 81 hectares (200 acres) of the 220-hectare (543-acre) site.
These activities would modify the gently sloping terrain in the affected area so that the resulting terrain
would be flat. Construction is not expected to6'pnetrate the Chinle Fonnation, and penetration of the
surface soils is not expected to change the local geology. The composition of the soils affected by the
construction activity would not change; and although these soils could be more prone to erosion due to
wind or water, LES would implement mitigation measures during construction to minimize soil erosion
and conirolfiigitive dust. For these reasons, the'NRC staff considered impacts to soils and geology
during'site preparation and construction to'be SMALL>

The NRC staff considers it appropriate to evaluate impacts to soils and geologyfrom site preparation
and constnrction separately from those associated with operations, because the activities and the
associated impacts are markedly different for site preparation and construction as compared to
operations.

As discussed in section 4.7 of the Draft EIS, the NRC staff recognizes that construction and operation of
the proposed NEF would require a long-term commitment of terrestrial resources. 'Because LES plans to
leave the building shells and site infrastnrcture in placefollowing decommissioning, these long-term
commitments would include the permanentfootprint of the proposed NEFfacility and the soils in the
area of the footprint.

Comment: 034-20
A comn.enter questioned the basis of the NRC staff's conclusion in section 4.2.5.2 of the Draft EIS that
the rate of wind and water erosion of exposed surface'soils surrounding the proposed NEF site would
likely be small.

Response: Section 4.2.5 of the Draft EIS indicates that most of the site surface soils wvoud not be
disturbed by the construction of the proposed NEF. The rate of erosion of such soils would, therefore,
not be impacted by site operations. Mitigating actions described in Chapter 5 of the Draft EIS, such as
the use of earthzen berms and sediment fences, vould be enacted during construction; therefore, the NRC
staff determined that impacts would be SMALL

Comment: 042-7 ; *-1.

A commenter noted that the reference on page3-26 of the Draft EIS (lines 33-36) to "Cretaceous Antlers
Formation" is incorrect and that Table 3-8 indicates the Antlers Formation is of the Tertiary Age. If
correct, the commenter suggested that the sentence be rewritten to explain the evidence of a reverse fault
in Triassic Beds, and that there is no fault displacement through the younger Antlers Formation.

Response: The age of the Antlers Formation is identified in various sources as either Cretaceous or
Tertiary, although the latter is referenced more frequently. The NRC staff revised section 3.6.1 of the
EIS to indicate that the Antlers Formation is of the Tertiary Age.

Comment~ 042-8 '
A commenter suggested that the geologic cross section shown in Figure 3-16 of the Draft EIS be revised
to indicate how many drilling locations were used to delineate the cross section and asked whether there
is a plan that shows the control points for the cross section.
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Response: The geologic cross-section in Figure 3-16 of the Draft EIS (Figure 3-17, section 3.6.1 of this
EIS) illustrates the strata underlying the proposed NEF site. The figure was derivedfrom information
associated with the WVCS site; LES drilling locations were not included.

Comment: 042-9
A commenter stated that the EIS should provide a discussion of petroleum resources, exploration drilling,
and existing or former petroleum wells on the proposed NEF site. Improperly sealed or abandoned drill
holes would provide conduits for contamination.

Response: Section 3.1 of the Draft EIS describes the proposed NEF site. The site consists of mostly
undeveloped land that is usedfor cattle-grazing. No abandoned petroleum drill holes or existing or
former vell locations for petroleum have been found within the site boundaries. The NRC staff revised
section 3.6.1.2 of the EIS to state that no petroleum resources occur at the proposed site.

1.11.2 Seismic Issues

Comment: 039-1; 365-2
A commenter referred to a 1996 study (Hill, 1996), which differs in its conclusions from the Draft EIS
regarding tectonic earthquake potential in the area of the proposed NEF. The commenter suggested that
Chapter 4 include a discussion of the potential for earthquakes, as well as measures to mitigate potential
earthquake activity. Another commenter stated that Lea County is potentially over a fault and that it is in
a seismically vulnerable area.

Response: Faults in the vicinity of the proposed NEF are identified in section 3.6.1 of the Draft EIS. Thie
NRC staff revised section 3.6.1.1 of the EIS to clarify the discussion of regional seismicity and included a
reference to the 1996 Hill report. In the SER, the NRC staff evaluated the applicant's proposed NEF
design features that would reduce the risk of a release of licensed material caused by a postulated
earthquake. A summary of the environmental impacts of such a release is provided in section 4.2.13.2 of
the EIS.

Comment: 042-42
A commenter suggested that the EIS identify the magnitude associated with seismic events that are
considered of low to moderate size.

Response: T7he NRC staff revised section 3.6 of the EIS to clarify that a low to moderate size earthquake
would range from 3 to 5.9 on the Richter scale (USGS, 2005).

1.12 Water Resources

1.12.1 Surface Water

Comment: 032-27
A commenter stated that sludge from the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin must be removed on a
regular basis because the area receives periodic heavy rainfalls. The commenter noted that section 2.1.7
of the Draft EIS states sludges would be removed only once, during the decommissioning phase.

Response: The Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin would be designed to have adequate volume not to
overflow in the event of heavy rains. The quantity of sludges expected to accumulate in the basin would
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not be expected to affect liquid storage capacity to a noticeable degree. As stated in section 4.2.6.2 of
the Draft EIS, in the unlikely event of consecutive years of very heavy precipitation, it could become
necessary for site operators to develop strategies to prevent basin overflows.

Comment: 042-29
A commenter noted that because-the proposed NEF site'exceeds 0.4 hectare (1 acre) (including staging
areas), it would require a NPDES permit or waiver prior to beginning construction. A permit would
require that a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan be prepared and appropriate Best Management
Practices (BMPs) be implemented throughout construction.

Response: Section 1.5.4 of the Draft EIS identifes'ihe needfor a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan
and a NPDES Construction Stormwater General Permnit. Chapter5 includes the use of BMPs under
proposed mitigation measures.

Comment: 042-30
A commenter noted that once all associated construction activities are terminated and final stabilization
is achieved, the proposed NEF may require coverage under Sector F, Chernical and Allied Products,-
under the NPDES multi-sector general permit.'

Response: Section 1.5.4 of the Draft EIS identifies the potential need for multiple Federal and State
permits (include the above-referenced permit) during construction and operation of the proposed NEF.

Comment: 042-31
A commenter noted that the Draft EIS stated that LES is in the process of deciding whether to submit a
"No Exposure Certification for Exclusion from NPDES Storrnwater Permitting." While the EPA makes
this exclusion available to most industries that miiaty otherwise require permit coverage under the
multi-sector general permit, the commenter noted that such' an exclusion is rarely granted for facilities of
the size proposed in the Draft EIS.

Response: LES is responsible for applying for and receiving the required pennits and approvals prior to
construction or operation. As stated in Table 1-3 of the Draft EIS, LES has the option of claiming no
exposure orfiling for coverage under the multi-sector general permit.

Comment: 093-2 -
A commenter referred to discussions of surface water features in sections 3.2 and 3.7.1 of the Draft EIS,
indicating that the EIS appears to imply that thWese'features provide a significant amount of surface water'
to the Wallach Concrete, Inc., property. The conmxnenter requested that the EIS clarify that the source of
water for the fish pond on the Wallach Concrete,jInc;, property be identified as municipal water supply.
The commenter also noted that a shallow surface depression located at the base of a sand and gravel pit
does not contain sufficient water to supply quarry operations. Water is perennially present in the pit due
to a seep at the tip of the Chinle formation clay.

Response: The seep in the shallow surface depression located at the base of one of the gravel pits, as
stated in section 3.7.1 of the Draft EIS, is insufficient to supply quarry operations. The NRC staff revised
section 3.2 of the EIS to state that the stockedfish poud is recharged using municipal water. The seep--
and thefish pond are in two separate locations o5n' the Wallach Concrete, Inc., property.
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Comment: 358-23
A commenter noted that the Draft EIS does not discuss the impacts on LES operations of a reduction or
cutoff of water supply for hours or days.

Response: If water supply temporarily halts, then proposed NEF operations that require water may be
halted. The cessation of operations would not cause any environmental releases exceeding those that
would occur during normal operations.

1.12.2 Groundwater

Comment: L-10; 034-3; 284-11; 284-13; 316-21; 355-4; 356-5
Many commenters stated that the proposed INEF site lies in the vicinity of several geologic faults, and
that earthquakes frequently occur around the proposed NEF site. The commenters noted that
characterization of the hydrogeology is complicated by the presence of numerous wells and fault
pathways that connect widely separated strata. The commenters noted that the NRC has not conducted
an investigation of the possible effects of earthquakes on ground water flow and has not considered the
possibility of contaminant infiltration into ground water due to seismic activity. One commenter noted
that the Draft EIS does not adequately explore possible subsurface connections between Monument Draw
and the West Platform Fault Zone to the south.

Response: As discussed in section 3.6.1 of the Draft EIS, no active faults have been identified within the
immediate area of the proposed NEF site. A fault was identified at the nearby IVCS site, but a detailed
geologic investigation determined that movement on the fault last occurred over 135 million years ago,
and that the fault does not result in increased vertical flow through the approximately 305-meter (1000-
feet) thick; impervious Chinle clay formation (Cook-Joyce, 2004). In the SER, the NRC staff evaluated
the applicant's proposed NEF design features that would reduce the risk of a release of licensed material
caused by a postulated earthquake. A summary of the environmental impacts of such a release is
provided in section 4.2.13.2 of the EIS. Any subsurface connections between Monument Draw and
underlying strata would not be relevant to impacts from the proposed NEF because of the distance along
Monument Draw to the West Platforn Fault Zone.

Comment: MI-40
Several commenters asked whether penetrating the Chinle Formation and possibly creating fractures in
the formation could change the estimate of vertical groundwater velocity through the clay.

Response: Although there is a possibility that the clay layer could be penetrated, LES does not plan to
penetrate this layer under the site (as presented in section 4.2.5.1 of the Draft EIS). Penetration of this
plastic clay would not be expected to result in the introduction of new pathways of water or contaminant
transmission. As described in section 3.8.1 of the EIS, this clay layer is thick (over 305 meters [1,000
feet]) and continuous, withfewfracture planes. Vertical travel times through the formation would not be
significantly altered if the very top of the Chinle Formation were to be penetratedforfacility
foundations.

Comment: 029-5
A commenter stated that because the water table is 244 meters (800 feet) below the proposed NEF site
and has a thick layer of impervious red clay, the groundwater would be adequately protected.

Response: As stated in the Draft EIS, the NRC staff concludes that the proposed NEF impacts to water
resources would be SMALL
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Comment: 034-3; 041-1; 316-23; 355-2; 355-4; 356-7
Several commenters stated that the hydrogeologic assessment considers the potential impacts of the site
in the immediate area, but does not look at cumulative, regional hydrogeologic impacts on the New
Mexico and Texas areas in which the site and other industries are located, including oil and gas
operations, Waste Control Specialists (WCS), and other industries. Another commenter requested that
the NRC specifically assess whether the proposed NEF basins would have an effect on regional
hydrogeology with respect to impacts from neighboring activities. Additionally, a commenter stated the
Draft EIS does not adequately explore contamination of the Ogallala Aquifer to the east or the impacts of
the proposed NEF on the fresh water sources of Texas. The commenters suggested that the EIS include a
discussion of the potential pathways for transmission of contaminants to deeper groundwater.

Response: The NRC staff performed a thorough analysis of the impacts of the proposed NEF on
hydrogeology, as described in section 4.2.6 of the Draft EIS and in the cumulative impacts discussion
(section 4.4.3). Sections 3.8.1 and 3.8.3 of the Draft EIS state that groundwater on adjacent properties
are either localized or is transported to the southeast, away from the proposed NEF. However, the NRC
staff revised sections 3.2 and 3.8.3 to provide the following additional information: There is no evidence
of either oil exploration or exploration wells at the site. The operations at Vallach Concrete', Inc., -have
not affected the conditions at the proposed NEF site, nor have they affected the geohydrology
downgradient from the site. The WCS site is east of the proposed NEF site, and WVCS impacts are not
expected to accumulate with any hydrogeologic impacts from the proposed NEF. Any potential leakage
from ponds at VCS would be transported to the southeast, away from the proposed NEF site. The
WVallach Concrete, Inc., site to the north is partially upgradient. This is a sand and gravel operation with
no potentialfor groundwater contamination. Sundance Services, Inc., is located between Wallach
Concrete, Inc., and the proposed NEF site. Sundance Services, Inc., is using ponds to recover oil. There
are over 100 monitoring vells around the Sundance Services, Inc., site. Contamination from these ponds
has not been detected in the outer monitoring wells, which are located on the Sundance Services, Inc.,
property. If any contamination' is detected in the future, mitigating actions would be taken by Sundance
Services, Inc. Neither DD Landfarm nor the Lea County Landfill are expected to impact the proposed
NEF site because they are downgradient from the proposed NEF site.

Thie Ogallala Aquifer diminishes at Red Bed Ridge, north and upgradient of the proposed NEF site. Th7e
alluvial gradientfrom the proposed NEF site is to the southwest, awayfrom the Ogallala Aquifer.'-
Therefore, site groundwvater would not be expected to impact the Ogallala Aquifer. No groundwater
pathways have been identified that could hydraulically connect the proposed NEF site to other sources of
fresh water in New Mexico or Texas.

Comment: 034-4 - ;' -

A comrnenter stated that the Draft EIS fails to discuss exceedances of groundwater contaminant limits or
impacts to human health and the environment in the event of offsite transport of contaminants.

Response: As discussed in section 4.2.6.2 of the Draft EIS, impacts to groundwater quality from the
proposed NEF would be expected to be SMALL 'In addition, LES would abide by'any requirements
imposed by the groundwater discharge permit issued by the State of New Mexico. If exceedances are
found, the New Mexico Environment Department could require abatement programs.

Comment: 042-4; 042-5; 042-12; 042-21
A commenter stated that because groundwaters in the area of the proposed NEF site have total dissolved
solids less than 10,000 milligrams per liter, these waters are subject to protection under New Mexico
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Water Quality Act and Water Quality Commission Regulations (20.6.2 NMAC), which address
permitting prior to construction, during operation, closure, postclosure, and abatement. The commenter
noted that shallow groundwater occurrences or perched zones on adjacent properties are considered
groundwater if there are usable quantities of water regardless of whether the aquifer is of limited
horizontal or vertical extent. Also, some shallow groundwater zones may recharge other aquifers or
discharge to ephemeral drainages. Finally, the commenter noted that it is not a certainty that
groundwater downgradient of the proposed NEF would not be used in the future.

Response: The NRC staff revised Table 1-2 of the EIS to indicate that groundwater would be subject to
the New Mexico Water Quality Act and regulations. Sections 3.8.1 and 3.8.3 of the Draft EIS stated that
groundwater on adjacent properties would not impact (or be impacted by) operations associated with the
proposed NEF. Concerning the potentialfor fiiture uses of downgradient groundwater, it is not expected
that proposed NEF groundwater discharges would affect the quality of groundwater down gradient of the
site. LES is in the process of obtaining a groundwater discharge permit to ensure that its discharges are
in compliance with State regulations.

Comment: 042-8; 042-10
Referring to Figure 3-16 of the Draft EIS, a commenter asked whether the dune sands recharge areas are
located to the north and south of the proposed site. The commenter stated that the EIS should address
whether the dunes and alluvial deposits are part of a recharge area for shallow or deep aquifers south of
the site. The commenter also wanted to know the distance of the cut and fill area from the Ogallala
Formation.

Response: The dune sands recharge areas are associated with the Ogallala Aquifer, which exists only
north of Red Bed Ridge, north of the site. As stated in section 3.7.1 of the Draft EIS, the area
downgradient (southwest in the alluvium) of the proposed site to Monument Draw is an intermittent
stream, typically dry, and does not constitute a recharge area for the Ogallala Aquifer. Likewise, the
dune sands shown in Figure 3-16 of the Draft EIS (Figure 3-17 of this EIS) south of the site are not
associated with the Ogallala. Because the Ogallala Aquifer is located approximately 1.6 to 3.2
kilometers (I to 2 miles) miles north and east of the site, onsite cut and fill operations would not affect
the Ogallala Aquifer.

Comment: 042-13
A commenter noted that a discussion in section 3.8.1 of the Draft EIS, which states that field
investigations and computer modeling show that no precipitation recharge occurs in desert vadose zones,
may conflict with subsequent paragraphs in that section.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 3.8.1 of the EIS to specify that localized, shallow groundwater
can occur only under certain circumstances. The Draft EIS discussed the conditions under which such
groundwater would be present, and that these conditions are not present on the proposed NEF site.

Comment: 042-14
A commenter requested that the EIS state indicate the distance from the proposed site of the nearest
domestic and livestock wells.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 3.8.2 of the EIS to discuss the purpose and status of wells
downgradient of the proposed NEF.
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Comment: 042-15
A commenter stated that according to the Draft EIS, chemical analyses of groundwater in the area of the
proposed NEF incorrectly indicate that the concentration of total dissolved solids is less than the sum of
the combined concentrations for chloride and sulfate.

Response: The NRC staff verified with LES that the value for total dissolved solids provided earlier and
presented in Table 3-11 of the Draft EIS is likely inaccurate (LES, 2005b). Thle staff revised the table to
indicate that total dissolved solids are present in concentrations of 6,000-6,400 milligrams per liter.

Comment: 042-16
A commenter requested that field pH and laboratory results for sodium, potassium, magnesium, calcium,
alkalinity (bicarbonate and carbonate) be included in future analyses.

Response: The NRC staff determined that information in Table 3-11 of the EIS is adequate to describe
the environment of the proposed NEF.

Comment: 042-17
A commenter stated that the existing regulatory standard for uranium in New Mexico groundwater is
0.030 milligram per liter, not 0.005 milligram per liter. The existing regulatory standard for copper in
New Mexico groundwater is 1.0 milligram per liter, not NS (no standard).

Response: The NRC staff revised Table 3-11 in the EIS to reflect the information in the comment.

Comment: 042-19
A commenter noted that the Site Stormwater Detention Basin is predicted to infiltrate and form a perched
aquifer in the alluvium above the Chinle Formation. The resultant episodic recharge events may cause
some groundwater to migrate downgradient and discharge at Custer Mountain or southeast of Monument
Draw. The commenter stated that LES must monitor the alluvium both for groundwater quality and
water levels to determine if the water is present or may move offsite. The commenter also stated that a
system of alluvial dry wells would be necessary to serve as an early detection system.

Response:.Section 4.2.6 of the Draft EIS describes the potential for offsite migration of stormwater. Thie
detention basin water would consist of site runofffrom non-process areas similar'to any other industrial
facility stormwater nrnoff. If perched water accumulates in the shallow alluvium, this water could travel
downgradient to the south-southwest. As it travels, it would be subject to eyapotranspiration and soil
adsorption. Based on information on groundwater use in the region, the NRC staff determined there are
no groundwater users downgradient in the alluvium. As discussed in section 1.5.4 of the Draft EIS, LES
has submitted a groundwater discharge permit application to the New Mexico Environment Department
Water Quality Bureau. If granted a permit, LES would implement requirements regarding alluvial
monitoring as specified by the State of New Mexico.

Comment: 042-22
A commenter noted that the term "nonrenewable water source" may not be appropriate for an aquifer that
has the potential to receive recharge or recoverfrom reduced demand.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 3.8.2.1 of the EIS to clarify that the Ogallala aquifer is being
"depleted."
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Comment: 048-44; 048-47
A commenter stated that the EIS should include a qualifier that explains the conservative nature of the
hypothetical groundwater plume analysis and that the volume of the assumed groundwater plume is
overestimated.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 4.2.6 of the EIS to note the conservative nature of the plume
analyses. Discussions of the conservative assumptions of not accounting for evapotranspiration, soil
storage capacity, and evaporation from the ponds are also included.

Comment: 072-3
A commnenter stated that, based on a water study performed by Texas Tech University, the commenter is
confident that the proposed NEF would not adversely impact groundwater.

Response: TFhe NRC staff reviewed the water study performed by Texas Tech University andfound it to
be generally supportive of the conclusions reached in the EIS (Rainwater, et aL, 2000).

Comment: 316-22
A commenter asked whether transpiration of water by native vegetation (section 3.8.1 of the Draft EIS)
would be compromised if the existing vegetation is removed to construct the proposed NEF. The
commenter asked what would be done to restore disturbed vegetation by the construction of the proposed
NEF. The commenter stated that the effectiveness of transpiration at the site appears to be questionable,
and cited examples of moist and slightly moist conditions found in well borings. The commenter stated
well MW-2, which showed recharge throughout the monitoring period, appears to be very near the
proposed site of the uranium byproduct cylinder (UBC) Storage Pad. The commenter further noted that
section 3.8.1 of the Draft EIS reports site groundwater at a depth of 67 meters (220 feet) within the
Chinle Formation and a water-bearing sandstone layer at 183 meters (600 feet) below the surface.

Response: As discussed in sections 2.1.4 and 4.2.5 of the Draft EIS, most of the site surface soils would
not be disturbed. The developed portion of the site wtould undergo soil disturbance. LES has committed
to revegetating disturbed areas that would not be developed. The Site Stornwater Detention Basin and
the UBC Storage Pad Stormwater Retention Basin would collect precipitation ninofffrom the developed
areas of the site, including the UBC Storage Pad, minimizing infiltration. The soil both above and below
the slightly moist boring at 2 to 4 meters (6 to 14 feet) is very dry, consistent with the mechanism of an
upward gradient due to evapotranspiration. If precipitation recharge were present at the proposed site,
moisture would be present at various locations and depths. The single moist boring (note that moistness
does not represent available groundwater) among the more than 70 strata logged does not indicate
precipitation recharge. The water within the Chinle Formation present at 67 meters (220 feet) and 183
meters (600 feet) is not indicative of infiltration at the site. In addition, well MW-2 ends in the 67-meter
(220-foot) zone; therefore, the water in this well is expected.

Comment: 316-25
A commenter noted that the NRC staff concluded that the proposed NEF's impact on water resources
would be small and that groundwater resources under the proposed NEF site are not considered potable
(Draft EIS, Table 2-8). The commenter stated that this conflicts with a description of the Santa Rosa
aquifer as the principal source of groundwater for domestic and livestock uses in the southwestern
portion of Lea County. The commenter further stated that section 3.11.3 of the Draft EIS observes that
people in the area of the proposed NEF site depend on groundwater supplied from personal wells. The
commenter requested that the EIS address or resolve this apparent contradiction.
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Response: The determination of small impacts on water resources was not dependent on the potability of
the Santa Rosa Aquifer, but on the existence of the thick (over 305 meters [1,000feet]) and impervious
Chinle Formation, which forms a barrier between the surface alluvium and the Santa Rosa. In addition,
the groundwaterfound in the Chinle Formation beneath the proposed NEF site is not potable due to its
high total dissolved solids (see Table 3-11 of the EIS), nor would it be available in sufficient amounts for
general use. There are no domestic groundwvater wells in the vicinity of and downgradient from the
proposed NEF site that could be impacted by any site releases.

1.12.3 Detention/Retention Basins

Comment: M-17
Several cornmenters asked whether the State of New Mexico has authority over permitting and/or
regulating the waste treatment systems, treatment basins, or lagoons associated with the proposed NEF.

Response: As discussed in section 1.5.3 of the Draft EIS,-the State of New Mexico regulates
water-discharge sources under the New Mexico Water Quality Act regarding the management and
operation of waste treatment system, basins, and lagoons. T7he State is currently obtaining authorization
to issue wastewater and stormwaterpermitsfrom Region 6 of the EPA. Stormwater and wastewater
permits would be issued either by the EPA or the State, depending on whether this transfer of authority is
complete when construction of the proposed NEF begins.

Comment: M-41
Several commenters noted that section 3.7.1 of the Draft EIS states that net evaporation/transpiration
associated with the onsite basins is estimated to be 165 centimeters (65 inches) per year, but section
4.2.6.2 shows an evaporation rate of 17 centimeters (6.7 inches) per month. The commenters stated that
the latter figure is incorrect and that evaporation would be 13.7 centimeters (5.4 inches) per year,
assuming that the NRC estimated the inches per month by dividing 165 centimeters (65 inches) per year
by 12 months. The commenters also stated that rainfall is not evenly distributed throughout the year.
The comrnmenters requested that the EIS state the expected quantity of cooling tower blowdown water to
be discharged to the UBC Storage Pad Stormwater Retention Basin. The commenters requested that
monthly averages for cooling tower blowdown be compared to anticipated monthly evaporation, taking
into consideration low evaporation rates during wetter months.

Response: The 165 centimeters (65 inches) per year of evaporation noted in section 3.7.1 of the Draft
EIS is based on rates at Red Bluff Dam, approximately 97 kilometers (60 miles) southwest of the
proposed NEF site, and is a net evaporation rate.. LES chose to use a gross evaporation rate of 80
inches per yearfor basin water-balance calculations. Once the annual rainfall of 43 centimeters (17
inches) is subtractedfrom the gross evaporation rate, the net site evaporation rate would be 160
centimeters (63 inches), which is equivalent to the value noted in the Draft EIS. The monthly
evaporation rate of 17 centimeters (6.7 inches) is based on the gross rate of 203 centimeters (80 inches)
per year. Vze water-balance calculations were performed on a month-to-month basis and included
monthly variations in both evaporation and precipitation rates. The fraction of the inflow to the UBC
Storage Pad Stormwater Retention Basin that is from the cooling tower blowdown varies from -7 percent
for the maximum precipitation scenario in late summer to 65 percent for the minimum precipitation
scenario in winter.
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Comment: MN42
Several commenters stated that the NRC should require a shielding structure around each evaporative
basin and basin to ensure that dry solids remaining in those basins and basins on the proposed NEF site
are not vulnerable to scattering by winds.

Response: Due to the low concentrations of dry solids expected in the proposed NEF basins, little or no
scattering would be expected. The proposed NEF basins would also be monitored over the life of the
facility to ensure any buildup of dry solids would not result in adverse health effects.

Comment: 031-2
A commenter asked what design requirements, precautions, and procedures the NRC would require to
guarantee that contaminated water would not overflow from the basins due to frequent flash flooding in
Lea County.

Response: As discussed in section 4.2.6.2 of the Draft EIS, the proposed NEF would have three surface
basins. Each basin would be designed with sufficient extra capacity to retain potentially contaminated
waters from a 100-year rainfall.

* The Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin would collect and contain wastewater dischargesfrom the
Liquid Effluent Collection and Treatment System. The total annual discharge to that basin would be
approximately 2,540 cubic meters per year (670,000 gallons per year). Evaporation would provide
the only means of liquid disposalfrom this basin. Because New Mexico's climate is normally arid,
the basin would be dry and empty most of the time. In the unlikely event that heavy rainfall occurs
for several consecutive years, site operators may be required to develop strategies to prevent basin
overflow.

* The Site Stormwater Detention Basin would be designed to contain site runofffor a volume equal to
that for the 24-hour, 100-year return frequency storm (a 15.2-centimeter or 6.0-inch rainfall). The
basin would have approximately 123,350 cubic meters (100 acre-feet) of storage capacity.

* The UBC Storage Pad Stormwater Retention Basin would be designed to contain ninofffor a volume
equal to twice thatfor the 24-hour, 100-year return frequency storm. This basin would be designed
to contain approximately 77,700 cubic meters (63 acre-feet). The NRC staff concluded there would
be no potential for the basins to overflow and no mitigation measures are required

77e NRC sta revised Chapter 5 of this EIS to indicate that LES plans to conduct regular visual
inspections of the basins to verify properfunctioning.

Comment: 033-3
A commenter stated that the use of liners in the basins is inadequate for safety reasons, and if the water
table becomes contaminated, the State and Federal governments should be financially liable.

Response: As stated in the comment, both the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin and the UBC Storage
Pad Stonnwater Retention Basin would be lined (and designed in accordance with State of New Mexico
guidelines). If any leakage were to occurfrom either of these basins, any contaminants in that leakage
would tend to adsorb on the clay underlining the basin liners, and the leaked water would go into
storage in the alluvium. If any leakage were to travel in the shallow alluvium to the south-southwest, it
would be subject to evapotranspiration and any contaminants would tend to adsorb on the soiL Under
10 CFR § 140.13b, a uranium enrichmentfacility licensee is required to carry liability insurance to
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cover public claims arising from any occurrence within the United States that results from the -
radioactive, toxic, explosive, or other hazardous properties of chemicals containing licensed material,
and causes, within or outside the United States, the losses and injuries enumerated in the regulation.
The SER discusses how LES would fulfill the liability insurance requirements listed in section 140.13b.

Comment: 034-5
A commnenter expressed concern that stormwater from the proposed NEF that would contain the highest
concentration of radionuclides would be discharged to a single-lined retention basin. The commenter
stated that a discharge of radioactive stormwater to a single-lined basin could increase any risks
associated with offsite migration of wastewater and stormwater. The commenter stated that the EIS
should quantify these risks and provide further discussion of the threats to groundwater and surface
water.

Response: The NRC staff described the impacts of the proposed NEF on water resources in section 4.2.6
of the Draft EIS. Radionuclides are not expected to be present in site stormwater. The single-lined UBC
Storage Pad Stornwater Retention Basin drains the UBC Storage Pad. The UBCs would be surveyed.
and external contamination would be removed prior to cylinder placement on the UBCs Storage Pad.

Comment: 034-22
A commenter stated that the Draft EIS assumes that water buildup in the evaporative basin would be
gradual. The commenter stated that the EIS should discuss how overflows would be prevented in -

instances of rapid buildup, such as a valve failure or burst pipe, or how a rapid water buildup would be
prevented under such circumstances.

Response: As discussed in section 4.2.6.2 of the Draft EIS, based on a water balance of the basin, the
probability of an overflow of the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin would be SMALL T7he basin is
designed with a capacity of2,540 cubic meters (670,000 gallons). The maximum flow through a 20-
centimeter (8-inch) diameter water line is approximately 7.5 cubic meters (2,000 gallons) per minute. In
the unlikely event of a complete rupture of a 20-centimeter (8-inch) diameter water line, and assuming
all of the water drains directly into the basin, it would take over 5* hours tofill the basin. This is
sufficient time for the plant operators to isolate the burst pipe and take suitable overflow preventive
measures.

Comment: 034-23
A commnenter stated that the EIS should consider, whether seepage from the Site Stormwater Detention
Basin has the potential to contaminate groundwater. -The commenter noted that there is no legal
constraint, other than State Engineer permitting, that would prevent the construction of a shallow
groundwater well adjacent to the proposed NEF property line.

Response: As discussed in section 4.2.6.2 of the Draft EIS, water in the Site Stormwater Detention Basin
would consist of typical site runoff The contaminants in this water would be no different from those
found at any industrial facility of similarsize to the proposed NEF. Any leakage from this basin would
be reduced by evapotranspiration, soil-water capacity, and adsorption of contaminants. There is no
shallow groundwater underneath or downgradient of the site. Therefore, it is unlikely that a shallow
groundwater well would be constructed adjacent to the site.

Comment: 034-24; 034-25; 042-3 -

Comrnenters stated that the Draft EIS conclusion that Site Stormwater Detention Basin seepage and the
septic systems would have a small impact on water resources of the area are contradicted by statements
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in the Draft EIS that there is a potential for migration of seepage to a location 3.2 kilometers (2 miles)
from the site.

Response: Section 4.2.6.2 of the Draft EIS describes the potential impacts from the Site Stormwater
Detention Basin and septic systems. The detention basin water would be normal site ninofffrom non-
process areas similar to any industrial facility site nrnoff. The septic system water would receive only
sanitary wastewaters and would not be impacted by site operations. Both of these systems would have
the potential to form perched water in the shallow alluvium. This water could travel downgradient in the
shallow alluvium to the south-southwest. As it travels, it would be subject to evapotranspiration and any
contaminants would tend to adsorb on the soil. Based on information on groundwater use in the region,
the NRC staff determined there are no groundwater users downgradient in the alluvium.

Comment: 042-11
A comrnmenter noted that net evaporation is cited as 165 centimeters (65 inches) per year and stated that
the EIS should address whether design measures considered the concentration of salts and other
contaminants in the proposed NEF basins.

Response: The NRC staff revised the calculations reflected in section 4.2.6 of the EIS to include
consideration of the effect of buildup of salts on evaporation rates.

Comment: 042-18
A commenter recommended the use of "synthetic liner" to avoid confusion with the term "geosynthetic
liner," and included specific liner specifications and requirements.

Response: Thie NRC staff determined the term "geosynthetic liner" is commonly used and appropriate in
this EIS. As discussed in section 2.1.7 of the Draft EIS, the liner would meet New Mexico Environment
Department specifications.

Comment: 042-24
A commenter stated that effluent concentrations for the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin would be
0.225 milligram per liter for uranium. The uranium concentration would rise as a result of evaporation of
the water. The commenter stated that the EIS should evaluate the concentration as affected by
evaporation.

Response: As discussed in section 4.2.6.2 of the Draft EIS, the levels of uranium in the Treated Effluent
Evaporative Basin would be SMALL and would not impact area water resources. In addition, because of
uranium's strong affinity to clay, when the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin water evaporates, the
concentrated uranium remaining would tend to be bound to the clay soil layer lying above the uipper
synthetic liner.

Comment: 042-28
A commenter recommended the use of precipitation measurements from the meteorological station to
verify in a timely fashion the adequacy of stormwater basin design and management. For example,
rainfall events above 0.6 centimeter (0.25 inch) would trigger a visual inspection for the proper
functioning of the site stormwater systems and evaporation basin.

Response: The NRC staff revised Chapter 5 of the EIS to indicate that LES plans to conduct regular
visual inspections of the basins to verify properffunctioning.
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Comment: 042-41
A commenter stated that the EIS should address what measures would be in place to prevent windbome
transport of concentrated salts and other contarirnants from the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin and
the stormwater detention/retention basins.

Response: As discussed in section 4.2.12.2 of the EIS, windborne contaminates from the Treated Effluent
Evaporative Basin would have SMALL impacts on-the surrounding population. zhis is in part due to
uranium's strong affinity to clay, wien the Trnaed Effluent Evaporative Basin Water evaporates, the
concentrated uranium remaining would ien'd to-be bo6und to the clay soil layer lying above the upper-'
synthetic liner. ' LES would monitor the water levels and accumulation of solids in the stormivater
detention/retention basins as presented in Chapter 6 of the EIS.

Comment: 048-5; 048-42; 048-86 - '.
A commenter noted that sections 2.1.4, 4.2.6.2, and 6. 1.1 of the Draft EIS 'should be revised to reflect
that the UBC Storage Pad Stormwater Retention Basin also receives heating boiler blowdown.

Response: The NRC staff revised sections 2. 1.4, 4.2.6.2, 'a'nd 6 1.1 and other relevant sections of the EIS
to include heating boiler blowdown discharges'.' '' -'

Comment: 048-14
A commenter stated that runoff and stormwater from the UBC Storage Pad would be routed to a lined
basin for evaporation. The commenter suggested that the EIS be revised to specify that the UBC Storage
Pad Stormwater Retention'Basin would receive this runoff and stormwater.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 2.1.7 of the Draft EIS to provide the requested clarification.-

Comment: 048-43
A commenter recommended revising section 4.2.6.2 of the Draft EIS to indicate that the basin would be
dry for 12 months of the year for the minimum scenario and would have on average 0.3 meter (1 foot) or
less of standing water for 10 m onths'of the year for the maximum scenario. - '

Response: The NRC staff revised section 4.2.6.2 of the EIS to reflect the most recent information
provided.

Comment: 048-46; 048-48 - ; '
A commenter requested clarification of the word "Portions" in section 4.2.6.2 of the Draft EIS. Since
little, if any, basin waters would be expected to recharge the shallow groundwater system, any water
originating at the proposed NEF that discharges at these locations would be negligible.

Response: The text in section 4.2.6.2 of the Draft EIS describes these potential discharges as "minor
seeps."

Comment: 048-65 - -

A commenter stated that section 4.5 of the Draft EIS, which discusses water releases from the two lined
basins, is not correct. The coinuenter suggested that the NRC clarify the pathways for water releases
from the stormwater and effluent basins and from the septic systems.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 4.5 of the EIS to more accurately reflect water release
pathways.
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Comment: 316-22; 343-5; 356-5
Commenters stated that the Draft EIS contains no estimate of the likelihood of liner corruption and
subsequent leakage. The commenters asked how long the liners for wastewater basins would retain their
integrity and on what basis this assumption is made.

Response: Estimates of the probability and frequency of leakage through a liner depend on the specific
liner material used, the type of the basin so lined, the techniques employed when installing the liner, and
additional site-specific conditions; as a result, such estimates are highly uncertain. As discussed in
section 2.1.7 of the Draft EIS, the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin and UBC Storage Pad Stormwater
Retention Basin would be equipped with synthetic liners above a layer of highly impermeable clay. The
Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin would be double-lined and equipped with a leak-detection system.
LES would select and install the liners for both basins in accordance with New Mexico Environment
Department specifications and guidelines.

Comment: 355-3
A commenter expressed concern that the clay layer relied upon to prevent substantial movement of
material could be undermined both by the onsite water retention facilities as well as by the possible
disposal of mixed waste at the WCS facility. The commenter stated that the Draft EIS fails to identify
these potentials.

Response: Onsite water detention/retention basins would not disturb the red clay soil (Chinle red beds)
beneath the proposed site. The disposal of waste at the WCSfacility is considered in the context of
cumulative impacts to the soiL As discussed in section 4.4.2 of the Draft EIS, WCS activities do not
impact the Chinle red beds at the proposed LES site.

1.12.4 Septic Systems

Comment: 042-2
A commenter noted that wastewaters from the septic systems could result in contamination of
groundwater associated with an ephemeral drainage or an aquifer recharge area. The commenter stated
that if any groundwater contamination occurred under this or another scenario, abatement would be
required under the New Mexico Water Quality Act.

Response: The NRC staff revised Table 1-2 in the EIS to reflect that the New Mexico Water Quality Act
also applies to abatement of groundwvater contamination.

Comment: 042-26; 042-27
A commenter noted that the New Mexico Environment Department Groundwater Quality Bureau
discharge permit would likely require annual sampling of the septic system for total Kjeldahl nitrogen,
nitrate, total dissolved solids, and chloride. The permit would also include major ions (e.g., chloride,
sulfate, total dissolved solids, fluoride, sodium, calcium, magnesium, and potassium) and field
parameters of electrical conductance, temperature, and pH.

Response: The NRC staff recognizes that LES would be required to comply with the groundwater
discharge permit for the proposed NEF.
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Comment: 042-20; 042-21; 042-26; 042-27
The commenter stated that the septic system should be designed consistent with New Mexico
Environment Department Groundwater Quality Bureau Guidelines for Design Criteria, Operation and
Maintenance. The commenter stated that it may be necessary to consider an alternate design to reduce
the potential for the formation of perched groundwater body and contaminant transport offsite. The
commenter noted further that the discharge permit issued by the New Mexico Environment Department
Groundwater Quality Bureau would likely require annual sampling of the septic system for total Kjeldahl
nitrogen, nitrate, total dissolved solids, and chloride. The permit would also include major ions (e.g.,
chlorine, total dissolved solids, sulfate, fluorine. 'odiumncalcium, magnesium, and potassium) and field
parameters of electrical conductance, temperature,4and pH.

Response:'As discussed in section 4.2.6.2 of the Draft EIS, the proposed septic systems are included in
the LES groundwater discharge permit applicationfiled with the New Mexico Environment Department.
Groundwater Quality Bureau. The NRC staff exects'that offsite impacts from the septic system would-
be reduced by evapotranspiration of any perched water that may form as well as by adsorption to soil of
the contaminants. The NRC staff recognizes that LES would be required to comply with the groundwater
discharge permitfor the proposed NEF. -

1.12.5 Water Supply and Use

Comment: L-9; Q-2; 032-4; 032-10; 032-15; 032-34; 032-39; 151-7; 316-20; 343-4; 356-8; 365-4
Many commenters stated that the Draft EIS neglects the severe long-term water shortage problem of Lea
County, as documented in the Lea County Regional Water Plan. According to the water plan,
groundwater in the county is being withdrawn at a greater rate than it is being recharged. The report
projects a doubling of water usage by 2040 and warns that "there is physically not enough water in the
Basin to maintain an annual diversion of this magnitude." One of the commenters also stated that the
Draft EIS does not compare the proposed NEFs lifetime water usage to capacities in the Lea County
Underground Water Basin, which is part of the Ogallala Aquifer. The commenter asked how the NRC
can justify the conclusion that impacts to water resources would be small, considering that projected --

water shortages may force LES to comply with a drought management plan. The commenter asked that
the NRC consider the long-term effects of further depleting the Ogallala Aquifer by diverting water for
use by the proposed NEF.

Several commenters asked if the source of the municipal water system is groundwater. The commenters
asked whether studies have been conducted that assure that underground water sources would not be
depleted. - -

Response: The municipalities of Hobbs and Eunice, which would supply the water to the proposed NEF,
withdraw their waterfrom the Ogallala Aquifer, north of the city of Hobbs. As described in section
4.2.6.3 of the EIS, the water that would be used for the proposed NEF would constitute a very small
portion of the water rights and capacity of the municipal systems. The amount of water used is also a
very smallfraction of the water available fronm the Ogallala Aquifer reserves in the State of New Mexico.
T7e NRC staff revised section 4.2.6.3 of the EIS to include an additional analysis of water usage on the
withdrawal wells used by the municipalities. The additional analysis confirms the small impact of the
proposed NEF on water'usage. In addition, constructing, operating and decommissioning the proposed
NEF would not change the manner in which the drought management plan is implemented by Lea
County, since the water that would be used by the proposed NEF would be a small percentage of the
capacity of the municipal systems.
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While the Lea County Regional Water Plan projects a doubling of water usage by 2040 if growth is
unrestrained, the rate of water use by the city of Hobbs has been level over the past 10 years (LCWUA,
2000). The proposed NEF would not be a water-intensive project. Section 4.2.6.4 of the EIS discusses
mitigative measures toflirther minimize water consumption such as use of a closed cycle cooling tower;
low-water-consumption landscaping techniques; low-flow toilets, sinks, and showers; and other efficient
water-use techniques. The proposed NEF would use approximately one-quarter of the water used by the
Hobbs Country Club and one-third of the water used by the Eunice Golf Course.

Comment: NI-15; M-45; 358-20; 358-21; 358-22; 358-24
Several commenters asked how much water from the Ogallala Aquifer the proposed NEF would use over
its lifetime. One commenter stated that annual water use estimates provided in the Draft EIS are not
limits, and that the NRC should analyze the maximum amount of water the proposed NEF could use.
The comnmenter estimates that since LES must operate continuously, peak use for a year would be about
four times the lifetime usage provided in the Draft EIS. The commenter also stated that the EIS should
analyze the impacts of peak NEF water use on the Eunice system since there is no current requirement
that LES receive its water from both Hobbs and Eunice. The commenter also requested that the EIS state
what measures would be taken to ensure a redundant water supply as well as any regulatory requirements
and impacts. A commenter stated that the EIS must include a detailed, yearly water usage plan that
incorporates the impacts of the proposed NEF according to its actual usage and future water demand and
availability.

Response: Section 4.2.6 of the Draft EIS provides detailed information concerning water use by the
proposed NEF. The proposed NEF would use approximately 2.63 million cubic meters (695 million
gallons) of water over its lifetime. Th7e NRC staff revised section 4.2.9.3 of the Draft EIS to reflect this
more precise estimate provided in section 4.26.3. Section 4.2.6.3 presents the impacts to the Eunice and
Hobbs, New Mexico, water supply systems separately. The Draft EIS water use impacts are based on the
average proposed NEF water use rate. The peak rates describe only the operation offilling the water
tanks used tofight flres. The peak rates would occur only while the tanks are being filled. 77e average
water use rate more accurately describes the annual site usage. Section 4.2.6.3 of the Draft EIS notes
that over its lifetime, the proposed NEF would use 0.0004 percent of the Ogallala Aquifer reserves. A
redundant water supply would not be required for the proposed facility because plant safety is not
dependent on external water supplies.

Comment: 034-21; 316-19
Two comnmenters questioned the basis for using the Claiborne Enrichment Center design estimates to
estimate proposed NEF annual water usage for dust suppression during construction (section 4.2.6.1 of
the Draft EIS). One of the commnenters noted that the proposed Claiborne Enrichment Center was
designed to be half the size of the proposed NEF. The second comnmenter noted that estimates of water
usage for dust suppression at Claiborne are only applicable to the extent that climate and soil conditions
are similar, unless adjustments to account for differences have been made.

Response: Although the Claiborne Enrichment Center was designed to be smaller than the proposed
NEF, the techniques used in constructing eitherfacility would be similar. The NRC staffs estimate of
water use during construction for the proposed NEF was increasedfrom the Claiborne Enrichment
Center quantity by a factor of 3.3 to account for the larger size of the proposed NEF and the need for
additional water for dust suppression for the Lea County location.
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Comment: 034-55
A commenter suggested that the EIS either explain why it is appropriate to analyze only the WCS site for
cumulative impacts to water resources or include analyses of impacts from other nearby sites.

Response: The water needs of other nearby facilities such as Wallach Concrete, Inc.; Sundance Services,
Inc., and the Lea County landfill are already accountedfor in water use estimates of the region as
provided in section 4.2.6.3 of the Draft EIS. Therefore, cumulative impacts in section 4.4.3 additionally
consider only proposed or new activities such as construction of the WCS disposal cells and the
casino/hotel/racetrack. The NRC staff revised section 4.4.3 of the EIS to state that the impacts of nearby
facilities on water resources is accounted for through consideration of the Eunice and Hobbs municipal
water-supply systems.

Comment: 042-6
A commenter suggested that LES provide a comprehensive water balance to illustrate projected water
supply, demand, and losses. The commenter noted that it would be easiest to evaluate a single figure
each for the construction phase and the operations phase.

Response: In its Environmental Report, LES supplied the normal and peak water consumption and liquid
flows expectedfrom the proposed NEF. This information was used to perform the analyses contained in
section 4.2.6 of the Draft EIS.

Comment: 075-1; 083-1
One commenter stated that the Lea County Regional Water Plan not only addresses supply and demand
but also alternatives such as conservation, water rate structure, development of deep aquifers, treatment
and use of lower-quality water, imported water, aquifer recharge, weather modification, interstate
alternatives, groundwater flow modeling, and the water monitoring program. Another commenter stated
that the aquifer can easily meet the water requirements of the proposed NEF.

~ I

Response: Chapter 8 of the Lea County Regional Water Plan describes water-supply alternatives
including water conservation, development of additional water supplies, and improvement of water.
management. Alternative supplies could include development of deep aquifers, treatment of lower
quality water, importing water, aquifer recharge, and cloud seeding. None of these possible alternatives
would be negatively impacted by proposed NEF operations. Section 4.2.6.3 of the Draft EIS describes
the SMALL impacts that the proposed action would have on water supply. Should any of the alternative
water supplies be implemented, these SMALL impacts would decrease.

1.13 Ecological Resources

1.13.1 General

Comment: 034-26 -

A commenter stated that section 4.2.7.1 of the EIS fails to discuss the impacts on ecological resources
from the use of pesticides, the use of which is indicated in Table 4-15.

Response: Section 4.2.7.1 of the Draft EIS provided a general description of the proposed actions that
could occur during site preparation and construction. The specific quantity of pesticides used during
construction could varyfrom none to a maximum of 380 liters (100 gallons) as identified in Table 4-15 of
the Draft EIS. The pesticides would be applied on the proposed NEF site according to State and Federal



requirements, and the impacts would be SMALL Thie NRC staff revised section 4.2. 7.1 of the EIS to
include the use of pesticides.

Comment: 034-27
A commenter stated that the EIS should explain why the level of safety required for the protection of
humans is adequate for animals and plants, since different species use natural resources and react to
environmental toxins in very different ways.

Response: The NRC established standards for radiological exposures to humans on the basis that limits
established for the exposed members of the public vould provide adequate protection for other species.
No standards were establishedfor radiological exposure to biota other than humans. The validity of the
assumption that radiation guidelines, which are protective of the public, would also provide adequate
protection to plants and animals has been upheld by national and international bodies that have
examined the issue, including the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement (NCRP,
1992) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA, 1992). Both of these studies were conducted
in part to evaluate the original assumption presented in 1977 by the International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP, 1997). In all of these cases, it has been emphasized that such radiation
levels may adversely affect non-human species, but effects at the population level are not detectable.

Comment: 043-5; 043-7
A commenter stated that the NRC staff is not taking seriously the mandate to promulgate conservation
plans for listed species, as required in Section 7(a)(1) of the Endangered Species Act. The commenter
expressed concern about proposed NEF impacts on threatened and endangered species, and incorporated
by reference the commenter's EIS scoping comments, dated March 18, 2004.

Response: The NRC staff carefully reviewed all scoping comments in preparing the Draft EIS. As stated
in section 1.5.6.1, no threatened or endangered species were identified at the proposed NEF site. The
NRC staff fulfilled its obligations under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act to consult with the FWS
and other appropriate agencies, and has concluded that the proposed NEF would have no effect on such
species. Thie New Mexico Department of Game and Fish has concurred with this conclusion. 77Te
proposed NEF would be required to follow all Federal and State laws and regulations regarding
emissions, and would implement mitigation measures that would minimize impacts to wildlife from
constniction, operations, and decontamination and decommissioning as stated in section 4.2.7.3 of tie
EIS.

Comment: 048-32
A commenter stated that the EIS should be updated to reflect the ecological field surveys conducted in
October 2003 and July 2004.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 3.9 of the EIS to update the listing of ecological studies to
include surveys conducted in October 2003 (Sias, 2003) and June 2004 (Sias, 2004).

1.13.2 Endangered Species Act

Comment: MI-31; M-32; 316-50
Several commenters stated that the EIS did not appear to address a February 23, 2004, comment by the
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish that questioned the adequacy of field surveys. The
commenters stated that the Draft EIS does not indicate that further surveys were conducted to address the
comment.
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Response: An additional survey was performed in the spring of 2004, as stated in section 3.9.1.2 of the
Draft EIS. In a letter dated November 1, 2004, the Neiw'Mexico Department of Game and Fish
commented to the NRC that it is now "satisfied that surveys [for the lesser prairie chicken and the sand
dune lizard] have been adequate to document absence of both species from the site, and support the
conclusion of no significant adverse impact."

Comment: 038-3
A commenter requested that the use of "nearest known breeding area" in the Draft EIS be changed to
"nearest known lek site."

Response: The NRC staff revised section 3.9.1.2 of the EIS to reflect the suggestion in the comment.

Comment: 038-10
A commenter stated that the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish had previously expressed
concern about the sufficiency of LES's'survey efforts f6r the sand dune lizard and the lesser prairie
chicken. The commenter stated that the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish is now satisfied that
surveys have been adequate to document absence of both species from the site, and support the
conclusion of no significant adverse impact.

Response: The NRC staff revised sections 1.5.6.1 and of the EIS to reflect the conclusion of the New
Mexico Department of Game and Fish.

1.13.3 Habitat Loss and Flora

Comment: 038-7
A commenter stated that the Draft EIS implies that the kit fox is less susceptible to habitat loss. The kit
fox population is susceptible to effects of cumulative habitat loss.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 3.9.1.3 of the EIS to reflect the information provided in the
comment. - ' '.

Comment: 040-6
A commenter suggested that the proposed NEF site be'monitored for weeds.

Response: The NRC staff revised Chapier 5 of the EIS to state that LES would use native vegetation in-
restored landscaped areas and has committed to implementing weed control measures if a significant
intnesion of non-native plants were' to 'develop.; it

Comment: 043-1 'A'. '
A comimenter stated that the sand shinnery comrn'munities should be safeguarded, given that they are finite
and host a highly specialized suite of wildlife. The commnenter listed several threats to the sand shinnery
ecosystem, including habitat destruction associated with the proposed NEF, and stated that the
repercussions of habitat destruction would imipact associated wildlife." The comrnenter stated that the
destruction of shinoak causes virtually perrmane it reduction of the sand shinnery community.

.~ ~ .. . SA.;i , ,- - .

Response: Section 4.2.7.1 of the Draft EIS evaluated the impacts of the proposed NEF on plants
(including the sand shinnery community) and animals and concluded the impacts ivould be SMALL
Shinnery oak (or shinoak) covers tens of thousands of acres in southeast New Mexico, parts of western
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Texas and the Texas Panhandle, and western Oklahoma. The total site area of the proposed NEF is 220
hectares (543 acres), of which only 81 hectares (200 acres) would be disturbed by construction. The site
has been disturbed already by a highway, cattle grazing and nearby industrial operations that include a
railroad and an access road. The undisntrbed portion of the site would remain covered with native
vegetation such as the shinnery oak Tfse proposed NEF would also be located in an area where there is
significant industrial development and agricultural uses, so the proposed NEF.would not significantly
increase the cumulative ecological impacts already occurring from these otherfacilities. There would be
no cumulative impacts because the proposed NEF site would be a small fraction of the total acreage
encompassed by the shinoak habitat, and the incremental ecological impact in comparison to impacts
from other nearby industriallagricultural operations would be SMALL To some extent, the ecological
conditions could improve on undeveloped portions of the proposed site as a result of proposed active
management of onsite native species, which includes planting of native vegetation, reduction in
non-native vegetation that may be present, and routine ecological surveys.

Comment: 043-3; 043-7
A commenter stated that despite the proposed NEF site not being occupied by certain species, potential
habitats are becoming harder to find and any loss of habitat would reduce the ability of these species to
return.

Response: Impacts to ecological resources were found to be SMALL as stated in sections 4.2.7.1 and
4.2.7.2 of the Draft EIS. The proposed site is located in an area where there already is extensive
industrial development, and the overall size of the site as compared to the tens of thousands of acres of
similar habitat is small.

Comment: 316-50
A commenter indicated that the conclusion in section 3.9.3 of the Draft EIS concerning a lack of habitat
stresses for various species of concern appears to contradict a statement in section 4.2.7 that the habitats
of the swift fox and the western burrowing owl may be threatened by the construction and operation of
the proposed NEF.

Response: The NRC staff disagrees that the Draft EIS is contradictory on the discussion of ecological
resources. As stated in section 4.2.7 of the Draft EIS, the swviftfox requires 518 to 1,296 hectares (1,280
to 3,200 acres) of appropriate habitat to support a pair. The proposed NEF site alone does not have
enough acreage to provide a habitat for a swift fox pair and the presence of otherfacilities surrounding
the proposed NEF site and their operations would discourage extensive use of their land. Given the
availability of neighboring open land in the immediate area of the proposed NEF site and the low
population density of the swift fox, the proposed NEF site is marginally attractive to the swiftfox, as
stated in section 3.9.1.3 of the Draft EIS. In addition, the swiftfox is highly mobile and can adjust to
human activities. Thus, while there may be some habitat loss that could be used by the swift fox, its
mobility and low population density, the availability of more open land, and the presence of other
industry facilities would mean there would be a SMALL impact to any swiftfox that may be in the area.

The statement in section 4.2.7 of the Draft EIS that the western burrowing owl is generally vulnerable to
constnrction activities is not specific to the proposed NEFsite. The western burrowing owl requires
burrows and the presence of prairie dogsfor prey. As stated in section 4.2.7, burrows are not currently
present at the proposed NEF site. Further, no prairie dog towns were identified at the site to attract the
burrowing owl. Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the burrowing owl would not be impacted by
proposed construction and operation of the proposed NEF.
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Comment: 316-51
A commenter referred to the disciission in section 4.2.7.1 of the Draft EIS indicating that highly mobile
resident wildlife currently located within planned disturbed areas of the proposed NEF site would be able
to relocate to undisturbed areas of the site. The commenter asked that these species be identified. The
commenter stated that the proposed NEF site would be unsuitable as habitat if species that could not
subsist solely within the site boundaries were not provided access to pass through, under, or over the
perimeter fence'.

Response: Table 3-12 in the Draft EIS summarizes the mammals, birds, and amphibians/reptiles that
could be inhabiting the proposed NEF site. Two surveys were conducted in 2004 to determine if any of
these animals were present on the proposed NEF site. The only animals detected during' these surveys
were birds, which are highly mobile and would nol be hindered by the presence of a fence. Should any
non-avian animals be identified at the proposed site,-animal-friendlyfencing would help mitigate any
impact to their ability to migrate off the site. Small reptiles and mammals could be impacted due to their
more limited range, but, as stated in section 4.2.7.1 of the Draft EIS, these impacts would be SMALL
because of the limited diversity and limited amount of disturbed land.

Comment: 316-52
A commenter questioned why section 4.3.7 of the Draft EIS considered the permanent elimination of 73
hectares (180 acres) of wildlife habitat a small impact.

Response: The definition of small impact, as provided in section 4.1 of the Draft EIS, is that "the
environmental effects are not detectable or are so minor that they would neither destabilize nor
noticeably alter any important attribute of the resource." The context in which the impact is analyzed is
the relationship between the amount of land permanently removed to the amount of land with similar
habitat remaining. Because 73 hectares (180 acres) is a small portion of the thousands of hectares/acres
of similar habitat available to the wildlife in the area, the impact of permanently altering the 73 hectares
(180 acres) would not destabilize nor noticeably alter the ecological resources in the area.

1.13.4 Mitigation Measures -

Comment: 034-28; 040-1; 048-13; 048-49; 048-50
A comnenter requested that the EIS explain why netting would not be installed over the UBC Storage
Pad Stormwater Retention Basin. Another commenter stated that the EIS should be revised to state that
"surface netting or other similar material" would be used for the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin. A
comrnenter expressed concern that the ponded wastewater may attract wildlife. This commenter stated
that migratory birds often do not distinguish between wastewater lagoons and natural water bodies, and
that migratory birds are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

Response: The stormwater retention/detention basins are not anticipated to pose a risk for birds, and
currently would not include netting or other material, as discussed in section 4.2.7.3 of the Draft EIS. As
stated in sections 2.1.7, 4.2.7.3, and 5.1, surface netting would be installed over the Treated Effluent
Evaporative Basin. V7ie NRC staff revised these sections to indicate that other suitable material could be
used. The NRC staff also revised section 4.2.7.3 of the EIS to state that LES would consult with the New -
Mexico Department of Game and Fish and incorporate appropriate measures to limit or prevent wildlife
access to onsite basins, as discussed in sections 4.5.12, 4.5.13, and 5.2.5 of the Environmental Report.
LES would also monitor the basin waters during plant operations to' ensure the risk to birds and wildlife
would be minimized.
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Comment: 034-59
A commenter stated that Table 5-1 of the Draft EIS makes conflicting statements concerning mitigation
measures for impacts to ecological resources (e.g., trenches would not be left open overnight; animals
would be removed from trenches left open overnight).

Response: Table 5-1 of the Draft EIS indicates that during construction LES would work to avoid leaving
trenches open overnight. While it is desirable to minimize the number of trenches left open overnight,
construction operations may that require some trenches be left open; those that are would be checkedfor
trapped animals prior to backfilling.

Comment: 038-1; 040-3
A commenter (New Mexico Department of Game and Fish) suggested that mitigation actions planned for
onsite construction also be implemented during the construction of new water and natural gas supply
pipelines. The commenter also provided its guidelines for minimizing harm to perching birds,
recommending the guidelines for use during the construction of a new overhead power line.
Another commenter noted that overhead power lines pose a threat to birds of prey. The commenter
provided a reference to guidance published by the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee to mitigate
impacts.

Response: The State of New Mexico has regulations for trenching and installation of buried pipelines.
Compliance with these regulations would be the responsibility of the contractor installing the buried
pipelines. LES would consult with the water supply utility responsible for the new water line to address
as applicable New Mexico Department of Game and Fish guidance for the protection of wildlife during
trenching operations. LES would direct that all trenching work on-site follow the mitigation measures
discussed in the Environmental Report. The NRC staff revised Chapter 5 of the EIS to reflect these
actions.

77e State of New Mexico has regulations for the installation of overhead power lines. Compliance with
these regulations would be the responsibility of the electrical energy supplier (Xcel Energy). The NRC
staff revised section 4.2.7.3 and Chapter5 of the EIS to state that LES has committed to working with the
electric utility and the State of New Mexico to incorporate mitigative measures that could include those
suggested by the guidance referred to in the comment.

Comment: 038-2
A commenter recommended that LES install down-shielding on security lights to minimize interference
with avian navigation.

Response: Chapter 5 of the EIS has been revised to state that the down-shielding of security lights would
be considered by LES consistent with security plan requirements.

Comment: 038-8
A commenter suggested that fencing should limit access by reptiles, amphibians, and small mammals,
since large animals would likely not be present in developed areas of the proposed NEF. The commenter
provided specific design criteria for the fencing.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 4.2. 7.3 of the EIS to state that LES has committed to consulting
with the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish during detailed design of mitigating features, such
asfencing.
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Comment: 040-2
A commenter noted that ponds may be stagnant,-allowing mosquitoes to thrive. The commenter
proposed mitigation measures (e.g., integrated pest management and predators) and engineering solutions
to keep water moving (e.g., aerators or aerating fountains).

Response: The NRC staff revised Chapter 5 of the EIS to reflect that LES would take mitigative actions if
a significant mosquito population develops.

1.14 Socioeconomics

1.14.1 Employment

Comment: L-7; M-34; 316-15
Many commenters stated that the job benefits described by the EIS contradict other information in the
document. For example, the percentage of people in the region currently in professions similar to those
that would be created by the proposed NEF (scientific, management, administration, and waste
management fields, as listed in Table 3-15 of the Draft EIS) is less than half the averages for New
Mexico and Texas. Another commenter stated that the EIS should indicate that most of the higher-wage
jobs created by the proposed NEF would go to people outside the region, and possibly outside the United
States.

Several comrnmenters stated that the U.S. Census of 2000 states that, on average, 65.4 percent of the
populations of Hobbs, Eunice, and Jal have completed high school and 10.4 percent have obtained at--
least a Bachelor's degree. The commenters noted that this is lower than the respective statewide
averages. The commenters suggested that the EIS include a discussion of the level of education required
for each job type expected to be created by the proposed NEF (e.g., construction, management,
professional, skilled, and administrative).

Response: Approximately 70 percent ofjobs at the proposed NEF would require only a high school
diploma in addition to basic knowledge of the operation of the NEF. The remaining 30 percent are in the
professional category (engineering, scientific, and technical) and would require undergraduate and
graduate degrees in addition to advanced knowledge of the operation of the proposed NEF. It is likely
that during startup and initial production many of the positions requiring advanced understanding of
operations would be held by people outside the region. However, LES has stated that it expects most, if
not all, of the 210 operations positions to befilled by people living within the region once the facility is.-

fully operational. LES has stated that it intends to provide basic and advanced training for employees,
with much of this training to be provided in partnership with local educational institutions. The NRC
staff revised sections 4.2.8.2 and 4.2.8.3 of the EIS to reflect this information.

Comment: M-34; M-43; U-i; 036-4 ;: jt

Several commenters stated that 60 percent of the workforce would be expected to come from outside the
area of influence, and this would influence the 1 percent figure cited in section 4.2.8.2 of the Draft EIS.
The commenters asked how many NEF jobs would b'e filled by people from surrounding communities,
and how this would affect the overall socioeconomic impacts of the proposed NEF. One commenter
noted that a 120-kilometer (75-rmile) radius around the site would include Eddy and Chavez Counties in
New Mexico and Cochran, Culberson, Davison; Ecktor, Hockley, Loving, Lynne, Martin, Midland, -i
Reeves, Terry, Yoakum, and Winkler Counties in Texas. "The commenter stated that these counties could
provide the majority of the workforce and must be included in the analysis of socioeconomic impacts.
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Response: Section 4.2.8.2 of the Draft EIS states that the impact on local employment during operations
would be moderate (approximately I percent of the jobs in Lea, Andrews, and Gaines Counties). This
impact is associated with the total laborforce in the 8-county area, regardless of whether any new jobs
created by operations of the proposed NEF are occupied by local workers or new workers moving into
the area surrounding the proposedfacility. During construction, LES estimates that 15 percent of the
workforce would move into the surrounding community as new residents. There are no estimates for the
percentage of the operations workforce who may move into the region of influence. As stated in section
4.2.8.2 of the Draft EIS, approximately 60 percent of the employment positions are described as skilled
positions, but the number of skilled positions that would befilled by workers moving into the area from
outside the region of influence is undetermined. However, with appropriate training all operations
positions could eventually be filled with workers from the 8-county area. The NRC staff revised section
4.2.8.2 tofitrther clarify this information.

Comment: 032-26
A commenter stated that Table 2-3 of the Draft EIS reflects projected earnings for the temporary
construction workers, but the Draft EIS does not provide information concerning pay and description of
the proposed NEF workers.

Response: Section 4.2.8.2 of the Draft EIS provides some information regarding plant worker salaries
(average salary of approximately $50,100). The NRC staff also revised section 2.1.7 of the EIS to
include a table containing more detailed salary information.

Comment: 034-51
A commenter stated that if the NEF were to become the major employer in the Eunice, New Mexico,
area, then the EIS conclusion that closure of the proposed NEF would have a small to moderate
socioeconomic impact is not justifiable. The commenter stated that the impact should be characterized as
moderate to large.

Response: Section 4.2.8. 2 of the Draft EIS concludes that the impact would be SMALL to MODERATE
because employment during operations at the NEF would represent approximately I percent or less of
the jobs in Lea, Andrews, and Gaines Counties.

1.14.2 Community Outreach and Training

Comment: NI-44; U-2; 026-3; 036-5; 041-4
A Commenter noted that LES has met with officials from New Mexico Junior College to discuss training.
issues. The conmuenter stated that training concerns could be mitigated if Lea County provides training
and support services through infrastructure and emergency response. Other commenters asked whether
LES has communicated or initiated partnerships with local colleges or high schools. The commenters
asked whether local colleges have the capacity to train students in sensitive nuclear materials handling.

Response: LES plans to provide extensive training for employees by working in partnership with local
educational institutions. Discussions and planning with leaders of the public and higher education
institutions in Eunice and Hobbs are ongoing. LES has partnered with the New Mexico Junior College
to develop technical and other programs at the college and to sponsor scholarships for the students.
Additionally, the Eunice public school system is implementing a science curriculum, and a similar
curriculum is being considered by the Hobbs public school superintendent. The courses developedfrom
the combination of partnerships could provide the basic technical training for a skilled position at the
proposed NEF orfor any other nuclearfacility. LES would need to provide position-specific technical
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training appropriate for eachposition. The NRC staff revised section 4.2.8.3 of the EIS to add this
information.

1.14.3 Local and Regional Resources

Comment: M-33 '
Several commenters stated that Figure 3-29 of the Draft EIS appears to indicate that there is a population
density of 1 10,000 to 120,000 people in a small area in the North-Northwest sector around the proposed
NEF site. The comrnenters stated that this is incorrect and requested that the figure be corrected.

Response: The NRC staff revised Figure 3-29 of the Draft EIS (Figure 3-30 of this EIS) to clarify the
graphics used in the legend. -

Comment: 032-35
A commenter noted that section 3.10.3 of the Draft EIS refers to Prime Care Health Clinic, which has
been abandoned by its parent hospital. The comimenter stated 'that there currently is no clinic open for '
business in Eunice. .

Response: The NRC staff verified that the Eunice Health Clinic is closed. However, a new clinic has --

recently opened in Eunice-the Eunice Medical Clinic. The NRC staff updated section 3.10.3 of the EIS
to include this new facility.

Comment: 032-36
A resident of Eunice expressed concern about the ability of the Eunice Fire and Rescue Service to
sufficiently respond to an emergency at the proposed NEF. 7

Response: Section 3.10.3 of the Draft EIS provides a description of community services and ':
infrastructure for local emergency services. Issues relating to emergency response are not directly
related to the environmental review in the EIS, but are related to the NRC staffs safety evaluation for the
proposed facility. -The SER assesses the safety review of LES' emergency management plan, including.
onsite and offsite emergency facilities. The NRC would not issue a license to the proposed NEF without
assurance of sufficient emergency preparedness.

I.14.4 'Economic -Impacts

Comment: L-6; 316-14; 358-10; 358-34 '- '
Many commenters noted that, per the terms of the agreement between LES and Lea County on the;
industrial revenue bonds, LES would not pay property taxes during the operational life'of the proposed
NEF and it may be exempt from other taxes. The commenters asked what the NRC expects to be the
total property tax exemption for the proposed NEF. 'The commenters indicated that this figure should be
compared with the $177 muillion the county isiexpected to earn from' taxes on the proposed NEF, also
considering that construction of the proposed NEF Woud 'cost $1.2 billion (Draft EIS, Table 2-8). A
commenter stated that such a calculation 'should be integral to any assessment of socioeconomic benefits
of the proposed NEF. Another commenter stated 'hat the proposed NEF should not be constructed
because it would not be economically viable 'wvithodut'the Industrial Revenue Bond,' and that the EIS
should discuss how tlhe proposed NEF is a finaii6ially viable alternative.

Response: The industrial revenue bond is not a v'Ahicleforfinancing the construction,'operation, and
decommissioning of the proposed NEF. It is a procedural mechanism under New Mexico law required
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for tax abatement purposes. LES would beffully responsible forfinancing oftthe proposed facility. The
industrial revenue bond provides LES with a number of tax incentives, including exemption from
property taxes in exchange for locating in Lea County and making payments in lieu of tares. LES
estimates payments in lieu of taxes to be about 20 percent of what it would normally pay in property
taxes to Lea County, ranging between $10 and $14 million over the life of the facility. Assuming
payments in lieu of taxes represent 20 percent of property taxes, the NRC expects the total property tax.
exemption to range betveenr $40 and $56 million over the operational life of the facility. The NRC staff
revised section 7.2 of the ElSfor clarification. The issue offinancial viability is not within the scope of
the EIS.

Comment: 343-7; 365-5
A commenter stated that the proposed NEF would be tax exempt and would create few jobs. Another
commenter stated that since the proposed NEF would be tax exempt, the main benefit to the community
would be from salaries. The commenter noted that the number of jobs generated appears to be half of
what other types of businesses would create. The commenter expressed concern about potential health
effects and stated that locating the proposed NEF in Lea County would amount to an undesirable cost to
the community rather than an economic benefit.

Response: A cost-benefit analysis was performed and is summarized in Chapter 7 of the EIS. Table 7-2:
summarizes the socioeconomic benefits, concluding there would be moderate benefits to
employment/economic activity. The environmental and health impacts were determined to be SMIALL, or
SMALL to MODERATE, as summarized in Chapter 4. Taking into consideration the costs and benefits,
the NRC staff concludes that the benefits outweigh the costs.

1.15 Environmental Justice

Comment: L-8; M-35; Y-1; 034-57; 036-3; 316-16
Many commenters stated that, although the NRC staff concludes that environmental justice impacts
would be small, the data are skewed by comparing the minority and low-income population percentages
of the area to State averages rather than to national averages. The commenters stated that Hispanics are
42.1 percent of the population of New Mexico and 39.6 percent of the population of Lea County, but
only 12.5 percent of the US. population at large.

Additionally, a commenter referenced a discussion in section 4.2.9.5 of the Draft EIS concerning the
impacts of an accident involving the release of UF6. The commenter disagreed with the conclusion in the
Draft EIS that minority and low-income populations would not be more obviously at risk from such an
accident. The commenter further stated that the proposed NEF would be located in an area with a
disproportionately large minority population.

Response: Tire NRC staff used both demographic data and scoping to identify minority and low-income.
populations. The analysis used to identify the location of minority and low-income persons clearlyfound
concentrations of low income and minority individuals in the area surrounding the proposed NEF site.
The environmental justice guidance provided by the Executive Order 12898, the NRC, or the Council on
Environmental Quality does not require that regions with high minority populations be avoided; rather,
that any disproportionate risks to minority and low-income populations near the site be identified and
addressed. The NRC staff also examined environmental pathways to determine if any minority or low-
income populations appear to be disproportionately at risk. None of the impacts that were greater than
SMALL were found to disproportionately affect minority or low income populations.
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In the case of the hypothetical UF6 accident referenced in the comment, estimated latent cancerfatalities
apply to the entire population, which would include both Environmental Justice populations and
non-Environmental Justice populations. Since it is highly unlikely thai such an accident would occur,
the risk to any population, including low-income and minority communities, is considered to be low. The
EIS also discusses mitigation actions. At a distance of 32 kilometers (20 miles), it did not appear that the
minority community in Hobbs-while slightly closer to the proposed NEF site-was any more at risk
than higher income majority neighborhoods nearby, and mitigation actions to prevent such an accident
were discussed.

Comment: 032-37; 316-17
Two commenters requested more information concerning NRC's efforts to consider the impacts to
minority groups in greater detail (such as holding additional meetings). One of the commenters asked
who the meeting participants were and wanted to know where the meetings were held. The commenter
was not contacted about these meetings, and expressed concern that other African-American or Hispanic
residents of the Eunice area were not contacted. The second commenter asked if the meetings were
recorded and requested that the EIS describe in detail the content of the meetings, as well as other
methods by which the NRC staff considered environmental justice in greater detail.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 3.11.1 of the EIS to discuss the efforts that were made to meet
with representatives of the African-American and Hispanic groups and to describe the issues raised. The
NRC staff held a meeting in Hobbs with a group of residents considered knowledgeable about the
concerns of the Hispanic Community in Lea County. This meeting took place on the morning of March
4, 2004, and was attended by seven representatives of the Hispanic community. During the afternoon of
the same day, also in Hobbs, the NRC staff met with two Lea County residents acquainted with issues in
the African-American community. To assemble these meetings, the NRC staff contacted elected and
appointed public officials in Lea County and requested the names of authoritative contacts on the
concerns of the minority community. The NRC staff then called many of these contacts and, working
with some of the contacts, assembled the meetings to which both they and the NRC staff invited
participants. The meetings were not transcribed.- - -

Comment: 034-31
A commenter referenced section 4.2.9.5 of the Draft EIS, stating that the EIS should include a discussion
of relevant infant mortality rates, if available, and that these rates should be broken down by race and
ethnicity. - - . , . ;

Response: The referenced paragraph in section 4.2.9.5 of the Draft EIS refers the reader to Chapter 3.
Infant mortality rates are provided in Table 3-19 of the EIS.

Comment: 034-32
A comrnmenter stated that potential impacts to socioeconomic and community resources for recreation is
identified in Table 4-3 but not discussed in the text. -The commenter stated that text should include a
discussion of this impact. - -

Response: Section 4.2.9.2 of the Draft EIS includes impacts to recreational resources, and states that the
proposed NEF site is currently usedfor cattle grazing, is zonedfor industrial purposes, and has very
little other productive economic, cultural, or recreational uses. Impacts on recreation resources would,.
therefore, be SMALL -,
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Comment: 034-52
A commenter suggested that the statement regarding the proposed NEFs environmental justice impacts
during decommissioning is a conclusion. The EIS should explain how this conclusion was reached.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 4.3.9 of the EIS to provide a basis for the conclusion.

Comment: 048-35
A commenter requested further explanation of the rational for expanding the area for the environmental
justice impact assessment.

Response: As stated in Appendix C of NUREG 1748, the geographic scale should be commensurate with
the potential impact area and should include a sample of the surrounding population (e.g., at least
several block groups). Because of the rural nature of the area and the scope of the potential impacts, the
environmental justice impact assessment'area was expanded to an 80-kilometer (S0-mile) radius. The
NRC staff revised section 3.11 of the EIS to clarify the area used for the environmental justice impact
assessment.

Comment: 048-99
A commenter pointed out that for both New Mexico and Texas, the State summaries of the percent of
minorities in many cases do not match with the values given in Table DP-1, the referenced US. Census
Bureau Table. The commenter specified that an explanation of the basis for the differences should be
provided.

Response: The NRC staff revised Table G-1 of the EIS to correct the reference. The correct reference
should be Table DP-3 from the 2000 U.S. Census of population, dataset SF-I.

Comment: 284-4
A commenter stated that it is difficult in the Draft EIS to discern disparate impacts on geographic regions
with relatively high ratios of disadvantaged populations from the benefits that accrue to already
privileged groups in national and international contexts.

Response: NEPA does not require that the geographic distribution of the benefits and costs of a
proposed action be identical The EIS clearly states that the benefits of the project are national while the
environmental costs are primarily local (see Chapter 7 of the EIS). However, the local costs are SMALL
and there are some SMALL to MODERATE socioeconomic benefits.

L.16 Noise

Comment: 034-33; 034-35
A commenter stated that the discussion in section 4.2.10.1 of the Draft EIS of noise impacts during
construction should define the term "normal daytime working hours" listing hours of the day and days of
the week, and explaining how holidays are applicable. The commenter asked whether any exceptions to
these hours would apply, since the Draft EIS states that short-term noise impacts may be limited to
workday mornings and afternoons.

Response: As shown in Table 2-2 of the Draft EIS, constriction activities are expected to occur over a
10-hour workday. The 10-hour workday was used in section 4.2.10.1 as a basis for estimating noise
impacts. The NRC staff expects that, under normal construction work schedules, Saturdays, Sundays,
and holidays would be non-working days. It may be necessary to perform some construction work on
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Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays to complete specific activities within schedule, but these activities would
be kept to a minimum.

Comment: 034-34
A cornmeniter referred to the statement in section 4.2.10.1 of the Draft EIS that some noise levels during
construction would be within the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development unacceptable
sound pressure level guidelines. The commenter stated that the Draft EIS concludes that the impact of
noise levels from site preparation and construction would be small, but that these levels would continue
for several years. The commenter stated that the EIS conclusion that impacts would be small is
erroneous if hearing loss were likely to occur to the maximally exposed individual. The commenter
requested that the EIS provide additional discussiiri of noise impacts.

Response: As discussed in section 4.2.10.1 of the Draft EIS, the highest noise levels are predicted to be
in the range of 84 to 98 decibels A-weighted at the south fence line during constriction of the Site
Stormwater Detention Basin. These noise levels are expected to be intermittent and wvould attenuate
dramatically with distance from the site boundary. Additionally, the highest noise levels would not last
for years.' The noise would be generated by the 'use of specialized equipment, such as pile drivers and
earth compactors, during certain construction activities lasting afew weeks. The maximally exposed
individuals would be the construction workers operating the equipment. These wo'kers *ould be
provided with suitable hearing protection.

Comment: 034-53
A commenter referred to the discussion of noise impacts during decommissioning in section 4.3.10 of the
Draft EIS. The comrnmenter expressed confusion by the statement that impacts from decommissioning
would last for a few months, stating this appears to conflict with statements elsewhere in the EIS that the
decommissioning process would take nine years. ,,

Response: As discussed in section 4.3.10 of the Draft ElS, the majority of the decommissioning work
would generate approximately the same noise leviels'as would be expectedf ormal operation of the
proposed NEF. The operation of heavy construction equipment would generate the higher noise levels,
which would only occur on an intermittent basis during decommissioning activities. The total estimated
duration of the higher noise levels would be afew imonths out of the multi-year decommissioning
program. The NRC staff revised section 4.3.10 of the EIS to clarify that the duration of higher noise
levels would be intermittent during decommissioning.

1.17 Transportation

1.17.1 Traffic and Traffic Volume ' .

Comment: 034-29
A commenter stated that impacts from increased traffic_ would span at least 30 years and that section
4.2.9.1 of the EIS should 'not describe as sh6ii the peri6d of impacts from 'increased traffic.

Response: The phrase"short period of inconvenience",being questioned by the commenter refers only to'
the 3-year peak construction period When traffic o 'New Mexico Highiway 234 would approximately
double. The impact on traffic from construction activiities is described in section 4.2.11.1 .of the Draf
EIS as SMALL to MODERATE. Although road traffic would be increased during operations (see section
4.2.11.2) compared with current circumstances, it!is anticipated that the extra traffic would have a
SMALL impact.
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Comment: 034-36; 034-43; 082-3
A commenter referred to the discussions of construction transportation impacts in sections 4.2.11.1 and
4.2.11.3 of the Draft EIS. The commenter stated that a 188-percent increase in vehicular traffic on New
Mexico Highway 234 should not be characterized as a small to moderate impact, but as moderate to
large. The commenter stated the EIS should further analyze this traffic increase (e.g., quantifying the
additional expense to the State of New Mexico for increased road maintenance and discussing mitigation
measures). The commenter asked whether LES could contribute funds to the State to assist in the
maintenance of Highway 234. Another commenter stated that the New Mexico Department of
Transportation (NMDOT) is evaluating when to perform maintenance on New Mexico Highway 234.
The commenter stated that NMDOT could wait until after construction is completed or improve roads
first to address traffic safety during construction.

Responses: A SMALL to MODERATE impact to New Mexico Highway 234 was determined for the
increase in traffic because the increased traffic volume is only 40 to 50 percent of the design capacity of
a tvo-lane road, which is an average of 6,000 to 8,000 vehicles throughout each day or 1,500 to 2,000
vehicles per hour (NMDOT, 2005a). The NRC staff conductedfiurther analyses to determine impacts on
Highway 18, and revised section 4.2.11.1 of the EIS to summarize these impacts (which would be
SMALL).

It is not standard practice for an industry to compensate the State for maintenance of State roads
(NMDOT, 2004; and NMDOT, 2005b). However, NMDOTdoes sometimes work with industrial
facilities to determine how best tofiund specific road improvements that would apply to thatfacility (e.g.,
traffic lights and associated electric wiring, turning lanes, and signage). Currently, highwayfunds have
not been obtained for road improvements to New Mexico Highway 234. Highway 234 was originally
included in Governor Richardson's Investment Partnership, but was removed by the State legislature.
Funding for maintenance activities on Highway 234 would have to be obtained from the Statewide
Transportation Improvement Plan. These maintenance activities would be necessary regardless of
whether the proposed NEF is approved.

If the license application for the proposed NEF is approved, then the NMDOT would work with the local
communities and LES to determine what upgrades specific to the proposed NEF would be required
(based primarily on the amount of truck traffic stated in section 4.2.11.1 of the Draft EIS) and how
funding for these improvements would be obtained (NMDOT, 2005b). This work would be performed in
compliance with New Mexico Administrative Code Chapter 18, Title 31, Part 6. This regulation requires
a traffic study to be performed and submitted to the NMDOT vith an access permit application. An
access permit would likely stipulate any safety enhancements necessary to state highways before access
roads to the proposed NEF site could be constructed (NMDOT, 2005a). Funding for any safety
enhancements could be a combination of local, State, or Federalfunding and/or private funding as
negotiated and coordinated among these parties. The NRC staff revised Tables 1-2 and 1-3, and sections
4.2.11.3 and 4.2.11.4 to discuss the access permit requirements in the New Mexico Administrative Code.

Comment: 034-37; 034-39
A commenter suggested that sections 4.2.11.1 and 4.2.11.2 of the Draft EIS explain the basis for the
assumption that a truck would have an average round-trip distance of 64 kilometers (40 miles) during
construction and operation, respectively.

Response: Tle NRC staff assumed that the average round-trip distance for a truck delivering supplies
during construction and operation would be twice the distance from Hobbs, New Mexico, to the
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proposed NEF. This is assumed during construction because Hobbs, New Mexico, is the closest -

principal business center to the proposed NEF site. --This is also assumed during operations because
primarily janitorial and laboratory chemical supplies would be delivered by truck, which would
probably originatefrom businesses in and around Hobbs, New Mexico. -Sections 4.2.11.1 and 4.2.11.2 of
the EIS have been revised to state the assumptions associated with the round-trip distance estimate.

Comnent: 034-38
A commenter stated that the EIS needs to explain the conclusion of small impacts from construction
access roads (section 4.2.1 1.1 of the Draft EIS): The commenter noted that the temporary construction
access roads would be converted to permanent access roads, and that conversion of the roads would not.
cause a decrease in the amount of vehicular traffic on New Mexico Highway 234. The commenter
further noted that the access roads essentially would be constructed twice, and this does not decrease
other human health and environmental impacts..

Response: Activities associated with construction of the access roads include clearing, grading, and
converting to permanent roads. The phased construction of these roads vould have a SMALL impact;
the construction of the roads was included in the NRC staffs analysis of overall construction impacts,
which were determined to be SMALL

Comment: 034.45
A commenter stated that the EIS should discuss whether LES would be required to install dedicated
turning lanes (section 4.2.11.4 of the Draft EIS). -The commenter suggested that construction of
dedicated turning lanes may be inadequate to mitigate the impacts of increased traffic on New Mexico
Highway 234.

Response: Th7e NRC staff revised Tables 1-2 and 1-3, and sections 4.2.11.3 and 4.2.11.4 of the EIS o
discuss the consultation process among the State of New Mexico, local governments, and private
landowners for assessing traffic safety needs. According to New Mexico Administrative Code Chapter
18, Title 31, Part 6, NMDOT could require LES and/or Lea County government to perform a traffic study
and coordinate with NMDOT to determine the specific safety improvements to be taken if approved by
NMDOT. The constriction of turning lanes is an example of possible safety enhancements that could be
implemented through this process.

Comment: 103-18 -

A commenter noted that Table 3-21 of the Draft EIS lists traffic volume per day. The commenter stated
that average volume per day includes evening, nighttime, and weekend traffic. The commenter stated
that a more meaningful measure would be the average volume per hour for the peak-load traffic period (6
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday), because the reported traffic volume would not be diluted by
off-hours and low weekend traffic. The commenter stated that the EIS should use this measure, which
would reflect traffic volume during the time construction-related traffic and school busses are on the
road. , ; ; .

Response: The NRC staff reviewed hourly traffic volume data for New Mexico Highway 18 near south
Hobbs, which has a higher traffic volume than New Mexico Highway 234. The hourly traffic volume
during peak periods is considered well within the capabilities of the highway without causing noticeable
delays. Additionally, the South Bypass, which is currentilylightly used, provides another route around
Hobbs (Hobbs, 2005). The NRC staff revised section 4.2.11.1 of the EIS to discuss constnrction traffic
impacts during peak traffic volume periods during the day.
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Comment: 103-20
Referring to the discussion in section 4.2.8.1 of the Draft EIS on employment rates during construction, a
commenter stated that the EIS should provide an analysis indicating the local roads can handle increased
vehicle traffic (construction workers, deliveries to the site) during normal work hours (6 a.m. to 6 p.m.L,
Monday through Friday) in the fourth year of construction, which is the year of highest construction
employment.

Response: A transportation analysis that shows the peak traffic volume during the construction period is
provided in section 4.2.11.1 of the Draft EIS. The peak volume vould be 3,423 vehicle trips per day.
The NMDOT would review the need to expand New Mexico Highway 234 to four lanes once the daily
volume exceeds 6,000 to 8,000 vehicles per day. or 1,500 to 2,000 vehicles per hour (NMDOT, 2005a).
In addition, the NRC staff reviewed traffic volume on New Mexico Highway 18 betveen Eunice and
Hobbs. The NRC staff revised section 4.2.11.1 to add the analysis of traffic impacts on New Mexico
Highway 18 and the design basis of New Mexico Highway 234. The NRC staff also revised Tables 1-2
and 1-3, and section 4.2.11.3 to discuss the potential need for an access permit that could require a
traffic study. The NMDOT would likely stipulate any safety enhancements to state highways in the area
if a traffic study supports such enhancements.

1.17.2 Transportation Impacts

Comment: Ml-46
Several commenters stated a paragraph discussing DUF6 conversion in section 4.2.11.2 of the Draft EIS
is not well written. The commenters stated that this illustrates that the proposed NEF is not timely or
well planned, and that LES has no plans for disposal of the waste to be generated by the proposed NEF.
Although options are outlined in the Draft EIS, not a single option has been identified as a realistic
solution to the thousands of tons of waste to be generated by the facility.

Response: The paragraph cited provides an overview of transportation by rail options. The NRC staff
revised section 4.2.11.2 in the EIS to separate the shipments for each option for greater clarification. As
presented in the Draft EIS, there are several options for the waste management of the DUF6. These
issues are addressed in the main body of the EIS and in section 1.20 of this appendix.

Comment: 034-41
A commenter stated that the last paragraph on page 4-37 in section 4.2.11.2 of the Draft EIS is not
written well.

Response: The NRC staff revised this paragraph for clarification in the EIS.

Comment: 151-1
A commenter expressed concern that the NRC staff relied on dated references that are not readily
available to members of the public. As an example, the commenter stated that within the transportation
analysis sections, the need for additional analysis of several potentially relevant issues was dismissed
based on existing NRC EIS documents prepared in 1977 and 1980.

Response: The NRC staff applied such analyses in support of the regulatory action being taken at that
time. The specific issue cited by the commenter refers to the elimination from detailed study of existing
transportation routes betveen other nuclearfitel cycle facilities that were previously analyzed inma prior
EIS. The NRC staff considers this a valid use of previous ElSs, especially when regulatory actions were
based on those studies. While not directly available from the NRC's web site, past studies, such as
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NUREG-0170, Final Environmental Statement on the Transportation of Radioactive Material by Air and
Other Modes, are available to members of the public through the NRC's Public Document Room.

1.17.3 Routes and Shipping Requirements

Comment: 048-90
A commenter stated that transportation regulations in 49 CFR § 173.420 have been modified and the
following statement in Appendix D is no longer correct: "With the exception of the product material, all
shipments can be transported in Type A shipping containers without additional requirements."

Response: The transportation regulations changed just prior to issuance of the Draft EIS, as noted in the
comment, but too late to be incorporated into the Draft EIS. The NRC staff revised Appendix D, section
D.2 of the EIS to reflect the revised NRC (10 CFR Part 71) and DOT(49 CFR Parts 171-173) shipping
regulations. Ne vtests include 173.420(a)f3)(1), which requires a hydraulic test vithout leakage;
1 73.420(a)(3)(ii), which requires a 173.465(c) free drop test without loss or dispersal of UF6; and
173.420(a)(3)(iii), which requires a 10 CFR § 71.73(c)(4)fire test without nrpture of the containment
system. Shipments of the enriched uranium are required to havefissile controls per49 CFR §173.417
and 10 CFR § 71.55. Although the regulations may require overpacks for thermal and/orfissile
protection offeed, product, or waste material, the EIS assessment of radiological impacts was
conservative in that no credit was taken for any reduction in exposures due to the presence of a thermal
and/orfissile overpack.

Comment: 102-3
A commenter stated that many trucks currently use New Mexico Highway 234 to transport wastes to the
WCS plant and the local landfill. The commenter stated that additional shipments of radioactive
materials and wastes to sites around the country would increase local traffic and significantly impact the
commenter's life.

Response: The transportation analysis in section 4.2.11 of the Draft EIS took into account the current
amount of traffic. After analyzing the additional traffic that would be created due to construction and-
operation of the proposed NEF, the NRC staff determined the impacts would be SMALL to MODERATE.
The projected total traffic would be within the design capacity of New Mexico Highway 234 (NMDOT,
2005a).

Comment: 104-2
A commenter expressed concern that supply and waste transport routes for the proposed NEF remain to
be determined. The commenter stated that, as a resident of a state outside the State of New Mexico, it is
the comrnenter's opinion that LES be required to disclose definitive plans for regional nuclear
transportation.

Response: The routes analyzed in the EIS were chosen to be representative of the impacts associated
with transportation offeed, product, and waste materials to and from the proposed NEF. Selection of
specific routes is not needed to provide a reasonable estimate of these impacts.

Comment: 105-1 ; -
A commenter stated if the proposed NEF is constructed, about three shipments per day of raw, enriched,
and waste depleted uranium and other wastes would be shipped via truck and train along Interstate-25
through Denver, Colorado. The commenter expressed concern that, in light of the potential for dirty
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bombs, three truckloads per day of this material could be permitted for transport through a major
metropolitan area.

Response: Specific routes for UF6 shipments have not been determined, nor are there specific routing
constraints imposed on such shipments by either NRC or DOT regulations (as there are for higher risk
radiological or chemical hazardous sources). The representative routes used in this analysis were
chosen to provide estimates of the risks associated with transport offeed, product, and waste materials
to andfrom the proposed facility (as discussed in Appendix D, section D.6.1 of the Draft EIS). With
regard to concerns about terroristn, the Commission has held that the NRC staff is not required to
address terrorism in its ElSs. The NRC staff provided a discussion on terrorism in section 1.25 of this
appendix.

Comment: 105-2
A commenter asked if the trucks transporting waste would travel with a military escort.

Response: There are no specific NRC regulations that would require armed or unarmed escorts for feed,
product, and waste materials from the proposed NEFfacility. Additional security measures are only
requiredfor higher-risk materials, including certain quantities of special nuclear material and spent
nuclearfuel. For information about the types of radioactive material that would require additional
security measures, please visit the NRC's web site at wwwv.nrc.gov.

1.17.4 Accidents

Comment: 032-42
A commenter referred to the summary in section 4.2.11.3 of the Draft EIS of transportation accident
impacts. The commenter requested that the calculation of latent cancer fatalities be explained in more
detail and in a layperson's terms.

Response: A text box explaining the use of "latent cancerfatalities" is provided in section 4.2.11 of the
Draft EIS. A population dose, also known as a collective dose, can be estimated for incident-free and
accident scenarios. The collective dose is calculated as the sum of the products of individual doses and
the number of people receiving those doses. For example, using units of rem, if one person receives I
rem and 10 people receive 0.1 rem, the population or collective dose to the eleven people is calculated
as:

1 person *1rem (or 1 person-rem) + 10people*0.a rem (or person-rem) = 2 person-rem.

For a given unit collective-dose (e.g. person-rem), there could be an effect on the population in the fonn
of radiologically-induced Latent cancerfatalities. The EPA has suggested a conversion factor thatfor
every 100 person-Sievert (10,000 person-rem) of collective dose, approximately 6 individuals would
ultimately develop a radiologically induced cancer (Eckerman et al., 1999). For this analysis, the
computer code RADTRAN developed by Sandia National Laboratories was used to estimate the risk of
latent cancerfatalities based on the expected doses to individuals (e.g. crew, passengers, members of the
public along transportation routes) during incident-free transportation, due to external radiation
exposure, andfrom internal (inhalation from plume passage and resuspension) and external (cloudshine
and groundshine) radiation exposure during potential accident scenarios. Individual and collective
doses were calculated and the expected number of latent cancerfatalities were estimated for the exposed
population using the EPA riskfactor referenced above.
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Comment: 034-40
A commenter stated that the EIS should explain why an assumption of stable meteorological conditions
during a transportation accident is appropriate for the proposed NEF as stated in section 4.2.11.2 of the
Draft EIS. -

Response: Stable meteorological conditions would tend to minimize the dispersion of contaminants in the
atmosphere and thereby provide for higher downwind concentrations; thus, all other parameters being
equal, stable meteorological conditions are expected to produce higher impacts than would be produced
by neutral or unstable atmospheric conditions. Although site-specific meteorological data were not
utilized in the study, the results of the analysis reported in the Draft EIS are expected to provide a
conservative estimate of the potential human health impacts associated with this accident scenario.

Comment: 034-42; 358-30
A commentei stated that section 4.2.11.2 of the Draft EIS fails to explain how the probability of
occurrence of a transportation accident factors into the conclusion that the impacts could be small to
moderate. The commenter stated potential impacts to as many as 28,000 people should not be considered
small to moderate, unless the chances of such an accident are small. Another commenter stated that the
estimate of 28,000 people potentially affected by a severe railroad accident is generic, too low, and not
specific to proposed NEF waste or to railway and meteorological conditions in New Mexico.

Response: The NRC staff agrees that both consequence and probability information are important in
assessing risk. U.S. regulations are compatible with international transportation regulations and
provide performance requirements on a wide range of potential accident scenarios. These performance
requirements necessitate radioactive material package designs that are able to withstand severe accident
conditions to prevent criticality events and/or the inadvertent release of radioactivity into the
environment. To date there have been millions of radioactive material transports in the United States
without a significant release of radioactive material to the environment or radiological exposure. As the
EIS states in section 4.2.11.2, the chance of occurrence of this accident scenario is "very remote" and is
provided in the EIS to provide a conservative estimate of the potential chemical risks associated with.
UF6 shipments. It is also important to note that the nature of the potential adverse health effects
(consequences) to the larger portion of the population (e.g. respiratory irritation or skin rashes), are
much less severe than the irreversible adverse health effects also reported.

The estimates for the consequences were calculated using industry-accepted computer codes, methods,
and assumptions for weather conditions to obtain a conservative estimate, measuring the highest
potential consequences. The urban population density used in the calculations would be considered
representative of most urban areas. Thie transportation routes selected for analysis are representative
routes and may not be the actual routes used. Finally, the frequency of such a transportation accident
would be very unlikely. Therefore, the likely public health effects presented in the transportation
analysis would overestimate the impacts. Small, moderate, and large impacts are defined in a text box in
section 4.1 of the Draft EIS. Adverse health effects are temporary and would not be expected to result in.
permanent injury. After considering both the rangeof potential number of people affected by.-
transportation accidents (i.e., 0 to 28,000 people) and the temporary nature of potential health effects
(which would noticeably alter but not destabilize public health), the NRC staff concluded that the range
of potential impacts would be SMALL to MODERATE.

Comment: 034-44
A commenter stated that it is misleading to discuss only cancer fatalities in connection with summarizing
the potential impacts to human health for transportation accidents (section 4.2.11.3 of the Draft EIS).
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The commenter stated that other impacts could be significant and should also be mentioned in the
summary.

Response: The NRC staff revised the summary of transportation impacts in section 4.2.11.3 of the EIS to
include other impacts from sections 4.2.11.1 and 4.2.11.2, such as chemical impacts.

Comment: 103-23; 105-4
A commenter stated that the EIS should evaluate transportation scenarios that include a range of
countermeasures and times after the accident when the countermeasures are initiated. The commenter
stated that the EIS should require the applicant to provide annual training to first responders along the
routes. Another commenter asked what training or information/disclosures have been made to notify first
responders of the problems associated with accidents or attack.

Response: States are responsible for providing emergency response for transportation accidents
involving hazardous materials. Although OSHA has requirements in 29 CFR § 1910.120(q) for
emergency response personnel (first responder) training that is applicable to transportation events for
UF6-related shipments, there are no requirements for prenotifications or NRC or State approval of
routes. The DOThas published an emergency response guidebook that summarizes potential health,
fire, or explosion hazards, public safety, and emergency response actions for hazardous materials such
as UF6. In the United States, OSHA (29 CFR § 1910.120) and EPA (40 CFR Part 311) require that first
responders be trained regarding the use of this guidebook. Additionally, vehicle placards, package
labels, and shipping papers communicate information about the hazardous material to first responders
arriving on an accident scene. Shippers are required to provide an emergency response number with the
shipping papers that accompany the shipment. Emergency notification requirements are found in 49
CFR Part 172, subpart G. For example, 49 CFR § 172.602 requires information about the hazardous
materials and immediate precautions to be taken in the event of an accident,, and 49 CFR § 172.604
requires a 24-hour emergency response telephone number. Although the NRC recognizes that states are
primarily responsible for protecting the public against health and safety hazards (such as a
transportation accident involving radioactive materials), the NRC and other Federal agency assistance
is available to states upon request. The NRC is prepared to assist any state or local government
responding to such an event.

7he Draft EIS presents accident scenarios that assume countermeasures are not employed, so that the
results of the accident analyses would be conservative. The chemical hazard associated with a
transportation accident involving UF6 greatly exceeds the radiation hazard.

1.18 Public and Occupational Health-Normal Operations

1.18.1 Source Term

Comment: M-49
Several commenters stated that Table 4-12 of the Draft EIS indicates that empty used UF6 shipping
cylinders would release less radioactivity than full UF6 shipping containers. The commenter stated that
this is counter-intuitive and asked the NRC to explain in the EIS why this is the case.

Response: The NRC staff believes the commenter meant to use the word "more. " Table 4-12 indicates
that empty used UF6 shipping cylinders would release more radioactivity than fill UF6 shipping I
containers. This occurs for tvo reasons. First, after UF6 is vaporized and removedfrom a cylinder, the
radioactive uranium daughter products that build up due to the radioactive decay of uranium collect at
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the bottom andform a "heel. " The radiation emitted from the uranium daughter products consists of a
greater quantity of gamma radiation than that produced by only uranium.' Second, uranium is a good
shield material for gamma radiation. When thec5Olinder isfiul of UF6 the uranium daughters are-
distributed throughout the cylinder and must pdii through a significant amount of uranium (thus can be
stopped or absorbed by'the uranium). It is only the uranium daughters near the inner surface of the
cylinder that can readily escapefrom the cylinder'and contribute to a nearby person's radiation'
exposure. Because the empty cylinder no longer has the high shielding capability of the UF6 and the heel
concentrates the more highly radioactive uranium daughters near the inner cylinder surface, the
radiation levels of the empty UF6 cylinders are higher than the levels offull cylinders. The NRC staff
revised Appendix C to include this explanation and ha's added afootnote to Table 4-12 referencing the
new discussion in Appendix C.

Comment: M-66 -'

Several commenters noted that Table C-2 of the Draft EIS seems to be inaccurate in the same way as
Figure 3-29 of the Draft EIS (discussed in section 1.14.3). That is, the table appears to indicate a greater
than expected population density in the north-northwest sector. '_ X

Response: Figure C-2 is consistent with Figure 3-29 of the Draft EIS (Figure 3-30 of this EIS), which
indicates that the population in the north-northwest sector between approximately 20 and 30 miles from
the proposed NEF site is about 3,000 to 4,000 people. Thte NRC staff revised the legend for Figure 3-29
(Figure 3-30 of this EIS) for'clarification."' '

Comme'nt: 033-1
A commnenter stated that the proposed NEF should not be licensed because the emissions would expose
over 30,000 people to radioactive substances (such as uranium isotopes and decay products, gross alpha
radiation, DUF6, triuraniumoctaoxide [U3081, and uranyl fluoride [U0 2F2 ]) and nonradioactive
substances (such as volatile organic compounds, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and particulates).
The commenter stated that the NRC is ignoring this fact and that licensing the plant would put many
people at risk.

Response: As discussed in the Draft EIS, no significant adverse impacts are expected to occurfrom
normal operation of the proposed facility. Emissions of the radioactive substances the commenter listed
would occur in amounts that are well below regulatory limits for radiation protection. Emissions of-
nonradioactive substances would be regulated by the EPA or the State of New Mexico, and would also be
within regulatory limits.

Comment: 034-46
A commenter noted that section 4.2.6.2 on the UBC Storage Pad Stormwater Retention Basin states that
the basin would likely remain dry 1 Ito 12 months per year,'but does not discuss impacts from
resuspension of contaminated soil in the basin. The commenter noted that, because the IJBC Storage Pad
Stormwater Retention Basin would not be covered with netting, the resuspension factor for soils could be
higher than for the Treated Effluent Evaporative Bisin. The commenter further noted that Chapter 6
does not discuss whether either of the basins would be monitored for impacts to air quality. The
commenter suggested that the ElS address these issues and discuss how the liner might be affected by
remaining dry most of the year. -'-

Response: The UBC Storage Pad Stornwater Retention Basin would not be expected to contain
radioactive material and would contain only trace nonradiological contaminants, (principally oily
discharges from the cooling tower and heating boiler blowdown). As presented in Chapter 6 of the Draft
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EIS, the basin would be sampled to monitor any chemicals in the basin soil and LES would have three
continuous airborne particulate samplers, with tvo located adjacent to receptors of concern (nearby
workers to the north of the proposed NEF and the nearest residential area). Any resuspension of soil
during periods when the basin is dry would not be expected to result in human health impacts. The liner
would not be expected to degrade as a result of remaining dry for most of the year. Soil would be
present above the liner, and the drying of this soil also would not be expected to affect the liner's
performance.

Comment: 048-36
A commenter noted that the text on page 3-68 of the Draft EIS states that Figure 3-31 of the Draft EIS
depicts major sources and levels of background radiation near the proposed NEF site. The commenter
suggested that the text be clarified to indicate that the figure actually depicts major sources and average
levels of background radiation for the United States.

Response: Thie NRC staff revised section 3.14.1 of the EIS to clarify that Figure 3-31 of the Draft EIS
(Figure 3-32 of this EIS) depicts the major sources and levels of background radiation in the United
States, and that this reflects the conditions near the proposed NEF. The NRC staff also changed the title
of thefigure for clarification.

Comment: 048-85
A commenter noted that section 6.1. 1.1 of the Draft EIS requires clarification that the actual expected
gaseous release source term would be less than 10 grams (0.4 ounces) of uranium or approximately 35
times less radioactivity than the 8,886 kilobecquerels per year (240 microcuries per year) value used in
the bounding routine dose impact assessment for demonstrating expected compliance with regulatory
limits.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 6.1.1.1 of the EIS to clarify the conservative nature of the value
used in the bounding routine dose impact assessment.

1.18.2 Impacts

Comment: M-6
Several commenters stated that the text box in the executive summary of the Draft EIS ("Determination
of the Significance of Potential Environmental Impacts") should indicate the number of latent cancer
fatalities associated with small, moderate, or large impacts. The Draft EIS indicates there would be two
latent cancer fatalities over the lifetime of the proposed NEF as a result of vehicle emissions during
shipment of materials. The commenter stated that some may disagree with the EIS conclusion that two.
latent cancer fatalities from vehicle emissions over the lifetime of the proposed NEF represents a small
impact. The commenter requested that the NRC explain how this determination is made, providing
methodology used.

Response: The text box in section 4.2.11 of the Draft EIS provides an explanation of Latent cancer
fatalities. Two latent cancer fatalities over the lifetime of the facility would result in an annual risk of
less than 0.5, which means the potential for cancerfatalities from the proposed NEF would not be
distinguishable from cancerfatalities expected to occur in the general population. Thus, as defined in
the text box in the executive summary (and section 4.1), such impacts would be SMALL
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Comment: M-12
Several commenters noted that section 2.1.3 of the Draft EIS indicates that the proposed NEF would
include a Visitor Center near the boundary of the facility. The commenters requested that the NRC either
specify more clearly which exposure estimates are associated with patrons of the Visitor Center or
include dose estimates related to the Visitor Center.

Response: As provided in Table 4-11 of the EIS, the radiological impacts are presentedfor an individual
expected to receive the maximum exposure (highest boundary). Exposures to all other members of the
public or workers at the Visitor Center would be less than exposures to this individual.

Comment: M-67
Several commenters requested clarification of the heading of the fourth column ("Holdup Time") in
Table C-3 in Appendix C of the Draft EIS.

Response: "Holdup Time " is a term that defines the time between harvest and consumption of the food.
This time includes processing, transportation, and storage of the food. The NRC staff added a clarifying
footnote to the table.

Comment: 032-12
A commenter expressed concern about cancer rates in the area and stated that the Draft EIS has many
references to Latent cancerfatalities. The commenter asked why the community of Eunice should be
subjected to negative health effects from the proposed NEF.

Response: Section 4.2.12.2 of the Draft EIS states that public exposure to radiological emissions from
the proposed NEF are estimated to result in 8.4 x 104 latent cancerfatalities per yearfrom normal
operations. (See the response to comment M-6 below and the text box in section 4.2.11 forfitrther
explanation of the use of Latent cancer fatalities.) All of the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of
the proposed NEF vould receive a total dose of 0.00014 person-sievert (0.014 person-rem). This total
dose to all of the population in that area is less than 5 percent of the dose each U.S. citizen typically
receives just from naturally occurring radioactivity (about 3 millisieverts [300 millirem]). Additionally,
the radiation dose to the nearest resident (Table 4-11) would be about 0.000013 millisievert (0.0013
millirem) per yearfrom normal operations. This is about 0.0004 percent of the dose that the average
U.S. citizen receives per yearfrom naturally occurring radioactivity. Latent cancerfatalities are also
mentioned in relation to accidents. Tables 4-5 and 4-14 indicate that associated latent cancer fatalities
are small, particularly after mitigation measures are taken (such as that described in footnote e of Table
4-14). Therefore, the NRC staff concluded from the analysis that public health impact from the normal
operation of the proposed NEF would be SMALL

Comment: 032-43; 032-47
A commenter referred to the discussion in section 4.2:12.2 of the Draft EIS on public exposure to the
radioactive material released to the atmosphere and the expected exposure of radioactive materials to
people through livestock and locally grown vegetables. -The commenter stated that such exposures are
unacceptable, citing "zero emissions" as the only acceptable option. The commenter suggested that high
efficiency particulate air emissions be recirculated into the proposed NEF rather than released outside the
facility.

Response: The analysis in section 4.2.12.2 of the Draft EIS demonstrates that at the bounding levels of
airborne emissions, the exposure to humans and animals through allfood pathways would be a tiny
fraction of natural background radiation levels. Any food grown in the region of the proposed NEF
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would not have detectable levels of radioactivity, and the purpose of the proposed NEF monitoring
program would be to ensure that remains true. Emissions, whether radioactive or chemical, are
regulated according to limits established by appropriate regulatory agencies. The NRC's regulations for
protection against radiation have been determined to be protective of public health and the environment.
The limits for radiological emissions are also protective of workers and account for the possibility that a
facility's airborne emissions could also be inhaled by the workers.

Comment: 033-7
A commenter stated that Valley Fever (coccidiodomycosis), which is caused by the inhalation of a
fungus known as C. immitis, is commonly found in the soil of the southwestern United States and other
areas. The commenter stated that radioactive emissions from the LES plant could sterilize the soil,
eliminating competition from other organisms and potentially allowing this fungus to thrive. The
commenter stated that seasonal high winds blowing towards the north can be over 80 kilometers per hour
(50 miles per hour). The commenter further noted that over 30,000 people live within 40 kilometers (25
miles) to the north of the proposed NEF site. The commenter expressed concern that allowing the
proposed NEF to operate would increase the public risk of contracting this disease.

Response: The small quantities of radioactive material that would be released during normal operations
or as a result of accidental discharges from the proposed NEF site would not be sufficient to sterilize soil
(LES, 2005a). Soil sterilization would require millions of Rad per hour, which is many orders of
magnitude greater than would be released by the proposed NEF (Labeda, et al., 1975).

Comment: 034-30
A commenter stated that EIS discussions of the nearest existing residence (4.3 kilometers or 2.6 miles
from the proposed NEF) divert attention from the potential for new residences to be established closer to
the proposed NEF. The commenter stated that the EIS should analyze the potential human health and
environmental impacts to the general public with respect to the maximally exposed individual. The
commenter stated that references to the existing nearest residence could create confusion regarding an
appropriate benchmark.

Response: Section 4.2.12 of the Draft EIS presents the impacts to a maximally exposed individual located
at the proposed NEF site boundary during normal working hours.

Comment: 102-2
A commenter stated that if the proposed NEF is constructed, toxic emissions and radioactive materials
would be associated with the site for at least 30 years, and that contaminated detention/retention basins
would be subject to overflow or flooding as a result of rains. The commenter stated that this environment
would not be acceptable for raising children and asked what impacts would occur to children.

Response: Based on the low effluent releases from all sources to the atmosphere orfrom the onsite
basins, there would be no long-term health effects to children from normal operations. The estimates for
releases from the proposed NEF are within NRC regulatory limits and conform with internationally
accepted research by the International Committee on Radiation Protection.

Comment: 103-22
A commenter stated that the EIS should specifically define the maximally exposed individual. The
commenter stated that if the maximally exposed individual is an adult male, the consequences of the
analyzed accidents (potential health effects and irreversible adverse health effects) should reflect a
representative population that includes females, the embryo-fetus, children, infants, the elderly, and the
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infirm. The commenter also stated th at occupational exposure levels should not be used for assessing
exposure of the public to hydrogen fluoride, because many segments of the public do not have the
characteristics of Reference Man.

Response: The maximally exposed individual for chemical impacts can be any individual.. As presented
in Appendix F of the Final Environmental Impact Statement for Construction and Operation of a
Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Conversion Facility (DOE, 2004a), the computer codes that were used
to calculate the risks of adverse and irreversible effects referenced the Emergency Response Planning
Guidelines published by the American Industrial Hygiene Association. These Guidelines were developed
to be inclusive of nearly all types of individuals. For this EIS, the overall risks from transportation were
estimated by summing over all shipments and routes. Section D.5 of Appendix D presents consequences
of chemical exposures from transportation accidents, not occupational exposure levels.."

Comment: 284-12
A commenter stated that the Draft EIS identifies several facts about area geology that should be'explored
further, but that the EIS assumes that chemical and radiological pollutants in airborne emissions and
leachate would not affect the regional environment. The commenter noted that pollutants from the
facility could travel long distances in the air and that fast flow paths for water could undermine reliance
on root system uptake and evapotranspiration as ihitigation for water contaminants. The commenter
suggested that if disposal of depleted uranium near the site is a possibility, longer term geologic
characteristics of the area could take on new significance...

Response: The conclusion concerning the impacts on public health were determined based on the
radiological analysis presented in section 4.2.12 of the EIS. The quantities being released are low and
would not result in a build zup of uranium or othe r hazardous chemicals, either over the surrounding land
or in any groundwater due to infiltration from the Site Stormwater Retention Basin or septic systems.

I.19 Public and Occupational Health-Accidents

I.19.1 Scope of Analysis and Source Term

Comment: L-14; 316-53; 343-6
Many commenters expressed concern about releases of UF6 gas during an accident. The commenters
stated that the Draft EIS identifies an accidental release of UF6 as the most significant accident scenario,
and that the exposure risk of such a release would increase if winds were from the south at the time of the
accident. The commenters noted that local wind patterns documented in section 3.5.2.4 and represented
in Figures 3-8 and 3-10 show that southerly winds-prevail in the area, increasing the likelihood of this
scenario. - , : -

Response: The accident analysis included meteorological data and the surrounding population
distribution for calculating the potential consequences.. The accident analysis assumed that the wind
direction would be from the 'south in order to maximize the impact of the accident. The seven latent
cancerfatalities would occur assuming the probability of the accident is 100 percent.: However, as noted
in Table 4-14, footnote (e)of the Draft EIS, LES has incorporated design features to make the likelihood
of such an accident highly unlikely and the risks, therefore, would be low.

Comment: M-26 -

Several commenters requested that the NRC expand the meteorology discussion in section 3.5.2.5 to an
80-kilometer (50-mile) radius surrounding the proposed NEF site, stating that storm events and their
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effects are not limited to their immediate vicinity. The commenters noted that flash flooding and high
winds resulting from tornadoes could adversely affect the proposed site.

Response: Section 3.5 of the Draft EIS provides both site and regional information regarding
climatology, meteorology, and air quality. 77Te regional information extends up to 161 kilometers (100
miles) from the site. Section 3.5.2.5 ("Severe Weather Conditions") includes data from Midland-Odessa,
Texas, which is 103 kin (64 miles) from the site. Tornado data are taken from all of Lea County as well
as the entire State of New Mexico. Data on wind speed and direction are taken from Rosivell, Hobbs and
Eunice, New Mexico, which are located 161 kilometers (100 miles), 32 kilometers (20 miles), and 8
kilometers (5 miles), respectively, from the site as well as from Midland-Odessa, Texas.

Comment: MI-68; 316-54
Several commenters stated that Appendix C, section C.4. 1.1 of the Draft EIS should evaluate effects of
tornadoes within the vicinity of the proposed NEF, given that there have been 120 tornadoes in Lea and
Andrew Counties since 1954. Another commenter asked whether the effects of a class F5 tornado had
been evaluated.

Response: To address the environmental impacts of potential accidents in this EIS, the NRC staff
selected a representative sample from the range of accident scenarios. An earthquake was selected as
one of a subset of accidents chosen to represent both natural phenomena hazards and man-made hazards
of high and low consequence. Although a tornado-related accident was specifically identified in the
Draft EIS as a credible event (section 4.2.13. 1 and Appendix C, section C.4), the NRC staff chose an
earthquake as a representative natural hazard.

As noted in 3.5.2.5 of the Draft EIS, tornadoes are classified as FO through F5 severity levels, with F5
being the most severe. Over the past 50 or more years, 87 tornadoes have been reported in Lea County
with severity levels of FO to F2 and one tornado with a severity level of F3. No tornadoes of severity
levels of F4 or F5 were reported during this time. The worse-case tornado reported during this time is
the single F3 tornado that occurred about 50 years ago. NEPA does not require the assessment of worst
case scenarios when evaluating adverse environmental impacts. Scenarios that exceed the worst case,
such as a potential F5 severity tornado, are not deemed credible. The NRC staff revised section 3.5.2.5
to enhance the discussion of tornadoes. Additional information (i.e., the consideration of tornado
hazards in the design of the proposedfacility), is provided in the NRC staffis SER.

Comment: NM-70
Several commenters referred to the discussion in Appendix C, section C.4.2. 1 of the Draft EIS
concerning releases from an inadvertent nuclear criticality. Specifically, the discussion indicates that the
west sector of Eunice would be most affected because it is closest to the facility, and short-lived
radionuclides would not have completely decayed before reaching the west sector. The commenters
requested that the NRC provide more information on the types and decay rates of radionuclides that
would be released during this event. The commenters noted that uranium 234, 235, and 238 have
half-lives of 4.46 billion, 704 million, and 245,000 years, respectively and that uranium decay product
half-lives can range in the tens of thousands of years. The commenter requested that the NRC revise its
estimate regarding the short-lived radionuclides.

Response: For an inadvertent nuclear criticality event, the material at risk is estimated using a
computer code to evaluate thefission products that would be generated by a specificfissile material.
The radionuclides of concern for this event are the fission products themselves, not uranium or uranium
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decay products. The types and decay rates of the important isotopes that would be released during an
inadvertent nuclear criticality, which the NRC staff used in its evaluation of this event, are as follows:

Isotone Half-life Isotope Half-life . Isotope Half-life
Kr-83m 1.8 hr Ba-139 82.7 min 1-131 8.0 days
Kr-85m 4.5 hr Ba-140 12.7 days 1-132 2.3 hr
Kr-85 10.7 hr Ce-143 33.0 hr 1-133 20.8 hr
Kr-87 76.3 min Xe-133 5.2 days 2-134 52.6 min
Kr-88 2.8 hr Xe-133m 2.2 days 1-135 6.6 hr
Kr-89 3.2 min Xe-135 9.1 hr
Sr-91 9.5 hr Xe-135m 15.3 min
Sr-92 2.7 hr Xe-137 3.8 mm-
Ru-I 06 368 days Xe-138 14.2 niin
Cs-137 30.0 yr

A population located near the proposed NEF would be affected to a greater degree than would a
population locatedfarther away, because a nearby population would be exposed to both long-lived and
some short-lived radionuclides. All population areas (near andfar) would be affected by long-lived
radionuclides because the time to reach all areas would be relatively short compared to the very long
decay times. No population areas would be affected by radionuclides with very short decay times
(minutes, as opposed to hours or days). This is because vit-ually all of the radionuclides would decay
into harmless constituents before reaching the closest population center. However, certain short-lived
radionuclides would not have decayed substantially upon reaching the nearest population, but would
have decayed substantially before reaching populations farther away. Such radionuclides would,
therefore, increase radiological impacts to closer populations, such as the west sector of Eunice. Based
on this discussion, there is no needfor the NRC to revise its estimate regarding the short-lived
radionuclides.

Comment: 034-47; 042-37
A commenter stated that the probabilities of occurrences should be calculated and indicated for each of
the accident scenarios discussed in Appendix C, section C.4.2 of the Draft EIS to communicate the
likelihood of such occurrences. Another commenter asserted that EIS discussions of the severity of
accidents and their consequences appear inconsistent..Specifically, the commenter noted that section-
4.2.13.1 of the Draft EIS identifies selected accident sequences as high to intermediate in severity, yet
section 4.2.13.2 concludes that these accident scenarios pose acceptably low risks and would result in
small-to-moderate impacts. The commenter stated that the EIS does not clearly indicate whether accident
sequence probabilities were factored into the assessment of impacts resulting from those sequences. The
commenter stated that the decisionmaker and the public cannot make an informed decision regarding the
acceptability of these risks without a full discussion of probabilities of occurrence and how these
probabilities factor into a conclusion regarding the magnitude of impacts.

,.

Response: The accident analyses (Appendix C, section C.4.2 of the EIS) evaluates the consequences of
various accidents, assuming the accident would, in fact, occur. Because the accident is assumed to occur
(that is, the probability of occurrence is 100 percent), the environmental consequences are maximized.
However, the results of these analyses is that the respective environmental consequences would be low
due to various preventive and mitigating measures to be-employed by the applicant. Further, as it is not
likely an accident would occur, the risk or expected value of an accident actually would be lower than
described in Appendix C, section C.4.2 of the Draft EIS.
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The NRC staff revised section 4.2.13. 1 of the EIS to state that results of the impact analyses assume that
the accidents occur (i.e., the probability is 100 percent) to maximize the possible environmental
consequences. The staff also revised section 4.2.13.2 to state that the probability of occurrence (or
impacts after occurrence) would be low for each accident because certain features would be employed to
prevent or mitigate the impacts of accidents.

Comment: 042-46
A commenter stated that LES should indicate a specific magnitude of earthquake used for the design
basis.

Response: The proposed NEF would be designed to a specific ground acceleration. The magnitude of an
earthquake epicenter would not indicate the distance of the epicenter to the proposed NEF site. The
value for peak horizontal and vertical accelerations is 0. 15g, as stated in the Integrated Safety Analysis
Summary provided in the license application. Thle NRC staff revised Appendix C, section C.4.2.3 of the
EIS to indicate this design basis.

Comment: 048-89
The commenter stated that it (LES) would provide a bounding evaluation for worker exposure limits and
eliminate the use of time scaling of acute exposure guideline levels (and as a result, worker 5-minute
exposure limits) to define consequence categories. The commenter stated that this change would
potentially impact Tables C-13 and C-15 through C-19 of the Draft EIS.

Response: The accident analyses in section 4.2.13 and Appendix C of the EIS were revised to reflect the
use of acute exposure guideline levels and the change in worker exposure time from 5 minutes to 10
minutes.

Comment: 093-5
A commenter stated that the Draft EIS does not address the accident scenarios that concerned the
commenter, while the application does address them.

Response: As noted in section 4.2.13 and Appendix C, section C.4. 1, of the Draft EIS, the staff selected a
subset of potential accident scenarios for detailed evaluation to encompass the range of possible
accidents. Thefive accidents evaluated are a representative selection of the types of accidents that are
possible at the proposed NEF. The accident scenarios selected vary in severity from high to low
consequence events and include accidents initiated by natural phenomena, operator error and equipment
failure.

Comment: 103-24
A commenter stated that Table 5A-6 from EPA's General Factors Exposure Factors Handbook (EPA,
1997) provides a summary of reasonable assumptions regarding breathing rates for various activities.
The commenter stated that, based on this table, the NRC should use a greater breathing rate for the
analysis in Appendix C to reflect the rate expected for a worker involved in an accident and not a worker
involved in light activity.

Response: The breathing rate used by the staff is 20 liters per minute, which is the Reference Man value
cited in 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, for light work. This value is the same value as that recommended
by EPA in Federal Guidance Report No. 11, "Limiting Values of Radionuclide Intake and Air
Concentration and Dose Conversion Factors for Inhalation, Submersion, and Ingestion. " Regarding the
report cited by the commenter, the breathing rate used by the staff is actually greater than the value cited
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in EPA/600/P-95/OO2Fa, Table 5-2,;or a healthy adult performing medium activity, and only 10 percent
smaller than the 5ah percentile values for lab6iers, which' is shown 'in Table 5-8. Therefore, -the NRC
staff believes a breathing rate of 20 liters per minute is a reasonably conservative value for estimating
health effects during the early phase of a postulated emergency at the proposed NEF.

Comment: 358-32
A commenter stated that the actual effect of accidents (such as a hydraulic rupture of a UF6 cylinder)
would be a strong public outcry to shut down the facility. The commenter suggested that the EIS
consider the economic impacts of a hydraulic rupture and compare them with other accidents that have
occurred at licensed NRC facilities (including Three' Mile Island-I).

Response: Generally, the EIS discusses costs arid benefits and various socioeconomic issues related to
facility construction and operation. Additionally,the Emergency Plan contains memoranda of
understanding that address cost recovery related to the provision of services by state and local
governments. Further, under 10 CFR § 140.13b, a uranium enrichmentfacility licensee is required to
carry liability insurance to cover public claims arising from any occurrence within the United States that
results from the'radioactive, toxic, explosive or other hazardous properties of chemicals containing
licensed material, and causes, within or outside the United States, the losses and injuries listed in the
regulation. A comparison of the proposed NEF tofacilities such as Three Mile IslandIll is inappropriate'
because of the significant differences between enrichient facilities and nuclear power reactors.

1.19.2 Impacts

Comment: M-69
Several commenters referred to Appendix C, section C.4.2.1 of Draft EIS and asked what the'probability
would be of the occurrence of an inadvertent niiclear criticality. The commenters asked whether such an
accident has ever occurred in similar existing facilities.

Response: The probability assumed for an inadvertent nuclear criticality in this EJS is 1OO percent, to
maximize the potential impacts that could occur. However, as discussed in Appendix C, section C.4.2.1
of the Draft EIS, LES has incorporated certain design features to make the likelihood of such an accident:
highly unlikely. The NRC staff also assesses inadvertent nuclear criticality as part of the development of
the SER. ' ; .

Comment: M-72 '
Several commenters noted that Appendix D of the Draft EIS states that acute effects evaluated were
assumed to estimate a threshold nonlinear relationship, or quadratic approximation, with exposures (i.e.,
some low level of exposure can be tolerated without'inducing a health effect).

The commenters noted that although the theory'of ahnonlinear relationship between exposure and health"
effects has been validated by some studies, it hias'syet to be proven accurate for human subjects.'
According to the Committee Examining Radiation Risks of Internal Emitters, the United Nations
Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic RRdiiti6n reported in 2000 that some animal data show
linear dose-response'relationships for caficer induction by -alpha-emitting radionuclides'over the dose
ranges studied (Cerrie, 2004). The commenters stated that, given this disagreement among experts, the
NRC should not assume that the threshold theory is applicable when considering radiation exposures to
members of the public during transportation of materials to and from the proposed NEF.
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Response: This section of the Draft EIS concerns chemical impacts, not radiological impacts. Thus, the
comment which states that the "NRC not assume that the threshold theory is applicable when considering
radiation exposures to members of the public during transportation of materials to andfrom the NEF" is
not applicable. Furthermore, the findings of scientific organizations discussed in the comment are for
stochastic effects, not deterministic (acute or immediate) effects referred to in this section of the EIS.
For radiological, deterministic effects, it is widely accepted by the scientific community that there is a
threshold, although the exact value of the population threshold doses is disputed

Comment: 032-1; 365-7
Commenters expressed concern about the dangers associated with a release of UF6 gas.

Response: The risks from the release of UF6 are addressed in the Draft EIS. The NRC staff will assess in
the SER the safety issues associated with accidents, including facility safety controls to address the
release of UF6

Comment: 032-21
A commenter referenced the discussion of public and occupational health and safety in the executive
summary of the Draft EIS. The commenter stated that the expected impacts are unacceptable, that
presently there are no radiation sources or accidents involving radioactive materials, and that the most
severe accident would be caused by ruptured and overfilled or overheated cylinders. The commenter
stated that regular, low doses of radiation over time could be associated with carcinogenic effects.

Response: As discussed in sections 4.2.12 and 4.2.13 of the Draft EIS, the NRC staff considered potential
human health impacts of ionizing radiation from the proposed NEF. The NRC staff concluded that the
EIS adequately addressed the human health impacts of the proposed NEF. Studies by international
agencies and organizations such as the International Committee on Radiation Protection and the
International Atomic Energy Agency have concluded that risks from the exposure to low-levels of
radiation are low and that such exposures represent a tiny fraction of any single person's natural
background radiation exposure.

Comment: 032-40
A commenter referenced a discussion in section 4.2.11.2 of the Draft EIS on the latent cancer fatality
values from accidents as compared with the values associated with incident-free transportation. The
accident values are expected to be approximately 2 orders of magnitude greater than the incident-free
values due to inhalation of radiation during accidents. The commenter requested more details on the
symptoms and other effects of an accident.

Response: While the risks of latent cancerfatalities due to radiation from postulated accidents is about 2
orders of magnitude greater than the risks from incident-free transportation, the total latent cancer
fatality values are nevertheless low, at 0.5. latent cancerfatalities or less. As described in the text box in
section 4.2.11.2 of the EIS, with latent cancerfatality values this low, no latent cancerfatalities would be
expected to occur to members of the public. The NRC staff revised section 4.2.11 to state that, as a result
of the low total latent cancerfatalities valuesfrom transportation accidents (less than 0.5), the NRC staff
does not expect any radiation-induced latent cancerfatalities for members of the public. Symptoms of
radiation exposure are described on the NRC's web page (https://wwm.nrc.gov) for radiation protection.

Comment: 032-41
A commenter referenced the discussion in section 4.2.11.2 of the Draft EIS of potential chemical impacts
to the public from an accident by rail or truck. The commenter requested more information regarding the
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consequences of such an accident. The commenter stated that all governors and officials of involved
states should be notified that LES assumes that wastes or enriched uranium could be shipped anywhere.

Response: Table 4-7 of the EIS provides the potential consequences to the population from severe
transportation accidents, in addition to the discussion in section 4.2.11.2. Section 4.2.12.2 of the EIS
also discusses other chemical impactsfrom operations. The assumptions used in the assessment of the
transportation impacts are provided in Appendix D, section D.5 of the EIS. To provide more detail
regarding transportation related chemical accidents,. the EIS also lists references DOE, 2004a and DOE,
2004b. These references are DOE EJSs that address similar potential accidents at the DOE DUF6
conversion facilities located at Paducah, Kentucky; and Portsmouth, Ohio, respectively. These EISs,
address the results of chemical impact analyses from transportation accidents.

Shipments of uranium product, wastes, orfeed material would be subject to NRC regulations for
packaging and to DOT regulations for shipments. No routing restrictions or notification requirements
apply for shipments in the United States of the materials associated svith the proposed NEF. Section 1.17
of this appendix addresses comments relating to the transportation of radioactive materials.

Comment: 032-45
The commenter referenced section 4.2.13.2 of the Draft EIS and asked how the NRC determined that an
accident resulting in injuries or fatalities could represent a small to moderate impact. The commenter
noted that families of the injured or deceased would likely disagree with the NRC's conclusion. The
commenter asked whether victims' families would receive monetary compensation.

Response: The accident analysis in section 4.2.13.2 of the EIS evaluates the consequences of various
accidents, assuming the accident would, in fact, occur. Because the accident is assumed to occur (that
is, the probability of occurrence is 100 percent), the environmental consequences are maximized.
However, the results of these analyses is that the environmental consequences would be low due to
various preventive and mitigating measures to be employed by the applicant.

Under 10 CFR § 140.13b, a uranium enrichmentfacility licensee is required to carry liability insurance
to cover public claims arising from any occurrence within the United States that results from the
radioactive, toxic, explosive, or other hazardous properties of chemicals containing licensed material,-
and causes, within or outside the United States, the losses and injuries listed in the regulation. The SER
discusses how LES wouldfulfill the liability insurance requirements listed in section 140.13b.

Comment: 042-38 -

A commenter requested that the NRC provide details of remediation measures to include recommended
actions, anticipated costs, funding sources, and efforts to minimize adverse biotic effects and public
radiation dose in the event of a cylinder rupture.

Response: The accident analyses in Appendix C, section C4.2 of the Draft EIS evaluates the
consequences to the public and the fact that certain design features have been incorporated to reduce the
risks of accidents. Section C4.3 of the Draft EIS evaluates consequences to biota. Section 4.2.13 of the
EIS also discusses representative accident scenarios, consequences and mitigation measures. Other
relevant information, including costs, is addressed in the NRC staff's SER and are not within the scope of
the EIS.
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Comment: 102-1
A commenter expressed opposition to the construction of the proposed facility and concern about the
potential for an accident or release of emissions during daily operation. The commenter's home is in
close proximity to the site (4.3 kilometers or 2.6 miles).

Response: As discussed in section 4.2.12 of the Draft EIS, airborne effluent emissions from normal
operations, even at levels 35 times greater than estimated by LES, would not result *in radiation
exposures that could affect the long-term health of any nearby residents. The impacts from accidents at
the proposed NEF would be that no member of the public would receive a radiation dose in excess of the
performance requirements in IO CFR Part 70 Subpart H, and that no chemical exposures from the site
boundary and beyond would be expected to result in permanent injury. Additionally, LES would identify
certain structures, systems, and components to reduce the risks to the proposed NEF workers, the public,
and the environment. LES has also committed to an Emergency Plan that includes certain mitigation
actions to reduce the consequences of the accident. These design features and the Emergency Plan
would be evaluated in the NRC staffs SER.

Comment: 358-31
A commenter referred to Table 4-14 of the Draft EIS, which indicates that a hydraulic rupture of a UF6
cylinder would result in a 120 person-sievert (12,000 person-rem) collective dose. The commenter stated
that a release of this size would be one of the largest in the history of New Mexico. The commenter
noted that the public and State of New Mexico would consider it a major impact, in contrast to the EIS
conclusion in section 4.2.13.2 that such a release would represent small to moderate impacts. The
commenter suggested that the EIS compare a release of this size with releases from other nuclear
facilities within the State to assess relative impacts and provide context.

Response: Table 4-14 of the Draft EIS indicates that the effects from a hydraulic napture would result in
120 person-sievert (12,000 person-rem) and seven Latent cancerfatalities, assuming such an accident
were to occur (probability = 100 percent). However, as noted in footnote (e), LES has incorporated into
the design redundant heater controller trips to make the likelihood of such an accident highly unlikely.
Therefore, the impacts are characterized as SMALL to MODERATE.

1.19.3 Mitigation Measures

Comment: Ml-71
Several commenters noted that Appendix C of the Draft EIS states that LES would rely on administrative
controls to reduce the magnitude of fires resulting from the presence of transient combustible material.
The commenters stated that the information provided in the Draft EIS is vague and requested more
information concerning the administrative controls.

Response: Details regarding fire (or combustible loading) controls are evaluated in the Integrated Safety
Analysis Summaryfor the proposed NEF. Generally, the combustible loading controls consist of an
approval or permitting system and routine inspections to verify that no unapproved combustibles would
be present. Lists of approved/unapproved combustibles and surveillance intervals would be refined as
needed based on operational experience.

Comment: 032-44
A commenter referred to the discussion in section 4.2.12.2 of the Draft EIS on high-consequence and
intermediate-consequence events. The commnenter requested that the NRC provide details on the dangers
of such events and response actions that would be required. The commenter also asked whether and how
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the public would be notified in the event of an emergency. The commenter asked who would notify the
public and how quickly notifications would be provided.

Response: The potential radiological and chemical effects from accident releases of UF6 are presented in
section 4.2.11.2 for transportation impacts and se'ction 4.2.13 for other accidents. LES would
incorporate into the facility certain design features that would significantly reduce the likelihood or
effects of intermediate- and high-consequence accidents. LES's Emergency Plan addresses the
coordination of Federal, State, and local officials to respond to a number of radiological and -
non radiological accidents (including and in addition to the accident scenarios described in the EIS).
Emergency notifications after an accident are also discussed in the NRC staffs SER. Further
information about the NRC's emergency response programs is available on the NRC's web page
(https.//wvw.nrc.gov) on emergency preparedness and response.

I.20 'Waste Management - - ' -

.. . .... ... ..

I.20.1 General

Comment: 032-23
A commenter stated that the New Mexico Governor may not agree with issues relating to the proposed
NEF. As an example, the commenter stated that the Governor had decided to withhold the groundwater
discharge permit.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 1.5.4 of the EIS to indicate that the New Mexico Environment
Department Wbater Quality Bureau has deemed the -LES groundwater discharge permit application
complete and assigned it a number identification of 1481.

Comment: 032-48; 042-1; 355-5
A commenter requested the NRC deny the license for the proposed NEF due to the inadequate analysis of
the waste disposition alternatives and the growing public opposition to the proposed NEF. Another
commenter stated that the uncertainty of depleted uranium disposition presents an unacceptable risk to
the citizens of New Mexico and to the environment. Another commenter stated that the Draft EIS is
setting a low standard of environmental protection by assuming that shallow land burial of depleted
uranium byproduct would have no significant impact upon the environment.

Response: Reasonable alternatives for the disposition of waste that would be produced by the proposed
NEF are evaluated in the EIS. It is likely that LES would piursue one of the options discussed in the EIS.
The NRC staff believes its conclusions regarding'the impacts of shallow land disposal are correctly
reflected in the EIS. Any land disposal facility chosen for disposing of the depleted uranium wastes from
the proposed NEF would need to meet NRC or Agreement State requirementsfor such disposal.
Responses to comments on waste disposition below provide additional information.- -

Comment: 034-6 .. - -. ,
A commenter stated that the EIS should analyze the impacts to human health and the environment
associated with a failure to implement the disposal options discussed in the EIS. The comrnenter stated
that, under NEPA, a potential effect may be analyzed if it is reasonably foreseeable.

Response: If LES is unable to develop a disposition pathway through a private company, disposition
through a DOEfacility in accordance with the USEC Privatization Act is a plausible strategy (NRC,
2005a). Therefore, if LES were to default prior to the completion of a private company disposition
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pathway, the NRC could direct the use of decommissioningffunds to implement the USEC Privatization
Act options for DOE disposition of the DUF6.

Comment: 104-2
The commenter stated that, as a resident of a state outside the State of New Mexico, it is the commenter's
opinion that LES be required to disclose comprehensive waste management plans.

Response: The NRC staff has provided additional information concerning the management of wastes
associated with the proposed NEF in section 4.2.14 of the EIS.

1.20.2 Waste Disposal Strategy

Comment: NI-19; P-i; 036-7
Several commenters stated that shipping converted waste to Envirocare and U.S. Ecology are not viable
options because no negotiations between LES and these facilities are being pursued.

Response: As discussed in section 2.1.9 of the Draft EIS, both the Envirocare of Utah and U.S. Ecology
in Richland, Washington can dispose of Class A low-level radioactive waste. Because the NRC
determined that depleted uranium would be low-level radioactive waste (see LES vs. NIRS and Public
Citizen Memorandum and Order, [NRC, 2005a]), these two sites would be potential disposal sites for
depleted U308.

Comment: M-25; MI-47; R-1; 032-30; 032-33; 032-46; 103-8; 358-15; 358-17
Several commenters stated that no viable private sector alternatives exist for handling depleted uranium
wastes from the proposed NEF. The commenters stated that no basis exists for the discussion in the EIS
of a conversion facility and that the discussion should be removed. One commenter stated that the EIS
should discuss plans for any facilities and explain why there would be comparable impacts to DOE
conversion facilities.

Response: The proposed NEF must be decommissioned and all DUF6 properly disposed of prior to
license termination. As discussed in section 2.1.9 of the Draft EIS, tvo options are available for
converting the depleted uranium wastes. These include conversion at planned DOE conversion plants at
its facilities in Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah, Kentucky, or at a private conversion facility. Regarding
the latter, the NRC staff has revised section 2.1.9 of the EIS to indicate that LES has signed a
memorandum of understanding with AREVA, Inc. to construct and operate a conversion plant near the
proposed NEF. The disposal options presented in the Draft EIS satisfy the Commission rulings
concerning a disposal strategy and the classification of DUF6

Comment: 032-28; 032-29; 032-31; 103-15; 104-1
Commenters noted that section 2.1.9 of the Draft EIS discusses disposal options that do not meet the
criteria for a viable waste disposal option. The commenters specifically noted that none of the existing
waste disposal facilities identified in the EIS can accept proposed NEF waste.

Response: The discussion on disposal options in section 2.1.9 of the EIS provides the status of existing
low-level radioactive waste disposal facilities and their potentialfor the disposal of depleted U30S. The
disposition of the depleted U 3 0 8 generatedfrom the DOE conversion facilities at Paducah and
Portsmouth would be either at the Envirocare site (DOE's proposed disposition site) or at the Nevada
Test Site (DOE's optional disposal site). Depleted U3 08 generated from the adjacent or offsite private
conversion process would be disposed at a site licensed to accept this material. For example, under its
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Radioactive Materials License issued by the State of Utah, Envirocare is authorized to accept for
disposal the quantities of depleted uranium oxides expected to be generated by the conversion of the
proposed NEF's DUF6 . The NRC staff updated sections 2.1.9 and 4.2.14.4 of the EIS to reflect this,
information. Further action by LES would be required in coordination with either AREVA, Inc. (as
summarized in the recent memorandum of understanding) or DOE in accordance with the USEC
Privatization Act.

1.20.3 Storage of DUF6

Comment: M-48; Q-1; 358-6; 358-9; 358-11; 358-12; 358-16
Several commenters noted that the Draft EIS does not state the maximum amount of time that UBCs
would be stored onsite. Several other commenters noted that UBCs could be left at the proposed NEF
site beyond the end of the 30-year license term, and that the EIS should describe associated impacts and
the actions that would be taken to avoid this possibility. Another commenter stated that the EIS should
consider the alternative of limiting the amount of UBC storage to one year of production (627 cylinders)
to ensure that waste does not remain onsite indefinitely. This commenter stated that New Mexicans are
concerned about the potential for long-term storage or disposal sites in the State, based on New Mexico's
history.

Response: Section 4.2.14.3 of the Draft EIS states that storage of UBCs at the proposed NEF could occur
for up to 30 years. The EIS analyzes storage impacts for a 30-year storage period, which bounds the
impacts for shorter storage periods. As discussed in section 4.2.14.3 of the Draft EIS, storage of UBCs
at the proposed NEF could occurfor up to 30 years during operations and before removal of DUF6 from
the site through one of the disposition options. However, LES has committed to a disposal path outside
of the State of New Mexico which would be utilized as soon as possible and would aggressively pursue
economically viable paths for UBCs as soon as they become available (LES, 2005a).

Comment: 029-3; 029-6
The commenter requested assurance that only a minimum quantity of DUF6 cylinders would be stored
onsite, and that the majority would be shipped for disposition off site.

Response: LES has committed to dispose of the UBCs in a timely manner, as stated in its Environmental
Report. The company also announced that it has signed a memorandum of understanding (LES, 2005d)
with AREVA, Inc., concerning the development of a DUF6 conversion facility. The NRC staffs SER and.
the license, if issued, would specify possession limits for radioactive materials at the proposed NEF. The
NRC staff updated section 2.1.9 of the EIS to include additional information with regard to depleted
uranium disposition. - i

Comment: 042-43
A commenter stated that the EIS should address whether the cylinder management program considers
climatic differences at Eunice, New Mexico (e.g., evaporation that may concentrate corrosive salts, heat
that may increase reaction rates). .

Response: While the active cylinder management program described in the EIS is similar to the current
programs at Portsmouth, Ohio and Paducah, Kentucky, it is not identical. A cylinder management
program developed for the proposed NEF would address local climate and conditions in the Lea County
area.
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Comment: 047-2
A commenter noted that the onsite storage of depleted uranium hexafluoride since the mid-1940s (as a
result of diffusion plant enrichment processes) has posed no hazard, and the risk of harm to people or the
environment is small. The commenter expressed doubt that any radiation could be detected through the
steel containers.

Response: As provided in Table D-7 of the Draft EIS, the dose rate at I meter (3.3 feet) from a Type 48Y
cylinder containing DUF6 would be approximately 0.0028 millisieverts per hour (0.28 millirem per
hour), which is within the detectable range of some dose rate meters.

Comment: 048-4; 048-19; 048-58
The commenter suggested the following changes in the EIS:

* Table 1-3 of the Draft EIS should be revised to reflect that the proposed NEF would need its waste
activity EPA ID number for the storage and use of hazardous chemicals other than DUF6 .

* For consistency with Safety Analysis Report Table 10.1-10, Draft EIS Table 2-6 should include 83
cubic meters (2,930 cubic feet) of miscellaneous, low-level radioactive waste resulting from other
NEF buildings.

* The statement in section 4.3.6 that spent citric acid would be sent to the Treated Effluent Evaporative
Basin during the operation phase is incorrect and should be revised. The Liquid Effluent Collection
and Treatment System would remove citric acid from the waste stream before discharge to the basin.

Response: The NRC staff revised the EIS to reflect the suggested changes.

Comment: 093-3
A commenter stated that the rate of inspection of the UBCs identified in Table 5-2 of the Draft EIS is
more frequent than annual.

Response: Table 5-2 states that cylinders would be inspected prior to being placed on the UBC storage
pad and re-inspected annually for damage or surface coating defects. This statement is correct.

Comment: 316-30
A commenter suggested housing the UBCs to decrease the chances of corrosion from exposure to the
elements and reduce public exposure to direct and scatter radiation. The commenter also asked whether
Table 5-2 of the EIS could include this housing as a mitigative measure to isolate the cylinders from
wildlife.

Response: As discussed in section 4.2.14.3 of the Draft EIS, proper and active cylinder management,
which includes routine inspections and maintaining the anti-corrosion layer on the cylinder surface, has
been shown to limit exterior corrosion or mechanical damage necessary for the safe storage of DUF6
As discussed in Section 4.2.7.2 of the Draft EIS, periodic surveys of the UBCs would prevent nesting and
lengthy stay times for wildlife on the UBC Storage Pads. While small animals occupying the storage pad
could be exposed to radiation, radiation levels would be low and would not adversely affect small
animals. No additional mitigation measures other than those proposed by LES in Chapter 5 of the EIS
are required.
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Comment: 316-55
A commenter asked whether LES could engage in cleaning and decontamination of empty UF6 cylinders
at the proposed NEF. The commenter stated that the EIS should consider the environmental effects of
cleaning and decontaminating Type 48X or Type 48Y cylinders that have contained UF6.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 2.1.7 to state that LES would not conduct internal cleaning or
decontamination of the UF6 cylinders at the proposed NEF site. Cylinders containing DUF6 would be
shipped to a conversion facility, where empty cylinders would be shipped to the feed material suppliers.
Any empty cylinders stored at the proposed NEF. would be eventually returned to the feed material
supplier or properly disposed of at a licensed disposal facility.

1.20.4 Disposal Site

Comment: M-20
Several commenters asked whether the NRC considered Senator Domenici's initiative that would require
DOE to take ownership of the proposed NEF depleted uranium waste. If so, the commenters requested
that the NRC discuss the initiative and analyze its environmental impacts.

Response: Senator Domenici's initiative is beyond the scope of this EIS. However, for DOE to assume
control of the proposed NEF wastes, LES would be required to make a request for DUF6 conversion and
disposition under the USEC Privatization Act. Section 4.2.14.3 of the Draft EIS discusses the
environmental impacts of this option.

Comment: M-20; 316-35; 358-18
Several commenters asked whether the proposed NEF could ship depleted uranium indirectly to
Barnwell, the Nevada Test Site, or WCS. For example, the commenters wanted to know whether the
waste could be shipped to the Nevada Test Site if DOE were to assume ownership of the waste. Other
commenters stated that disposition of NEF depleted uranium wastes by DOE, Barnwell and WCS cannot
be considered plausible and should be eliminated from the EIS. One commenter also stated that
Envirocare or Hanford could not take the waste if no viable private conversion facility exists.

Response: For DOE to assume control of the proposed NEF wastes, LES would be required to make a
request for DUF6 conversion and disposition under the USEC Privatization Act. If LES were to make
this request, DOE would be required to take the proposed NEF wastes. The disposition of the depleted
U_3OJ, generatedfrom the DOE conversion facilities would be either at the Envirocare site (DOE's -
proposed disposition site) or at the Nevada Test Site (DOE's optional disposal site). The Nevada Test
Site could only receive depleted uranium from the proposed NEF if ownership of the depleted uranium
was first transferred to DOE. -

With respect to Compact organizations, wastes from the proposed NEF could not be shipped directly to
Barnwell unless other regulatory arrangements were made. TWCS has applied for a license from the
State of Texas to dispose of low-level radioactive waste at its Andrews, Texas facility. A separate
licensing process could be required to obtain approvalfrom the State of Texas and agreements must be
obtained from the relevant Compact organizations if disposal at WCS is pursued by either DOE or LES.
The proposed NEF waste could also be shipped to Hanford if it meets the facility's waste acceptance
criteria.

Under its Radioactive Materials License issued by the State of Utah, -Envirocare is authorized to accept
for disposal the quantities of depleted uranium oxides expected to be generated by the conversion of the
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proposed NEF's DUF6 . Section 2.1.9 of the Draft EIS has been revised to clarify the conditions under
which waste could be shipped to the various disposal sites.

Comment: 031-3
A commenter asked whether Governor Richardson would withdraw his support for the proposed NEF if
the NRC refused to allow representatives from the State of New Mexico to participate in the hearings on
waste disposal and other issues.

Response: On July 19, 2004, the NRC's ASLB issued a Memorandum and Order that allowed
participation in the hearing process by two State of Mexico entities-the New Mexico Environment
Department and the Attorney General of New Mexico.

Comment: 032-3; 032-7; 032-9; 032-16; 036-6; 067-2; 105-7
Several commenters asked about the disposition of the waste and demanded assurance that the waste
would be removed from the State of New Mexico. The commenters referred to the responsibility of state
and local officials to protect citizens who could be affected by the proposed NEF.

Response: As stated in section 4.2.14 of the Draft EIS. hazardous wastes would be shipped offsite to
licensed facilities for processing and disposal in accordance with Federal and State regulations. LES
has publicly committed to the removal of DUF6 from the proposed NEF as soon as practicable. To this
end, LES and AREVA, Inc., signed a memorandum of understanding (LES, 2005d) to pursue the
licensing, design, and construction of a private DUF6 conversion facility specifically for the proposed
NEF. The depleted uranium would be converted at this private facility and then disposed of at a licensed
facility for radioactive waste outside of the State of Newv Mexico. The location of the private conversion
facility would not affect plans forfinal disposition outside New Mexico. Further, no disposalfacilities
currently exist within the State.

Should a licensee violate the terms of its license, which includes compliance with all applicable laws and
regulations pertaining to uranium enrichment operations and environmental protection, then the NRC,
as the Federal oversight agency, may impose penalties, including financial and civil penalties and
license revocation. Other Federal and State agencies can also impose requirements and penalties for
violations of laws and regulations under their purview.

Comment: 032-31; 103-13; 103-14; 103-15
Commenters noted that no abandoned mines are available and that mines should be eliminated as a
disposal option. One commenter stated that the EIS should clarify that costs are the reason underground
mines were not considered viable and state why costs are high for this low technology alternative.
Another commenter stated that disposal in mines seems to be inconsistent with DOE's preferred
alternative discussed in the Depleted Uranium Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (DOE,
1999).

Response: As discussed in sections 2.1.9 and 4.2.14.4 of the Draft EIS, one of the options proposed by
LES is to dispose of the converted wastes as U308 in an abandoned mine. The NRC staff believes this is
a viable option and evaluated the environmental impacts associated with this option. Therefore, the
NRC staff did not eliminate mine disposalfrom firther consideration. Section 4.2.14.4 of the EIS
contains a discussion of the impacts of disposal in an abandoned mine. DOE's preferred alternative in
the Programmatic ElSfor depleted uranium is beneficial use. However, the site-specific conversion
facility ElSs, using more recent information and data, concluded that there is not a significant marketfor
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beneficial use of depleted uranium, and that disposal in a licensed disposalfacility is the preferred
alternative. The NRC staff agrees with the disposition assessment of the conversion facility ElSs.

Comment: 034-13
A commenter noted that the last sentence in thefirst paragraph of Table 2-8 states that there would be
enough existing national capacity to accept low-level radioactive waste generated at the proposed NEF.
The commenter stated that the EIS should clarify whether the statement is inclusive of DUF6 disposal and
should address the national capacity for converting and disposing of DUF6.

Response: As presented in section 4.2.14.4 of the Draft EIS regarding existing disposal capacity, DUF6
cannot be disposed of withoutfirst being converted into a cceptable form (such as I 3O8. DUF6 would
be disposed of in aform processed to meet ClassiA'lowv-level radioactive waste requirements, and for
which there is sufficient national capacity. Section 4.2.14.3 of the Draft EIS discusses options for private
or DOE conversion of DUF6.

Comment: 103-13
The commenter stated that the NRC acknowledges LES proposals for DUF6 disposition beyond U.S.
borders, but does not indicate that such options not viable.

Response: The NRC staff revised section 2.2.2.4 of the EIS to clarify that overseas locations were
eliminatedfrom further consideration due to high costs.

Comment: 104-1
A commenter asked whether states other than the State of New Mexico would have any authority with
regard to the disposition of proposed NEF wastes..

Response: The authority for waste disposition rests with the relevant Compact organizations, as
described in section 2.1.9 of the EIS.

Comment: 284-8; 316-36; 355-5; 356-4; 358-19.
Several commenters stated concerns about disposing of depleted uranium waste at the WCS facility. One
commenter stated that there is no basis for including'WCS as an option in the EIS.' Other commenters
stated that the EIS does not evaluate the potential that proposed NEF wastes could be processed, stored
and disposed of in the vicinity of the proposed NEF site. Some commenters asked about the regulatory
process and whether an intermediary could take possession' of the proposed NEFs waste for ultimate .
transfer to the WCS site. One commenter asked whether LES would transfer possession of its waste to
DOE, which would qualify it for disposal at the WCS facility if the facility receives a license for Federal
waste. . ' ' : ',' ' '' . '

Response: All wastes to be disposed of at a licensed low-level radioactive waste disposalfacility would
be required to meet all of the facility's operating license requirements. WCS applied for a license from
the State of Texas to dispose of low-level radioactive waste at its Andrews, Texas facility. A separate
licensing process could be required to obtain approval from the State of Texas and agreements must be
obtained from the relevant Compact o;rganizations if disposal at TICS is pursued by either DOE or LES.

Comment: 316-27; 316-37
A commenter asked why the Draft EIS assumes disposal of depleted uranium may occur at a near-surface
site and does not account for the NRC's historical position on this issue. The commenter listed examples
of previous NRC statements indicating that near-surface disposal may not be appropriate for depleted
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uranium disposition. The commenter also asked whether it would be necessary to amend the operating
licenses of the facilities so they may legally accept depleted uranium for disposal. The commenter asked
whether an EIS would be necessary to evaluate the impacts associated with a license amendment.

Response: As discussed in section 4.2.14.4 of the EIS, the environmental impacts at shallow disposal
sites consideredfor disposition of low-level radioactive wastes would have been assessed at the time of
the initial license approvals of these disposal facilities or as a part of any subsequent amendments to the
license. For example, under its Radioactive Materials License issued by the State of Utah, the
Envirocare disposalfacility is authorized to accept depleted uranium for disposal with no volume
restrictions. Therefore, the State of Utah considers the disposal of depleted uranium at the Envirocare
site to be acceptable. Several site-specific factors contribute to the acceptability of depleted uranium
disposal at the Envirocare site, including a lack of potable groundwater, extremely low annual
precipitation, and land use controls by Tooele County.

Comment: 316-28
A commenter stated that Table 4-19 of the Draft EIS fails to disclose the models or parameter values
used in its modeling of releases expected from a disposal site. The commenter noted that the text in the
Draft EIS suggests that models developed for the Claiborne Enrichment Center were used, but that Table
4-19 results are unlike results for the Claiborne facility. The commenter stated that the performance of a
disposal site is highly site-specific; the model addresses two hypothetical sites but no actual disposal
sites.

Response: 77Te models and the analysis that are the basis for the values in Table 4-19 are presented in
Appendix A of the Claiborne Enrichment Center EJS. The NRC staff added a footnote to Table 4-19 to
indicate this. To demonstrate the potential environmental effects of disposal, the NRC staff conducted a
generic analysis of potential impacts from disposal in a geologic disposal site. If geologic disposal is
pursued, site selection and site-specific environmental analyses also would be conducted by appropriate
regulatory authorities.

Comment: 358-18
A commenter stated that the EIS does not recognize that the States of Utah and Nevada have previously
prohibited I le.(2) waste (uranium mill tailings) from Fernald from being shipped to Envirocare and the
Nevada Test Site, respectively, and that the proposed NEF waste may not be accepted.

Response: Depleted uranium from an enrichment facility is not classified as Ile.(2) byproduct material.
The I le.(2) byproduct materialfrom Fernald was not disposed of in Utah or Nevadafor reasons that are
not applicable in this case. As discussed in section 4.2.14.4 of the EIS, under its Radioactive Materials
License issued by the State of Utah, Envirocare is authorized to accept for disposal the quantities of
depleted uranium oxides expected to be generated by the conversion of the proposed NEF's DUF6 .

1.20.5 Conversion Facility

Comment: M-18; 0-1
Several commenters stated that the option of constructing an adjacent conversion facility is too
speculative to be considered viable. The commenters stated that this option would not address concerns
that the waste be removed from the State of New Mexico.
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Response: As stated in Section 2.1.9 of the Draft EIS, the NRC staff recognizes the possibility that the
private conversion facility could be located close to the proposed NEF. Section 1.20.2 responds to
comments on a strategy for the proposed NEF waste management.

Section 2.1.9 of the Draft EIS has been revised to describe the regulatory actions needed before the
proposed NEF could ship its DUF6 to a private conversion facility that could be located in Texas. A
series of legal procedures and approval processes would need to be successfully addressed before the
depleted uranium generated by the proposed NEF could be disposed at the proposed WCS Compact
Facility. These procedures and processes include:-

* Approval by the State of Texas of WCS's application, including State authorization for the WCS
Compact Facility to accept for disposal depleted uranium oxides of the type and quantities
expected to be generated as a result of the proposed NEF's operations.

* Approval by the Rocky Mountain Compact (in which the proposed NEF would be located) for
the export of the depleted uranium oxides from the Compact.

* Approval by the Texas Compact for the import and disposal of the depleted uranium oxides
generated as a result of the proposed NEF's operations.

Comment: 067-3
A comnmenter stated that LES's option to convert depleted uranium wastes using a commercial facility is
preferable to using DOE facilities, because it would allow flexibility without relying on the Federal.
Government. The commenter encouraged LES to meet with DOE to discuss their lessons learned in
designing and building such a plant.

Response: The comment is not applicable to the environmental review conductedfor the proposed NEF.

Comment: 103-6; 316-32; 358-16
Several commenters stated that deconversion of DUF6 at DOE conversion facilities cannot be considered
a plausible strategy; the magnitude of DOE's DUF6 stockpile is such that the queue for conversion would
preclude acceptance of the proposed NEF w'aste. One commenter stated the EIS should justify its
implication that DOE conversion would be available for the proposed NEF wastes. Commenters also
stated that section 4.2.14.3 of the Draft EIS does not account for processing waste fr6m the American
Centrifuge Plant. (Section 4.2.14.3 states that processing NEF waste could extend the operational life of
the Portsmouth conversion facility by 15 years.),

Response: Under the USEC Privatization Act, DOE must accept the waste. DOE would have options for
the management of DUF6 conversion from outside sources. If pursued by LES under the USEC
Privatization Act, DOE could apply both the Paducah and Portsmouth conveision facilities to process
the DUF6 from the proposed NEF. The Portsmouth 'conversion facility could process 129,600 metric
tons (142,860 tons) of DUF6 waste from 2024 to 2036 at its planned capacity of 10,800 metric tons
(11,800 tons) per year. The Paducah conversion facility could process 71,500 metric tons (78,815 tons)
of DUF6 from 2031 to 2036 at its planned capacity of 14,300 metric tons (15,800 ions) per year.
Combined, both DOE conversion facilities could process over 200,000 metric tons (220,500 tons), which
exceeds the 197,000 metric tons (217,000 tons) froi tize proposed NEF. Therefore, DOEcouldprocess'
the DUF6 prior to the end of the proposed NEF licinse of 2036 if DOE processed only the proposed NEF
wastes. If DOE must also process USEC-generaied DUF", then DOE would have to install additional
conversion lines at either or both the Paducah'and Portsmouth conversion facilities.
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1.20.6 Conversion Technology

Comment: 316-33
A commenter stated that the Draft EIS reliance on EISs for conversion plants at Paducah, Kentucky, and
Portsmouth, Ohio, is erroneous because the DOE plants are unlike the private conversion facility
contemplated by LES. The commenter stated that the EISs for DOE plants do not consider the
environmental impacts of the distillation process chosen by LES to generate anhydrous hydrogen
fluoride. The commenter stated that this distillation process is not commercially established and
projection of its impact would be speculative.

Response: The Draft EIS presents environmental impacts of the construction and operation of a
conversion plant for the depleted uranium wastes based on information provided in DOE's
Programmatic EIS on management of depleted uranium, as well as the ElSs for the Paducah and
Portsmouth conversion facilities. 7he impacts associated with these facilities would be very similar to
those expected from the private conversion facilities analyzed in the EIS, because the operations involve
the same chemical process (though the steps within the process could vary). These processes result in
U3O8 and aqueous hydrofluoric acid. As discussed in the new section 2.2.2.5 of the EIS, LES has
committed to not pursuing a private conversion process that employs a process that results in the
production of anhydrous hydrofluoric acid.

Comment: 358-14; 358-16
A commenter stated an adequate basis does not exist for the NRC to assume that the proposed conversion
facility would use the same technology adapted for use by DOE in its conversion facilities. The
commenter stated that the EIS must consider the possibility that a conversion facility for NEF wastes
would use a different technology, describe the conversion technology for the proposed NEF waste, and
compare such technology to the existing U.S. enrichment plants. The commenter stated that the EIS must
discuss any changes to conversion technology that would be required for DOE conversion facilities to
process the proposed NEF wastes.

Response: The operating nuclearfuelfabrication facilities in the United States, the operating Cogema
DUF6 to U308 conversion facility in France, and the two DOE conversion facilities under construction
all apply very similar processes based on a dry conversion process. While some of the steps within the
process may vary (e.g., hydrolysis of DUF6 by steam followed by defluorination with hydrogen and
oxygen gases), the chemical reactions are the same, resulting in U(30 and aqueous hydroftluoric acid. A
conversion process for the proposed NEF wastes would be similar to these processes. LES has already
committed to using a conversion process that does not produce anyhdrous HF and has also signed a
memorandum of understanding with Areva, which operates the Cogema facility in France. The dry
conversion process used at the Cogema facility in France would be applied for converting DUF6 to U1308
and to neutralize aqueous HF to CaF2 for potential disposal in a solid waste landfill. DOE conversion
facilities would not need to significantly change their processes to accommodate wastes from the
proposed NEF.

1.20.7 Classification of DUF6

Comment: L-11; L-12; 034-8; 284-7; 316-26; 316-29; 316-31; 343-5; 355-5; 3564; 358-13
Many commenters stated that the depleted uranium wastes have not been classified by the NRC as a
Class A low-level radioactive waste as defined in 10 CFR § 61.55(a)(6) and that this should not be
assumed in the EIS. Some commenters noted that shipping the depleted uranium to DOE for conversion
cannot be considered a plausible strategy until the waste is classified.
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Response: On January 18, 2005, the Commission issued a Memorandum and Order, CLI-05-05,
concluding that depleted uranium is a low-level radioactive waste (NRC, 2005a). Accordingly, pursuant
to Section 3113 of the USEC Privatization Act, disposal of the LES depleted uranium tails at a DOE
facility represents a "plausible strategy"for the disposition of the tails. The NRC staff revised section
2.1.9 of the EIS to reference the Commission's ruling.

Comment: 343-5
The commenter stated that DUF6 is considered a radioactive waste and must be disposed of in a manner
consistent with regulations for other radioactive waste.

Response: The .NRC agrees with the commenter that depleted uranium must be disposed of in a manner
consistent with regulations.

1.20.8 Beneficial Use of DUF6
.'.

Comment: 047-8; 343-5
A commenter asked whether DUF6 is being considered a resource and requested that this be clarified.
Another commenter stated that depleted uranium will be used in fast neutron reactors and, therefore,
should be referred to as a resource.

Response: Sections 2.1.9 and 2.2.2.4 of the Draft EIS discuss the consideration of depleted uranium as a
resource or a waste. As stated in section 2.1.9 of the Draft EIS, the NRC considered depleted uranium
from the proposed NEF to be low-level waste for the purpose of developing the EIS.

Comment: 316-35
A commenter stated that the U.S. inventory of depleted uranium cannot be assumed to have a potential
beneficial use since, as stated in section 2.2.2.4 of the Draft EIS, it "far exceeds the existing and
projected demand for the material."

Response: Section 2.2.2.4 of the Draft EIS indicates that while some depleted uranium may be usedfor
commercial purposes, most of this material would require conversion and disposal by either a
commercial facility or DOE conversion facilities.

Comment: 316-38
A commenter referred to the text box in section 2.2.2.4 of the Draft EIS, which discusses the potential
beneficial uses of depleted uranium. The commenter asked whether the NRC considers this a viable use
of depleted uranium and whether the EIS would assess the impacts of the military application of the
uranium tails from the proposed NEF, if LES also identifies such uses as viable. The commenter stated
that the text box should be removed if the NRC does not consider beneficial uses of DUF6 as an option.

Response: The NRC issues licenses to the military for peace-time use of depleted uranium for research
and development. Further information concerning the impacts of military applications of depleted
uranium is provided in a U.S. Army document entitled "Health and Environmental Consequences of
Depleted Uranium Use in the U.S. Army: Technical Report". (AEPI, 1995). The text box in section
2.2.2.4 of the Draft EIS regarding beneficial uses of DUF6 is for informational purposes to support the
discussion regarding DUF6 disposition alternatives.
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1.20.9 Non-DUF6 Wastes

Comment: 034-49
A commenter requested clarification of the statement in section 4.2.14.2 of the Draft EIS regarding the
generation of radiological and mixed wastes.

Response: As presented in section 4.2.14.2 of the Draft EIS, approximately 87,000 kilograms (191,800
pounds) of radiological and mixed waste would be expected to be generated. Thisfigure includes 50
kilograms (110 pounds) of mixed waste. The NRC staff revised this section to clarify that approximately
87,000 kilograms (191.800 pounds) of radiological and mixed waste would be generated annually, of
which approximately 50 kilograms (110 pounds) would be mixed waste.

Comment: 316-39
A commenter asked whether LES has a specific plan to recycle its nonradioactive wastes, such as paper
and scrap metal. The commenter noted that section 2.1.7 of the Draft EIS states that nonradioactive
materials would be disposed of in a commercial landfill. However, Table 5-2 lists as a mitigation
measure the development of a "waste recycling plan" and Figure 2-11 identifies one of the waste disposal
pathways as "recycle."

Response: While LES has not yet developed its waste recycling plan, the EIS presents some of the
possible materials that could be included in the plan. Waste recycling would be limited by what is cost
effective and the presence or availability of community waste recycling programs and recycling
industries.

1.21 Decontamination and Decommissioning

Comment: M-57; T-2; 036-10; 048-59
Many commenters stated that the EIS should identify the party responsible for long-term stewardship of
the proposed NEF site. One commenter referred to a statement in section 4.3.6 indicating that certain
structures and components would revert to State ownership at the end of facility operations. The
commenter stated that LES does not plan to turn structures and components over to the State at the end of
facility operation. Another commenter asked whether environmental monitoring at the proposed NEF
site would continue beyond decontamination and decommissioning activities.

Response: LES would be responsible for properly decommissioning the proposed NEF and has proposed
to decommission to levels suitable for unrestricted release. Once any licensed site has been verified to
be properly decontaminated and decommissioned in accordance with applicable NRC regulations, the
license would be terminated and the site could be released. After release for unrestricted use, the NRC
would not impose firther requirements (such as monitoring). That is, no long-term stewardship would
be necessary. The NRC revised section 4.3.6 of the EIS to remove the statement that strictures and
components would be turned over to the State of New Mexico after decommissioning.

Comment: 042-23
A commenter stated that during the decommissioning plan development and implementation, LES must
involve the New Mexico Environment Department to ensure that closure activities meet State regulations
in addition to the NRC's requirements.

Response: As stated in 10 CFR § 70.38(l)(5) (addressing the expiration and termination of licenses and
decommissioning of sites), the NRC shouldfactor into the decommissioning schedule other regulatory
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requirements of other government agencies. The'NRC staff revised section 4.3 of the EIS to state that
LES would comply with regulato itiquirem ents of the'NRC and other'government agencies.

Comment: 103-7
A commenter requested that the EIS identify who would own the waste and cylinders.

Response: Th'ze depleted uranium wastes and UBCs would be owned by LES, as a general rule.

Comment: 316-49
A commenter asked how the NRC would monitorithe 'decommissioning process to assure that all
radioactive wastes are disposed of properly and not shipped to unlicensed landfills' or recycling facilities.

Response: 77e NRC implements an inspection program to help ensure that licensees are fulfilling
commitments and meeting the terns and conditions of their license. This program is described in the
NRC's Inspection Manual, Chapter 2602, for decommissioning and waste disposal. Ditring
decommissioning of the proposed NEF, the NRC would oversee onsite activities. As discussed in
sections 2.1.9 and 4.2.14.4 of the Draft EIS, waste would be shipped to a low-level radioactive waste
disposal facility located in an Agreement State, siuch as Envirocare of Utah. T7he states in which disposal
facilities are located implement a regulatory program compatible with the NRC's regulatory program to
ensure that incoming waste is acceptable for disposal and meets the requirements in the regulations.
Licensees may also use Subpart K of 10 CFR Part 20 to manage low-level radioactive waste (e.g., see 10
CFR § 20.2002).

1.22 Cumulative Impacts

Comment: M-50
Several commenters expressed opposition to the NRC's conclusion that a conversion facility adjacent to
the proposed NEF would be a viable waste conversion strategy, stating it should not be considered in the
Draft EIS. The commenters stated further that if the NRC retains a discussion of the'conversion facility.
in the EIS, its environmental effects must be considered cumulatively with those of the proposed NEF..
The commenters stated that environmental impacts from the facility would not occur independently of
the environmental effects'of the proposed NEF.

Response: 'LES has indicated that its primary strategy for DUF6 conversion is through a private '
conversion facility, as discussed in news articles (LES, 2005d). The NRC staff recognized this strategy
as plausible; as such, the EIS must discuss the impacts of this connected action on the proposed NEF.
The memorandum of understanding between LES and AREVA to develop a conversion facility represents
an initial step in the process for siting, licensing, constri4ction, and operation of a private conversion
facility. An evaluation-ofpotential impacts for thisfaicility would need io make a reasonable assumption
regarding possible sites. Since there are no legal restrictions on the siting of a DUF6 private conversion
facility adjacent to the proposed NEF, this location was determined to be reasonable. Thte impacts of an
adjacent conversion facility are presented in section 4.2.14.3 of the Draft EIS and need not be addressed
separately under cumulative impacts. . '

Comment: 032-5; 032-11; 316-2; 316-18 -- ; - -
Several cofimmenters suggested that the NRC staff should take into account all industrial facilities and
land uses that surround the proposed NEF 'site that may contribute to cumulative health effects that would
be compounded by the proposed NEF. 'One commenter did not agree with the NRC's conclusion of a
small to moderate impact. Another commenter expressed concern about latent cancer fatalities and stated
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that existing hydrogen sulfide and other pollutants from the oil and gas industry would combine with
radioactivity from the proposed NEF to increase cancer and death rates in the area.

Response: As discussed in sections 4.2.12 and 4.4.8 of the Draft EIS, the quantity of radiological
releases would not result in any distinguishable increase in cancers. In addition, the NRC staff did not
specifically evaluate the current human health impacts of pre-existing facilities that could pose risks not
associated with the proposed NEF. Such an evaluation is outside the scope of the EIS. However, some
of the impacts discussed throughout Chapter 4 of the EIS do encompass impacts from other surrounding
facilities, as do some of the cumulative impacts in section 4.4 of the EIS (e.g., impacts to the municipal
water supply indirectly address other facilities that use the municipal water supply). WCS plans for new
operations and other planned facilities in the local area were specifically addressed in section 4.4. The
NRC staff concluded that the additional impacts from the proposed NEF to the existing environment
would still be considered SMALL to MODERATEfor the reasons provided in the Draft EIS.

Comment: 034-54; 043-2
A commenter stated the EIS should explain why there would not be cumulative impacts to cultural and
historical resources, visual/scenic resources, ecological resources, noise, and waste management.
Another commenter stated that cumulative impacts to native plants and wildlife are not addressed in the
EIS, and that cumulative impacts to land use should be addressed in more detail.

Response: The NRC staff has revised section 4.4 of the EIS either to describe why each of the areas
(cultural and historical resources, visual/scenic resources, ecological resources, noise, and waste
management) do not have cumulative impacts or to refer to the appropriate subsection in section 4.2
where cumulative impacts are included in the analysis of the impacts from the proposed action. For
example, section 4.2.3 of the Draft EIS includes the impact of the presence of nearby facilities as part of
the analysis. Waste management impacts, specifically DUF6 disposition, are addressed as connected
actions.

Comment: 284-9; 355-6
A commenter stated that existing and proposed activities involving radioactive materials in the area (e.g.,
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, Modem Pit Facility) could interact with the proposed NEF and the WCS
facility. The commenter stated that it is reasonable to assume that WCS would apply for a license to
initiate fuel fabrication or other NRC-licensed activities. The two commenters stated that the pattern of
development reflected by the proposed NEF and WCS in Andrews, Texas, and southeast New Mexico
suggests that cumulative impacts would be greater than those discussed in section 4.4 of the Draft EIS.

Response: The NRC staff evaluated the cumulative impacts for activities that are known or have a
reasonable likelihood of occurring in the fitture. 77Te impact of the proposed NEF would be low and
would not adversely affect the health of the surrounding population or the environment, even when
combined with any potential activities at WCS that could involve radioactive materials. Section 2.1.9 of
the Draft EIS has been revised to describe the regulatory actions needed before the proposed NEF could
ship its DUF6 to a private conversion facility in Texas. The depleted U308 could be disposed of at the
WVCSfacility if thefacility were to receive a license to accept this material.

Comment: 316-8
A commenter referred to Table 3-1 1 of the Draft EIS, stating that samples taken at the proposed NEF site
indicate that the EPA's maximum contaminant levels are exceeded for several substances. The
commenter asked what cumulative health effects would be expected as a result of combining the existing
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contamination at the site with proposed NEF activities, which would produce large quantities of,
uranium-238. The commenter also asked what impact these substance would have on water resources.

Response: Table 3-11 of the Draft EIS presents the chemical analysis of groundwater that exists
approximately 67 meters (220 feet) below the proposed NEF. The results show that this groundwater
naturally exceeds EPA maximum contaminant levels for specific chemicals or analysis categories. There
are no plans to use this water in proposed NEF activities. Likewise, the operation of the proposed NEF
and associated low releases to the environment would not interact with this groundwater. Thus, there
would be no additional or cumulative impact associated with this groundwater.

Comment: 316-9
A commenter referred to a statement in section 3.6.4 of the Draft EIS indicating that Cesium-137 is,
prevalent around the NEF site. The commenter asked what cumulative health effects would be expected
as a result of combining radiological impacts from the proposed NEF with the Cesium-137. -

Response: The measured levelfor Cesium-137 is very low (approximately 2.9 becquerels/kilogram) and
cannot be considered pervasive. The purpose of the referenced text is to note that the Cesium-137 is not-
naturally occurring and was a result of past atmospheric weapons testing. The very low quantities of
Cesium-137 would not have any measurable health effects, even if combined with the small releases from
the proposed NEF.

Comment: 316-45 -
A commenter referred to a'discussion in section 4.2:4.2 of the Draft EIS regarding expected air emissions
from the proposed NEF. The commenter asked how the'NRC staff regards the cumulative impact of
these emissions.

Response: Th7e methodology for judging cumulativ 'impacts for air quality is presented in section 4.4.4
of the Draft EIS. The proposed NEF emissions are presented in Table 4-20 in comparison with similar-.
emissions for Lea County, Andrews County, and WCS. As shown in the table, proposed NEF emissions
would be several orders of magnitude smaller than these other sources. In addition, the region is in
attainment for all criteria pollutants. Because the amount of emissions from the proposed NEF would be
so small when added to other past, present, and reasonablyforeseeable future actions within the region,
the cumulative impact would also be SMALL

Comment: 358-33 - - *

A commenter stated that the EIS should include la'imulative effects analysis for accidents that would
address chemical and radioactive health effects, as'well as socioeconomic impacts. - -

Response: As discussed in section 1.4 of the Draft EIS, the EIS addresses the environmental impacts that
could result should an accident occur. Section 4.2.13 6f the Draft ElS discusses the public and
occupational health impdctsfromi potential aiccidents during operation of the proposed NEF. In-
addition, section 4.4.8 of the Draft EIS addresses the cumulative impacts to public and occupational
health from the proposed NEF.

F, :-
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I.23 Environmental Measurements and Monitoring Program

1.23.1 Proposed NIEF Facilities

Comment: M-51
Several commenters noted that section 4.2.6.2 of the Draft EIS states that the evaporative pond and
retention basins around the site would create pools of perched water in the ground beneath the site. The
commenters stated that Chapter 6 of the EIS should include a discussion of monitoring the perched water.

Response: Any perched water could be monitored under the State groundwater discharge permit
program. As presented in Table 1-3 of this EIS, LES has submitted a Groundwater Discharge
Permit/Plan application to the New Mexico Environment Department Water Quality Bureau that
includes groundwvatermonitoring wells. Tie New Mexico Environment Departmnent Water Quality
Bureau has deemed the application administratively complete and is reviewing the application.

Comment:M-52
Several commenters asked whether an independent NRC contractor or LES would be collecting and
analyzing environmental samples from the proposed NEF site. The commenters expressed concern about
the independence and credibility of the results, and asked who would be responsible for quality control
and assurance.

Response: LES would conduct the required sampling in accordance with its quality assurance
commitments made in its license application. 77Te NRC staff would review radiological sample data as
part of its regulatory responsibilities throughout the license term.

Comment: NI-54
Several commenters asked whether any monitoring would be required for groundwater in the Santa Rosa
Formation.

Response: Because no contamination is expected in the Santa Rosa Aquifer, no sampling would be
required. No contamination is expected, because over 305 meters (1,000feet) of highly impermeable
clay separates the aquiferfrom surface activities.

Comment: NI-55
Several commenters stated that the Draft EIS does not specify administrative action levels for
physiochemical constituents. The commnenters stated that LES must consult with EPA Region 6 and the
New Mexico Environment Department to determine these administrative action levels, and that NRC
must consider the levels in its licensing evaluation.

Response: The NRC's jurisdiction associated with the proposed NEF would be limited to radiological
constituents. Further, the NRC's licensing review considers the design of the facility and not permit
limits, which could be several times greater than actual emissions or effluents from the proposed NEF.

Comment: M-56; 034-62; 036-9
One commenter stated that the EIS should identify and differentiate between the minimum monitoring
requirements and monitoring that would be optional. Several commenters asked that the NRC discuss
safeguards in place if emissions of radioactive and hazardous constituents exceed Federal and/or State
regulatory standards. The commnenters asked which agency would oversee corrective actions and
whether an operating license can be suspended or revoked.
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Response: The NRC regulations focus on monitoring radiological releases from licensed facilities, as
specified in 10 CFR Part 70. As stated in section 6.2 of the EIS, physiochemical monitoring would be
conducted to monitor nonradiological discharges in relation to, and in compliance with, environmental
permits that are issued by the EPA and the State of New Mexico, such as NPDES wastewater discharge
permits and air quality permits. The NRC staff revised section 6.2 to indicate that changes to these
monitoring programs would be contingent on regulatory approval.

Both Federal and State agencies would have enforcement authority over various aspects of the proposed
NEF. NRC enforcement actions concerning radiological releases include fines, more frequent
inspections, corrective actions, and other actions in accordance with enforcement policy. The NRC
could suspend or revoke a license to ensure public safety; such a decision would be made on a
case-by-case basis.

The New Mexico Environment Department or EPA would have jurisdiction associated with air,
ecological, and water permits, as described in Table 1-3 of the Draft EIS. These agencies would review.
and oversee any corrective actions that could be required through the applicable permits. Specific
corrective actions cannot be defined at this time because the corrective actions are dependent on the-
nature of the violation. If administrative action levels are exceeded, but not permit levels, then LES may
institute corrective actions without oversightfrom a regulatory agency, depending on the permit/license
requirements. -Section 6.1.1 of the Draft EIS describes possible steps that could be taken if an.
administrative action level is exceeded. These agencies also have the authority through permits and
licenses to impose penalties, including revoking or suspending the appropriate permit or license. Should
regulatory standards be exceeded, safeguards could include suspension of operations, establishment of
penalties, increased monitoring, or other actions.

Comment: 034-63
A cominenter stated that an assumption in section 6.1.1.1 of the Draft EIS indicates that the proposed
NEF would have twice the gaseous emissions of the proposed Claiborne enrichment facility because the
NEF would be twice the size of the proposed Claiborne facility. The commenter stated that the EIS
should provide a justification for considering this assumption to be conservative.

Response: The amount of radioactive airborne effluents estimated in the Draft EIS is approximately
thirty-five times greater than the estimated annual release of 10 grams (0.4 ounce) of uranium and,
therefore, conservative. The NRC staff revised section 6.1.1 of the EIS to clarify this statement.

Comment: 034-65
A commenter stated that there should be a requirement for periodic chemical sampling of the septic
systems. The commenter stated a risk could be posed by not requiring such sampling merely because no
process-related effluents would be expected to be introduced into the septic systems.

-.: . .

Response: Monitoring of the septic systems is under.the jurisdiction of the New Mexico Environment
Department. LES would conduct sampling and analysis as required by the New Mexico Environment
Department.

Comment: 036-12 -
A commenter stated that the NRC should require the installation of plutonium-detection equipment,
because the proposed NEF could receive UF6 contaminated with plutonium.
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Response: To ensure that the proposed NEF does not process uranium contaminated with plutonium,
LES intends to review and regularly audit the suppliers' practices. Detection equipment would not be
installed at the proposed NEF site, because such equipment would not be able to detect contamination
levels (i.e., very small amounts) of plutonium in the fill cylinders. LES has requested a possession limit
(if a license is issued) to account for the inadvertent receipt of plutonium contamination in uranium feed
cylinders.

Comment: 041-2
A commenter noted that proposed monitoring would not be frequent enough, and should be on a monthly
basis.

Response: Most of the monitoring would be conducted continuously or at least monthly. 7he gaseous
effluent vent systems associated with the Separations Building and the Technical Services Building would
be monitored continuously with additional grab samples taken periodically. Radiological sampling

frequency along the proposed property boundary for radiological exposure, vegetation/soil, and
groundwater is specified as quarterly or semi-annually in Table 6-6 of the Draft EIS. In addition, LES
has committed to calculating public doses on a monthly basis (LES, 2005c). Air-monitoring stations
along the site boundary and at nearby residential areas and businesses would operate continuously with
sample retrieval on a biweekly basis as specified in Chapter 6 of the Draft EIS. Liquid releases to the
Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin would be analyzed prior to release to the basin. The septic system
would be monitored according to State requirements. Physiochemical sampling is conducted quarterly
as specified in Tables 6-8 and 6-9. Ecological monitoring would be conducted annually. If LES or the
NRC (or another regulatory agency), through review of the monitoring data, finds that it is necessary to
change the sampling frequency or methods, then revisions to the monitoring program could be required.

Comment: 042-25
A commenter stated that the New Mexico Environment Department would likely require LES to add
three alluvial wells, which would be completed in the alluvium at the top of the Chinle Formation, to
monitor any leakage or changes in water quality from the ponds or septic system. The commenter
suggested that the alluvial wells be monitored quarterly for water levels and sampled when water is
present.

Response: LES would meet all requirements imposed by the New Mexico Environment Department in the
groundwater discharge permitfor the proposed NEF.

Comment: 042-44
A commenter stated that the EIS should discuss the frequency of visual inspections and whether there
would be inspections following hail, lightning, or other severe weather at the proposed NEF.

Response: The information provided in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 of the EIS are summaries of LES's proposed
programs for mitigation during construction and operation of the facility. The mitigation programs are
in compliance with current NRC and EPA regulations.

Comment: 048-83
A commenter noted that the discussion of the administrative action levels for sample parameters only
applies to physiochemical monitoring and should be relocated to section 6.2 to be consistent with the.
Environmental Report. The commenter also stated that the discussion of administrative action levels
applicable to radiological effluent monitoring sample parameters in section 6.1.1 of the Environmental
Report should instead be included in section 6.1.1 of the EIS.
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Response: The NRC staff revised sections 6.1.1. and 6.2 of the EIS to reflect the commenter's suggestion.

Comment: 048-87
A commenter noted that the location of the septic tank samples and sampling and collection frequency
should be revised to be consistent with Table 6.1-4 of the Environmental Report. The commenter stated
that the location should be revised to "one from each affected tank" and the sampling and collection
frequency should be revised to "1 to 2 kilograms (2.2 to 4.4 pounds) sludge samples collected from each
affected tank prior to pumping."

Response: The NRC staff revised Table 6-6 to reflect the commenter's suggestion.

1.23.2 Ecological

Comment: M-53; V-1; 036-11; 041-3
Several commenters stated that Environmental Sampling Program report submitted annually to the NRC
should be made public. The commenters asked how this information would be made available.

Response: The environmental monitoring report discussed in the EIS refers to ambient and
media-specific radiological monitoring. The NRC would make the annual reports publicly available
through its ADAMS. Nonradiological monitoring, sampling, and enforcement would be overseen by the
State of New Mexico or EPA, as applicable. N -

Comment: 034-67; 034-68
A commenter stated that the EIS should explain why there is little detail regarding monitoring of
mammals in comparison with reptiles and amphibians; and why replicated sample sites beyond the
proposed NEF would be used for reptiles and amphibians, but not for other ecological resources, such as
vegetation, birds, and mammals.

Response: The basis for selecting the use of replicate sample sitesfor reptiles and amphibians and not
other types of ecological media is that these two species are very sensitive to climatic conditions (e.g.,-
the amount of moisture an area receives in a given year). Because the climate in New Mexico is variable
and can exhibit dramatic changes within afew kilometers, LES would use nearby replicate sampling
locations to obtain more representative reptile and amphibian population samples in the area around the
proposed NEF. Onsite sampling for other ecological media (e.g., vegetation, birds, or mammals) would
be considered sufficient to characterize changes in the composition of these media associated with the
operation of the proposedfacility. , . .. . - . -

Comment: 048-79; 048-82 '' - : m -
A cornmenter stated that the sampling location'in Figure 6-2 of the Draft EIS should be deleted because it
is not consistent with the sampling and monitoring commitments provided in the Environmental Report,
section 6.1, Radiological Monitoring, and section 6.2, Physiochemical Monitoring. -

Response: The NRC staff revised Figure 6-1 of the EIS accordingly. In particular, the soil sampling
location at the west stormwater diversion ditch outfall was removed from the figure and associated text.

' ' ' ' ' ''; ~ ' -'.' ' .',':

- . . e I . ' _
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1.24 Cost Benefit Analysis

1.24.1 DUF6 Disposition

Comment: M-59; 103-7; 358-26
Several commenters requested more information concerning the $5.50 per kilogram estimate for
decommissioning funding. One commenter asked whether this figure is presented in 2002 dollars. The
commenter requested that inflation be considered in the SER evaluation of disposition costs. Another
commenter requested that the EIS include an estimate and basis of the disposal costs, assuming the DUF6
would be first converted. Another commenter stated that the references provided in the EIS associated
with this cost were not accessible, but that it appears the estimate is based on Urenco's European
experience and does not include all conversion and disposal costs. The commenter noted that European
costs and regulatory requirements are different from those in the United States.

Response: As discussed in section 7.2.3 of the Draft EIS, LES is required to put in place afinancial
surety bonding mechanism to assure that adequate finds would be available to dispose of all DUF6

generated by the proposed NEF. The NRC staff evaluated the adequacy of the proposedfiunding in the
SER.

Comment: 031-7; 358-25
Two commenters expressed concern that funding for decommissioning and waste disposal associated
with the proposed NEF could fall to taxpayers. One commenter stated that private uranium mines, mills,
and tailings operations in New Mexico have not adequately funded decommissioning and waste disposal
activities in the past, and that Federal and State funding was required for these sites. Another commenter
asked about the proposed NEF's status with regard to the EPA list of Superfund sites. The commenter
asked how much time would be required for the proposed NEF waste cleanup, and what would be the
taxpayer cleanup costs.

Response: The uranium milling and tails sites referred to in the comment operated prior to the
promulgation of NRC's decommissioning funding requirements. The NRC's objective now is to ensure
that NRC-licensed sites (unlike Superfund sites) never require taxpayerfunds to complete
decommissioning. TThe NRC does this through its decommissioningfinancial assurance requirements
(see 10 CFR § 40.36 and 70.25). In the event that the licensee is unable to carry out decommissioning
through bankruptcy or other reason, the financial assurance provisions provide the funding for
decommissioning, and the NRC would ensure that proper site remediation takes place. For uranium
enrichment facilities, applicants must provide a decommissioning funding plan consisting of a
site-specific cost estimate for decommissioning and afinancial instrument, such as a surety bond or
letter of credit. LES has chosen to use a surety bondfor its financial mechanism. Further, as stated in
10 CFR § 40.36(d) and 70.25(e), decommissioning cost estimates must be adjusted at intervals not to
exceed 3 years. The NRC staff has addressed this issue in the SER..

Comment: 031-8; 031-9; 103-26
Commenters expressed concern about sufficient funding for decommissioning and waste disposal. One
commenter stated that the proposed NEF cleanup bonds appear to be only one-tenth of what the actual
cleanup costs would be as compared with taxpayer-funded cleanup efforts. The commenter wanted to
know who would guarantee that the proposed NEF bonds would be sufficient for cleanup costs in 30
years, with no cost to taxpayers. Another commenter asked whether sufficient funds would be available
for DUF6 disposal in the event that the proposed NEF were to stop enrichment activities earlier than
expected. The commenter also asked if the potential conversion and disposal facilities discussed in the
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Draft EIS would be available in such a situation. The cornmenter stated that the EIS should discuss these
contingencies.

Response: Funding for decommissioning must be provided before the NRC staff could issue a license for
the proposed NEF. Further, as stated in 10 CFR § 40.36(d) and 70.2S(e), decommissioning cost
estimates must be adjusted at intervals not to exceed 3 years. The periodic adjustments would account
for inflation, changes in the costs of goods and services (e.g., waste disposal), changes in facility
conditions or operations,'- and changes in expected decommissioning procedures. Periodic updates to. the
decommnissioningfirnding plan woutld ensure that there is sufficient funds to decommission the facility
throughout its lifetime. T7ze SER provides ihore detailed information regarding the decommissioning
finding plan. -

Comment: 103-21
A commenter stated that to determine the commercial practicality of DUF6 disposal options, the EIS
should include a cost estimate and basis for each-element of the options discussed on page 4-34 of the
Draft EIS. The commenter suggested that a letter from an 'existing facility indicating it can accept U30,
and CaF2 at a range of costs for service would be acceptable documentation. -

Response: As stated in section 7.2.3 of the Draft EIS, a cost estimate for the disposal of the DUF6

generated by the proposed NEF is evaluated in the NRC staffs safety review. The NRC would require
that LES demonstrate it has sufficient financial resources tofillyfiund the proposed NEF. The NRC staff
has documented its review of LES's decommissioningfinancial surety and decommissioning cost
estimates in the SER.

Comment: 316-34
A commenter stated that the conversion plant for the DUF6 from the proposed NEF would be of a smaller
scale than the DOE conversion facilities, with different economics of operation and needed rates of
return. The commenter stated that a Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory report estimated that a
conversion plant such as that proposed by LES would have costs nearly as high as the cost of operating a
plant with four times the throughput. The commenter asked what cost reductions would be attempted,
and at what price to safety and the environment. " -

Response.' Thie issues raised by the commenter are beyond the scope of the EIS and would be addressed
in the review of any such private conversion facilijy.

Comment: 358-27 -
A commenter stated that the EIS (and not only the SER) should include a complete description and
analysis of waste disposal costs. The commenter also stated that more realistic and higher cost estimates
must be used and justified in detail, so that the public can fully comment on the adequacy and reliability
of those estimates and the funding mechanisms that would be required. - -

Response: The provision of a detailed cost analysis of alternative disposal options is not within the scope
of this EIS. Detailed construction cost information has been reviewed by the NRC staff as part of the
safety evaluation.- ' ' --
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1.24.2 Construction Costs and Revenues

Comment: MI-58
Several commenters stated that to accurately gauge the benefit of the proposed NEF, the NRC must
include the estimate of enriched uranium to be produced by the proposed NEF, as well as the expected
profit on its sale per pound.

Response: Atfiull production, the proposed NEF would produce up to 800 metric tons (1, 764 million
pounds) of enriched UF6 product annually. LES profits on the sale of this enriched product is not within
the scope of this EIS. As discussed in section 7.2.3 of the Draft EIS, the NRC staff reviews LES's
decommissioning financial surety and decommissioning cost estimates for disposal of DUF6 and
decommissioning. The NRC staff has documented its review in the SER.

Comment: 103-9
A comnmenter noted that the Draft EIS construction cost estimate of $1.2 billion does not include
escalation, contingencies, and interest. The commenter requested that the EIS provide a complete
estimate, including contingencies and interest.

Response: Detailed construction cost information has been reviewed by the NRC staff as part of the
safety evaluation and addressed in the SER.

1.243 Nuclear Power Industry

Comment: 316-10
A commenter requested that the EIS include a calculation of the length of time and the quantity of
electricity consumed by the proposed NEF before the fuel it produces creates electric power in excess of
that which was used to enrich the fuel. The comnmenter stated that this calculation is necessary to judge
the value of this fuel over others that may more efficiently recover the energy lost in attaining, capturing,
refining, or exploiting a fuel.

Response: Calculation of power efficiencies is beyond the scope of the EIS. However, a comparison of
the cost to enrich the uranium hexafluoride is provided in section 2.2.2.3 of the Draft EIS. The current
U.S. uranium enrichment program uses the gaseous diffusion process, which consumes approximately
2,200 kilowatt hours of electricity per kilogram of SWU of enriched uranium hexafluoride. In
comparison, the gas centrifuge technology planned for the proposed NEF uses approximately 40 kilowatt
hours per kilogram of SWU produced. Therefore, the gas centrifuge technology planned for the
proposed NEF is approximately 55 times more energy efficient than the enrichment process currently
being used in the United States.

1.25 Terrorism, Security and Nonproliferation

Comment: AA-1
Several commenters stated that constructing the facility in phases and bringing cascades on-line in stages
would create a security vulnerability. The commenters asked how LES would assure that construction
workers have sufficient security clearances when working adjacent to operational facilities.

Response: The proposed NEF would be housed in multiple buildings. Each building would befully
constructed and tested before being brought on-line. Once operational, the construction crews would be
excluded from the completed building and assigned to the next portion of the facility being constructed.
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Entry to the operational portions of the facility. would require special keys and other security measures
to which constriction crews would not have access.;

Comment: 032-2; 032-6; 032-19; 046-4; 046-7; 104-3; 105-3; 105-5;.151-5; 316-11; 316-12
Several commenters expressed concern that terrorism and related security concerns were not addressed in
the Draft EIS. Commenters stated that environmental and health and safety impacts related to terrorism
and security issues are valid areas for analysis uider NEPA. One commenter stated that production from
the proposed NEF could threaten the Megatons to Megawatts program, negatively impacting
nonproliferation efforts and U.S. security. Another commenter asked if the Department of Homeland
Security had been contacted for its input on the Draft EIS. One commenter indicated that the proposed
NEF would not contribute to the threat of terrorisi and stated several examples to support this
conclusion.

Response: Thiese comments raise issues which are beyond the scope of the EIS: As discussed in sections
H.4.1.5. and H.4.1.6 of Appendix H, nonproliferation is a national U.S. policy issue and terrorism is not
appropriately addressed in the context of NEPA. Nevertheless, the NRC is devoting substantial time and
attention to terrorism-related matters. For example, as part offulfilling its mission to protect public"
health and safety and common defense and security pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act, the NRC staff is
conducting security assessments of commercial uses of radioactive material. The NRC has issued
interim compensatory measures and a number of other orders imposing enhanced security requirements
on its licensees. Also, the NRC has acted to incre'ase security awareness in its applicants.

The NRC did not receive comments from the Department of Homeland Security on the Draft EIS.

1.26 Conflict of Interest

Comment: M-2
Several commenters stated that the preparation of the Draft EIS by Advanced Technologies and
Laboratories International, Inc. (ATL) results in a conflict of interest. The commenters noted that
Advanced Technologies and Laboratories International, Inc. listed among its clients Westinghouse and
Oak Ridge National Laboratories, to which British Nuclear Fuels Limited and Westinghouse are'
contractors. The commenters stated that Westinghouse and British Nuclear Fuels Limited are members
of the LES consortium'and that ATL would benefit from the licensing of the proposed NEF through its
various associations with these organizations. The cbnimenter stated thatATL should not'have been
contracted to prepare the Draft EIS without a disclosure statement. The commenter recommended that,
because no disclosure statement was released, the Draft EIS be rejected and rewritten by another
organization. . .

Response: Tie NRC staff does not believe that ATL should be disqualified from developing the EISfor
the proposed NEF. The work ofATLfor Westinghouse was completed in 1998. The work at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory was conducted to support Bechtel Jacobs and the University of Tennessee and was
completed in 2001. Neither of these jobs involved activities that could be construed to present any
direct, indirect, or implied conflict of interest with the development the ElSfor the proposed NEF. Thle
task to develop the EIS was not issued to ATL uhtil 2002. ATL has kept the NRC informed of all work
provided to other clients since being awarded the contract in 2000.
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Comment: M-3
Several comnmenters stated that Paul Abramson, one of the associate chief administrative judges on the
ASLB, is a former partner of the Winston and Strawn law firm. The comnmrenter noted that Winston and
Strawn is currently the legal representative for LES, and that Mr. Abramson, therefore, should be
disqualified from deciding whether to issue a license to LES.

Response: Conflicts of interest with regard to the ASLB are beyond the scope of the EIS and are not with
the NRC staffs purview.

Comment: 032-24
A commenter identified a possible conflict of interest, referring to information about LES contributions
to a program of New Mexico Governor Richardson's according to the web site, www.MoveOn.org.

Response: LES'sfinancial contributions to the activities of the Governor of New Mexico are beyond the
scope of the EIS.

Comment: 284-1; 284-2
A commenter stated that a potential conflict of interest exists when public figures associate with private
interests. The commenter indicated that relationships among political, legal and regulatory institutions
and self-interested corporations and individuals affect the selection of facts deemed relevant to the
license application and influence the NRC's decision whether to issue a license for the proposed NEF.

Response: The NRC is an independent agency whose mission is to protect public health and safety and
the environment. The NRC conducted the review of the proposed NEF in accordance with all applicable
Federal regulations. As stated in the Draft EIS, the discussion on whether to grant a license to the
applicant would be made by the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70. These
regulations define several steps in the decisionmaking process, including a safety review. Thle NRC
conducted a safety review and an environmental review that are documented in the SER and the EIS,
respectively.

1.27 Editorial Comments

Comment: MI-7; M-45; 034-9; 034-10; 034-11; 034-12; 034-14; 034-17; 034-48; 034-56; 034-60;
034-61; 034-64; 034-66; 038-4; 038-5; 038-6; 042-39; 042-40; 048-2; 048-6; 048-8; 048-11; 048-12;
048-15; 048-20; 048-21; 048-22; 048-23; 048-24; 048-25; 048-26; 048-27; 048-28; 048-29; 048-30;
048-31; 048-33; 048-34; 048-37; 048-38; 048-39; 048-41; 048-45; 048-51; 048-52; 048-53; 048-54;
048-55; 048-56; 048-57; 048-60; 048-61; 048-62; 048-63; 048-64; 048-66; 048-67; 048-68; 048-69;
048-70; 048-71; 048-72; 048-73; 048-74; 048-75; 048-76; 048-77; 048-78; 048-80; 048-81; 048-84;
048-88; 048-91; 048-92; 048-93; 048-94; 048-95; 048-96; 048-97; 048-98; 103-16; 103-17; 316-56;
358-20
Commenters suggested corrections for typographical errors, misspellings, and grammatical mistakes in
the Draft EIS. Several commnenters also proposed text to clarify discussions in the Draft EIS.

Response: Proposed changes were made when appropriate and when they did not alter the impact
assessment. here proposed changes were intended to correct inaccuracies or inconsistencies, they
were checked for accuracy prior to incorporation in the EIS.
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APPENDIX J
PUBLIC COMMENTS LETTERS AND TRANSCRIPTS

This Appendix contains a copy of the transcript of the Louisiana Energy Services (LES) Public Meeting
in Eunice, New Mexico, on Thursday, October 14, 2004, followed by copies of individual public
comment letters the NRC staff received. All have been reviewed and comments have been identified.
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MR. CAMERON: Good evening, everyone. It's

nice to see all of you again. I would just like to

welcome you to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's public

tonight.

My name is Chip Cameron, and I'm the special

counsel for public liaison at the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. And it's my pleasure to serve as facilitator

for tonight's meeting.

In that role I'll just try to help all of us to.

have a productive meeting and maybe to get out of here

before the sun rises tomorrow morning.

But our discussion is going to be on the draft,

environmental statement that the NRC staff has prepared to

help the NRC evaluate an application that we received from

the Louisiana Energy Services. LES, to build and operate a

uranium enrichment facility in Eunice.

I just want to say a couple words about meeting

process before we get into the substance of tonight's

discussion.

First of all the format for the meeting. We

have a two-part format.

The first part is going to consist of some

relatively brief NRC presentations by ZIRC staff to give

you some background not only on what our review process is

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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for this license application, but specifically to talk

about the findings in the draft environmental impact

statement that we prepared.

And then we're going on to you for any

questions that you might have on those background

presentations, because we want to make sure that

everything is as clear as we can possibly make it for you.

The second part of the meeting is an

opportunity to listen to all of you and for you to give us

your advice, concerns, recommendations on the draf'.

environmental impact statement that we've prepared.

Now we're also taking written comments. And

the staff will tell you the process for submitting written

comments.

But we wanted to be with you tonight to meet

with you personally on these issues. I just want to

emphasize that anything that's said tonight will carry as

much weight as anything that's submitted in writing.

In terms of ground rules when we get to the

question and answer session, I would ask you to hold your

questions until all of the three presentations are

finished.

When we go on to you for questions just give me

a signal, and I'll bring you with cordless microphone.

Introduce yourself to us and any affiliation that you
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would like to add. And we'll try to answer you question

as best we can.

I would ask that only one person speak at a

time during the meeting tonight, not only most importantly

so that we can give our full attention to whomever has the

floor, but also so we can get a clean transcript of the

meeting. That's our record of the meeting.

Joan is with us who is our court report

tonight, and she will be taking down everything that is

said. That will be a public document that-we can make

available to whomever would like a copy of that.

I would like us when we're in the

question/answer session to just focus on questions. I

know it's hard to not offer a comment at the same time

about things that feel passionately about.

But if you could just keep to questions. Then

we'll go to comments when we get to the comment part of

the meeting.

When we get to comments I guess I would like to

have you hold your comments to five minutes maximum and

perhaps less, because we do have a lot of people who want

to talk. We do want to hear from everyone who has

something to say tonight.

I know five minutes can sometimes not be enough

time for you to say all that you want to say. But at

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., IUC.
(202) 234-4433
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1 least it gives us an idea of what your concerns are.

2 It also gives others in the audience a feeling

3 for concerns that may stimulate them to submit a written

4 comment or may help to inform the written comment that

5 they submit.

6 ' So five minutes is short, but we'do want to

7 hear from you. Please send us written'comments. We do

a have something called a' feedback form that, with a lot of

9 other good material, is on the table over there.

10 ' Iff'you just have a short.-written comment, put

11 it on that forml leave it'with us tonight, or send-it in.

12 It already is ready to go in the mail. You don't have to

13 put a'stamp on'it. K- !. 2 , - , ,:

14 *- And use that'formwalso if -you #iant'to give us

15 any comments-about how'the meeting went---'any suggestions

16 for-improvement on that.

17 I also want to make sure, hopefully'during the

18 first part of the comment session,'that we hear from those

19 of you who have comments on specific parts of the

20 environmental impact statement'or specific comments on

21 issues in the environmental impact statement.

22 | - We want to hear from everyone who wants to

23 talk.' I know there may be just some general expressions

24 of concern,' either in support'of the facility or perhaps

25 against the facility.
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we want to hear those, but the thing that will

help us the most are the specific comments. So we'll try

to that done first. We'll just try to manage our time.

I think we'll have a very interesting meeting

tonight, and we'll look forward to hearing you.

I would just ask -- we've always been really

appreciative of the courtesy that we've had from Eunice,

Lea County, Hobbs, the whole area when we've been here.

I'd just would ask everyone to just extend that

courtesy to people who might be talking tonight,,who might

have a different view one way or the other about these

particular issues.

-; With that, let me introduce the speakers

tonight so that you know a little bit about their

background...:- ,: ,-

First of all we're going to start with just

sort of an overview of the licensing process. And we're

going to go to Mr. Scott Flanders, who is sitting right

down here.

Scott is the Deputy Director of the Division of

Waste Management and Environment Protection in our office

of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards at the NRC

His staff is responsible for preparing the

environment review. Not only on this license application

but on any other license applications that come in for

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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these and similar types of facilities.

Scott has been with the Agency for 14 years.

He's been a technical assistant to the Director of the

Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards. lie's

been responsible for the environmental review on the

private fuel storage facility that is being proposed for

Utah for the storage of spent fuel.

He's also been responsible for the environment

review for the Wats Bar nuclear reactor. In fact, he

served as project manager for the NRC on operating

reactors, so he has a great breadth of experience. He has

a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering from the

University of Maryland.

Then we're going to go Mr. Tim Johnson, who I

think a lot of you know. Tim's going to go into more

specifics on the safety aspect of the review of this

license application.

Tim has been with the Agency for 27 years.

He's been involved with a lot activities there: low-level

waste disposal, decommissioning.

He has a bachelor's in mechanical engineering

and a master's in nuclear engineering from Ohio State

University.

Then our last speaker is going to get really to

the heart of the discussion tonight, and that is the
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findings in the draft environmental impact statement.

Ms. Anna Bradford is with us; she's the project

manager on the environment review of the LES license

application. She's been with the NRC about four years,

and before that she was responsible for environment

reviews, working in the private sector on these types of

energy projects.

She has a bachelor's in mechanical engineering

from Virginia Tech, and she also has a master's in

environment engineering from (inaudible) University.

So we have some really well-qualified people

working to review this license application.

Let me introduce one other person. Brian Smith

is here. He's the section chief of the Gas Centrifuge

Facilities Licensing section at the NRC. That's the

safety review. And Tim Johnson works in Brian's section,

safety review. Anna Bradford works in Scott's division,

Environmental Review.

We also have other staff expert consultants

here tonight with us. So after the meeting I would just

encourage you to get other questions to talk to this.

Finally I just want to give you a couple of

thank yous: one to Mayor Brown and the City of Eunice for

the use of this great facility for this type of meeting.

I also want to thank the Eunice school system

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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for vido taping thin meeting. Superintendent Toni

Trujillo and also Gene Strickland at the high school, and

the students obviously for doing that for us.

With that I'm going to stop, and I'm going to

ask Scott Flanders to get you an overview. Scott?

MR. FLANDERS: *Thank you, Chip, for the

introduction. Good evening.

On behalf of the NRC staff that are here

tonight, we'd like to welcomelyou to our meeting. We are

very.pleased to be here to discuss the environmental

impact statement with you. We look forward to hearing

your comments and questions on the document.

Before'we get started I just want to'spend a':

few minutes going over' the meetings objectives.' Some of

this will be a little bit redundant to'what Chip touched

on his opening of the meeting.- But I-think it's important

to go over'some of the primary objectives.

The first objective in our primary objectives

tonight is to listen. We rely want to hear from you. We

want to hear your comments. We want to listen to you

comments.

Your comments are important to us. The are

important to the process. Your comments will be used to

decide how best to modify or to clarify the environmental

impact statement before we issue it as a final document,
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so these comments are very important. It's a very vital

part of the process.

We also want to share some information with you

that we believe will be helpful to you in formulating

Comments that you either give us tonight or, as Chip

mentioned, that you can send in to us in writing as well.

I'm going to spend just a few minutes going

over the NRC'a role and responsibilities and provide a

general overview of the licensing process. when I'm done,

Mr. Tim Johnson will discuss the safety review specific

for the LES project.

And after Mr. Johnson is done, then Ms. Anna

Bradford will discuss the environmental review process and

identify some specific findings in the draft environmental

impact statement.

Who is the NRC? The NRC an independent agency.

We report directly to Congress.

We're not a part of the Department of.Energy.

Often we are mistaken to be a part of the Department of

Energy. The Department of Energy is an executive-branch

entity which reports directly to the President.

Our mission is to regulate the civilian use of

.nuclear materials to ensure that the public health and

safety, the environment and the common defense and

security are adequately protected.I So that's our mission.

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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.low do we carry out this mission? To carry out

this mission in various phases. One, we issue regulations

that wc believe that are adequate to protect the public

health and safety, the environment, the common defense,

and security for the various activities that we regulate.

We also inspect licensed facilities and inspect

facilities against those regulations. And when we find

out a facility is not in compliance with those

regulations, then we also have the authority to enforce

action as well. C

so that's the principal way in which we carry

out our mission.

I'm going to spend a few minutes going through

the safety review and parts: the safety evaluation

review, the environmental review, and a hearing.

The safety evaluation is a review that is going

to assess the adequacy of a proposed design, construction

and operation of a facility to ensure that it complies

with our regulations.

So these are technical reviews and that review

is documented in a safety evaluation report which is made

publicly available.

The environment process is a process by which

we look at the environment impacts of the construction and

operation of a proposed facility.
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And that environment review is a part of the

environmental impact statement, which we've issued a draft

and which is the subject of our meeting tonight.

The third component of the licensing process is

the hearing. And the hearing is different than what many

of us would think of as a hearing where people get an

opportunity to come express their views and concerns about

a particular issue.

The hearing process is a process that is

formal; it is a courtroom style proceeding in which

parties are admitted, and the subject of the hearing is

focused on contentions that are presented by the parties.

Contentions are another word for concerns or issues

identified by certain parties.

So the hearing process is overseen be an

independent Atomic Safety Licensing Board, which is made

up of three administrative law judges. And they hear all

the evidencei it includes taking depositions; it includes

formal testimony, cross-examination of witnesses, all of

the information that's taken in by the Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board, and then they will make a decision on the

contentions that that are subject of a hearing.

Once all three of these components of the

licensing review is complete, then the NRC will make a

decision on the license application. So in the case of

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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the.LES proceeding, we're in the process of going through

the licensing process..-No decisions have been made at

this time.

So were are proceeding along a -- once all

phases of the licensing process are completed, then a

decision will be made..

I think that's briefly the areas that I wanted

to cover.

MR. JOUNSOWt Thank you very much. I

appreciate the opportunity to talk to you today about our

review process. I also want to thank you for coming out

tonight.- I ,* - :. -

I know-for-many of you-it's'difficult to get

away from your normal routines. But we'look at-this-as

getting your:input for the environmental impact statement,

an important part of our process. So thank you very much

for coming out.

What I would like to talk about today is to

provide a brief summary of the'nuclear fuel cycle and how

the LES project is a part of that, to talk about the

proposed project and also the status of our safety review.

Before I begin I~do want to emphasize that our

safety review is conducted independently. As Scott said

we're an independent regulatory agency. We're not a

promoter of this project or any other nuclear project.

NEAL R. GROSS,& CO., INC.
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Before LES can begin to construct and operate

this facility, it needs to demonstrate to us that it can

meet our public health and safety requirements, and then

we will issue a license if they can demonstrate that to

us.

| - But first of all the nuclear fuel cycle:

Uranium is a fairly common material. It's mined. And

when it is mined naturally it consists of two primary

isotopes: uranium 235 and uranium 238.

Uranium 235 is the fissionable isotope,-and

that's the isotope that carries out the chain reaction in

the reactor which generates energy and ultimately

electricity. -- ,'-~- ' ; '' -. :-! - , ; ' . '. . . . ' r. we .-

†I -'I The problem'is naturally occurring U-235 is

only 0.7 percent 'of the'total amount of uranium.- Almost

all the rest is uranium 238.' " "

In order to be used practically as nuclear

fuel, that U-235 concentration has to be increased to

about 3 to 5 'percent. And that is done through the

enrichment process, and 3 to S percent is a percentage

that's substantially less than'what'would be required for

weapons-grade uranium, for example.,'

What this figure is kind of depicts'the nuclear

fuel cycle.' In the bottom right you have uranium mines

and mills. Uranium is mined in a number of places around

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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the world, primarily in Canada and in Australia. There is

a small amount mined in the United States, but that amour.t

is about 2 to 3 percent of the total production in the

world.

After mining the uranium is separated

chemically from the rest of the ore, and that material

gets sent to a conversion plant where conversion through

chemical process changes the uranium oxide that is the

mined product into uranium hexafluoride, which is the

compound that is used in enrichment.

That goes to the enrichment plant. There are

two primary processes for enriching uranium. One is a

gaseous diffusion process which has been used in our

country for 50-plus years. The other is a gas centrifuge

process that has been used in Europe and also in Russia.

After the enrichment, the material is sent to a

fuel fabrication facility, where it is chemically

converted again back to an oxide. It's made into pellets.

The pellets are loaded into-fuel rods. The

rods are put into fuel assemblies, and those fuel

assemblies are sent to reactors, where they undergo the

chain reaction, produce energy and ultimately electricity.

The spent fuel from those activities will

ultimately go to a federal waste depository. DOE is

responsible for developing this depository for spent fuel,

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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and they are evaluating the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada.

What LES is proposing is to build an enrichment

plant outside Eunice here using the gas centrifuge

process, using technology that was developed in Europe by

the company called Urenco.

What this process does is it uses a high-speed

rotor installed in a casing. As the rotor spins, the

uranium hexafluoride separates based on the isotopic

weights, using centrifugal force.

The heavier uranium 238 isotopes tend to go to

the outside of the rotor. The lighter uranium 23S

isotopes tend to be more towards the center.

And there are scoops within the rotor that

scoop out the separated fractions, and those separated

fractions go to further stages.

One particular centrifuge does not separate

very much, with a relatively small separation in each

stage, so hundreds of these machines are needed for a

practical-sized plant.

Now, before LES can begin to construct and

operate this facility, they need to get a license from the

NRC, and our responsibility is to review this license

application to ensure that it meets our health and safety

requirements.

In our review for this we're going to be

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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looking at worker and public health and safety areas,

routine and accident conditions.

We'll look at effluent releases, both airborne

and liquids; We'll look criticality concerns and chemical

safety,:and the results of our review will be documented

in the safety evaluation report. I

Now, our safety evaluation's currently under

way. We received LES's application in December, and we're

planning on completing that review in June of next year.

: Now, another part of this process is also

important. Scott mentioned the hearing-process. We do

have a formal adjudicatory hearing process that was just

started. r '':tt -; . ;

--'This-in a process that's done under specific

requirements set out in our regulations.- Now,- a lot of

people, when they hear the word-'hearing," they think of a

meeting like this one,- where anyone can get up and say

what they want.

Well, this hearing is a much more formal

process, and again it is dictated by specific requirements

in our regulations.

T Three parties petitioned to intervene in this

licensing activity, and each of those three parties were

admitting as intervenors, and those three parties are the

New Mexico Environment Department, the New Mexico Attorney

NEAL R. GROSS L CO., INC.
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General's office and a joint petition by the Nuclear

Information Resource Services and Public Citizen.

And some of the issues that were admitted to

the process include disposition of depleted uranium, water

,supply impacts, water usage, the adequacy of the radiation

protection program, decommissioning costs and impacts from

any gas-line explosions that may occur...

There's a natural gas line that runs adjacent

to the proposed site. I

Now, the preliminary activities of partoof this

hearing process has already begun, and the three-judge

panel that-is hearing this case has already set a

schedule, and some:of the first cross-examination of.

witnesses in a-court-style process-are going to begin in

February.- I-expect the Licensing Board will conduct-those

evidentiary hearings here locally and probably here in.:

this building.

So we're looking at those activities to start

in February. They will be to public observation, if you

wish to come in and sit in and see how this panel -

operates. -

So that concludes my discussion. I've talked

about the proposed project, how it fits into the fuel

cycle, talked about the status of our hearing process and

our new schedule. So now I'll turn it over to Anna.

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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Thank you.

MS. BRADFORDa Good evening. My name is Anna

Bradford, and like Chip said, I'm the NRC Project Manager

for the environment review of this facility.

Along with Chip and Scott and Tim, we would

like to thank you for being here tonight and for

participating. Your input is very important to us, and

It's verv important to this process.

Tonight I'm going to talk about the NRC's

environmental review process, the findings in the draft

environmental impact statement, and give you information

about how you can provide us with your comments.

The next two slides chronologically list the

steps of our environmental review process. The steps

shown in this slide have already been completed.

Like Tim said, in December 2003 the license

application was submitted by LES. Ever since that time

we've been doing an independent evaluation of the

information contained in that application.

We then published a notice of intent to prepare

an EIS in February 2004, and that described the general

scope of the draft EIS.

Then during the scoping period we came here to

New Mexico and had a public meeting in March and accepted

comments from the public on what you thought the draft EIS
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needed to cover.

In April 2004 we then issued a scoping summary

report which summarized all the comments we had received.

And the scoping summary report is also an appendix in the

draft EIS itself. All the comments we received during

scoping period were considered in the development of the

draft EIS which was published last month in September.

This next slide shows the steps that are still

remaining in the environmental review process. And I want

to emphasize these are just the steps for the environment

process. The application has many other processes it

needs to go through, such as the safety review.

As shown here, we are accepting public comments

on the draft SIS until November 6. You can give us public

comments here tonight, or you can mail, e-mail or fax

them. r will give you some contact information at the end

of my presentation.

We're estimating the final EIS will be

completed in June of 2005, and the final EIS will take

into account all of the comments that we receive during

this public comment period.

Lastly the NRC will use the EIS along with

other important information, like the safety review, to

decide whether or not we should issue a license to LES.

This slide shows all of the environmental areas
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that we analyzed in the Els. We looked for impacts on

every one of these areas, including important concerns

like public health and water resources. It's a pretty

extensive list.

I want to talk for a minute:about our

evaluation of the resource areas that I just showed you on

the previous slide. We looked at the possible impacts

from construction, operation, decommissioning and

accidents. When we say decommissioning, we're talking

about t".e decontamination and eventual release of the

facility.

Once the impaicts were'determined, we

categorized -th'mn-as'beiiijeith'r'smaliI 'moderate, or

large. In' a moment I'Il explain those categories in a

little'more detail. . ' ' -' ' "

, It's important to notptoo, that impacts can

be negative or positive. An example of-a positive impact

would be the creation of jobs. And for the LES facility

no impacts were found to be large. In all cases we found

the impacts to be small to moderate.

The draft EIS also described mitigative

measures that LES could use. Mitigative measures are

those actions they could take to help decrease the

negative impact. For example, they could use fencing to

keep animals out of a construction area.
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All of those resources areas are discussed in.

detail in chapter 4 of the draft EIS. They're also

summarized in this handout we have here tonight, which is

a table.

If you take one thing home with you, this would

probably wJould be the best thing to take. It really

summarizes what we found in the draft EIS.

As I said earlier the impacts we categorized

into small, moderate or large. Definitions of those-..

categories are here. - -. -

Small impacts are those that are either not

detectable or so minor they would not affect any important

attribute of the resource. Moderate-impacts are ...

noticeable beut'wo'uld not destabilize' important attributes,',

of the resource. Large impacts would be clearly

noticeable-and could destabilize the'resource. But as I

said earlier, we did not find any large impacts for the

LES facility.

The resource areas listed here are estimated to

all receive small-impacts during construction, operation

and decommissioning of the facility.

So the resource areas expected to experience

small impacts are land use, historical and cultural

resources, visual and scenic resources, air quality,

geology and soil, water resources, ecological resources,
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environment justice and noise.

I'd like to talk in detail about water

resources for a moment. We analyzed impacts to water

resources by looking at both water capacity and water

quality, and we looked at both groundwater and surface

water.

There's no surface water present at the site.

The first well defined source of groundwater is more than

800 feet below the ground surface.

The draft EIS found that impacts on the local

water suoply would be small, because there is excess

capacity in the area, and the LES facility would use less

than 1 percent of the available capacity in Eunice and

Hobbs per day. In addition, no processed waters would be

discharged from the site.

During our analysis we found that four resource

areas may experience larger impacts of the small-to-

moderate category during some portion of the facility's

lifetime but necessarily for the entire facility's

lifetime. For example, an impact could be moderate during

construction but then small during operations and

decommissioning.

And these areas are socio-economics,

transportation, public and occupational health, and waste

management. I'm going to talk about each of these four
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areas in detail on the next slides.

Socio-economics includes a wide range of areas.

We analyzed employment, population, housing, public

services and finances. We found that employment would

increase moderately because of the jobs that would be

brought into the local area.

We also found that the finances of the state

and county would increase moderately because of the

increased tax revenue they would be receiving.

Finally we found that the impacts to population

and housing as well as the increase in the demand for

public services would be small because of the relatively

small number of people we would expect to move into the

area.

Transportations For transportation we analyzed

routine traffic, which would include construction workers

driving to work. We also looked at possible

transportation accidents. We looked at truck and rail

transportation of materials, although LES at this time is

proposing to use only truck.

And we analyzed both radiological impacts,

which would include doses to the public as material is

driven along local roads, and we also looked at

non-radiological impacts which would include things like

emissions from the tailpipes of the trucks.
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We found that the transportation impacts during

operations and decommissioning would be small.

The two cases in which impacts may be small to

moderate would be during construction, because of the

increased traffic on Highway 234, and also if a possible

accident occurred truck or rail shipment.

However, we also found that possibility of a

transportation accident that would result in severe'

consequences is highly unlikely because of the regulations

for shipping such material that help ensure the safety of

those shipments.

J As'you know, LES will'be handling radioactive

materia., so-we do'a careful-assessment of'any public

healthieffects that could result&' We look'at workers at

the facility as well as members of the public:'

'We found that for construction, normal

operations, and decommissioning, the radiological health

impacts would be small.

- During operations it is estimated that the

resident living nearest to the site would receive less

than one millirem per year, and our regulatory standard is

200 millirem per year, so they would be receiving less

than 1 percent of our regulatory dose limit.

- It is estimated that 'the maximum dose to some

types of workers at the facility would be about 300
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millirem per year, and the regulatory dose limit for

workers is 5,000 millirem per year. so they would be

receiving about 6 percent of the regulatory dose limit.

The impacts from accidents were found to be

from small to moderate, depending on the type of accident.

Safety equipment at the facility makes a severe accident

highly unlikely to occur.

I'd also like to talk in detail about waste

management. The facility would generate both

non-radiological waste, such as scrap lumber resulting ,

from construction as well as radiological waste.

Some of this radioactive material would be

depleted uranium,,which would be stored onsite until it

could be shipped offsite to another location.

We found that the impacts from the

non-radiological waste and most of the radiological waste

would be small, because there's adequate capacity at the

appropriate disposal locations for these types of waste.

The impacts from the source of depleted uranium

is found to be small or moderate, because the waste could

be stored onsite up the 30 years. This could result in an

increase in the dose to the workers at the site.

You may remember in the first part of my

presentation I mentioned the public comment period. The

public comment began when the draft Ers was published in
t .
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1 September, and it continues until November 6. So you can

2 provide us with your comments any time between now and

3 November 6.

4 All of the comments that we receive during the

S public comment period, including the ones that you stand

6 up and make verbally tonight, will be considered by us

7 when you're developing the final CIS.

a In addition, the comments we receive will be

9 included in the final EIS as an appendix, so you can see

10 how your comment was addressed.

11 There are several ways you can send us your

12 comments, given on this slide. By mail you can send them

13 to the address given here. If you like to use e-mail you

14 could send it to nrcrepsnrc.gov. If you'd like to fax,

15 you car use the number there, and put it to my attention.

16 Also I'd ask that you please write docket

17 number 70-3103 on your comments. This is the number we've

is assigned to the facility, and it helps make sure that your

19 comment gets to the right staff member at the NRC.

20 Here we've listed the web pages you can go to

21 for information on the LES facility specifically, as well

22 as gas centrifuges, also information for a public document

23 room which has links to many useful documents related to

24 what we do.

25 Listed here are the NRC points of contact
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specifically for the project. .For technical or safety

information associated with the proposed facility, please

contact Tim Johnson.

If you have questions on the environmental

review process, please feel free to contact me.

And that's it for my presentation. I thank you

for your time and attention, and we look forward to

hearing your comments and questions.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much, Anna. Thank

you all for your patience. We've covered a lot of ground

there.

We wanted to provide some time for questions on

any of this material before we get to the public comment

part.

Is there any question? Yes. Just please

introduce yourself. I think you're probably going to have

to speak pretty closely into the mike.

MS. FISHER: I'm Karen Fisher with New Mexico

Attorney General's office, and I wonder if the safety

evaluation report is subject to public comment in the same

manner that the EIS is subject to public comment.

MR. JOHNSON: At this stage we're not planning

a public comment process on a draft safety evaluation

report, but we are looking into having a public meeting to

talk about the safety review we publish it as a final
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document.

MR. CAMEROUt Okay. Thank you very much, Tim.

On a related point that might be of interest to Karen,

could you talk about the technical meetings that we have

with the license applicant throughout the process. If you

didn't, can you just mention to people who they can tune

into those discussions.

MR. JOHNSON: We have a number of technical

meetings that we conduct with Louisiana Energy Services

when we need.further clarification on a particular subject

or area.

We do notic'ethose meetings. People are

allowed to come in and attend these meetings and obnerve

them~.We cati also setup phoini lines, too, if you want to

join in or-listen i'. '

We did try to-do something with Lea County in

terms of-setting up' a videoconferencing application, but

we've had trouble technically with the compatibility of

our videoconferencing systems and the ones locally.

I But if those can get solved, we'd like to try

to do that. But right now the technical issues are

preventing us from using that system that you have in the

county.

MR. CAMEROttt And I believe that we're going to

also explore with the Eunice school system a technology
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that they have to provide that same type of process.

Thank you very much, Tim.

Other questions?

(No response.)

MR. CAMERON: Okay. Let's go to public

comments. We're going to go to some local officials.

We're'going to ask Jim Ferland from LES to talk to us.

We're going to then-go to some private citizens

who have some comments on the EIS. We have some educators

and some local government officials. So we're goingrto

try to mix it up a little bit.

It's great to see the enthusiasm of the people

who want to talk. But we'regoing-to-start with Mayor.

Brown of Eunice--. - - ' ' ; - -

* Mayor, if you can come up with the podium where

you can use this.- - - -

MAYOR 8ROWtU First of all I would like to

welcome the NRC here tonight. This is the second or third

meeting for some of you all.

I really appreciate the fact that you are-

attending personally as opposed to sending an

administrative assistant or lower staff person to conduct

these meetings. It's important that the public feel like

they are-involved in the process.'

I would like to extend an invitation to you in

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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any of your future meetings. We would be more than happy

to accommodate in any way we can.

Basically what I want to discuss tonight for a

little while is repetition of what has already been

presented by:the NRC, but I would like to highlight some

things. I

The ARC has basically determined -- or the

environmental impact statement that there is little

negative impact on land use, air quality, water resources,

public employee health and safety. In fact, the only

moderate impact that I recall as a positive impact, and t

hat is an increase in population and jobs.

For the last 20 years in Lea County and the

City of Eunice, the population and economy have all been

declining. Eunice actually has lost about a third of its

population in the last 20 years or so. And I think most

of the reason for that is our reliance on a single

industry. The oil industry has been good to us. but oil

is a depletable resource.

Over a period of time -- over the next 20 or 30

years, according to studies I have read, the oil industry

will no longer be able to drive our economy, which means

that we have to have companies like LES move into our area

to help diversify our economy.

There's a statement by the NRC staff in the
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environmental impact statement that I thoroughly agree

with. I'll paraphrase it, because my memory's not that

great.

But it's basically saying that unless there are

safety issues that mandate otherwise, that LES should be

licensed. I agree wifth that completely.

If there are safety issues that have to be

considered, and certainly they should be -- but we have

been in this process for about nine months now, and I

think very rapidly we'll be getting to the point where

opposition is just using stalling tactics. I would hope

the NRC would recognize that for what it is.

The more I think about the entire process, the

more I think it's a win-win situation for everybody.

The electric utilities, the power plants

provide about 20 percent of the area's electrical needs,

but they do so using the majority of their fuel from

foreign suppliers. So they will benefit definitely with

LES providing supply domestically.

LES obviously stands to benefit if it goes

through, because they will have a fixed number of users.

So they will benefit.

The companies that are going to be investing in

it -- Urenco and Westinghouse -- if the thing is

successful, they are definitely going to benefit.
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1 We are going to benefit. We'll have new jobs

2 coming in. We'll have families moving into our community.

3 I think we will benefit in every way we can imagine. I

4 think our economy will have the tendency to turn around.

S and hopefully we will see some growth.

6 I would like to make one other comment before I

7 turn the mike over to the next speaker, and that's about

8 Jim Ferland and his staff.

9 I hope all of you have gotten to know these

10 people.' Ifyou haven't, you need to do so. They are.

11 quality people. For those of you who do not know them, I

12 1would like t6'say that they are exactly the kind of people

,t 13 i who I-wanE to have building a'urankum' enrichtiimt plant in

14 or b acky '"''yI ;

15 Thaink y'ou. .'-:,.

16 MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much, Mayor Brown.

17 I'd like 'to now go to Diane Ventura from

18 Senator Bingaman's office. Diane?

19 MS. VENTURA: Good evening. I represent, for

20 the record, Jeff Bingaman, US Senator, New Mexico.

21 I would like to say thank you to the NRC for

22 being here today to listen to local residents discuss

23 their views of the uranium processing facility.

24 It is the responsibility for NRC and the Atomic

25 Safety Licensing Board to ensure that' any proposed uranium
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processing plant will operate safely, securely, and with

low environmental impact.' Your presence here today

demonstrates the NRC's commitment to its job.

As I've stated before, I am a supporter of the

proposed facility because it will introduce competition in

the domestic uranium fuel market which currently has only

one supplier of enriched uranium fuel.

This project will also create high-technology

economic arowth in southeastern New Mexico. ' -

But, as I've stated in the past and continue to

believe it is imperative that any license that the NRC

issues must guarantee that depleted uranium tails are

removed fromtthe state.'.:

k''s " ArI urge LES to show"its commitment to removing

the' tails by undertaking negotiations with-the'State of'

New Mexico to settle on'a mutually'beneficial-plan to see

that the tails are removed. It is in the best interest to

LES and our state to come to such an agreement.

It is my understanding that LES's preferred

route is to 'deconvert tails using a commercial facility

rather than relying on DOE'S facilities under construction

in Paducah and Portsmouth. This appears to be a good

option because it will give the needed flexibility without

relying on the federal government.

If LES is moving in that' direction, I encourage

HEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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LES to meet with-the DOE to discuss their lessons learned

in designing and building such a plant. 1-
Once again, thank you for being here today and

for ensuring that the public's views on the proposed

facility are heard and taken into consideration.

MR. CAMERON% Thank you, Diane. And thank you,

too, Senator Bingaman.

We're going to go next to Bob Carter from

Representative Pearce's office. Bob?

MR. CARTER: Thank you.

'Gentlemen and ladies, thanks for the

invitation to you at today's meeting. I regret that I am

unable to attend.

'From the onset after being elected to

Congress, I have worked diligently to assist in any way
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be available to serve you to the best of our ability.

'Again, thank you for inviting me to join you

today. I want you to know how important you are to the

State of New Mexico, and I hope to see you soon.

Sincerely, Stevan Pearce.'

I wear two hats. I represent the Lea County

Improvement Corporation. Will the members of the board

please stand. Harry Teague, Johnny Cole, Kathi Bearden

and Bob Reid are all here.

It with great pleasure that we stand before you

today to offer the assistance of the Lea County

Improvement Corporation.

Our board has been involved since the onset of

this project. We have continually monitored the process

and attended meetings to listen intently to what's being

said in relationship to safety concerns as well as job

opportunities.

.
-

-

that I can to bring jobs to Lea County. I believe the

National Enrichment Facility is vital to provide new jobs

for our county and state. I am dedicated to continue to
.

l

work and for the establish of-the facility in our great

state.

'We appreciate LES and the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission for providing the opportunity for open

discussions and a forum whereby people can express their

opinion and concerns. If I or my staff can provide any

We applaud you for your openness and the fact

that you, the Regulatory Commission, are here holding

hearings and will allow people to the opportunity to voice

their concerns and to express their opinions.

We look forward to a continued relationship.

We want you to know we support your efforts in

establishing the National Enrichment Facility in Lea

County. Signed, Bob Carter, Chairman.additional information or assistance, we will continue to
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MR. CAHERON: Thank you very much, Bob, and

thank you, Congressman.

We're next going to go to Gay Kernan, who's a

state senator. Gay.

SENATOR KERNAN.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

members of the Commission.

r . ......

IL
I'm here to offer my continued support for the

National Enrichment Facility. I
It was just little over a year ago that I had

|the opportunity to travel with elected officials and

community leaders to Almelo to see the plant. It was an

e'xtremely'informative trip and convinced me that an

enrichment facility coud operated in

southeastern New Mexico.
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1 believe.the ARC is doing a good job in

carefully evaluating this project and believe that all

questions and concerns will be answered as this process

continues'.

Again I offer my support' and encouragement and

I ask you to please grant Louisiana Energy Services their

license. Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much, Senator

Kernan. '

1 I We're going to two other mayors. Mayor

Claiborne from Jal. 1 I

MAYOR CLAIBORtn: r'm Clay Claiborne, mayor of

I the City of Jal, and I'm pleased to have the'opportunity

I
1��

I'm pleased that the NRC has confirmed what I-

believe.to be true, that there will be little if any

impact on the environment and that it will be a positive

impact on our economy in Lea County.

I grew up in Lea County, and I lived here most

of my life. I would never support any program that is not

good for this area.

I continue to be concerned about our dependence

on foreign oil and believe that this facility will help

alleviate United Statesis dependence on others for sources

of energy.

IL
to reiterate that our community continues to give its

support to the LES project. ; 1
Our support was not given until we had'done'our

own environmental impact statement. when I was given the

opportunity to stand in a uranium enrichment facility

compound and watch the ducks swimming in a stream that ran

through the plant yard, watched cows graze along the fence

line, and visit with individuals who live with their

.families around the perimeter, my study was complete.

IF It was gratifying to find that the NRC

environmental impact statement confirms my'findings.

Thank you.

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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For.those of you who still have questions,

please be assured that there will be an impact on this

area, a very, very positive impact. Our quality of life

in this area is given but will be enriched by the

opportunity that will be opening to us.

We appreciate your being concerned about those

of us who live in this area. However I want to once again

assure you that your concerns are unfounded. Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much, Mayor.

Mayor Zap; Andrews, Texas.
-

-

-

MAYOR ZAPs I'd like to thank you for including

Andrews in your thinking about the region. we would like
l.

to think that we don't just operate in Texas; we operate

across the border and are part of your community and part

of your area.
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We really appreciate what's happening here,

what it means to the area. We live in an area where

safety has been a big consideration for many years. The

oilfield cannot operate without safety.

We watched what was being done and what is

being done and are comfortable with what is happening. We

made a study of our waters independent of many of the

studies that were made.

The community paid for a study done by Texas

Tech University in our area, and we are confident that

there is no bad effect in this area.

As I say we looked at many, many things along

We considered this very long and hard at the

time way back when WCS came into our area. We looked at

what it would mean as far as safety is concerned.

Our community has strongly supported that

with you, and we stand with you; we support you in what

you're doing, and we're glad to be included in it. Thank

you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much, Mayor Zap.

Next we're going to go to Jim Ferland, who's

the president of Louisiana Energy Services. You already

heard Mayor Brown refer to Jim and his staff. This is

the license applicant, so we're going to hear a few words.

MR. FERLANDt Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm not

going to take too long either tonight.

-

-l

I
project, and when we talked about this one, I feel that

also strongly support you in what you're doing.

'e I

.

The economic good that will be done has been

mentioned many times, and we're hopeful that it will be

far-ree.:.hing. And we hope maybe we'll get some crumbs

from the table, maybe.

But nevertheless I want to thank NRC for coming

to Eunice and thank you very much for doing what, in my

view at least, is a very thorough and an independent look

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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at how this facility will impact the environment. So

thank you very much for doing that.

Almost as important as thorough independent is

the fact that It was done in a timely mariner. I'm sure

we're probably hear some more of that tonight. But that

is extremely important to us as well. So independent,

thorough and timely -- we at LES very much appreciate

that.

Just a note on the environmental impact

statement. LES has -- we've been here over a year now.

We made the announcement that we were coming here in

September of last year. Then we submitted the application

in December.; i
- a '' m f t -. j .. -. A - .- ,. Gd*

You, the citizens of Lea County, have many

times heard us say that this',is a safe facility. We will,

operate it safely, and we will ensure that we have a

minimal, small, or negligible impact on the environment.

You've heard us say that many, many times.

, Some of you folks went to Almelo, and you've taken a look

at facility that we're going to build here.

But it still has to be very comforting to see

an independent, very competent, very thorough analysis of

the plant 'come to the same conclusion as' to the

environment impact.

It makes us feel good. It provides the backup
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for you that you should be looking for. So, again, we

were very happy to not only see the environmental impact

statement or draft EIS come out early, but also to see

what it said.

Just a comment on that: We're in the draft

stage. The NRC says they're going to take public comment.

and they're looking to file a final environmental Impact

statement in June of '05.

Now, just a note for you folks from is LES is

that's not the end of our thinking about the environment;

that's just the beginning.' You know, this facility, this

is a lifetime commitment to the environment ithat we're

embarking on here. ' : -

So we're not finished in January '05 when the

NRC concludes and'puta out'the final environmental'impact

statement. That's just at the very beginning of LES's

commitment to the environment, to the health and safety of

the public, to the health and safety of our workers.

So I don't want anybody here to think that LES

is thinking all about the environment until next June and

then they're done. That's actually just the very, very

beginning of our commitment.

One other topic -- and I've heard 'a couple of

folks mention 'it tonight -- energy independence. We see

what's happened when the United States gets overly reliant

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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1 on foreign sources for.our energy. We see it every day

2 when we go to the gas pumps and when we read the

3 newspapers, and we see the impact of that on the stock

4 market and the economy.

5 If we take a look at electricity prices -- and

6 I've heard other folks say this'-- 85 percent of the

7 enriched uranium that we burn in our power plant today

8 comes from overseas. We are susceptible to the same thing

9 is happening with oil on the fuel for our power plants.

10 And this facility will help to offset that risk

11 by providing a secure, domestic, competitive source for

12 enrichment for the electricity that we use every day in

13 addition to the gasoline and the other items.

14 So I just wanted to make that note and thank

1s everybody in the audience for coming out. We very

16 appreciate the fact that we're taking your time and that

17 you're giving your time to come to meetings like this. I

18 very much appreciate your time and support. Thank you.

19 MR. CAMERONZ Thank you very much.

20 We'll go next to Kathi Bearden on the board of

21 the Economic Development Corporation.

22 MS. BEARDEN: Mr. Chairman, Commissioners. I'm

23 Kathi Dearden, president of the Economic Development

24 Corporation in Lea County. Thank you for the opportunity

25 to speak tonight and welcome NRC to Lea County.
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We are thrilled at EDC to see the draft

environmental impact statement that was released September

3rd. The draft EIS determined that there will be minimal

environment impact on this region and of course a positive

socio-economic impact.

The draft recommends proposed license be issued

unless safety issues mandate otherwise. And for that we

are excited and pleased.

The draft concluded that this project would

help form energy independence for America, as well as have

small impact on land use, air quality, water usage,

ecological resources, environment, if an accident does

occur, and radiological exposures. All these are things

that all the citizens in this part of the country have

concerns about.

Additionally the EDC of Lea County have entered

into discussions with LES as well as other interested

parties, including local, state and federal legislators

and elected officials about a deconversion plant. We

anticipate a solution to this matter in the very near

future.

Interest in this project has not waned. The

communities in Lea County and our neighbors in West Texas

continue to be optimistic about the advantages of the 400

construction jobs, the $170 million payroll during

WEAL R. GROSS & CO.. INC.
(202) 234-4433
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construction,.the 210 permanent jobs, and LES's commitment

to buy goods and services locally.

But as we've said before in other meetings,

more important to us as citizens in Lea County and West

Texas is the fact that this facility will enable the

United States to have'a domestic source of enriched

uranium for the country's commercial nuclear power plants

and will allow energy independence for America in a safe

manner.

* Thank you again for coming to Lea County and

allowing all our citizens to have a voice in this

procedure.'

:. 'iMR. CAMERON: Thank you, Kathi.

m -. Next wJe're going to'goto-Dennis Holmberg, Lea

County manager. " '' " '

* - MR. JlOLMSERG: I'm Dennis flolmberg, the Lea

County manager. I work with the Water Industries

Association and am very thankful that you found what we

think was true all along, that there will be very little

impact to the water supply.
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talks about the alternative sources of water all of us are

considered on a daily basis. And so instead of little

impact, it may have no impact at all. If you go back to

your revisit that report -- I think Chapter 8, the water

plan -- it talks about the alternative sources, including

conservation, water rate structure, development of deep

aquifers, treatment and use of lower-quality water,

imported water, aquifer recharge, weather modification,

interstate alternatives, groundwater flow modeling, and

the water monitoring program.

Many of those not only were part of the plan

that have already been implemented by the various
.I .. ... I.. .,

municipalities and counties, and so that would maybe even

.. p t , a, "h .. His . -: ., I .; ! , .-
help mitigate the issue of any small water questions that

you have with the draft. Thank you.

I .

(1~

MR. CAMERON: Thank you for that information,
.. . ..

Dennis.

In reading through the draft, I wanted to point

out one thing, that any references have been to the water

plant addressed only-a small component of supply and

;demand. -

There's another large component of it that

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., ItC.
(202) 234-4433

Now we're going to go to Lee Cheney and then to

Rose Gardner.

MR. CHENEY: Thank you. My name's Lee Cheney;

I'm from Hobbs, and I originally just had one simple

question to ask the NRC.

But before I start, I would like to ask Jim

Ferland if he could tell me what percentage of LES is

owned by Urenco.

NJEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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MR. CA14ERON: Okay. Jim, is this an NRC

meeting, and I know there's lots of information you want

to get from the license applicant. I don't want to turn

it into a different type of meeting but, Jim, is that

something that you can --

MR. FERLAXDa 75.5.

MR. CAJ4E11RO 75.5. All right.

Lee, let's go back to you.

MR. CHENEY: Thank you for much for that

information. The reason I ask that question about the

percentage ownership of Urenco in LES is because of the

question of problems that we're having with foreign

ownership -- United States independent.
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understanding they would have none.

They could just simply walk away from it. Thle

taxpayers would be stuck with it. These are issues that

51

That takes me to my question. Will the NRC

allow the New Mexico Attorney General and the New Mexico

Environment Department to participate in the LES hearing

on the important issue of terrorism, national security,

LES financial qualifications and waste disposal?

One of the concerns that I have that I hope the

state will be allowed to consider -- that the NRC will

allow the state to consider in this hearing is the foreign

ownership of LES and their responsibility, because if LES

goes bankrupt, these foreign companies -- and Urenco's

owned by England, France and Germany -- their

responsibility for cleanup, for all these things, it's my

the State of New Mexico is being denied the opportunity to

(have considered in this hearing process as I understand

it.

HR. CAZ4EROI: Thank you very much, Lee. And as

both Scott Flanders and Tim Johnson from the NRC pointed

out, we are in the formal hearing stage, and some of the

decisions have been made by the NRC licensing board on

what issues are going to be considered. Some of them have

been appealed to the Commission.

And there's also the -- on the additional point

we do have participation from the New Mexico Attorney

General and New Mexico Environment Department.

There's an issue there that's in front of the

Commission about what the extent of the participation of

those two groups can be on issues raised by other parties

in the proceeding. I would like to ask Scott or Jim

perhaps to address the concern that you had about

financial assurance and bankruptcy.

Tim, in it possible for you to just give us an

overview of what the financial assurance requirements are?

MR. JOHNSON: One of our regulatory

requirements for getting a license for this type of

PEAL R. GROSS & CO., I1NC.
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facility is the applicant has to provide what we call a

decommissioning funding plan.,

This consists of a cost estimate for

decommissioning the facility as well as a financial

mechanism to provide those funds in the event that the

licensee ultimately is unable to deal with

decommissioning.

Financial mechanisms that would be allowed

would be things like letters of credit, surety bonds,

trust accounts -- prepaid trust accounts and so on.

| What LES 'has'done is they have provided a cost

estimate for decommissioning. It Includes the cost for

dispositioTii92 the depleted urinium'thiat'will be generated

* at'the'faciliiTy. ej'jr~opY to use a sunretybond as a,

mechanism for providing those funds. -

i'The surety bond is seI up so that if, for

example, LES goes bankrupt, the funds are' separated from

the Louisiana Energy Services, and the beneficiary comes

out of a standby trust in which the NRC can direct its

expenditure and ultimately the decommissioning of the

facility, if' that' is needed.,

| MR. CAMERONt I guess that one of the

'objectives is to make sure that there are funds available

even if there isn't bankruptcy. -

MR. JOHNSON: One of'the key aspects of our

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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review is to review.this decommissioning funding plan to

make sure that estimates are reasonable.

Also a part of this is that at least every

years that estimate would be updated to account for

escalation, changes in the facility, et cetera, so that

this is an ongoing process to keep the amount suitable for

any decommissioning needs that might come during the

facility lifetime.

MR. CAIMERONt Okay. Thank you very much, Tim.

Lee, we do have your question 'on the record for

those particular issues, and perhaps we can go through

them with you after the meeting or sometime ini terms of

|what was raised and how they were have been disposed and.

what"is still pending-" ' -' " -g a/ 1'* in

|This'is Rose Gardner. :

MS. GARDNER:' I'd like to welcome everyone and

the NRC Commission to the meeting this evening.

This is the second time I've spoken regarding

these topics. Even-though there's a lot that I'd like to

say, I couldn't get it all on one sheet of paper.

Throughout the whole document there are

,statements made regarding the construction, operation of

decommissioning of the National Enrichment Facility.

[Although the report does summarize the effects of the

different phases of the plant and according to the ARC the

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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impacts of the operations of construction and

decommissioning would have a small impact on the

environment, I found that all one has to do easily look at

the subject and find the summary following.

F :.

In many of the different situations involving

information many references are made to the properties of

the UF-6, uranium hexafluoride, the feed gas, as well as

the depleted uranium waste byproduct.

In all occurrences involving accidental release

of the UF-6, I find dangerous situations arise. A

ruptured container can cause death and excessive

radioactive materials are released to the air and

surrounding environment.

What would happen if at some point all 15,727

containers ruptured due to a possible terrorist attack?

This is an item not covered under the EIS. This is a

state and national security issue.

Who will address this and give a reply as to

the consequence of such a thing happening? Does this fall

under safety and security, which is identified as being

outside the scope of EIS and NRC? What about the

disposition of the waste?
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.Where.is the proof that the waste will be gone?

I heard all the politicians say the governor wants the

waste gone. The final disposition has only been in

outlines as possible options available. No contract means

no guarantee. I.

The State of New Mexico Environment Department

and Attorney General's Office is being left out of the

legal process, and this is concerning to me. The two

state government entities should file contentions that

should be addressed during NRC hearing starting 2005, yet

appears though nothing is happening yet.

the Governor of New Mexico has requested the

admittance of the two offices, but it looks like the

governor has no real say in this matter. This is very

serious, and we in those community will be lacking support

if they are not admitted as important interested parties

to this process.

I.

(l~

. _

The viable options are discussed.

Unfortunately nothing is solid or contingent upon,

completion of this plant.

Who will assure us that the waste is removed as

soon as possible? who will stand up for Eunice? Our city

government should be asking these same questions. Why

aren't they?

Who will protect us with the necessary laws in

place should something like environmental contamination or

death occur?

The water issue is still a concern as well. We

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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know that communities in New Mexico are adopting water

conservation policies required to be in place by next

year.

(.

We know our 40-year water plan indicated a

possible shortage of water within 40 years, and yet we

will allow this plant to use all the water they need and

want. And then at some point a possible deconversion

plant may be built, and that plant will use our water as

well.

When will our needs be considered for the

40-year plan? My' community still ha; much work to do.

According to the water study, engineers recommended that

new water holes be drilled and water conservation be
_le -i S I !PP-I *rle' *sI6--"!' C' '

addressed. Water is an important and crucial part of our
-i ."-.~ iii

future here at Eunice, and I'm very concerned that this is

not being taken seriously.
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,of high-risk and polluting industries with the oil and gas

industry. I hasten to say that they.are my bread and

butter. So it's not the oil and gas industry I'm against;

it's the radioactive waste and emissions.

.
We have more than our fair share of cancer.'

And in this draft environmental impact statement there are

constant references to latent 'cancer fatalities.

Excessive exposure to radioactive'emissions and-

waste cannot' be good for anyone. Why must the community

of Eunice be the one to suffer the' ill effects which'are

bound to occur, and the surrounding areas will profit by

our misery?

: Pi I live here, and I intend to be here a' long

,time if God is wiflting. I ask; yo. "as Ch'ristia n brothers

and sisters, would you want this done to you?

I would not want for anyone regardless of the

monetary profit potential. It is an unhealthy environmentOther issues that concern me are in the scoping

summary report and are identified as being outside the

scope of this environmental impact statement drafted by

the NRC but I do intend to submit written comments in

addition to these.

that you supporters of this

.the community of Eunice to,

the planning of this plant.

project are wanting to subject

and I will vigorously oppose

I personally do not support this project. I do

not believe that this facility should be constructed in

Eunice.

Our community already has more than its share

I am a member of Public Citizen and Nuclear

Information Resources Services and am very glad that most

of our contingents were admitted by the NRC. We will have

our day in court,' and at the end of the day who knows what

might happen?
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.I'd like to extend a personal invitation to the.

New Mexico Attorney General's office and Environment

Department to join us in our contentions, which have a lot

of similarities. We just want the answers. We want

safety. We want good things for this community.

C..

I request that the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission deny the license application for Urenco,

Louisiana Energy Services' National Enrichment Facility.

Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much, Rose. Do

you want us to attach those two pages?

MS. GARDNER: I already left a copy with you.

MR. CAMERON: All right. Thank you very much.

We're going to go to some educators now. The

first person is the superintendent, Toni Trujillo. Toni?

SUPERINTENDENT TRUJILLO: I'm sorry I was a

little late to the meeting. We had another extremely

important meeting this evening -- the Jal/Eunice

volleyball match. I had to leave, so I don't know who's

winning. So we apologize for that.

Next time you are here, or any other state

regulators, we're hoping you can come to our community,

maybe see one of our games. So we'd like to extend that

invitation.

I want to express my thanks and appreciation to
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the members from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Throughout this process you have kept the citizens of Lea 1
County informed about the permit process and have provided

numerous opportunities for public comment. l

A copy of the draft environmental impact

statement was provided by the NRC. Because of the

document's organization format -- as an educator I also

have to comment on language usage -- I was able to

understand the report, and I'm not a scientist nor an

engineer.

The definitions regarding the degree of impact

were very helpful and were written using a minimum or

jargon. I think that's very important for an informed

public.

I continue to support the National Enrichment

Facility, and I continue to support the federal and state

regulatory approval procedures. In this case private

industry and governmental entities have worked together to

ensure a safe and prosperous future for Lea County.

Tonight I just have one request. The next time

you come to Eunice I would like to invite you to meet with

our students and explain the permit approval process, not

take sides, as you're not doing, neither pro nor con, but

explain this process to them, because this in a wonderful,

I think, example of our democracy in action. I encourage

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
(202) 234-4433
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you to do that. You are invited to meet with our

students.

we now have many students engaged in an applied

physics course. I think they would understand what's-

going on. Also we have a new internet class entitled, an

Introduction to Nuclear Energy. So the next time you're

here we certainly want you to-have that invitation and

provide some time for you to meet with our students.

Again, thank you for your diligence and

professional behavior. Thank you.

MR. CAMERONt Thank you very much, Toni. I'm

just going to make a note of that request for the week,
.. , , -. .r;,

just to make sure that we respond to that. I'm going to

go to the opponents, I guess, the Lady Panthers.

Rick. Ferguson.

MR. FERGUSONs Welcome again to Eunice. Of

course we'd like you to come on back to Jal.

It's great news to hear what you had to say as

far as the environmental impact studyj it was what we was

expecting, but itiwas still good to hear that again.

Toni had to change clothes tonight. When she

was at the ball game, she was wearing her Jal Panther

shirt; I don't know why she changed. She really looked

good in blue, but you can ask her about that.
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LES as.a neighbor. Any jobs that we can get down in J1al

certainly will be welcome. We want employment

opportunities for our students that are graduating, for

the people. who are in Jal. .

Mayor Brown talked about Eunice,-as far as the

population dwindling by a third over the last 20 years.

OurS has probably dwindled more than that over last 20

years. Any job or employment in a safe environment that

we can offer to our citizens of course is welcome.

I certainly appreciate again that we d& live in

an environment in a country where we.have places where

people like you working for the NRC freely can come down

and'heip us to know that this really is a safe type of

environment to work in.

Again, I'm looking forward to having LES as a

neighbor. I think you're going to bring some good

opportunities to us. I was wondering if there was one

other thing you can do i -- you know, any extra revenue

that Eunice schools bring in because of that, could you

make sure that every school district south --

(General laughter.)

MR. CAMERON: Okay. Thank you.

Next we're going to go to Gene Strickland from

Eunice High School. Gene?

Cottrttrerl
{ #076.1
y_ j

I - -- . We're excited about the possibility of having - I MR. STRICKLANDZ First I want to thank NRC for
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.,doing such a superb job in providing a model for our

students in what the proper process is in investigating

something that will have a huge impact on our students.

I know you guys have a process for conducting

your environmental impact statement, and I'd like to

attach another acronym to that, educational impact

statement.

I believe as an educator that this is going to

provide huge opportunities for our students' education.

This is an example here tonight the opportunity this

provides for my students.

And I know I speak for all the educators in the

room the benefits that go on to our students. So we

appreciate LES. I continue to support them, and I

appreciate you guys. Thanks.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much.

And we're going to go to one other educator,

Steve McCleery from Hew Mexico Junior College. And then

there's a statement that we'll read from a senator.

MR. McCLEERY: Mr. Chairman, Ms. Bradford, Mr.

Smith. Thank you for coming to Lea County.
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the issues in there -- small to moderate -- would be

issues that might raise a question; however, I think that

those issues that are small to moderate have a lot to do

with what we in Lea County can provide.

You looked at the transportation issue. You

looked at the accident issue, specifically with the

operation of the plant facility in terms of providing a

trained workforce. All of those issues play out in regard

to those small to moderate impacts as you at least cited.

I'll tell you that I'm very confident in terms

of we in Lea County can do. This is an opportunity for us

to partner with what we think will be a very good company,

LES.

But those partnerships run, I think, up and

down Lea County. If you look at our emergency response

abilities in Lea County, I think they are far and above

what you would find in many counties our size.

If you look at the training that they are

performing right now, if you look at the fact that we live

in an area that causes them to constantly train in terms

of the oilfield, in terms of the work facility, in terms

of the WCS, I think that infrastructure piece is there. I

think it's solid, and I think it addresses that small to

moderate impact.

IN terms of the other issues, I think most of

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
(202) 234-4433

Number one, we appreciate the process that

affords people to speak on both sides of the issue. I

think that's extremely important.

In terms of the environmental impact statement,
i
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those that you would find in terms of what you did -- and.

I think you did the due diligence.

You asked us to comment; you took our

questions. You took those questions very seriously. You

went back. You did the due diligence. You turned the

paper. You looked, and you looked.

One of the issues in regards to that, though,

is the operation of this facility. Prior to the

announcement of LES coming Lea County, on their own they

met with officials from New Mexico Junior College, and

that's who I represent tonight, and I have to be present

at their beck and call

We sat withthem. One of the first concerns'

that they had was they wiaited to miii -iufethat the-

training that -we-provide -- meaning LES provides -- in

conjunction with other schools '-- New Mexico Junior

College. College of the Southwest -- is second to none.

C'omn,,ieni
(t' #026-3

%,. (Conlt.)

f

ky.

you will, a conduit to LES. We've met with the LES staff

on numerous occasions to talk about the training issues,

because the small to moderate concerns would be mitigated

if indeed Lea County steps up to the plate and provides

the training and provides the support services through the

infrastructure and the emergency response.

That's what we're planning for, and it's all of

Lea County. It's from the south end, from Jal, all the

way to the north end in Taylor.

I would say to you that.our dealings with LES'

have been absolutely phenomenal. They've been on our

campuses up and down Lea County. They've fully disclosed

to our students. They've met with our students.

* Th~ey continue to press the is ueT We want'to

make sure thiat Lea cotunty is ready. I'm here-today to

congratulate you on whit I think is an outstanding

environmental impact statement. I know it's a draft, but

also In the process. I think the process is very good.

I can tell you'that I think as a county from

one end to the other that we're ready for this facility.'

Thank you for coming to Lea County.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much.

We do have that statement from Senator Lavelle

that Kim Fulfer is going to read to us. Kim?

MS. FULFER: My father is Senator Carroll

We want to turn all of the stones; we want to

look under every corner. we want to provide that

training.

We've employed an engineer who has a master's

degree -- han a baccalaureate degree and a master's degree

from the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, a

brilliant young man.

Ile's been ramping up; he's been providing, if

NEAL.R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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| Lavelle. He is the senator for Eddy and Lea.Counties. He .-

was unable to be here tonight. He said he was sorry he

couldn't be here.

He does write, "I'm writing again in support of

Louisiana Energy Services' effort to obtain a license from

Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the proposed National

Enrichment Facility outside Eunice, New Mexico.

"Lea County is very excited about the NEF. The

oil and gas industry has supported Lea County and the

State of New Mexico for over 75-years. My constituents

know the pitfalls of the economic swing in oil and gas.

It is time to diversify. The draft environmental impact

statement was very positive for the NEF. I am glad the

report found what I already knew.

'The NEF will have a minimal environmental

impact on this region and a verzj positive socio-economic,

particularly with respect to jobs and revenue added to the

local economy.

"LES has shown itself to be a good corporate

citizen by contributing to local organizations that

benefit the people of southeaster New Mexico, as woll as

always keeping us informed and educated about the process.
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so we in Lea County can begin making plans for the future

that would include the NEF. Sincerely, Carroll Lavelle.-

On a personal level I also support them. My

husband and I have raised our family here. We both have

businesses here.

We feel like the oil and gas economy has been

very good to our family. But we do feel like it is time

to diversify. We don't want to go through another oil and

gas crunch and wonder what we're going to do next.

This is a great way:to bring economy back to

this area also. I appreciate your being here.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much, Kim. Thank

your father for the comments.

We have a number of elected officials, county

commissioners and city councils, city commissioners that

we're going to go to next.

We're going to start with the Lea County

commissioners and start with Harry Teague and then go to

Darrold Stephenson and Gary Schubert.

Harry, do you want to come up?

CHAIRMAN TEAGUE: Hello everyone. I'm Harry

Teague, the chairman of the Lea county Commission.

The first thing I want to do is I want to thank

the NRC for coming to Lea County and to Eunice. Thank you

and thank your staff.

NEAL R. GROSS E CO., INC.
(202) 234-4433

I
'The draft EIS just confirms NEF is really a

safe, environmentally sound project. I support the NEF

and hope their licensing process continues to go smoothly,
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I know it's a lot of effort and a lot.of

trouble to get everything that you need transported 2,000

miles and have a meeting, but we definitely thank you for

coming.

Going back prior to the time that you accepted

the application from LES, there's been some people that

have made comments about your impartiality, your

qualification, and your integrity.

I

I.

t. L

I want you to know that that's not the case of

me or any of the people from Lea County. We have the

utmost respect for your qualifications and your

impartiality and your integrity.

!1know that several of ybu have spent your

adult life prep6a~ring for the opiortu'nity to work on a

permit like' this'.

The people'of Lea County appreciate you. We're

the people that most impacted by the National Enrichment

Facility, not the people in Washington or Sante Fe or

Albuquerque.

Every community in Lea County is presented here

tonight, along with Roswell, Carlsbad; Andrews and Kermit,

Texas. It's not just Eunice; it's not just Lea County.

It's the whole area that wants this. We want it for the

economic impact that it has for our county and our area.

We want to thank you for your thorough analysis
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I see that some people are talking again and

trying to scare us that the plant will have dangerous to

the national security and to-our personal safety.

I think that's scare tactics. It's a false

accusation. LES is bringing jobs and sophisticated

technology and help for our US electrical industry into

this country.

and detailed review of the environment impact in verifying

to us that this is indeed a truly safe facility.

And everybody here that's -- this is an-energy

county; it's an energy statet $s50 oil, $8 gas. Our

electric industry needs some help, some relief;. Our

citizens will need some shortly.

'There will be nothing inr this facility for

anyone to steal, and there will be high security. -They

will be enriching 'uranium to 5 'percent, not to the 95

percent necessary for weapons. They will not be able to

do that even if someone wanted to.

We've looked at this, and we've visited their

facility in Europe, and we've done independent research

and thinking. We're confident in LES.

flow, the independent research that I did is I

visited with the neighbors of the plant in Almelo.' The

i grass is green; the trees are green.* The people bring

their families to picnic across the fence from the

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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facility

That's the checking that I did. I don't have a

scientific degree to check it the way the NRC is for us.

But I can assure you that it's safe.

Another thing I'd like to say, on a personal

note, today's my 35th wedding anniversary. I Invited my

wife to come to this meeting for our anniversary. We've

never went to an NRC meeting on our anniversary, and she

refused.

(General laughter.)

CHAIR1MA TEAGUEt But she and I have been

married in Lea County -- we were married in Lea County.

We've been married and lived here for 35 years. I still

love her after 35 years.

I have a son and a daughter, and I love them.

I've even learned to love my son-in-law and daughter-

in-law. I have five beautiful grandchildren, and I love

all of them. I wouldn't ask this plant to come here if I

thought it would endanger them.

I also have 110 or -15 employees that live in

every community in Lea County, with the exception of

Tatum. I know them. I know their wives, and I know their

children. I know them by name, not by numbers. I

wouldn't bring this plant here if I thought it would harm

them either.
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I speak for myself as a citizen of Lea County and as a Lea

County commissioner.

After visiting the model facility in The

Netherlands and talking to the LES management team, I know

the 1NEF will be safe and it will be good for New Mexico.

Further, it will be good for our country.

The draft environmental impact statement was

very positive. Thank you, Tim. I'm glad NEF will have

large negative impact on our local resources.

I am also very excited about the boost to our

local economy that the UEF will bring. We certainly need

a more diversified economy and new jobs. The NEF will

achieve both of these.

After reviewing the draft EIS, I firmly believe

that the UEF will both safe and environmentally sound for

the citizens of Lea County.

I look forward to welcoming LES as a permanent

part of our community and encourage you to approve their

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
(202) 234-4433
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Thank you for coming tonight.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much, Chairman

Teague, and I guess happy anniversary.

Darrold?

MR. STEPHENSON: Well, I'd like to voice my

support for the construction of LES's proposed uranium

enrichment facility to be built in Eunice, New Mexico.
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license application quickly.

MR. CAMERONt Thank you, Mr. Stephenson.

Gary Schubert?

COMMISSIONER SCHUBERT: Members of the

Commission, welcome to Lea County. I'm delighted to have

you here. I'm Gary Schubert, and I'm the County

Commissioner from District 3, which basically comprises of

Hobbs.

I've had the privilege of serving on the Lea,

County Commission since January 2003. I believe that it

was in March 2003 when this concept of having LES build

this facility came to the County Commission: So basically

I've been involved with this from the beginning.

The County Commission has put'conslderable

efforts and time since that'day into this project. We

have explored the possibility of building this facility I

very thoroughly. I think we've done our due diligence.

I've had to the opportunity to participate in

the implementation of this project regarding the

governmental and things, and I want to tell you that LES

has been very reputable, very generous, very much above

board. I hive come to know and to trust them.

In every way. that we have participated, they've

gone above and beyond what I feel like their obligations

were.
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You've heard a lot about the economic impact .

and what the facility will mean to us, and I don't want to

be redundant I want to tell you that they've got me

convinced.

I'm here in Lea County. I've lived here 27

years; I'm raising a family here. I'm intending to stay

here andrcomplete raising my family here. And that's as

good a testimony as I know to say towards my trust in them

in implementing this facility. Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Commissioner.

We going to now go to Mary Fuller. Is Mary

here? The next person is David who has the same last name

as Toni.} Do we know who we're talking about. Is David

here? MarylFuller? -; - I ,

MS. FULLERt My name is Mary Fuller, and I've

lived in the City of Eunice for 14 years. I've raised my

family here. I look for a local company, and I'm on the

City Council.

I'd like to thank the NRC Committee for their

draft EIS. We've got a copy of it in the mail a couple of

weeks ago. It looks like you spent a lot time working on

it.

In April I met with a group of people in Almelo

to visit the enrichment plant over there. Unescorted by

anybody, we walked around the town and talked to the

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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people that live there, that share a fence line with the

enrichment plant. Everybody in Almelo is just happy to

have them as a neighbor. Their enrichment plant is not

five or six miles out of towns theirs is right in the

middle of Almelo.

There's been no accidents. They supply good-

paying jobs to the community. They're good members of the

community. I think personally that they would be good for

our community.

I think a lot'of what I would say is just

reiterating what everybody has said, that I look forward

to the day when they start building the plant outside of

Eunice. That's all I can say.

MR. CAMERONs Thank you, Mary.

We're going to go to Hector Ramirez, and then

Robert Wallach and Ray Betzen. Hector?

MR. RAMIREZ: Good evening. Thank you for

coming to Lea County. Thank you for all your time and

effort.

I'd like to say thank you to LES to give me an

opportunity to go over there. It was a great honor for
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this community. And she said 92 on the ladies and 85 on

the men.

She said, how about America? I said 45 and 37.

Then she said we last a long times not kidding, 85, maybe

75.

I'd like to say I've been in Hobbs for 44

years. This community has been great. This is a great

opportunity. You know, I don't know how to express myself

to tell you people what we got coming to this community.

I'm so excited that-my son is going to study

something else, and we can open a furniture store, because

we see that he's going to make a difference in the

community for the quality of life for everybody in this

community.

My district is one of the poor districts in

Hobbs. We're trying to be part of it that we're real

excited.

You know, I'm telling these people, Go up to

the Junior College and be prepared to get a job for

$60,000 a year. That's going to make a lot of difference

for a lot of people in this community. I wish I was 35

years old, but I'm too late.

But I'd like to say thank you, and I welcome

LES with open arms. We've got some truly honest people

coming to live here. Thank you.

me.

23 I asked a lot of questions. And I remember one

24 question that I asked one of the farmers over there. I

f125 said, man, what's the average of the person who live in
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MR. CA1MEROll: Thank you, Mr.. Ramirez.

Mr. Wallach.

--MR. WALLACH, First of all the mayor of Hobbs

couldn't be here tonight. I feel like I need to defend

Hobbs, because there's been some property grabs here about

the city of Jal and a few others.

So on behalf of the mayor of Hobbs and the City

of Hobbs, we want to welcome you back to Lea County. We

appreciate your being here.

I feel like we're all up here just repeating

ourselves, so.I'm going to take just a second. My family

has lived in Eunice and Lea County for over 70 years. My

grandparents both their family back in the mid-'309.
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what the citizens think of their.involvement in the

community. That give me some comfort.

The third thing is Jim Perland and his staff.

You know, they've been very forthright; they've

communicated the way they've needed to, and that's very

important in this process. So we appreciate that.

The last thing I want to say is my family has

been here for 70 years, and so I'm very proud that our

community has an opportunity to be a part of something..

that's so importantito the country. Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much.

Mr. Detzen. Ray Betzen.

MR. BETZENt I haven't been married 35 years

but I might be by the time this meeting in over.

(General laughter.) ," i ,

MR. DETZEN: Commissioners, the Hobbs City

Commission has passed three separate resolutions

supporting LES locating in Lea County.

I'm just like everybody else.-' You know, we

need the jobs.' Economically we need the stimulationj we

need the diversification. But we want to be sure that

we're going to have a good partner to do that with, and a

nafe partner to do that with.

The comfort that I get in making that decision

and giving my support is first of all you guys involved in

that process. I have a lot of confidence in that.

Second of all, it's Mary Fuller's testimony on

the trip to Almelo, and everybody else, but hers wan so

eloquent. I mean, you hear their stories about the

development that's gone around on around the facility and

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
(202) 234-4433
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After seeing that the draft environmental

impact study finds that there will be minimum negative

impact to the environment and a positive socio economic

impact on our county, we will continue to support LES

locating in Lea County. Thank you very much.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Ray.

Next we're going to ask fir. Johnny Cope.

IEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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Johnny?

MR. COPE: Ladies and gentlemen of the NRC,

thank you for being here tonight.

A little history about how LES came to Lea

County. Actually, they did not -- it was a group of

businessmen that first saw the opportunity that we might

try to do economic development, and so the facts are that

we solicited LES to come to see if our community might fit

the profile for a uranium enrichment plant.

And we have been so fortunate to interact with

Jim Ferland and Marshal Cohen, about the honesty about

what a facility such as this will do for our state and our

county.

I was one of the fortunate people to be able to

go to Almelo. Certainly as leadership of this community

felt, it's very important for us to ask all the safety

concerns that there is along with this plan.
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I do believe that.we will increase in traffic.

The Transportation Department has funding for a new

20-year design road from the Texas state line to Highway

18.

The issue the Department is trying to decide is

what is the proper time to redo the road, and do we want

to wait until after construction is over with and then

build a nice, beautiful road that will last 20 years, or

certainly do we need to do it now for the safety of the

people through construction?

And so that's a decision that we have yet to

decide. Certainly we would love your input if there's

something that you have strong feelings about.

But I do want to say I'm very proud that LES

has decided to go through this permit application. I

appreciate all of your due diligence and hard work and

dedication.

I'm very pleased with your EIS report. It's

just exactly what I thought it would be, that's it low to

very moderate impact to our environment. So thank you for

the due diligence that you're doing.

-1~

The second thing that I'd like to say is I'm

the chairman of Transportation Commission. I think I

I do firmly believe in my heart that this is

something that's good for our nation, and I appreciate all

that you're doing here tonight.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Johnny.

Buster Goff.

MR. GOFF: I feel like I was chosen last. My

name is Buster Goff, and I am the chairman of the Lea

County Water Users Association.

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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agree with our statement also that it is a very low to( moderate impact as far as transportation.
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We are an association that is represented not

only by Lea County but by allof the cities in Lea County.

We are appointed by each of the commissioners or the

councils. We were charged with putting together the

40-year water plan, the Lea County regional plan.

When I heard about LES, the first thing I

thought was how much water do they want, because water to

me is more than just a commodity; it's really personal,

because we in Lea County know that we have a aquifer that

really is not rechargeable, so as water users we were very

concerned about the amount of water that this facility of

this magnitude would use.

* The estiimated'water usage for the facility is

approximately a 75 acre-f eet. How much i'that '

Seventy-five acre-feet would water about three holes of

the golf course in'Eunice. i

According to the numbers of our regional plan,

Eunice golf course uses 210 acre-feet a year. This

facility is estimating in using 75 acre-feet.

Seventy-five acre-feet is 25 acres of farmland.

If you're familiar with how we irrigate or farm

of the country, primarily it's with pivot systems. A

pivot system is 120 acres per system. We have in this

area hundreds of them. That's about 20 percent of one

system, is what 75 acre-feet is.'
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So I was certainly-surprised that-this facility

uses so little water. We feel as water users that this

aquifer can easily meet the water requirements for this

facility. Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Mr. Goff.

Next we're going to go to Ron Aboulsman. I'm

sorry if I'm probably pronouncing your name incorrectly,

Ron. Ron is the Eunice city manager.

After Ron we're going to go to Jerry King of

the New Mexico Land Commission.

MR. ABOULSMANt I'm Ron Aboulsman. I'm the

city manager here in Eunice. I haven't been here as long

as everybody else has. I've only been here a little over

atyear.: ''. ''-'': P' - i -'

But 'one bf'the!thingsIl noticed when I came r

out - and some'of the instruction'or the words that were

told to me -- is that we needed to diversify the economy

of our community. I think this a great step in that

direction.

I'd like to really thank the 11RC staff for

their efforts. In a small community like ours we don't

have the staff available or that's necessary to review an

anolication of this maonitude.

I think that with your review, we depend on it

greatly, and we sure thank you for everything that you've

I . . i -
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We all felt very confident before the draft

environmental impact statement came out that it would come

out the way it did. We've always felt very confident that

way, and it did. And we're happy that it has.

When I read through it was I saw really was the

positive socio-economical impact that was addressed in the

document -- what it's going to do for the local economy,

if we take advantage of it.

We're looking at eight years of construction,

397 jobs at any given time on an average basis. After

four years of construction, we're looking at about 800

jobs. It'll grow to that size.

What's going to happen in the area -- the

spending for goods and services -- will also generate some

580 jobs. We know that the facility will have 210

permanent jobs. But we don't count what else is going to

happen once this plant locates here.

We've already had some contacts -- us as a

small community of our size -- from other industries that

may be coming, something very different from what the

facility will be.

But I think because the facility is coming,

other people are beginning to look at this part of New

Mexico. And I think they want to make their little mark
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in the world here in southeast New Mexico.

Let's not forget construction is $1.2 billion

in 2002 dollars. That means that even today it's a little

bit more than that.

Although we've heard different things, I'm very

confident that we will soon here a solution to the waste,

the decontamination facility disposal or whatever is going

to happen with it. But I'm sure that we'll be hearing

soon of what will happen there.

Thoone other point that I want to make is that

I'm surely happy to have the experts here that make their

determination on fact, not on assumptions of what might

happen, but on facts that are being presented, which is

the way we need to run our business, our communities, our

state and our counties. Thank you again.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Ron.

Mr. Jerry King.

MR. KING: Good evening, everybody. My name's

Jerry King. I'm an assistant commissioner at the State

Land Office.

I'm here on behalf of Commissioner Pat Lyons

who apologizes for not being here tonight, but he has

publically supported this project time and.time again.

I want to tell you a little story. About a

year and a half ago now, Johnny Cope, Carroll Lavelle and

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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Commissioner Teague walked into the Land Office.

They said, Commissioner, Lea County wants to

make another development, and we want to build a uranium

enrichment facility down there. we're in Santa Fe,

remember.

He said, What? You want to do what?

We want to build a uranium enrichment facility,

and we want to find some property that we can do it on.

What's the state have?

The-CommisAioner says, I'll do whatever'l can

to help you, but the first thing I want to know is I want

to know that it will be safe. Then I want to know who's

doing it and get them in here and'get them in here now.

So then about two or three days later Jim

'Feriand `waiks ins Marshai walks in, and Ron wilks in. And

the Commissioner says, guys, tell me what you're going to

do and tell me how you're going to 'do 'it and make sure and

convince me that this is going to be safe.

So we sat down and spent a couple of days'

worth of meetings going over all this, making sure it was

safe. So we'd gone in, end we'd looked at the land. The

Commissioner says, what''s there? What are the impacts

going to be.

One thing that, Anna,.that you should us

tonight is that what we thought we' knew is that the
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impacts were going to be small-on the environment but they

were going to be great' for the community.

Commissioner Lyons has a soft spot in his heart

for rural communities; he's a rancher from over by

Tucumcari. We looked at the upside and the downside.

And, Mayor Brown, I got to tell you something:

We looked at all the upside and said that's

great, but remember, he's from Tucumcari and Santa Rosa.

Then when we looked at the downside, he said, dang,

Eunice's and you all's football teams are going te9rbe

good.

So, anyway, on behalf of Commissioner Lyons,

it~s'sreat'ttbe heire. We want this to be safe. And,

Scott, Tim, Anna, Brian, I think we're'in very reliable

hand;' not'only the 'citizensOf Eunice, but the citizens

of the atate-of New Mexico, to have you decide what's best

for this facility.

And, again, I want to thank you, and on behalf

of Commissioner Lyons, everybody have a good evening.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Mr. Xing.

JUDGE DOLGENERi My name's Richard Dolgener;

I'm the County Judge in Andrews. I represent 13,002

people In 1500 square miles to the east of the river, and

for the record, I'm going to be sending you-all a written

statement.
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I just want to thank the.,other guys -- Jim, I

really appreciate your diligence on your second part of

this. As somebody said, your life has been in this, not

for your government servicei I just want to appreciate

that you kept us in your heart all these years.

I'm going to be really short. The main thing

is that I love the talking about regionalism among our.

Regional Planning Commission.

It was over the last six months the planning

people, you all's commissioners and ours, have got

together.

My background -- I was the chief deputy in the

sheriff's office, and we had a very good relationship with

the Lea County sheriff's office, and now I'm seeing that

come over to this.

And I really appreciate the rapport in the city

and the chamber that now Andrews and Lea County are

talking to each other. This is going to work.

We have been in the waste business for maybe

ten years, trying to get a bill passed through our

legislature. The state agencies are now reviewing that

license. And depending on what happens, we can go forward

with our part.

You look at -- [inaudible) had a deal one time

in the paper -- I don't know if you all seen it, but it
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said (inaudible], and it has Amarillo, Lubbock, Andrews,

[inaudible), Eunice, and Carlsbad.

Another person said we live in the third-

largest oil producing region in the United States. When I

was a deputy, I'd hate to go out to an oilfield or get out

of the tank there; you didn't if you were going to get up

or fall in.

This is going to be a lot of people; a lot of

guards, a lot of security. I'm not worried at all about

what's going to be.inside that fence. I am worried about

the ten guys that came across the Mexican border.

But this kind of stuff is not going to be a

problem. I include everybody from the mayor on down; we

need to change the way we're doing.

This community as a whole can change, because

we live in the oilfieldl we've always been in the

oilfield, and we can change the way we do.

They've probably never seen a boom like this.

And if we can ever get them on the highways and stuff,

we'll be all right. There is some risk of wrecks. You've

got a great hospital in Hobbs. You've got a great

hospital in Andrews. We have emergency evac. You have

Lubbock.

Within 45 minutes, if you are hurt, you can be

at a major hospital. So we're not out here in the desert
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away from medical science and,.all that. I mean, we have a

university teaching medical facility within a hundred

rmiles.of here by helicopter.

So a lot of these iesues I think are taken care

of already. The:decinion is going to be a major eco-socio

thing. I do like those executive summary. I'm going to

read the deal and try to comment on the big book.

I just appreciate you all keeping Andrews

nformned. which you have. and T. amyself. informed. T'm in

Comments from Carmelo Ojeda

NOTE: These comments were provided in Spanish at a public meeting to discuss the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement on the National Enrichment Facility. The meeting was held on
October 14. 2004 In Eunice. New Mexico. The following is a translation Mr. Ojeda's oral
comments. The meeting transcript is at www.nrc.gov/materials/fuel-cycle-fac/m1O43090069.pdf.

Mr. Ojeda: Good evening. Welcome to this small town of Eunice. My name is Carmelo Ojeda,
from the radio station KLMA. and I encourage you to support this enterprise, since it will be
benelicial for the current economy. Two thousand construction-related jobs for 5-7 years; 210
permanent jobs, ranging from cleaning to physical security. I do not know much about the
plant's technology, but I can assure you about the plant's security. I had the opportunity to visit
Almelo, and I was impressed by the security in that place. There has not been any major
accident. The loyally of the workers Is Incredible - from 20 to 24 years working for a company,
that is loyalty. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is concerned about our security (that is.,
you). And neither me nor some of us who were at the plant in Almelo, none of us Is glowing
green, since we are not radioactive. I am not an expert on nuclear matters, but I am concerned
about my children's security. And I can assure you that security Is very good at this plant.
Thank you. Contit.C ent

#059.2

favor of this. ,Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Judge. Look forward

to your comments.

Next we're going to hear from Jerry Harper,

who's with the Eunice Fire Department, is Jerry still

here, and Erica Valdez from Economic Development
.i1 . -- -

Corporation. .Is Erica here? __ _

(No response.)

MR. CAMERON: Mr. Ojeda?

MR. OJEDAs Good evening. Welcome to our

little town of Eunice. My name is Termilo [phonetic)

Ojeda from the radio station VMMEA, and (speaking

Spanish).

MR. CAMERON: Thank you. Thank you very much.

And that will be on the transcript, and I guess we better

provide a translation.

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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Lana Davel? .

MS. DAVEL: I'd like to thank the NRC for

coming and doing all your hard work and planning for us.

I'd like to also thank LES and [inaudible) for making

Andrews a big part of this.

We're very excited. We appreciate the chance

to respond to the NRC, the impact study. I'm very pleased

to know, with regards to the safety issues, that it's a

minimum environmental impact.

I believe that as an citizen of a community

that will be impacted by this, we have a responsibility to

understand as much as possible.

Again I really appreciate the chance to come

here to batter understand what I support and believe will

be an outstanding opportunity for southeastern New Mexico

and West Texas. Thank you very much.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Lana. Chief Harper?

CHIEF HARPERs H1i. I'la Jerry Harper from the

Eunice Fire Department. I'm the fire chief.

I want to thank each and everyone of you here

thin evening helping out with the license for LES. I just

want to nay that with the safety issues and the

environmental issues that they're going through'to try to

got a license -- I just want to say you're doing a great

job for the environmental in the Eunice area, the Lea
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Again, I want to say thank you for coming down.

And I'd just like to say if there's any way to kind of

push a little bit, get it a little bit quicker where they

can start the facility, I'd appreciate it.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Chief Harper.

Next were going to go to Mike Dundick and then

Marilyn Dill and Gary Dill. Mr. Bundick?

MR. BUVDICK: I'm IMike Dundick. I've been in

Eunice 24 years'now. I've raised my kids heret I'm a

member of the Eunice Chamber of Commerce.

And I just wanted to say thank you for coming.

The Chamber of Commerce supported LES; we really think

|that they would be a good member. They're a good person I
for Eunice.

Also, I'd like to say that my two sons

graduated from Eunice, and they both left: There's

nothing for us. I'd like LES to help us maybe retain our

kids and they don't go off to war or join the military

because there wasn't anything In Eunice to keep them home.

Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Mr. Dundick.

Is it Marilyn? Marilyn Dill.

MS. DILL: Thank you very much. I appreciate

| seeing your presentation tonight. I learned a lot from - I
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Southwest Symphony brings about eight concerts

to the area each year. And in addition to the public

concerts, we also take music into the schools, and one of

those schools will be Eunice.

We've already had a very productive meeting

with Marshal, and he has been very supportive of our

efforts. Hopefully we can partner with them in the

future.

As Southwest Symphony works to improve the_.....

~quality of life in the arts in Lea County, we look to LES

Ito improve the quality of life economically. Thank you

91

| your very clear statements. a, I 9

I'm representing the Southwest Symphony in

Hobbs, flew Mexico, and on behalf of the symphony, we are

in support of LES coming to Lea County.

i
t
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management have looked the issues over carefully. We

believe strongly that LES will be a good and appropriate

academic and intellectual partner. They'll be good

scientists. They'll be good stewards of our resources.

And for that. reason we're enthusiastically in support of

the petition.

very much.

MR. CAMERONs- Thank you, Marilyn.

Gary Dill?

MR. DILL: I'm Gary Dill, president of the

College of the Southwest;

MR. CAMERONs Thank you very much.

Debra Hicks? And then we're going to go to

Susan Holler.

MS. HICKS: My name is Debra Hicks. I am a

registered professional engineer in the states of Texas,

N New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Kansas.

I'm also a mother raising children in Lea

county. My family homestead was in Lea County in the

early 1900s, and I'm fourth generation in the county.

I value Lea County, and I value our natural

resources. It's important to me to know, in raising my

family here, that we have findings such as the small

impact for historical and cultural resources, for air

quality, for water usage and for land usage.

I can place my whole support in the National

Enrichment Facility that LES is proposing to build here in

E |unice, New Mexico.

Having worked on environmental impact

statements through my profession, I'm knowledgeable of the

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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. I'm here to say that we are pleased with the

draft report but not surprised. We're convinced that the

science is good, appropriate.

The faculty members of the College of Southwest

in the Departments of physics, biology and environmental
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resources and the detail study.*that is necessary to

prepare documents of this magnitude. And I appreciate

your endeavors very much.

I appreciate that you are looking out for Lea

County. I trust the findings of small impact as it

relates to the environment and also the small to moderate

impact as it relates to transportation and safety.

/.--

I realize and I believe that you will take the

safety to the next level, to discuss the issues that we

may have with regard to the construction and operation of

the plant for safety.

I also trust that IIRC will monitor the

construction and operation for Lea County to make sure or

to ensure us that it is built to the standards a

specifications necessary for us to have a quality of life.

Lea County has a long history of supporting

energy needs for our country. LES will allow us to

continue to contribute in a way that also benefits our

county.

I submit my whole support for the construction

and operation of the National Enrichment Facility here in

Lea County. Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much.

Susan?

(No response.)
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MR. CAMERON: We're goingito go to Justin-

McGrath at this point. Justin?

MR. M4cGRATHl: Good evening. My name is Justin

McGrath. I'm the executive director of the Carlsbad

Chamber of Commerce.

I'm here this evening also with the delegation

with other Carlsbad Chamber members. I'm here tonight in

support of the Enrichment Facility.

In a recent board meeting, the Carlsbad Chamber

of Commerce Board of Directors passed a resolution in

support. I'd like to read that at this time.

'Whereas Louisiana Energy Services seeks to

build a uranium enrichment plant to provide enriched

uranium for the United States nuclear energy industry;

'Whereas the economic benefit to Southeastern

New Mexico will be stability, growth, job creation and

industry diversification;

'The facility will product depleted uranium

byproduct in cylinders that will undergo deconversion for

final disposal in a location outside of New Mexico;

'Whereas the facility will be virtually the

same as the plants that have been operated safely in

Europe for over 30 years;

"Whereas the facility will licensed and

regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission along with

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
(202) 234-4433
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appropriate state agencies*

.Whereas the facility will have regulated air

and water emissions at or below state and federal limits

as allowed by the NRC and New Mexico Environmental

Department;

Whereas the National Enrichment Facility, to

be situation in Southeastern New Mexico, has the support

of major U.S. utilities, the DOE, and U.S. Senate Energy

Committee Chairman Pete Domenici, and ranking member

Senator Jeff Bingaman, Congressman Steve Pearce and

numerous local and state'elected officials1 . -

*."-Therefore be It resolved that the Carlsbad

Chamber of Commerce supports locating such facility in

| Southeast.. New Mexico.in the'interest.of regional economic

stability."

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Mr. McGrath. -

Our next speaker/commenter is Kelly Holiday.

Then we're going to go to Suzie Holler.

MS. HOLIDAY: I'm Kelly Holiday from the New

Mexico Junior College. I'm a professor of geology.

I, too, have had the opportunity to travel to

Almelo last November to take a look at the uranium

enrichment plant. I have to tell you that before I went,

I was totally anti-uranium enrichment plant, didn't

particularly care if it came to Lea County or didn't come
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to Lea County.

But after visiting the plant in Almelo, I've

totally changed my mind about that. I feel completely

comfortable with the plant coming to Lea County, and

basically I have the same thoughts and comments as many of

the rest of you have already made.

However, one thing I did want to point out that

the plant in Almelo, which has been there for 30 years --

I didn't realize this before I went, but Almelo is just

above sea level, and so their plant's just right on top of

their water table. They've had no problems with anything

infiltrating their water system.

With our water table being 800 feet below the

plant with a thick layer of red clay that's going to not

aliow any penetration of anything dangerous, it's even

more safe than the plant in Almelo, if that be the case.

So with the exception of my concern about the

byproduct -- I am very concerned about that. If this

particular facility here in Lea County operates like the

one in Almelo, they have 400 canisters of byproduct on

their facility, which is pretty minimal.

While we were there, they actually took some of

the canisters and transported them to another facility in

France or Russia, where they were actually recycling the

product.

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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And I really do hope that in Lea County we're

able to do that as well, because those canisters don't

need to be lying out on the ground for years to come,

because they could be an eyesore and maybe a danger in

many years to come, if something's not done with them.

98

I,. .

so I am concerned about that, but other than

that, I completely support the National Enrichment

Facility. Appreciate your work here you've done.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much.

MS. 7HOLLER: I'm Suzanne Holler, and I'm from

Hobbs and president of the Hobbs Rotary Club and a board

member of the Chamber of Commerce and involved in several

other associations in Hobbs, and I do support this

National Enrichment Facility.

I've lived here since 1969, raised my family

here. My husband's retired, and we're staying here. I

would like to see this diversification come to Lea County.

Our children have been our greatest export, and

I would like to see something come here so that there will

be opportunities for them to stay.

I would like to give you my support and

appreciate everything you've done. Thank you.

MR. CAMERO0s Thanks, Suzanne. We're going to

go to Den Kendrick now. Den?

MR. KEUDRICK: I'm Ben Kendrick, executive

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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From an economic development perspective, we

see the NEF as an economic development anchor, an anchor

that may incentivizo or entice suppliers and vendors to

consider locating within the county; An anchor that, while

during construction, will provide some 400 jobs with

annual payroll of $170 millionj an anchor which upon

startup of the operation will provide over 200 jobs with a

$10 million annual payroll, as well as over $3,000,000

being paid out as benefits.

Certainly I met Jim Ferland also and his staff.

They are dedicated professionals. In fact I sat down with

Mr. Ferland and got a uranium enrichment 101 course and

learned everything I needed to know about uranium

enrichment.

The point of that is this: His enthusiasm was

contagious. He believes in the technology. That

technology has been in use for over 30 years now, and I,

too, believe in it.

director for Economic Development Corporation of Lea

County.

On behalf of EDC, welcome and thank you for

your tireless efforts with regard to this important

project.

As a proud American I truly believe that this

facility will help our country by enabling us to have our

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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own domestic source of enriched uranium so. that we can

drive our own nuclear plants. l I

Thank you. On behalf of EDC we support the LES

NEF. Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much, Ben.

We're going to hear from Jennifer Jordan and

then Pat McCasland.

MS. JORDAN: Good evening. Thank you for

coming.

I personally am in support of the National

Enrichment Facility in Lea County, and I'm just very

pleased with the findings in the EIS.

As a representative of New Mexico Junior

College, I'm' very excited'and appreciative of the

partnership that we have'wit4 h' LES currently. This

semester we were able'to reward over $2400 in scholarships

to ten Lea County students -- math, engineering and

science students.

So we're'very excited for LES and the National

Enrichment Facility in Lea County. Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Jennifer.

MR. McCASLAMD: My name is Pat McCasland.

4 I support the facility, and I really appreciate

the NRC being'here tonight. I think it represents a very

significant part of the safety of this facility. I guess
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it's okay to comment on.the report. Right?

I just have a few comments, and truly I'm not

going to take a lot of time. But I wanted to -- as I read

the report, there was an issue out here at Wallach

Concrete, and there seemed to be, maybe not a

contradiction, but it was somewhat confusing to me in

regard to the water resources on Wallach Concrete.

It's on page 3-4. Line 40 and 41 says, a

man-made pond on the adjacent quarry property to the north

that is stocked with fish for private catch-and-release

use. That's a shallow'pond.

Over here on page 3-34, 12 through 18 it reads,

on the Wallach Concrete property a shallow surface

depres'iort is' located at'the' base of'one of the gravel

pits.

Water is perennially present in the pit due to

a seep at the base of the sand and gravel unit at the top

of the Chinle formation clay, and Wallach Concrete

occasionally pumps water out of this depression for use on.

site. However, the amount of water in the depression is

insufficient to fully supply to quarry operations.

While the rate of replenishment is not being

quantified, it appears to be relatively slow. This

shallow zone of groundwater is not observed throughout

Wallach's property; therefore it appears to be

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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representative of a local perch water conditions that is

not considered to be a aquifer.

I don't know whether -- in the application I

think there was a lot more detail than that. In the

report those two comments seem to be conflicting. I think

it'd be important to resolve that, not just for the

veracity of the document, but also to get the facts

straight.

Wallach Concrete does maintain a shallow lake

out there that has fish in it3 it's a recreational thing.

But they use the City of Eunice water. They don't have

any water wells out there, because the amount of water

there is not producible.

I wanted to clear that up just in case somebody

had any questions about that in the future. It's not a

big deal, but it just seemed important for me to make that

comment.

One of the reasons is in the application

there's -- the nearest resident is 2.63 miles away. And

that just happens to be where I live, along with my wife

and 18 laying hens.

But I hope that that comment, insignificant as

it may be -- I wanted to make that comment.
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That's the only comments that I have about

this. I appreciate the work that you all have done on

this. It's a good document, very informative document.

| ~For theqbenefit of everyone here, this documents

does not address the accident scenarios that I'm concerned|

about. The application does.l

My wife and I and everybody lives east of

Eunice, under normal operations this says that we'll

probably at maximum receive one millirem exposure per

year. That's not very much at all.

I think our annual exposure of everything

around us is in the neighborhood -- some say 350. Some

say 700 if you count radon. But anyway, fairly

insignificant.

The application says the worst-case scenario

where one of the cylinders is ruptured that we'll receive

18 millirems. Again, that's not real significant. And if

you read this, you see that many, many of the aspects of

the operation of that facility are -- the acronym is EMP,

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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waste management, inspection of-the cylinders.,

It says, inspect cylinders of UF-6 prior to

placing in filled cylinder on the UBC storage pad and

annually inspect UBCs for damage or surface-coating

defects. I think the rate of inspection is more frequent

than annual.

Another thing that may be inconsistent with the

application is on page 5-5, 30, 31, 32. It's in regard to

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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and it's beat management practice. That's all through

this document. I just wanted to mention that.

one final question to the NRC: When will the

safety evaluation be conducted and when will it be

available?

MR. JOHNSON: The safety evaluation is being

conducted right now, and our scheduled date for completion

is June 2005.

MR. CAMERONt Thank you, Mr. McCasland, for

those specific comments. Thanks again for that

information.

We're goingito go to Brian Norwood and Will

,Palmer, then' Twilla Parker. Is Birian here?

MR. NORWOODs Thank you. I'm Brian Norwood

with 'al Chimber of Commerce. I-m a past'president and a

current member of the board of directors.;

Since tonight's meeting is about the draft

environmental impact statement, I will address my comments

about that.

in reviewing that document -- and as so many

people have said, I think it's a good document -- what

struck me was that, having grown up in this area -- I've

lived in West Texas and Southeastern New Mexico all of my

life, which means I've lived in the middle of the oilfield

all of my life -- 'what struck me most was that the impacts
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that you point out, whichT.as you've said, are low to

moderate, are almost exactly the same impacts that we face

on a daily basis from the oil and gas industry.

In my mind that says that, yes, there are some

risks and there are some concerns, but we believe we are

addressing them in this document.

I think that, given what we live with every

day, what we will see with the enrichment facility is

I
nothing new. I think it will certainly be safe and that

Lea County will still be a place to live.

Finally, although it's already been said, I do

want to invite you and everybody else that's left in the

rooa down to Jal sometime.' ' ;-

MR. 'CAMERONt Thanks, Brian:! v-

i Mr. Palmer.

i MR. PALMERi The problem with speaking so late

at a meeting is that inevitably someone else has already

talked about what you were going to say. That's happened,

so I will be repeating myself.

My name is will Palmer, and I'm just a

concerned Lea County citizen. I want to thank you all

from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for coming down and

holding this hearing also.

I've long been an advocate for conserving the

quality and quantity of our freshwater reserve here in Lea

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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County.

It pleases me to see in the environmental

impact statement that there was going to be minimal impact

on the groundwater here in Lea County. That's something

that's deeply important to us here in Lea County.

I'm glad to see that. That coupled with the

fact that there is such a enormous positive socioeconomic

impact, that to me it's a no-brainer. And that's why I

support the Louisiana Energy Services coming and building

a National Enrichment Facility in Eunice, New Mexico 110

percent.

I'm also in the oil and gas industry. While I

appreciate the vast amount of resources that lies beneath

surface here In Lea County, I also realize that It's a

finite resource.
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I'd like to first say that I'm very.impressed

by the breadth of the subjects covered in the EIS and that

was a major task for you to undertake. It was very well

presented so that all of us could understand the

information. r

Also from the results I see that there are both

strong benefit and a few possible concerns. The benefits

are both local and national. Some of the national

benefits include a stronger domestic source for energy by

providing a domestic source of input for domestic power

plants.

The local benefit, as many people have said, is

the diversification of our economy. But I'd also like to

point out the decrease in the brain drain. As I learned

We need to diversify our economy. Having this

National Enrichment Facility in Lea County provide the

vehicle, we'll be able to maintain and employ our

workforce. And that is extremely important, and that's

another thing I completely support for building this

facility in Lea County. Thanks for your time.

MR. CAMERONt Thanks for those comments. Is

Twilla here?

MS. PRESTON: Hello, I'm Twilla Preston, and

I'd like to thank you and everyone who's stayed tonight.

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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when I was in Pennsylvania, during my graduate studies of

world sociology and regional economics, as well as

development, I learned that it's not only necessary to

diversify our economy, as we have we have been doing in

Lea County,-with our prison and other-facilities who have

been attracted to our community and provided more jobs

outside of the oilfield, but we also need to diversify our

economic with good high-tech and high-paying jobs, so that

our educated youth are able to stay In Lea County with our

families and that we don't end up having to leave in order

to use our education.
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I think that's one great benefit that LES has

provided us, to allow our youth to stay here. By

diversifying our economy and allowing new industries that

allow our educated youth to stay for a position that

allows them to use their education, not just a job for a

paycheck. Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Twilla.

Scott Smith.

MR. SMITH: Good evening. I am chairman-elect

of the Hobbs Chamber of Commerce.

I come before you tonight to ask for you

consideration and a show of support for the National

|Enri'chment Facility.

Many of u"s have reviewed the information,

discussed the benefits and risks of such a facility being II
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and awarding.-the licensing of this

positive economic impact and the quality-

are key elements in the development in this

The Eunice and Hobbs areas in general will

benefit directly from the various developmental and'

operational components of this facility. Many examples

we've heard tonight: the additional jobs, the additional

pay, just to name a few.

But if we had any concerns regarding the safe,

professional management qualifications of the applicant,

we would have addressed those concerns early in the

1pianning process.. ... :. .,. .:

.

located in our area.. We've comde to the conclusion that

the benefits most definitely outweigh the limited risks

associated with the safe operation and management of the

facility.

I

For more than 20 yiears a similar facility has

been successfully operated and maintained in Europe

without any emergencies or ill effects to the general

populations around the facilities.

The testimony with this history make a

compelling argument for the NRC to continue the speedy

NEAL R. GROSS E CO., INC.
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We understand the review and exploration

process that you and the various NRC committees and staff

must do to safeguard the handling of the various

components that make up the nuclear energy family, and we

do salute you in this mission.

We also want you to know that the importance of

the facility to our communities and in the United States

in safeguarding and protecting us, and fuel rods for

future use are important to us.

I1

The National Enrichment Facility management is

a good neighbor and is ready to work with our community

N NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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leaders and businesses to continue that positive

relationship.

Your being here tonight shows us and the

community that this is a noble cause and that every

positive consideration will be given to the National

Enrichment Facility and their application process.

Again, on behalf of Hobbs Chamber of Commerce,

thank you for the opportunity of presenting our comments

to you on this very important issue.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Mr. Smith.

Alberto Caballero and then Mr. Cliff Burch.

MR. CABALLERO: Good evening. I as well

support the NEF and would like to read a statement from

Commissioner Joe Calderon.

bThis letter is in support of Louisiana Energy

Services to obtain a license from the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission to build and operate a National Enrichment

Facility.

"I support LES and the city Commissioner,

former mayor and school board member. I had the

opportunity to visit Urenco facility in Almelo, which is

very similar to the facility of this plant in Lea County.

P1 felt that the questions and concerns our

group had were answered. The highlight of the tour was

when we went to the town, talked to the average person on
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the streets of Almelo.

'These people answered our questions and were

all very positive in their answers. Az an educator, I

keep myself informed about the project. This is

important, because as an elected official it is my duty to

be informed and to be aware of safety issues for those

that I represent.

'The citizens put their trust in me, and I in

turn put my trust in LES.. Ihaven't been let down by LES.

They're always open to answers to questions and hear

concerns.

'I appreciate the work the NRC did on the draft

environmental impact statement, and I'm pleased with the

results. The National Enrichment Facility will benefit

Lea County, New Mexico, and America. Sincerely,

Commissioner Joe Calderon."

MR. CAMERONs Thank you and thank you the

commissioner.

Mr. Burch?

MR. BURCH: My name is Cliff Burch, and I'm the

assistant superintendent for the Hobbs municipal schools.

I am here on behalf of Stan Rams, who could not be here

tonight.

Knowing how supportive he is of this project,

we felt that it was very important that we still allow

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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him -- and he made a statement inwthis letter that I'd

like to read.

"The Hobbs municipal schools is in strong

support of Louisiana Energy Services' application to

obtain a license from: the NRC to establish the National

Enrichment Facility in Eunice, New Mexico.

'We have reviewed the draft environmental

impact findings and concur that there is little negative

impact upon our community and our schools. In fact, LES

has shown its intent to be a substantial partner in

education of our children and has stepped forward to be a

partner in education in Lea County.

.. . .'Together we-will provide the-necessary ...-
. * . -i I - - I '. rZ " n-- , , I ' . £ , - - fs . e 5 e

workforce to ensure the success of the placement of the
I _,..,- 7- .... ;.- - , - .. , ... - - .. I ., I .. ,~ :,

NEF in Lea County.

'The draft environmental impact statement is

very positive for the NEF. We are pleased that the report

found only minimal impact. More importantly the NEF will

have a positive socio-economic impact on this region.

'The Hobbs municipal schools fully supports the

NEF and asks that you continue expedient progress in

licensing the facility no that we in Lea County can begin

to make the important plans for our future.'

Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: We go to Mr. Don Peterson and

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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then Mr. Glen Pipes. Mr. Peterson?

MR. PETERSON: On behalf of the Los Alamos

Education Group, I'd like to thank both the NRC and the

Lea County citizens for allowing us to speak.

The Los Alamos. Education Group consists of

about two dozen old, retired men and some gais of

indeterminate age who all are very interested in nuclear

energy and getting facts out properly. We spend a lot of

time refuting exaggerated and erroneous claims and

badgering people who govern letters to the editor.

Our principal interest is in solving the energy

f-

/.~

\-/

dilemma, which is clearly getting worse. And we certainly

agree with the findings of the NRC related to the draft

EIS for the National Enrichment Facility.

It's enormously important to reduce imports of

both nuclear fuel and petroleum and to approach as closely

as we can energy independence, with some pie-in-the-sky

notions that we'll talk about later, but which are

irrelevant to this particular enterprise.

We were especially pleased to see the response

on the NRC regarding the claims for radiation hazard,

which we knew to be small and yet we had been reading were

large.

There was an allusion earlier to proliferation

and terrorism that I think everyone has to realize is not

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
(202) 234-4433
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a factor in the case of the NE1 propoaal,..because. of the

fact that if their license exceeds 3 to 5 percent, it gets

pulled in a hurry.

The material, both product and byproduct, are

nowhere near the kinds of concentrations that would be

required. The material that is left is too heavy to steal

and not radioactive enough to be a dirty bomb.
- _ _

Thank you.

HR. CAMERONz Thank you, Mr. Peterson. Mr.

Pipes.

MR. PIPES: It's getting late, and I'll be

quick. Now I know how all my parishioners feel when I wax

too eloquent from the pulpit.

I

I congratulate you people on the diligent,

professional, fair review that you made of this situation.
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Before I came to Eunice-.I said, I need to do

some research before I come to Eunice. And I found out

about LES. And I thought well, what am I going to do?

I'm going to do some research.

I found positive things. I found that the

impact that LES is going to make in our community. I

found hope for a decaying community.

As a practicing attorney for the past 32 years,

I did a little research on why people are opposed to this

research, why people are opposed to LES. And I found

Brother Cheney's web page. If you guys haven't found

that, you're missing something.

What I found on Brother Cheney's web page was

supposition, assumption, half-truth scare tactics: The

terrorists are coming. There's a communist under every

rock. It's a great conspiracy, and you guys are involved

in the conspiracy.

And if all of this is based upon -- is Lynn

White still here? -- newspaper editorials -- now, I'm sure

that all of you put a lot of faith in newspaper

editorials, don't you? Well, I don't.

It's what in my former life we used to call

hearsay. Hearsay ia not admissible in this state or any

state or at the URC. Now, I found no facts. Facts.

That's a big word, facts.

IEAL R. GROSS & CO., INIC.
(202) 234-4433

_
My dad used to have a saying about people like you. lie

would say, You guys really don't have a dog in this fight.

That means that you can be fair, and we're proud of that.

I'm a lifelong resident of the Permian Basin.

I fully appreciate all of the risks related to living in

the Permian Basin. Be glad you guys don't live in the

Permian Basin.

Every morning when I wake up I smell HS;

Smells so good. I'm a new resident in Eunice, maybe the

newest person to speak. Been here since July 1.

__j
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If you're worried about the.world coming to an

end, if you'll come over to the First Baptist Church

Sunday, I will tell you about God'o fire insurance. I

will.

At First Baptist Church we're planning on an

influx of people coming to this community to make this

community a better place to live. We're preparing for it

today.

|- That's what we're doing, because we believe

that these people have made the right decision, the only

decision there is to make. There are no facts out there

contrary to that -- anybody can make a web page and put

anythinglon there. ~Web pages are not regulated. Congress

doesn't regulate' those things. ' '

| I want to'say welcome,' LES, to Eunice.

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.

MR. CAMEROuIF Who wants to follow Mr. Pipen?

(General laughter.)

MR. CAMERON: Mr. White, Lynn White. Ile

mentioned your namel I bet that's a good introduction.

Lynn Wihite and then Lee White.

Mr. White.

MR. WHITE: Mr. Chairman, members of the Board,

we appreciate you folks coming tonight; and we appreciate

all,the hard work you all have done on the HIS.

-EAL R. GROSS- CO.,-IUC.
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My name is Lynn White. .I.ve been a resident of

flew Mexico all my life. I've been living in Eunice for

the past 2S years.

Like a lot of other people here, I went.to

Almelo to visit the Urenco plant there and had the same

experience that a lot of other people did, except for one

thing.

I interviewed on old couple there in Almelo

that had been living there ever since they were born. And

this guy's about 75 years old, and he had one thing: to

say. And as I listen tonight, that thing just keeps

coming back to me. He said, You Americans get way too

uptight about nuclear energy.

Thank you;.'

MR.' CAMERON: Thank you, Mr.' White. * D

Lee White.

MR. WHITE: My name is Lee White. I am a

teacher and program director with Eunice public schools.

I've lived in Eunice for over seven years, and I've lived

in Lea County for over 20 years.

My family and I enjoy Eunice and all it has to

offer us as far as stability, support, and security. As a

member of this community, I am concerned about its long-

term sustainability in providing the economic security

that we crave and depend upon.
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That is why I am here to lend my support for

the construction and operation of the uranium enrichment

plant to be built by Louisiana Energy Services. As a

citizen of Eunice, I am pleased to provide a heartily

affirmative vote in favor of all the proposed actions that

this plant has to offer.

Not only will our socio-economic status be

enhanced, but also another viable business will partner

themselves within the community to enrich the lives of

all.

The benefits that this plant has to offer far

outweigh the negatives. Please do not allow the plant

detractors interfere in the steps that will enable us to

reduce the dependence on foreign goods and services.

We in this county and those surrounding us have

experienced first-hand what happens when economic

dependence is placed on foreign goods and services.

As a community member I encourage all of you in

attendance to ask yourselves how you can become a part in

bringing economic diversity to our region and community.

Join me in celebrating and thanking LES in

considering Lea County and Eunice as a new home.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, Mr. White.

We're next going to go to Mr. John Good and

then Janice Spence. Mr. Good?

NEAL R. GROSS & CO.., INC.
(202) 234-4433
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1 MR. GOOD, Thank you. I didn't want to get up

: 2 here and repeat things that have already been said, so

3 I've been placed towards the last.

4 I'm John Good. I've been in environmental and

5 safety business in Lea County since 1975, except for a few

6 years in the teaching business. I've been in the top end

7 of it and the bottom end of it.

a I was invited to go to Almelo last year with

9 Hector Ramirez and Mary Fuller and Lea County. I jumped

10 at the opportunity. I have a science and technology

11 background, so I'm a techno geekl I'm fascinated by the

12 technology of the industry. I'm also a strong proponent

13 of the nuclear industry.

14 It's critical that this country get our nuclear

15 energy program back on course. It's pretty much

16 stagnating the last 20 years. We've lost a lot of time,

17 and we're going to have to give it a kick-start again.

Cnolnieldt 18 The nuclear enrichment facility is a key part,

J061-2 19 one of the first steps to getting us back on track and

20 getting our energy problems squared away. Nuclear energy

21 is going to be a key component of getting our energy

22 problems solved.

23 As a techno geek when I went to Almelo, I

24 really kind of gravitated toward the technical people. I

25 think probably the most meaningful evening I spent was in

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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an Irish pub downtown in Almelo-with the -- you've been

there, too, haven't you?

I spent the evening with the project manager

that was in charge of putting in their unit 5, which was

just about to be completed at that time. Mike's from

Manchester, England. I just liked him. Of course, we had

to go to an Irish pub in The Netherlands. I could just

,sit and listen to him talk all night just because of his

accent. But what I found out -- I mean, this guy is

sharp.

And having been in the technical business and

science business, you know, I can see people that are

'-really-competent pretty quick.s..I will-tell.that the

Urenco people that I met, these people a're top-notch.

They know their stuff.
.. . . . I. ...... .... ! "

The facility over there -- I'm quite familiar

with high-tech facilities. This is a facility, as far as

the quality of construction, the-technology that goes into

it, the redundancy systems -- there are no shortcuts taken

in these plants.

Now, Mike will be the project manager for this

plant. Ite will be moving his family from Manchester,

England to come over here to put this plant in, and this

guy knows his stuff.
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stout that night to tell the classified part.. Part of the

technology is classified information under international

agreement.

I tried to get enough Guinness to tell me what

it was, but then he told me he'd have to kill me if he

did, so I stopped. He did tell me enough, that there's

only one simple part of it. The science behind the

centrifuge is pretty simple. It's not rocket science.

Ile said, I can tell you what the secret does,

but I can't tell.you the secret. What he said was the

secret is that once we turn these centrifuges on and they

turn -- how many rpms do they turn? Thousands, thousands.

They turn them on they-run from 15 to 20oyears

| with no 'maintenance. 'They never shut them off. mThat's

the secr tt. .' " i - . ' - X ,. ,

.Anyway, these'people run one of' the best

facilities, the best run,' most safety-conocious, best

designed facilities you'll ever see.

Thank you.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you.

Janice Spence.

MS. SPENCEt Hello. I'm Janice Spence. I am

president of Jim Spence Cadillac-GMC-Hlissan-Mitsubishi, no

ybu know how important this is to me. We're talking

business, and business is what's important to me.

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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I also am in a lot of organizations in town, to

mention real quick. Jim's team in the last nine months, I

think I've seen then all over Hobbs and all over this

county supporting us.

I'm chairman of the a lot of committees. We

have a lot of things going on, and every time I look

around, one of them are there. This means a lot to us and

our community. I support -- our community's supported me

I
for so long, I today support LES to build the National

Enrichment Facility outside of Eunice.

122

I
I'm excited. I'm thinking about business,

people, and selling them cars. Thank you very much.

MR. CAMERONs Thank you.

Karen Stevens and Joan Tucker.

MS. STEVENSs Thank you. I'll be very brief.
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MR. CAMERON: Thank you very much..

Joan Tucker?

MS. TUCKER: Mr. Chairman, members of the

Commission, another very warm welcome to Lea County. We

are privileged to have you here, and thankful to have you

back.

As someone who cares deeply, among many other

someones in this entire region, about the future of this

region, I was very delighted, not surprised, but delighted

to learn the findings of the draft environmental impact

statement.

I just want you to know that we're very pleased

and thankful for the environmental findings, for the

recognition of the economic impact that this will have on

|our community. It is significant, and we certainly

recognize that. And we do so appreciate the integrity of

your process, the significant time that goes into this.

As president I speak on behalf qf the Jal Chamber of

Commerce. Our board has voted unanimously to support this

project.

We feel this will have a very positive impact

on the economy of Lea County. The Jal Chamber of Commerce

is looking forward to working the NRC and LES in any way

we can.

I want to add that we are deeply excited about

the opportunity that this region of the country might have

to help create energy independence, start to work toward

that. That is critically and vitally important to the

future of this country.

We appreciate the effort LES has gone to to

make all safety and environmental requirements. Thank

you.

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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I want to say to you something that I have just

witnessed and it's been alluded to, but I don't think

mentioned.
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LES is a great example of corporate citizenship

at its best. I know whenever this is in operation, if

that comes to be, that their corporate citizenship will

increase, but to this point already they have made

significant investment in this areawide community in

supporting the things that this area has.

We talked about the brain drain, and perhaps

part of this, or maybe not -- our son, who is an attorney,

is moving back to this area.

So I think that whenever LES does build the

National Enrichment Facility, in a sense that it does come

to pass and we trust that it will -- I think you will see

more of our young people here and other young people come

here. You know what that means to an area that is

failing.

But we do thank you so very much for your

deliberations and thoughtful process. Thank you.

MR. CAMERONt Thank you for those remarks.

DeDe Wallace and Barbara Durham.

MS. WALLACE: Hi. I'm DeDe Wallace. I'm from

Andrews. I'm the director of business development there,

and I just wanted to thank you for taking the time to do

thin.

One of the different aspects that may be hasn't

been addressed is really how encompassing the scope of

NEAL R. GROSS &CO., INC.
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this project is.

Some of the things -- the dynamics that have

taken place just since I've been involved in this

collaboration and partnerships that are passing state

boundaries that not have:happened before. A tremendous

impact for Andrews I believe that has resulted from part

of this process is we're building a business and

technology center.

We do not have a college in Andrews, but we're

building a business and technology center, and it's going

to partner with Odessa College and UTPB.

We just recently found out within the last two

weeks that we received a grant of almost- $1 million that's

going to partner with'the College of the' Southwest for'a

state-of-the-art dit'tance-learning center. Andi it 'also

going to 'provide the centers top'staffing pbsitions.

This is a federal grant that I believe is

really significant for this region, in that it's going to

open some doors to be able to facilitate and ensure that

we have the ability to take care of a project of this

scope.

I know that you all are probably familiar with

all the components of the Waste control Specialists and

what's going on in that realm. I believe that this part I

(*..

k.;
of the country and on our

NEAL R. G
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state border -- we have a real
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opportnity to be able to meet some critical issues and

some critical needs for our country.

But I think that it's also incredibly important

that we do the due diligence and that we make sure that

everything is aligned and well-taken care of.

On the things that I've been moat impressed

with is in dealing with WCS, I've been out there numerous

times, and every time I've been out there, they've been so

willing to open their doors to make sure that we saw every

single aspect of-what was going on out there.

And again, hearing what the folks have to say

here about being taking over to Almelo and given the

opportunity to speak freely to everyone -- I appreciate

your openness and the frankness.

I believe that it is our obligation as citizens

and as community leaders to make sure that we understand

what these projects are going to involve, and for me to be

able to get this report from you all with as much

information as is in there, I was really excited to have

the chance to learn more and to know more about the

project than I've already done research on my own, and

being able to come to the meetings.

I just appreciate that you took the time to

make sure the folks that came here and were interested got

a full copy of this. I just think that's a great asset'

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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that we are involved so much in this process.

The other thing that I also wanted to point out

is that I've really been intrigued by in dealing with

WCS is the vast amount and the number of folks who -- not

folks, but entities that monitor that facility.

I can't even begin to tell you the list -- it's

two pages long -- of the different departments and the

different regulatory commissions that oversee that. And I

thing that's one of the aspects that we were talking about

in developing~-this plant.

It's not only does it stop once the application

is approved, but the number of regulatory issues that ara

going to be covered continue to be monitored.

I think it's something that's really important

that you all made sure that we're aware of that has been a

real asset to know when all of that happens.

| ~so we thank you, and we're really excited about|

|the opportunity for regional collaboration on this project|

and all the things that are going on this region.

MR. CAMERON: Thank you, DeDe.

Barbara?

(No response.)

MR. CAMERON: Mr. Cotton? Joe Cotton?

(No response.)

MR. CAMERONt I have to thank you all for your

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
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comments and your patience-and your.perseverance. Are

there r.y final questions that we can answer before I turn

this over to Scott to close the meeting?

One question?

MR.-CHENEY: Thank you. I'm Lee Cheney. I

just have one final question for the NRC. As you folks

can see at the NRC, LES has spent a lot of money and has

taken a lot of people over to Almelo, The Netherlands, to

show them how good that plant is over there.

lI would ask the NRC to get at the truth and put

in the draft environmental impact statement a clear

statement of why the Almelo Urenco plant in The

Netherlands had its operating license revoked twice.

Thank you.

MR. CAMERONt Okay. That was not exactly a

question, but a request. Anything we need to say about

that? Okay,

Scott, do you want to close it out for me?

MR. FI).DDERS: As we started out, we indicated

that your comments were very important to us in finalizing

in the environmental impact statement.

We appreciate everyone's comments, the

attendance, the participation, and we'll take your

comments back-along with other great comments that were

received and decide how best to either clarify or modify
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the document as we complete ourglicensing review.

With that, again, I'd like to thank everyone.

Have a good evening. Thank you. Drive carefully.

(Whereupon, at 10:20 p.m., the meeting was

adjourned.)

NEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
(202) 234-4433

_ INEAL R. GROSS & CO., INC.
(202) 234-4433



CERTIFCATE

V _s is to certify that the attached proceedings

before the United States Nuclear Regulatory Coammission

in the matter of:

llame of Proceeding: Louisiana Energy Services

Public Meeting

Group A

December 16. 2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office ofPublic Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20S5S

Dear Chairman Diaz:

iis letter is in support of Louisiana Energy Services (LES) to obtain a license from thclc C0IJIIC)II
Nuclear Regulatory Comnmission. This facility, to be built outside ofEunicc, Ncvw .4-/
hMexico. will greatly impact Eunice and the surrounding region.

Thcre is much excitement In the preparations to facilitate LES. The Drall Environmental
Impact Statement helped calm nerves by shoring how little of an impact this facility mill
have concerning environmental justice and other important issues. We arc excited to
welcome this plant into Lea County. Tie NEFI ill not only positively impact us, it will
also aid our nation in becoming independent from foreign countries for our energy needs.

We are hoping that this process will be suift so we can welcome LLS into our C1111101et
community and help our nation where it is needed. I4A-2

Docket Number: -.:

Location:

n/a

Eunice, NH't
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original transcript thereof for the file of the United

States Nuclear Regulatory Commission taken by me and,
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foregoing proceedings.
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Group Bi

December t6.2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diar

t am vriting to show my support for the National Enrichment Facility. 1 appreciate the Colllim '
opportunity ve in Lea County bave to welcome a new energy industry into this region. IB-.I

Afttr revieving the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. I am especially Clad that the
EIS found that the entire NEF process from construction, operation and decommissioning
will have only a small Impact on ecological resources. I am also glad that land use and
airquality will not be adverselyaffected. That the NEFwill bring a positive
socioeconomic impact, particularly with respect to jobs and revenue added to the local
economy, Is cause to celebratel

According to the Draft EIS, 'The NRC staarrecommends that, unless safety issues
mandate othernise, the proposed license be issued to LES." I completely agree. The
LES has shown itself to be a good corporate citizen by contributing to local organizations
that beneit the people of Lea County as well as alwvays keepingus Informed and
educated about the process. lbe Draft EIS just confirms that the NEF really isa safe and
environmentally sound project.-" -

I urge the NRC to grant LES their license so that we in Lea County can continue planning
ourfuturewithtbeNEFInItl - .: .

(iroup C

October 14,2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 208555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

This letter is to sho vmy support for the National Enrichment Facility (NEF) that is to be Comment
built near Eunice, New Mexico. It is a facility deeply needed in Lea County. I#C-I

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) ras very positive and uplifting. It
shows how this facility vill have a small impact and also how it will aid growth in
surrounding areas. Louisiana Energy Services (LES) is a wonderful part of our
community. Their contributions are widely appreciated and have not gone unnoticed by
the citizens.

I am impressed to know how open this process has been. LES has been more than
forthcoming with any details related to the building. operation and safety of this facility.
Minds are put at ease to knowv how closely the Nuclear Regulatory Commission examines
all aspects of this project. And the EIS is very positive for the NEF.

I look forward to having NEF In Lea County and encourage you to s;iftly approve their | Comm1ent
license application. #C-2

OI



Group D I

December 16,2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz

I am writing to express! y continued support of the National Enuiclument Facility (NEF)l | D-1

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was very positive for the NEF. I am
especially glad that the EIS found that the entire NEF process from construction,
operation and decommissioning %sill have only a small impact on ecological resources. I
am also glad that land use and air quality Svill not be adversely affected.

The NEF is a great opportunity for Lea County and the United States. The Draft EIS
concluded that the NEF would help to provide energy independence for America as an
additional, reliable, and economical domestic source of enrichment services. According
to the EIS. 'This facility would contribute to the attainment of national energy security
policy objectives by providing an additional source of low-enriched uranium."

This information combined vith the fact that the NEF has been found to be safe and
environmentally sound should lead to only one conclusion. The NEF should be built and
the site outside of Eunice, New Mexico is the perfect place to build il.

WVe in Lea County are eagerly anticipating the National Enrichment Facility and I M winell
encourar e the NRC to grant them their license quickly, 'D-2

Group E

December 16,2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

I am writing to offer my continued support of the National Enrichment Facility (NEF) | 11114VIIr

project that is to be built outside of Eunice, New Mexico. IE- I

Eunice has embraced the NEF for the simple reason that ye know and understand the
benefits of this new industry. Many people %vill be offered new jobs and the payroll %vill
come back to help the economy of our town.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) only helped to support our excitement
at having the NEF here. Louisiana Energy Services has promised that the NEF %vill be a
safe and environmentally sound facility and the Draft EIS backs them up on their
promises completelyl

I look fonrard to welcoming the NEFas a permanent part of our community and CoImmntI
encourage you to approve their license application quickly. I YE-2

L-
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Group F

December 16.2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Oflice of Public Affairs
Washington. D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz

I am viriting to express my continued support or the planned National Enrichment Cmte~
Facility (NEF). Lea County needs to diversify our economy and the NEF is a welcome# 1
opportunity to do that.

I am pleased that the recently Issued Drafi Environmental Impact Statement agreed with
what Louisiana Energy Services has been telling the citizens or Lea County. This project
really is safe and environmentally sound.

It was nice to see how much preparation goes into building a site and how carefully the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission reviews all aspects of the project. That the NEF 'ill
have a small impact on such things as historical and cultural resources and land use and
air quality makes it easy to extend our continued support.

I look forward to welcoming the NEF s a permanent part orour community and Commeni
encourage you to approve their license application quickly. |F-2

-t
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Group (i

December 16,2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

This letter is vristen in support of Louisiana Energy Services license application to build Connment
and operate the National Enrichment Facility (NEF) outside of Eunice New Mexico. IlG-)

I Having lived in southeastern New Mexico all my life, I can appreciate the opportunity we
in Lea County have to welcome a new energy industry into our community. The NEF
'sill give Lea County welcome relief from our overdependence on the oil and gas
industries. Our community svill benefit both from the new jobs and from the money the
NEF mill spend locally.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement said exactly what I thought it Mwould; that the
NEF is both safe and environmentally sound.

I encourage the NRC to grant LES their license to run the National Enrichment Facility.
We In Lea County are ready to welcome our new nelghborl

.:'jl' ;iE :.. . , 'I' I :""'/" '' . !' ..



|Group H
December 16,2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washingtoo, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

I am wiiting to express my continued support of [te planned National Enrichment
Facility (NEF).

I have recently had the opportunity to review the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(CIS) and am pleased that the report agreed with vwat Louisiana Energy Services has
been telling the citizens of Lea County. This project really is safe and environmcntally
sound.-

I also read in the Draft El i that the NEF will help to provide energy independence for
America. As an American, I am concerned about our dependence upon foreign countries
for our energy needs and as a citizen of Lea County, I am glad wve have been chosen to
help this cause.

I look forward to welcoming the NEPF as a permanent part of our community and CommIeIn
encourage you to approve their license application quickly. |11-2

Thank you for such a thorough and informative Draft EIS. I look forward lo reviewing
the Ginal one.

Group I

December 17,2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Oficc of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz

This letter is in support of Louisiana Energy Services (LES) to obtain a liense from tile CO I
NRC to establish the National Enrichment Facility (NEF) near Eunice. NM. l 1

11 was nice to see how much preparation goes into building a site and howv carefully the
NRC reviews all aspects of impact. That the NEF will have a small impact on such
things as historical and cultural resources and land use and air quality makes it easy to
extend our continued support.

The Draft EIS was very positive for the NEF. I am glad that the report found that the
NEF -till have only minimal environmental impact on this region. That the Draft EIS
found that the NEF %vill have a positive socioeconomic impact on Lea County encourages
our continued support.

LES has shown itself to be a good corporate citizen by contributing to local organizations
that benefit the people of Lea County as well as always keeping us informed and
educated about the process. The Draft EIS just confirms that the NEF really is a safe and
environmentally sound project.

-4
t'J

I I fully support the NEF and hope that their licensing process continues to go smooth1ly so | CUIIIIII
I that we in Lea County can begin making plans for a future that includes the NEF: J1-2



IGroupJ I |Group KI

December 16,2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
ornce ofPublic Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diar

October 14.2004

This letter is in support of Louisiana Energy Services (LES) to obtain a license from the Commielt
Nuclear Regulatory Commission to establish the National inriclunent Facility in Eunice, #J- /
INM.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was very positive for the NEF: I am
especially glad that the EIS found the NEF vill have only a small Impact on radiological
exposures with levels significantly below regulatory limits.

LES has shown itselto Se a good corporate citizen by contributing to local organizations
that benefit the people of Lea County as well as always keeping us informed and
educated about the proce . The Draft EISjust confirms that the NEF really is a safe and
environmentally sound p.oject.:

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20S55

Dear Chairman Diaz:

I am vriting to express my continued support of the planned National Enrichment Comin ent
Facility (NEF). This project and the many benefits it vill bring to Lea County are very #K.1
excitinz.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) w;3s very positive for the NEF. I am
glad that the NE! wmill have no large negative impact on our local resources. I am also
very excited about the boost to our local economy that the NEF will bring. We certainly
need a more diversified economy and newjobs. The NEF' will help achieve both of
these.

I look forward to wvelcoming NEF as a permanent part of our community and encourage Comminent
you to approve their license application quickly. #K-2

Afler reviewving the Draft EIS, I firmly believe that the NEF will be both safe and
environmentally sound to the citizens of Lea County.

....... ........ ....,

I fY upportteNE!andhopethattheirlicensingprocecontinuestogosmoothlyso Comment
that ve In Lea County can begin making plans for a future that Includes Ihe NE:. I #J2

. .
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lGroup L

January,6.2005

Anna Bradford

Anna Bradford

Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mal Stop T6.D59
Washington. D.C. 20555-0001

Re: Comments on The Draft Einujronmsntal Impact Statement lor the Proposed
National Enrichmenl Faciblty F *ea County. New Mexico (NUREG-1790);
Docket No. 70-3103

To Whom It May Concern

The NRC has determined In ts Dralt EIS that the envlronmental Impacts
from building and operating a uraniwu enrichment facility on the site
would be 'smal' to 'moderate,' and has recommended that the proposed
license be Issued to LES (Draft EIS. 5 2.4).

However. ItIs my view that the Draft EtS talts to consider Important
factors thtW may contribute to substantial environmental Impacts not
adequately represented In this review.

zoning requiremonts established at Its chosen site In Tennessee.
Ofitcials at the lederat state. and local level In New Mexico were.
unlike In Tennessee. generatly favorable to the project. yet nothing Of
this Is mentioned in the Draft EIS; rather, the process used to select the
site is described as a 'mulli-altribute-tutiity-analyska methodotogf
(page 2-35. tine 5).

Seven candidate sites were eliminated because of the risk of an earthquake
(Draat EIS. Table 2-7); yet the Lea County site lies In a
selsmically;active area near, possibly over, a geologic fault. The site
in tuevuni, Alde"unrra is ssalt w nave [leon0 w arunaloo Deoause a m lWIC
preservation assessment' may have been requIred (page 2-38. tine 16). but
seven archaeologicai sites have been identified at the Lea County site.
The 'costly relocation' of highvoltage transmission fnes Is cited as a
reason lor lowering Belletonte's rating, but at the Lea County site Is a
high-pressure carbon-dioxIde (CO2) gas tine that would have to be
relocated before the she Is developed (page 2-9). Considering this, why
is the Beliefonte site considered lo be inferior to the Lea County site?

NEED FOR THE FACILITY-
The Draft EtS states that 'nuclear-genorating capacity within the United
States Is expected to Increase, causing an Increase In demand for
low-enriched uranium' (page 2-23, es 46-47). Given the facts that (I)
no new nuclear power reactor has been ordered In a quarter ol a century
(2) no company has received a license to build a new reactor (3) no
company has expounded an explicit plan to build a new nuclear reactor; and
(4) Wall Street does not seem to have an Interest In funding a new
generation of nuclear reactors, even with government suppor, how does the
NRC justify the claim that nuclear-generating capacity ts expected to
increase in the United States?.r4

Comment
#L-2 (cont.)

Comment
#L-3

Comment
#L-4

_ Comment
#L-5

Comment
#L-6

Comment
_#L-7

Comment
#L-8

SOCIO-ECONiOMIC IMPACT:
:: � -, -r

Generally, the Draft EIS does not fully meet the requirement of the
National EnvIronmental Policy Act (N-PA) that each federal agency must
consider in an environmental Impact statement 'the relat ionship between
local short-term uses oi man s environment and the maintenance and
enhancement of tong-ierm productivity' (42 U.S.C. s 4332(ctnv)). The
cumulative hazards and dangers of the nuclear fuel cycle, nuclwar power
generation. and nuclear waste management weigh deserve a thorough
accounting in the EIS. which Is lacking In this drall version.

Specilically the Draft EIS Is Insulticienl In the following areas:

RITF RFI FP.Tinti

Comment
#L-1

Comment
#L-2

The NRC judges te socio-economic impact of the proposed NEF to be
'moderate,: citing benefits to Lea County and the surrounding region In
the form Ot pbs and taxes (Draft EIS, Table 2-8, page 2-5Z2 see also §
4.2.9.7). However, per the terms of the agreement between LES and Lea
County on the $1.8 billion In Industrial revenue bonds the county oflered
to finance the project, LES would not have to pay any property taxes for
the duration of he operational tile of the NEF-roughly 30 years-and it
may be exerrpt Irom other taxes as welt. According to the Economic
Development Corporation of Lea County, this kind of property tax exemption
could be worth S3 million over 30 years for a 510 miion project.
Considering that construction of ihe NEF Is expected to cost St .2 billion
(Draft EIS, Table 2-8. page 2-52), what does the NRC expect the total

D~D~rtsa rrm1ion13,h EF1U c Moreover In =sr~niaf of

Management Administralion, and Waste Management' lields.-presumably
applicable to jobs that would be created at the NEF-s loss than half the
averages for New Mexico and Texas (Draft EIS, Table 3-15, line 27).

'ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE:
The description of LES's site selection process Is misleading in thatl i
only mentions certain objective criteria ol respective sies and neglects
the political situation that led to the selection of the site In New
Mexico. It has been reported that Sen. Pete DomonWct of New Mexico
'wooed' the company to his home stale when it was having trouble meeting

The NoUK stall judges that the Impact 0 the NEF in the area 0d
'environmental justice' will be 'smalL. Yet the data are skewed by
comparing the minority and tow-income population percentages of the area
to state averages, rather th an to national averages. in fact. Hispanics
make up 42.1 percent of the population of New Mexico-the highest

, , ,,, ,

- ___ - --- -______ _�-



percentage of any state-and 39.6 percent of the population of Lea County.
but only 12.5 percent of the U.S. poputatbon at-large.

1 Comment
I #L-8 (cont.)

_

measures are In place to timit these emnshns. and what negativ
environmentat and public health Impacts would their dispersal Into the
atmosphere contribute to?

Comment
I#L-13 (cont.)

- T.- -- c ItF-

In the Draft EIS, the NRC observes that the water requiremenis ot the Nc-i
are welt withIn the capachty ol the Eunice and Hobbs municipal water
systems. but this assessment totally negects the severe tong-term water
shortage problem of Lea County. as documented In the Lea County Regional
Water Plan. According to water plan, groundwater In the county Is being
withdrawn at a greater rate than It Is being recharged. The report
projects a doubting of water usage by 2040 and wams that there Is
physically not enough water In the Basin to maintain an annual diversion
of this magnitude.'

Comment
#L-9

ACCitFNTS4-
The Draft EIS describes the most signiticant accident scenario at the
proposed NEF to be an accidental release of uranium hexalluorido (UF6).
NRC stall judges that the risk of such exposures would Increase it the
winds were Irom the south at the time of the accident, sending the plum of
UF6 towards Hobbs and Lovington. New Mexico (Draft EIS. page 4.25. lines
21.30). The local wind patterns documented In Section 3.5.2.4 and
represented In Figures 3.8 end 3.10 show that southerly winds prevail In
the area; thus, the likelihood of this worst-case scenario, which Is
contingent upon winds from the south, ts increased.

Comment
#L-14

WATER OUALItY:
The site 0o the proposed NEF lies In the vicinity d several geologic
faults, and earthquakes frequently occur around the designated NEF she,
Including one with a magnitude of 5.0 In 1992. Despte this, the NRC has
not conducted an Investigation o1 the possible ettects of earthquakes on
groundwater liow, nor has i considered the possibility of contaminant Comment
Infiltration Into groundwater due to such seismic activity. Furthermore, #L.10
the Draft EIS appears to Indicate an assumption by the NRC that the liners
employed to Impound the contents of the NEFas wastewater basins witt
retain their Integrity for the duration of the fachlts operation, since
there Is no estimate of the likelihood of liner corruption and subsequent
leakage of contaminated liqutd effluents from the plant. How tong does
theNRCassumanthatthelerswtltcontainthawastetandonwhatbaslsb -

9 sthhsassumptionmnade?;<vb t >i- n----. |

CLASSIFICATION OF DEPt. ED UYANIUM:
rJ On page 2.27. the NRC states that 'l(or the purpose of this Draft EIS-

the NRC considers the DUF6 generated by the proposed NEF to be a Class A
low-tevel radioactive waste as defined in 10 CFR 5 61§55(a)t6)* Why Is Comment
ItessumedInthe Dratt ElSthat DUF6b sow-fevetwaslewhen (1) LES ..
itself has not yet determined whether the DUF6 It produces wilt be #bL 11
considered a waste or a resource, and (2) the NRC has not finally
determined the proper waste classification of depleted uranium?

There are seven archaeological sHes within the proposed project area,
each of which has been determined lo be eligible for Isting In the
National Register of Historic Places. Considering this, how does NRC deem
the NEFs Impact on culturat resources as *smalr'.

Comment
#L-15

In the areas described above, the NRCs Draft EIS for the National
Enrichment Facility (NEF) fails short ol a complete evaluation of the
environmental Impacts of the proposed lacility as required by the National Comment
Environmental PolicyAct Untithe above questions andcrticsms are #L-16
adequately addressed and resoived, the NRC stairs recommendation that the
license for the NEF be approved Is premature. ; - .''

Please enter these comments Into the official record on this proceding.

DISPOSAL OF DEPLETED URANIUM:
The Draft EIS lists as a second plausible disposition strategy a scenario
In which LES woutd pay the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for conversion
and disposal of is waste under Section 3113 of the 1996 United States
Enrichment Privatization Act which staes that the DOE 'shal accept or
disposal low-level radioactive waste, including depleted uranium If ft
were ultimately determined to be tow-level waste.., (Draft EtS, page 2-31:
the law Is coddied as42 U.S.C. § 2297h-11). But the NRC has yet to make
a final determination on the waste classttication of depleted uranium;
this being the case, transfer to the DOE cannot be considered a plausible
option for disposal of DUF6.

--- - - ---- - -- - - - -l M _

Comment
#L-12

l Comment
#L-13

Jk:LPfinRPHFR1r F"191RInNg-

The Draft EIS notes that the NEF would annually discharge 440 cubic meters
ot helium, 190 cubic meters ol argon, 53 cubic meters ot nitrogen, 610
liters of methylene chloride, 40 liters of ethanol, 0.8 metric tons of
volatite organic compounds, 0.5 metric Ions of carbon monoxide, and 5.0
metric Ions of nitrogen dioxide (page 2-23, lines 4.13). What mitigation



JGroup M

January7,2005

By email to: nrcropQnrc.gov

Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CommissIon
Mail Stop T6-D59
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Re: Environmental Impact Statement lor the Proposed National Enrichment
FacilityIn Lea County. New Mexico: DraltReportforComrnent NUREG-1790.
Docket Number 70-3103

Dear Chief.

The undersigned organizations submit the following general and specitic
comments regarding the Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed
National Enrichment Facility in Lea County, New Mexio: Draft Report for
Comment, NUREG-1790, published September2004. Docket IJumber 7043103.

the scope end extent of the lirms prior Involvement to expose any polenlial
conilicts of Interesl that may exist.
(hltpilceq.eh.doe.govhnepa/regs/40t11-19.htm).

We believe that there was a contlict of Interest In the preparation of this
document as it was prepared by a private l1rm called Advanced Technologies
and Laboratories International (ATU). ATU lists among Its clients
Westinghouse and Oak Ridge National Laboratoaes, at wtich British Nuclear
Fuels Limited and Westinghouse are contractors, and others.

Westinghouse and British Nuclear Fuels Limited are members of the Louisiana
Energy Services (LES) consonium. which has proposed the uranium enrichment
lacility for Lea County, NM. As such. ATU would benefit from the ficensure
of the facility through its various associations with the organizations
proposing the facility. Theretore. ATLI should not have been contracled by
NRC to prepare the DEIS without a disclosure statement as required under
NEPA. As no dsclosue statementwas released we recommend that the DEIS
be rejected and rewritlen by a new organization, absent of conflict of
Interest issues.

Moreover. Pauf Abramson. one of the associate chief admirristrative ludges on
the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) of the NRC. which wilt
ultimalety decide whether to license the uranium enrichment facility. Is a
former partner DI the Winston and Strawn law firm of Washhgton. D.C.
Winston and Strewn is now the legal representative for the LES consortium.
We beieove that. due to his prior associations with Winston and Strawn. Mr.
Abramson should be disqualified from deciding whether to issue an operating
license to LES.

_J
0%

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) Indicates that Impacts from
the National Enrichment Facility (NEF) will be small to moderale.
Nevertheless, we know from experience at skmilar uranium enrichment
facilities nationwide that this process can be extremely damaging. not onty
to surrounding communities but also to worker and public health and safety.
Many of these elfects cannot ba estimated In the context of a DEIS.
Therefore, we recommend tht . tne Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) pursue
the 'No Action Alternativea prtaented in the document

Furthermore, It is our belief that there was a clea conflict of Interest In
thie preparation of the DEIS and that the document should be rejected.
Section 1506.5(c) of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) specifies

'...a consulting firm preparing an EIS must executa a disclosure statement
landi does not deline Ciinanclal or other Interest In the outcome of the
projecL' The Council Iterprsts this lerm broadly lo cover any known
bonelits other than general enhancement of professional reputation. This
Includes any financial benefit such as a promise of future construction or
design work on the project, as welt as indirect benefits the consultant Is
aware of (e.g., i the project would aid proposals sponsored by the lmrrns
other clients). For example, completion of a highway project may encourage
construction oi a shopping center or industrial park from which the
consultant stands to benelit. 11 a consulting firm Is aware that It has
such an Interest in the decision on the proposal, it should be disquatfied
from preparing the EIS, to preserve the objectivity and Integrity of the
NEPA process.

'When a consulting firm has been Involved In developing Initial data and
plans for the project, but does not have any firnancial or other Interest In
the outcome of the decision, it need not be disqualified from preparing the
EIS. However, a disclosure statement In the dratl EIS should clearly state

Comment
#M-1

Comment
#M-2

As a result, we find the DEIS lo be Inadequate, Incormplete and lacking
disclosure. Therefore, we make the following specific comments on the DEIS
with the caveat that we are not aware of specific examples of confiting
Interests within the document, and many of our concerns may be a result of
conflicting interests by ATt.

We submit the following comments specific to the content of the DEIS and
request that these issues be thoroughly addressed in the fina EIS:
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1.) The statement oi Purpose and Need for the facility, found In the
Executive Summary of the DEIS. states that 'only about 15 and 14 percent of
the enrichment services that were purchased by U.S. nuclear reactors in 2002
and 2003. respectively, were provided by enrichment plants located In the
EU.S.I.a (pg. xix).

Later, the DEIS states. IfUnited States Enrichment Corporation. which
operates uranium enrichment facilities In Portsmouth, Ohio and Paducah.
Kentuckyl provides approximnaltey 5 percent of the U.S. enriclunent market
needs.' (pg. 1-4). The is an obvious discrepancy. We requesttha NRC
not only clarity the amount of domestically produced enriched uranium
currently used. but also Indcale the speciiic loreign sources of the
enriched uranium on which the U.S. currently relios.

2.) The DEIS Ctaes. 'The NRC stall reviewed the site selection process and
determined that none of the candidate sites were obviously superior to the
LES preferred site In Lea County, New Mexico, therefore no other site was
selected for further analysis (pg. xx)

- -. 1 � - - --- . -..- -
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This statement Is patently false, ash Is well known that two sites were
Investigated prior to the selection of LOa County. New Mexico. The NRC ASLB
charged LES wvh environmental racism during the license application process
for a similar facility In Louisiana. LES laler withdrew Its license
application. Further. LES withdrew its Interest In proposing a similar
lacility for Hartsvilne Tennessee after public otficials In the area
refused to allow it to locate there. (htlIp/wvwwnir.org). In the Inlerest
of lul disclosure and providing a clear picture of the history of LES and
NEF, we request that the NRC Include this inlormation In the EIS.

3.) Please Indicate In the sidebar entitled, 'Delerminailon of the
Significance of Potential Environmental Impacts' on pg. xx. Ihe number of
Latent Cancer Fatalities (LCFs) that are considered 'small.' 'moderate,' or
'large.' On pg. xxii. the DEIS indicates that there wil be two LCFs over
the lifetime of the NEF as a result of vehicle emissions during shipment of
materials to and Irorm the NEF. Although NRC considers this a 'small'
impact, others may disagree. Please explain how Ihis determination Is made,
provid'ing meehodology used.

K4.) Please correct the speDing of 'predomrnantty' on page xxRi.

t4-.4

5.) Assuming peak production at the NEF during Whe entire projected 30-year
liletime oW the lacildy. a generous estimate. tho NEF woulid produce
3.270.000 separative work units (SWUs) of enriched uranium per year. (pg.
2.6). This represents en average of approximately 24% of the total enriched
raniurn required for the U.S. as estimated by the Energy Information Agency.

(p°g. 1.4). This number wiN be far smaler considering that NEF will reach
peak operating capacity for only 14 years, from 2013 lo 2027. This means
that, according 10 pg. 1-4. more than 20% of U.S. enriched uranium needst
will continue lo be fulfilled by loreign sources for at least 16 years
during the lifetime of the facility.

Given this Information, please explain how NEf Is anticipated to Increase
U.S. Independence from foreilp. enriched uranium sources. Please provide a
table showing the total estimr .Ad amount of enriched uranium that wit be
required for U.S. energy production by year as compared Wo the amount that
wi be produced by NEF.

The DEIS states that nuclear generating capacity Is going to increase by
2020. which would lurther dilute the etltet that the NEF wil have on
creating U.S. energy Independence. (pg. 4-73). What is the total yearly
percentage of U.S. enriched uranium supply that the NEF Is expected to
produce?

6.) Please define the phrases used on pg. 1.5, 'short-term uses of tho
environment' and 'tong-term productivityl' 1130 years. the operating
lifelime of Ihe facility. Is considered 'tong-term,' then should many of the
environmental eflects of the NEF. panicutarty the constant emissions of
uranium to the air and water, also be considered 'long-term' and the Impacts
thereof considered as such? Please identity points In the docurnenl In which
these are being considered.
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NRC. responded that there would be Inspectors during construction and
periodicatly during operations. (Otlicial Transcript ol Proceedings.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Louisiana Energy Services National Enrichment
Facility Public Meeting on the E15 Docket Number 71-3103. pg. 125. lines
8-13).

The DEIS falls lo outline NRC's proposed Inspection schedules and
procedures, saying only. 'The NRC is responsible lor regulating the
actiMitles performed within the proposed NEF through Hs licensing review
process and subsequent Inspection program.t (1-19). NRC's tnspection
program must be outlined In either the final EIS or the Safety Evaluation
Report [SER). 11 It Is outlined In the SER. we request that the public be
allowed to review and comment on the SER In order to make certain that NRC
Is adequately ensuring the heaith and safety of community members through
proper and timely Inspections.

8.) The DEIS Indicates that the NEF wilt Inctude a Visitor Center near the
boundary ol the facility. (pg. 2-4). Do dose estimates in the EIS include
estimated exposure to workers at the Visitor Center end community members
that use the Visior Cenler? isso. please speciiy more clearly which
exposure estimates are specificanly related to the Visitor Center. WI not.
please include dose estimates lor workers at or community members using the
Visitor Center and clearly indicate that Whose estimates relate to the
Visitor Center.

9.) The DEIS indicates that the NEF will be constructed on 611.000 cubic
meters of fin. (pg. 2-.). Structures built on fill can occasionally
experience settling and siructural movement that may compromise the
Integrity of the lacility..-

7 We understand that with regard Wo the eanhwork required lo consWruct the
facility, some portion of the lacdlty would be built on Win (embankment)
and some on cut (excavation) areas. This Is not uncommon and can be
accomplished with good results as long as the material Is adequale for Whe
Intended purposes (generally clays are bad and silly sands, sand and
gravelly materiats are good).

I ls also important What earthwork operations are monitored closely Wo
ensure that the embankments are placed and compacted properly. We
understand that these large construction prolects where many contractors are
working simultaneousty end usually quickly because o1 deadlines, oversight
Is not what II should be and problems due lo settlement from improper
compaction appear following construction.

We request that NRC Include Its plans for Inspection during construction.
Including a requirement lor Inspecting the earthwork operations required to
consWruct the NEF. In order to ensure the strctlural stability o the
lacility. Furthermore, we request that any contractor ior this project will
perform the greatest oversight possible.

10.) The DEIS states that approximately 25 miles of pipelne would be
constructed In order lo provide the NEF with potable water. (pg. 2-14).
The environmental impacts o0 the construction of this pipeline should be
Included in the final EIS.

Comment
#M-11 (cont.)
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7.) During the EIS scoping process, at a public meeting conducted in Comment
Eunio. New Mexico on March 4,2004, commentator Pat McCastand asked whether, #M-11
NRC would provide a full-time Intpeclor for the lacility. Tim Johnson, oW I 1 1.) LES argued at the March 4,2004 EIS scoping meeting In Eunie New Comment
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Mexico that Impacts on the Eunice and Hobbs municipal waler systems would be
minimal given that the facility would use an average 72 acre-test ot water
per year. This argument. while technically correct, is disingenuous.

The DEIS states, Mhe average and peak potable water requirements for
operation ol the proposed NEF would be approximately 63,423 gallons per day
(72 acre-feet) average and 539,000 gallons per day at peak operation. (pg.
2-14). Thereore,. during 14 years of peak operation. from 2013 to 2027, NEF
wilt be using nearly 604 acre-feet of water per year.

Although ihe DEIS estimates that the impacts of the NEF on the Eunice and
Hobbs water supplies wit be small, the DEIS does not clarify U this
delermination is made according to the 72 acre-leet per year average
estimate, or 604 acre-feet per year peak estimate. The final EIS must
Include a detailed. yearly water usage plan for the NEF, incorporating the
impacts of the HEF according to its actual usage and future water demand and
availability.

12.) The DEIS indicatas that the 1EF wilt require 30 megawatts of
electricity to be suppiied through two new synchronized 1 15-kilovolt
overhead transmission tines. These tines would have to be constructed. and
would require that two new independent substations be constructed by Xcef
Energy, which supplies the area with energy. Additional power-support
structureswould be instailed along the highwaynearthe tJEF. (pg. 2-14).
Please include any environmental Impacts expected as a resutt of this
construction.

13.) The DES states, 'Waste treatment systems. including treatment ponds
or lagoons designed to meet requirements at the Clean Waletr Act (other than
cooling ponds as defined In 40 CFR § 423.11 (m) whIch also meet the criteria
of this definition), are not surface waters of the State. unless they were
originafy created in surface waters of the Stale or resulted in the
impoundmantof sudace waters ol the State. (NMWOCC, 2002).' (pg,2-21).

Does this mean that the State of New Mexico does not have authority over
permitting and/or regulating the waste treatment systems, treatment ponds or
lagoons associated with the NEF? It not, who will have such authority?

14.) The DEIS mentions save'-i. times the possibility of locating a private
depleted uranium hexatiuorid. ;DUF6) conversion facility near the NEF. (pg.
2430). We believe that this option is far too speculative to be considered
an option for conversion. Further, such a requirement would not lulfill the
requirements of the State of New Mexico. as the waste from the N1EF would
remain in New Mexico, albeit moved oalsite. which would be contrary to
assurances to Governor Bili Richardson by LES. This proposal is not a
sulficiont conversion option and should not be considered further.

15.) In its discussion of waste conversion and disposal options (pp. 2-27 -
2.33). the DEfS mentions Envirocare in Utah and U.S. Ecology In Richland,
Washington as two potential sites to which to ship the trkiranium octaoxide
(U308) produced as e result of conversion of DUF6 at the potentbit
conversin facility at ConvorDyne in Metropolis, Illinois.

The DEIS does not Indicate that negotiations between LES and any of these
facilities are underway. Without the consent and participation of these
lacilities, there Is no viable lolution to the waste problem that NEF
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presents. The State of New Mexico. and the citizens it represents, has
asked multiple times that an NfRC operating license not be granted to LES
unless a viable waste solution Is presented.

LES must provide NRC a documented waste disposal solution otherwise all
waste disposal plans Included In the DEtS are speculative and do not meet
NRC requirements. A thorough, complete and feasible waste disposal plan
must be Included in the final EtS, including all negotiations between LES
and the facilities that wilt be converting and disposing of the large
quantities at waste.

16.) I Its discussion of waste disposal options, the DEIS says repeatedly
that, 'th NEF would not be able to ship depleted uranium directly too
Barnwllt. SC, Nevada Test Site or Waste Control Specialists (WCS). (pg.
2-32, emphasis added). Are there instances in which such waste could be
shipped Indirectly to Barnwell, Nevada Test Site. or WCS?

For example, U the Department of Energy (DOE) were to take ownership ot
this waste, could U be shipped to the Nevada Test Sie? Is NRC obliquely
referring to the Congressional initiative proposed by Senator Pete Domenicd
that would require the DOE to take ownership of the depleted uraniurn waste
generated by the NEF? It this is the case, we request that NRC be more
explicit in its discussion oa these waste disposition options and thoroughly
outline this proposal by Senator Domenick and analyze Its environmentat
Impacts.

17.) The DEIS states that sites under consideration by LES were
disqualified it they were In proximity to operating nuclear power plants
because they would require additional security measures. (pg. 2-35). How
did this rationale not disqualify the Lea County. New Mexico site given that
it is approximately 60 miles away from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP), which Is an operating nuclear waste reposhory for plutonium
contaminated waste that may require additional security measures as welt?
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18.) The Beltlefonte, Alabama site was removed from consideration for
location of the NEF because It would have necessitated relocating
high-voltage transmission lines that cross the proposed site. (pg. 2-38).
Similarly, the Lea County, New Mexico fite would necessitate relocation oi a
high-pressure carbon dioxide pipeline that crosses the site. Why does this
fact not remove the Lea County, Now Mexico site from consideration? The
final DEIS should oultline the methods by which this relocation will be
funded and the potential environmental impacts from this relocation.

19.) The DEIS states that the Carlsbad, New Mexico site was disqualified
because soii on the site is contaminated with oils, solvents and Industrial
waste products as a result of potash mining and oil-field welding services
In the area. (pg. 2-38).

The DEIS does not make mention of the eelects of the oil and gas Industry,
which Is also prominent in Lea County, New Mexico, on the soil
characteristics at the proposed NEf site In Section 3: Aflected
Environmnenl. Please icludes a soils chemistry analysis Including potential
oil and gas contamination lor the NEF site in Lea County, New Mexico.

20.) The DEIS states that the Carlsbad, New Mexico site was disqualified
because LES would have to pay for Xcel Energy to Install new transmission



fines and a new substation to service the NEF. (pg. 2-39). The same Is
true of the Lea County. New Mexico she, (see 012 above)..We believe that
this should disoualily the Lea County. New Mexico sie as well. I -

Comment
#M-24 (cont.)

21.) The DEIS states. Conseqtuently the NRC stall has assumed that all of
the DUF6 to be generated by the proposed NEF would be converted to U308 and
disposed of In a licensed disposal facility.' (pg. 2-44). Given that the Comment
DEIS never once details a viable disposal option, but rather a myriad of
Incomplete and speculative options proposed by LES but not verified. why #M*-25
does NRC assume this? Given the limited Inlormation In the DEIS. there Is
no foundation lot such an assumption. Pleaso provide more substantial
rationale lor this assumption.

22.) Because storm events and their ellects ara not limited to their
Immediate vicinhy we request that NRC expand the meteorological
Investigation to a 50-mile radius surrounding the proposed NEF site In
Section 3.5.2.5: Severe Weather ConditIons. (pg. 3-19). The proposed she
could be adversely effected by flash flooding and high winds generated by
tornadoes that occur I the vicinhty of the NEF. athough not on the site
specifically. IJ

Comment
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23.) In NRC's analysis of tomado trequency and etlects on pg. 3.19. we
request that NRC Include data collected Irom Andrews County. Texas as
Andrews County Is very close to the NEF site and high winds generated by a
tonmado In Andrews County may elfect the NEF sie.

24.) There have been 88 tornadoes in Lea County, New Mexico since 1954. _
Those tornadoes have caused more than $26.000,000 In damage.

I (httpJwmv4.ncdc.noaa.govrcgi-win- I.dll7wwEvent-Storms , .
I -nm-lea-tornado). Gven this Information NRC must lustiy the statement.
'Anl the roported tornadoes were associaled with very ight damage.' (pg.

'
3-19). :; I - - -_

25.) The 'Description of Alternative Stes' on pg. 2-38 o the DEIS
Indicates that the Carlsbad. New Mexico ste was disqualified because of
prior environmental contamination on the site as a result of polash miing
and the oil and gas Industry. Was this determination made based only on
sol contamination or also ground and surface water contaminatin?

Table 3-11, 'Chemical Analysis of Proposed NEF Ste Ground Water' t(pg.
3.42) Indicates that there are eight ground water contaminants In the ground
water on the proposed NEF sitn that exceed a regulatory standard up to five
times, Including total dissolver' solids. tron. manganese, gross alpha and
uranium-234. Why does this itonamination not preclude the Lea County. Now
Mexico sie from consideration for the NEF?
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The DEIS does not directly address Ms. Kirkpatrick's concerns In hs
discussion of ecological resources on pg. 3-48. Who conducted the survey
for the sand dune lizard and what were their qualifications? Was an
additional survey performed when the lizard was more likely to be active?
What was the result of that survey?

27.) Ms. Kirkpatrick also expressed concerns about the Impacts of the NEF
on the lesser prairie chicken, a federal Species of Concern, saying,
'According to our prairie chicken biologist, the area around the project has
not been adequately surveyed for lek sites - Lesser prairie chickens win
use an area within two mites of the lek lor nesting and rearing. Birds have
been reported from the Eunice area. Since there Is a large acreage of
contiguous habitat, and a lek within four mites. I Is reasonable to assume
these birds may be Impacted by deveiopment.' (pg. 0-46).

Again, the DEIS does not directly address Ms. Kirkpatrick's concerns In Hs
discussion of ecological resources on pg. 3-47. The NRC should Integrate
Ms. Kirkpatrick's assessment more thoroughly in Is discussion of the lesser
prairie chicken.

28.) Figure 3-29. 'Population Density Surrounding the Proposed NEF Site'
(pg. 3-51) seems to Indicate that there is a population density of 110.000
to 120,000 In a small area In the North-Northwost sector around the proposed
NEF sHe. CertaInly this Is not correct. as that sector would exceed the
reported population denslty of alt of Lea County. Please correct this
figure.

29.). The U.S. CensuS of 2000 states that o tho poputations oi the ciies
of Hobbs, Eunice and Jal. on average 65.4% have completed high school and
only 1 OA% have atained a Bachelor's degree or higher. This Is tar lower
than the statewide averages of 78.9% and 23.5% respectively.
(hlp'J/qulckfacts.census.gov/qld/ states/35000hIml). The DEIS mentions
this fact, slating. The population surrounding the proposed NEF site
generally has a tower level of educational attainment than the Stale
averages.' (pg. 3-53).

However, this Information Is not mentioned when considering the
socioeconomic Impacts of the NEF In Section 4.2.8 on pg. 4-19. What level
of educational achievement will be required to till the positions created by
the NEF? Please Include this Information divided Into each of the job types
the NEF Is expected to create, construction, management, prolesslonal,
skilled and administrative. How many of these jobs will not be able to be
tilled In the vicInity of the NEF and win have to be Imported from
surrounding communities? What eflects will that have on the overall
socioeconomic Impact of the NEF?

30.) In the analysis of Environmental Justice Impacts of the proposed NEF.
the DEIS slates. '1t should be noted that for this analysis, the State was
used as the area of geographic comparison.' (pg. 3-62). We request that
the final EIS evaluate environmental justice Issues In geographic comparison
with national rates given that the NEF Is a projecl that was considered for
multiple sites nationwide, not only in the Slale of New Mexico.

Residents CO the Stale of New M erico must be assured that the site was not
chosen for Is abnormally high minority and low-income populations, which In
the area of influence, represent 48.3% and 20% of the population
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26.) A letter In Appendix B from Lisa Kirkpatrick, Chief of the
Conservation Services DIvIsIon of the Department of Game and Fish of the
State of New Mexico, states in regard lo the threatened sand dune lizard,
3if there Is In fact suitable habitat, the Department requests Information
as to the quatilicatlons of Ihe Indvidual(s) conducting the survey. Sand
dune lizards are extremely difticult to Identify and there are only a very
few people qualified to conduct a presencetabsence survey. October Is
rather btle In the year for a survey; the lizards are likely lo be dormant
at that time.' (pg. B-45)
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respectively. Compared with national averages of 30.9% and 12.4%
respectively, i is clear that Lea County Is home to a disproportionately
large number of minority and low-Income community members and thus wili be
Impacted disproportionately by the construction and operation of the NEF.
Therefore. NRC must jusitry Its claim on pg. 4-26 that environmental justice
impacts would be small.

31.) The DEIS states In Section 4.2.2, 'Hisborical and Cultural Resources
Impacts,' that a Memorandum of Agreement will be developed between LES, the
New Mexico State Historic Preservation Office, the Now Mexico State Land
Ollice, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. NRC and Lea County to
address the seven sites on the proposed NEF she that are considered
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. The
Memorandum will record the terms and conditions agreed upon between the
consulting panies to resolve adverse effects to historic properties at the
proposed NEF sUe. (pg. 4-4). We request that this Memorandum be Included
In the final EIS.

r0o

32.) In Section 42.4, 'Air Ouality Impacts.' the DEIS states, 'Because the
d eset generators have the potential to eml more than 91 metric tons (tOO
tons) per year of a regulated air potlutarn. LES proposes to run these
diesel generators only a limiled number of hours per year lor the above
emission rates to avoid being classified as a Clean Air Act Title V sowce.'
(pg. 4-9). What is the basis lot this statement? How will this be
verilied? What disciplinary measures wili be taken should LES exceed its 91
metric ton standard and who will be responsible for implementing
disciplinary action?

We recommend that as a mitigation measure, LES be required to obtain a Cean
Air Act Title V permit regardless of hs assurances that these generators
will not exceed the 91 metric ton standard.

33.) In Section 4.2.5.1, 'Site Preparation and Construction.' the DEIS
states, 'Although not presently foreseen. II linal design studies Indicate
the necessity to extend footings through the sand into the Chinle Formation.
then more soils would be disturbed and the clay layer could be pernetrated.!
(pg. 4-10). Such action maycompromise the Integrhyol the Chile
Formation, which was shown through visual inpection to be continuous, solid
and tight with few fracture planes. (pg. 3-35).

NRC claims that. 'Using the largest measured Chinte Formation permeability.
vertical ground waler velocity through the clay Is conservatively estimated
as 0.04 meters per year (0.13 feet per year); the resulting travel time from
the surface of the clay to ha base (the top of the Santa Rosa Formation)
would be greater than 8.000 years.' (pg. 3-36). Would penetrating the
Chinle Formation, and possible creating fractures In the formation, change
this estimate? How would travel times be Increased ii permeability of the
Chinle Formation were hcreased as a result of penetration?

34.) The DEIS Indicates that waslewater will be disposed of through
evaporation in the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin. the UaC Storage Pad
Slormwater Relention Basin and the Site Stormwater Detention Basin. The
DEIS states, 'Net evaporation/transpiration Is estimated at 65 inches per
year.' (pg. 3-32). The DEIS also estimates monthly evaporation of 6.7
Inches per month. (pg. 4-13). This figure is incorrect as. assuming that
NRC estimated the Inches per month figure by dividing 65 Inches per year by
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12 months, evaporation would. In act, be 5.4 inches per year. not 6.7
hiches per year.

Furthermore, due to the monsoon rain season, there are several months during
the summer when evaporation could be much lower than this net estimation.
This Is of particular concern when considering the UBC Storage Pad
Slormwater Retention Basin. The DEIS stales that this basin will receive
5. I million gallons of etfluent annually, but will be dry for II to 12
months peryear due to precipitation and evaporation. (pg. 4-13). The
basin will receive not only stormwater runofl but also cooling tower
blowdown water.

Please state the amount of wastewater in this basin that Is expected to be
cooling tower blowdown water? Please Include monthly averages lot the
amount of cooling tower blowdown water expected to be stored in the USC
Storage Pad Stormwater Retention Basin as compared to the monthly amount of
anticipated evaporation, taking Into consideration low evaporation rates
during welter months. Please include this information as presented In the
water balance prepared by LES for the NEF.

35.) NRC should require a shielding structure around each evaporative pond
and basin to ensure that dry solids remaining In those ponds and basins on
the NEF site are not vulnerable to being scattered by the high and strong
winds that are prevalent in the area.

36.) In Section 42.8.2, Operations: Employment and Economic Activity, the
DEIS states, 'Ten percent of the skilled positions are expected to be In
management. 20 percent In protessionat occupations, 60 percent in various
skUled positions. and 10 percent I adrniistrative positions. (pg. 4-21).
According to these percentages, the average 210 permanent operating
employees would consist o 21 managers. 42 professional employees. 126
skilled employees and 21 administrators. The DEIS states that this Is
approximately 1% of the worklforce In Lea. Andrews and Gaines Counties, and
thus the NEF would have a moderate Impact on the socloeconornics of the area.

However, as much as 60% of the workforce Is expected to come from outside of
the area of influence, according the DEIS, which states, 'The majority ol
these higher paying skilled jobs would be expected to be tilled outside of
the immediate area surrounding the proposed site, but within the p75-mible
region of Influene.... (pg. 4-19). A 75-mile radius around the site
would Include Eddyand Chavez Counties in New Mexico and Cochran, Culberson,
Davison, Ecklot, Hockley. Loving. Lynne, Martin, Midland. Reeves, Terry,
Yoakum and Winkler Counties In Texas. Therefore, given that these counties
may provide the majority of the worklorce, they must be Incuded In the
analysis of socioeconomic Impact. This may eflect the 1% figure mentioned
above and thus the Impact estimated by NRC may be much smaller.

36.) In Section 4.2.8.3, Employment and Economic Activity Mitigation
Measures, the DEIS states, 'Educational programs coordinated by LES with
focal colleges would help develop a pool of qualified local workers., (pg.
4-22). This measure is an elfat to draw more highly skilled technical
workers from the area. Please Include any communlqud between local colleges
and LES In developing these educational programs. Also, please document the
capacity tor these local colleges to train the worktorce In nuclear
materials handling and uranium enrichment processes. Are these local
colleges prepared to handle such curriculum? 11 not, when will they be and
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how will those nrenarations be funded?

37.) Pg. 4-24 of the DEIS states that the NEF wil wse uip to 687 million
gtiaons ol waler Irom the Ogaftla aquiler over s lit etime. while pg. 4-15
states that the NEF will use 695 million gallons of water from the Ogallala
aquifer over is hifetime. Please explain this discrepancy. How much waler
from the Ogallata aquifer wil the NEF use over hs lifetime?

-- --
38.) The DEIS stales. 'The DUFS would be placed In Type 48Y cylinders lor
either temporary storage onsite or shipment oflshe. ti the DUF6 were
shipped ollsile, 157 rail shipments with four cylinders per railcar would be
used to transport the cylinders to Paducah, Kentucky; Portsmouth. Ohio: or
Metropolls, Ilinois. where h would be convened Into U308; Alter
conversion, the U308 would be shipped Irom either Paducah or Portsmouth to
Envirocare n Clive. Utah. or the Nevada Test SHe for disposal or It would
be shipped to Envirocare from Metropois In gondola railcars with lour bulk
bags per car. The hydroltuoric acid generated during the process of
convening the DUF6 to U308 could be reused in the process of generating UF6
or neutrailzed to CaF2 for potential disposal at the same sie as the U308.
If the OUF6 were converted to the more chemicall stable form of U308 at an
adjacent conversion facility to the proposed NEF, the conversion products ol
U30t and CaF2 would be shipped to a disposal she In 137 and 11 6 gondola
raficars respectively.' (pg. 4.37) -

Not onl Is this paragraph so poorly writlen as to be nearly unintelligible.
but it also Ulustrates clearly that the NEF proposed by LES Isit-planned.
t111conceived, 1t-limed and tii-prepared. It Is clear from this paragraph
that LES has no plans whatsoever for disposal of the waste to be generated
by the NEF. Aithough it has outlined Us options, not a single option has
been idenfied as a reaistic soution to ththeosands ol Ions of waste to -

be generated by the taciily. -,. -

Comment
#M-44 (cont.)

Comment
#M-45

Comment
#M-46

Comment
#M-47

which has made i clear from the initial proposal by LES that support for
the project Is contingent upon a viable waste solution. NRC Ignores
completely the fact that the DEIS In no way presents a viable waste
solution. Therelore. we respectlutly disagree with NRC and believe that no
operating license should be issued to LES until such lime that the waste
problem is solved and disposiion plans be detailed clearly. Including the
location of a conversion facility and a location for permanent disposal
outside of the State of New Mexico.

We believe that the NEF should not and cannot progress until there are
assurances Irom owners and/or operators of a conversion facility and
disposition laciity, Including contracts. construction plans. environmental
Impact statements. etc.

As the waste disposition proposal by LES Is clearly Inadequate end may do
nothing to remove the waste from the NEF she, we request that NnC outline
the potentiat environmental Impacts of IndefinIte storage ol UBC tails on
the proposed NEF site. This should include an analysis of corrosion of
storage containers and Its effects on soil, groundwater and air quality at
the NEF site and within a 50-mile radius. Further, the analysts should
Include currutative health effects on community members within a 50-mile
radius of the site as a result of Indefinite storage of this waste.

'-4
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The problems that we note Include the lact Ihal there Is no private
conversion facility for the waste and that no private conversion lacility Is
planned. There Is no disposal facility for the converted waste and the only
disposal facility contacted by LES or NRC In the preparation ol this DEIS Is
Envirocare of Utah. Their response to this proposal Is not documented In
the DEIS.

Also, the DEIS unlairly considers DOE disposal a viable solution. although
the energy bil Ihat includes the provision that would pass ownership ol LES
waste to DOE has been stalled In Congress for more than one year.
Furthermore, the provision Is widely contentious, not only among the pubtio
but also among members of Congress.

Given the fact that LES has clearly not defined Ns soiution to the waste
problem, we believes that It ib extremely premature for the NRC to Issue any
preliminary recommendations about the NEF, as It does on pg. 2-44 saying.
'The NRC stall recommends that, unless safety issues mandate otherwise, the
proposed license be Issued Ic LES.' NRC has clearly made this determination
wihhout reviewing a clear end detailed plan for one of the mosl crhical
environmental and salely concerns regardmng the NEF. waste disposition. NRC
should be more thorough and careful in ns determinations when considering
the wasle problem than it Is In the DEIS.

NRC Is showing blatant disregard for the people of the State of New Mexico,

39.) Table 4t12, 'Estimated Occupational Dose Rates for Various Locations
or Bulldrgs Within the Proposed NEF.' indicates that empty used UF6
shipping cylinders woutd release less racroactivity than full UF6 shipping
containers (tO mitirem per hour and 5 milirem per hour respectively).
(pg. 446). This Is counterintultive. Please explain hI the final EtS why
this Is the case.

40.) We oppose NRCIs considering a conversion tacdilty adjacent to the NEF
as s viable waste conversion strategy and believe that h should not be
considered In the context of the DEIS.

However, i It continues lo be considered. is environmental elfects must be
considered cumulatively with those of the NEF. The DEIS states, 'Theretore,
the NRC staff considers the impacts for these resources from the
construction and operation ot an adjacent conversion facility lo be bounded
by the impacis considered in Ihis [DEISI for the proposed NEF.' (pg. 4-55).
While the environmental eflects ol a conversion faclity may not exceed
those ol the NEF. they would also not occur independently of the
environmental ettects ol the NEF and must be considered cumulatively.

41.) The DEIS states that the evaporative ponds and retention basins around
the site wil create pools ol perched water I the ground beneath the sHe.
(pg. 4.13). The waler Is not expected to migrate and LES estimates,
optimistically, that most of It wilt be absorbed in the toot systems of
vegelatlion In the area. We believe that there must be a method for
monitoring the perched waler that will be created by these ponds. NRC must
Include this Inlormalion in Section 6, Environmental Measurements and
Monitoring Programs .

42.) Who will be collecting and analyzing the environmental samples Irom
the NEF she? Wilt this be an Independent contractor to the NRC or LES
itself? It n Is expected lo be LES. we are concerned about Ihe
Independence and credibility of the results. WM there be quality control

Comment
#M-47 (cont.)

Comment
#M-48 -r
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.

Comment
#M-50

Comment
#M.51

Comment
I #M-52



and assurance measures implemented by NRC. or wil the contractors
responsible for quality control and assurance (listed on pg. 6-14) be
enlisted by LES?

43.) The DEIS states, 'Each year. the proposed NEF would submit a sumrnary
repori of the Environmental Sampling Program to IRC.' (pg. 6-14). How will
this information be made available to the State of New Mexico and the
public7 How will the Stale of Now Mexico and the public participate In
environmental oversight of the laclty?

44.) The DEIS indicates that ground water monitoring wells will monitor at
the 220 foot zone. (pg. 6-13). However. the DEiS also stales. '.-TIhe
first occurrence of a weal-defined aquifercapable of producing significant
volumes of water is the Santa Rosa Formation. (pg. 3-36). Wilt there be
any monitoring of the ground water In the Santa Rosa Formation. which is
tocated at approximately 1,115 teat below the ground su"iace?

45.) The DEIS states. 3The limits [on chemical discharges] would be
speciiled In the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 6
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Discharge
Permits as well as the New Mexico Environment DopartmontWater Cuaiily
Bureau Ground-Water Discharge Permit/Plan. Therefore ths IDEIS) does not
specify administrative action levels lor physiochemical constituents.1 (pg.
6-15).

LES must consult with EPA Region 6 and the New Mexico Environment Department
prior to the production of the final EIS to determine the administrative
action levels for phystochemicai constituents according to each agency and
report those levels [or IRC to consider when determining whether to license
this lacility. Without this information. Impacts of the NEF on suriace and
ground water resources is incomplete, and therefore NRC cannof adequately
determine whether to license the facility.

46.) The DEIS stales regarding elliuent monitoring, which includes air and
water, 'Corrective actions would be instituted when an administrative action
level Is exceeded for any of the measured parameters.. (pg. 6.19). What
agency will oversee these correctwe actions and what will those corrective
actions be? Is there a mechanism in place lor an operating licanse to be
suspended or revoked? Please clarify what safeguards are In place should
environmental emissions of radioactive and hazardous constituents exceed
federal and/or slate regulatory standards.

47.) Would environmental monitoring at the NEF site continue beyond
cdecontamination and decommissioning activities? Who would be responsible
for tong-f arm stewardship of the site?

00
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50.) The DEIS Indicates that ConverDyne and U.S. Ecology were not consulted
in the production of the DEIS. (pg. 8-3) If their facilities are
considered options for conversion and disposal. should they not be consulted
in the production of this document? They must be consulted in the
production of the final EIS and their response to LES's proposals must be
included.

51.) The DEIS overlooks a critical comment received during its rcoping
period, which recommends that LES and NRC consult the Western Interstate
Energy Board, which is responsible for communication and cooperation among
Its membership withi specific regard to the development end management of
nuclear energy products. (Scoping Summary Repors pg. 11) Why was this
Doard not consuSted? We reiterate the request that the Board be consulted
and their analysis of the proposal be Included In the final EIS.

53.) The DEIS notes that the SER will outlino safely evaluation and
procedural requirements or license conditions to ensure the protection of
the health and sately of workers and the general public. The SER will also
address the adequacy of lunding provided by LES In compliance with NRCIs
financial assurance regulations. We request that the SER also thoroughly
address the emergency preparedness of first responders In the Lea and Eddy
Counties In New Mexico and Andrews County In Texas. This analysis must also
address te adequacy oi the Lea County Regional Medicai Center. which
according to te DEIS has a capacity lor only 250 patients (pg. 3-56). which
may be far fewer than those who would be Impacted in case of emergency at
the NEF.

Also, the SER must address the adequacy of the fire and police departments
of Lea and Eddy Counties In New Mexico and Andrews County in Texas to
address potential radiological emergencies at the NEF. Who will provide
funding for the proper equipment and training for these departments? What
are the capacities of additional response services. including hospitals, in
surrounding communities?

Through personal communication with Tim Johnson of NRC. we have learned
that the SER will not be released for public comment as per NRC's internal
protocol. What is NFRC's rationale for this protocol? is there a regulatory
requirement for producing the SER? I so. which regulatory agency
authorizes the SER? U not, is It simply an iRC initiated document? Will
the information contained lI the SER be sensitive or classiliod. thus
necessitating that there be no public comment period? We request that Uth
SER be released for a thorough public review and comment period.

53.) In a letter to NRC. Cheryi Eckhardt. of the United Stales Department
of the Interior. noted that several Urban Park and Recreation Recovery
Programs in the Eunice and Hobbs area may be adversely effected by the NEF.
(pg. B-42). Has LES addressed Ms. Eckhardt's concerns? How have these
potential effects been rniligated?

54.) Table C2. 'Population Within 80 Kilometers (50 Miles) of the Proposed
NEF,' (pg. C-5) seems lo be inaccurate in the same way as noted In comment
t28 above. Please correct this error.

the DEIS? The DEIS statos thal the NRC will evaluate the adequacy of this
ligure in the SER. We request that disposition costs be considered with due
consideration to inflation In the SEf. I
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48.) In Section 7. Cost-Benelit Analysis (pg. 7-5). the DEIS states that
DUF6 disposition will cost approximately $5.50 per 2.2 pounds or $731
million in 2002 dollars. In order to gauge accurately the benefit of the
NEF. NRC must also include the amount of enriched uranium estimated to be
produced by the faciity and the amount of profit LES anticipates that it
will earn through Its sale per poind.

49.) The DEIS stales that LE3 has proposed to allocate $5.50 per kilogram
for disposition of depleted uranium waste. (pg. 7-4) is this figure
presented in 2002 dollars. as dollar figures are represented In the rest of



55.) In Table C-3. 'Ingestion Parameters Used In GENII to Calculate
Collective Radiotogical Dose to the Pubic,' (pg. C-6), please ctarl'y the
heading of the fourth column, 'Holdup Time,' In laypersons' terms

56.) Section C.4.1.1, 'Setection of Representative Accident Scenariosb
Include only an analysts of the elfects of an earthquake on the NEF. Given
that there have been 120 tornadoes In Lea end Andrews Counties since 1954.
as noted above, we request that NRC also evaluate for effects related to
tornadoes within the vicinity of the NEF.

57.) Section C.4.A2.1. nadverent Nuclear Crfticality. outlines the
potential conseqluences of an Inadvertent nuclear criticality Incident at the
NEF, postulated to be the accident scenario with the most severe
consequences. (pg. C-22). What are the chances of this type of an
accident? Has this ype of accident occurred before In simitar facilities?

X-
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58.) The DEIS claims that In the event of an Inadvertent nuclear
criticality, the west sector of Eunice would be most ellected because It Is
ciosest to the lacility and 'short-lived radlonucfides' would not have
completely decayed before reaching the west sector. (pg. C-23)

What type of radionuctides will be released In the event of Inadverlent
nuclear criticality? What are their rates of decay? It h Is uranium or
is decay products, It Is disingenuous for NRC to claim that these isotopes
are 'shor-lived' given that uranium 234, 235 and 238 have half-lives of
4.48 biltion, 704 milliotn and 245.000 years respectively. This would mean
that these particles would be dispersed tong belore they ceased to be
dangerous. It decay products are released in such an Incident, halft -ives
could range from 75.400 years for thoriurn-230 to 163 microseconds loa
polonium-214. (hltp:lAwww.leer.orgllctsheeturanlumhtml). Please revise
your estimale regarding 'shor-lived) radionuclides.

59.1 The DEIS states. 'To reduce the magnitude of ires resulting from the
presence of translent combustible material, LES would rely on adminIstrative
controls. The purpose of these controls Is to prevent large fires that
could result In the release of largo inventories of UF6. (pg. C-26). This
statement is quite vague. NRC must outnne the nature of these
administrative controls.

60.) The DEIS states. 'Acute eflects evaluated were assumed to estimate a
threshold nonlinear relationship, or quadratic approximalion. with
exposures; that Is, some low level of exposure can be tolerated without
Inducing a health ealect. (pg. D-26).

Alhhough the theory of a nonlinear relationship between exposure and health
ellects has been validated by some stud:es, t has yet to be proven accurate
for human subjects. According to the Committee Examining Radiation Risks of
Internal Emitters (CERRIE), the United Nations Scientilic Committee on the
Elfects of Alomic Radiation (UNSCEAt) reported In 2000 that some animal data
show linear dose-response relatlonships for cancer Induction by
alpha-emitting radconuclides over the dose ranges studied. (Report of the
Committee Examining Radiation Risks of Intemral Emitters, October 2004.
htlp/Avww.cerrle.org). .

Given this genulne disagroem: rat amongst experts, we request that NRC not
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assume that the threshold theory Is rppricable when considering radiation Comment
I eYposures to members of the public during transportation of materials to and #M-72 (cont.)
Ifrom the NEF. I
We reiterate our request that NRC pursue the No Action Alternative In the
case of the NEF.

Thank you for your consideration of our comments. We request that NRC enter
these comments into the otliclal record of the proceeding. Should you have
any questions or comments, please contact Amy Williams. of Concerned
Citizens for Nuclear Salety.

Sincerely.

Amy Wifiams
Media Network Coordinator
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Salety
107 Cienega
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 986-1973 Tel
(505) 986-997 Fox
awilliamsOnuclearactive.org

Lee Cheney
Citizens' Nuclear Information Center
PO Box 312
Hobbs, NM 88240-0312
(505) 397-2417
CNICOleaco.net

Sarah Leeng-Gillialt
Executive Director
Institute for Nonviolent Economics
607 Cerrillos Road. Suite F
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 983-8842
sarahtg0comcast.nel

Penelope McMullen. St.
Regional Justice and Peace Coordinator
Loretlo Community
324 Sanchez Street
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 983-1251
pmslOcnsp.com

Jay Coghtan
Director
Nuclear Watch of New Mexico
551 W. Cordova Rd. #808
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 989-7342
jcoghlananulrewatch.org

Coila Ash
Director
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Creative Commotion: voices for Social Change
325 E. Coronado Road c2
Santa Fe. New Mexico 87505
505-982.2609
coilaash0mindspring-com

Douglas Meikelqohn
Executive Director
New Mexico Environmental Law Center
1405 Luisa Street
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 989-9022
nmetcl7O earnlink.net

Janet Greenwald
Director
Citizens lot Alternatives to Radioactive Dumphig
144 Harvard SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 262-2663
contactus~cardrm.org

625 Silver
Albuquerque, NM 87102

Amy Williams
Media Network Coordinator
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Salety
107 Cienega
Santa Fe, NM 87501
phone: (505) 986-1973
lax:(505) 986-0997
web: wwwsuclearactive.org

........ __________ ................ -______
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Robby Rodriguez
Director
SouthWest Organizing Project
211 10th Street SW
Albuquerque. NM 87102
(505) 247-8832
robbyiswop.net

cc:
Governor BiU Richardson
Stale Capitol Building
Room 400
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Senator Jell Bingaman
119 E. Marcy Street
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Senator Pete Domenici
120 S. Federal Place
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Representative Steve Pearce
400 N. Telshore. Suite E
Las Cruces, NM 88011

Representative Tom Udall
811 SL Michaetes Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87502

Representative Heather Wilson

I , - . - -- - I
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief, Rules tnd Directives Branch
Division of AdminIstrative Services
US Nuclear Reculitory Commission
Washington, DC 2055S-0001

NtREG-179P Doeket Nt 70-3103
Public Comment: Drfth Environmntl Imosct Statement for the Uranium Enrichment

Faeilitv Proonerd by Louisiana Enemy Services fbr Lea Countv NM

To XWhom It May Concem:

This Is a public comment relating to the Environintntal Impact Statement for Louisiman
Energy Services' proposed uraniium enrichment facility in Lea County, New Mexico.

A site in Bellefonte Alabma m vas found unaeceptable for theNEF because it would have Conm et
meant re-locating high-voltage transmisslon lines to tross the proposed site. The
proposed site in Lea County, New Mexico Is no different - this site would also #N- I
necessitate relocation of high pressure carbon dioxide pipeline crossing the proposed site.
How come the Bellefonte site wms rejecfed for the NEF but the Lea County site Is
acceptable? Please address this In the final iS for Louisiana Energy Services.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

rnIREG.1790nDotklet 070-3103
Public Comment: Draft Environmental Impact Slatement for the Uranium Enrichment

Facility ProDosed bv Louisiana Enertgy Services for Lea Countyv NM

To Whom It May Concern:

I am concerned that the draft EIS statement maintains the possibility of putting a depleted
uranium hexaflloride conversion facility near the site. 1ihis option is not feasible due to
current state I aws. W'hieh require ttat that the waste be moved out or the state rather than
just ofr0site. This option should not be considered. I request that the final EIS delete any
references to the possibility of storing the waste near the NEF.

.Comtmnent
#0-1
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IGroup PI

Nuclear Regulatory Cotrinission
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Adminisuative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief. Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclcu Regulatory Commission
Wcshington, DC 20555-0001

NUREG-1790/Docket 70-3103
Public Cormnrnt Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranimn EnrichmLen

Facility Prooosed by Louisiana Entrty Services for Lea County. NM

NUREGl790fDocket #70-3103
Public Comment: Drift Environmentcl lInnect Statement for the Uranium Enrichmrnt

Frcilitv Prooosed by Louisiana EnCTiv Senices for Lea County. NM

To Whom I: May Concern

The EIS states that Eavitocare (Utah) antd U.S. Ecology (Weshington State) are two
potential sites to ship the byproduct of the uranium enrichment process. The EIS does
not mention any negotiations between LES and Envirocatc or U.S. Ecology uc underway
or being pursued. This Is troubling because wtithout the consent and cooperation of at
Iast one of the two facilities. LES has no viable waste disposal option. The citizens of
Lea Coutty and the State of New Mexico have continually asked that the NRC license be
witlhheld until viable vaste solution options are presented. I request that the final EIS
look further into this issue.

Commiuent
#1-1

l o Whom It May Concerni

These are my public comments regarding the draft envirotumental impact statement for
Louisiana Energy Services (LES).

ihe DEIS does not state the maximum amount of time that Unanium Byproducts |CoMlinet
ylinders (UBC) would be stored on site. I requcst that the EIS address tlis question. #Q-I

Also, the DEIS is not specific about its water source (p. 2-13). It states that the source is Comment
from the municipality selling it, but that does not get to the environmental issue at stake.
Is it underground water7 Have there been studies conducted that assure that sources ale #Q-2
rnt irr; rai". dePnItr*8 P nT:mdrL<q ThIt in th- fira FlcThmnk you.

co Sincerely./
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NRC
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Admlnlstrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commn isslon
Washington DC 20S55-0001

NUJREG-1790/Dockct#70-3103

To Whom It May Concern:

Thc NRC should deny the liccase zpplication for Louisiana Energy Services, Urenco an
the btsis orthc folloving:

There Is no viable alternative for the depleted uranium waste tails that will be generated
by the operations of this plant. The possible alternatives listed in the Draft EIS are not
plausible since an effective alternative, the deconversion plant have not even bcen built
for the oldcr depleted uraniuei vastc at other sites in she US. There will be opposition to
such plamt If plans are drawn up to build Id NM or TX.

Group S

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

NTUREG.179nlDockel 70.311)3
Public Comment: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranium Enrichment

Facility Proposed by Louisiana Enerrv Service% for Len County. NM

Commrrenut
#R-1

To Whom It May Concern:

Iam 'vritingto submitmypublic comments fortheLouisianaEnergy Services DEIS. In
its Purpose and Need, the draft environmental impact statement indicates that the NEF is
to supply domestic demand. In the founh paragraphl.however, it states: "forecasts of
installed...suggost a continuing derand...in the US and abroad". The NRC should make
It cleat whether the NEF will be solely for domestic use or ifany portion ofthe project
would be wed outside ofthe US.

Cotsntent
#S-I

Sincerely,

oo .. 1,, )
00

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely. .,.... ,



Iproup T |:

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. DC 205SS-0001

Group U |

Nuclear RcEulatory Commission
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Weshington, DC 20555-0001

NIIREr.1790mocket #70-3103
Public Comment: Draft Environmental Iminct Statement for the Urrnium Enrichmert

Eaciity Prmosed by Lauiricnp Encrey Scrvices for Lea County NM

NURE G-1790/Docket #70-3103
Public Crnmmnt Drlaft rnvirnnmpniti I -ta f. --. t.

*.anit n Fnriehmrntffi *&IIV-W- V\--t--vw 111; trlvwlllul} rallalsl-lrltlll ....... .... ...
Facility Prooosed by Louisine Encry Setrvices for Lea Countv NM

To Whonn It May Conccru:

These ert my public comments for the DEIS for Louisiana Energy Strviccs' proposed
uranium enichment facility in Lea County, NcwlMexico. I am concerned 'itheffluent
monitoring of air and water. The draft EIS says that conective actions will be instituted
when an action level is exceeded, but it does not include the regulatory agency that will
be in charge of the monitoring. Currently there are no mechanisms in place to revoklc ar
,,,?',nt, trr.e-t- rnyt,'.n? in i,"rrp*,tr l.,,c TIP finI FT- 1 I:-1 n~t.(drt c^-t flr
safety mcasures to protect citixens from dangerous materials excceding federal or state
standards and also identify the responsible organization for long-term stewardship of the
proposed NEF site.

Commaent
#T-I

Comirallent
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" Thank you,
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Tu Whom It Niey Concern:

I am particularly concerned with sections 4.2.8.2 and 4.2.83 in thc EIS that rclate to
Ermployment and Economic Activity. The draft Environmental Ihipact Statement Conuirenit
concludes thal the NEF would have a moderate Impact on Ohe soclocconomics In Lea,
Andrews, cnd Gaines Counties. At the same time, 60% of the workforce for the proposed
facility Is expected to come from outside this area of influence. This fact will garcalb
influence the figure stated by the EiS.

According to tlse EIS educational programs with local colleges would help to develop a CoM enaet
pool of qualified workers. Ate there any partncrships or discussions between local
collegs and LES? Evcn if there u er would our local colleges Iave thc ctpacity to train #U-2
students in such sensitive nuclear materials handling?

I ask that thc final EIS go into further detail regarding both the cmployecnt genera:ed by
the proposed facility and workrforce training.

'lank you.

Sincerely.

Q' P -. Z 2.
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Group V

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief. Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

NUREG-179(ftDoelet 1t70.3103
Public Comment: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranium Enrichment

Facility Proposed by Louisiana Energy Services for Lea County. NM

-Group W 1

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief, Rules and Directives Brench
Division of Administrative Senices
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 2055S-0001

NUREG-17901Docket 03103
Public Comment: Draft Envitonrnental Impact Statement for the Uranium Enrichment

Facility Proposed by Louisiana Enerry Services for Lea County. NM

To Whom It May Concern:

The DEIS states that the proposed NEF would submit an annual report of the
Environmental Sampling Program to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I would like a
guarantee that this information will be made public to the citizens of Lea County and the
State ofNew Mexleo. The public must be allowed to participate In the environmental
oversight of the proposed NEF facility, and I request that the final EIS address these
concerns.-

Comment
#V-I

To Whom It May Concern:

During the EIS scoping period, it was recommended that LES and the NRC consstlt the Comment
Wcstern Interstate Energy Board regarding this proposed project. To my knowledge, the #11 I
Board, valuable in the communication and cooperation of nuclear energy products, was .
never consulted. Why? The propo!ed LES facility certainly falls within the scope of the . ,
Western Intersta:e Enerey Board and therefore should consult the Board. Please address
this Issue in the final EIS.

Sincerely., -
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Ctief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulstosy Commission
Washington. DC 20555-0001

Group Y 1

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 205550001

NUREG-1790fflocket # 70-3103
Public Cronmcnt Drat Environmental Imnact St ealmnt for the IraniJum Enrichment

facilitv Pronposed by Loutriang Enervy Scrvices for Lea Countyv NM

NiltREG-1790/Dneket 70-3103
PublicComrment rNaft Fnvirnnmntnal Tactta rnentforthcraniumntich

.-

Facility Pronoscd bv Loujslena Energt Scrvices for Lea Countv. NM

To Whom It May Concern:

I em writing to ask that the final Louisiana Energy Services EIS statement address the Coauinei
Claiborne Ennichment Facility. The Clciborne facility IS referenced throughout the EIS,
hut tbe document does not address Homer, LA zs a potential site. I ask that the final # V -
document includc more detailcd information on the Claiborne Enrichment Facility and
also address reasons why it was rejected. Thank you for your consideration.

To Whom It May Concern:

I have concerns with the environmcntal justicc impacts of the proposed uranium
enrichment facility in Lca County. New Mexico. I request that the cnviroruncntal justice
impacts be looked into morc thoroughly in that the EIS evaluate environmental justice
issue in gcographic comparison with oth:r rates rather than just Newv Mexico. This is
necessary since multiple sites around the countuy were considered for the NEF and the
people of Lea County Would like some seassuroace that the site in Lea County wasr not
chosen because it has a high-mninority and low-income populace. In comparison with th:
population nationally, Lea County is home to a disproportionate number of low-income
persons and minorities. Thcrefore, the citizens of Lea County will be impacted
disproportionatcly by thc NEF. These concerns coupltd with LES' history of
environmtntal justice issues makes it important that this issue be looked at more carefully
in the final EIS.

Thank you,

Commurenit
#1'1-

0r%-

Thank you.

JMaU ' .
SA, J ,,nL:f
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief. Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. DC 20555.0001

NUR:G-179f/Docktt 70-3103
Public Comment: Draft Environmental Imract Statement forthe Uranium Enrichment

Facility ProRosed by Louisiana Enerrg Services for Lea County, NM

To Whom It May Concern:

Group AA

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief RulesandDirectivesBranch
Division of Admrinistrative Setvices
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
WVasbington, DC 20555-0001

INUREG-1790orocket 70.3103
Public Comment: Draft EnvironrentAl Imnact Slatement for the Uranium Enrichment

Facility Protosed by Louisiana Energv Services for Lea County, 1NM

I amnsubmitting my pub!ic comment for the Louisiana Energy Setvices DEIS. I ask that
the final EIS address the following:

The DEIS says that consttuction would be done in phases and that cascades would be Contilent
brought on-line in stages. This is clearly a security vulnerability. How vill LES assu e #.AA.1
that construction workers have suficletst iecurity clearances vwhen working adjacent to
operational facilities?

I amn writing to rtquest that the DEIS for ILouisiana Energy Services address the
following issue: In pages 1.3. the DEIS states that of the 11.5 million SWUs that vere
purchased by US nuclear reactors in 2002, only about... 15% were provided by plants
located In the US...Md 14% for 2003". Then the DEIS states that the USEC provides
about 56% of the US enrichment market needs. This does not match up, and I request
that the EIS tddress this.

Comment
#Z-I

Thankiyou'.'
t-4
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October 14,2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
00)1ce of Public Affairs
WVashington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz

(t O/J4 l.icuire
1 LOOS0DN * ANDRE.69. IEXAS 7971 t-6se9

19151523 4d20

November 4, 2004

IConinicnilr 0021

* I

I am vwTiling to express my continued support of Louisiana Energy Scrsices (LES) for the Coiancde
National Enrichment Facility (NEF) project. I#0014
The Drail EIS was very positive for the NEP and I am glad that the rcpont found that the
NEF %vill have minimal environmental impact on this region. I also understand that the
NEF will help the United States lcssen its reliance on foreign imports. Anything that
supports our encrgy independence and is as safe and environmentally sound as the NET
has my suppot.

According to the Draft 'The NRC staff recommends that, unless safety issues mandate
otherwise, the proposed license be issued to l.ES." (Pare 244). 1 couldn't epree more! I
hope tleNRC continues to do a thorough job of reviewing theNEF license and I Co011rewt
encourage them to grant it quickly. #001- 1 9

cc: d~lo~ill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
New Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington. D.C. 20855

honorable Chairman Diaz:

This letter is to confirm the support of the City of Andrews for the National Enrichment Facilit) Commeanut
(NEF'). We believe the facility will provide needed support to the nuclear power industry in the #002-1
United States. There is strong support in the region for a facility based upon good geology.
sound science and proper oversight.

The draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)was both comprehensive and compelling. The
EIS demonstrates the relatively small impact of this facility. yet its importance to the economic
growsth of Southeast New Mexico and West Texas. As a community in the 'affected area" by
NEF. this resiew is important to Andrews.

We appreciate the informative and inclusive process of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Similarly, LES has been very forthcoming in addressing concerns or questions raised regarding
the NEF and its opcrations. We believe that the EIS conirms that the NEF can opate in a asare,
prudent manner.

I-

'.0

.

| We encourage the expedient. but thorough reviewv of the NEF license application. I
Comnniewi
1 -l 5
ffUUZhh

Sincerely,

6!"),t Ial
Robert Zap
Mayor

Glen E. Hackler
City Manager

/sac

cc: Governor Bill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
New Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid
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FEunice Public Schools

Chairman Nils Diaz
United States Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz: - -

* TONI NOLAN TRUJILLO
ft"nrforJr

(505) 394-2524

P. 0. BOX 129
EUNICE. tJM e823t
FAX (505) 394-3006

Once again we write to you and your offices concerning our support for the National
Enrichment Facility to be built outside of Eunice, New Mexico. This Is not only an
important economic development investment in New Mexico but also a high priority for
national security. We support the NRC's time and investigated necessities for proper
control and handling of nuclear by-products of the industry, eve also see the sense of
urgency to protect and keep safe these by-products. The NEF facilities offer that
protection and safe disposal of the by-product from our nuclear power plants throughout
the country. , , - , - ~,. !', .t;

Comimenti
#006-1

Hi'IO
The draft Environmental Lmpact Statenent addressed many issues affecting the safe
operations and handlingbyNEF, this report was very positive and reflects no large:
negative impact on the local resources. This report also made it clear that the NRC was
taking the necessary steps to insure a safe environment both for the operator and the
communities surrounding the plant. . A . . ..

We are excited about the National Enrichment Facilities being built and safely operated
in Lea County, New Mexico. As a related community just north of this proposed NIEF
facility, we are monitoring your and NRC progress with great interest.

We were pleased with comments of the draft of the Environ nental Impact Statement and
lookt forw ard to the Final report.

SI n
President

cc: Governor Bill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
New Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid

October 14,2004

ChaimianNils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Ofrfce of'Public Affairs
Washingtn. D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diat

I want to expiess my thinks and appreciation to'the staff members from the Nuclear Regulatory Continent
Agency. Throughout this process you have keep the citizens of Lea County informed about the #007.1
permit process and have Provided numerous opportunitiei for public conuient . - .

A copy of the draft Environmental Impact Statement was provided by the NRC. Because of the Comment
document's organization, format and language usage, I was able to understand most orthe report. #007.5
The definitions regarding the degree of impact ire very helpful and written usinig a miinimum of
jargo n. -, -

I continue to support the National Enrichment Facility. And I continue to support the. federal and Comment
state regulatory approval processes. In this case, private industry and governmental entities have #007.6
worked together to ensure a safe and prosperous future for Lea County.

Tonight. I have one request. The next time you come lo Eunice, i would like to Invite the staff Cntnilefit
members of theNuclear Regulatory Commission to met( withour students and explain the permit #007.7
approval proceis. We have many students now engaged In an applied physics course and in an
internet clasts ntitled NAn lnfnA,,ein to Wuclra, Pne'v " .

Again, thank you for the diligence and professional behavior.

Sincereiy,

Toni Noian Trujillo
Superintendent

H R D' D C! Chaomber Or.H N 'RlJ a Conuitirc? 400N.Marland 0 lobbs NMI 0 8240 FAX:(505)397-1689
Phone (505)397.3202 0 (800)658.6291 URL : %-Awhobbschamberot&p
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November 1, 2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
O011cc of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz=October 11, 2004

Chairman Nils Diaz.
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington. DC 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

I am writing this letter to express my support for Louisiana Energy Services (LES) and its Comillent
efforts to build and operate the National Enrichment Facility (NEF) in Lea County, New O9-1
Mexico.

I have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and was pleased to see
that the NEF will have only minimal impact on the environment, land, air quality and
water usage. Lea County is a strong contributor to our country's energy needs and it is
my belief that the NEF will enhance this and lessen our dependence on foreign imports.
The NEF appears to be safe and has my full support

LES is to be commended for keeping the community informed and educated about the
process. They have quickly proven to be a good corporate citizen of Lea County by
helping and contributing to our local organizations.

As a member of several organizations (Hobbs Municipal School board, Hispano Chamber
of Commerce board. Habitat for Humanity of Hobbs), a business owner and more
importantly, as a citizen of Lea County, I look fonvard to welcoming NEF and the
positive economical impact it ewill have on Lea County.

Sincerely,

Alberto Caballero

As the President of the Hobbs Rotary Club, Past-President of the Hobbs Chamber of
Commerce. a nresent and nast member of several other boards in Hobbs and a resident of
Hlobbs since 1969,l1am wrTiting to express my continued supportof the plannedNational Commencut
Enrichment Facility (NEF\.

I have recently had the opportunity to review tire Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) and am pleased that the NEF %sill have small impact on things such as land and air
quality. I also look forivard to the benefit to our local economy that NEF will bring.
Having lived irn Hobbs through the ups and dowvns of the oilfield, it is important to me to
see Lea County diversify our economy. As a mother and grandmother of children who
have moved away, It pleases me to see an Industry that would impact our workSorce and
allow our children to stay in Lea County. Our children have been our greatest export and
I would personally like to see them have opportunities to stay.

I also read in the Draft EIS that the NEF svill help to provide energy independence for
America. As an American, I am concemed about our dependence upon foreign countries
for our energy needs and as a citizen of Lca County, I am glad we have been chosen lo
help this cause.

|I ook forward to welcoming NEF as a permanent part of our community and encourage #010.3
you to approve their license application quickly. #010-3
Thank you for such a thorough and informative Draft EIS. I look forward to reviewing
the final one.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Holler

cc: Governor Bill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
New Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid

3311 Noirrii GitiSn S Sr. * Iloins. Ni:w Mexico 88240
(505) 302-0039 'F Ax (505) 392-4492

I . - . .. , . ... ... I - . -
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October 12,2004

ChalrmanNils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of the Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

I am writing this letter in support of National Enrichment Facility (NEF). This facility is Conmient
needed in Lea County, especially to aid in the diversification ofthe economy. #016-1

This facility wtill provide the citizens of our county with much needed Jobs. These jobs
will create a flow ormoney back into our community's businesses. There would be
benefits much higher than just the employees or the facility, our small businesses would
grow and prosper with the implementation of NEF.

Outside of all of these positions, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) pointed
out several other points of interest, like how there still be little negative Impacts on the
area.. ,-. . - . . -

WVith these points being made in the EIS it onlyencourages the hopes of our Commient
communities. Please be prompt in approving the NEF license application as me know #016.2
this facility ';il ibe safe and beneficial to al involved. .. * ;__

[ Coili1leliter 021 |

HOBBS MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS
IOfice Of the Superintendent

Stan Rounds, Superintendent
P.O. Box 1030
1515 E. Sanger
Hobbs, New Mexico 88241-1030

Telephone (5051 433-0100
Fax (505) 433.0140
E-mau:
troundva-holzbsschoolsgi

t-4

tA

October 14, 2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, DC 20555

DearChairman Diaz:

The Hobbs Municipal Schools is In strong support of LouIsIana Energy Services
application to obtain a license from the NRC to establish the National Enrichment
FacilIty INEFI In Eunice, New Mexico. We have reviewed the draft environmental Impact
findings and concur that there Is little negative Impact upon our community and our
schools.

In fact, LES has shown Its intent to be a substantial partner in education of our
children and has stepped forward to be a partner In education In Lea County. Together.
we will provide the necessary worlcforte to ensure the success of the placement of the
NEF In Lea County..,-.. .

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement l very positive for the IIEF. We are pleased
that the report found only minimal Impact. More importantly, the NE? will have a
positive socioeconomic Impact on this region.

The Hobbs Municipal Schools fully supports the NEP and asks that you continue CoMMfeit
expedient progress In licensing Ue facilty so that we, In Len County, can begin to make I(#21.

Ithe Important plans for our future.

Stncerely
Si I \

Stan Rounds
Superintendent

Cc: Governor Bill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
New Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid

Sinterel . .I
.' ly -ag e ---- .- -- .. )

.. l,

Cc: Governor Bill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
New Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid
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Chairman Nils Diaz
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Atlairs
Washington. DC 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz.

I am writing again In support of Louisana Energy Services' (LES) efforts of otilain a license from Coliiiiel
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the proposed National Enrichment Facility (NEF) outside #022-1
Eunice, New Mexico.

Lea County Is very excited about the NEF. The oil and gas industry has supported Lea County
and the Stale of New Mexico for over 75 years. My constituents know the pitfalts of the economic
swings In oil and gas. It Is time to diversifyl

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was very positive for the NEF. I am glad the
report found what I already knew - the NEF wi have minimal environmental Impact of hirs
region end a positive socioeconomic ihpact, particularly with respect to jobs and revenue added
to the local economy.

The LES has shown Itself to be a good corporate citizen by contributing to local organizations that
benefit the people of Southeast Neow Mexico as well as always keeping us informed and educated
about the process. The Draft ElS jusl confirms the NEF Is really a safe and environmentally
sound project.

I support the NEF and hope their licensing process continues to go smoothly so we In Lea Couny co#i2e- t
can begin making plans for a future that Includes the NEF. #022-4

Sincerely.

Carroll H. Leavelt

|Colinilcntler 024|

October 12,2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington. D.C. 20S55

Dear Chairman Diaz

I am writing this lener in support of the proposed National Enrichment Facility in Eunice, New
Mexico.

As a life-long resident of New Mexico, I undcrstand what it is like to have to rely on the oil and
gas industry for a source oftevenue. My husband and I were able to raise a family licre. and I
continue to watch my family grow as tvo ofmy five children chose to stay here in Eunice as they
raise their familics. But the oilfield industry is presently unpredictable, so as our citizens grow
they are forced to move where morejob opportvaities are available.

I was given the opportunity to visit the UrencoNederland B.V. facility in Almelo. Tie site was
impressive and was no different from the surrounding countryside. I visited with local citizens
about the plant end did not encounter s single person who had negative comments about the
Urenco plant or its operation.

After reviesitg the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, it only reassured me of %n hat I knew
to be true. It stated there would be no significant impact on our land, water or air. It also
afirnmed there would be an increase in employment aslhich I know would lead to new-housing
construction, but more importantly an increase in school enrollment in our area. WVe are proud
that our educational institutions ate some of the best in our state and the new students would
enable us to continue to challenge the children of this area.

WVith family still in Eunice, I have no problem supporting tile Louisiana Energy Services' Co0lm1enIlt
application to operate tbe National Enrihunent Facility in our lometown. With the offer to #24-.I
diversify our economy, I will support this cffort. The anticipated growth in our community Is
welcomed along with all of tle positive effects associated vith it. The National Enrichment
Facility will be beneficial to our schools. our city, our country, and to all of our Land of
Ench3rtment

Thank you kindly for your time and consideration of this proposed facility.

Sincerely,

P.O. Dox 1394
Eunice, New Mexico 8231

Cc: Governor Bill Richardson
Secretary Ron curry
New Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid

--- _. _ .I- - ____ - -I
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14 October2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of the Public Affairs
Washington. DC 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

This letter is in support of LES to obtain a license from the NRC to establish a uranium C Coatmett
enrichment facility in Eunice, New Mexico. #025.1

As a consulting engineer born and raised In lea County, I place great value on our
natural resources. With findings such as small impact on historical and cultural
resources, land use, air quality and water usage, I can place my full support for the
proposed National Enrichment Facility (NEF) outside of Eunice. New Mexico.

The NEF Isa great opportunity for Lea County and for the United States.3he Draft EIS Coanneut
concluded that the NEF would have a positive socioeconomic impact on our local , #025-1
economy. 'he establishment of this facility Is Important to the future of Lea County. (cont.)
The Draft EIS concluded that the NEF would help to provide energy independence for
America as an additional, reliable, and economical domestic source of enrichment
services which will have a direct impact on attaining national energy security policy'
objectives. In today's global environment, this is vital to all of us.

Lea County has had a long history of supporting the energy needs of our country and the
NEF will allow us to continue to contribute in a way that also benefits our local economy.

After reviewing the Draft EIS, I firily believe that the NEF will be environmentally
sound to the citizens of Lea County. .-

Sincerely,

Debra P. Hricks. PE
President
Pettigrew & Associates, P.A.

October 14,2004

Chairman Nils 3. Diaz, Ph.D.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Public Affairs (OPA)
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

I am -wriling this letter in continued support of. Louisiana Energy Services' (LES) Ca:,mi,,
ailication lo build and o erate a National Uranium Enriclment Farilitv in Lea County #026-1
New Mexico. I commend the NRC for the detailed draft Environmental Impact Comment
Statement (EIS). The draft EIS confirmed that the NEY is safe and important to the
economic development of Lea County and the Stale of New Mexico. #026-4

I have found the emplotyees of LES to be extremely dedicaied to the devdonm eni of the
project, full or integrity, and willing to openly discuss the issues:. I also confirm that Newl'.
Mexico Junior. College has embraced the NEF as an outstanding opportunity. to train
technicians for many ofthe potential Jobs that still be available. We have been wvorking
on the training for over a year, and we are working with the Lea County Public Schools
to bring the training initiative to fruition.

Additionally, I think Lea County Is positioned to provide the needed infrastructure to
support the NEF, and I strongly feel the Lea County municipalities have embraced the
idea and are prepared to do the due diligence in regard to the project. The NEI provides
less dependency on foreign oil and improves our position for national defense. The
facility is safe, and I encourage the NRC lo grant Louisiana Energy Services the license
to run the National Enrichment Facility.

Sincerely,

Steve MicCleery, Ed.D.
President

Cc: Governor Bill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
Patricia Madrid, New Mexico Attorney General

5317 LOVINGTON 1 tltflVWAYI tlOE13S, NEWV MEXICO 88240' (505) 392.5018 -ax 392.2526
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October 12,2004

Chairman Nils diax
IS Nuclear Regulatory
Office of the Public Affairs
Washington D.C. 20555

Andrews Industrial Foundaflon, Ic,
D.keDr Walix

Dear Chairman Diaz:

This letter is in support of Louisiana Energy Services (LES) to obtain a license from the Comamaenst
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to build and opcralt the National Enrichlment | #027.1
Facility (NEF) near Eunice, New Mexico. I support LES as a City Commissioner I
(former Mayor) arnd school board member. |

I had the opportunity to visit the Urenco-owned facility in Almelo, which is very similar
to the facility that is planned for Lea County. I felt that the questions and concerns our
group had were answered. The high-light of the tour was wvhen ve wvent down town to
talk to the average person on the streets of Almelo. These people answered our questions
and were all very positive with their answers.

As an educator, I keep myself informed about the project. This is important because as
an elected official, it is my duty to be informed and to be aware of safety issues of those I
represent. The citizens put their trust in me, and 1, in turn, put my trust in LES. I haven't
been let down by LES and they are always open to answer questions and hear concerns.

I appreciate the work the NRC did on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and I'm i C'loilrenst
pleased with the results. lie National Enrichment Facilily will benefit Lea County, Newv #027-4
WMv1cVo anWl itumnt.O.

November 5, 2004

Chainan Nils DiM
US. Nuwcar Rcgulatory
Offce of Public Affairs
WVashington. D.C 20555

Re: Lett ofI tSupport for Natiore1 tnrichment ltacity in Lea LCouny.N.M.

Duar Chairman Dia7

o0
00

Please accept this letter as conirmation of full uqfpport (be Louisiana Energy Seniccs'(LES) ICouiriinent
National Enlictalcat facility (NEF) In flunice, New Mexico. htny of us "rom Andr"c"w have 4028-1
studied tis process and participaied in the NRC foruns in ordae to bcucr educate oursncves vtiih
the acop of this project. Our coiclusion va wunifurn vith then tironmental taipact Statemnt
conducted by your office - that the NEF will have smnall cnvironment impul anrd sinificant

onomic imnacl

In Arndrcvs, lexas. hCv belicsc there exists a necessity for rgional coltaboration in order la nett
the nerds of activity undesuay on our Texas-New M6exico boork. We anticipate rcrional
rtattcrships to enable us to efecctively address any concerns or considerations for these projects.

This 1tenre of alluiCus Is cxeanplifieJ In utbe dcvclopmcnt of our ncw Andrtcti Business and
Tecluology Center. We have csablished adrninistrative and curricuumn programs In panerAtaip
with O Jessa Colku;e. The University ofTexan - 'rcrimn tasin. and most reecntly, Collce of
lic Soudthcst In llobbs. N.M. A recest grant through College of thc Southwest witll fund a state
of the art Distanc Learnirg Center and adristatime costs as welt for the Centet. In pan, this
grant was approved because of tth regional partnrallips invulv.

Thc NEF project soialiiefs the demand for firm rcgional efforts in an array of areas and cnsures
that our labors arm justifiable. The Andires Industrial Foundation. Inc. stuongly suprrtz
Louisiana Energy Services'(LES) National Enrichmtcnt rucility (N6rI.) in Eunice, New Mexico.

Sinccrtly.

tceDee Wallace

'da mW

Sincerely,

/eCalderon
P.O. Box 5628
Ilobbs, New Mexico 88241

Cc: Governor Bill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
New Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid ArJORCW'S. TX..~

ItIt tep~an ' Arrrts. T.1as 19714 ' 4525153-4520



Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

disposed of or to Russia to be recycled through yet another enrichment
process.

I'm in favor of making sure that these canisters of depleted uranium get
recycled and used again or disposed of properly so that they don't become
an environmental hazard years from now and are not an eye-sore in our
backyard!

Comment
#029-6
(Cont.)

Dear Chairman Diaz:

As the Interim Dean of Arts & Sciences and Geology Professor at New
Mexico Junior College and as one of the lucky ones that actually got to go to
Amelo last November, I am writing this statement in support of the National
Enrichment Facility (NEF) that is being proposed for Lea County, New
Mexico.

It is my understanding that this facility being proposed here in Eunice will
be modeled afterthe facility in Amelo, Netherlands. If indied this'is the
case, then I am quite comfortable with this plan.

Other than that, I think having the National Enrichment Facility here in SE '
New Mexico will be just as much of an asset to this area and the nation as
WIPP has been. Need I remind you that there was much controversy over
WVIPP being here before it was operational, as well.Commnnent

#029.1
With a finite supply of natural resources, we need alternative methods of
providing electricity for the United States that can be created right here in
the U.S. instead of becoming dependent on other countries.Comment

#029 v

1
. G
lo

Environmentally speaking, if it is built and operated like the one in Amelo,
then the pebple of Lea County 'and especially, Eunice will be completely
safe and sound., There will be very little, if any, impact on the air, ground,
and water.-' ' "

* The facility in Amelo was built right next to aeautiful public
campground. There seemed to be no disruption to the local farming
or livestock in the area surrounding the facility.

* Amelo is just barely above sea level and so their facility sits right on
top of their water supply. According to the workers in the facility and
the local people in the area, they have had no problems.
The plant itself had canals running through the well kept grounds with
grass, trees, and even ducks.

* In Amelo, the process of enriching uranium happens in an enclosed
system. The air that is expelled goes through a purification process
before reaching the outside atmosphere.

Sincerely,

bJ JJaV( o eJ
Kelly Holladay
Interim Dean of Arts & Sciences and Professor of Geology
New Mexico Junior College
Hobbs, New Mexico
kholladaytPnmJc.edi

Comm~uent
My only concern is the by-product that will be'generated. Once again, if this #029.6
facility is operated like the one in Amelo, the amount of by-product actually

Istored at the facility will be minimal. There were 400 canisters on their
premises. In Amelo, they regularly sent their by-product (depleted uranium)
to either France for the removal of the fluorine and the remainder to be

5317 Lovinglon Highway . Hobbs, NewMexico SS240
Math aand Sctences (505)392-5305 *Humanities (505)392-5317 *PhysicalEducation (S05)392-5402 *-
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| Comilenter 03 1

From:
* To:

Date:
Sublect:

'Lee Cheneyf dtectheney3teaco.net,
<nrcrepinrc.gov
Sal. Oct 16.2004 12:09 PM
Alternative to URENCO

Meetings Meeling
Date: 1UY1412004 Title: LES Dralt Environmental smpact Statement Public Corment Meeting

In order to better serve the pubtic, we need to hear Irom the meeting participants. Please take a law minutes to fll Cut
this feedback form and return It to NAC.

1. How did you hear about this rnreollnn?

o NRC Web Page 0 NRC Mailing Ust 9-Newspaper

o P3adioIIV 0 Other

At the NRC EIS meeting In Eunice on 10-14.04 Jim Furtand. President of LES, said that LES Is 75.5%
owned by URENCO which Is a foreign corporation owned by England. France, and Germany. it Is a grave
threat to American national security to ailow the LES National Enrichmenl Facility to be owned by
foreigners for many reasons. I am requesting that the NRC reluse to Issue an operating license to LES
uniass at least 5t% of LES I owned by the AmerIcan people. I havepreviouslysubmnitted and atternative
ownership plan to the NRC lor an American owned uranium enrichment facditty In Lea County in which the
people of Lea County would own S t % of that facility. I hereby request that the NRC Include my previous
proposal and the socioeconomic benelits of that proposal I the NRC EIS. Comiaieiit *U11-1

420 W. Humble
Hobbs. NM 88240.7116
Tel. 505-397-2147
emaii lebe_cheneybleaco.nal2. Were you able to tind supporting Information prior to

thW meeting?

3. Did the meeting achieve Its stated purpose?

4. Has this meeting helped you with your understanding
of the topic?

5. Were the meeting starting time, duration. and localion
reasonablyconvenient?

Were you given suftcient opportunity to ask questions
o or express your views?

7. Ate you satistied overall with the NtRC stail who
participated In the meeting?

Yes

B.

No Somewhat
IPlease explain belowl

o 0

0 0

o o

02- 0 0

0-

ir-

o 0

o 0

COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONtS: * Thank you fow answering these questioms.

n -9 (a -1t- Uidi , i,.-lj , A /11 A-;. / t/kc

ntJ- oA I n.21 A'

tI ms;~~~ 2ldn, P 14 Qt)~,e,T I ,,,, ,,h ;

. J 1.----o nu 03 2
Continue Comments on the revene. ¢

OPrIONAL

Name r. .,y, WlO, Organization ,.E tL A'a, s

TelepltiNo. Sra-3c S Q- 23 /3 E-t
W~~~wbftR eraSr gor~o wwraacsr 4a1

Please told on the dotted lines with Business Rcply sIde out, tape the bottom, and mall back to the NAC.

I
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I~mentter 031

From:
To:
Date:
Sublect:

'Lee Ctieney" clee.cheneyOleaco.nel>
<nrcrep~nrc.gov>
Tue. Nov 16,2004 8:53 AM
LES & Flash Fooring

Lea County Is subject to frequent flash floodlng. What design requirements, precautions, and procedures
will the NRC Inpose upon LES to guarantee that the radioacttve water storage ponds at LES will not
overflow?

- o-imnmett #031.2
Lee Cheney
420W. Humble
Hobbs, NM 88240-7116

QUESTION FOR
GOV. RICHARDSON

If the NRC refuses 'to allow the
State of New Mexico to participate
in the' LES .hearing- ':on.- -the
important: s'ubjects'': of national
security, ;terrorism, -LES .fiinancial
qualifications', 'and waste .disposal,
will Gov. Richardson withdraw his
support for LES and refuse- to issue
all state permits?:

...

. ., I . . I I . I ., L

,,': . .. ' . I .I -I. .: ' - - ... .', , ,1 . t ..... . .. . , . .: I1

.I.I , I.. .., I ... ...... . . .I. I .... -. .. .. .;I . .I..: . .. ..
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, , - ! : ' -. I '.. r. I - .: " I .111 ,- " :+1- , -~ *~ r- .: . . ' .
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Comlhlmenl #031.3
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.AItrriUCeJournal I IScutheraide to hearri hbuuTOX-IC WASTE Ironsu,AMM t' "I

/SEI -a ~Sukl~fucat ur alueu unricbwerni plantiV F+ i " |
llyJoluillecL .j ;. ..
oturnal Stair Wat~er - . . ...

When an internationail copsorttinisaid last year it winted to build a nuclcar fuel faciory in southeastern New Mexico,
tov;.Bill Riciardsoa draew a ie in the sand:

.ltchardsas raid ae would onysupport the factorywith n ironclad gusraotec thiatNevw aleico ould not geC tuuck with
theplans's .

Dut thnks to what the Nuciear Rtgulatory Coniuision ehcirntenses as botched lepal filings by stair attorneys in the
New Ae-ico Attorey Gcncral's otfice and tiehardson'a Environment ]epasucnt, the state may be leC wVit no say ia
the mater. :

Loutsiami Energy Services vamts to build a nimniurn enchddmeunt pilne on land outside Eunice, along the New
t e1 otfexa bonier The plant would process uraniurn or ue as nucitar power plant fucl.

7bTe NRC ba h thie nudat ao wo-year evaluation of the plants safely and envirooental timpacts, necessary belore LE8
can beganted alicense;.*

In a pair or rulings in July and August. NRC regulatora said attorneys ro the state did not deinonstrate that their
concerns A the issue met legal requirements for consideration in the liceing proc"ss.

The onlry exceptiort was the A'e ention taim t the' company'aslceI e application may understate asgte
disposal co sts.. ' -'''

Meanwhiue activists opposd to the prujct. iepresentcd by veteran Sauta Fe liu ciar waste attoniey LUadsay Luvejoy
won the right to have their questions about tie watsle isue lidandk

The $.2 thillionpiaat would employ hundredsiiii the llobbslTunice area arkd has tcailly wan suptrut broin local and
state political le der' Dutnchaurdso'as support has pot been unqualified because o iquestions about e plant's waste.

Over its life, tie plant woul enerate anestimated 15.700 steeiers, cadi 4 feet inilianseter an 8 feet loing. Each
cylinder would holdmote ttan 12 tons of toxie uoranium lieluond l

.: . , . , ,.t .'** ,..
Getting rid of the waste is problemeati. It requires trcatuient to remove the conrosire and toxde fluomine. then it must be
tent to a dump Iegally permitted to take radioactive waste. In Its license application LES mInttions several possible ways
ofgetint rd ofthewait. but acknowledges that it has no plan In hand.' .

That led botb the iavironinict l)epartnct eand Attorney Glencral Pitricla Mddrid lo raise the Issuo in the licensing
proc They claimed i'S had not yet demonstrated a plausible stratfgy" fo ding wii its vaste.

Storage of sudi highlyditngerou waste over a 30-year indod may pose a threat a the protection of health and.
property." then Environment Depatmennt asid in its Iqga sribei fldytd h the 1NRC.

:Dutbynot beinimsici lcenoigin mheitiqte ofthe LESs& waste plans. the Environmnnt Deparunenl and AUorntey
Gcieners office ilcd toimetheNlC stictrequirents forpaticipation. the NRC roled.

Both the Envinirnrent Departmnt and Madrid'soice'bllaned their problems on a- lack of famoiliarity with NRCs
uniustral procedures. MadLid' attorneys aso clahe ad I. 76get crisis prevented them bomt h ling experts to help whit
.the fiilrig ' -.. ; . . . .. ..

Chris Coppin one of the ntrtrieys for.iadrid's office in thte case. disputed die NRCs conclusion tial tie filing was
inadeWquate. We don't gree liat we didn't comply with tbeir requirements," Coppint said in an interview.

Do11th iuve alppealed, asings tr; have their'clainus in t~ cu cns~

State officials assumed that they would be granted'a seat at'the table, Environment Secretary Roci Curry said in an
interview. --

*1 felt hat because vwe were aeting on behalforite state and on belifforthe governor thai ur being admitted was, if
not automatic close to itV" Cutry said. Madrid's office niado a similar assumption, according to a brief filed with the
NRC. .

Ricbardson complianed about the NRCs decision to excludae most of thestae's coucenmsatying ina letter to the 1RC
ltt dile decision deprives the sltte of a say li the issue.

'Such a decision, paticularly on procedural grouuls, is rcScitabie' he wni1.^

las leaked Iromn Ute plant its vadrualt. I tic dioxin har constamilnated ersougis sol ntairt piant
dies by 1990 tial the stale required the soil lo be excavaled arid put in driss llie di'i

conlained as much as 4.5 times die'dioxia dil die sale allowed.

| 2. hE.A'l lCANCEl l-P1l'IAJTONIUliNElI'TtNIIN'I. Olienieferred toe DSthe-world's
dcadliest poison, plusonium vas delctled in soil (B tiles an 293 niles firom the plant), apples

trecs, veCetable gardens, rnd crops growvn nearby., 1te 11.6 ounces offptiloalurn knownt to
,iave passd thiroug the saduccl plant waserough to kill more that 4.1 million people- more

than all tite men, thomeu, and children In eky-ifthey eacs bad inhaled jusl tine specl;

*.3. ilAli llSII, CANCEit-UlAI). Fisltstudid forai leIasi 12 years sdow toxie Gsl.
SuCts ticar the plunl rconlain SO to I09 times as msilt lead as they did beflte die plant.

1, '4,nAl) * A sTlSs C NCEIt - ltOlYelIl.O lNA'l'EI) 1'l II n ai Cause
etiter und other discasu have been found al significant levls in fish, awks, mtic, Iatss minl,

raccoons, and a bolbeat..

5. CANCEII-TRI-CJILOROETInnLlINEand TECIINETIUAI; Tri-chlorocthylene; a
suspected carcinogen, and I cectinun, a radioacive chemical, bave bo n spreading northward

from the plarui and at least one is believed to have teached the river. Tracci of contlamiiantis
have penetrated as far as 14 stories below ground.

|6. CANCER - CONTAIMIINATF.I) C;ASFS. Conlanminaed gases have been released for .
decadcs, ihough the Departmaent of Liergy does not know the mauniluhe of theserieleases.

Colliumintl #1131-6 : .
(ILL JBLOCKS ON TIS PAGE)' .

LEA COUNTIANS: CONSIDER WHAT HAPPENED I INENTUCKY
p BE.ORDECIDINC ON LE:srLANTIfrRRE

IIEIE'S NVIIAT IIAIPPENEI) VIIENI. LS-T WVASTE WAS STORED IN ICY

1. CANCER1 RlEI'IODUCrVErlMIANOLOGICAL DISORDERS, DAMIAGE TO
CitONVIl GLANIS AND .IVEIR-DIOXIN. OIn of die most deadly carcing~ens, dioxicn'

r 
- - - s

I.7. OTIIERITOXINS INCL.UDE CESIUMIJBEUkYLLIhlJ, CADIAUM, UILANIULAI,
CO-E4NICKEL, SILVER, ZI~NC, VANADIUMI, STRkONTIUM, TECIIIWIIUM, l:.
*PROTECT YOURSELF, YOUR FAILYAN YOUR

COMhuNITY! DEAND l T LES ADDRESS TE WYASTE-
D)ISl'OSAL ISSUE JIE[OltE BUILDING ITS TO IC P'LANT!

-. .INFlORMsATION llELOW TAJ;EN FRnOM:
Teccinrllr rirtg Lhf i, Fragile Eco6ssient. LOicial Reassnranccu ilieedSkeplicisn

Jaiues Carroll and James Malone, Mie Coairir-Journal jouisvill, 0Y).
To leam aoreg lo: O i

lilnl://nvw.cntier-intimal.ctmlciextnittirsinitltm el ncvd2 cnvyhntllOnvisitthcCitizcns
- . Nuclear lufurritation Center at 01nymnicows
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Commenter 031

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

'Lee Cheney' <deeicheneyfleaconet'
CnrcrepOnrc.gov>
Mon. Jan 3. 2005 9:16 PM
Ouestlon for NRC to answer at LES hearings

After a recent study, the EPA announced it could take up to 35 years and S280 billion to cleanup the i
nataon's hazardous waste sitles. The EPA currently estirnales 77.000 such sties, with up to 9 267 more
discovered each year. At that rate, more than 355.000 hazardous waste sites could require cleanup by
2039. omment

How many shies does the NRC estimate that there wIt be on the cleanup Pist ahead of Les when LES #03i17
closes down operations alter thirty years and how long does the NRC estimate that h wilt lake alter LES I
closes down operations belore the LES waste stored at Eunice will be cleaned up and at what cost lo the
taxpayers? I

Icommenter 031

From: 'Lee Cheney' .ceecheneyfaeoponet.
To: <nrcreplnrc.gov.
Date: Wed. Jan 5. 2005 5:55 PM
Subject: Ouestion for LES hearings about LES clean up costs

Please give the questions below full evaluation and analysts at the LES hearings:

Evidently according the reply below that the NRC sent to Philtip. there is no risk to the taxpayers for LES
cleanup. The only problem Is. as I understand h. the LES cleanup bonds are only about 1/I 0th (and H
Inflation keeps going maybe only 1/100th) ot what the cost wil bell tho cost o olther taxpayer funded
clean up costs are used as a guide. Who Is going to GUARANTEE that the LES bonds will be Comment
SUFFICIENT to cover Ihe cleanup costs 30 years from now and that there will be Zero cost to the #031-8
taxpayers 30 years from now????

Lee Cheney

Hobbs, NM 88240

- Original Message -
From: PHtILLIP BARR
To:
Sent Wednesday, January05, 2005 1:33 PM
Subject: Re: Ouestion for Timothy Johnson of the NRC about the Louisiana Energy services plant In tea
county

_ .
0,
W,

This Is the answer I received from the NRC. If all this government Involvement has allowed 77.000 toxic
sites In this country, and more added to the tist each year. whals to keep LES from becoming another site
that has to be cleaned up at government expense?
Notice no answer from Mr. Johnson on the projected number of toxic cleanup sites that might be on a list
about the time Ihat LES goes Oi lne.

It this LES plant was such a good deal, why was it nr out of twro states?
Government was Involved In an uranIum enrichment plant In Paducah kentucky. and our own Governor

Richardson apologized to the workers there for what that plant did tO them.
. Try to get anyone with the Nrc to guarantee this industry wont make people sick.

Are you listening Governor? Ron Curry? -:

Phitip Barr
Lea County

-Original Message -
From: Timothy Johnson
To: pharb20msn com
Sent: Wednesday, January05. 2005 11:19 AM
Subject: Re: Ouestion for Timothy Johnson of the NRC about the Louislana Energy servxces plant

I assume the list of sties requiring cleanup you mention Is the list the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency keeps of potential Superiund sdies. it Is our objective to ensure that NRCs sties never get on the
Supertund tist and require taxpayers to fund the decommissioning of licensed siles. We do this through
our decommissioning financial assurance requirements (see 10 CFR 40.36 and 7025). In the event that
the licensee Is unable to carry out decommissioning through bankruptcy or other reason, the financial
assurance provisions provide the funding for decommissioning and NRC would ensure that the proper site
remediation takes place. For uranium enrichment lacirties. applicants must provide a decommissioning
funding plan consisting of a sile-specific cost estimate for decommissioning and a financial Instrument.
such as a surety bond, letter of credit. etc. The regulations provide additional Information on the types of
Instruments that may be used and the requirements for these Instnuments. LES has chosen to use a
surety bond for its financiaf mechanism.

+- -
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comme 031
>>>*PHILLIP BARR .pharb2gmsn com, O10410509:39AMo, From: 'Lee Cheney deerheneyOleaconeb;
I understand there are 77.000 toxic waste lIes In this country that need to be cleaned up with more To: xnrcrepOnrc.gov.

added to the Uist each year. Date: Thu. Jan 6. 2005 7:07 PM
Mr. Johnson. what Is the estimaled number of cleanup sites that would be on a cleanup iUst and ahead of Subject: Fw: Ouestion lor LES hearings about LES clean up costs
LES at the end ol the thMrly year tiWespan of the LES plant?
I request the nrc find this data and submit it to the stale congress.

> Thank you for your reply below to my original question. I would also like
to

Phit p Barr > have the LES DEtS explain In delalt by whom, and how the LES cleanup costs Comment
tea county. >. would be paid Ii the Insurance company (or companies) that are providing #031-9

the
> LES clearnup bonds go bankrupt (as many Insuranco companies have and
continue
> to do) or lot any other reason are unable to pay tor the LES cleanup
costs.
> Lee Lriney

- Original Message-
> From: Tirnothy Johnson' -TCJ 0nrc.gonV
.To: deecheneyOleaco.net>

> Sent: Thursday. January 06. 2005 12:24 PM
> Subject: Re: Ouestion for LES hearings about LES clean up costs

> As is staled In 10 CFR 40.36(d) and 70.25(e). decommissioning cost
estimates
> must be adjusted at Inlervals not to exceed 3 yeas. The periodic
> adjustments would account lor Inflation, changes In the costs of goods and
> services (e.g., waste disposal), changes In facility conditions or
> operations, and changes In expected decommissionIng procedures.

> The following is a fink to the guidance document we use In reviewing
3. decomnmissioning funding plans:

httpi/www.nrc.gov/readingrrnm/doc-collectionsnuregs/stailtsar7571v3sr1t757v3.pdi
3.

, The periodic updates to the decommissioning funding ptan wilt ensure that
• there Is sullicient funds to decommission the facility throughout Its
• lietime.
• >> 'Lee Cheney- deecheneyO@eaco net OIIOY05 05.57PM sss
• Please give the questions below lull evaluation and analysis at the LES
> harIngs:

> Evidently, according the reply below that the NRC sent to Phillip. there
Is
• no risk to the taxpayers lfo LES cleanup. The only problem Is. as I
• understand a. the LES ceanup bonds are only about 1ltOth (and ii
Inflation
• keeps going maybe only fI1OOth) of what the cost wilt be t the cost of
• other taxpayer funded clean up costs are used as a guide. Who is going to
s GUARANTEE that the LES bonds wilt be SUFFICIENT to cover the cleanup costs
s 30 years from now and that there wilt be zero cost to the taxpayers 30
years
• from now????
• Lee
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> - Original Message
i. From: PHILLIP BARR
> To:
a. Sent: Wednesday, January 05. 2005 1:33 PM
• Subject: Re: Ouestion for Timothy Johnson of the NRC about the Louisiana
• Energy services plant In lea county

a This Is the answer I received from the NRC. If al this government
Involvement has allowed 77,000 lox shies In this country, and more added

> to the list each year. whats to keep LES from becoming another site that
:. has to be cleaned up at government expense?
> Notice no answer Irom Mr. Johnson on the projected number of toxic cleanup
>. sres that might be on a list about the time that LES goes off line.
> IfthisLESplantwassuchagooddeal whywasItrnout0oltwo
>. sataes?
> Government was Involved In an uranium enrichment plant In Paducah
i- kentucky. and our own Governor Richardson apologized to the workers there
• for what that plant did to them.
• Try lo get anyone wih the Nrc to guarantee thI Industry wont make
a. people sick.
> Are you listening Governor? Ron Curry?

>. Phitip Barr
> Lea County

> Original Message
a From: Timothy Johnson
aTo: pharb20msn.com
• Sent: Wednesday. January05. 200511:19 AM
• Subject: Re: Ouestion for Timothy Johnson oi the NRC about the Louislana
• Energy services plant

• I assume the Gst of sites requiring cleanup you mention Is the list the
• U.S. Environmental Protection Agency keeps of potential Superiund slies.
It
a. is our objective to ensure that NRCs sthes never get on the Superfund
list
> and require taxpayers to fund the decommissioning of licensed shes. We
do
> this through our decommissioning financial assurance requirements (see 10
a. CFR 40.36 and 70.25). In the event that the licensee Is unable to carry

out - -
>a decommissioning through bankruptcy or other reason, the lnancdal
assurance
> provisions provide the funding for decommIssioning and NRC would ensure
that
> the proper site remedialion lakes place. For uranium enrichment
facDtiies.
:. applicents must provide a decommissioning funding plan consisting o ia
> site-specific cost eslimate for decommissioning and a financial
Instrument.
• such as a surety bond, tetter of credit, etc. The regulations provide
• additional Informalton on the types of Instruments that may be used and

.; :. %, - i , I - , :. '. -
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the
z. requirements for these Instruments. LES has chosen lo use a surety bond
for
> Its financial mechanism.

a >>> *PHILLIP BARR' -pharb20msn.com, 01104105 09.39AM a>>
a I understand there are 77.000 toxic waste sites In this country that need
• lo be cleaned up with more added to the list each year.
a Mr. Johnson. what Is the estimated number of cleanup sties that would be
on
> a cleanup ist and ahead ol LES at the end ol the thirty year 0lespan ol
• the LES plant?
• I request the nrc find this data and submit It to the state congress.
a.t

a Phillip Barr
l tea county.
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l~mmnter 031 I~oiieiser 032

From:
To:
Date:
Sublect:

'Lee Cheneyn lee9choney~ieaco.neto
<nrcrepOnrc.gov>
Frl Oct5. 2004 1:49AAM
Request tot IJRC to Investigale CNtIC web site

Through out the whole document there are statements made regarding the construction,
operation and decommissioning of said plant National Enrichment Facility. Although
the report does summarize the effects of the different phases of the plant and according to
the NRC the impacts of the opcrations and construction and decommissioning would
have a small impact on the environment, I find that all one has to do is casily look up theAttention Chip Cameron:

Per my discussion with you totlowing the NRC meeting at Eunice tonight I hereby submit tha tollowing
request to the NRC: Comment

In view ot the attack on and the accusations made about the Citizens Nuctear Intotmation Center (CNIC) #031 -1 0
web site at the NRC dratt EIS meeting at Eunice tonight t hereby request that the NRC Include In the NRC
EIS a clear statement that the NRC has investigated the CNIC and that there Is nothing on the CNIC web
site that Is not the truth and that V the NRC inds ean Ing on the CNIC web she that Is not the truth that
te NHC so advise me so that anything noa tha truth on the CNiS web saa may us removed from
the CNIC web site.
sincerely,
Lee Cheney

United States
Interest Free Home Mortgage Corporation

vwww.USIFHMC.com

'-

0E
0C%

subject end find the summary followsing. In many pfthe different situations involving
information, many references are made to the properties of the UF6 uranium hexafluoride
and the feed gas as wveIl as the depicted uranium waste byproduct. In all occurrences
involving accidental release of the UF6 1 find dangerous situations arise. A ruptured
container can cause death and excessive radioactive matenats are release to the air and
surrounding environment. What would happen if at some point all 15727 containers
ruptured due to e possible terrorist attack .This is an item not covered under the EIS.
T his is a state and national security issue. Wiho will address this and give a reply as to
the consequence of such a thing happening? Does this fall under Safety and Security
v hich is identified es heine outside the scope ofthe FIS nnd NRC?
What about the disposition of the waste? The viable options are discussed;

unfortunately, nothing is solid or contingent upon completion of this plant. Where is the
proof that the waste will be gone? I have heard all politicians say that the governor wants
the waste gone but final disposition has only been in outlines as possible options
available. No contract means no guarantee.
The State of NM Environmental Dept and Atty General's office is being left out of the
legal process and thiticoncerning to me. The 2 state government entities filed
contentions that should be addressed during the NRC hearing starting 2005. but it appears
as though nothing is happening yet. The Gov of NM has requested the admittance of the
2 offices but it looks like the governor has no real say in this matter. This is very serious
and we in this community will be lacking support if they are not admitted as important
Interested Parties to this process. Who will assure us that the waste is removed as soon as
possible? Who svill stand up for Eunice? Our city government should be asking these
same questions, why aren't they? W ho will-protect us with the iiecessary laws in place
should somethinr like environmental contamination or death occur?

The~vaerisse i sillof onernas el, wve know that communities in NM are adopti-ng
water conservation policies required to be in place by next year. WVe know our 40-year
%water plan indicated a possible shortage of water within 40 years and yet we vill allow
this plant to use all the water they need and want and then at some point a possible
deconversion plant may be built and that plant will use our water as well. WVhen will our
needs be considered for the 40 yr plan? My community still has much work to do,
according to the water study engineers recommended that new water wells be drilled and
%water conservation be addressed. Water is en important and crucial pan of our future
here in Eunice and I am very concerned that this is not being taken seriously enough.
Other issues that concern me are in the scoping summary reports are identified as being
outside the scope of this environmental impact statement drafted by the NRC but I do
intentlto submit written comments in addition to these.

Comnrmenlt
#032-1

Covmmnentl
#032-2

Comminent
#032-3

Co nint
#032-4

,s



Coinieniter 032

I personally do not support this project. I do not believe that this facility should be Commenlt'
constructed in Eunice. Our community already has more than it's share of a hi-risk and #032.5
polluting industry with the Oil and Gas Industry. WVe are exposed daily to hydrogen
sulfide gas and other oil related pollutants. Wechave more than our fair share or cancer
and in this DEIS there are constant references to Latent Cancer Fatalities. Excessive
ex/osure to radioactive emissions and avaste Cannot be good for anhone. Why must the
community of Eunice be the one to suffer the iil fects which are bound to occur and the
surrounding areas will profit by our misery? I live here and I intend to be here a long
time iffGod is willing. I ask you as Christian brothers and sisters, would you want this
done to you? I wvould not annt this for auiyone regardless ofthe monelary profit
potential. It Is an unhealthy environment that you supporters ofthis project are nwanting

to subject the community of Eunice to and I will vigorously oppose the planning of this
plant. I am n member of Public Citizen and Nuclear Information Resource Services and
am very glad that most of our contentions vere admitted by the NRC. We v;ll have our
day in court and at the end ofthe day, who knowvs i hat might happen.

I request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission deny the license application for
Urenco, Louisana Energy Services, National Enrichment Facility.

;-? .. - ... ....

Commienter )32

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington,1DC 20555-0001

iNTEG.179l/Doncket 70.3103
Public Comrnment: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranium Enrichment

Facility Pronosed by Louisiana Entrrv Services for Lea County. NM

In Louisiana Energy Service's DEIS the gaseous effluent vent systems emissions ofthe
operational plant are unclear. I request that the final EIS clearly state the allowable
emission of each of these various discharges (per EPA, ACGIH, ete.) The numbers don't
mean anything without an understanding of what can be discharged by IW.

Conttitent #032.14

Thank you, ...

6eiz2uX
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lCimmllellr 0327 |CoImenicr 0327

NRC
Chief Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US NucltarRegulatory Commission
Washington DC 20555-0001

NUREG- 1790/Dockcet#70-3103

1O oVhom It May Concern,

Thc following are Issues that havc not yet becn tesolved.

NRC
Chief Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Vashington DC 20555-0001

NUREG-1790/Docket 70.3103

I. WrItr- The 40-year water plan statcs that this area will have a water shortage ithin Comminent
he next 40 ycarswby will we let LES take our '.ater beforc it hiiour water tanks? This
ich company needs to drill their owu vtater wells and go and dcplctc their own water #0.2-15

supplynotours. (pg4-66, 19-22, pg3-40.53-6O pg3-37, 33-43)

2. Waste- Thc waste sitting at Paducah and Oak Ridge is an ugly remindcr that we
humnns will tolerate even this mess for 50 years or even longer. NM Goveror
Richardson claims be will not support facility ifthe Waste is left hue. so will he accept
thc idea that it's alright to move it 0oo yards over to Wraste Conuol Specialists and that
vill satisfy his requirenenu? No I cxpect our Governor to do the right thing and takc

care of NM and thc residenu of Eunice, small as we arc we nced him to takc care of us.
The waste should not travcl enywhere on tail or truck. the waste should never be allowed
to be created. This plant does not need to be crested.

0r

Communent
#032-16

Collunasenlt
#032.17

The following are my comments on the proposed Louisiana Energy Services, Urenco
uranium crriclhment plant.

I question the validity of the statement pg xix line 43 that the facility would contribute to
the attainmnent of national energy security policy objectives. What good are these
objectives if national and state security are compromised? With the world as we know it
today there are many issues that are raised when one refers to national security. This
draft indicates that nonproliferation, public scoping, and safety and security are not
considered in thc Cavironmental impact.. owcan that be vhen all of these arc a factor in
this unstable world? if this technology were stolen egain as it waS before vith AQ Y=an
then it would impact our environment by possibly making our city, state end country
vulnerable due to espionage. If there is an attack or any type on thc facility, would that
not constitute a national security due to the potential disbursement of radioactive fall-out
caused by an explosive?
Pcr tDe no action altcrnative pg xx enrichment s:rvices would continue to be met by our

rends and allics %%itb existing domestic and foreign uranium enrichment supplicrs-still a
viable alternative to this plant. Still a saner alterniative is to divert all research and
developmant to a better and safer sourrc of electricity developmrnet such as wind turbines
.. .- I. -r

Comment
#032-19

Comuinrei
#032-20

3. Air Quality- we breathe polluted nit already with 3 gas processing plants in uound thc
town of Eunice, hydrogen sulfide gas in prcvalct just stepping outside of ow home.
Why must we be subjected to radiation end radioactive emissions and all the other
negative pollutants as stated lathe EIS? Is this just to justify 150-200 temporary-jobs?
Ihc plant operating time will only be a fewyears (14) the rest of the time will be initial
coarstruction and 9 years will be spent in the decommissioning phase, the so-called full
time employees with special qualifications will be employed less that 15 years. That is
not even time enough to satisfy a bank note on a new home.
(pg 4-44.3142. pg 4-43,27-30. pg 4.72 1-9, pgC-9 17-29)

On pgnxxiii, reference to public and occupation health and safety line 40-471 find totally Com et
unacceptable since at tis point in time there is no radiation or accidents Involving 1 #032.21
radioactive materials so the most severe accident caused by rupturing an #032 21
overfillcdloverhecated cylinders. It is a fact that the risks of regular low dosc radiaion ca
Fe n e2rcinnrr et 1 sent nnii In tirn

. . . . . _ . .

I request that the NRC der, -the license application for Urtneo, Louisiana P-nergy
I Services. --

Comntieni
#032-18

Reference pg 1-3 line 19-39 the 2002 Ienerto NRC from DOE indicates that the DOE
made several recommrnendations and the last refers to Urenco as a partner, I question
whether the US had knowvledle of the espionage and status of the stolen secrets and plans
that have been discovered about AQ Khan when this letter vas written and whether this
Infonration is valid today? ile has been acknowledged as the Father of The Pakistani
Bomb after stealing the centrifuge technology secrets and used them to develop the
technology in his homeland. Is this the kind of company the US wants to deal *ith for

.1-: - - - 1

Comunmenlt
#032-22

] Commenelt
#032-23

Sincerely,

a46<

Reference pg 1-10 line 44-43, since the NM Governor has decided to vithhold the
Ground Water Discharge Permit it is evident that there may be other factors that are not

lagreeable with our Governor as has recently been divulged to the public regarding the

Reference pi 1-16, it is stated that there w.-re no cooperating agencies involved with the Comiemmeit
scoping process, but since this process was started there has been information #032-24



forthcoming about this LES company contributing to NM Governor Richuadson's' pet CoItCifietit
progra Move On.Or. This is what t would ontider a possible cordlicta of intercut in #032-24
the licente alylicatioln since it may prove comnpromisina to the Oa vernors Office o
Reference page 2.2 table 2-1 reflects that construction will be 3 yes then some (
opnrstio Uwill begin and eonstruction will continue for 5 more years so metual fll
operations will only be 14 years. then deCCOM iS1ionic staIs It would appear that ther Comninent
will be a very moderate rnourst of time spent In the actual full operations of the plant so #032-25
then the US would hwo to look for alternative tn the plnt agin This does not seem
like a very con effective operanton, ar a safe operation considering there ar alternative
energy sourees that could be tUpped during this 30-year span oftime. which could be
safer to the hum n s e extent evirontnent
On page 2-12 the table reflects projected rning foe the temporary construction worters Commellt
but I find nothing in the draft concetnig pay and description of the plant wotkes, I have #032o 26
asked for this information before. vhy ill this information not be dIvulged? It certainly
falls under the socioeconomIc Issues at stake.
Page 2-21 line 3 states the sludge from the waterpitwitl be removed at the end of the 30 Commif, ent
year plant life once during deeortmissionirg phase. Since this area does get rin deluge #032-27
on a periodic basis this sludge musT be removed on a regular basis, not just once In a
lifetime.
Page line 42-43 should thrownouto ef tdrfitasums m tmefia licensed l. Come
level radio ctive wasled sal tacili the none #032-28
Page 2-27 line 43.47 should be thrown out of there sewill bee a C e
licensed low-level radioactive waste disposal facility, there Is nonc, this Is not a viable i e t
*aassittowors toMael7 h-- ..-. ,."-- . .. .! #032-29
Pap 2-29 refers to disposition of hydrogen fluoride gas to acid and calcium fluoride and
how there will be more than the DUF6 to dispose of, there will be additional toxic wastes
that will need to be dIsposed of as well. The no action alianative would mean there cominellt
would be no wastre at all to be disposed of, therefore the disposition of dhese wastes and
lack of a viable plantorid the wste should notbe assumedto be stisfied. These Isno #032-30,
conct nocoetngeneyinplacewithsaidConverDyn, noconstuctonofaconversion
facilitythat can evenbeconsideredasaviableplgato disposeoftbewaste. Thisshould
oe hrousout of Lbe d --f

will trust thias company to carry on as if therc past never haptened? It seems to me this if
she US can Judge what countries likieiran and Korea can do about thei wrnium
enrichment then these same countries would be within ther rights to condemn the US for
their involvemet whin this foteirs owned eannaflv
Page 2-44 line Il-15 ettes that the NRC neffassurnes all DUF6 will be converted to
U30E mad will be disposed of In a licensed facility but I challenge the NRC to reevaluate
this assumption since at present time them is no facility in existence In the US to convert
DUF6 to U301 and there is no facility to pus this waste in. This should totally negate the
etitre alerntive for the Waste disposal. The optimun situations and cireumsanets do

not exit Ibis Is not the time to dream ef the idcal situtdons ilIs the time to develop nd
seek alternatives tn nuclear energy. There ar better and stfer alIatidves to nucleatr
power and she US should be the catalyst in the refinement of already known alternatives
to nuclear power,

Cornmente
#032-32
(Coilt.)

Comment
#032-33

Pige 340 lIstn 53-60 area* review of what we already know about ne Ogaliale Aquifer
end the fhture regional demand for water that would deplete Lea County's current water CotIllenlt
supply. There ae projected shortages and specific recommendations that havc been - #032-34
made by the State Engineer's Office and these Items should be identified and acted upon
before Lea County takes It upon It self to support the operation of this plant by
authori2ing our valuable water commodity to be sold so the highest bidder
Page 3-56 line IS refer to rune are Hea t C; this s 5.' On r Yi Cotinimeit
parent hospital and Is not open. Ther is no clinic open for business In Euice as of this #032-35

Idatc.

5-
07

Page .3-56 lne Is states that the public safety with this vicinuty tncducif nnr support
provided by Eunice Fire and Rescue Sesvice but since I anm resident of the Funiet
Community I challenge that tsis Service can mcet the necessary requirements eofa useful
and productive Fire and Rescue Service. There have siuations just rtettlY where our
rire and Rescue service could not respond to emergency either due so lack of personnel
and in one Situation On an emergncCy amobuslanuce nint the patlent/victim bad to welk to
the ambulantc because the personnel responding could not performt their dudes because
they did ntot lnow how to operate the gurney for patient transport. This community may
tolerate this type ofIgnoraince and Incompetence in this situation but will they in ast
emergency situsatin involving terrorist activity or major fire or Injury situation? I don't
desire to find out if they are capable, we have a very endal and inexperienced volunteer
fire departmentt and harnly I do not think they ate ctpable of handling any teal, lrte and
dngerous emergency. I do rot desire to discredit my neighbors but we are not a
sophisticated community and we are neither knowledgeable nor erperienecd in big time
disasters

Continent
#032-36

Page 2.31 indicated dispolIal options that do not meet the criteria as viable opuons for the
waste disposal. Line 19proposes using an abandoned mine but certainlynothing has
come about with this option tines no one wanes the wast generated by LES. This should
be thrown out of the draft as en option. The other options detailed on 2-31 and 2-32 also
prove to be uncertain aline none ofthe facilities litted an accept this type ofwaste. All
of these facilities should be disregarded as viable waste disposal facility since none are
licensed to accept the wastes. A no action alternative would be to continue as Ithe US is
currently doing and seek alternate methods of generatiur electricity. which I supoort

Conmment
#032-31

_ . f . , , , ., , -lt � � � v . -- - - = - - -
Page 2-39 refers to thetUSrelzc rinoteoertcmnsrieadoa
alternative would not mete the US national energy policies but still the US is willing to
sponsor a foreign owerdi company and trust them with providing this service? LIne 44
indicated Is In DOE 300s, oivioudly before the f aes known about LES espionage
history and AQ Khair. Does the government still feel the sate about a foreip
based/owned company having the this technology and just because It will be on US soil it

Comlllent1 #032-32

Page 3-63 Line 6-o refers to an extra effort made to meet with reps of the African- - .
American and Hispanic groups, who and where was this effort actually made. Certainly v Commenlt
wasenorinEunicc lmHispanic. myhusbandisAfrican-AmerIcan aedcertLntlywelivc' .
inrth southAcctside of Eunic and Ihave inierviwed several people inthis rea andwe 9 #032-37
wete not contacted by LES nor the NRC. Did these groups of people actually partieipete
and contact those directly aeccted by the plant, or are they from Hobbs, 20 miles away?
ThIs needs to be addressed in detail- -- .. -
Page 448 lines 19-24 refer to operion and air quality, the pollutants bht art eaes ton
the air during ths plant operation period. This is unacceptable: out air quality Is poor on Comnmnelft

#032-38
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some days anyway due to hydrogen sulfide In the trca da& to the oil industry now vwe
must endure additional caustiolic emissions. Zero emissions in the only ccepmble
alternative.

Cominsaeu
#032-38
(colt.)

'aSe4-13 A1eS 42-49 rteres to the galeaUAAquifer an a nonrenawablo atarisourca and
future demand for water in the region would cxceed the recharge rate, the present local
waler supplies could be affected. gsowuAg that our watcr supply is injeopardy now and
in the future it is appalling to me to see and hea, the wates officials in Lea County
endorsa this facility without regard to the futurs. Water conservation for the loc
population is one thing but to allow a polluting plait to use the wase we need Is
isnxcusable. LES should drill their owrn water wcUs and get their own water source other
than ours. Why is the state of NM unde-going water conservation policy changes ifthey
are willing to just ntesotiare our waler night% sway?

Commulneut
#032-39

Page 4-41 lines 36-42 refes to accident consequences, in any hypothetical sirtuion there Conwlliel
are procedures in place to prevent these from occurring, but how does the NRC judge that
a few DUF6 cylinders if on fie or leaking pose small to moderate imnpacu ifjust a few #032-45
peoplegt khut or die7 It would setm to me t the families otthose few injured or dead
people might think it's snore than a small or moderata impact to their lives. Would there

Page 4-53 and 4-54 outline the routes for the waste and possible djaccat pivate Couineut
conversion facilitics they are somewhat unspeciric and certainly questionable since thcre
is to convetsion facility In this country as of thWs datre The details are nothIng mote than 03246
a wist list since there in no contingency contiact with any of thse dreatm corrpanies
ertlired Thee items should not be ennridercd liner they do not etkS

sagc 4-s3 Lines 5-17 reter to tsh largest Impacts on the general publIc which include ths
magnitude of higher than the direct radiation and inhalation of the radioactive material in
a postulated accident, I would lke this dewtiled so that all the public would know of the
yrmptorrs and effiets of ay such poslated accident.'

rage *-3J atm t-4 retel-A to poreas ctielmicaa aIesinuts to tm publie tn an accident by
sail or truck, I would liks more inrfosslatiOn regarding the gravity ofsuch an ccidcm
occurring. Gov Mackie, Colorado is very much against the truasportation of such
rnaterial as the waste cross his state since theta have been several tail accidents that have
occurred in Colorado over the last yea. I too have many questions andl belive all tde
Governors and state officials of alt the stastes involved In the alternative ' methods of
waste disposal should be made aware that this company is assuming that the waste
-n ui2uWi 1 . i tXW A-Y* tl -1-o s -r -A .-ite -rru a rvlavtle hlte at 7si tt

Cosusent
#032-40

Colanuew
#032.41

Coiansew
#032.42

Page4-72 Lnesl-34 asftse to the ujavoidable Cpgosura oatsg public and Workers to
radiation and chemicals. This is totally unacceptable to this community because although
the susrounding communities are willing to put our health end lives on the line for their

onoetary aisn, We choose not to be guinea pis. Zero emissions and zero contamin*cd
water are the only acceptable alterntives.

I request the Nuclar Regulatory Cormmission deny the license for Louisiana Energy
Seivices due to the many holes in the waste disposition alternatives and the growing
public opposition to thiS plent ploject.

Sincerelyyours,

Rosc Gadk
Box 314
EuraceNlNM S8231

CominaeltI #032-47

Coisnewa
#032-48

I-

Pag 4.40 tline23 7reviews thesumary of transportation aciden t =impas. I would
like snoe infornation on how latent cencer fatalites are calculate4 lam c lay person and
I require these references to be described In details that an average lay person
understsnds.

rage4 uc tis 31 -I rete-4 to toe publie exposur to tae ramoiactive rtnal ttssrned to
the aImosplere and the expctetd exposure pathways of material deposited on the ground
which could in affects notjuit people but livestock, mad food sources such i leaufy
vegtabks, carrots potatoes and beef ftom nearby grazing livestock that may be eten.
This is totlly unaceeptable to ma. I grow my own vegetables and beef and lie idea that
my food. which I grow, to avoid unnewcesary psticids and chemicals, will now be
taintedbydangerousradioactive udidesisabho=retandttotallyuncessuary. Why
bhould I accept less than zero emissions from this faility? Why can't the hep&-faltered
sir not just be ccireuted bact Into the plant? Anyon swoekng for this organization
knows what this tacilit nd iu opeations are so let i just be pat of their on the job
hazard to breatha their own mtlutants

Commnean
#032-43

Conismsees:
#032-44

a-ag 4-4s aUD s a-0 enter to tbst high o sq e c ev nto a d oe rae qaac u cqar
events I am concerned about all these items, please detail all the duagers nd actions tha
would be re4uired to take pac On eaacbspecifie evesnt listed Also detail what
emergrcy t.obfiLution would be pven to the publie and how quickly ean this
infnrnation g out. Who would prepare and gave out this necessary informatioa? Would
it be radio, tv, or the city goveanicart

4) (6')
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From:.
To:
Date:
SubjecU

*PHILLIP BAR- <pharb2Cmsncomr
cnictep~nrc.gov>
Fri, Jan 7. 2005 823 PM
LouisIana Energy Services In Lea County

IFco-f11ll1e11lc7

I believe the Les plant should not be licensed because the emissions expose over 30.000 people to the
ottlowing substances. These substances are known to be harmiul to humans. I believe the NRC Is
Ignoring this act and ibcensing the plant will put a lot ol people at risk.

radioactivity:

uranium-234
uranium-235
uranium-236
uranium-238
gross alpha
thorium (decay product of uranium)
actium (decay product o waanilum)
radium (decay product ot uranium)
depleted hexavalent wanlum
riuranlurn octaoxide (U308)

wanyt lluoride (U02F2)

toxics:

volatile organic compounds
carbon monoxide
nitrogen doxide

I4033-1

|Coimeter 033

From: PHILLIP BARR qpharb2Gmsn.com>
To: .nrcrep tnrc.gov. *anmbdy000 mnmlady2000 hotmai.corn..

sandraely~nmenv.statea n.us>. Karen Keila- ackelhdt2cox neb, *mkav %mIgavihoLma".corm
Date: Wed. Nov 10.2004 2.54 PM

I believe the emissions trom the proposed Les enrichment plant wil be deposited Into the loose topsoil we
have in this area.
Seasonal winds Irom the south. some can be In excess of 50mph, will eventually blow the contaminated
soil north over Hobbs. Coenintenat
This poses health risks for everyone between that plant and Hobbs.
Every man, woman, and chd. #033-2
That is over 30.000 people.
I believe that a thal plant goes Into operation, the state o0 New Mexico and the federal government should
be financiatty responsible for all new cancer cases In contaminate feld: Hobbs and Eunice and
surrounding areas.

As a 25 employee ot the City 01 Hobbs, I hauled quite a lew toads of trash to the landill that is located on
the same road as the LES sito.
On many occasions. I noticed strong winds blowing to the wesL
Radioactive pollutants will be deposited heavily on Eunice.

One or more of the evaporative ponds that will hold radioactive water I"se a heanh risk also Coanlniean
I beeove using pit Linrs undr a bodyadioactive waler is a subst d kda tor salety reasons. #033.3
Ithe water table becomes contaminated, again the state and federal government should assume all

Les Is an underfunded shell company. Its parent company Urenco has a reputation for rhshonesty. If there
wrrany nrsb!ems LIP5 v.Dt simnhr o t -rir) Coaininent #033.4

| Our City and County leaders have tailed to provide lull disclosure on the ellects of the LES plant to the
people here.. LES officials have tailed to provide lull disclosure to the people here. I

* Continlent #033-5
rl'

*----.- . . . . . . .

PRiilAp Barr source EIS foe the National Enrichment Faciiity In Lea County New Mexico
Lea County

you legal types keep a copy of this for future relerence

CC: lTinothyJohnson, .cTCJ~nrc-9ov3-, ~c0Wts~branchlaw~rmX=om-. Kathy Helmss'
<khelns 0 rontiernetneb. .cSallyWorlhingon anmenv~state.nrrus?, 'Wenonah Hauter,
<whauter~citien.org?. Ned' '-NecLFarquhar~rslatenm~us~-

CC: *Ned 44ed.FarquharOstaloenm.us>, .dnloOhIritzlawirm.com=. bcrookeoelllaw.com>.
cJrobertsonreilaw.com>, d&awelter easthamlawcom>. cnhfo Gbaronbudd~com,
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Conintcer033 |
From: PHILLIP BARR epharb20msncom>.
To: £nrcrepOnrc.gov, Ned Ned.Farquhar~slate.nm.uss.
esandra_etyOnmcnv.state.nm.us>, <sl.nancy0malt.house.gov>.
cSaiy-Wonhingiontnmenv.state.nm.us>
Date: Mon. Nov 15. 2004 10:28 AM
Subleet: statement on -Licensing ol the proposed LES uranium enrichment plant In Lea
County.

I believe the Les plant emissions will get Into the loose topsoll we have In this area. Successive seasonal
high winds that blow Irom the south that we have In this area wilt carry the loose radioactive soil over
Hobbs. Winds also blow to the west In this area. Eunice will get contaminated soils also.
Pathway for emissions from the Les plant to humans wit be the sandstorms. I believe the licensing of this
uranium onrichment piant poses a tong term healnh risk to over 30,000 people. Commrett #033.6

Phillip Barr
Lea County. New Mexico

You legal guys should save this one lor future relerence

CC: dnloefritzeawfirm.com,. <bcrookeOelllaw.com,. <1roberlson0efflaw.com.,
<klawetlerfeasthamlaw.com, hltfofebaronbudd.eom,, 'Wenonah faauier .whauterOftlizen.org.
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

r tnmenter 033 |

*PHILUP CARR' cphab2dmsn.com>.
cnrcrep~nrc.gov>
Sun, Dec 26.2004 6:33 PM
Comment against licensing of LES uranium enrichment plan. In Lea County. NM.

I Comoiticr 034 I
From:
To:
Dale:
Subject:

*Fisher, Karen' <KFisher~ago.slate.nm.us
nrcrepQnrc.gov- <nrcrepGnrc.gov>

Mon. Oct 18,2004 3:27 PM
Docket No. 70-3103

Valley Fever ( coccidiodomycosis) Is an incurable disease caused by the inhalation of C. Immitis. a fungus I
which pormanently becomes a parasite In Its host. The organism that causes it Is commontv found in the I
smnil oth f wnctrn tinilpd SlMfs tlnxlco and nr1f ol Cenltann Sonh Amanica Colmlnl1 #(i33.7

The Center for Disease Control states that C. Immitus could be used as a weapon of biowanate or
bboterror via aerosol detivery

Valley lever can activate or reactivate at any time in ones tile with dire consequences and may never
show up on a blood test.

I ha rartoactive emissions trom the Ltr; piant WOuld tend to sleriie the SOli anm a any new i.
lrnritis I later blown Into a sterilized area thare would be no natural competition lor space and the fungus

would lfnd an environment It could thrive hIr. Seasonal high winds In this area can hit over S0mpha and
they usually blow In a northerly direction. North of the Las site Is over 30.000 people widhn 25 miles.

Valley favor Is Incurable and allowing the Los plant to operate with these emissions poses an
unacceptable risk of making this existing natural hazard worse, causing major health problems to the
public. Commuierat #033-7 (tout.)

source of
map-dtp:Jlwww.vaieyleversuvivor.comdhisopyhamtmltprMwww.vala)yleversurvivor.cormlhstorytylml

Philip Barr
Lea County

CC: KaUhy Helms' daheknsOlrontierneLneb,. 'Ned't NedFarquhat sbla1.nm.us>.
Wenonah Hauler <whauter OciUzen org,. <lindsay1Iindsaylovejoy.com>

Dear SirlMadamn

Ls Ute Draft Environmental Impact Study, whih was Issued on o9/17/2004 In CoVulnnceln #
the referenced case, available in Spanish7 034-1

Karen L Fisher. MBA
Assistant Attorney General
Water. Environment & Utilities Division
New Mexico Attorney Generars Oflice
Mailtg Address: P.O. Drawer 1 508, Santa Fe, NM 67504
Physical Address: 407 Galisteo Street, Room 236. Santa Fe, INM 87501
Direct Phone: (505) 82746695
Fax: (505)f8274440
Email: klisher~ago.state.nmus
This e-maii. Incluing all attachments. is lor the sole use of the Intended
recipentls) and may contain contidential and privileged inlormation. Any
unauthorized review. use. disclosue or distribution is prohibiled unless
specitically provided for under the New Mexico Inspection of Public Records
Act or by express permission o0 the New Mexico Attorney General. 11 you are
not the Intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies
of this message.

I-
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i Commilenler 034 |
:From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

'FIsher. Karen' <KFsherOago.state nm.us>
<nrcrepOnrc.gov>
Sat. Dec 18 2004 4:10 PM
NUREG-1790

.@ 4

PATRICIA A. MADRID
Attorney General

Attorney General of Newv Mexico

PO Dawtr 1508
Santa Fe. New Mexico 87504-1508

(505) 827.6000
- Fax (S0S) 827-5826

Dcember 18, 2004

Dear Sir or Madam:

Atiached please Ind the comments of the New Mexico Attorney Generars Office to the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement tor the Proposed National Enrichment Facility (NUREG-11790).

Karen L Fisher. MBA
Assistant Atomey General
Water. Environment & Utiitiies Division -
New Mexico Attorney Generals Office
MailingAddress: P.O. Drawerl508. SanlaFe NM87504
Physical Address: 407 Gahlteo Street Room 236. Santa Fe, NM 87501
Direct Phone: (505) 827-6695
Fax: (505) 827-4440 - ....
Email: ktisher~ago.slate.nm.us

* Ths e-maii including atltatachments. I for the sole use of the inlended reciplent(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged Information. Any unauthortsed review, use, disclosure or distrlbution Is
prohibited unless specifically provided for under the New Mexico Inspection of Public Records Act or by
express permission of the New Mexico Attorney General. If you are not the Intended recipient, please
contact the sender and destroy at copIes of this message.
-c<ES EIS Commnen lapdi>; .- .1.. ,

STUART M. BLUESTONE
Chief Deputy Attorney General

Chief, Rules Revicw and Directives Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Walshington. DC 20555-0001

RE: ReportNc. NUlRVG-1790, Draft

Dear Sir or Madam:

The Staff of the New Mexico Attorney General's Office ("AGO") Is submitting these
comments to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed National Enrichment
Facility in Lea County. New Mexico ("EIS) to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Agency ("NRC").
In the first section, we will discuss our general, overall comments. In the second section, we will
provide specific, linc-by-line comments.

CRENERAL COMMEt FNTS' *' * ~ . -

Overall, 1le EIS is welt written nnd organized. However, we have several general
toncrms about Ictt EIS;as follows..vs:. -.

1. Selection of Alrternaties

I ;

IV

. .I . -. . . .

We arc very troubled that the EIS considers only the preferred alternative and the no-
action atcrnalivc. On page 2-39 of the EIS. the decision is cxplained: "Nonc o the candidate
sites were obviously superior to the [Louisiana Energy Services ('LES')] preferrcd sitc in Lea
County. Newv Mexico; thetefore no other site was selected for further analysis." (emphasis
added) . . Comn,,ect4'02

This is not the appropriate legal standard for evaluating the inclusion or niltematives
under tIre National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA'), 42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq. Rather, the
NEPA and its implementing regulations make it clear that appropriate and reasonable
alternatives must be fully evaluated.

NEPA provides: "[All agencies of the Federal Government shall- ... (E) study,
develop, and describe appropriate altenartives to recommended courses or action in any
proposal which involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available
resources; .... " Section 102(2) of NEPA, 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2) (emphasis added).
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The NEPA implementing regulations for the NRC state: "[DIraft environmental impact
statements should also include consideration of ilie economic, technical, and other benefits and
costs of the proposed action and altcrnativcs ... :' 10 C.F.R. § 51.71(d). This Section goes on
to clarify that the alternatives to be considered are "reasonable alternatives." Sec 10 C.F.R.
§ 51.71(e).

The Council on Environmental Quality ("CEQ). the federal agency with NEPA
oversight authority, has also promulgated NEPA implementing regulations, which arc binding on
other federal agencies conducting NEPA analyses. 40 C.F.R. § 1507.1. CEQ regulations explain
that the purpose of evaluating "reasonable alternatives" is to fully "inform dccisionmakcrs and
the public." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.1; see 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. This laudatory policy is undermined
by conclusory statements, such as the one contained in the EIS that alternative sites were not
analyzed because they .iere not obviously superior lo the preferred alternativc.

The Tenth Circuit recently considered the selection and analysis of alternatives under
NEPA in a case involving an environmental assessment. Davis v. Mllneia, 302 F.3d 1104 (10th
Cir. 2002). The court criticized the federal agency (the Department of Transportation) for failing
to analyze a reasonable alternative when there was nothing "in the record to establish that [the
alternative) is such a 'remote, speculative, impractical or ineffective' alternative that it did not
need to be studied as a viable alternative." Id at 1122. The court concluded: 'Thcre are no cost
studies, costdbenefil analyses or other barriers advanced that would warrant a conclusion that [the
unconsideredi alternatives arc unreasonable, standing alone or in conjunction with other
alternatives." - -Commest #034.2 (cont.)

In this ease, the NRC is preparing an environmental impact statement rather than an
environmental assessment. Thus, greater detail of discussion is required, because as the Tenth
Circuit has made clear an environmental impact statement must be conducted with more rigor
that an environmental assessment. See Utah Shared Access Alliance v. United Stlates Forest
Service, 288 F.3d 1205, 1213 (10th Cir. 2002). However, in light of the legal requirements
outlined above and the paucity of discussion of alternative sitcs in the LIS, the AGO is
concerned that that the LIS may fail to comply with NEPA in this respect. The AGO urges the
NRC to revisit the issue of selection and analysis ofaltemative sites.

Z 1Impacts to lIatcrResourccs

The AGO is very concerned about protecting New Mexico's water resources and is
concerned that the EIS provides insufficient information to evaluate fully whether the National
Enrichment Facility ("NEF") would be sufficiently protective. For example, with respcel to ofr-
site migration of contaminants through groundwater, there is no discussion of the potential
transmission pathways to deeper groundwater. The LIS should include identification and
analysis of these potential pathways, such as domestic wells, abandoned wells, geologic faulting
and areas of exposure of aquifer-supporting geologic formations. It is particularly important that
the EIS examine potential contaminant pathways to the Ogallala Aquifer, because as noted in the
HIS the Ogallala Aquifer is ofcritical regional significance. See Section § 3.8.2.1 at 3-37.

Coa,,muaenl #034-3

Further, it would appear that the stormwater from the NEF that will eontain the highest
concentration of radionuclides is being discharged to a single-lined retention basin. See IES
Section 4.2.6.2, page 4.11, line 49 0o 4-12, line 5. The EIS acknowledges, "Exposure to uranium
may oeccur from ... releases of radioactive liquids to surface water." As discussed, we are
concerned about off-site migration of wastewater and stormwater, and a discharge of radioactive
stormwater to a single-lined basin has the potential to increase that risk to an unacceptable level.
'he HIS should quantify these risks and contain further discussion and analysis of the threats to
groundwater and surface water so the decision maker and the public can make an informed
decision regarding the acceptability of these risks. Cot mmenaI #034-5

3. Impacts of Louig-Term Storage oIDUF#

It is undisputed that there currently is no conversion facility that could accept DUF&
generated at the NEF. The HIS acknowledges that DUF6 would be stored at the NEF for up to
In Wrnrc whilp ¢1itpns1r.;ivnlinq nrc drelatpord .er Carisind) t*141 'A -- 4 S i? e V nq 10t4

However, the LIS fails to analyze the impacts to human health and the environment if the efforts
to develop these disposal options are unsuccessful. The AGO is very concerned about the
seriousness of this omission. Comuin ent #034-6

Under NEPA, a potential effect must be analyzed if it is reasonably foreseeable.
40 C.F.R. § 1508.8. "As in other legal contexts, an environmental effect is 'reasonably
foreseeable' if it is 'sufficiently likely to occur that a person of ordinary prudence would take it
into account in reaching a decision." ,id States Coalition for Progress v. Surface
Transportation Board, 345 F.3d 520, 549 (8th Cir. 2003) (quoting Sierra Club v. Alars/h,
976 F.2d 763, 767 (I st Cir. 1992)). In other words, the effect need not be certain to occur.

In this ease, the inability of LES to identify adequate conversion and disposal options,
when none currently exist, is a classic example of an efeect that is not certain, but is of sufficient
likelihood that analysis is required under NEPA. WVithout a full discussion of the impacts of
long-term storage on human health and the environment, the LIS fails to provide the necessary
information to insurc that future generations are not unduly burdened by the NEF's generation or
large volumes of radioactive waste. See Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. v. Environmental

In several plaees, the LIS notes that wastewater from the NEF could be transported
through groundwater to a location 3.2 kilometers (2 miles) from the site. See Section 4.2.6.2,
page 4-13, lines 38-46; Section 4.2.6.2, page 4-14, lines 19-22. The HIS also notes the
possibility of off-site transport of stormwater. Section 6.2.2, page 6.18, lines 26-27. However,
the HIS fails to discuss the resulting impacts to human health and the environment. For example,
is this migration likely to cause an exceedancc of New Mexico water quality standards? If so,
how will execedanees be addressed? Even if the groundwater and surface water contamination
levels comply with water quality standards, will there be injury to New Mexico's trust resourees,
such as nearby uncontaminated groundwater and surfacc watet and biota? In addition, what is
the potential impact to private property rights, such as vested water rights? LES is not permitted
to cause injury to these trust resources or private property rights.
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Proteetlon Agency, 373 F.3d 1251, 1284-85 (D.C. Cir.2004). The AGO is veryconcemed that,i
'by failing to consider this issue, the EIS may not comply with NEPA.

SPECIFIC CON¶FF.NTS .-

This section addresses specific comments following the organization of the EIS. It
should be assumed that comments mentioned for particular chapters also apply to parallel
discussions, ifany. in the executive summary.

Section 1.6, pages 1-18 to 1-19 - The State of New Mexico oans the fee interest in the land,
upon which the NEF will be sited, so it would be appropriate to list the State as an organization
involved in the proposcd action. C t#* ~Commenit #034-7

Section 2.1.9, page 2-27, lines 3841 =- Throughout the EIS- it is assumed that the DUr 6
generated at the NEF would be categorized as a Class A low-level radioactive waste. See, eg.
Section 4.2.14.2, page 4-52, lines 14-15; Section 4.2.14A, page 4-58, line 37. Howcver, the
NRC has not yet ruled on this issue. Therefore, the EIS should identify and analyze alternative
storage, conversion and disposal options If the DUF6 is not categorized as a Class A low-level
radIoactivevaste. ; .:. ( , Comment #034-8

Tablc 2-8 page 2-52 - Under the NoWActlon Alternative column; the following sentence does I
not make sense: "Long-term uncertainty in future supplies of low-cnriched uranium could be,.
affect without replacement enrichment capacity for the existing U.S; enrichment facility or from
the polential ending of the Megaton to Megawatis' program in 2013.". ,: s Cmimeint #034-9

Table 2-8, page 2-55 -Under the Proposed Action column, it appears that text is cut offal the
bottom and missing. .- ; Conneint #034-10

_J

Commncnt #034-15

Section 4.2.4.I, page4-7, lines 31.33-lVcdisagrec with this statement. As noted by the New,
Mexico Environment Department in its comments dated November 8, 2004, PMio is a concern in
this area of New Mexico. The EIS should address this issue in more detail. .

Table 4-1, page 4-8, lines 11-12 - As noted in the preceding comment, PMia is a matter Of
concern. These model results indicate that the NEF will generate a 24-hour maximum of 144
pgtm' of PMie. This amount is very close to the primary regulatory limit of 150 sogIm', and in
light of the fact that an exceedance for PM1a has been recorded for Hobbs, New Mexico, the
conclusion that the potential impact to air quality is small is unsupported. The EIS should
address whethcr the NEF's emissions of PMic, when added to other sources in the vicinity, will
cause an overall exceedanee, particularly since a quarry is nearby and could be expected to cmit
significant amounts of particulates, see Figure 3-3, page 3-3. In eddition, the EIS should contain
a more detailed explanation of how an exceedance for PM10 would be prevented. The general
refcrcnccs throughout the EIS to dust suppression are Inadequate to inform the decision maker
and the public fully on this issue. - ' - Conment #034-16

Section 4.2.4.2, pages 4-8 to 4-9 - The references to the total amount, of hazardous air
pollutants emitted are inconsistent. Line 32 on page 4-8 and line 6 on page 4-9 erroneously
indicate a limit ofrl metric tons (100 tons) per year, but line 24 on page 4-8 correctly references
a limit or9.1 metric tons (10 tons) per year. * . . ,, . Commnent #034.1 7

Section 4.2.5.1, page i-10 lines 12-14 -The EIS should expaini how pcetration or the clay
laycr would affect off-site transmission ofcontaminants through groundwatlr; Coimrnieilt #034-18

Section 4.2.5.1, page 4-10, lines 21-22 It is inaccurate to state that sitc pIearasions and1
construction result in only short-lerm effects to the geology and soils, because the effect of the
NEF footprint on geology and soils will be long term. See Scction 4.7, page 4.72, lines 24-25.#03 19

Section 4.2.5.2, page 4-10, lines 28-29-The stalement that "therate ofwind and water erosion
of the exposed surface soils sunounding the proposed NEF site would likely be small" is
conclusory. The EIS should explain why this Is so, and how this conclusion was reached. #034-20

Section 4.2.6.1, page 4-11, lines 25-27 -Eased on discussion clsewhiere in the EIS, it appears
that a large portion or the water used during constriction will be used for dust suppression.
Thercrorc, the design estimates for the Claiborne Enrichment Facility are applicable only to the
extent that the climatic and soils conditions are similar or adjustments based on differencesliv e
been made. Thc EIS needs to explain the underlying rationale for assuming that the two
facilities are comparable in this regard.. ; - Content #03-2 1

Section 4.2.6.2, page 4-12, lines 40-43- This discussion assurecs that water buildup in the
cvaporntive basin would be gradual. The IlS should discuss how overflows would be prevcnted

....Comimmett #034-22

'It should be noited that this table eruoncously Identifies this sandard as secondary. The suandard Is primary. See
TWbte3-6as3-21.

Table 2-8, page 2-56 - In the third sentence under the Proposed Action column, for
clarification, we suggest you insert of radiatbon exposere in between (5 mitlirem) and perJear. |

Comntent #034-11
Table 2-8, page 2-56 - Under the Proposed Action column, It appears that text is cut otl at the
bottom and missing. - . , Contnent #034.12

Table 2-8, page 2-57 -- Under the Proposed Action column, the final sentence in the first
paragraph is inaccurate. The sentence states: "There would be enough existing national capacity
to accept the low-level radioactive waste that could be generated at the proposed NEF.
Throughout the EIS, It is acknowledged that there Is no facility essrently operating that could
convert the DUF6 generated at the NEF for disposal. If this rerrecnec is not intended to include
DUF6 it should so state, and then address the national capacity for converting and disposing of
DUF6 . ' Comment #034-13

Section 3.12, page 3-65, line 28-This sentence indicates that Euniee, New Mexico Is cast of
the proposed facility, but in fact Eunice is west of the site. - - Conimnent #034-14

.. ,. .. , I . . . . ..
. , I
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_Counnenit #034J22 (cont.)
in instances of rapid buildup, such as a valve failure or burst pipe, or a discussion of how a rapid
water buildup would be prevented under such circumstances.

Section 4.2.6.2, page 4-13. lines 38-46- The fact that "[I]here are no ground-watcr users within
3.2 kilometers (2 miles) downgradicnl of the proposed NEF site, and there are no downgradicnt
users of ground water from the sandy soil above the Chinle Formation" is not rclevant to the
question at hand, whether seepage from the Site Storinwater Detention Basin has the potential to
contaminate groundwater. As far as we arc aware, there is no legal constraint, other than State
Enginccr permitting, that would prevent the construction of a shallow groundwater well next to
the NEF property line. Therefore, the analysis should focus on the magnitude of impacts from
this perspective. Comiament #034-23

- -- In addition, tho MIS concludes, "the Site Stormwater Detention Basin sccpage would have
a SMALL impact on water resources of the area." llowever, this conclusion is contradicted by
the immediately preceding statement that there is a potential for migration of scepage from the
stonnwater detention basin to a location 3.2 kilometers (2 miles) from the site. The potential for
seepage needs to be examined and analyzed in much greater detail before an appropriate
conclusion regarding the impact can be made. Commtanent #034-24

Section 42.6.2, page 4-14, lines 19-22 - Similarly, the conclusion that '[t]he septic systems
would also be expected to have a SMALL impact on water resources" is directly contradicted by
the preceding sentence acknowledging the potential for off-sitc migration to a location 3.2
k kilometers (2 miles) from the site. As above, the potential for seepage needs to be examined and
analyzed in much greater detail before an appropriate conclusion regarding the impact can be
made. Com,,menit #034.25

Section 4.2.7.1, page 4-17, lines 33-34 -This analysis fails to discuss the impacts on ecological
resources from the use ofpcsticides, which Table 4.15 on page 4-51 indicates would occur.

-Coammlent #03J 26
Section 4.2.7.2, page 4-18, line 24-The EIS should explain why the lcvcl of safety required for
the protection of humans is adequate for other animals and plants, since different species use
natural resources and rcact to environmental toxins in very different ways. Comment #034-27

Section 42.7.3, page 4-18, lines 4445 - The EIS should explain why netting would not be
installed over the UBC Storage Pad Stormwatcr Retention Basin. As noted above, even if thc
concentration levels are within rcgulatory limits, LES is not pcmmitted to cause damagc to natural
resources, such as waterfowl. Comument #034. 28

Section 4.2.9.1, page 4-24, lines 4-6 - Impacts from increased traffic are summarized by the
statement, 'this period of inconvenience would be short." However, traffic impacts would last
from the inception of construction through the last phase of decontamination, which would span
30 or more ycars. It is ilaccurate to state that this is a "shor" period of inconvenience. #034-29

Scction 4.2.9.5 page 4-24. lines 44-47 - The observation that the nearest rcsidcnce is 4.3
kilometers (2.6 miles) from the NE1F, which is made throughout the EIS, diverts attention from

-Commlenit #034-30

Chief. Rules Review and Directives Branch
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Cownj 'tent #034-30 (cota.)
the fact that residences could be established much closer to the NEF. The EIS should focus on
analyzing the potential human health and environmental impacts to the general public with
respect to the maximally exposed individual. The frequent references to the currently existing
nearest residence could create confusion regarding the appropriate benchmark.

t_

Section 42.9.5, page 4-25, lines 8-19 - The EIS should include discussion of relevant infant
mortality rates, if available. This would be particularly helpful if the statistics can be broken out
by race and cthnicity. Commaaaaent #034-31

Table 4-3, page 4.26 - The category of potential impacts to socioeconomic and community
resources for recreation is identified in the table but not discussed in the text. The text should
include a discussion of this impact Cominewaaa #034-32

Section 4.2.10.1, page 4-27, lines 22-23 -The EIS indicates in a very generalized way that
"[c]onstruction activities would be expected to occur during normal daytime working hours." It
would be much more informative to the decision makers and the public if the term enoral
dayqinme tsorking houri is defined. What hours of the day and what days of the wcck are
included? Howv arc holidays handled? Are they any exceptions to the general rule of limiting
construction activities to these times, particularly since the EIS states that "short-term noise
impacts nmay be limited to workday nbomings and aftemoona"? (emphasis added) Coaueaillu #034.33

Section 4.2.10.1, page 4-29, lines 8-10 and 20-Despite finding that the "projected noise level
rangcs are within the U.S. Department of iousing and Urban Devclopment (IJUD) unacceptable
sound pressure level guidelines," thc EIS concludes that the inpact on noise levels from site
preparation and construction is small, noting that the duration is short term. Hlovcvcr, thle
unacceptable noisc levels would continue for several years, and the EIS fails to describe the
impact on the maximally exposed individual. For example, if hearing loss were likely to occur
for this individual, it would appear erroneous to conclude that the impact Is small. This issue
merits further discussion and analysis. Conatieid #034-34

Section 4.2.10.3, page 4-29, line 46- In accordance with the preceding comments, it would be |
*informative to the reader to expand upon the statement that "construction could occur during -
nights and weekends. if neecssary." Comament: #034 35

Section 4.2.11.1, page 4-30, lines 4749- We do not agree that a 188% increase in vehicular
traffic on New MIexico Highway 234 results in a small to moderate impact. WYc believe this
impact should be characterized as moderate to large. In light of this substantial increase in
traffic, the EIS should further analyze this impact. For example, the EIS should quantify the
expected additional expense to the State of New Mexico for increased road maintenance. 'hc
EIS should also discuss how this impact would be mitigated. For example, would LES
contribute resources to the State to assist in maintenance and improvement of Highway 234 in
the affected area? Commuaaenlt #034-36

Section 4.2.11.1, page 4-31, lines 11-12- The EIS should explain how the assumption was
reached t hat a truck would have an average round-trip distance of 64 kilometers (40 miles).

-nnoaaenlt #034-37
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Section 4.2.11.1, pagc 4.31, lines 19-21-It is unclear how the fact that the construction access
roads will be converted to permanent access roads leads to a conclusion that the impacts from the
construction access roads are small. Conversion or these roads will not cause a decrease in the
amount of vehicular trafre on Highway 234. And the fact that the roads essentially will be
constructed twice does not decrease other human health and environmental impacts. Th' EIS
needs to contain fuunher analysis and explanation of this issue. Comment #034.38

Section 4.2.11.2, page 4-31, lines 45-46 - As above, the EIS should explain how the
assumption was reached that a supply truck would have an average round-trip distance of 64.4
kilometers (40 miles). Comntelit #034.39

Section 4.2.11.2, page 4-32. lines 41.42-The EIS should explain why an assumption of stable I
meteorological conditions is appropriate for the NEF. Comium en! #034-40

Section 4.2.11.2, pagc 437, tines 78-84-This paragraph Is virtually unintelligible. - #034-41

C-

I'D

Section 4.2.11.2, page 440, lines 17-19 - The EIS fails to explain how the probability of
occurrence of a transportation accident' facdrs Into the conclusion that the impacts could be
small to modcratc.'- It Is'alnoslt Incolceivable that Impacts on up lo 28,000 persons could be
small to moderate unless the risk of such occurrences is infinitesimally small. ' Without an'
explanation of how probabilitles Inflblenced the conclusion,' it Is impossible for thoe decision
makcr or thz public to make an informed decision rcgarding the acceptability ota risk with such

a large potential impacl.. . Coln,,,eit #03442

Seciion' 4.2.11.3, page 4-40 lines 24-25 and 28-29 -As abovezwe do not tgrec Ihat an
approximately 100% increase In vehicular traffic on NewMexico Highway 234 results in' a small
to moderate impact. Ve believe this impact should be characterized as moderate to large. In
light or this substantial Increase In traffic, the EIS should funher analyze this Impact. For
'example, the EIS should qucantify the expected additi6fiil expense to the State of New Mtexico
for increased road maintenance. The EIS should also discuss how this impact would be
mitigated. For example 'would LES contribute resources to the State to assist in maintenance
and improvement of Highvay 234 In the afDected area? .. I .. Comnmenr #034-43

Section 4.2.11.3, page 440, lines 31-37- It is misleading to discuss only cancer fatalities in
connection with summarizing the potential Impacts to human health for transportation accidenis.
There are other significant, concerning impacts identified in the preceding discussion, which
should also be mentioned in the summary. Cormtent #034.44

Chief, Rules Review and Direcives Branch
December I 8, 2004
Page 9

Section 4.2.12.2, page 4-45, lines 4-11 and 37-39 - The U13C Storage Pad Stormwater
Retention Basin is expectcd to by dry for It to 12 months of the year, see Section 4.2.6.2, page
4-13, lines 10-12, but there is no discussion or impacts to human health and the environment
from rcsuspension of contaminaled soil from this basin. Because the USB Storage Pad
Slormnwater Retention Basin would not be covered with netting, It could be expected that the
resuspension factor for soils would be higher than for the Treated Efucn Evaporative Basin.
There is no indication in Chapter 6 that either orthese basins would be monitored for impacts to
air quality.' Thc EIS should address thcsc issues. The EIS nlso should contain a discussion of the
effect of this drying on the integrity of the liner. 'Cotnenlit'#034.J6

Section 4.2.13.1, page 4.48, lines 22-23 and Section 4.2.13.2, page 4-48, lines 3642 -The
. statements regarding the severity ofthe accident consequences are inconsistent. Section 4.2.13.1

Identifies the selected accident sequences as high to Intermediate in severity, yet Section 4.2.13.2
concludes that these accident scenarios pose acceptably low risks and small to moderate Impacts.
It Is possible that this discrepancy Is due to factoring in the probability of thc selected accident
sequences, but that cannot be determined from the EIS. The decision maker and the public
cannot make an informed decision regarding the acceptability of these risks without a full
discussion of probabilities of occurrence and how these probabilities faclor into a conclusion
regarding the magnitude of impacts.' ' u . Comment #0344 7

Section 4.2.14, page_4-50, line 43- The word govern should be replaced with'the word|
goermed. Cinzieiii #034-48

Section 4.2.141, page 4-52, lines 9-10 - This statement regarding the generation of wastes
needs clarification.: Does this mean that the NEF would generate 86,950 kilograms (191,690
potnds) annually ofpurcly radiological (nonmixed) wastc? : Comment #034-49

Scction 4.3.4, page 4-bi, lines 41-41 - 1se discussion ol solvecis is inadequate. it docs not
identify what solvents would be emitted and whether these solvents are classified as hazardous
air pollutants. Ir they are so classified, the EIS should analyzc whether the NEF would havc the
potential lo emit more than 10 lons per year of any single pollutant or morc than 25 tons per ycar
or any combination of pollutants. The analysis should be from the perspective of the NEF's
potential to emit these pollutants, not the estimated actual emissions of such pollutants. See, e g8
42 U.S.C. § 751a1 (b)(l)(A)(ii)(l). It would appear that the EIS erroneously relics on an estimate
or actual emissions. The discussion of solvents needs to be expanded and clirified to address
these issues. . - . Comment #034.50

Section 4.3.8, pagce 4-63, lines 34-35-it would appear untenable lo conclude thal ciosure of tlhe
NEF would have a small to moderate socioeconomic impact if the NEF became the major
employer in the Eunice, New Mexico area. It is more likely that the impact would be moderate
to large under these circumstances. Comment #034.51

Section 4.3.9, page 4-63, lines 39.42- The statement regarding the NEF's environmental
justice impacts during decommissioning is conclusory. The EIS should explain how this
conclusion was reached. Comneit #034 52

Section 4.2.11.4, page 4-41, line 2- The EIS should state wthcther LFS Is being required to
. install dedicated turning lanes. As written, it sounds more like a mere suggestion. Also, as noted

! above, construction of dedicated turning lanes may be inadequate to mitigate the impacts of
increased traffic on llighway 234. - Comment #03-4.45
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Section 4.3.10, page 4-63, line 49 to pagc 4-64, line I -The stalcmcnt rcgarding noise impacts |
lasting "for a few months" is confusing. Thc EIS indicatcs elscwhcre that the decommissioning I
process will take 9 years. This apparcnt contradiction should be explained. Couuiiaent #034-53

Section 4A, page 4-65, lines 22-23 - The EIS should explain why there would not be
cumulative impacts to these resource areas. Intuitively, it would appear that most if not all of
these resourccs would cxperience cumulative impacts. Couwaent #034-54

Scction 4A.3, page 4-66, lines 24-27 - The EIS should explain why it was appropriate to
analyze only the Waste Control Specialists site for cumulative impacts to water resources, or it
should include analyses of impacts from other nearby sites. ' #034-55

Section 4.4A, page 4-66, lines 35-48- As noted above, the EIS should discuss the cumulative
impacts to air quality with rcspect to P1MI resulting from the operation of NEF in addition to the
nearby quarry and other surrounding land activities. Comment #034-16 (coll.)

Section 4.4.6. page 4-67, line 43 -The word or should be replaced with the word of. #034-56

t5
0D

Section 4A.6, page 4-67, lines 42-44 -The EIS should discuss cumulative impacts with respect
to cnvironmental justice resources during the operation and decommissioning phases of the NEF. #034-57

Scetion 4.4.7, page 4-68, lines 8-9 - As noted above, the AGO disagrees that the impacts to
transportation resources would be small to moderate. Therefore, we also disagree for the same
reasons that the cumulative impacts to transportation resources would be small to modcratc. I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cotnuienl #03443 (corn.)
Section 4.7, page 4-72, lines 17-18 and 24-25 - It is uncleatiwhethcr the commitment of 81
hectares (200 acres) of natural land is inclusive of the footprint for the NEF, which as noted in
this section, would constitute a long-term commitment of terrestrial resources. The EIS should
identify the amount of land that will be subject to such long-tenn commilment. Coininent #034-58

Table 5-1, page 5-2 - With respect to proposed mitigation measures for impacts to ecological
resources, the EIS makes conflicting statements that trenches will not be left open ovemright and
that animal will be removed from trenches left open ovemight. This apparent inconsistency
should be resolved. Comnmnenlt #034-59

Table 5-1, page 5-5 - Yith respect to proposed mitigation measures for impacts to public and
occupational health resources, the word to should be inserted in the first line of the fourth
paragraph in between the words radiation and workers. Coimment #034-60

Table 5-1, page 5-5 - With respect to the activity description for waste management, it is
inaccurate to state that air cmissions are addressed underttwatcr resources." Comimiiient #034-61

Chapter 6, page 6-3, lines 21-23 -The EIS leaves too much unfettered discretion in LES to
determine the details of the monitoring program, including in some instances whether any

Conmmnen #034-62

monitoring will occur. Thn EIS should identify minimum requirements, so the decision makcr
and the public will know what monitoring definitely will occur, in addition to describing the
spectrum of additional monitoring options. Throughout Chapter 6, monitoring projects arc
described, and then it is noted that LES may make changes to the projects aftcr issuance of the
NRC license. For example, with respect to bird monitoring, the EIS states, '"Following this
(three-year] period, program changes could be initiated based on operational cxpcrience."
Section 6.3.2.2, page 6-22, lines 34. Without any explanation of the scope of permissible
changes, we do not see why LES could not simply abandon bird monitorint altogcthcr.

Commiitenlt #034-62 (cont.)
The AGO understands and appreciates the value and efficacy of using adaptive

management practices. These practices, when properly implemented, can benefit all
stakeholders and lead to win-win oulcomes. Holwvecr, the EIS has no discussion of how these
practices would be implemented.. For example, if LES wantis to change an aspect of its
monitoring program, can it do so unilaterally? Would it seek NRC staff concurrence without an
opportunity for public notice and input? Or would there be a full permit modification process,
with all the attendant due process protections? Without this level of detail, the decision maker
and the public arc left with no real understanding of the NEF monitoring program and cannot
evaluate its effectiveness and sufficiency.

Section 6.1.1.1, page 6-5, lines 29-31 - The EIS assumes that the NEF would have twice the
amount of gaseous radioactive effluent as the proposed Claibome enrichment facility, because
the NEF would be twice the size of the proposed Claiborne facility. This assumption, standing
alone, is not conservative. The EIS should provide justification for considering this assumption
to be conservative. Conitneau #034 63

Section 6.2.1,page 6-16, line 12 -The word exrarst is misspelled. Comimienit #034-64

Section 6.2.1, page 6-16, lines 21-22 - It would appear unnecessarily risky not to conduct
chemical sampling of the septic systems merely because it is assumed no plant-process-related
effluents would be introduced into the septic systems. This assumption is particularly confusing
in light of the subsequent statement in the EIS, 'Physiochemical monitoring would be conducted
via sampling of storawater, soil, sediments, vegetation, and ground water to confirm that trace,
incidental clhenieal disielarges would be below regulatory limits." Section 6.2.1, page 6-17,
lines 1-2 (emphasis added). The only way to verify that incidental plant-process-rclatcd effluents
have not been introduced inadvertently into the septic systems is to conduct chemical sampling
of the systems. For this reason, the AGO believes there should be a requirement of periodic
chemical sampling of the septic systems. Comment #034-65

Section 6.2.6, page 6-20, line 2 - Mae word partlcipates should be replaced with the word
participale. Continewt #034-66

Section 6.3.2.3, page 6-22, lines 6-12 - There is very little detail regarding monitoring of
mammals as compared to reptiles and amphibians. The PIS should explain why this is so. For
example, are reptiles and amphibians better indicators of overall ecological health than
mammals, and if so why? Conuinent #03J 67
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Coninment #034.68
Section 6.3.2.4, page 6.22, lines 24-25 - The EIS notes that, for monitoring of reptiles and
amphibians, there svill be at least two other replicated sample sites beyond the primary location
of the proposed iEF site. The EIS should explain why similar replicated sites are not being used
for monitoring other types orecological resources, such as vegetation, birds and mammals.

Section 6.3.6, page 6-23, lines 28-29 -The EIS should describe the timeframe for completion
of tnibal consultation. In addition. it is unclear what will be provided when completed. Is it
anticipated that a report will be generatcd ns a rcsult of the consultations? If so, the AGO hereby
requests that It receive a copy. Contnent o #034 -69

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments. We look forward to continuing
to work with the NRC and Its staff to ensure that Ncw Mexicean's hcalth and the State's
environment are fully protected. Please feel free to call me ifyou have any questions.

Sincerely,

From:
To:
Date:
Sublect:

Earl:

*Wiltiam lAackle .ewmackleiwesigov.org.
eEXEOnrc.gov>
Thu. Oct 21.2004 325PPM
EIS for proposed National Enrichment Facitity (NUREG-1790)

-

This EIS was not distributed to all Western States (only three). We
just got word of It and feel that it Is appropriate to reply. Since
comments will only be received untit November 6,2004, WGA and some of
the other Westem states would like to get a sixty day extension to this
cutoll date Io nive us limo to review and comment. How do we do this?
QI don t know how to get in touch with ithe Division al Waste Management
and Environmental Protection.)

Thanks for your help. This l the reason I called this morning. I will
be out of the ottice tomorrow.

Bini

William B. Mackle
Program Manager
Western Governors Association
1515 Cleveland Place, Suite 200. Denver CO 80202
Phone: 303-623-9378, Ext. 112 Fax: 303-534-7309
Web: http1Niw.wetgov.org <httpJh.westgov.orgh.

CC: -ctammy.ottmer~slate.eo.us*

Coninmient
#0.15-I

.
Karen L Fisher, Assistant Attorney General
Water, Environment &5 Utilities Division
Direct phone (505) 827.6695
Facsimile (505) 827-4440
Email klisher@afo.stale.nm.us

t-i4
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From: CNIC zCNICOleacone6
To: nrcrepCnrc.gov.
Date: Thu. Oct 28,2004 4:45 PM
Subject: NEF DEIS to: Clalborno

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Divisbn of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

NUREG-1790tDocket 70-3103
Public CommentL Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranium
Enrichment Facility Proposed by Louisiana Energy Services for Lea County. NM

To Whom It May Concern:

I am wriling to ask that you address the Ctaborne Enrichment Facility Coinwtent
proposed lor Homer. Louisiana in the Louisiana Energy Services (LES) EIS. #036-1
Although the Claiborne facility Is referenced throughout the EIS. the
document does not address Homer. LA as e potential site or mention w hy it
was rejected as such. t ask that you Include the Claiborne Enrichment
Facility In Homer, LA In the tnal Environmental Impact Statement.

Thank you,

Citizens Nuclear Information Center
P.O. Box 312
Hobbs. New Mexico 99240-0312
Web Site: http:www.CNIC.ws
Emai CNICOleaco.net

| Comlenitr 036|

From: 'Lee Cheney -dae..cheneyaleaco.neb.
To: <nrcrepOnrc.gov>
Date: Thu. Oct 28.2004 4:48 PM
Subject: NEF DEIS re: Belelronte

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief. Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Admintstrative Serices
US Nuclear Aegulatory Comrission
Washington, DC 20555-^001

NUAEG-1790tDocket t 70-3103
Public Comrnent: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranium
Enrichment Facility Proposed by Louisiana Energy Services lor Lea
County, NM

tr

To Whom^ 11 May Concesn

I am writing to submit a public comment regarding NUREG 1790 - the
drall EtS stalement for the Louisiana Energy Services proposed uranium
enrichment facility In Lea County, NM.

The Beilelonle. Alabama site was found napproprlate for the NEF due CommuIenrt
to the fact that It would have necessitated re-locating high-voltage. #036.2
transmission tines to cross the proposed sile. I soe no difference hi
Lea County, New IMexico - this site would also necessitate the
relocation of high pressure carbon dioxide pipeline that crosses the
site. Why did this not disqualify the Lea County site as It did the
Bellefonte site? I request that the EIS address this question in the
fInal drafl

Thank you.

Citizens Nucdear Information Cenfer
P.O. Box 312
Hobbs. NM 8824D-0312
Web Silo http:/lww.CNIC.ws
Email CNIC01eaconet
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From: 'Lee Cheney <IeecheneyOteaco.netl
To: <nrcrepOnrc.gov>
Date: Thu. Oct 28,2004 4:51 PM
Subject: NEF DEIS re: environmental Justice

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. DC 20555.0001

NUREG 1790/Docket n 70.3103
Public Comment: Dralt Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranium
Enrichment Facility Proposed by Louisiana Energy Services for Lea County, NM

To Whom It May Concern:

Iam writng to submit a public comment regardin NREG-1790. Since the NEF

From: Lee Cheney 'leoecheney0leaco.nel>
To: <nrcrep~nrc.gov>
Date: Thu. Oct 28.2004 4:55 PM
Subject: NEF DEIS re: irniloyment

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chiel. Rules and Directives Branch
DMsbotn of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. DC 20555-0001

NUREGl17901Dockel 170.3103
Pubric Comment: Drall Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranium
Enrichment Facility Proposed by Louisiana Energy Services for Lea County, NM

To Whom It May Concem:

I am submiting my public comments for review regarding NUREG.1790. lam

I conifiletner 7036|

Cournment
#036-04

I Conintent
#036-0S

was ConsKcled [or muil ple siles nalkonwido e request mat the
environmental justice Impacts be looked In to more thoroughly In that the
EIS evaluate environmental justice Issue In geographic comparison with
national rates rather than just the State ol New Mexico. I would ilke to be
sure that the Lea County shot was not chosen for Its high-minory and
low-Income populace. Compared with the national population, Lea County Is
home to a disproportionale number ol low-income persons and minorities and
wil thus be impacted disproportfonaley by the NEF. Since LES has a
history of environmental Justice Issues. I request that lurther discussion
of the faciitys environmental justice Impacts be Included In the final EIS
statement.

Conluttient
#036.3

onreneol WIa secilons 4.oZ ano 4.Z.0.41 felaing to Employment ana
Economic Activity. The EIS states that the NEF would have a moderate Impact
on the sockieconomlcs In Lea. Andrew's. and Gaines Counties, However, 60Y. ol
the workforce Is expected to come from outside this erea of influence, which
will. theretore. influence the 1% figure slated by the EIS.

The EIS also stales that educalional programs with local colleges would
develop a pool of qualifled workers. but I am not aware of any
partnership or talks between LES and the local coileges. I also doubt that
our local conleges hav the ability to train people In sensitive nuclear
materials handling and uranium enrichment processes. -^--

I-

1W.

Thank you
. . , ..- A - . .... . _ ,. ....... .. ....9.^.. ........_.

Cihizens Nuclear Inlormation Center
P.O. Box312
Hobbs, NM 88240-0312
Web Site: htlpJwww.CNICws
Email: CNIC~leaso.net

I request that the final EIS go Into further detail regarding the emp-oyment
generated by the NEF and worklorce training.

Thank you for your consideralion.

Sincerely,

Citizens Nuclear Inlormation Centor
P.O. Box 312
Hobbs. NM 88240D0312
Web She: hItp/hwwv.CNIC ws
Email: CNICaleaconet
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From: *Lee Chanr t1eecheneyOteaco neb
To: cnrcrep)nrc.govw
Dale: Thu. Oct 28,2004 4:58 PM
Subject: NEF DEIS is: waste disposal

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief. Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nulebar Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 2055540Ctl

NUREG-1790/Docket 070-3103
Public Comment Draft Environmrental Impact Statement for the Uranium
Enrichmont Faciity Proposed by Louisiana Energy Services lor Lea County. NM

To Whom It May Concern

I nm wuitino to sutmit mv -hrfi, C -rrtm in, -rnniAr.-fin-rrlrnn

I Come iter-036I

Commniert
#036-6

From: 'Lee Chney deaechaneyQleaconab.
To: <nrcreptnrc.gov,.
Date: Thu, Oct 28,2004 5:01 PM
Subject: NEF DEIS re: Envirocare/US Ecology

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief. Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. DC 205550001

NUREG.1790/Docket t70-3103
Public Comment: Draft Environmental Impact Statement lor the Uranium
Enrichment Facility Proposed by Louisiana Energy Services [or Lea County. NM

To Whom It May Concern:

I am submitting my comments lor consideration regarding theIS lr Ih
oroDosed NEF facility lobe built in Lea County. New Mexico. iTheElSstatesI

#036-7
NUREG11790. tam particularlyconcernedwith the lactthat thttdrat EIS
statement mentions the possibility of locating a depleted uranium
hexalluoride conversion facility near the NEF. The option Is
unfoasible. The Stale of New Mexico requires that the waste be moved out of
the state and not just oll-siue. This is not a feasible conversion option
and should not be considered. I request that the EIS cease to mention
moving the waste off-site as a viable
possibility. A

that Envirocare In the state of Utah and U.S. Ecology In the stale of
Washington ae two potential Itels to ship the triuranium
octaoxide. a byproduct of the uranium enrichment process. The EIS does not
Indicate that negotiations between LES and Envirocare or U.S. Ecoiogy are
underway or being sought. Clearly. without the consent
and cooperation of one of the two facilities, no viable waste disposal
option currently exists. The Stale of New Mexico and the citizens of
Lea County have repeatedly requested that the NRC license not be granted
until viable waste solution options aro presented. I ask that the final EIS
statement look Into the question of waste disposal further to ensure there
ara viahia nnlions.

i

f-

4-r

Thank you.

Citizens Nuclear tnformation Center
P.O. Box 312
Hobbs, NM 882404312
Web Site: httpJhwww.CNIC.ws
Emait CNICt1eacomnet

> Sincerely.

Thank you.

Sincerely.

Citizens Nuclear InWormation Center
P.O. Box 312
Hobbs. NM 68240-0312
Web Site: htpul/www.CNIC.ws
Email: CNIC0leaco.net

----------------------------- --
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Prom: Lee Cheney <lee..cheney~leaco.neti
To: crnrcrepOnrc.gov>
Date: Thu. Oct 28, IW4 5:05 PM
Subject: NEF DEIS e *. Westem Interstate Energy Board

Nuclear Flegutatory Commission
Chief. Rutes and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. DC 20555-0i01

NUREG.1790/DOcket 131 03
Pubtic Comment: Dratt Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranium
Enrichment Facility Proposed by Louisiana Energy Services for Lea County, NM

To Whom It May Concern:

If Conmienier 03f

Comment
#036-8

NRCREP. NEF DEIS re: safeguards ----- Page
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iioinicntcr 036

From: CNIC <CNIC@leaco.net.
To: .nrcrepanrc.gov,.
Date: Thu. Oct 28,2004 5:08 PM
Subject: NEF DEIS re: sateruards

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief. Rules and Directives Branch
Division of AdmInistrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 2055540001

NUREG-1790UDocket i70-3103
Public Comment: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranium
Enrichment Facility Proposed by Louisiana Energy Services for Lea County. tlM

To Whom It May Concern:

These are my public comments for submission to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission regarding Rs Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the
proposed Louisiana Energy Services NEF.

r am SIMnmimyint mvrnmmpn rpvmerrflrfrr ila NF' nra r I Pr
County. New Mexico (NUREG-1790). I ask that that Louisiana Energy Services
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission consult the Western
Interstale Energy Board as recommended In the EIS scoping period. Why was
the Board not consulted? The Western Interstate Energy Board Is valuable In
that I Is Integral In the communication and cooperation among its
membership regarding the developrneninanagement of nuclear energy products.
The proposed LES tacitly certainy fails within Rs scope and therefore
should consult the Board. Please Include this In
the final EIS for the proposed Louisiana Energy Services NEF.

I-'

I4.3'-it

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely.

Citizens Nuclear Information Center
P.O. Box 312
Hobbs. NIA 8824"0312
Web Site: hftpl/mvtv.CNIC.ws
Email: CNIC01eaco.net

I am concerned with effluent monioring. Including both air and water. The
DEIS states that corrective actions wil be Instituted when an action level
Is exceeded for any o1 the parameters but It does not Include the regulatory
agency that wil be In charge of the
monitoring. It seems that currently there Is no mechanism In place for an
operating kicense to be revoked pursuant to unacceptable
levels. Are there safeguards In place? I request that the final EIS
addresses safety measures to protect the citizens of Lea County torn
hIIrft11 fl m *,lAIt~ rt ed rrw , l dm t ri ~ tI rarnrirrt* Admt i rn~ifn t, I
request that the Inat EIS Identity the responsible party for long-term
stewardship of the proposed NEF sie.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely.

Citizens Nuclear Information Center
P.O. Box 312
Hobbs. tJM 88240.0312
Web Sie: http:fvww.CNIC.ws
Email: CNICOleaco.net

L'ol)I11euit
#036.9

Commitytiett
I #016)10
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From: *CNIC NIClebaconeb>
To: nrcrepOnrc.gov,
Dale: Thu. Oct 28.2004 5:11 PM
Subject: NEF DEIS re: summary report

Nuclear Regulalory CommissIon
Chief. Rules and Directives St. ich
Division of Administrative Set -ces
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. DC 2055540001

NUREG-1790/Docket #70-3103
Public Comment Draft Environmental Impacl Stalemont for the Uranium
Enrichment Facility Proposed by Louisiana Energy Services lor Lea County, NM

To Whom It May Concern:

The draft environmental Impact stalement for the proposed NEF facility In
Lea County. New Mexico states that the proposed NEF would submit an annual
report f the Environmental Sampling Program to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Would this Information be made public to the citizens of Lea
County and the State of New Mexico? How? It is essential that the public
be aslowed to participate In te
environmental oversight of the proposed NEF facility. I requost thal the
final EIS statement address these questions.

Thanks,

_ Citizens Nuclear Inlormation Center
) P.O.Box 312

C7 Hobbs. NM 88240-0312
Web Site: http:/Mww.CNIC.ws
Email CNICOleaconet

_ _ _

Page 1 | NRCREP. LES DEIS . Plutoniumn Detection Equipment Pae

|colilullentler 0.'61|

Coinijent
#036-11

|Co nunctitner 0)36 |
From: *Lee Cheney iWee.cheney leaco net0
To: <nrcrepQnrc.govA
Dale: Fri. Nov 5. 2004 2:25 PM
Subject: LES DEIS - Plutonium Detection Equipment

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chiel, Rules and Directives Branch
Division oi Administrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. DC 20555-0001

NUREG*1790/Docket 070-3103
Public Comment: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranium Enrichrment Facility Proposed by
Louisiana Energy Services for Lea County. NM

To Whom It May Concern:

The dralt environmental Impact statement for the proposed NEF facility In Lea County. New Mexoo laits to
require LES to Instal plutonium detection equipment. Because of the possibility that LES could receive
UF6 that is contaminated with plutonium similar to the way tie Paducah. KY facility received plutonium
contaminated UF6. we hereby request that the NRC require LES to Instal adequate plutonium detection
equipment belore the NRC grants LES an operating permit.

Lomlmeil #036-12
Thank you.

Citizens Nuclear Information Center
P.O. Box 312
Hobbs. NM 8824-03 12
Web Site: htip:/vww.CNIC.ws
Emaii: CNtICilbaco.nel
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Michael Mardotle <nlrnetinirs.orgp
rnrcrepOnrc.gov.
Thu. Oct 28, 2004 5:24 PM
NIRS/Pubtic Chizen request for extension of comment period on NUREG-1790

Also attached as .doc tile

Nuclear Information and Resource Service
Public Cltizen's Critical Mass Energy and Environment Program

October 28.2004

Anna Bradford
TWFN 7J-8
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington DC020555-000'
nrcrepOnrc.gov

Dear Ms. Bradford

Nuclear Inlormatlon and Resource Service (NIRS) and Public CtIzen's
Critical Mass Energy and Environment Program respectlully request
.<DEIScommentextenslonl02804.doc3,a an exlenson d the pubtic comment
period on the Dralt Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the
proposed Louisiana Energy Service uranium enrichment facility
(NUREG-1790). which currently Is set to expire on November 6.2004.

As you know, the NRC has closed Nts ADAMS document system to the public
lor an Indefinite period. Thus. It Is virtually Impossible for anyone
who has not already obtained a copy ot NUREG-1 790 lo comment on this
document Moreover, supporting documents that may be relevant to
NURE.-1 790 are not avaltable either. Ending the public comment period
during a time when the relevant documents are not avaitable to the
public would make a mockery of the entire concept of public
participation.

Nuclear Information and Resource Service
Public Citizen's Critical Mass Energy and

Environment Program
Oclober 28,2004

Anna Bradford
TWVFN 7J-8
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. DC 20555-0001
nrrcrin<nrc.mov

DearMs. Bradford

Nuclear Information and Resource Service (NIRS) and Public Citizen's Critical Mass
Energy and Environment Program respectfully request en extension of the public
comment period on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the proposed
Louisiana Energy Service uranium enrichment facility (NUREG-1790). which currently
Is set to expire on November 6.2004. -

As you know, the NRC hns closed its ADAMS document system to the public for en
indefinitc period. Thus, il is virtually impossible for anyone who has not already obtained
a copy orNUREG-1790 to comment on this document. Moreover, supporting documents
that may be relevant to NUREG-1790 anre not available either. Ending the public-
comment period during a time when the relevant documents arm not available to the
public would make a mockery of the entire concept of public participation.

Thus, we request that the NRC extend the public comment period on NUREG-1790 until
30 days following publicalion ore notice In the Federal Register that NUREG-1790 and
all other documents related to the Louisiana Energy Services license application (Docket
No. 70-3103-ML) nre again available for public access.

_-

It,

Thus, we request that the NRC extend the public comment period on
NUREG-1790 until 30 days foliowing publication of a notice In the
Federal Register that NUREG-t790 and all other documents related to the
Louisiana Energy Services license application (Docket No. 70-3103-ML)
are again available for public aeccess.

I Conli efi
#037.1

.- , 0-.

Sincerely.

Michael Mariotte
Executive Director
NIRS
202-328-0002
nlrsnelOnirs.org

Wenonah Hautler
Executive Director
CMEEP
202-5464996

. whauterecltlen.org

Sincerely.

Michael Mariotte
Executive Director
NIRS
202-328-0002
nirsneltlninsore

Wenonalt llauler
Executive Director
CMEEP
202-546-4996
whnmsler~cititen.org
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From: *Joseph Matharek' JmathorekOcltizen.org>
To: <nrclepanrc.govs
Dale: Tue Dec7,2004 106PM
Subject: Request to Extend Deadline lor DEIS Comments

Dear Ms. Bradlord;

Attached you witt Ind a letter (In PDF lormat) orom the Nuclear
Inlormation and Resource Service and Public Citizen requesting an
extension of the public comment period on the Dralt Environmental Impact
Statement lor the proposed National Enrichment Facility (NUREG-1790).

Due to the inaccessibility ol essential documents pertaining to and
Including the NEF application 2nd the DEIS - which awe necessary to
drafting meaningful public co ,ments - we leol that it Is Inappropriate
lot the NRC to maintain the current deadline of December 18 .

Regards.
Joe Malherek

NUCLEAR INFORMlATION AND RESOURCE SERVICE: PUBLIC CITIZEN

December7,2004

Anna Bradford
Two White Flint North, 7J.-
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. DC 20555-0001
nrcfrcniinrc.r ov

Rc: Rcacued Rrqucst to Estend Public Comment Prilod on the Draft Enlronnicatal Impact
Statement for the proposed NatIonal Enrichment Facility (NUItEG-1790)

Dear Ms. Bradford:

The Nuclear Information and Resource Service (NIRS) cnd Public Citizen respectfully reiterate our
request for an extension oflthe public comment period on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) for the proposed National Enrichment Facility (NEF) (NUREG-1790). which currently is set
to expize on December 18, 2004 (69 FR 64983).

As you know, the NRC has closed its Agcncywide Documents Access and Management System
(ADAMS) tothe public for an indeinit period for* security review. Thus, it is virtually impossible
for anyone who has not alrcady obtained a copy of NUREG-1790 to comment on this document.
Morcover, supportingdocumcnts that may be relevant toNUREG.1790 aenot available cither.
Ending the public comment period during a time when the relevant documents art not available to the
public wouW make a mockery of the entire concept ofpublic participation.

In addition, online access to the license application for the NEF and the similar American Centrifuge
Plant has been blocked. According to Matthew Blevins of the NRC. this is due to the NRC's ongoing

Joseph P. Matthrek

Policy Analyst
Critical Mass Energy anrd Environment Program
PUBUC CITIZEN
215 Pennsylvania Ave SE
Washington. DC 20003
Phone: 202454-5109
Fax: 202-547.7392
E-mail:timatharek0citien org

t,.
00t

-al lVVasvLihlivtan n ic Uo Inese oocumemsI naou uDv, ma~nuIned ucn.-cc^l uorcr ~J. wile, v

access to ADAMS was initially restricted, and November 30. The NRC can^not hold to the deadline
of December IS when the documents most essential to dralling comments ae not conveniently
available to the general public.

Thus, we reiterate our request that the NRC extend the public comment period on NUREG-I 790 until
30 days following publication of a notice in the FederalfrgLster that NUREG-1790 and all other
documents related to and including the LES application (Docket No. 70-3 103-ML) ale again
available for public access.

Coamineit
#037-2

Sincerely,

Michael Mariotte
Executive Director
Nuclear Information and Resource Service
202-328.002
nirsnetwnirs nrc

Wenonah Hauler
Director
Public Citizen's Critical Mass Energy and
Environment Program
202-546-4996
Whauterc(eizen.orf
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From:
To:
Date:

- Subject:

.cJAWard~stale.nm.uss,
nrucreponre.gova.

Mon. Nov 1.2004 4:19 PM
NUREG.11790

GOVERNOR

Clt Rtehacdson

DIRECTOR AND SECRETASSY

TO THE COMAISSION

Swe. C. Thoempson

November 1 2004

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
DEPARTMENT OF GAME & FISH

oswelviute Wsy
oB.. 2$1II

S-Ar.. it seu*
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STATE GAME COMMISSION
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Leo S,-a

Attached are comments trom the NM Dept of Game and Fish regarding the EIS
for the proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico. A
hard copy ol the response, with attachments, Is In route.
<.o959NUREG-1790.docs

Janel Ward.
CSD, Assistant Chele
POBox25112
Santa Fe, NM 87504
Phone: (505) 478-8114
Fax: (505) 476-812s

- . I.''L .

: .- .)
. ,. .!'. '':'.,''

-

Chief, Rules Reviewv and Directives Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T6-D59
Washington DC 20555-0001

Re: NUREG-1790 (Draft)
NMGF Project No. 9598

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

The New Mexico Department of Game and Fish (NMGf) has reviewved the above rel ercnced report,
titled Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed National Enrichment Facility in Lea
County, New Mexico (DEIS). The function of the pmposed facility is gas centrifuge enrichment of
uranium hexanluoride, for the purpose of manuracturing nuclear fuel for commercial reactors.
Project location is approximately 5miles east of Eunice and 20 miles south orflobbs. N.t Facility
construclion would take place on 200 acres of the total 543-acre site.

The project proponents have committed to a number of mitigation practices In order to minimize
adverse ecological impact. NMGF commends Iouisiana Energy Services (LES) for their intention
to revegetate wvith native, low-water use, plant species, follow best management practices for
wildlife Protection in trenchin_ operations. fenee and net stormwater nnd effluent ponds, and Comlente
conduct an extensive monitoring program. Regarding the trenching practices, we would like to #038-1
emphasize that the some precautions should be followed when constructing the 25 miles of new
wvater supply pipe, as svell as the 1.5 miles or relocated carbon dioxide line. We enclose i copy or
our guidelines for power lines that minimize harm to perching birds. and recommend the guidelines
ts# fnttrn,,,t v, ,..,n;nn rtg f th. R mntpe n~tv nyrerhe'nd pnst'r .,rnlv He An 1tt14nn-qt

recommended mitigation wvould be down-shielding of security lights. to minimize interference with
avian navigation. Cotnrrerret #038.2

During the scoping process, NhIGP expressed concem about the sufficiency of LES's survey efforts
for tvo species orconcem, the sand dune lizard (Sceloponis arerizcohis) and lesser prairie chicken
(7Trpnritcilitispallidicintils). We are nowv satisfied that surveys have been adequate to document
absence of both species from the site, and support the conclusion of no significant adverse Impact.
llowevcr our biologists recommend the following technical corrections to the species accounts in
the DEIS:

Continentr #038-10



Nuclear Regulatory Commission Page 2 11/02/04 Nuclear Regulatory Commission Page 3 11/02/04

Page 3-47 line 43: "nearest known breeding area should be changed to read "nearest known lek
site". Breeding area Infers display grounds, nesting, and brood-rearing habitat. Approximately
25,000 acres of contiguous. suitable habitat is needed to support viable lesser prairie-chicken
populations. habitat used for nesting and brooding-rearing are usually within 2 mi of booming
grounds. The combined home range of all birds at a Ick is -19 mi2 (>12.000 ac). However, the
average home range of an individual bird is -4 mi2. Based on these estimates, disturbance from the
proposed facility may impact habitat components necessary to fulfill lesser prairie-chicken life
history needs including nesting habitat, brood-rearing and summer habitat, and autumn and winter
habitat. CommIUJent #038-3

Line 49: The assertion that water distribution can be a limiting factor for the lesser prairie-chickcn
in SE NM Is false. Lesser prairie-chickens will use free water from stock ponds when available.
however, they typically obtain the necessary moisture through food since the original distribution of
lesser prairie-chicken were not limited to rangelands having free water. ComumUent #038 4

i age 34 ae3 line 11. change the vord "or" to 'an S.pagc 3-48. line 14, change the word "insects" to
m nveaenratcs . Comllinfer: #038-5 Conianielt #038-6

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this proicst. If thcre are any questions, please contact
Rachel Jankowitz at (505) 476-8159 or riankowitztstnte.nm.sus.

Sincerely,

Lisa Kirkpatrick, Chief
Conservation Services Division

LKi/rjj

cc: Susan MachMullin, Ecological Services Field Supervisor, USFVS
Roy Hayes. SE Area Operations Chief, NMGF
Rachel Jankowitz, Habitat Specialist, NMGF

I4-

C-,
C

The fenced and lighted 200 acres of constructed facilities will constitute total loss of habitat for
medium to large size mammals and some birds. WVe are assuming that the perimeter fence around
the entire 543-acre site will be chain-link security fence designed to keep out human intruders. This
fence may eliminate connectivity with critical habitat components for animals trapped inside.
While the assertion in the DEIS is correct that mobile wildlife will move to adjacent areas of similar
habitat when displaced, the ultimate effect of habitat loss is reduced carrying capacity and wildlife
population levels. This is especially important when considering the cumulative effects of
industrial development in the project area. Species such as the kit fox (I Vdpes vd ox). which have
low population density (large home range requirements), are relatively more susceptible to
population-levcl effects of cumulative habitat loss, not less susceptible as implied on page 3-49 of
the DEIS. . Comumuenl #03 -7

In addition to netting the stormwater and effluent ponds to protect birds and bats from potential
contact with oily or toxic substances, the DEIS makes numerous references to "animal-friendly
fencing". Since large mammals will presumably not be present within the developed ponion of the
plant, fencing should focus on limiting access of reptiles, amphibians, and small mammals. The
fence material should have limited permeability, such as silt fence or fine gauge welded or woven
wire mesh, and the bottom edge should be turned outward 90 degrees and buried below the ground
surface to discourage burrowing under. Neither the netting nor fencing should be constructed of
nylon monofilament, which has been documented to entangle birds and reptiles, causing injury or
death. Commwaent #038-8

Finally, we urge the NRC to carefully consider the need for this project, given the possible
alternatives of domestic energy-efficient enriched uranium production at the proposed USEC gas
centrifuge plant, and extension of the MOX and down-blending programs. There is a certain
amount of risk inherent in introducing to the environment, processing and transporting. large
quantities of radioactive and chemically toxic material.

....... v .... o
...)l ...I...Z~ -U --
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NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISH

Power line Project Guidelines
September 2003

I) TRANSMISSION LINE STRUCTURAL DESIGN All eagles, hawks, owls and
vultures are protected under New Mexico state law (New Mexico Statutes
Annotated, 1978, 17-2-14, as amended). Bald and golden eagles are also
protected under federal law. Transmission lines should be designed to prevent
or minimize risk of electrocution of raptors. A variety of alternatives were set
forth in Olendorff et al. 1981 in Suggested Practice,/r Roplor Prolectio, oln
Putcer Linles: The State oft/le Art in 1981 (Raptor Research Report No.4, Raptor
Research Foundation, Inc., St. Paul, Minnesota, Ill pages). This report was
updated by the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee in 1996 as Suggested
Practik esfir Raptor Protection? on Poiier Lities: The State oi/hie Art in 1996
(Edison Electric Institute/Raptor Research Foundation, Washington. D.C.). A
Copy of this report may be requested by calling the Raptor Research Foundation
at (612) 437-4359.

2) LOCATION F sting roads, trails, and rights-of-way should be followed where
possible. Roaus and rights-of-way should avoid critical wildlife habitat, saddles.
ridge tops. riparian. meadows, edges of meadows, and big game migration routes.
Construction using helicopters should be considered in remote critical wildlife
areas where construction of new roads would otherwise be necessary.

3) CLEARING Rights-of-way clearing should be selective, leaving shrubs and
brush undisturbed where possible. Clearing should be avoided in riparian areas
and on steep slopes. Brush and limbs should be piled at intervals to enhance
wildlife habitat.

4) STRUCTURES Bridges and culverts should be designed so that fish passage is
not impeded. Water hydrology and stream courses should remain unchanged.
Special techniques and structures should be employed as necessary lo minimize
erosion and sedimentation to ripanian areas (e.g., catch basins, raised culverts for
roads runoff. water bars).

5) CLOSURES Roads and rights-of-way that provide access to critical wildlife areas
should be designed for easy and effective closure. Gates should he installed at the
onset of construction and closed immediately after completion of the project.
Temporary roads should be obliterated and revegetated immediately after
construction.

6) SCHLEDUl LING Winter construction is preferred on critical big game summer
range. Summer construction is preferred on big game winter range. No
construction should be conducted in winter range from December 15-April 15.
No construction should occur in elk calving areas from May I-June 30. No

construction should occur in deer favning areas from June 1-August 31 (northern
New Mexico) or July I -September 31 (southern New Mexico). No construction
should occur in turkey nesting areas from April 15-June 30. Construction in big
game migration areas should be restricted during migration.

7) SPECIAL CONSIDERATION FEATURES (Areas such as seeps, springs. wet
meadows. marshes. wallows, salt licks and water development areas). Protect
these features from damage during construction. No roads vithin 200 feet of
feature. Remove debris from wildlife trails. Protect rock talus areas from
disturbance by heavy equipment.

8) RIPARIAN AREAS AND FISHERIES Develop site-specific measures where
appropriate. Maintain at least 100-foot huffier along streams. Debris left in
streams and drainages may be detrimental or beneficial and should be assessed on
a site-specific basis. Prevent siltation to streams. Fine sediment less than 0.85
mm diameter) should remain at < 200%o of spawning gravel in trout streams. In
streams: maintain > 80% natural shade over water; maintain > 80%/ natural bank
protection: composition of sand. silt, and clay should remain within 20% of
natural levels.

9) FENCES Provide jumps or top rails on fences, or lay-down fences, within areas
of high wildlifc use (e.g.. travel corridors). Bottom wire should be barbless and at
least 16" above ground in antelope or deer habitat. Maximum fence height should
be 42". Minimum spacing between top two wires should be 10". Do not use
woven wire fencing.

10) REVEGETATION AND RESTORATION A reclamation plan is recommended
for all short-term or long-term temporary surface disturbances. Stockpile topsoil
at the time of original construction. When the disturbed area is no longer needed.
re-contour the site to blend visually with surroundings. and return the drainage
pattern as close as feasible to pre-existing conditions. For best results, topsoil
should be spread to a minimum depth of 20 inches. Where no topsoil is available,
or topsoil has been stored over one or more winters, amend with organic matter
and fertilizer. Create furrows perpendicular to slope. ifon a hillside. Seed with
an appropriate certified weed-free mix of native grasses. forbs and shrubs
beneficial to wildlife. In some cases seeding or transplant of woody species may
be desirable.
Incremental revegetation is preferred in areas where work is conducted during
spring and summer. Sections of right-of-way should be rehabilitated as
construction is completed. Follow up by monitoring to assure no development of
erosion problems and successful establishment of vegetation. Revegetated areas,
which hav e not become established by the end of the growing season. should be
treated to prevent erosion and site degradation (e.g., mulching. contouring. water
bars).



SPECIES-SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

II THIREATENEI) ANDI) FNtAGFRF ) SPFCIES Detennine which state and/or
federally listed species could occur ih the project area. Sources of informaiion
include:

New Mlexico Department of Gamne and Fish
1'O Box 25112
Santa Fe. New Mexico 87504
(505) 47- i0l IState-listed wildlife]

New Mexico Department of Energy Nlinerals and Natural Resources
Foiestry Division
1220 St. Francis Dr.
Santa Fe. New Mexico 87505
(505) 476-3200 [Stale-listed plants)

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser ice
New Mexico Ecological Sen ices State Ollice
2105 Osuna. NE
Albuquerque. New lexico 87113
(505) 346-2525 Irederally-listed plants and animals)

Contact the above agencies for assistance in detennining presence or absence of
threatened and endangered species and critical habitats. Woi kilth these agencies
to develop protective strategies.

6) TR E SOUIRREL.S Protect stands with high squitiel actihity (e.g.. nest trees,
lage middens). Protect trees with existing ca ities.

7) NON-GAE Nl1IRD)S When abandoning or realigning old electric lines lea-e
10° lo 30% of the abandoned poles standing for percting and ca'ity nesting
birds. especially in areas lacking natural snags. Numbers and location of poles to
be left standing should be coordinated with the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service and
New Mexico Depattment ofGame and Fish. The taller the poles the better, but
under existing lines. leaI ing four to ten feet of the old pole standing wkill provide
useful habitat. If poles are still sound.atiilicial nesting ca.ities can be created.
Ilea ily creosoted. potentially toxic poles should b cut at ground level and
-ego ed.

tS,

tW

2)

3)

DErR AND ELK Protect browse and forage plants.

TURKEY Identify and protect roost tree groups (winter roost trees are most
critical). Roost tce groups can be described as:

- Large open topped trees (> 13" dbh, >40' tall, especially pondelosa pine)
- Canopy cover > 55°.
- Basal area > IW 11 /ac.
- Accessible Irom clearing directly up slope, not isolated front stand.
- Provide nesting habitat in ponderosa pine or nixed conifer where practical by

creating slash piles ( 10' diameter x 3' high) or leaving unlopped treetops.
Nesting habitat should be within VM mtile of dependable water.

4) RAPTORS Protect known nest tree groups. Protect perch and roost trees adjacent
to cliffs. major ridges and openings.

5) BEAR Protect mast (oak & juniper) and forage plants. Leave large diameter dead
or do' .t trees for insect forage.

I
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United States Depariment of the Interior
Bureau of Land Managemcnt

Carlsbad Field O011cc
620 E. Greene Strcet

"3'"' ""' , .. Carlsbad, NM 88220

Chif. Rules Review and Directives Branc i
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Mail Stop T6-D59
WashinSton, DC 20555-0001

Dear Sir

Thc Biurcatt of Land ManaSemenl (BLM). Carlsbad Field OMce appreciates thc opporiunity to
providc the following comment regarding tlte Dran Report for Comment on the Environmental
Impact Statemcnt for the Proposed National Enrichment Facility in Lea County, Ncw Mexico.

From: <StephenSpencerG losdoi.gov>
To: <nrcrepOnrc.gov,
Dale: Fri, Nov S.2004 2:5S PM
Sublect: U.S. Department of the Interior Comments. Draft EIS for the ProposedNationat
Enrichment Facility in Lea County, NM [Virus checked)

Please find attached the U.S. Department o the nterior comments on the
proposed project. Please confirm receipt of this comment letter by
replying to this e-malt. Please feel free lo contact me N there is a need
for further Information.

(See attached lile: ER04685 UraniumEnrichmenl.pdf):

Stephen R. Spencer, Ph.D.
Regional Environmental Otlicer
U.S. Department ot the Interior
Office ol Environmental Policy and Compliance
Maling Address:
P.O. Box 26567 (MC-9)
Aibuquerque, New Mexico 87125-6567
Street Address: -

1001 Indian School Road NW Sufe 348
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87104 .

Phone: (505) 563-3572 Fax: (505) 563-3066 Cet (505) 249-2462 . . -.

E-mat Stophen-Spencerelos.dol.gov : -.

BIl.I Staff havc concerns regarding the discussion orfthe seismic potential (section 3). A C
stidy by Hilts in 1996 differs in its conclusions regarding tectonic earthquake potenfial in the #i
area otlte proposed National Enrichment Facility. B3LM staff suggest that analysis oflte
potential for earthquakes be discussed in the environmental analysis (section 4) and
opporttnilies for mitigation orpolential earthquake activity be addressed. .

Again, thank you for the opportunity lo Comment and ityou have questions or desir ci I

clarification rcgarding this inronmatlion please contaec Pes Sorensen of our oMce na (SOS) 234.--
59S3. Please allow the BLM a, continue being Involved In this process.- .s - -

'onmtent
939-1

tsLb.

I

I

I

i

- 1:. .1 I I.- I -. -, I . -.. � .:

Sincerely.

,/ -Joe Lara
Field Manager
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF TltE SECRETARY

Offiee of Environmalat Policy and Coraplia=e
P.O. tox 26S67 (MC-9)

Albuqucrque, New lcxko 271 25S667

TAKE PRIDE'
ItdAMElRICA

November 5,2004

9043.1
ER 041585

Chief, Rules Review and Directives Branch
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T6-DS9
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Sir/Madam:

Tie U.S. Department of the Interior has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) for the Proposed National Enrichment Facility (N1Fl) to Produce Enriched Uranium, Lea
CountyNew Mexico (Document No.NUREG-1790). In this regard, we offer the following
comments.

We are concerned that ponded wastewater may attract wildlife and pose a risk to their health and
the environment. Even ifwaters are temporary, constructed wetlands, ponds, and lagoons can
nonetheless attract amphibians, insects, crustaceans, algae, and migratory birds. The UBC
stormnwatr basin has the potential to contain wastewaler with salts and brine, trace elements,
nutrients, heavy metals, organic chemicals. petroleum, solvents, pesticides, or pathogaie C, iiiel
microorganisms that may pose a health risk to migratory birds and other wildlife. Migratory #040-I
birds often do not distinguish between these wastewater lagoons and natural water bodies and
can be attracted to these open lagoons to drink, rest, and perhaps feed on any algae and
invertebrates found there. Migratory birds are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
and it is unlawful to create conditions that kill migratory birds.

Depending on the duration and season Of filling, these basins may also become thermally Come ntirl
stratified. Under the right conditions (edg., with excess biochemical or chemical oxygen #040-2
demand) these ponds can become stagnant. Stagnant water can foster conditions where
mosquitoes thrive and breed, providing the potential for exposurc to WVest Nile Virus and other
arboviruses that may be lethal to migratory birds, as well as people. Potential mitigating actions
to reduce these conditions, can include, but are not limited to:

1. Stornwater and wdstewater management (e.g., treatment, recycling or reuse);

2. Stormwater basin design that discourages wildlife visitation (i.e., more rectangular and
narrow shapes rather than oval, playa-like shapes);

3. Wildlife exclusion technologies (eg., netting, amphibian and reptile barriers);

4. Mosquito management programs (e.g., integrated pest managcmcnt, predators); and

- .. ... _....,.,.... ._ .l~nrdnn'rinr r soh~nn a tt lr, eenv ter mnnvinrd {e r' trr ?nrs or ratin r fount ineL -

lot The primary function of the NEr is to enrich natural uranium hexafluoride by separating a feed
stream containing the naturally occurring proportions of uranium isotopes into a product stream
enriched in 23SU and a tails stream depleted in the YOU isotope. The enrichment process is a
mechanical separation of isotopes using a fast rotating cylinder (centrifuge) based on a difference
in centrifugal forces due to *.iolecular weight of the uranium isotopes. To perform this process,
the NEF would incorporal a anwmbr of smctures on a 543-acre site, including buildings,
cooling towers, storage areas, fences, and a road network. The NEF also will include one liquid
effluent treatment basin and two stormwater treatment basins.

The DEIS identifies that there are no surface water features on the existing site. I Jowever, the
proposed action would create three artificial water features and the management of these water
bodies should be further addressed to reduce potential effects to human health and the
environment. The NEF will discharge 7.6 million gallons of wastewater into two of these basins
peryear(DEIS, page4-11). Approximately 0.6 million gallonsvill be disposed into the lined
and netted Liquid EffluentTreatment Basin. Approximately 5.1 million gallons of wastewater,
mainly cooling tower blow down, will be disposed into the lined Uranium Byproduct Cylinder
(UBC) Storage Pad stormwatcr basin. An additional 46 million gallons of stormrwatcr will be
discharged to both stormwater basins, with 163 million gallons of site runoff (DEIS, page 4-12)
expected to percolate downward and form a perched layer below the NEF. The UBC stormwater
basin would be expected to contain trace amounts of oil and grease, any chemicals associated
with the cooling tower process (e g., salts, corrosion inhibitors, metals, disinfectants, de-scaling
compounds), and any pollutants that are either wet- or dry-deposited from the atmosphere.

The NEF also includes two 115-kilowatt overhead transmission lines And 8 miles of power
support structures and lines along Highway 234. Birds of prey such as eagles, hawks, and owls
frequently use power lines and support structures for perching and nesting. These raptors can be
electrocuted while using power lines, thus contributing to the cumulative mortality factors
affcting these biologically Important and environmentally sensitive birds. Standard techniques
have been developed to prevent raptor electrocutions at electric distribution lines. This latest
guidance is included in the publication, "Suggested Practices for Raptor Protection on Power
Lines: The State of the Art In 1996," by the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee. The
document may be requested from Edison Electric Institute, P. O. Box 266, Waldorf, Maryland,
20604-0266, Telephone 800-334-5453; from the Raptor Research Foundation at 12805 St. Croix
Trail, Hastings, Minnesota 55033, Telephone 612-437-4359; or by e-mail to
jmfitzptrklaol.com. New or modified electric distribution lines should be designed and
constructed to prevent the electrocution of raptors by using the above-referenced guidance.
Proper design should include adequate separation of energized hardware or Insulation of sires
w here sufficicnt separation cannot be attained. Closely spaced transformer jumper wires,
bushing covers, protective cutouts, or surge arresters can be made safe for raptors by the use of
special insulating material. The use of grounded steel cross arm braces should be avoided. Co,,, crt
These measures should be implemented on each line and pole associated with your new or #040.
converted lines, as necessary. 0 3



3
Srecific CommentI.

T7e proposed project area is close in proximity to a number of National Park Serice units
including Carlsbad Cavems National Park inNew Mexico and Guadalupe MountainsNational
Park inTexas. both ofwhich areClass 1 air qualityaeas as well as Vhite SandsNational
Mionument in New Mexico, which is a Class i1 area. Given the proximity to these parks, we
encourage you to consider the following specific comments.

Pare 2-11 - We commend the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for including the impacts
that construction emissions will have on air quality. We would like to point out that construction
emissions ;ill be more than'dust as mentioned on Page 2-11. Emissions will vary depending on
the type orconstructlon equipment that is utilized, the controls that are instituted on the
equipment and the fuel types used, as well as the length of time that construction activities occur.
We would like to see these Impacts accounted for in the EIS. Coiniulent #040.4

Tliank you for the opportunit; to review and comment on tbis Draft EIS.

' * * * * , Sincerely,

: Stephen R. Spencer, Ph.D.
Regional Environmental Officer

4

Pnre 4.66 - Examining cumulative Impacts Is an Important facet to determine how the impacts
from the facility, when combined with other operations in the same area, will contribute to the
overall air quality of the region. The NRC has made an effort to examine cumulative emissions;
however, it seems as iUthe NRC solely examined the combined impact of the various operations
involved in Its own facility. For a complete cumulative impact analysis, these emissions vould
need to be looked at in conjunction wvith emissions that are being emitted from other nearby
facilities. . .: . - Comm #040.5

I Pace 54. 5.1 Mitipation heawure Pronosed by lES (louisiana Enerrc Seryices). Table 5-1
' Summarv ofPotential Mitiiation Measures Proosed by l ES for Construetion and Table 5-2I Summary of Potential Measure Pronosed bv EiS for OTnerations. Ecoloeical Resources - Both

tables identify mitigatlon measures to enhance habitats 'defined as rare or unique or that support
threatened or endangered species." Although use of native plants is proposed for disturbed land
restoration, no mention Is made of potential Incidental encroachment of non-native vegetation.
We suggest that wveed monitoring and control be considered In keeping with native habitat
enhancement -- I - -, ,,j -flJo.---- - --.. -- -- 11-1-1

In summary, ve suggest the final EIS and/or mitigation plan should address:

I. the potential wvater quality conditions in the wnstewvater treatment basins;

2. provisions for a mosquito management program;

3. reduction orany nuisance conditions posed to migratory birds and other vildlifc;

4. prevention of the electrocution orraptors;

5. Incorporation of weed monitoring;

6. emissions during construction actvities; and

7. emissions in the cumulative impact analysis.

i- .
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I Cottinenler 04 1
From:
To:
Dale:
Subject:

'Barnes, Melanie' MELANiE.BARNES@ Ltu.eduv
<nrcrepOrvc.gov,
Mon. Nov 8. 2004 7;13 AM
comments on Docket No. 70-3103

806 928 1098 (cell)

Another issue needing a bit more discussion Is the training of a local worktorce. There was mention of
Vworking with loal colleges, however there was no mention of working with the local high schools and
possibly providing monies lor extra science teachers In order to Insure high school graduates who could
continue In the fields needed lor employment at the National Enrichment Facility.

#041.4Dear Ms. Anna Bradlord.

Thank you lor the copy of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) lor the Proposed National
Enrichment Facility In Lea County. New Mexico. I was disappointed that It took so long to arrive. I
received it on the 4th ol November. the day betore leaving for the annual meeting of the Geological
Society of America In Denver. Colorado. I truly hope that I am correct In understanding that my comments
will be addressed as long as they are sent by e-mall by tha 6th of November 2004. i ls now 9;3Opm
Mo *ntain tirn onn thn 6tht nl Novemher 70n4 and tho first thenr-e I hnv tiv d tin end this e-mmif ottr
participating In a public policy meeting all day. Also I was disappointed In the public hearing and the lack
ot opportunity to address the group in person. Tlia meeting was too long for us to reinain and speak alter
driving two and halt hours each way to attend. T here was no etlort on the persons holding the meatuSg to
allow far travelied Individuals to speak first. In past public hearings I have seen the process of allowing
those who lived the lurthest to speak near te beginning. It was unfortunate that our trip was
unsuccessful. Commiuent #041-5

The ElS for Docket No. 70-3103 was fairly informative and comprehensive document, however there are
several Issues which I would like to see addressed In greater detail. Conrtinent #041-1

CC. .crrbamnes27cox~neba

IC'

The tist Issue Is a requesl to demonstrate scientdiicaty thahe hydrolgeologic Integrity ol the area will not
be compromised by the construction of retention and detention ponds and septic systems. I leal that is
Is very Irnportant and should be model to Include the surrounding area because of the activities on the
neighboring propeflies. There Is a quarry, hazardous waste burial site. proposed low level radioactive
waste burial site municipal landlill and oil and gas operations. All o these activities penetrate the ground
and disrupt the exIsting geologic lormations. Since the existance o0 the hazardous waste burial site Ls
predicated on the unique geology and semi-desert conditions It seems that Itlls Imperative to demonstrate
that the additional water and ponetrations will not etlect the existing activities. There Is some mention of
the Waste Control Specialists Hazardous Waste Burial site but there does not seem to be any
consideration 01 the proximity ol these activitis and how they might Interact with a perched water table
which Is expected to form at the proposed National Enrichment Facility.

The next issue also arises because 01 the surrounding land uses. The proposed monitoring program Is Co0iiiiicnt
good but not frequent enough considering that there will be continued disruption o0 the geologic units by #041.2
the neighbors and that there Is an application by WCS lor locating a low level radioactive waste burial site
at the existing hazardous waste burial aite. I would think that a schedule of monthly or more frequent
ds.oendni on the Vte31her conditions would be more orolectivn of the environment and human healith. An I
example 01 conditions which r .uld suggest more frequent monitoring might occur during high winds when
there Is a potential lor bbowih dust out 01 the dry retention pond that was expected to havo a small
accumulation of uranium and associated chemicals. In addition durIng high precipitation events when
there is the potential of overflow from the detention pond an hourly sampling would produce data that
oild o t t

modeling environmental eliects il an over flow occurs. In addition there was no mention 01 public access
to these data. Where and how frequentty will the data be posted? A yearly summary as mentioned Is not
adequate for an Intormed -ubicI

Comteut #041.3
Thank you for your attention to these issues.

Sincerely.

Dr. Melanie Barnes
2815 23rd St
Lubbock TX 79410
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
EIS

eCornmentter 042

'Tennis Fox' tanns-JoxOnmenv stafe.nm.us>
<nrcrepOnrc.gov,
Mon Nov8. 2004 4:13PM
LES Docket No. 70-3103/New Mexico Environment Department Comments on Draft

BILL RICHARDSON
GOVERNiOR

State of New Mexico
ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT

Harold Runneh Building
1190St. Francis Drive, P.O. Box 261 10
Sarnu Fe. New Mexico 87502-6110
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL

TeLkptmt s55-sn.2tS5
F'iniik S5M-fl".1621

RON CURRY
SErRETARY

Attached for filing are the comments of the New Mexico Environment
Department on the draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed
National Enrichment Facility in Lea County, New Mexico prepared by NRC
Staff.

Confldentiatty Notice: This e-mal, Includin el attachments. Is for the sole use of the Intended reciplent(s)
and may contain confIdential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or
distriution Is prohibited unless apeclflially provided for under the New Mexico Inspection of Pubic
Records Act or by express permissIon of the New Mexico Environment Department. t you are not the
Intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy al copies of this message.

CC: *David Repka- drepkaOwlnston.comr, 'Karen Fisher <xklsher~ago.statermn.us-.
*Usa Ctark <ibc~nrc.gov, 'Steve Farris' cstarrisOago statenmm.ua. 'Chris Copphn
ecoppin ago.stale.nm.us;. OGfenn Smitit egsmfth~ago.statoe.nm.us> 'Lindsay LovejoW
rindsayOlndsaytovejoy.comn. WngelaCoggins' eabctl@nrc.govn.. James Curtisf'

.ejcurtissOwtnston.com. 'Dav Pato edpato~ago.statennm.usa 'Jon Goldstein'
eonjgoidsteintnmenv atate nm us,.
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November 8.2004

By electronic mail (nrcreV~nrcjxov1 and mail

Chief. Rules Review and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mailstop: T6-D59
Washington. DC 20555-001

'Re: MED Comments on Draft EIS for LES- Docket Number 70-3103

Dear Chief of the Rules Review and Directives Branch: ;- - -
f ' z ,~~ . . .............,s.-:...,......... .

The New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) hereby submits its comments on the draft
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Proposed National Enrichment Facility in Lea
County. New Mexico prepared by Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Staff. NMED
submits comments on the sections in the draft ETS conceming impacts on waste management,
ground water, surface water, and air quality and conceming radiological impacts.

Wa~ste Manocerent ..

I-

-J3

Louisiana Energy Services, LJ (LES) proposes to store the depleted uranium that will be
generated by its proposed facility for up to the thirty-year life of the facility. LES has put forth.
various strategies for final disposition of the depleted uranium, but final disposition of uranium
byproduct cylinders still remains uncertain. Storage of the depleted uranium for up to thirty
years. or longer, and the uncertainty of a disposition pathway represent an unacceptable risk to
the citizens of New Mexico and to our environment.

- -- -Contrinent #042-1

Ground Water and Related Issues

1. As proposed in the draft EIS. the leachate from the septic system may result in
contaminant transport in the alluvium up to two miles off site. where the waters may pose a
threat of contamination loan ephemeral drainage or to aquifers as recharge. If this scenario or-
any other ground water contamination occurred, abatement would be required under the New

Comnmlent #042.2



rainjiuent #042.009 trollt.) -.

Comimuaent #042-22 (Cont.)
Mexico Water Quality Act and waler quality regulations. holes would provide conduits for contamination. The EIS should address whether there are any

I existing or former well locations for petroleum within the proposed site boundary.
I

NMED is currently reviewing LES's application for a discharge permit under the New Mexico
Water Quality Act and water quality regulations. If LES's application is not protective of ground
water, the operation and design of the septic system may require modification prior to NMED
approval of the discharge permit to prevent ground water contamination and discharge to an
ephemeral drainage.

9. Page 3-27. lines 4147. The EIS should address whether the dunes and alluvial deposits I
are pait of a recharge area for shallow or deep aquifers southward from the site. Comment #042-10

10. Page 3-32, lines 19-22. Net evaporation is cited as 65 inches per year. The EIS should
address whether design measures considered the concentration of salts and other contaminants inI
basins and ponds. Comuillent #42.1 I2. Page xxi. lines 4449 and page xxii lines 1-5. Infiltration is expected from septic and

storm water detention basin. This section states that water will perch on the Chinle layer and that I
there would be limited transport because of upward flux to the root zone. Later, however. the Commuammenmt
draft EIS defines the limited transport as potentially off-site contamination for approximately 2 #042-3
miles. These sections are inconsistent between themselves. See comments 17, I8. and 19.

3. Table 1-2. page 1-12. As a clarification, the New Mexico Water Quality Act applies to
permitting prior to construction, during operation, closure, post-closure and abatement, if
necessary. Also, all monitor wells would require a permit from the New Mexico Office of the
State Engineer.

Comment
#042-4

00

4. Page 2-2 lines 26-31. As a clarification. there is ground water at approximately 220 feet
and 600 feet and ground water has the potential for localized occurrences in the alluvium at Comment
approximately 30 to 50 feet (as indicated on page 3-35 lines 41-74). Because these waters have #042.5
total dissolved solids less than 10.000 milligrams per liter, all of the ground water is subject to
protection under New Mexico Water Quality Control Commission Regulations. 20.6.2 NMAC. |

5. Page 2-14, lines 19-25 and Figure 2-10. LES should provide a comprehensive water
balance to illustrate projected water supply, demand and losses. It would be easiest to evaluate aI
single figure each for the construction phase and the operational phase. Comment #042-6

11. Pages 3-34 and 3-35. The State of New Mexico regulates ground water with total
dissolved solids concentrations less than 10,000 milligrams per liter. The shallow ground water
occurrences or perched zones on adjacent properties are considered ground water if there are
usable quantities of water even though the aquifer may be of limited horizontal or vertical extent.
Also, some shallow ground water zones may recharge other aquifers or discharge to ephemeral
drainages. Comimuenit #042 12

12. Page 3-35. The statement, "Field investigation and computer modeling were used to
show that no precipitation recharge occurs (i.e., rainfall seeping deeply into the ground) in thick.
desert vadose zones with desert vegetation". may conflict with subsequent paragraphs. For
example, the draft EIS identifies thick vadose areas with deep percolation, in particular episodic
recharge events in ephemeral drainages without vegetation (e.g.. Monument Draw), on sand
dunes or seasonally when less evaporation or transpiration occurs during the winter. NMED
agrees that evaporation and transpiration have the potential to affect water in the vadose zone to
a depth of a few to even tens of feet. however there are site specific conditions and seasonal
variations that create exceptions to the effects of evaporation and transpiration. Comment #042-13

13. Page 3-37. The draft EIS states that there are no wells within one-mile of the site, but
then states that the nearest municipal supply wells are 20 miles to the north of the site. The EIS
should address, however, how close the nearest domestic and livestock wells are to the site. In
this regard. NRC Staff should consult with the Office of the State Engineer to determine the
nearby wells because that office has records of such wells. Commnuent #042.14

14. Page 342, Table 3-11. According to the draft EIS. the total dissolved solidsI(TDS) Coma,,emut
concentration of 2,500 milligrams per liter (mg/L) is less than the combined concentrations for
chloride and sulfate of 3,800 mglL However, the TDS concentration cannot be less than the #042-15
sum of the concentrallons reported Ior the individual paramCteS. held pH and laboratory results
for sodium, potassium, magnesium, calcium, alkalinity (bicarbonate and carbonate) should be
included in future analysis. 'Commuent #042.16

15. Pages 342 and 343, Table 3-11. The existing regulatory standard for uranium in New
Mexico ground water is 0.030 mgfL, not 0.005 mg/L The existing regulatory standard for I
copper in New Mexico ground water is 1.0 mglL. not NS (no standard). Commienit #042-1 7

6. Page 3-26. lines 33-36 and page 3-29, Table 3-8. The "Cretaceous Age" Antlers
Formation is an error when compared to the Table 3-8 because the Antlers Formation is Tertiary
Age. If the following is the correct inteipretazion the sentence should be rewritten to explain
the evidence of a reverse fault in Triassie Beds. There was no fault displacement through the I
younger Antlers Formation. Currently, the sentence is unclear because a clause modifies A
Triassi beds and not th, fnult

o4me2-t

V02.

7. Page 3-26, Figure 3-16. The geologic cross section provided in Figure 3-16 is based on
another report, the July 2004 LES environmental report. The EIS should address how many
drilling locations were used to draw the cross section; whether there is a plan map that shows the
control points for the cross ' ction; whether the dune sands recharge areas are located to the ComimIIIt
north and south of the prol..sed site; and how close will the cut and fill construction (maximum #042-8
13 fret deep) be to the Ogallala Formation

8. Page 3-27. lines 15-19. The EIS should provide an explanation of the petroleum

resources and exploration holes on the proposed LES site. Improperly sealed or abandoned drill

-Comment #042.9
2

16. Page 4-12, lines 3543. To avoid any confusion with the term "geosynthetic" liner,
Commnenlt #042.18

3



NMED recommends use of "synthetic liner." A High Density Polyethylene (IIDPE)or similar I
synthetic liner will be required. Some geosynthetic liners have bentonite or other clays without Corrllrleiat
an adequate HDPE thickness. Clay was mentioned as the topmost layer above the synthetic
liner. The Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin (TEEB) is expected to be dry I to 8 months #042 18
during the year. Drying will cause the clay layer to crack and reducing its effectiveness as a (cola!.)
barrier to flow. The clay may offer resistance to ultraviolet (UV) ray damage to a synthetic liner,
while some synthetic liners are UV resistant. As the process water dries and when salts dissolve
again, the water contaminants in the TEEB will become more concentrated. The EIS should
consider impacts from the concentration of salts and other contaminants in basins and ponds.

17. Page 4.13. The Site Stormwater Detention Basin is predicted to infiltrate and form a I
perched aquifer in the alluvium above the Chinle Formation. The resultant episodic recharge Commilenit
events may cause some ground water to migrate 2 miles down gradient and discharge at Custer #042-1 9
Mountain or southeast of Monument Draw. LES must monitor the alluvial material for both
ground water quality and the water levels to determine if the water Is present or may move off
site. A system of alluvial dry wells will be necessary to serve as in early detection system in
case the preventive measures fail to eliminate or detect all leaks. ..

IS. Page 4-14. The septic system may form a perched aquifer along with the stormwater that
could have off-site impacts. The septic system should be consistent with NMED Ground Water
Quality Bureau Guidelines for Design Criteria. Operation and Maintenance. Given the potential.
impacts cited, it may be necessary to consider an alternate design to reduce the potential
formation of a perched ground water and contaminant transport off site. , Conilet #042-20

19. Page 4-14. lines 13-22. Having no ground water users within 2 miles down gradient
today does not ensure that there will be no users in the future.. Whether there are current users or.
not, the ground water on- and off-site Is protected under the New Mexico Water Quality Act and
water quality regulations. Therefore, any on- or off-site ground water contamination would have
to be abated under New Mexico water quality regulations. The off-site water movement may
recharge other aquifers or discharge to surface water of the United States, which includes
ephemeral drainages. ,21 . . Comment #042.21

23. Page 6-13, lines 6-10. LES will likely be required by NMFD to add three alluvial wells.
which will be completed in the alluvium at the top of the Chinle to monitor any leakage or
changes in water quality from the ponds or septic system. The alluvial wells should be
monitored quarterly for water levels and would be sampled when water is present. Comtinent #042.25

24. Page 6-16. lines 17-22. The NMED Ground Water Quality Bureau (GWQB) discharge
permit will likely require annual sampling of the septic system for TKN, nitrate, total dissolved
solids and chloride. Commitenmt #042-26

25. Page 6-17. line I1. Ground water sampling and analyses for the GWQB discharge permit
will also include major ions (e.g.. Cl. S0,, TDS. F. Na. Ca. Mg. K) and field parameters of
electrical conductance, temperature and pl 1. Conment #042-2 7

26. Page 6-19, lines 20-37. From the meteorological station, the precipitation measurements
may provide some additional means to verify the adequacy of stormwater pond designs and
management in a timely fashion. For example, rainfall events above 0.25 inch would trigger a
visual inspection for the proper functioning of the site stormwater systems and eQihipration pond.

. .. - .I",,........ Rv

Surface Water

1. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) requires National Pollutant
Discharge Elimirnation System (NPDES) Construction General Permit (CGP) coverage for storm
water discharges from construction projects (common plans of development) that will result in the
disturbance or re-disturbance of one or more acres. including expansions, of total land area.'s-i

W.

20. Page 4-15. lines 4243. The term "nonrenewable water source" may not be appropriate . I
for an aquifer that has the potential to receive recharge or recover from reduced demand. Due to-
local and regional demands for water, the Ogallala aquifer has been mined faster than the ,
recharge rate. . , Comment #042-212

Because the project, as descnbed in the draft UiS, exceeds one acre (including staging areas), it will
require appropriate NPDES permit coverage pior to beginning construction. _Small constiuction
projects (one to five acres) may be able to qualify for a waiver in lieu of permit coverage. See
Appendix D in CGP.

Among other things. the Construction General Permit requires that a Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) be prepared for the site and that appropriate Best Management Practices
(BMPs) be installed and maintained both during and after construction to prevent, to the extent
practicable, pollutants - primarily sediment, oil, grease and construction materials from
construction sites- in storm water runoff from entering waters of the United States. The permit also
requires that permanent stabilization measures, e.g., revegetation and paving, and permanent storm
water management measures, e.g.. storm water detention or retention structures as described in the
draft EIS and velocity dissipation devices, be implemented post construction to minimize, In the
long term, pollutants in storm water runoff from entering these waters. In addition, petminees must
ensure that there is no increase in sediment yield and flow velocity from the construction site, both
during and after construction, compared to pre-construction, undisturbed conditions. See Subpart
9.C.I in CGP.

EPA requires that all 'operators' obtain NPDES permit coverage for construction projects. See
Appendix A in COP. Generally, this means that at least two parties will require permit coverage:
the ownerldeveloper of the construction project who has operational control over project

,L.: .1

21. Page 4-60, lines 16-24.. During the decommission plan development and Implementation,
LES must involve NMED to ensure that closure activities meet state regulations in addition to I
the NRCrequirements.. _ _. ,.. Comunit #042.23

22. Page 6-8. lines 4042 .LES reports that effluent concentrations for the TEEB will be
0.225 mg1L for uranium.,' .As uranium concentration will rise by evaporation. The EIS should
evaluate the concentration by evaporation. .y .. -- 1I
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specifications (LES in this case) and the general contractor who has day-to-day operational
control of those activities at the site, which are necessary to ensure compliance with the storm
water pollution prevention plan and other permit conditions. It is possible that other operators'
will require appropriate NPDES permit coverage for the project. CoInijaeat #042.29 (con:.)

The CGP was re-issued effective July 1. 2003. See Federal Register. Vol. 68. No. 126. July 1,
2003, p. 39087. The CGP, Notice of Intent (NOI), Fact Sheet, and Federal Register notice can
he downloaded at httrv Iepa cleusa comtnrdes/stonrmwter/crP cfm.

Radiological Exposure

1. Regarding Section C.4.2 of Appendix C: The probabilities of occurrence should be
calculated and indicated for each of the accident scenarios discussed in Section CA.2 of
Appendix C. Doing so would better communicate to the reader the likelihood of such
occurrences, allowing the reader to determine whether said occurrences and associated
consequences are acceptable. Comnmeait #042-3 I

2. Once all associated construction activities arc terminated and final stabilization is Comaimenit
achieved, the facility may require coverage under the NPDES multi-sector general permit #042-30
(MSGP). Proposed industrial activities at the completed facility may fall under Sector F.
Chemical and Allied Products, as descnbed in the MSGP. See Federal Register. Vol. 65. No. 210,
October 30,2000. In addition. regulatory requirements for each sector are additive if a facility
engages in more than one industrial activity as identified in the MSGP.

The EIS states that LES is in the process of deciding whether to submit a 'No Exposure
Certification for Exclusion from NPDES Storm Water Permitting." While EPA makes this
exclusion available to most industries that may otherwise require permit coverage under the MSGP,
such an exclusion is rarely granted for facilities of the size proposed in the EIS. Comameent #042-31

Air Oualitv

2. Regarding Subsection 4.2.13 of Section 4 "Environmental Impacts" and Subsection C.4.3
of Appendix C "Dose Methodology and Impacts": No remediation measures are itemized,
discussed, and assessed that would mitigate long-term exposures resulting from the hydraulic
rupture of a UF6 cylinder postulated in Subsection 4.2.13 of Section 4 "Environmental Impacts
or Subsection C.4.3 of Appendix C 'Dose Methodology and Impacts." Neither are such
trmediation measures itemized, discussed, or assessed in the LES license application. However,
the possible rupture of a UF6 cylinder discussed in Subsection C.4.2.2 of the draft EIS estimates
7 latent cancer fatalities (LCF). Given the severity of consequences resulting from such a
cylinder rupture, planning is necessary for timely remediation to minimize public radiation dose
and adverse biotic effects. Recommended actions, anticipated costs, and funding sources should
be itemized and discussed in the EIS. Finally, the environmental impacts from such a
remediation project should also be discussed and assessed. Coiuiittenat #042-38

Miscellancous

I0

I. This project is proposed to be located in Lea County, which is currently considered to be
in attainment of all state and national ambient air quality standards. The draft EtS. p. 3-20. states
incorrectly that there have been no instances where particulate matter has exceeded National Co0111 eIat
Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS). as monitored by NMED. This is not correct. An #042-32
exceedance, of the NA AOS fo inir-ulate matter 10 microns or less in diamtrn rPM' has "en
recorded in Hobbs. New Mexico. NMED is currently developing a Natural Event con Plan
(NEAP) for Lea County. The NEAP will require Best Available Control Measures (BACM) to
minimize blowing dust from anthropogenic sources. The EIS, therefore, should address how
RAfrM will he empny= At :he friliay Conitent #042.13

I
I. Page xxii, lines 5-6. Delete 'the' and 'territory' from "...Hobbs water supply system
would constitute a small portion of the aquifer reserves from the New Mexico territory." The
sentence would read. "...small portion of the aquifer reserves from New Mexico." ('n,,wuleli Oil) '.3

_ ........ . . 0

2. Page I-10, lines 37-48. The first reference, "New Mexico Environment
Department/Water Quality Bureau," should be to 'New Mexico Environment
Department/Drinking Water Bureau" and the second reference to "New Mexico Environment
Department/Ground Water Quality Bureau." Comment #042 -4

_

2. In addition to the NAAQS, New Mexico has state ambient air quality standards that are
outlined in Title 20, Chapter 2. Part 3 of the New Mexico Administrative Code (20,2.3 NMAC).
The EIS should address these standards and whether these standards will be met. Table 3-6
should be expanded to include the state standards for hydrogen sulfide (I IS), total reduced sulfur
(TRS). and total suspended particulate (TSP). Comnintemit #042-34

3. The EIS does not address requirements of 20.2.72 NMAC, Construction Permiits,
regarding minor source permitting and the state toxic sit pollutants programn. State regulated air|
toxics should be identified and, as applicable, emissions quantified. Comuamminent #042.35

4. Any requirements under 20.2.73 NMAC, Notice of Intent and Emission Inventory I
Requirements, should also lia addressed. 2

6Coninient #042-36

6

I.
3. Page 3-17. lines 17-25. The EIS should address what measures will be in place to
prevent windbome transport of concentrated salts and other contaminants from the evaporation
and storm water retention basins. Commmmimeuat #042-41

4. Page 3-27. lines 3-11. Earthquakes in the vicinity of the site are cited as being isolated.
small clusters of low- to moderate-sized events. The EIS should address what magnitude seismic I
events are considered low- to moderate-sized events. Conmimmemmt #042-42

5. Page 4-53, lines 1-27. LES cites a cylinder management program to limit exterior
corrosion at Paducah, Kentucky; Portsmouth, Ohio; and Oak Ridge, Tennessee sites. The EIS
should address whether the cylinder management program considers climatic differences (e.g..
evaporation that may concentrate corrosive salts, heat that may increase reaction rates) al Eunice,
New Mexico.

Lommr'mmult #042-43
7



6. Page 5-5, lines 5-7 and lines 29-3 1 and page 5-6 lines 3A. 'Me recommended frequency |
of annual inspections appears appropriate for the detailed inspections. The EIS should address
the frequency of visual inspections.- Under the current description. only the annual inspection-
would trigger additional inspections. The EIS should address whether there would be #042-44
inspections following large diameter hail, lightning or other severe weather events at the facility.

7. Page 8-1. lines 2647 and page 8-2, lines 1-8. According to the list of agencies and
persons consulted, NMED and Office of the State Engineer were not contacted. These state
agencies would be appropriate to-contact in the development of an EISvwhich evaluates impacts
to the water quality and quantity. Cominenit #A 2 5

8. Page C-25. lines 13-21. LES should mention a specific magnitude of earthquake used for
the design basis. _;-. . Comnnt #0424

Thank you for considering the comments of the New Mexico Environment Department.

Please feel free to contact me If you have any questions regarding our comments.

Sincerely,
¾ .-..

TannisLFoi X
Deputy General Counsel - .

cc: Governor Bill Richardsoni-,
RonCurry Secrrelary NMED.

FOREST"
GUARDIANS

'T,

I~rimenicer 0419

November 5, 204

Chief, Rules Review and Directives Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T6;D59 * -
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
email: nrcrcpfthnrc.rov

VIA FAX, ELECTRONIC AND POSTAL MAIL

Re: Report Number NUREG-1790

Dear Rules and Directives Branch,

These comments are submitted on behalfof Forest Guardians and Its members. Forest
Guardians seeks to preserve and restore native wildlands and wildlife In the American
Southwest through fundamental reform of public policy and priactices.

WVe have reviewed the environmental impact statement fFIS) for the nronnsed Natinnal

4:-

11
W. .

- I
z

Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico, and we remain concerned about
Impacts of this facility to Imperiled species. We integrate by reference our scoping
comments, dated March 18, 2004, In their entirety.

Coimlnet
#043;.7

.

Eunice Is located In Lea County, which is an important biodiversity hotspot in the state,
_ _.. ._ 1 he EIS indicates the presence of shinnery oak on the facility site.Sand shinnery-- --

communities should be rigorously safeguarded given that they are finite and host a highly Cominewit
specialized suite of vildlifc. The sand shinnery communityconsists ofoak forests vhich #04RO
extend across live to seven million acres in New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, Axizona, and

.Utah and constitute the country's largest stand of oak. Sand shinnery communities are co-
AomnatedhvJth~mh ndJmhe rn theaim tnnn, vh; hvntihyvsrgnn

Unfortunately, abevyofthreatsfacethisecosystem inclddingherbicidetreatment, oil I
and gas development, livestock grazing, and habitat destruction such as that associated Comment
with the proposed facility. Altogether, over 1.2 million acres of sand shinnery have been #043.1
lost to cropland conversion and the application of herbicides for rangeland conversion. (Iomit
As the sand shinnery is destroyed or degraded, the repercussions-impact wildlife most
closely associated with this unique landscape. - |

8

3t2 Montezuma, Suite A v Santa re, New Mexko 87501 V 505-955-9126 T Facsimile 505-989-8623
www.Iguardians.org T swwild@fCfafdlans.ore
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Fnrest Guardians has advocated for the Drotection of native animals, plants, and their



I Doris Mendiola - Forest Guarchans Comments in to Docket Number 70-31 D3
.. Pie I I

. . .

IDoris Mendota * Forest Guardians Comments Wire Docket NumOer 70-3103 Page II

From: 'Nicole Rosmarino cnrosmarlno fguardiansorg-
To: eLESEISO nrc.gowr
Date: 3/1804 4:58PM
Subject: Forest Guardians Comments In re Docket Number 70-3103

Please find copied below and attached In pdt format our comments hI to
Docket Number 70-31 03.

FOREST
GUARDIANSIF#

a1! 1

March 18, 2004

Nicole J. Rosmardno, Ph.D.,

Endangered Species Director

Forest Guardians

312 Montezuma Ave. Suite A:

Santa Fe. NM 87501

505-988-9126 xti6

nrosmartnoOlguardians.org

www.fguardians.org ,

March la.2004 * ,
i-i

Rules and Directives Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T6-D59
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
LES EIS(hnrc. gov
FAX (301) 415-5398, ATTN: Melanie Wong
VIA FAX, ELECTRONIC AND POSTAL MAIL

Re: Docket Number 70-3103

Dear Rules and Directives Branch,

In response to Federai RegisterofFebttary 4,2004 (Volunie 69, Number 23) regarding a
gas centrifuge uranium enrichment facility proposed to be built near Eunice, New Mexico
by Louisiana Energy Services (LES), I request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) carefully consider the impacts to imperiled species when conducting : :
environmental analysis (in the form of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)) for this
p project.

Eunice is located in Lea County, which is an important biodiversity hotspot in the state.
We are concerned that the construction and operation of this plant would cause harms to
imperiled wildlife, including, but not limited to, the lesser prairie chicken (TvmV~anugb
nplsidicinctuc), sand dune lizard (Sceloponm artnicolus), black-tailed prairie dog
(Cynomys ludovicianus), black-footed ferret (Mustela nigrincs), and northem aplomado
falcon (Falco fempalis senrtMjQpfll). The NRC should request a full list of species of
concern, threatened, endangered, sensitive species from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.
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Flutes and Directives Branch
U.S. Nuctear Regulatory Commission
Mal Stop T6-D59
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
LES_ElSflnrc.gov

FAX (301) 415-5398. ATTN: Melanie Wong

VtA FAX, ELECTRONIC AND POSTAL MAN.

Re: DocketNumber70-3103

Dear Rutes and DirectIves Branch,

in response to Federal Register of February 4, 2004 (Volume 69, Number 23)
regarding a gas centrifuge urankiu enrichment tacililty proposed to boe built
near Eunice, New Mexico by LouIsiana Energy Services (LES). I request that
the Nuclear Regutatory Commtsion (NRC) caretufty consider the Impacts to
Imperiled species when conducting environmental analysis (in the lornm of an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)) for tpret.:

First, Lea County contains shin-oak (Outreus havardii), which is vital habitat for many
wildlife species, including the lesser prairie chicken and sand dune lizard. Both of these
species are currently formal candidates for Endangered Species Act listing. Once
abundant throughout their range in eastern New Mexico, the lesser prairie-chicken has
been extirpated from 56% of its former range in the state and persists only as sparse and
scattered populations in another 28% of that range. The core of the remaining populations
occupies only 16% of its former range (Bailey and Williams 2000). The sand dune lizard

Forest Guardians T 312 Montezuma Ave. Suite A V Santa Fe, NM 87501
505-988-9126 v www.fguardlans.org v swwlitd~guardlans.org
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is verging on extinction (USFWS 2001) and all anthropogenic threats to its survival must
be promptly removed (including and especiUy habitat tos and decration).

Second, toath of Eunice exists one of denest concentrations of bhck tailed praine dogs
in the state. County Is one of ooly five counties within the historic ange of the black.
tailed prairie dog in New Mexico that contaia over 5,000 aCes of pr&ae dog colonies
(Johansonet al 2003). bisprairie dog pecies is a formal candidate for ESA listing(6S
Federal Recsjtc 5476-54SS (February 4 2000) One of the primary causes ofoontinued
prairie dog detlne is habitat loss and degradation (U. It addition, prairie dogs provide
vital habitat for the black-footed f(arc mountain plover swift fox, feluguous haWk, and
burrowing owl (Miller et a* 1994; 1996). The bhlck-taacd prairie dog is considered a
keystone spacies, which crtates habitat and serves as apreybase for awide variety of
associated wildlife (Kotliaret at 1999; Miller etat 2000)

The most imperiled member of the prairie dog cosystem Is the black-footed feret The
ferrd is listed u Endangeed nderthe ESA (50 C.F.R 17.11) A 1984 NM
Department of Gam and Fish repowt on the ferret in NM provided among its
tcommMnendAtions thU foUowing:

* Assume the ferret is still a member of the state's fauna ad that it could
occur anywhere that prairie dogs occur.

* Conserve prairie dog towns st tveide, with special emphasis on public
lands-whcrc these animals should be accorded a portion of the available
forage and oths resources in a genuine multiple use framework. (Hubbard
and Schmitt 1984: 1 1I).

Third, the northern aplomado facon is listed as Endangered under the ESA (50 QFR I
17.11). This critically imperiled subspecies likely disappearod faoaa the U.S. In the 1950s
due to habitat destruction (SI Fed. Reg. 66g6-90 (February 25,1986)). Thcrc is potential
falcon habitat in southern Lea County and there have been sightings of falcons Ln the
county saince the 1950s (Sec Forest Guardians et al. 2002).

In addition to our concerns about impacts of this project on Imperiled sptcics, we are alo
aliumcd at potential Impacta to water quality and quantity, air quality (eg. spread of
radioactive dust), and harms to human health should this plant be built and put into
operation. This ssues should be thoroughly assessed in nalyses for this project.

Forcst Guardians has advocated for the protection of native animals, plants, and their
habitat for nearly IS years in the state of New Mexico. We have over 1,500 members,
most of whom reside in the state. We thank you for your thorough review of our

Sincerely, P.D

Enicole J. Sposarno, PDiD.
Endaulgeted Speceis Dircstor

Bailey, I.A. and S. Willians Ill. 2000. 'Status of the Lesser Prairie-Chicken in New
Mexico, 1999:' The Prairie Naturalist 32(3): 157-168; and Bailey, J.A. 2002. "Status of
the Lesser Prairie-Chicken in southeast New Mexico and southeast Chaves county,
2001." Unpublished report, Santa Fe, NM. 5 pp.

Forest Guardians et al. 2002. Petition to revise critical habitat designation for the northern
aplomado falcon, submiued to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service September 3, 2002.

Hubbard, John P., and C. Gregory Schmitt. 1984. "The black-footed ferret in New
Mexico." Report prepared for the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, April 30, 1984.

Johnson, Kristine, Teri Neville, and Leland Pierce. 2003. "Remote sensing survey of
black-tailed prairie dog towns in the historical New Mexico range." NMNHP Publication
No. 03-GTR-248. 28 pp.

Kotliar, C.B., B.W. Baker, A.D. Whicker, and 0. Plumb. 1999. "A critical review of
assumptions about the prairie dog as a keystone species." Environmenital Management
24: 177-192.

Miller, Brian, Ceballos, Gerardo, and Richard P. Reading. 1994. "The Prairie Dog and
Biotic Diversity." Conservation Biology 8(3):677-81.

Miller. Brian. Reading. Richard P., and Steve Forrest. 1996. Prairie Ninht: Black-Footed
Ferrets and the Recovery of Endangered Species. Washington: Smithsonian Institution
Press.

Miller, Brian, Rich Reading, John Hoogland, Tim Clark, Gerardo Ceballos, Rurik List,
Steve Forrest, Lou Hanebury, Patricia Manzano-Fischer, Jesus Pacheco, and Dan Uresk.
2000. "The role of prairie dogs as a keystone species: response to Stapp." Conservation
Bioloeg 14(1): 31S-321.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 2001. Candidate and listing priority assignment form for
the sand dune lizard.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION A-,..-.

REGION 6
1445 ROSS AVENUE. SUITE 1200

DALLAS. TX 75202-2733

November 05, 2004

lCommenter 04i5

Public Comment Form
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

for the Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico
NUREG-1790

'-4

kA

Anna Bradford
Chief, Rules Reviewvand Directives Branch
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
MaiI Stop T6-D59
Washiniton, D.C. 20555-0001

Dear Ms. Bradfiord:

* In accordance with our responsi1bilitics under Section 309 ofthe Clean AirAct; the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the Council on EinvironnnientaI Quality
Regulations (CEQ) for Implementing NEPA, the U.S. Environmental Proiection Agency (EPA)
Region 6 office In Dallas, Texas, has completed its reviewv of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) for the proposed National Enrichment Facility in Lea County, New Mexico.
The proposed facility would produce enriched uranium-235 up to 5 weight percent by the gas
centrifuge process with a production or3 million separate work units per year.

The DEIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed action, reasonable
alteriatives and no action. The DEIS describes the environimental effects and describes the
environmental monitoring progiimand milighiion measures. .Tie proposed action would
contribute to the attainrment of the national security energypolicy directives. Overall Impacts both
cumulative and direct have been evaluated as having a small Impact on the environment. Most
impacts are avoided and/or significantl9 reduced through site selection and mitigation.

EPA classified your DEIS and proposed action as 'LO," I.e., EPA has 'Lack of Co fillelit
Objections". Our classification %ill be published in the Federal Register accordingto our .Y#044.1
responsibil ity under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, to inform !hj public bf our yiewvs on
proposed Federal actions. .. . . ...

We appreciate the opportunity to review the supplemental Information. We request that
you send our ofRce one (I) copy of the FEIS at the same time that it is sent to the Offilce of
Federal Activities (225 IA), EnPA,200 Penrlsyfvanin Avenue, NW., iVasTimgto;-i.C,20044.

Sincerely yours,

.. . : . .

* eR-b. -:. .r ̂  . . v c D :: Recycled for 2ffflj: 30% lids

.; ;. *,-. . .,;: Regional EIS Cpordinator;.1 LjC: >11 *;.* *i l;

R wie B4 1e c zd a bi .. P Idn tz Vr~abb s V .9.i * B d Ird , Oil Rn ee yci Pap er tM inin l m , ao4 Pd ?e ; d, m.

Name: ; A (A0)RS
Address: ( t6' Al I hN WAnk G

CoComment
The NEF licens6 should be l;sued.!-Th planl woduldhave'rtlrimal . "" . Comment
environmental impact and substanlial pbsitve'ioclobconomic impact on lts region, and #045.1
would benefit the whole ttatb. Energy Independence for'AmericalKafurther-*
consideration-thatviouldbeenhancedby.operattiono thIsplant ,not-onlyfrom!,-:.'.-.
thodomestlcfuelfeedHproducesbutdalsoforItssignfircanthelpintmsu: :,c..
diverslfying and cleaning up our energy supply.

.The plant's value Is easily demonstrated. Calculations show that the 5%
U-235 contert I a s nle 7-loft Ion.*30-lricH diameter, NEF product cytinder
containlrig2 1/2 l6ns ol. uranlurA hexalluoilde hasithe same poiential energy
refeasewhen fisslonedat the blurning'of bverorielmrllion barrelsbfl oil dr the
burning of 250,000-300,000 Ions df good to66dium.grade coal. In full -
production, the rEF w6uld sLUply up 0to250 of these Droduct cylinders annually,
equivalent in eriergy 0o 250 rillion bahrels Oloil cosli 12,blion dollars at:
current prices. ; ; l

Failure to construct this plant might have national socioeconomic Impacts
down the'road. Ourcurrent 1 04 nuclear plants and their Indispensable - - * . - -

electricity generation would be more vulnerable to arbitrary and unassailable fuel
cost increases, because 85% of our enriched fuel supply now comes from foreign
sources beyond US control.. Supply.shortages might also result from growing
Intematlonal cdmpelitlon.(as fic ear poer plant numbers incraseabroad),or
frdm loreign political actions:. e:g; ilfcooling letmational relations led
to the reductionror cessation of the supply of highl' enrlched uranluri (R-4EU)
I6romRussltia the'US16t' blehd downr trider.proent negatond.to megawatts'
pgrepmely .nt.These are r25 vveo nee.d nolnd should not accept.: The NEF could

..pply as'moch'as25% olour domestldneeds. .;

.1;To submit yourcomment,-please give this fori to an NRC'representative at tonight's
meeting, ormall to: Chlef; Ruies and Dlrectives'Branehfllvlslori orAdmlnlstrative

!: '.:! 'J -. ServIces;Mi!Istop.T;6D59, U.S; Nuclear Rfgtilatorjr Commisslon,
t J " 'S ' "- WiihIdbtonD:C: 20555.0061'-}' .. C . * *

Your eomments should be milled Ini timtoo reach the tRC by November 6,2004 . _
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The NEF would have negligibli lecal environmental Impacts from the
temporary storage of UBCs (uianlum byproduct containers), regardless of their number
or duration. They contain relatively little radioactivity, because their
uranium was stripped of its accumulated chain decay products when its ore was
purified at the mill and these will not fully regenerate for tens of thousands
of years. For sImiar reasons, the low level pant wastes can be disposed of
readily at existing siles. More I portantlY, the UF8 in the UBCs Is solid lo
temperatures much higher than any ambient temperatures at the site and the
containers can neither support nor propagate a fire.

This plant should have zero nuclear proliferation risks. The plant lacks
the capability to produce uranium product remotely approaching the
enrichments needed for nuclear weapons and could not do so without extensive
enlargement. . …

and Immediately detectable modifications. But the fuel grade enriched
uranium needed to supply US power plants must be and will be produced by a plant
either in the US or abroad. That demand Is fixed. Building or not building the
NEF will not change It, but having the enrichment plant under US observation
and regulation Is best for our economy and our security.

.,I

Much more nuclear power Is needed for the US. not only to diversify our
energy supply and reduce our dependence on foreign sources, but also to assure
extraordinarily small Impacts on the environment and displace vastly more
polluting sources.

To illustrate, nuclear energy produces absolutely no global warming gases or
.sulfur dioxide (acid rain), and has an exceedingly small waste stream. The
Juel pellets removed from a reactor contain the entire radioactivity from their
:energy-producing fission events, and do not exceed the volume of the material
Initially used to form them. Though one would not do so, the roughly 2 112
tons of 'spent fuoI' pellets derived from an original 7-foot long, 30-nch
diameter, NEF enriched-product cylinder could be physcalUy fitted back Into that
space. In an almost unimaginable contrast, getting the same amount of energy
from burning coal would produce roughly one million tons of C02 (and some S02),
along with 30,000 tons of ash and stag!

*As theUSand thi World move tentativelfbut Increasingly to the use-of l *
hydrogen as a very low pollution fuel for automobiles and trucks, It must be
remembered that hydrogen Is only a carrier of energy, not a trea source found in
nature. We must make it to use I. Because of Imperfect process elficiency.
.more energy is always required for Its production than it can deliver In end use.
*The electricity to make It - e.g., by electrolysis of water - must come
either from fossil fuel (coal, oil, or gas) or from nuclear generating stations.
Using fossil fuels as energy sources to make hydrogen merely moves the sites

-of pollution (rom vehicles to power plants) and changes its type to some
degree, but does not particularly ower greenhouse gas emissions nor the
potential for global warming. The pollution reducing advantages of using nuclear
power for hydrogen production (as Just shown) are very clear.

The so-called atiernative energy sources also cannot meet this need.
Hydrogen plants are big, complex, and very capital-intensive. If they tried to deal
with the changing power availability of the wid or the diumal variation In

the sunlight, let atone the wild shortterm fluctuations In solar supply from
intermittent bright patches on cloud-swept days or Its total loss on cloudy
days, they could not function propery. The steady 24 hours per day, 7 days per
week, baseload electrcity and long interval between refuelinos in nuclear
power plants again makes them nearly Ideal fo this application and by far the
best long-term hope for conomic or pollution-free hydrogen production.

Thus, quite apart from its low environmental Impact and its obvious and
acknowledged economic benefits to regional employment and to the state tax base, In
the national picture, the NEF offers a non-trivial and relatively Iporiant
step toward a cleaner, stabler, and more independent US energy supply.
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Public Comment Form
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

for the Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico
NUREG-1790

Address: Gbp
. 3nb

We agree with the findings of the NRC on the draft Environmental Impact
Statement for the National Enrichment Facilty and can speak

author~~~~~ashrehr~~h on seea eauso hedatEI n h
deteriorating energy supply situation. Il is enormously imporant that
allematives to escalating Imports of both nuclear fuel and petroleum be
found as quickly as possible. Expanding energy requirements will
outstrip supply or the economics will become prohibitive In the near
future and nuclear technology Is the only established approach that has
the polential lo supply the vast amounis ol energy required to avert
severe perturbation of the economy. There isnt much time to start
fixing^ thp gmrghlen

(C-SLAWnc�,I(yl
Because of the extremely slow decay rate of U-23B, the radiation hazard
associated with the NEF Is small under any circumstance but because ol
the remote site Is virtually nonexistent. The measurable potential
exposures are well below protection limits and the claim of 'deadly
radioactive waste is a gross exaggeration.

Comnment
#046-5

Conmmnent
#046-6

Comnatc t
#046-7

Commerrt:
I ... . .

The Los Alamos Education Groupkwlshes to think tIhe NRC and the citizens
of Lea County for the opportunity to cornment on the proposal to build
the National Enrichment Facilty. * :. .. m t

The Los Alamos Education Group Is a small non-prolit organization .
consisting mostly of retired Los Alamos staff members who have spent

. their careers pursuing varlous aspects of nuclear research and who
maintain an active Interest In the development and expansion of nuclear
energy; Several o1 our members have had previous contacts with the NRC related
to reactor safety. These contacts Include the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards -
and the Presidents Science Advisors Office ol Energy R&D Policy. Our

. principal activity is providing verifiable facts and arguments to refute
va puyn pIt.:OnH UH mItP D rtC lme L.C I n' VAA ¶Jnebtnn IV ISerlnaS tf rS s

Flnal I the suggestion al this meeling that NEF could somehow
contribute to proliferation or terorism lails to recognize that the NEF
license limits enrichment to 3 to 5 percent depending on customer
requirements. To exceed that degree of enrichment jeopardizes the
Gcense and would result In shutdown of the NEF as soon as the violation
was detected under extant monitoring conditions. Highly enriched
uranium, useful In a nuclear weapon would require a more complex plant
design. Theft of the byproduct, dcpieted UF6B Is impractical because
the material Is too heavy to steal and not nearly radioactive enough to
be used In a diy bomb. : - -

development. vWe ave no economic interest i the Nailonal Ennrchment
Facility but regard 1 as a crucial step In acquirlng energy
Independence lr the nation as welt as an asset to the State of New -
Mexico. Clearly the dependence on foreign energy sources Is Increasing
and the conditon is not likely lo Improve because of competing energy
demands by emerging economies such as China and India.

Commnent] #046-1

I . .

j1. 1.

To submit your comment, please give this form to an NRC representative at tonight's
meeting; or mail to: Clif, Rules and Directives Branch, Division of Administrative

Services, Millstop T6D59, LJS.Nuclear Regulatory Cdmmisslon,
WashIngton, D.C. 20555-0001

Your comments should be malled In time to reach the NRC by November 6 2004
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Public Comment Form
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

for the Proposed National Enrichment Facility in Lea County, New Mexico
NUREG41790

Address: UPltut*!~gnS A'flc (-{)Nj ~ i30=:%(

(sAift)n:l>l99

Environmental Impact in Hobbs-Eunice Area

The stored by-product is depleted uranium hexalluoride. Uranium hexalluoride has been used
since WNN'-2, 1944, in the diffusion plant endichment process. To our knowledge there has been
no hazard fromt the on-site storage of this material. The risk of harm to people or the
environment is truly vanishingly small. We doubt that any radiation could be detected through
the steel containers. Commilenit AOJ 2

I

We agree with the NRC's assessment that the plant will have a "small" lo "moderate" impact
on the local environment. These words mean that only normal, expected impact, as from a Iorn
flakes manufacturing plant, will be created, Comimienit #047-3

Comment:

| Steady long term employment, steady salares would stimulate the in the whole area l Coaintein
&f#J7-1

t

This plant is a billion and a halfrdollars construclion efrt and will produce well paid
employe6iit for decades and gcnrifohtsi-W believe that the plant license or permit requested is

ionwaelat
, being licensed for 60years. We ,NewMexico, can tax-it and also the considerable economic 047.7

es development that will occur in SE New Mexico. The plant is therefore important for New
Mexico

During operation, about S105 million in wages and bneftts and S9.6 million in purchasing local
goods and services would be spent annually. Construction and operation of the facility would
have additional indirect economic impacts by creating additional indirect economic Impacts by
creating additional employment and economic activity.

--- The NRC also found that the NEF will provide more than 2Q0 permanent jobs and more than
400 multi-year construction jobs in Southeast New Mexico The local economy will be
correspondingly beneied.eommerce.

_ _ ... Thie UF6 vill be storcd in steel cylinders in an orderly array:The very, very weak - - -
radioactive emissions of depleted uranium will be unable to penetrate the thickness of the steel
containers. Thus the storage will be, essentially, not radioactive at all. Comminaenit #047.4

Economic Benefit to the United States

Nuclear plants produce about 20% of the electricity for the nation. Their licences are
being extended to 60 years. WVe can expect many more such plants to be built.

This plant will produce slightly enriched uranium for the 103 or so nuclear plants in the
* US. Currently, about 85% of the fuel for these plants is imported, mostly from Europe. This

plant, alone, will provide 25% of the fuel for US plants, thus contributing to less dependence on
foreign imports. Thus, this plant is important for the nation.

The proposed NEF would provide an additional, reliable, and economical domestic source Of
enrichmentservices Comment #0475

The by-product of the plant, depleted uranium, is a material that will be important in future
I-eyearswln theeasily available uranium ore is used. -The depicted uranium will be used in what Coilallll ,,,

are called "fast neutron reactors", and therefore can and should be referred to as a "resource #0478
matrri~l". These vill be roirctd far eectiiwnoduction in SO-75years Ofincidental interest I
some designs of these future plants are even safer than the current design of light water reactors.

Environmental Benefit to the United States

to 4ubmli youronment, p l ease ivi this oi toxin NRC representitive at tonight's
* n'neotlngor mti to: Chlof, Rulsoand Direetivea Bran'ch,'Dlvslon ofAdministrativeo

. *' ': * iServices, Malstop T-6D59, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, *
Washington. D.C. 20555-0001

Your comments should be mailed In time to reach the NRC by November 6,2004

The burning of coal, oil, and natural gas has reached the stage where the matter of climate
change or global wvarming is taken more and more seriously. The environmental effect of this
combustion is not known accurately, but the prospects are not good. The only source of major
contributions to our electric demand is nuclear energy.which emits no carbon dioxide, sulfur
dioxide, mercury, uranium or fine soot particles. The plant at Eunice will provide a reliable
domestic source of fuel for existing power stations and for future power stations, which we hope

I
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and expect to be built.

The combustion of gisoline (from oil) is a major contributor to carbon dioxide and
unburned hydrocarbons In the atmosphere. This is a tough nut to crack, but a first step would be
encourage the use orhybrid automobiles [battery and internal combustion engines). Propulsion
orautomobiles vould then be, in part, from electric power This would be a slow process but as
with the replacement of coal fired power stations this is the best time to start. A carbon tax
could accelcrate the process.

We can refer to scholarly articles in publications such as Physics Today, Scientific
Americrn, and the National Geographic. WVe can probably find more.

- The . .-.ri-e 1.r~se tnl.nt I r1it .l -ht lrnt:nle .elAm- ne rirtte. r.l .e .

November 5, 2004

NEF#04-045

other energy sourr5cesand the population rises. This plant will provide encouraement fior
continued expansion of the nuclear industry. Every newv nuclear plant wvill eliminate the need for
coal or oil fired plants that would spew C02, dust, metals and other pollution into the
atmosphere. Thus the plant will contribute to the environment of the United States and is
Imporlant for the 0iiole country. This plant and nuclear power stations are "green in the finest
meaning of the environmental movement. Comnerif #047.6

'IO

Chief, Rules Review and Directive Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T6-D59
Washington. DC 20555-0001

Louisiana Energy Services, L. P.
National Enrichment Facility -
NRC Docket No, 70-3103

Subject: Comments Regarding Draft Report NUREG-1790, Environmental Impact Statement
for the Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico

References: 1. Letter NEF#03-003 dated December12. 2003, from E. J. Fertand (Louisiana
Energy Services, L P.) to Directors. Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards and the Divislon of Facilitles and Security (NRC) regarding
'Applications for a Material Llcense Under 10 CFR 70. Domestic licensing of
special nuclear material. 10 CFR 40. Domestic flicensing of source material,
and 10 CFR 30. Rules of general applicability to domestic licensing of
byproduct material, and for a Facility Clearance Under 10 CFR 95, Facility
security clearance and safeguarding of national security Information and
restricted data

2. NUREG.1790, Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed National
Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico, Draft Report for Comment:
dated September 2004

By letter dated December 12. 2003 (Reference 1). E. J. Ferland of Louisiana Energy Services
(LES). L. P.. submitted to the NRC applications for the licenses necessary to authorize
construction and operation of a gas centrifuge uranium enrichment facility. In accordance with
NRC regulations for Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act i.e., 10 CFR 51;'
'Environmental Protection Regulations for Domestic LIcensing and Related Regulatory
Functions'), the NRC has prepared an Environmental Impact Statement for this proposed
facility. The Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed National Enrichment Facility
(Reference 2) was Issued In a draft report for comment In September 2004.

LES representatives have reviewed this draft report and, In general, find It lo be a
comprehensive and objective assessment of the environmental Impact of the National
Enrichment Facility. However, some specific comments were generated during this review.
These specific comments are Included In the Enclosure, 'LES Comments Regarding Draft
Report NUREG-1790, Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed National Enrichment
Facility In Lea County, New Mexico.'

C OneSun Flto 100 Sun Lona NE, Suite 204 Albuquerque. NM 87109 (PI 505 944 0194 IF1 505 944 0198
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If you have any questions or need additional inlormatlon, please contact me at 630-657-2813.

Respectfully.

R. M. Krich
Vice President- Licensing, Safety, and Nuclear Engineering

Enclosure:
LES Comments Regarding Dralt Report NUREG-1790. Environmental tmpact Statement for the
Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico

ENCLOSURE

LES Comments Regarding Dralt Report
NUREG-11790, Environmental Impact Statement for the

Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico

; cc: T.C. Johnson. NRC Project Manager
o A.H. Bradford, NRC Environmental Project Manager
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LES Comments Regarding Draft Report
NUREG-1790, Environmental Impact Statement for the

Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County. New Mexico

1. Page 1.3, lines 4 and 5 * The following statement refers to the Separative Work Units
(SWUs) purchased by U.S. nuclear reactors.

In 2003. the domestic enrichment services provided 14 percent of the 12 mIllion
SWUs purchased.'

Page 1-4. tine 34 - The foliowing statement is made. Commet #048.1

'USEC provides approximately 56 percent of the U.S. enrichment market.

Page 4-72. lines 47 through 49 - The foilowing statement Is made.

In the domestic market, USEC currently supplies approximately 56 percent of
enriched uranium needs while foreign suppliers provide the remainIng 44
percent.!

These statements should be clarified In the draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) since they appear to be Inconsistent with respect to the percent of
SWUslenrichment services provided by domestic enrichment service, I.e.. USEC.

2. Page 1-6, line 28 -The phrase 'Ai the Issues that have Identified by the NRC...' Coiitienf
i should be revised to Alt the issues that have been identified by the NRC...' #048-2

[3. Pages 1.14 end 1-15. Table 1-3- This table should be updated with Information . .
provided In the Nationat Enrichment Facility (NEF) Environmental Report (ER) Tableb
1.3-1 Revision 2 dated Juiy 204. In particular i should be noted that the New .
Mexico Air Quarity Bureau has determined that the NEF will not need a constructIon
or operating air permit. v *r .*- ' Contirent #048-3

Additionally. In Table 1-3. on page 1.15, In line 10. although the NEF will need a
waste activity Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) ID number, It Is not due to
depleted uranium hexaftuoride (DUF6). but because of storage and use other
chemicals. . Comment #0484-

4. Page 2-10, line 21 -The Uranium Byproduct Cylinders (UBC) Storage Pad
Stormwater Retention Basin Is stated as receiving discharges from two sources,
UBC Storage Pad stormwater runoff and cooling tower bMowdown discharges.
However, a third source exists and should be added. I.e.. healing boilter blowdown
discharges. Comet i#0481-5

5. Page 2-14, ine 23-The specified walerrequirements of the NEF reflect a water.
requirements, not just potable water requirements. Therefore, the phrase polable
water requirements' should be revised to waler requirements. Comnment #048-6

6. Page 2-14, lines 29 to 31 - A discussion of natural gas supply to the NEF Is provided.
This discussion identifies an existing gas pipeline that Is owned by the Sid
Richardson Energy Services Company as the pipeline that would supply natural gas
to the faclity. This pipetine carries 'sour gas and would not be used to suppty
natural gas to the NEF. As reflected In NEF ER Section 4.1.2. a separate pipeline
will be provided to supply natural gas to the NEF. This separate pipeline will be

-Cominent #048-7
Page Iof11
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Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County. New Mexico

designed and located such that the existing analysis provided In the Naturat Gas
Pipeline Hazard Risk Determination Calculation (i.e., Framatome-ANP Document
No. 32-2400572-02 which was previously submitted to the NRC In letter NEF#04-023
dated June 9. 2004) remains bounding.

7. Page 2.16, lines 21 and line 22- Production of DUFL Is stated to Increase from 748
metric tons (825 tons) to 7,800 metric tons (8.600 tons) per year. The Initial value of
'748' metric tons Is Incorrect and should be '825' metric tons. I.e., 66- 48Y cylinders
with 12.500 kg of DUF, per cylinder. The value of 66 cylinders of DUF6 Is consistent
with Table 2-5 on page 2-17 of the draft Environmental Impact Statement and the
response to NRC Request for Additional Information (RAt) 2-4A which was
previously submitted to the NRC In letter NEF#04-019 dated May 20.2004. Due to
this change. '(825 tons) should also be revised to '(909 tons). . Cominent #048-8

8. Page 2-17, fine 2 - The title of Table 2-5 Is currently Maxtmum and Anticipated
Yearly Production of DUF6 over 30-Year License.' This title may not accurately
reflect the values given since the Information provided In this table under the heading Commnrent
*Maximumr Is based on a nominal 30-year operating period (i.e., the facility operates #048-9
with anl available equipment up to the 30-year time limit) and the Information provided
under the heading 'Anticipated' Is based on a 30-year license (.o.. the facility Is
gradualy retired so that the operating icense can be terminated by the end of the
30-year time limit).

9.- Page 2-17. lines 21 thIwgh 23 -The Iniormalion under the heading 'Anticipited-.-
should be deleted from these tines to be more consistent with a 30-year license ,

-- pertod and the response to NRC RA1 2-4A which was previously submitted lo the..-
NRC In letter NEF#04-019 dated May 20.2004. Coineiii #048-10

10. Page 2-20, Flgure 2-10-The mass of 'Studge shown In the Radioactive LIqud .
WasteStreamsportionoftherigureshouldberevisedfrom '410kg(904lb) to'400.
kg (882 tb)' o be consistent with NEF Safety Analysis Report (SAR) Table 1.1-2 end
ER Table 3.12-1. Commenw #048-11

11. Page 2-20, Figure 2-10-The mass of uranium from the'Personnel Hand Wash &
Shower' shown In the Non-Radioactive Liquid Waste Streams portion of the figure
should be revised from '0 kg U (0.44 tb U) to 0 kg U (0 lb ur to be consistent with
NEF SAR Table 1.1 -3 and ER Table 3.124. Comment #048 12

12. Page 2-21, tine 17 - A discussion of the material lo be used to exclude waterfowl
from the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin Is provided and Indicates that It would Co,,lent
be 'surface netting or other similar material.' This should be revised to 'surface
netting or other suitable materlar to be consistent with the ER since NEF may use #048-13
other materialto exclude waterfowl as recommended by the New Mexico
Environment Department.

13. Page 2-21, lines 23 and 24 -It Is stated that runoff and stormwaler from the UBC
Storage Pad would be routed to a lined basin for evaporation. The sentence should
be clarilied to specify the basin that would receive this runoff and stormwater from
the UBC Storage Pad. I.e.. the UBC Storage Pad Stormwater Retention Basin (item
13 on Figure 2-4). Conmeint #048-14

Page 2 of 11
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14. Page 2-21. tines 25 and 26 -A discussion of the NEF septic systems Is provided.
However, this section is titled Stormwater Retention and Detention Basins. The
septic systems are not considered stormwater retention or detention basins.
Therefore it Is suggested that the discussion of the NEF septic systems be Included
In a separate section titled 'Septic Systems. Comueat #048.15

15. Page 2-22. tines 13 through 24 -Adiscussbon of the Technical Services Building
(TSB) Gaseous Effluent Vent System (GEVS) Is provided under the section titled
*Gaseous Effluent Vent System. However, as rellected In NEF Integrated Safety
Analysis (ISA) Summary Section 3.4.9.1 and ER Section 4.12. the NEF design also
Includes a separate GEVS for the Separations Building. The Separations Building
GEVS should also be discussed In this section of the Environmental Impact
Statement for the NEF. Coument #048.16

16. Page 2-23. lines 4 through 8 - A listing of non-radioactive gaseous effluents and
associated quantities are provided. However, hydrogen fluoride has not been
Included. The hydrogen fuoride gaseous effluent annual release quantity should be
Included, I.e.. 1.0 kg (2.2 Ibs) of hydrogen fluoride per year, consistent with NEF ER
Section 4.6.2.1. Comment #048-17

17. Page 2.23. lines 12 and 13 - This sentence states that the boilers are permitted for
operation as non-Title V sources under 40 CFR Part 61. The status of air quality
requirements for the proposed NEF has changed as reflected In Revision 2 of NEF
ER Section 1.3.2. Specdficaily. by letter dated May 27.2004. the New Mexico Air
Quality Board (AOB) acknowledged receipt of the Notice of Intent (NOI) application
and notified LES that the application will serve as the NOI in accordance wiLh 20.2.73
NMAC. The AOB also notified LES Us determination that an air quality permit under
20.2.72 NMAC Is not required and that New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)
and National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPS) do not
apply to the NEF as well. Lastly, the AQB stated that operation of the two
emergency diesel generators and surface coaling activities are exempt from
permitting requirements, provided all requirements specified In 20.2.72.202 B (3) and
20.27Z202 B (6) NMAC. respectively, are met. This section of the draft
Environmental Impact Statement should be revised accordingly. Coru,,melt #048-18

18. Page 2-25, lines 32 through 38. Table 2-6 - The radioactive waste disposal volumes
from dismantling activities are provided. However, this table only Includes the Comimienat
radioactive waste from the Separations Building. For consistency with NEF SAR
Table 10.1-10. DEIS Table 2-6 should also Include the 83 cubic meters of #048-19
miscellaneous low level radioactive waste resulting from other NEF buildings.

LES Comments Regarding Draft Report
NUREG-1790, Environmental Impact Statement for the

Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico

21. Page 2-44, tines 38 and 39 - This bulleted Item should be revised fron 'The
beneficial economic irpacts of the proposed NEF on the local communities which
have determined will be MODERATE should be revised to 'Tho beneficlal economic
Impacts of the proposed NEF on the local communities which have been determined
to be MODERATE.' Comminenat #048-22

22. Page 2-55, under the heading 'Proposed Actlon' - The last sentence appears lo be

23. Page 248,. under the heading'Proposed Actlon:* The last sentence appears to be
Incomplete, Le., the remainder othe sentenco orsentences appears to be Commmeul #048-24
truncated.

124. Page 3-3, tne3S -The phrase *U.S. Nudlear Regulalory (NRC) should berevised to |
'U.S. Nuclear Rcgulatory Commission (NRC).- Comment #048-25

25. Page 3-8. line 39 - In New Mexico, 'U.S. Highway 176' Is referred to as 'New Mexico
State Highway 234.' Commeent #048-26

U'
I'.)

| 26.Page 3-11. ine 44-The word 'condensations should be 'condensation.' ICommentem #048.27
27. Page 3-17. line 30"*Figure 3-11' should be'Flgure 3-12.' Commeut #048-28

28. Page 3-17. line 33-'Figure 3-12' should be'Figure 3-11.' Commecnt #048 29

29. Page 3-22, Figure 3-13 - The Intent of the figure legend 'Number of Pollutants'
should be clarified. Comment #048-30

| 30. Page 3-28. Figure 3-17 - The abbreviaon 'Gypo is used In this figure and needs to
be defned In Ilia same manner as the other abbreviations used In the figure. Co iumimemit #48- 31

31. Page 3-43, lines 23 and 24 - A listing of the ecological field surveys performed at the
NEF site Is provided. This listing should be updated to reflect the surveys conducted Comment
In October 2003 (Slas. 2003) and July 2004 (Slas. 2004). The reports of these #048-32
surveys are currentily Included In the references for this section on page 3-76.

I

32. Page 3-50. line 11 - References to ecological studies performed at the NEF site are
provided. These references should be updated to refled the reference *Slas. 2003.'
This reference Is currently Included In the references for this section on page 3-76.

CoHillen OS3
19. Page 2-33, line 44 - A comparison to the American Centrifuge Plant elficiency and

cost is provided. However. It Is not clear what plant design Is being compared to the
American Centrduge Plant. Therefore. IIis recommended that phrase 'as compared I
to a gaseous diffusion plant' be added to the end of line 44. Comment #048-20

r-

33. Page 3-52, line 48 -The housing vacancy in Texas should be '9.4' percent Instead
'9' percent. From tho 2000 census data, the total housing units In Texas Is

8,157,575 with 7.393,354 units occupied. Comiamenit #048-34

34. Page 3-59, tines 26 through 28 - The area for Impact assessment for environmental
justice was expanded beyond the 6.4-km (4-mi) radius lo an 80-km (50-mi) radius.
This expansion, while not precluded, goes beyond the minlinum recommended area
for a site in a rural area provided In NUREG-1748, Appendix C, and the NRC Policy

.

20. Page 242, line 27 - The phrase 'Gas centrifuge and liquid thermal diffusion
technology...' should be revised to Gas diffusion and liquid thermal diffusion
technology...' Comment #048-21

Page3dof11 Page4oo 11
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Statement on the ' .eatment of Environmental Justice Matters in NRC Regulatory #048.35
and Licensing Actions. Therefore, further explanation of the rationale for expanding (eCnt,)
the area for the environmentalJusilce Impact assessment should be provided.

35. Page 3-68. ine 18-The sentence stales that Figure 3-31 depicts major sources and |
levels of background radiation near the proposed NEF site. However, Figure 3-31 Commnenat
actually depics major sources and average levels of background radiation for the #04S.36
U.S. Therefore, the reference to Figure 3-31 In this line should be clarlied.-

36. Page 3-68, line 28 - The units microRad/hour should be pJRlhr. Comment t #048-37

37. Page 3-69, Figure 3-31 -The title of this figure Is Major Sources and Levels of
Background Radiation Exposure In the Proposed NEF Mcinity. However. Figure 3-.
31 actually depicts major sources and average levels of background radiation for the
U.S. Therefore, the title of Figure 3-31 should be revised. . 1 #048.38

Additionally, the pointerslarrows from Consumer Products" and *AlrTraver to the
associated sections of the chart In Figure 3-31 currently point to the wrong sections
of the chart. .. Cotmment #045-39

.38. Page 4.2. lines 36 thirough 38-*A discussion of the Instaallaton of the necessary
municipal water supply piping and electrical transmission Rnes Is provided..
Accordingly, this section should also address the Inslallalbon of the natural gas
supplypiping. , . ..' :- ."'' 1 ' - Comnn t#048.io

39. Page 4-7, lines 8 and 7 - The reference to 'National Weather Slation' should be
'National Weather Service Station.' - *i.- Couinenl #048.41

40. Page 4-11. line 49 -The UBC Storage Pad Stormwater Retention Basin I.e., a
single-lined retention basin, Is stated as receiving discharges from UBC Storage Pad
slormwater runoff and cooling tower blowdown discharges. However, another Comment
source exists and should be added I.e., heating boiler blowdown discharges. #048-42

41. Page 4-13, lines 10 through 14 - For the UBC Storage Pad Slormwaler Retention
Basin. the following statement Is made.

'A water balance of this basin, Including consideration of effluent end
precipitation Inflows and evaporation outflows. indicates that the basin would be
dry for 11 o 12 months of the year, depending on annual precipilalion rates.

This sentence should be revised to A water balance of this basin, Including
consideration of effluent and precipitation Inflows and evaporation outflows. Indicates
that the basin would be dry for 12 months of the year forthe minimum scenario and
would have on average 0.3 m (I ft) or less of standing water for 10 months of the
year for the maximum scenario.' This revised Information with respect to the waler
balance results for the UBC Storage Pad Stormwater Retention Basin was previously
submitted to the NRC In teller NEF#04-029 dated July 30, 2004.

.Co.n. #048-43

LES Comments Regarding Draft Report
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42. Page 4-13. lines 31 through 36 - An analysis of a hypothetical groundwater plume is
presented for the Site Stormwater Detention Basin. The analysis appears to assume
that 100% Of all annual stormwater runoff Into the basin eventually reaches the
groundwater plume. Since nearly an of the runoff would evaporate directly from the
basin before Infillrating Into the ground or evapotranspire after Infiltration, the
assumed groundwater plume appears to be substanlially overestimated. The lack of
observed shallow groundwater above the red bed surface during field explorations Comillenlf
supports this conclusion. The high evapotranspiration rate of 65 Inches/year In the #048.44
area (refer to DEIS page 3-32, line 20) also supports the conciuslon of a limited
groundwater recharge plume. Accordingly, we suggest that this discussion In the - -
DEIS Include a qualifier that explalns the conservalIve nature of the analysis.

43. Page 4-13 line 33 -*252 meters (0.16 mile) peryears-should be 252 meters (0.16
mile) peryear.' . Comnmment #048-45

44. Page 4-13, lines 43 through 45 - Regarding the discussion that portions of the plume-
could result In a minor seep at Custer Mountain or In the excavation 3.2 kilomelers (2.
miles) southeast of Monument Draw, the word 'portions' should be clarified. Since' Commiprellft
little, If any, basin waters are expected to recharge the shallow grounidwater system, #048-46
any waters originating at the NEF that discharge at these locations would be
negligible.

45. Page 4-14 lines 6 through *1 -An analysi of a hypothetical groundwvater plume Is
presented for Ithe septic sysem leach fields. The analysis appears to essume that--
100% of afl annual discharge to the septic systems eventually reaches the I
groundwater plume. Since most of septic system discharge Is expected to , Comniienit
evapotranspire after Infiltration, the assumed groundwater plume Is greatly .#048.47.
overestimated. The lack of observed shallow groundwater above the red bed
surface during field explorations supports this conclusion. The high
evapotranspiration rate of 65 Inches/year In the area (refer to DEIS page 3-32, lne
20) also supports the conclusion of a limited groundwater recharge plume.

46. Page 4-14, line 19 through 22 - Regarding the discussion that portions of the plume
could result In a minor seep at Custer Mountain or In the excavation 3.2 kilometers (2
mlies) southeast of Monument Draw, the word 'portions' should be clarified. Since CommI11memit
little, If any, septic system discharges are expected to recharge the shallow -
groundwater system, any waters originating at the NEF that discharge at these #048.48
locations would be negligible

IrJ

47. Page 4-18, line 44 -A discussion O1 Installation of the material lo be used to exclude
waterfowl from the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin Is provided and refers to
'installing appropriate netling.- This discussion should be revised to 'installing -
appropriate netting or other suitable materlar lo be consistent with the ER since NEF
may use other material to exclude waterfowl as recommended by the New Mexico
Environment Department. , - - - - Commi iieirt #08--9

48. Page 4-19, tine 2- A discussion of the design of the material lobe used to exclude
waterfowl from the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin Is provided and slates, 'The
pond netilng would be specifically designed... It should be revised to 'The pond
netting or other suitable malerial would be specificalty designed...- lobe consistent

Comnmimemt #048-50
Page6 orllPage 5 of 11
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with the ER since NEF may use other material to exclude waterfowl as
recommended by the New Mexico Environment DepartmenL

49. Page 4-19. lines 4 . 41. and 42 - ItIis stated that *LES estimates that It would spend
about $390 million locally on construction...' However. In NEF ER Section 7.1.4.2.
and Figure 7.1-5, LES estimates that it wiil spend $397 million locally on construction
expenditures over an 8-yr period.

- ~Coummlent #046-51
50. Page 4-25. line 26 - The word results h this line should be revised to rescat i Jhoul berevsedto o IIIaCIaf #048-52
51. Page 4-44. line 32 - The phrase 'gaseous effluent vent system' should be gaseousI

effluent vent systems.' Comm meit #048-53

52. Page 4-50. ine 43 -The word govemr should be govemed.' . #048-54

I 53. Page 4-54 line 48 - In the discussion of maximum accident Impact 12 person-
sleverts (12.000 person-rem) or equivalent to 7 latent cancer fatalities' should be 12
person-sieverts (1200 person-rem) or equivalenl to 0.7 latent cancer fatalities.'

(L'011111erit #048-5i

LES Comments Regarding Draft Report
NUREG-1790, Environmental Impact Statement for the

Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico

60. Page 4-64. line 34 - In the discussion of occupational exposure '(approximately 0.3
millisieverls 1300 millirem] per year)' should be (approximately 0.3 mitlisleverts 130
millirem] per year).' Comment #048-62

61. Page 4-66. lines 14 and 15 -This sentence discwss potentlal conlaminallon Irom
NEF operations and states that the most likely rcontamination would consist of
manimade radionuclides. This statement is not correct and should be revised to 'Any
rcontamhnation resulting frorn proposed NEF operalions, although unlikely, would.
most likely consist of naturally occurring radionuclides.' Couiruenct #048-6

62. Page 4-67. line 27 -The phrase The employment of proposed WCS disposal facility
would have a peak construction force of...' should be revised to 'The proposed
WCS disposal facility would have a peak construction lorce of ...' Cominiielt #048-64

63. Page 4-68. lines 47 through 49 - This sentence discusses water releases and
indicates that water infiltrates to the ground from the two lined basins. This Is not
correct. The sentence should be clarUfied to read 'Water used would be released
from the two lined basins to the atmosphere through evaporation; from the one
unlined basin to the ground through infiltration, to the atmosphere from evaporation.
and to tho atmosphere through evapotranspiration of infiltrated waters; and from the
septic leaching fields to the ground through direct discharge and to the atmosphere
through evapotranspiration of discharged waters. Comment #048-65

-I

54. Page 4-62. lines 15 and 16-This sentence indicales that potable water use is
expected to increase during part of the decommissioning phase. However. there is
no data to support thIs statement. It Is recommended the sentence be revised to Comument
'Potable water use Is expected to vary during the decommissioning phase, #048.56
particularly during the middle of the nine-year decommissioning program.

I-/
55. Page 4-62. lines 17 and 18 -This sentence indicates that liquid effluents from

decontaminallon operation would be higher than during normal operations.
However. there is no data to support this stalement. It Is recommended the
sentence be revised to 'Uquld effluents from decontamination operations during
decommissioning would be higher than liquid effluents from decontamination
operations during normal operations.' Coumierai #048- 7

56. Pago 4-62. lines 19 through 21 - This sentence indicates that spent citric acid will be
sent to the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin as during the operation phase of tle
NEF.- This statement Is not correct. The statement should be revised since the - Comment
Uquid Effluent CollectIon and Treatment System will remove citric acid from the #048-58
waste stream before discharge to the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin.

64. Page 4-72. line 32 - The word 'acio in this line should be revised to 'actions.'
Commueint #048-66

65. Page 4-72. line 49 - The phrase provide remaining 44 percernr should be revised toI
* 'provide the remainIng 44 percent. Comntecut #048-67

I I
66. Page 4-74 line 29- The phraso because no land disturbance would be occur

should be revised to 'because no land distubancewould occur.' Comumrmenit #048-68

57. Page 4-62, lines 28 and 29 - A statement Is made Implying that at the end of facility
operations, structures and components aro turned over to the State. This statement
should be clarified since LES does not currently plan to turn structures and
components over to the State at the end of facility operation. Coininme il #048-59

67. Page 4-74. line 38 - The sentence 'Water supply demand would continue at current
rate should be revised to 'Water supply demand would continue at the current rate.'

Commilent #048-69
68. Page 4-74. line 49 -Delete the extraneous comma near the end of the iniCo enit #048-70

69. Page 4-75, fine 32 - The phrase 'Under no-action altemative' should be revised toI|
'Under the no-action altemativo.' ComumenIt #048-71

70. Page 4-75. line 40 -he phrase 'as described in the affected environment should be
revised to'as described in the affected environment sedion.' Comment #048-72

71. Page 4-758 line 41- The phrase 'No radiological exposure' should be revised to 'No
radiological exposures.' Coniment #048-73

_

58. Page 4-62. line 35 - The phrase The sludge and soil In bottom of the Treated
Effluent Evaporative Basin' should be revised to 'The sludge and soil In the bottom
of the Treated Effluent Evaporative Basin.' . Comment #048-60

59. Page 4-63. lines 21 and 22- The reerence (LES. 204a) should be revised to
'(LES, 20040.' 1
I . . Commluewi #048 61

I... Page7onli 1

72. Page 4-75. lines 43 and 44 -The word 'occupation' should be revised to
occupational' In both lines. Comirmenit #048-74

1 -: D5Ar C TAI -- _ | .nA --- ePIAP_ EI AA01o__ -~r - ------ A-r. Page oQ- a.auI u -, unaer reu tcowiuca4 resourues impUa aiead- I hU propose
miligation measures associated with use of 'nelting over basins to prevent use by

Coiniiaen1t #J48-75
Page 8 of 11



LES Comments Regarding Draft Report
NUREG-1790, Environmental Impact Statement for the

Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico

migratory birds' should be revised to 'nettling or other suitable material over basins to
prevent use by migratory bIrds to be consistent with the ER since NEF may use
other material to exclude waterfowl as recommended by the New Mexico
Environment Department.

74. Page 5-4, Table s a, under the Ecological Resources Impact area - The proosed
millgation measure3 s ssociated with use of 'netting over basins to prevent use b
migratory blrds'should be revised to *nelttng or other suitable malerial over baslins to
prevent use by migratory birs'lo be consistent wilh the ER since NEF may use
other material to excdude walerfouwI as recommended by the New Mextco
Environment Department. Commeint #048.76

75. Page 6-1, line 14 - The phrase stormwaterdiversion ditch from the site stormwater
detention basln should be revised to stormwater diversion ditch Into the site
stormwater detention bastn. ' - Comminent #048-77

76. Page -1, Figure 6-1 -The reference In the title (LES, 2003) should be revised to
(LES 2004b). . Comimtent #048.78

77. Page 6-2. Figure 6-2-The figure depicts the proposed sampling end monitoring
localions for the NEF. This figure Identifies that soil samples. Idenlifiod by note 2,
will be taken at the diversion ditch outfall. This sampling location Is not consistent

- with the sampling and monitoring commitments provided In NEF ER Section 6.1,.
Radiological Monitoring. end NEF ER Section 6.2, Physlochemical Monitoring. and.
should be deleted from DEIS Figure 8-2. ,; .,.; Commelnt #048.79

, ' Additionally, the reference In the tKle '(LES. 2003r should be rev~sed to (LES .
2004a)._ , Comme #048.80

.76.Page 6-2, Figure 6-2 0 Nt 61s not used In the figure a~nd should3 be dp'l ii~r. #4C'ommlent ,YOJ8 81
79. Page 6-2. line 8 - Iltls slated that there Is an additional soil sampling location at the

diversion ditch outfall. This statement Is not consistent with the sampling and
monitoring commitments provided In NEF ER Section 6.1, Radiological Monitoring.
and NEF ER Section 6.2, Physlochemlcal Monitoring, and should be deleted.

Comnmtent #048.82
80. Page 64, lines 25 through 41. and Page 6.5, line 1 -A discussion of the

administrative action levels for sample parameters Is provided In Section 6.1.1.
Section 6.1.1 addresses the radiological eflluent monitoring program. This
discussion of administrative action levels was taken from NEF ER Section 6.2.8 and
only applies to physlochemical monitoring sample parameters. Therefore, this
discussion does not apply to radiological effluent monitoring sample parameters and
should be removed from Section 6.1.1 of the DEIS to be consistent with the NEF ER.
However, this discussion of administrative action levels does apply to
physlochemical monitoring sample parameters and should be placed Into Section
6.2, Physlochemical Monitoring, of the DEIS to be consistent with the NEF ER. The
discussion of the administrative action levels, which are applicable for radiological
effluent monitoring sample parameters, Is provided In NEF ER Section 6.1.1 (page
6.1-2. second full paragraph) and should be Included In Section 6.1.1 of the DEIS.

Commenr #048-83

LES Comments Regarding Draft Report
NUREG-1790, Environmental Impact Statement for the

Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico

81. Page 6-5. line 11 - The phrase at the end of this line and conduct eudits should be
revised to * and audits are conducted.' Conintent #048-84

82. Page 6-5, tines 28 and 29 - ThIs sentence Indicates that the gaseous source term
would be 240 pClyear for routine gaseous effluent releases and that this amount Is
conservative since It is twice the amount assumed for the Claibome Enrichment
Center. This statement should be clarified since the actual expected gaseous
release source term Is less than 10 grams of uranium or approximately 35 times less
radloactivly than the 240 pCiyr value used In the bounding routine dose Impact
assessment for demonstrating expected compliance with regulatory limits. The value
of 240 pCVyr Is the same upper bound release value used for the Claibome
Enrichment Center analysis, only doubled since the NEF Is approximately twice the
planned size of the Claiborne Enrichment Center. The conservative nature of the

-source term from the analysis Is based on It being approximately 35 times larger than
the expected source term, not on the source term being twice the amount assumed
for the Claibome Enrichment Center. Comiment #048.85

83. Page 6-10, lines 4, 5, and 6 - The UBC Storage Pad Stormwater Retention Basin Is
stated as receiving UBC Storage Pad stormwaler runoff and cooling tower blowdown
discharges. However, another source exists and should be added, I.e., heating
boiler blowdown discharges. Commitent #048-86

LA
ILA

84. Page 6-11, Table 6-6, line 18 -The location of the septic tank samples and sampling
and collection frequency should be revised to be consistent with ER Table 6.1-4.,..
The location should be revised to 'One from each affected tank.. The sampling and
collection frequency should be revised toWI to 2 kg (22 to 4.4 fbs) sludge samples
,colected from each alfected tank prior to pumplng -. , ; Comnnen: #0R-8 7

85. Page C-1D, tine 5 - The phrase * with a net covering the basin should be revised to
'with a net or other suitable material covering the basin to be consistent with the ER
since NEF may use other material to exclude waterfowl as recommended by the
New Mexico Environment Department. Commnen, #048-88

86. Pages C-18, C-23, C-24, C-25, C-26, and C-27, Tables C-13 and C-15 through C-19
- For worker chemical exposures, these tables refer to 5-minute exposures. As a
result of discussions with representatives of the NRC and the National Advisory
Committee for Acute Exposure Guldeline Levels (AEGLs) for Hazardous
Substances, LES has decided to provide a bounding evaluation for worker exposure
limits and will eliminate the use of time scaling of AEGLs, and as a result worker 5-
minute exposure limits, to define Consequence Categories. Correspondence to this
effect wi be submitted to the NRC. This change potentially Impacts Tables C-13
and C-15 through C-19 of the DEIS. C #048-89

87. Page D-1, lines 25 and 26 - The following statement Is made.

With the exception of the product material, all shipments can be transported In
Type A shipping containers without additional requirements.'

This statement Is no longer correct and should be revised. Transportation
regulations In 49 CFR 173.420 have been modified such that, effective October 1,

Comn ent #048-90
Page 10f 11Page 9 of 11
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Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico

2004. each package designed to contain 0.1 kg or more of fissile, fissile excepted, or
non-fissile uranium hexafluordde offered for transportation must be designed to Conawcniat
withstand the thermal test specified In 10 CFR 71.73(c)(4) without rupture of the #048-90
containment system. This change Impacts the transportation and handling of
cylinders for the NEF. The Department of Transportation rule change will now (Cout.)
require thermal protection (e.g.. overpack or other protective assembly) of the
shipping containers for all off-site UF. shipments as described In NEF#04-036 dated
September 14, 2004.

88. Page D-1, lines 32 lnrough 34 - The following statement Is made.

Table D-1 presents the composition of three different types of containers
proposed for the shlipment of feed, product, depleted uranium, and waste.'

However. Table D-1 addresses 'four' different types of containers. Therefore, the
reference to 'three different typos of containers. should be revised to '-our different
types o1 containers.' Conainent #U48.9

89. Page D-4, Figure D-1 - The label for the cylinder end view at the lower left-hand side
of the figure should be revised from PLUG END o 'VALVE END.' Comimin enit #048-92

90. Page D-S, Figure D-2 -The label for the cylinder end view at the lower left-hand side
of the figure should be revised from 'PLUG END to VALVE END.' Coinieuit #048-93

91. Page D-6. Figure D-3 -The label lor the cylinder end view at the lower left-hand side
of the figure should be revised frorn 'PLUG END to 'VALVE END.' Comimient #048.94

92. Page E-1, line 29 - The phrase 'to less than 0.5 percent of total number of hours per
year' should be revised to to less than 0.5 percent ol the total number of hours per
year.' Couinen(t #048-9

93. Page E-3. line 7-The reference to 'National Weather Station should be National
Weather Service Station. Commuent #048.96

94. Page E-4, lines 64 and 65 - This sentence refers to Figure E-8 and slates 'This
figure shows that a narrow plume would extend to the west from the proposed NEF
source. However, Figure E-8 shows the plume extending to the east of the NEF
site. Therefore, the sentence should be revised to 'This figure shows that a narrow
plume would extend to the east from the proposed NEF source.' Coninent #048-97

95. Page E-6, Figure E-10 - The Y-axis of this figure is lncorrectly labeled. The labeling
goes from *e 10°lo -tto '0'.' The labeling should be revised to 10o0 to '10- to

Commnent #048-98

96. Pages G-2 through G-7. Table G-1 - For both New Mexico and Texas. the stale
- summaries o the percent of minorities In many cases do not match with the values

given In the referenced U.S. Census Bureau Table DP-1. An explanation of the
basis for the differences should be provided. Comimiient #048-99

-

_. New- C'Einiter 052

November 3,2004

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

This letter is in support of Louisiana Energy Services (LES) to obtain a license from the Coniunent
Nuclear Rcgulatory Commission. This facility, to b built outside of Eunice. New #051-1
Mliexico, will greatly impact Eunice and the surrounding region.

I-J
z;.

There is much excitement in the preparations to facilitate LES. The Draft Environmental
Impact Statement helped calm nerves by showing how little of an impact this facility will
have concerning environmental justice and other important issues. We are excited to
welcome this plant into Lea County. The NsF will not only positively impact us it will
also aid our nation in becoming independent from foreign countries for our energy needs.

We arc hoping that this process will bc svift so we can welcome LES into ou community Conninent
and help our nation where it is needed. #051-2

Sincerely,

Kathi Bearden
Publisher

Cc: Governor Bill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry

New Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid

Page 11 df11
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November 2,2004

November4,2004

t-

tjm

Chairman Nils Diaz
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory .3n.lission
Office ofPublic Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

It is with extreme excitement and great anticipation that I express my continued support Comnent
for the National Enrichment Facility (NEF) to be built in Lea County, New Mexico. #053-1

I was pleased by the findings of the NRC svhenI recently reviewed the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), thus confirming the things Louisiana Energy
Services has been telling the citizeni ofLei County all along. I have complete
confidencein the 5afety and soundness ofthis facility.*.1

In addition, am equally excited for the socioeconomic benefits the National Enriclunent Coilluieiit
Facility wvill have ort southeastejii Nev Mexico and West Texas. At New Mexico Junior #053- I
College, we are already planning ahead to have wvorkforce training needs for NEF in (Cont.)
place. Louisiana Energy Sen ices is also tal ing beginning steps to prepare the wvorl'-force 1
in Lea County- they provided over 52,400 in scholarships fior ten Lea County students
this fiall. W~e sv ill be accepting additional applications for spring scholarsilips soon.

I greatly appreciate your time and dedication spent on the review of this project. As a
supporter of the National Enrichment Facility in Lea County, encourage you to approve
their license application quickly so NEF can become a permanent part ofour community.

Sincerely,

enntfier Jo
Executi e Director

cc: Governor Bill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
Newv Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

I am writing to express my continued support of the planned National Enrichment Comme5 t
Facility (NEF) and to communicate the excitement being generated aD we look forward to S I
the benefit to our local economy that NEF will bring. .

From an Economic Development perspectives we view the NEF as an economic anchor -

within Lea County from which potential business opportunities from within their supply- rO. B.; 13?6
chain can be derived. Given Its proposed proximity to local municipalities. I envision an
enormously positive economic impact over the next ten to fifteen years both in terms of
revenue distribution and increased population.

Itobbs. N M 88241
Regarding energy independence for America, I as a patriot am concerned about our
dependence upon foreign countries for our energy needs and I wholeheartedly endorse
this project which %vill ultimately provide a domestic source of enriched uranium to help
drive our National Energy interests. 1505) 397-2039

I look fonvard to assisting NEF with a seamless transition into Lea County and
welcoming this proven corporate citizen as a permanent part of our community and 1-800-443.2236
encourage you to approve their license application as soon as practicable.

Thank you for such a thorough and informative Draft EIS. I look forward to reviewving
the final one.

Sincere!

Den A. Iendrick
Executive Director
Economic Development
Corporation of Lea County

cc: GovernorBill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
New Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid

wAX; t505) 39Z-2300

-EL-mall:

eddealeaconettcom

5317 Lovtnglon Htghway * Hobbs. New Mexio 88240 * (5051 392-4510
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NV1EUREAS, Louisiana Energy Services, LP, (National Enrichment Facility)
seeks to build a uranium enrichunent plant to provide enrichment uranium for the United.
States nuclear energy industry;

WUEIEREAS, the economic benefill oSouUieasteni New Mexico will be stability,
growthjob creation, and industrydiversiflcation;*

IVIEItEAS, the facility will produce a depited uranium byproduct in cylinders
(Uranium ByproducL Cylinder-UBC's) that will undergo deconversion with final disposal
in a location outside of NewMexico;

W1HEREAS, the facility will be'virtually the same as uranium eirichnient plants
that have operated safely in Europe for more than 30 years;

lVIIEREAS, the facility will be licerised and rEgulatcd by the Nuclear Regulaloiy
Commission, along with appropriate state agencies; -

WIELRIEAS, the facility will haveregulated air and water emissions at or below
state and federal limits as alloved by the NRC and New Mexico Environment
Depaltment; .

WVIIILREAS, theNational Enriclunen Facility, lobe situated inSoutheastern
New Mexico. has the support of mijor US utilities, the DOE. and US Senate Energy
Committee Chainman Pete Domcnici, and ranking aneanber, SenatorJeff Bingarnan,
Congressman Steve Pearce and numerous local and state elected officials;
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NOW TIEREFOREI BED IT RESOLVED, the Carlsbad Chamber of
Commerce supports locating such facility in Southeast New Mexico in the interest of
regional economic stability.

CommurientJ #06u-au1

_

302SoutliCanalStieec * P.O.Box!910 * Cadlsbad,Nec Mexico88Z20
505-887.6516Phone * 505-885-14551Fax

www .csamber.averns.com * E-na1il: chambel@cavemr.com
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November2,2004

Chaiinnin Nils Dlaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office orPublie Affairs
Washington, DC 20555

Chairman Nils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Ofice of Public Afltirs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Olav Amundsen
Director of Radiological Control and Waste Handling
New Mexico Junior College
53 1t7 Lovinglon Ilwy, alobbs NM SS260
Phone: 505 392 5335 ext 265
oamundsenanmmic.edu

Dear Chairman Diaz:

t_4

"I

Dear Chairman Diaz

I ams tiling to offer my continued support of the National Enrichment Facility (NEF) project hial Comilenit
is to be built outside ofEunice New Mexico.; .." '- '.* . ' ! ' *062-1

I havecarefillyreievwed the Drill Environmental Impm tStatement (EIS). It'was nice to see
that the study Was done to thoroughly and I was not surprised to learn the NEF will only have a
positive impact on our economy and will have minimal Impact environmentally on the region.

I am also proud that LeiCounty his the opportunity to helpthe United States reach its national
energy security policy objectives hkich President Bush has wisely made a priority. To decrease
our need on foreign oil and energy would greatly help the United States and I fully support any
eiTort that is as sare and environmentally sound as the NEF to accomplish that goal.

Our community and our state will benefit from the NEF. We In Lea County have contributed to
the energy needs of this country for over 75 years. With the NEF we can continue to contribute
for another 30.

I encourage the Nuclear RIegulatory Commission to grant Louisiana Energy Services their license Conmieiut
to run the NEF. We in Lea County are ready to plan our future with the NEF In it. #062.6

GGay Keman

Cc: Governor Dill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
New hMexico Attorney General Pitricla Madrid

Tis letter Is In support of Louisiana Energy Services (LES) to obtain a license from the Contment
NuclearRegulatory Commission to establish theNational EnrichhmentFacility In Eunice, #063-1
NM.

Afher studying the Environmental Statement concerning the Impact on people and the
environment In Lea County, I endorse the placement and operation of the National
Enrichment Facility In our County. I believe In the positive Impact of harnessing the
tremendous energy potential of the atom. I know It was the dream of ourpioneering'
scientists like Leo Silward, LIsa Meltner and Niels Bohr'just to mention a few - to unlock
and harness the power of the atom, By enriching uranium, we can operate nuclear
facilities in a more controlled rnd stable manmer. As of now, I see this as the best way of
protecting the environment around our nuclear power plants. I believe that the NEF will
have a small impact on radiological exposures to the public, and *fler studying their plant
proposal I believe they will operate with levels significantly below regulatory limits.

LES has shown Itself to be a rood corporate citizen by contributing to a scholarship fund
for our students at the local Community College. It is our hope that LES will continue to
contribute to our County by giving young people an opportunity for respected arid sell
paying careers througt supporting vocational training at the Community Colleges,
supponing this govemment goal as outlined by Presidcnt Bush in his nomination speech
at the Republican Nomination Congress this fall.

Sincerely,

Ola Amundsen Date

cc: Govemor Bill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
New Mexieo Attomey General Patricia Madrid
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October 14,2004

ChairmannNils Diaz
US Nuclear Regulatory
Office o[Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Dia=

I ant writing to voice my support for the construction of LES proposed uranium
cnrichmentfacilitytobebuiltnearEunicc NevwMexico. Ispeak-formyself asacitizen
of Lea County and as a llobbs City Commissioner.

When Ifirst hcard about this facility I had many questions. Will it be safe? Ubat affect
%%ill It have on the environment?

After visiting the mio.Jel facility in the Netherlands and talking to the LES manarement
team I know the NEF sill be safe and it vill begood forNew Mexico. Further, it will be
good for our country.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was very positive for the NEF. I am
glad that the NEF will have no large negative irnpact on our local resources. I am also
very excited about the boost to our local economy that the NSF will brig. We certainly
need a more diversified economy and new jobs. The NIEF wvill help achieve both of
these.

Conimtent #079-2
l look forward to welcoming NEF as a permanent part of our community and encourageIvou to arnrove their license application auicllrI
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NRC
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Divisioa of Admialistrative Services
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
nsishington DC 20555-0001

NUREG-1790/Docket #70-3103

To Whom It May Concern:

Since the announcement of the proposed uranium enrichment plant by Urenco/LES to our
town, I have followed De news and the information trail however scaot it is and have
drawn my own conclusions regarding the propostd safety of such a facility.

I totally oppose the building of said facility. I live 2.6 miles from the sight In question on Co,,ainille
NM Rd 234 and I have over the last few months determined that my home and family #102-1
would without a doubt be in perilous danger if there is a radioactive accident or any
reClase of the emissions from the daily operations ofthe plan. Mfamilv and I taic care
of small children in my bome. As a tarcgiver. I am responsible for thealth and welfare
of the babies and under no circumstances would I allow them to be cndanpcrcd by
anyone or any outside influences. If this plant is built, there vill bc toxic emissions and Coimient
radioactivc materials on the plant site for 30 years or longer, as well as toxic and #102-2
contaminated water pits on the site subject to overflow or flooding due to rains. This
type of environment is not acceptable for raising children. WVhat unknown and dangerous
imracts vill tJhi havc on their little bodies? WVe )so vfrom 'c orricnce and lessons
learned that many illness and medical conditions ire caused by txtcrnal factors in our
environment and I choose to acknowledge that we know toxic chemicals polluted
radioactive emissions and contaminated water as well as the DUF6 waste on that site
carnot and 'ill never be a he2lthv alternativc for anyone
There are already many trucks in and out of the area carrying the wastes to the WVCS Comilleila
plant and the local landfill if radioactive materials like the urartiun cake and possible #102-3
w aste to be sCet to other sites around the country are added to this traffic it will impact
rwli lifc 'mlfientilyt It i nent now dnthe rvs nnd nmrennte Pre bhco ninmawarei
of the rtal dangtrs that this city govemnment and Lea Country govenment and state
officials are willing to subject little Eunice NM to in favor of monetary rewards. It is
shameful that they are willing to dcgrade their integtity in order to see their name
associated with Louisiana Energy Services. Just as this company aas rejected in
Louisiana and Tennessee I believe this company will be rejected in New Mexico.

I request that you deny the application for license for Urenco, Louisiana Energy Services.

Sincerely,

-

After reviewing the Draft EIS, I firmly believe that the NEF will be both safe and
I environmentally sound to the citizens of Lea County. .

ii #079-3
Sincerely,

-CovIIw1ei,

cc: Govemor Bill Richardson
Secretary Ron Curry
New Mexico Attomey General Patricia Madrid

Cs%*4w%%tutt.ErTR HILAD-tky gvrmlda
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Western Governors' Association
Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)

for the Proposed National Enrichment Facility
In Lea County, New Mexico (NUREG 1790)

Prepared by the Staff of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
September 2004

December 16,2004
WESTERN

GOVERNORS'
ASSOCIATION

Bill Owens
Govemor ofColorado

Chairman

Janet Napolitano
Govemor of Arizona

t_i Vie Chair,,

S.I

Pam 0. Inmann
Executive Director

lleadq.onrs:
1515 Cleveland Ilace

Suite 200
Dcnver. Colordo 80202-5114

303-!23-9378
Fax 303-534-7309

Wadshington, D.C. Office:
400N. Capitol Street. N.W.

Suite 38S
Washington, D C 20001

Division or waste Management and Environmental Protection
Office of Nuclear Material Sarety and Safcguards
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
WVashington. DC 20555-0001

Re: NUREG-1790, DEIS for Proposed
National Enrichment Facility, Lea County,
New Mexico

Dcar Sirs:

Enclosed, please find the Western Govemors' Association
comments on the Drafl Environmental Impact Statement for the
Proposed National Enrichment Facility, to be located in Lea County, -

NeW' texico.r ,~ .

-.- Shotild you have qucstions, please contact Mr. Bill Mackie of
ny starr. - .

Sincerely, .

Pam 0. Inrnann
Executive Director

enclosure:

General Comment:

On November 30. the Western Govemors' Association (WGA) and the Slates of
Colorado and Wyoming met with officials from the National Enrichment Facility
(NEF) to discuss the proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea County. NM.
In addition to discussions on their draft Environmental Impact Statement, NEF
agreed to stakeholder Involvement In the development of a comprehensive
Transportation System.

Comments"'

Item 1:

*The proposed NEF would be Oicensed in accordance with the provisions of the
Atomic EnergyAcl. Specifically, an NRC license underTille 10, 'Energy,* U.S.
Code of FederalRegulations (10 CFR) Parts 30.40, and 70 would be required to
authorize LES to possess and use special nuclear material, source material, and
byproducts material at the proposed NEF site.' DEIS page ii-

Comment 1 (al
The final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) should specify what organization Comment
will own the special nuclear material, source material and byproduct material, #103-1
therefore specifying the responsible party for each of these materials.

Comment I rh)
The final EIS should specify what organization will own the NEF, therefore . ConInciI
specifying the responsible party. #103-2

Item 2:,

'Nuclear power plants are currently supplying approximately 20 percent of the
Nation's electricity requirements, but only about 15 and 14 percent of the
enrichment services that were purchased by U.S. nuclear reactors In 2002 and
2003, respectively, were provided by enrichment plants located In the United
Slates.' DEIS page xix

r * J U C -s T ~ n e ~ c y ~ r e r~t a 30 N CF D E tS C w e xe ur doe

202.124.5402
Fax 202-124-7707
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Cnmmenl 9 taI
-

The question is not the fraction of enrichment services provided by USEC In
2002 and 2003. but rather what fraction of fuel will be met In the future based
upon the use of MOX. the disposition of the 60,000+ kilograms of weapons Pu.
any additional enriched U from Russia, Increased burnup of fuel at the power
reactors, relative costs of domestic and foreign provided SWOs, cost of uranium.
etc. Accordingly, the final EIS should evaluate plausible scenarios relating to
these Important economic variables.

Comment 2 (b)

Coninalenit
#103.3

should address these questions and therefore specify the responsible parties for 1 CoitIIIen
the DUFj and the cylinders. #103-7

(conlt.)
llem 4:

'Construction of a new privately owned conversion facility, whether adjacent to
the proposed NEF or potentially near Metropolis. lilinois, would have comparable
Impacts to the DOE conversion facilities. DEIS page xxiv

Comment 4
The final EIS should provide support to the implied assertion that DUF6 waste 1 Colililaelt
would be processed at a facilily adjacent to the NEF or one near Metropolis. #103-8
Illinois. It should specify plans for these facilities and it should explain why there
would be comparable Impacts to the DOE conversion facilities. The paragraph

but only about 15 and 14 percent of the enrichment services that were
purchased by U.S. nuclear reactors In 2002 and 2003. respectively, were
provided by enrichment plants located In the United Stales.' Was this because
of cost considerations, because of enrichment services shortfall, or because the
electric utilities desired a diversity of supply? Generally, utilities purchase fuel at
the lowest cost, not necessarily based upon country or origin (as In uranium ore
from Canada or Australia rather than uranium ore from the United States). The
final EIS should clarify the reason for the specified percentages.

Commiuenat
#103 4

b-owstarts with the statementthat.'No private companyas yet agreed to
construct or operate a DUF6 to U3O, conversion facility anywhere in the United
States.'

tI

The final EIS should specify what fraction ol U to UFP conversions services were Comment
provided by domestic (US) facilities as opposed to foreign facilities. The final EIS #103 5
should specify what fraction of oil consumed In the US Is refined in facilities
located in the United States. These two ralios would be more relevant
comparisons than ones already provided.

Item 3:

'Use of a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) conversion facility in Paducah.
Kentucky. or near Portsmouth, Ohio, for disposition of depleted uranium
hexafluoride (DFU,) could extend the operating life of the conversion facility, and
therefore, the socioeconomic impacts associated with the operation.' DEIS page
xxii

Cnmmpnt I bil
As a result of DOE and predecessor organization operations there exists a huge Coiuilileii
backlog of DUF6. The final EIS should provide support to the Implied assertion #103-6
that the DOE conversion will be available for use for the DUFP waste produced by
the NEF.

rnmmnnt ' thi
What Is the estimated cost for disposal, assuming the NEF DUF6 Is converted? ComImelIt
The final EIS should provide a basis (letter from suppliers of services, quotations. #103-7
contracts, agreements In principle. etc.) of the disposal cost. What organization
will own the DUF6 that Is planned to be stored at the NEF? What organization
will own the cylinders that will contaIn the DUFP stored at the NEF7 The final EIS

2

'No private company has yet agreed to construct or operate a DUF6 to U3O0
conversion facility anywhere In the United States. LES suggested the
construction of a DUF6 to U308 conversion facility near Metropolis, illinois. The
existing ConverDyn plant at Metropolis, Illinois. converts natural uranium dioxide
(UO2) (yellow cake) from mining and milling operations Into UF4 and UF6 for feed
to enrichment facilities such as the proposed NEF (ConverDyn. 2004).
Construction of a private DUF6 to U30& conversion near the ConverDyn plant In
Metropolis, Illinois would allow the hydrogen fluoride produced during the DUF6
to U30s conversion process to be reused to generate more UF6 feed material
while the U3O0 would be shipped for final dispositioning.' DEIS page 2-29

Item 5:
-

'Costs associated with construction activities would be approximately $1.2 billion
(2002 dollars) excluding escalation, contingencies, and Interest.' DEIS page xxiv

Comment 5
The final EIS should provide a complete estimate, including contingencies and
interest.

Commslenalt
#103-9

Item 6:

'For the no-action alternative, the proposed NEF would not be constructed,
operated, and decommissioned In Lea County, New Mexico. The Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant In Paducah, Kentucky, and the down-blending of highly
enriched uranium covered under the 'Megatons to Megawatts' program (both are
managed by USEC) would remain the sole source of domestically generated low-
enriched uranium for U.S. commercial nuclear power plants. Foreign enrichment
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sources would continue supplying more than 85 percent of the U.S. nuclear
power plants demand until other new domestic suppliers are constructed and
operated. In the long term, this could lead to Increase reliance on foreign
suppliers for enrichment services.' DEIS page xxiv

Comment 6
Currently over 30 reactors In Europe (Belgium, Switzerland, Germany and
France) are using MOX and a further 20 have been licensed to do so. Japan
also plans to use MOX In around a third of Its reactors by 2010. Most reactors
use It as about one third of their core, but some will accept up to 50% MOX
assemblies. France aims to have all Its 900 MWe series of reactors funning with
at least one third MOX.

Russia and the United States have held extensive discussions on plutonium
disposition, culminating in a September 2000 agreement to dispose of 34 metric
tons of surplus weapons-grade plutonium In each country. That is 68 lonnes
(68.000 kilograms)l And that Is not all the weapons grade Pu available In the US
and Russia. (Please see NUREGIBR-0284, Mixed Oxide Exchange. published by
the U.S. Regulatory Commission relating to the licensing ofa mixed oxide (MOX)
nuclear fuel fabrication facility.) ' .i'

In view of the plans by the US NRC to license an MOX fabrication plant, the Comi nent
associated plans by the DOE to dispose of 68,000 kilograms of weapons grade #103.10
plutonium, plans of others to fabricate MOX for use by US light water power.
reactors, and the potential Increase In enriching services (from Brazil, Communist
China, and others), the final EIS should address the actual need for the NEF.

Item 8:

'The Programmaltc EIS evaluated the potential environmental Impacts of
disposal In shallow earthen structures, below-grade vaults and underground
mines.' DEIS page 2.42

The final EIS should specifically darify that costs are the reason that placement
In underground mines was not considered viable and not discussed further. NRC
acknowledges that LES proposed several disposal options for DUFS. Including
placement of depleted U3Os In underground mines (specifically, LES proposed
using exhausted Ur mines owned by Cotter In Colorado). shallow earthen
structures, below-grade vaults, and several Inlemallonal treatment options. The
text, however, is unclear In attaching the non-vlability to the Intemational options
or to the underground options or to all options listed In this paragraph.

Conmlnent
#103.13

Comment . lIi
It costs were the reason why placement of DUFeIU 30 In underground mines vas Comititent
not considered, the final EIS should provide additional Information on why the #103-14
costs are considered to be so high for such a low technology altemative as welt
as the additional factors that may have contributed to NRC's rejection of that
altematlve I ' ' ' ' - ' - -" ' ' ' ' ' ; : , I '' "

;.., - ;' :' ru -;..**. * , I -i , *'

LW

nhis is paruicularly important because if the NtF is constructed but is
uneconomical to operate (its capital costs should be greater than $1.8 billion
including interest, escalation and contingencies), the operators could assert
commercial Impractic.bility (declare bankruptcy) and the facility would revert to
the owners of the facility In a diminished. yet highly competitive, market for
enriched uranium.

NRC's statements throughout the DEIS that all radioactive wastes from the LES
facility go to appropriate licensed facilities Is strongly supported. Currently, theroe
are no such licensed disposal facilities (In the State of Colorado, for example)
and the states have no knowledge of any entity proposing disposal In old mines.
Additionally, disposal In mines seems to be Inconsistent with DOE's preferred
alternative In the Depleted Uranium PEIS of 1999 (DOEIEIS.0269, April 1999).

Item 9:

Commnent
#103.15

The final EIS should provide Information on the source of supply of the uranium Comminent
used In US power reactors and what fraction Is provided by foreign sources. #103.11

Item 7:

'Non-radioactive gaseous effluents Include argon, helium, nitrogen, hydrogen Conumnent
fluoride, and methylene chloride (LES, 2004a)., DEIS page 2-23 #103-12

Comment if ''' ' ,' ct the ' of the 'e '
The final EIS should Indicate the source(s) of the hydrogen fluoride.

The Information at the bottom of page 2-55 Is Incomplete. It reads as follows:=

'SMALL to MODERATE during accidents. If a rail accident Involving the
shipment of DUFF occurs In an urban area, approximately 28,000 people could
suffer... ????

Comment 9
The final EIS should Include the missing Informatlion.

CoI11111erit
#10.3-16

Comment
#103-17

Item 10:

The Information at the bottom of 2-56 Is incomplete. It reads as follows:
I . I
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'SMALL to MODERATE for accidents. Although highly unlikely, the most severe Comment Item 14:
accident Is estimated to be the release of UFL caused by rupturing an over-tilled #103-17
andlor over-heated cylinder, which could incur a collective'. . . ???? (co"-.) Page 4-34 of the DEIS presents many candidate solutions to the disposal of the

DUF, waste materials.
Comment 10
The final EIS should include the missing Information. 'The Impact of transporting the depleted uranium to a conversion facility were

also analyzed. Conversion could be performed either at a DOE or a private
Item 11: conversion facility. Currently DOE conversion facilities are being constructed at

Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio. For the purpose of this analysis, it Is
Table 3-21, Current Traffic Volume for the Road systems In the Vicinity of tho CommuzenIt assumed that the private conversion facility will be located at Metropolis, Illinois.
Proposed NEF Site (page 3-67) lists traffic volume per day. Average volume per #103-18 As discussed previously in Section 2.1.9 of Chapter 2 of this Draft EIS. LES
day Includes evening and nighttime traffic (which Is vory low) as well as traffic on suggested the construction of a DUFG to UaO conversion facility near Metropolis,
Saturdays and Sundays. A more meaningful measure is average volume per Illinois. The existing ConverDyn plant at Metropolis, Illinois. converts natural
hour for the peak load traffic period (6 AM to 6 PM. Monday through Friday). uranium dioxide (U.2) (yellow cake) from mining and milling operations Into UF
With this measure the reported traffic volume would not be diluted by off-hours and UF6 for feed to enrichment facilities such as the proposed NEF (ConverDyn,
and low weekend traffic. 2004). Construction of a private DUF6 to U3O& conversion facility near the

ConverDyn plant In Metropolis, Illinois. would allow the hydrogen fluoride
Comment 11 produced during the DUF6 to U308 conversion process to be reused to generate
The final EIS should show the more meaningful measure, which would reflect, more UFafeed material while the U3Oa would be shipped for final disposition.
not an average traffic volume, but traffic volume during the time construction The NRC staff has determined that construction of a private DUFF to U3O&
related traffic and school busses are on the road. conversion plant near Metropolis, Illinois, would have similar environmental

Impacts as construction of an equivalent facility anywhere In the United States.
I Item 12: The advantage of selecting the Metropolis, Illinois, location Is the proximity of the

- ConverDyn U0 2 to UF 8 conversion facility and, for the purposes of assessing
' The surrounding air quality would be affected by non-radioactive gaseous Comm111enit impacts, the DOE conversion facility In nearby Paducah, Kentucky, for converting
effluent releases during operation of the proposed NEF. Non-radioactive #103-19 DOE-owned DUF6 to U30g. Because the proposed private plant would be similar
gaseous effluents Include hydrogen fluoride and acetone. The proposed NEF in size and the effective area would be the same as the Paducah conversion
would release approximately 1 kilogram (2.2 pounds) per year of hydrogen plant, the environmental impacts would be similar.
fluoride. 40 liters (11 gallons) of ethanol, and 610 liters (161 gallons) of
methylene chloride per year (LES, 2004a). DEIS page 4-8 The DUF6 would be placed in Type 4BY cylinders for either temporary onsile

storage or shipment offsite. If the DUF6 were shipped offsite, 627 truck
Comment '12 shipments with 1 cylinder per truck would be transported to a conversion facility
The final EIS should indicato the sources of hydrogen fluoride. located near Paducah, Kentucky; Portsmouth, Ohio; or Metropolis. Illinois. At the

conversion facility, the DUFF would be converted into U30. After conversion, tho
Item 13: UaO& could be shipped from Paducah, Kentucky and Portsmouth, Ohio to

Envirocare near Clive, Utah. or, if converted at a DOE facility, the Nevada Test
'The highest employment would occur In the second through fifth construction Comlenit Site for disposal. The U30& from Metropolis, Illinois could be shipped to
years with employment peaking at 800 jobs In the fourth year (LES,, 2004a)." #103.20 Envirocare. If the DUF, were converted to the more chemically stable form of
DEIS page 4-19 U30a at an adjacent conversion facility to the proposed NEF. the conversion

product of UjO and calcium fluoride (CaF 2) could be shipped to Envirocare or
Comment 13 U.S. Ecology In Hanford, Washington. The hydrofluoric acid generated during
The final EIS should provide an analysis that shows the local roads can handle the process of converting the DUF. to UJO could be reused in the process of
the Increased vehicle (construction workers, deliveries to the site) traffic during generating UF6 or neutralized to CaF2 for potential disposal at the same site as
normal work hours (that is, 6 AM to 6 PM, Monday through Friday) in the fourth the U30. The conversion process would generate over 6,200 metric tons
year. (6,800 tons) of U0,& and 5.200 metric tons (5,700 tons) of CaF2 annually. *

Assuming that this material would be shipped in 11.3 metric ton (25,000 pound)
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capacity bulk bags, 547 and 461 bulk bags would be required annually to ship
the U30a and CaF 2. respectively, with one bulk bag per truck.'

Comment 14
In order to determine the commercial practicality of the scenario, the final EIS
should Include a cost estimate for each element of the above scenario as well as
the basis of the cost estimate (engineering study, Information from a vendor,
published report (other than that from the Applicant). For the facilities that are
already In existence, like Envirocare, a letter from the firm indicating that It can
accept the material (U308 as well as very large quantities of CaF2) at a cost or
range of costs for service would be acceptable documentation.

Beginning on page 4-39 of the DEIS, the Chemical Impacts From Transportation
Accidents are summarized. The assumptions supporting the Impacts presented
In Table 4-7 are provided In Appendix D. Section D.5. Page 0-26 presents some
of the assumptions used In the accident analysis. The 'maximally exposed
Individual' is not defined In the DEIS, but generally Is considered an adult male.

C'omnment
#103.-21

,DOE evaluated chemical Impaics to rural (a persons per square kilometer [15
persons per square mile]), suburban (719 persone per square kilometer 11,798
persons per square m~ee). and urban (1.600 persons per square kilometer [4,000

v . persons per square milel) areas. DEIS page D-28 .-. .. _ . - ,

n is i -I Oh l' : {-* 'U * -. - - ;: , t

countermeasures are initiated. Moreover, the final EIS should require the Comment
Applicant to provide periodic (annual) training to First Responders along the #103.23
routes. (cont.)

Item 17:

'Faciilv Worker Uranium Intake and Exposure to Hydrogen Fluoride

The accident consequences to a facility worker include the risks of toxicological
effects of uranium Intake, radiation dose from uranium Intake, and exposure to
hydrogen fluoride concentration In air. The amount of uranium a facility worker
could Inhale (uranium Intake) Is calculated by assuming the worker Is exposed to
Cl (I) until TI = 5 minutes after the start of the release (LES, 2004a). By Ti = 5
minutes, a worker Is assumed to successfully escape the affected room. The
uranium Intake is calculated by assuming the worker Inhales at a constant
breathing rate of 3.33 x 104 cubic meters per second (20 liters per minute, whifch
Is consistent with the breathing rate used by NRC In 10 CFR Part 20,
Appendix B, for Reference Man performing "light work." Slmilariy, the
hydrogen fluoride concentration to which a facility worker could be exposed Is
calculated by evaluating the time-averaged hydrogen fluoride concentration
during the first Ti 5 minutes. ,, , ,.

'For the uranium Intake and hydroen fluoride exposurecaiculations, it is
assumed that sufficient moisture (I.e., humidity) Is present In the room to
completely convert released UFO gas to UO2F2 particulate matter and hydrogen
fluoride vapor. This assumption results In a conservative estimate of the
concentration of hydrogen fluoride vapor that would be present In both the
affected room of the proposed NEF and downwind.' DEIS page C-18

A kej assumnlion Is that: 'The uranium intake Is calculated by assuming the
worker Inhales at a constant breathing rate. .. used by NRC In 10 CFR Part 20.
Appendix B. for Reference Man performing 'light work,' Similarly. the hydrogen
fluoride concentration to which a facility worker could be exposed is calculated by
evaluating the time-averaged hydrogen fluoride concentration during the first TI
= 5 minutes."

* t 44

Comment 17
In an accident situation, It Is unreasonable to assume that the breathing rate of a
male worker Involved In the accident Is Identical as the breathing rate of a worker
(Reference Man) performing 'light work". In an accident situation, blood
pressure Increases, heart rate Increases, blood stream adrenaline values
Increase (Adrenaline causes quickening of the heart beat, strengthens the force
of the heart's contraction, opens up the bronchioles In the lungs and has
numerous other effects. The secretion of adrenaline by the adrenal Is part of the
'fight-or-flight reaction that we have In response to being frightened,) and
breathing rate Increases.

9

WI
. . . .' IIf the 'maximally exposed individual' used in the analysis Isan adult male, 'hen ̂

the consequences of the analyzed accidents (that Is 'potential health effects and
'irreversible adverse health effects") should reflect the fact that a representative
population Includes females, the embryo-fetus, children, Infants, the elderly and
the Inform. Moreover, occupational exposure levels must not be used as a
guideline for exposure of the public to HF. Many segments of the public do not
have the characteristics of "Reference Manr. The final EIS should specifically
define the 'maximally exposed Individual.

_ rA***2*AS§

#103-22

HItm 16: !

With regard to transportation accidents involving UFe and fire (page D-26,
Section D.5), First Responders may not be currently versed In necessary safety
precautions. The transportation of UFO Is not a routine occurrence along some of
the proposed routes. It appears that an Inherent assumption In the accident
scenarios Is that First Responders provide prompt and effective
countermeasures that minimize the effects of the accident.

uld evaluate transportation scenarios that Include a rang Comment
countermeasures and various times after the accident at which the* #103-23
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Table 5A-6 (Irom EPA/600tP-951002Fa, August 1997. VOLUME I - GENERAL
FACTORS EXPOSURE FACTORS HANDBOOK) provides a summary of
reasonable assumptions regarding breathing rates for various activities. Based
upon the EPA (and dearly a more reasonable assessment of what transpires to
the breathing rate during an accident situation) a greater breathing rate must be
used in order for the analysis to somewhat reflect reality. Accordingly, the final
EIS Appendix C should show new calculations using a breathing rate
representative of the breathing rate for a worker Involved In an accident not a
worker performing routing tasks In light activily.

Coamment
#103-24

Chief, Rules Rcvicw and Directives Branch
Mail Stop T6-D59,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 2055540l1

RE: Public Comm",nts Dockta No. 70-3103 National Enrichmcnt Facility, Eunicc NM

To biom it may concern:

I recently mad in thc Denver Post (I 1125104) about thN.E.F project and the plans to ship nuclear
maSvitals through the front ranSg and mountains of Colorado. Dcing a paut4ime resident of
Canon City, Colorado, I am familiar with tie negativc conscquences of having a -Icgally
permitted' nudclar vaste facility as a ncighbor. I fact. I continuously bcar about my fricnds and
ncighbors who have succumbed to various forms of cancer-a sccmingly common fate around
the Canon City area.

My initial rcaction allet reading the article was to invcstigatc the facts. myselC. You should know
that in my first search of the NRC vbshtc I was frustrated to learn that the public comment
period for this project had already been closed (on November 6i) so I gave up my scardL Dy
chance, I learned yesterday from a friend that thc comment period ad been changed to December
I e. Accortdingly, I submit the following abbreviated commentary for your consideration.

Item 18:

'The cost for decontamination and decommissioning of the proposed NEF would
be approximately $837.5 million In 2002 dollars. The majority of this cost
estimate (S731 million) Is the fee for disposal of the DUFo generated during
operation assuming the DUFs would be not be disposed of prior to
decommissioning." DEIS page 4-63

Crnmmpnt i A InI

arCt

lls unclear if the Applicant plans to own the DUF 6 or the customer of the facility Conalment
will own the DUFr. If the Applicant owns the DUF6. then at what time does the #103.25
ownership transfer from the customer to the Applicant? The final EIS should
clarify ownership of all UF6 and DUF6 during various stages.

Commen t 8 (bl
il. lor whatever reason or combination ol reasons (use ol MUX, longer outnup 01 Cavomineult
fuel at reactors, foreign competitors reduce price of SWU, the cost of U Increases 1#103-26
Aou .uS NTI VA More attrActive. reguataory requtremunts tor additional satety
equipment are put in place. etc.). il Is commercially impractical to continue
providing enriching services (after 5 years; after 10 years, after 15 years of
operations), will there be suficient funds to dispose of the DUF6 and will the
facilities and firms that are discussed In the DEIS as thoughts for treatment and
disposal of DUFs be in existence at those times? The final EIS should discuss
these contingencies.

Living first hand with the consequcnecs of the Cottr Corporation in my community, I find it
sholly Inconceivable that any project the size of the NEF can be adequately evaluated based
solely on the irrcsponsiblc notion thlt thc icasics' Sncrated will be deposited "womcwherce
outside the Stalc of Ncw Mexico. I question the fundamental competency of the existing
environmnl rcview uwhich seems to have successfully divorced the projoct from responsibility
for the wastcs it ill generate. Is it. in fact, legal to permit a project without concrete knowledge
of the ultimate fate of these wastes? Will other States have any authority to assert in such cases?

I am disturbed by comments such as those of LES spokcsperson April Wade concerning the fact
that actual supply and waste transport routes for the project still rcmain to bh concrtely
dectrmined. Being a resident of a State "somewherce other than NM. I think it is only fair that the
applicant be compelled to disclose complete and definitive plans for regional nuclear
transportation, as well as comprehensive waste manaScment plans. Obviouslyonly after affected
conumunities become aware of the plans will they be able to undertake a truly complete rcvicw of
the potential cnvironmental and economic impacts involved.

Lastly, I am aware that other shipments of radioactive materials are a relatively common
occurrence in the front range. Regardless of this fact, I do not believe that any adequate
investigation has been conducted regarding the potential diversion of these existing and future
shipments intentionally in terrorist situations, or even the more likely eventuality of a derailment
or other %chicle accidcnt. I see no reason to cxclude these very possible contingencies from
environmental review.

than you f~cthi epponulil't- toi~niyia """isnt. . .'
; .

Sandy~egesr '' '

Commawuent .
#104.1

Commarnenrt
#104-2

Commnieut
#104.3
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I Cninenter 105
From:
To:
Date:
Sublect:

'Phtt Siberman phfiO poerycerdsuSa.coma.
<nrcreptnrc.9ovx.
Wed. Dec 15. 2004 1:35 AM
Attention: Anna Bradford

McCormick & Sons Tire & Service CenCotinietnter 109 1
215 S. Tumrer

Hobbs,NM 88240
505-397-3782

Fax 505-397-6316
Re: Docket No. 70-3103

Dear Ms Bradlord.

Iam vvritino In exnireae mv nrave concemns about the tff oosed Nuclear
Enrichment Facilty in Eunice. New Mexico. As I understand It. It It Is
constructed. about 3 shipments per day of raw. enriched and waste
depleted uranium and other wastes would be shipped via truck and train
right up 1-25 through Denver. With all o the concern about the
terrorist attacks using 'ditty bombs, Is hI not Ironic to allow the
transport of THREE truckloads per day of such deadly materials right
threnth the mtddtie nt a mablr IU metrnfoiltan area?

December 15. 2004

_Comment
#105.1

!, & ,.as.a.ini*-hfl tflhr quite disconcerting. WiNt these
trucks Iravel tith amitaN escor I-as the Dept. of homeland security

regarding drty bombs of blae, has adequale attention been devoted to
the question of potential terrorist actMty relating to these
shlpments? What assurances can the NRC provide a pregnant mother-to-be
that this possibilrty has been addressed? Can the NRC demonstrate that

p"S h al = D b ort th =me httaInao

these routes of the special problems associated with accidents of
attack. -

Contuneit
#105-2

Collmment
#105-3

.,,.;ill ,Comment04
#10S.i,

Chairman Nils Diaz
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
ornce ofPublic Affairs
Washinglon. D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

I nm iwiling this letter in Support of the proposed National Enrichment Facility In Commeiut
Eunice, New Mexico. #109-1

Being a business owner foi ihe past h venty-hvo years in Hobbs, New Mexico, I
understand the need for diversirication in our county. Relying on the highs and lows or
the oil Industry can be very unpredictable for businesses and for our citizens trying to
retain theiremployment. .x 1 j . - ->

Aftler visiting the Urenco faiclliiy In Almelo, Netherlands and with their local citizens. I
-came to realize the facility will be both safe and environmentally sound. According to
the Drafl Environmental Impact Statementi there would be no significant impact on our
land, water or air. The positive socioeconomic impact, with respect to jobs and revenue
vwill help our economy grow.

I support the Louisiana Energy Services' application to operate the National Enrichment
Facility in Eunice. New Mexico. With 102 nuclear power plants open in the United
Slates today the need for a uranium enrichment facility that is more cost effective Is in
demand today and wvill increase in the future. he National Enrichment Facility will
beneait our cities, county and provide energy Independence for America as an additional.'d
reliable, and economical domestic source of enrichment services.

-4

Thinking on the proiecl Seems at best hIcomplete and at worse horribly V

misguided. How Is it possible for a thorough or even adequate
environmental review to be accomplshed on a project that hab so many
*optlons- and variables still under consideration. More Importantly
given the excess supply oT nuclear malerrais available on the black
market that can be blended down for electrical purposes, we should
question whether adequate attention Is being paid to Ihe no action'
aiternative. Le. not building the facility at al, while keeping the
uut of the hands ol terroritts. II the ilanl h Io tob builtc -s

it not necessary to lully evaluate each ano every coningency oI
operalbon that Is still on the table hereta

Comment
#105.5

Couintent
#105.6L Given that the project hinges on an LES promise that waste wonl stay in

New Mexico. what gives New Mexico and the NRC the right Io assume the
project can go ahead without a comprehensive management plan In place. -
with firm contraclual arrangements as Io where al the wastes wil go?

Contnent
# JY105.7-

W-

Thisplanhas numerous buitt spotential disaslers and should be
I haited.

Colinneirt1 fliflc.

Thank you for your time and consideration of this proposed 9ility
Sinercly p

Randall D. McCormick
Newly elected Lea County Commissioner - District IThank you.

PhI Silbemman

1t r %J'{X

* Cc: Govemor Bill Richardson
Secrtary Ron Curry

I New Mexico Attomey General Patricia Madrid
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Dec. 18h, 2004Chief. Rules Review and Directives Branch
Mail Stop 16-D59. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comrmission.
Washington. DC 20555-01

RE Docket No. 70-3103 National Enrichment Facility. Eunice NM

00

December 15,2004

Chairman Nib Diaz
US. Nucleat Regulatory
Oifice of Publio Affairs
Washington. D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Diaz:

I am writing ths letter In support of the proposed National Enrichment Faciiity In Eunice, Now Comment
Mexico. #149-1

I am a native of Eunice. New Mexico Ulving most of my lifa here and corninug to raise my family
In Lea County. My children having grown up as milltary dependents with the lifestyle that Implies
made It known to me they wanted to seWie In Eunice. Here they experience the love of their
relatives and neighbor. The dose contact and care provided by our local educators as well as a
fceing of security and weol being that comes from living In a sunall conmrnunity Is paramount.
Tbrough their lifetime experiences they have developed a broad view of the world and now
support the work and elforts of LES In Its endeavors to bring the locensing for the National
Enrichment Facitty. As a family we have encouraged the expeditious licensing process and are
pleased *with the progress thus far. We have been extremely pleased with the findings of the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement and feet that NEF wvilt bring our community long needed
changes as well es economic and sodor stability. Each of us feels securo In supporting the
National Enrichment Facility.

I was afforded the opportunity to rocontly visi the Urenco site In Almelo. Nedertand 8BV. I was
impressed with the professionalism of its employees and marveled at the high standards ofwhich
Urenco adheres to In tie area of safely as well as the exceptional quality of technical equipment
and procedures Implemented eI tnis planL I personally believe that not only would NEF be an
asselloourcommunity buttsIactwouldbeeltnatioialyand erntonally. NEFwould sel
the standard for future Industry In Lea County.

Approval and licensing of LESINEF would highten the prospect of economic, educational, and
social garowt that would revitalize this area giving us hope for a brighter future. Wu are proud to
be a part of the production cr fossit fuels through our oi and gas Industry. Unfortunately. ts
lifetime appears to be libited.. While we research and develop other fuel and energy sources.
NEF would be in place for the more Immediate demands as well as embracing the demands Of
the future.

On behal of my famly and myselfr I urge you to continue to moe quickly forward with the Comment
licensing process for the National Enrichment Facility. Thank you for your time and # 149-2
rconsidera(ion of this request.

With warm regards,

Paula S. Hayes & Family
P.O. Box 1973
Eunice, NM 88231

Cc: Governor DiU Richard -n
Secretary Ron Curry
New Mexico Attorney Genertl Patricia Madrid

To whom it may concern

I am writing lo express profound concern about the regulatory review currently underway
regarding the proposed NKEYF project near Eunice. NM.

I have serious concerns relating lo what appears to be the functional barriers to public
participation and scrutiny o1 this project. arising from; 1 General inaccessibility of
lechnicol Information both directly related to this project 2nd reference Information used
as tier supporling Information for this application: 2) Inadequate solicitation of comment
and/or incomplete consultation with appropriate regulatory, governmental tribal and
public stakeholders 3) Incorrect, oul-daled and misleading information disseminated via
olficlal NRC websiles regarding the actual cbsing date for public cornmenl/partlcipolion.

Frormnwhal information I have been able ltoaccess'--ihave nolednuimearous apparent
deficlncies in ihe Scoping/DE .So! processl&odales sccatidol relating Io:) inihc6nsislenl
arid gdenierdi exciusion'fl implicit securily 'nsldanbd oth er socuIny-ielaed'issues assoblated
wi projech j t-2) Corinci lvily aciticrtaldedp-eiidency of thisi fabilit'on-associaled
irdokdive i6CWe and widslerridledlai I sieliTh idiU;C3VCG6nnecivity !oftlhisbli6r1
with pow'er lonim"'isslor~ i bnes lnleded ;fo sOpply;|fie ~r~oje'cl.- ;4)Woler ahid Waislewaler~
mdnririntl impbcti on ground/surioce Wdtle risoliices;.5) Lgol issuesdsbciatUddwith
relevantlexisfin6 Interstate and Ilfernaiinaldol pacts cbioncerning governmenl- energy;
economy. etc. :;
. : . . - * * , ..

Barrers lo ublc revIeW and sc..lin..
Aisyou weU know. dccessl'toheTNRC webstlesupporting this permil action has been
commonly closed to the general public for due to security concerns. In denying access to
this Inlormrtion, the elfect has been to deflect Inquiry and delay investigation. As a result.

.. bolh myself andJhe general public-are depived olan adequble opportunity to access__ _
and scruinize Information, and therefore, denied both the right and ability to fully-engage
in Ihe pub1ic revlew~ OpRdess. "Z - : I -; 1 .-1 '

...1!. . :-. ., -:;-.:* ,Comment #151-1
More dislurbing Is the continued relionce of this pOerniling actiori tipon doled references
and questionably relevant studies Which are practically and effectively unavailable for
Independent review. For example, within the transportation analysis sections.
requirements for additional detailed scrutiny Into soveral polentioaly relevant issues were
dismrssod based on oxisitnec NRC.ElS'docurenis Ihol w&erbreoared in-1977 and 1980.1
was persoholnlyunable to retrieveathese docdJmenis Ihrough'the NRG-webWsie lcbe'sure
bul giverri1heirlenm h airhw'h;a inpopulalionqassoclldlpbblern ith'oeqUality.'arid
hUmrfi&60 sensliv Snvlr65nmin~is-olon 1ihe` 4ihf6lae'r66Ute r onnecled With lffie prqj6ecl?;l
am upc~u~.lsctdletnorainise1eantl 6das.Vt qUestion twiiofiplldhcis

oa least be boh docicro6 1and limehVRiferiened icnumehts oeover2X years bldl'-lhe
public relies'dnceerioin assumptions regording appprlo slandrids of freshnvess";and
accuracywhen consuming InIormnlion presented by ils goverment In such proceedings.



Comment #151-2 #151-5 (cont.)
Inadequate notification and solicitation of comment: Pursuant fo 10 CFR 51.71 (d) as
referenced In the D.EJ.S. "due consideration wil be given lo compliance with Federal.
State. regional and local agencies having responsIblitIes forenvironmentol protection." I
question whether due consideration has In fact been giver to Ihe solicilation oa necessary
stakeholders and/or consultation with appropriate regional authorities. In view of the
extensive regonal/interstale and tribal Issues potentially Involved In power supply
transmission routes, as well as transportation routing at both nuclear source and waste
materials. 11 seems highly Inappropriate that the comment of obvious regional and State
authorities, as well as other stokeholders were not solicited for Inpul.

secunty issues are a rationale lo dismiss tor any aspect of this project, secunly concerns
must be addressed with regard to all other Issues. Clearly, there are very real Issues
associated with security a! the plant, and the security ol transported source/wasle
materials that have been simply dismIssed In this process. it Is only foir that If a decision Is
mode to open this door on security for one aspect at analysis, security should be open to
discussion for all other concems as well. Lastly, If construction and operation of the project
Is accomplished In 'phases", what has been done to address the special security Issues
associated wilh the presence of construction crews near operating nuclear facilities?

Additional factors which serve to create a barrier to public participation In this action
Include the Incompetent operation of official NRC website: For example, when accessed
via "google" or other popular Internet search engines, the fink to NRC websile provides
nformallorn-thalthos-nol been uodaled to reflect the extension of.the public comment
period to December 18". Even as of the evening of Friday December 17. 2004, when
accessing the site: hlto://www.nrc.aovlreadina-rmdoc-conectlions/nureaslsttfn/srl7901.
one Is provided the folowing message beneath the oofclal NRC lgo: Comment #151-3

"Environmental Impact Soalemenl for the Proposed National Enrichment Facility In Lea
County, New Mexico (NUREG-1790) Draft Report for Comment This NUREG publication has
been Issued for public comment. The public comment period closed November 6.200C4.

Because significant press regarding pofentially controversial Issues such as Interstate
nuclear waste transportation didn't occur outside New Mexico unRt aofer November 28,
(see Denver Post: West Wary of Nuclear Waste Rouweioany citizen using the Internet to
Investigate this molter has been Incorrectly Informed that the public comment period was
closed Nov. 6'. Only il you were to folow lnks rsted wet-below the oflricial website riting
would-inlemel users find notice that the comment perlod oas extended. In addition to
the general difficultles arising from sporadic closure and fimiled access to the NRC
websile, I believe that failure to reliably update the contlent of olficlal InformatIon has
served lo functionaly confuse and deflect additional public scrutiny of this project.

I have serious concerns that this application process has ellectively segmented many
activities that are directly connected to this permit action. For example. basic
management plans for Interstate transport of nuclear source and waste malerials are tell
completely vague. Obviously, the plant cannot operate withoul the transportation of
sbince materIal to supply It and withoul waste material eventuolly hauled awoy. It seems
equally obvious that those activities are connected actions -necessary to meet the
purposes and need of the N.E.F. In recent press, LES Spokesperson April Wade has
confirmed that even the multiple modes and routes currently described Iriihe D.E.IS. may
change In the future. How Is it possible to adequately scope. much less perform an
environmentol review for this project with so many critically Important components lefI
unresolved7 How Is It possible to soricil the Input of affected communities at some future
polnl when the 'option' of 'no-action' Is no longer availoble to them? Comment #151-6

a
II
i

Deflelencles In nrolect seoaina and D E S. Droce22' Comment #151-4
Stgnificant ambiguityexists.regarding the overoci purpose and need of this facility._Te _
stated basic premise for the N.E.F. Is to supply domestic demands. with many scenarios
illustrating potential reliance on foreign source material for power generation It the project
is not constructed. However, the applicant suggests In the D.EI.S. that the plant wil supply
continuing demand 'both In the U.S. and abroad". Definitive uses for ali material
produced by this facility must be provided. It should be very clear If anv material
produced by the facility will be used outside the US. or for anvtolher puroose than power
generation within the U.S. This raises basic questions regarding actual production from
U.S. enrichment facilities as compared to actual demand from existing generating
facilities. Is there an as yet 'unstated' administration policy which seeks to dramatically
expand the construction of nuclear generators In the near future?

Regarding security concerns. I find it curiously paradoxical that Information necessary to a
basic review of this project 'sufficiently sensitive as to warrant shutting down web access
to shield It from the public aye, yet throughout the process, general concerns of terrorism
(Le. at the plant and the potential hqacking of source and waste shipments for dirty
bombs) have been completely dismissed from consideration. It would seem that If

Comment #151 -5

Similarly the construction of power transmission tines are critically necessary to the
operation of the facility, and should therefore also be considered connected actions to
this opplication. The some case can be made regarding water supply and wastewater
Infrastructures for the project. In both Instances. detailed plans do not exist, and
management strategies are, at best, vague. What Is the source of the 'municipal' supply?
What Investigations have been performed to assure protection of the quantity and quality
of aquifer/surface waters In the area? Environmental reviews for the construction and
maintenance at utility Infrastructure cannot be segmented from this project and should be
included as rsort rf ths rncicin. Comment #151-7

Lastly. I question whether Ihis project will be reviewed by existing regional entities. The
existence of very important regionol government organizations (Le. Westem Governor's
Assoc1Slion, Weiem Interst'ae Eeirgy -Board. State/Rebnlotl DMporimests 61.
Transportation. Economic Development and Utility Commissions) has beeri brought to the
atlention of the NRC by myself previously In scoping documents. Continued exclusion of
these vested regional entities calls Into question the good faith and discretion of both the
applicant and the reviewing agency. To simply Ignore the existence of both relevant
Interstate and International legal compacts In this action Is at best dangerously arrogant.
and at worst, unseemly and functionally prejudicial. Comment #151-8

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments.

J~bu7Groy9 ft, ... ...

P.O.ox 1549
Buena Visla, CO 81211

-A
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From: *John Grove' cwetlandsOfhafleecomneb.
To: cnrucepOnrc.gov>
Date: FrI.Jan7.2005 1:34PM
Subjectk Docket No. 70-3103

Chief

Rules Review and Directives Branch

Malt Stop 76.D59.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Washington, DC 20555-0001

Attention: Anna Bradford.

PE Docket No. 70-3103, Addendum to previous comments:

Sirs:

I send thWs additional comment as an addendum to my previous written
commentary. originally submitted In accordance with the December 1 th
comment period.

I wish to bring additional attention to the obvious paradox concerning the
subject ol 'security. related Issues' assoclated with the N.E.F. project

_
specilically respond lo alt security rolatod questions raised In the process
to-date. 1

r

Comment
#151-9
(cont.)

Comment
#151-10

As a malter oi Iniormation regarding the general function of the public
notice process, It should be noted that even as a listed stakeholder.
participation in the on-going process has been 'user-hostile'. Le. the
written notice I received regarding the comment period being extended to
January 7th was postmarked DEC 29.2004 from Rockville. MD. I received this
sfakeholder mailed notice only on Monday. January03. 2005. Given the
obvious short window In turn around notifications. I believe this final
extension for such a short period of additional time was essentially
useless. This final extensIon date essentially acknowledges the
shortcomIngs ol the process to date, but ollers no functlionalltyelective
amount of time to mitigate the damage to public participation.

Thank you for the opportunity to send comments.

John Grove

Po Box 1549

Buena Vista CO 8t2115-

_t

I find It strange that the public comment perilods have been necessariiy
extended as a result of on-going security reviews of project documents. yet
previously. broad and sweeping dismissals have boon made regarding numerous
security-related Issues raised by mysell and others concernin this proposed
project.

For example, numerous questions remain regarding the proposed 'phased
construction and operation' of the N.E.F. whereas no detailed information is
provided regarding obvious and signiticant security issues associated with
construction crews working In the vicinity el an operational nuclear
facility. Further, the consequences of the poor track record of URENCO
management In previous handling of sensitive techinology inlormation are welt
known. yet such concerns have boen previously dismissed from consideration.
With the protracted review of security hinormation for ADAMS purposes, the
NRC has Implicitly raised the question oi security review luo the entire
project. Therefore, tha Agency must reverse previous dismissals, and

Comment
#151-9
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1commenter 185
From: *Charles Hersh' 'chuckl( 01 optonlne nei.
To: *Anna Bradford' <nrcrep nrc.gov.
Dtte: Thu, Jan 6.2005 4:25 PM
Subject: Comments on the Dralt Environmental Impact Statement for theProposed National
Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico

Charles Hersh
291 Sioux Ave
Amityville. NY 11701

_t

January 6. 2005

Anna Bradford

Anna Bradford:

Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Malt Stop T6-D59
Washington. D.C. 20555-0001

ne: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed
National Enrichment Facility In Lea County. New Mexico (NUREG-1790);
Docket No. 70-3103

To Whom It May Concern:

Subject: . Stop MinIng and Enriching Uranium end Start Reprocessing and
Using the 'Spenr Fuel You Already Have

Will you please stop mIning and enriching uraniurn and Instead start Comment
reprocessing and using the spent' nuclear fuel that you etready have? #185-1

Right now our entire commercial nuclear Industry Is using less than 4% of
the fuel and discarding the rest as waste. This Is because we donl
reprocess the so-called *spenr nuclear fuel and recover the unused fuel.
which Is greater than 96%. Most of the other nuclear nations are aware of
this and use MOX fuel, which Is mixed oxides of urantum and plutonium.

Since this has been going on for over 30 years. we have accumulated huge
reserves of *diryt fuel that can be cleaned up-the so-called *spenr
fuel. Furthermore, we have even larger accurnutaltons of depleted uranium
available for use as nuclear fuel. There Is no need to enrIch uranium for
probably the next one thousand years, at least. Let's stop at the waste
and Inefficlency and finally start managing both our fuel and nuclear
waste wisely.

1f you examne uranIum ore. it consIsts mostly of U238 and only 0.7% s
U235. A sensible poicy would utilize the U238 by Incorporating It In a
nuclear reactor where I ls converted to Pu239. (plutonium) and then used
as fuel. Of course this would mean using MOX fuels as they are made. Al
present. our entire nuclear Industry uses the fuel once and then throws It
away. We need to stop making at thIs waste immediately and we can just

by reprocessing the dirty fuel we already have Into usable MOX fuel.

So how much fuel do we have In the waste? For 30 years we used 4%. leaving
96% available. We have been saving 24 times as much fuel as we have been
using each year for over 30 years. ThIs amounts to a 720-year supply. (24
times 30 = 720). This Is amazing. We accumulated a 720-year supply of fuel
to run our entire Industryt Unbelievabiel Guess what? Congress wants to
permanently dispose of this dirty fuel In Yucca Mountainl How dumbl

So how much fuel do we have from enrIching uranium and thereby leaving
depleted uranium? My estimate Is a 5,600-year supploy

Enriched/ Depleted Uranium Ore
Enriched uranium ore Is between 3-5% uranium 235 and the rest Is uraniun
238. Uranium ore Is roughly 0.7% uranium 235 the rest Is uranium 238.
Depleted uranium ore s roughly 0.3% uranIum 235 and the rest uranium 238.

Problem: How much uranium ore do you need to make 1 lb of 4% enriched
uranium oxide and how much depleted uranium is telt over?

Start with X amount of U ore

Equate the amount of U235 for your 3 samples, the ore, tho enriched U and
the depleted U.

X(0.7%)-1(4%)+(x-1)(0.3%) or 0.7x-4+0.3(x-1)

Solve lor x and x-1

0.4x-3. x-3714 x-9.25 x-1-825 ;

You need about 9 lbs of ore and you are lell with about 8 lbs of depleted
U..

Based upon this simple problem, we would have 8 times as much fuel in
depleted uranium as we have In the so-called *spenr fuel. This Is about
5,600 years or 8 times 700 years.

This is a huge surplus of fuel and It seems absolutely ridiculous to throw
It away. Furthermore. It makes no sense to keep mining and enriching
uranium when we have so much fuel already. All this fuel can greatly
reduce our dependence on fossil luels as well as reduce carbon dioxide
greenhouse emIssions. We could easily meet the Kyoto standards.

I'm aware of the 'Overviow of Generation IV Technology Roadmap by the GIF
countries dated 18 Sep 2002. The problem Is what do we do In the meantime?
We have 103 commercIal nuclear power plants that are continuing lo use the
fuel once and throw It away. ThIs is very wasteful and causes huge
storageldisposal problems. We need to start reprocessing this waste and
using the resulting MOX fuels. This will stop the further production of
nuclear waste while keeping an of our nuclear power plants running and
producing cheap non-polluting electricity. We need to start reprocessing
and using the MOX fuels.

Reference the Cogema Webslte httpJIcogema.fr/. They are a major nuclear
reprocessing facility In Le Hague. France. They reprocess nuclear waste
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for England France. Japan and other countries. Unlortunately. they
reprocess the waste by first chemically removing the plutonium and then
removing the true waste, dirt trom the dirty uranium fueL They then
reincorporala the plutonium oxide back hio the fueL I believe this
method can be salety done without leading to plutonium thall and nuclear
prokleration. You need to look kino this malter. I know that Russia did
try an experimentai technique d1 uanturn-plutonlum co-precipliatlon. They
closed thei facility out of health fears. Perhaps some research Into how
to reprocess *spent nuclear fuel without first separating the plutonium
ts necessary. In any case. you need lo star dealing with the excess
nuclear luel problem Imrnmedaely.

Please consider thrs matter and thank you for your time. I'm a retired
oeactronics engineer formerly employed by the US Army and this Issue has
been bolhering me lor years.

Regards.

Charles A Hersh
Please enter these comments Into the official record on this procediong.

Sincerely,

Charles Hersh
631-789-3611

Re: Comrnments on Nuclear Enorgy Page I

ECommenter 2 4 5

From: 'John F. Galbraith Jr.' cjfgranalertnatveway~rcn.cornm
To: :nrcrepCnrc.gov>
Date: Thu. Jan 6.2005 10.02 PM
Subject: Re: Comments on Nuclear Energy

To: Anna Bradford

Dear Annal

I have boon asked to comment on the Intended enrichment lacility. I would first like you to read some
quotes, trom some of the most famous men of our tirne, that I have met personally over the last 68 years.
In Chronological Order.

Ernest J. Ruthalord. Considered by most to be the Father of Nuclear Theory. Wtnner of the Nobel Prize In
1908. Stated. in 1912 'Those who think thai te day will come, when Mankind will be able to Harness
the Power ot the Atom, have been Drhikng to much Moonshine.'

Albert Einstein, sakd.._-Fiy Embracing the Atom, we have embarked on a Path. Fraught with
Unparale Catastrophe.

President John F. Kennedy, when asked about Nuclear Energy. responded..The Reason
that there are so many Burned out Planets In ha Universe is, That Their Scientists, wore
ahead of Ours.'

Fru5jif Capra. Scientist, Physislst and Professor Emeritus, Berkiey. .'Nuclear Energy,
Is the Greatest Malady, ever Foisted on Mankind Those Responsible. Should be Tried for
Genocide.'

Anna, are you aware that we currently have over 25,000 Nuclear Accidents every year around the World.
Thanks to these Screwbais we are all down wind and drowning In Radiation.
I donlt know who has so hcddously Inidoctrnaled. any of these People that are Involved with
Nuclear Energy Expansion, but they have already taken 12.000 generations of Iie out of Our Planet. It
takes 70,000 years. for 1000. generations lo pass through this way.

Their are lens o0 thousands of Real Scientists, Including mysel. that sayend this insan;ty now. Comment
#245-1

Sincerely.

John F. Garoraith Jr. President

An Alternativa Way

CC: 'John F. Galbraith Jr.' .Jfgjranaernmativeway~rcn comrr

t-i

--- I
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From: 'John F. Gabranth Jr.' JlgIranaltemalivewayOrcn.com,
To: cnrcrepOfrc.gov-
Dale: Thu. Jan 8, 2005 10:29 PM
Subject: Emaliing: fact-sheel_ne&w

Issues: Nuclear Energy & Waste: Nuclear Energy Fact SheoeMore foilow-up. Anna. Read this through, Comment
and see 11 you stiltl feet the same way. #245-2

John Gaibraith.

Issues Nuclear Energy & Waste Nuclear Energy - Fact Sheet

Introduction to Nuctear Energy for Civilian Purposes

a.. Most early atomic research focused on developing an effective weapon tor use In World
Wear 1. After the war. the United States govemment encouraged the development of nuclear energy lor
peacelui chiian purposes whle continuing to develop test, and deploy new nuclear weapons.

b.. The Experimental Breeder Reactor I at a ste h Idaho generated the first electricity from
nuclear energyon December20, 195l.

c_ 6-% ol the world's electricity now comes from nuclear energy, 85% of which Is
concentrated In Idustrialized countries. A total of 441 nuclear power plants were operating as of February
2003. There were also 32 nuclear reactors under construction (Nuclear Energy Institute).

d.. In the United Slates alone, there are 103 nuclear power plants, which provIde about 20%

oflthe nation'sselectricity. ,+ rt srmte$a. A new nuclear power plant has not been arted h the U.S. since 1973.
_ I_ Today. President George W. Bush's energy policIes cal for e $155 bifllon federal subsidy to

-'t build six or seven new nuclear power plants..-

, , . , , . , .. , .

1. How It Works. The ScIentifi Process Behind Nuclear Energy

a.. Nuclear energy reaies on the fact that some etements can be spilt (in a process called
fission) and wit release part of their energy as healt

a. Because It fissions easily, Uranlum-235 (U-235) Is one of the elements most commonly
used to produce nuclear energy. lt Is generally used in a mixture with Uranium-238. and produces
Plutonium-239 (Pu-239) as waste In the process.

a.. A nuclear power plant generates electricity like any other sleamc-lectric power plant.
Water Is heated. and steam from the boiling water turns turbines and generates electricity.

a.. The main difference in the various types ol steam-electrc plants Is the heat source. Coal.
oia or gas Is burned in other power plants to heat the water. Heat Irom a chain reaction of fissioning
Uranium-235 boes the waler in a nuclear power plant. Some have compared this process to using a canon
to kilt a fly.

2. How 11 Docsn't Work - Risks and Dangers of Nuclear Energy

a. Proliferation Risks
a.. Plutonium Is a man-made waste producl of nuclear fission, which can be used either for

fuel In nuclear power plants or for bombs.
b.. In the year 2000, an estimated 310 tons (620.000 pounds) of civilian. weapons-usable

plutonium had been produced.
Lc Less than 8 kilograms (about 18 pounds) of plutonium Is enough for one Nagasakl-type

bomb. Thus, In the year 2000 atone. enough plutonium was created to make more than 34,000 nuclear

weapons.
d.. The technology for producing nuclear energy that Is shared among nations, particularly

the process that turns raw uranium Into lowly-enriched uranium, can also be used to produce
highly-enriched. weapons-grade uranium.

a.. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Is responsible for monitoring the world's
nuclear facilities and for preventing weapons proliferation, but their safeguards have serious
shortcomings. Though the IAEA Is promot ng additional safeguards agreoments to Increase the
effecliveness of their Inspections, the agency acknowledges thal. due to measuremenl uncerainiles. If
cannot detect anl possible diversions of nuclear material. (Nuclear Control Institute)

b.. Risk of Accident
a.. On April 26. 1986 the No. 4 reactor at the Chernobyl power plant (in the former U.S.S.R.,

present-day Ukraine) exploded, causing the worst nuclear accident ever.
a_ 30 people were killed instantly. Including 28 from radiation exposure, and a turther 209

on she were treated tor acute radiation poisoning.
b.. The World Health Organization found that the faIlout from the explosion was Incredibly

far-reaching. Fora time, radiation levels In Scotland, over 1400 miles (about 2300km) away, were 10.000
times the norm.

c.. Thousands of cancer deaths were a direct result of the accident.
d. The accident cost the former Soviet Union more than three tires the economical

benefits accrued from the operation of every other Soviet nuclear power plant operated between 1954 and
1990.

b.. In March o1 1979 equIpment faitures and human error contributed to an accident atthe
Three Mile Island nuclear reactor at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. the worst such accident In U.S. history.
Consequences of the Incident Include radiatlon contamination of surrounding areas, increased cases of
thyroid cancer, and plant mutations.

c. Acconring to the US House of Representatives, Subcommiltee on Oversight &
Investigations. Cakcutation of Reactor Accident Consequences (CRAC2) for US Nuclear Power Plants
(1982 1997). an accident al a US nuclear power plant could kiln more people than were killed by the
atomic bomb dropped on Nagasaki.

c.. Environmental Degradation
a.. Al the sleps In the complex process of creating nuclear energy entail environmental

harards.
b.. The mining of uranium, as well as hs refining and enrichment and the production of

plutonium produce radioactive Isotopes that contaminate the surrounding area, Including the groundwater,
air, land, plants, and equipment. Asa result, humans and the entire ecosystem are adversely and
profoundly aftected.

c.. Some ot these radioactive Isotopes are extraordinarily tong-lived, remaining toxic for
hundreds of thousands of years. Presently, we are only beginning to observe and experience the
consequences of producing nuclear energy

d.. Nuclear Waste
a. Nuclear waste Is produced In many different ways. There are wastes produced in the:

reactor core, wastes created as a result of radioactive contamination, and wastes produced as a
byproduct of uranium mining, refining. and enrichment. The vast majority of radiation In nuclear waste Is
given off from spent fuel rods.

b.. A typical reactor wtil generate 20 0o 30 tons of high-level nuclear waste annually. There Is
no known way lo safely dispose of this waste. which remains dangerously radioactive untit In naturaily
decays.

c.. The rate of decay of a radioactive Isotope Is catled Is hail-blfe. the time In which hall the
Initial amount of atoms present takes to decay. The half-fife of Plutonlum-239. one particularly lethal
component of nuclear waste, Is 24,000 years.

d. The hazardous life ol a radioactive element (the length of time that must elapse before
the material Is considered sale) Is at least 10 half-lives. Therefore, Plutonlum-239 will remain hazardous
for at least 240,000 years.
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e. There Is a current proposal to dump nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.

a.. The plan Is for Yucca Mountain to hold all of the high level nuclear waste ever produced
from every nuclear power plant In the US. However, that would compleety till up the site and not account
for future waste.

b_ Transporting the wastes by truck and rail would be extremely dangerous.
c.. For a more detailed analysis of the problems oi and risks Incurred by the plan, see Top

Ten Reasons to Oppose the DoE's Yucca Mountain Plan
t_ Repository sites In Australia, Argentina, China, southern Africa, and Russla have also

been considered.
g.. Though some countries reprocess nuclear waste (in essence, preparing St to send

through the cycle again to create more energy), this process Is banned In the U.S. due to Increased
proleration risks, as the reprocessed materials can also be used for making bombs. Reprocessing Is also
not a solution because St just creales additional nuclear waste.

h_ The best action would be to cease producing nuclear energy (and waste), to leave the
existing waste where I Is. nd to Immobilize I. There are a lew dilferent methods of waste trnmoblization.
In the vitriiication process, waste Is combined with gbss-forming materials and melted. Once the materblts
solidify, the waste Is trapped inside and can't easily be released.

From: rjsrnaitOnetzeroner trjs.maiIGritzaroneLv
To: <nrcrepfnrc.gov,
Date: Fit, Jan 7,2005 5:32 AM
Subject: Docket No. 70-3103, Attn-Anna Bradlord

Attached comments on NUREG 1790,
Docket No. 70-3103
Attention: Anna Bradlord

CC: <cfjs.maJ@nezero.neh

I-
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3. Sustainable Energy Altemaaves

There are many alternative energy sources that ate sustainable and do not pose the accident
risks Inherent in nuclear energy production. These sources include:

a.. Bioenergy. biomass, such as plant matter and animal waste, can yield power, boat, steam,
and fuel.

b- Geothermat renewable heat energy can be harnessed from deep within the earth.
c.. Wind: turbines turning In the air convert kInetic energy In the wind Into electricity.
d. Sotar the sun's energy can be captured and used to produce hoat and electricity.
e. Hydrogen: IU produced by renewable sources. It can power fuel cells to convert chemical

energy directly into electricity, with useful heat and water as the only byproducis.
L Tidak using the movement of the ocean to power turbines and generate electricity.
9g Many more sustainable resources could be found and current resources Improved II better

technology were available andI U the government and utilities actively promoted their development
h_ Sustainable energy links:
a. Renewable Energy Policy Project (a CREST site)
b_ Sustainable Energy Coalition
c.. Renewable Energy

4. Additional Online Resources on Nuclear Energy

1.. History of Nuclear Energy
2.. Institute for Energy and Environmental Research (IEER)
3_ Nuclear Energy Information Service (NEIS)
4.. Nucleariles, Nuclear Energy
S. Nuclear Information and Resource Service (NIRS)
6_ Nuclear Control institute (NCIJ

Issues Nuclear Energy & Waste Nuclear Energy . Fact Sheet

D Nuclear Age Peace Foundation 1998 - I Powered by EverZen.com
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Chief, Rules Review and Directives Branch
Division of Administratlve Services, Ottice of Admrinistraflon
U.S. Nuclear Regutatory Commisston
lAalSlopT6-D59
WashIngton. DC 20555-COO

RE: Dock et No. 70-3103: NUREG 1790, Draft Envirornmentat Impact Statement lor the
Proposed National Enrichment Facittytin Lea County, New Mexico

Dear Strs

I am submitting the follovwng comments on the Dralt Environmental Impact Statement In
tie ebove captioned mattr. Plase enter these comments lno the oflidal recordof
tlie proceeding.

Rather than taking Issue with a long list of specific problems In the Draft EiS. I
wit contine my comments Io two areas of the analys that are particularly
significanl These areas are I) The fnstitutlonal Enriromnment A Cumulative Impacts
and It) The Physical Enalronrment Athough these problem areas are Interactive for.
the sake of stinipicity, I wilt treat them epanrfey.

t) THE INSTITUTiONAL ENVRONtMENT AND CUMULATIVE IMPACTS,_

In the analyss of the Insttutonal context I whtch the DEIS takes ptac there are
several problems that asect the selection of facts doemed relevant to the ticense, C
application and that condition the argument used by NRC to ustifly Hs approval of' Comment
the LES)NEF project. These problems refect the Intluence of relafionships among #284-1
legal and reguatoy Instutions (e.g. NRC DOE and other pernons- authortzed to
represent the pubo at tederal state and local lves of government) andsell- ae i
Interested corporations and Individuals (e.g. LES, WCS. ATLI and other *persons that
represent private economic, political or cultural goals). Problems occur In a wide
11j . ul -MOux ~V-IZ 10 . t,-!MiS iu-r o.

c conflict of Interest when public 'perone (e.g. NRC, Sen Domrnict, etc.) become Comment
Interdependent with private Interests (e.g. ATU iUrenco Westinghose. WCS etc.) #284-2
laltute to Identity negative Impacts Coppontuntty costs) ol taxpayer-supported Comment
revtval ol amotbund nuclear power industryat the expense olemerging o
IndustrIes In the renewable energy sector (wind, solar, geothermal, etc.) #284-3

inabilitylo discern disparate Impacts on geographic regions with relativea l Comment
high ratios ot disadvantaged populations versus benelits that acene to atready
privilegedgroups I national and Internaflonal contexts #284-4
M tne DEtS' Irequent shifts ol focus between various levels o0 analysts (local, Comment
regional, state, national, global, etc.) without accounting for problems Ignored #284
when shilting from one level to another - 8-5
contradctions regarding the relevance olf errodsrtslesplonage to the DEtS (e g. Comment
finding that these Issues are *_-specutatlve and simpty too tar removed from Irhe 8

. . #284-6

natwal or expected consequences o agoency action.' (DEIS. Appendix A. p. 19)
versus the Imposition o1 censorshIp due to fears of lerrorists with access to
public documents, including the DEIS) Because ol NRC's ambivalence evidonced In
these conrtadlctlons, the license proceeding should be hatted until a condstent
policy can be derned. Terrortsm It eIther a significant threat and relevant Ior
InclusIon In the discussion of potential environmental Impacts, or I s not
relevant, and NRCs censorshIp of public documents due to security concems
should be rescinded.

Comment
#284-6
(cont.)

. .

Although these Issues are examples ol problems that permeate the entire analysts ol
Institutions In tie DEtS, Itwil not address them In deal In these Comments.

However, wIthIn the DEIS analysIs ol the Institutional environmente there are two
lopics in the discussIon of waste disposition that demand scrutiny. These hsaues are:
A) The definition of depleted uranium as Class A tow-level radioactive waste; and B)
The discussion of Option t(b) (and Option 2) regarding urantum byproduct disposal. The
final EIS shoud not be Issued without extensive revisIons o0 these two topics

A) DefinitIon of Depleted Uranium As Class A Low-Level Radioactive Waste

In several places, the DEIS assens that depleted uranium (both uranIum hexaltuoride,
02-27. Ines 38-1, and Irturanlum octaoxtde, 02-31 lines 15.19) ls aClass A low-
level radioactive waste (DEtS. 02-29. Insert, ines 1t1 9). ThIs assertion Is based
upon language n 10 CFR Part 61.55(a). which I the detaultl provislon lor
unclassified wastes. The determination should be thoroughly explained and lustified
by NRC before the license procedure continues. Although the same declaration was made
IntheElStorLESClabtbomeEnritrmentCenterappticattonithasneverbeen
eupponed by NRC analyst commensurate with Its algnficance r.

The enrichment process Identities the U-235 Isotope as ts product and thae U-238
Isotope as a byproduct Depleted urantum radionudlides are prImarily U-238. which
eventually decay into other radiolsotopes. and finally Into a stable Isotope 01
kead-206. However the halftlfie o0 U-238 Is 44B bilton yearsr which means, In
practical terms, tht depleted urantum will always be radioactive. Urantum-238 can
also be converted to ptutontum-239. tiefisste' Isotope of plutonium that Is used In
weapons, Furthermore, tIhe specific activity of depleted uranium, measured In
nanocurles per gram, Is much greater than the activIty of transuranic wastes
(Including wastes of plutonium), and DU Is comparable to TFU wastes In the amount of
radiation that Is emitted In decay (Institute for Energy and Environmental Research,

twwwjeer.org,).

Although there are ditlerences between depleted uranium and transuranic waste, there
are enough arntlaritltes In theIr potential hazards that they should be subjecl to
slimliar disposal methods. The NRC's delault declaration that DU 1s a Class A low-level
radioactive waste Is misleading and should be revisited before waste disposition
policy Is defined for a uranium enrichment lacitly. The DEIS Is settings dangerously
low standard of envtronmental protection when It assumes that shat ow land buria ol
depleted uranium byproduct wtit have no slgnlflcanl Impact upon the environment (for
4.5 bilihon years7). In fact, the NRC acknowiedges the potental for problems with DU
disposal as Class A low-level waste In Its discussion of potential Impacts al 4-58S
lines 30-32. 'Final disposal of large quantities ol depleted uranium at a licensed
facility could require additional environmental Impact evaluations depending on the
location of the disposal facitily and quantity ol depleted uranium to be deposited.'
However, such ra-evatuallons should be preceded by a thorough revision of NRC
stendards for DUdisposal Issued prfor to a lense for the LESNEF project.

Comment
#284-7
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B) Discussion di Option 1 (b) (and Option 2) Regarding Uranium Byproduct Disposal

Related to the Issue ot byproduct classification Is the DEIS discussion of dsposal
options. Specllicaly th@ drscusslon of disposition Option 11b) contahns soie false
assertions that aeo particuttarysignhiic nt Iight of NRC' declaration that
depleted uraniun Is Class A low4evel waste. The DEIS contains errors of fact Comment
regarding the legal and regulatory environment of Waste Control Specalista. 1 al50 #284 8
fails to dMentity the probabilty that WCS witt be able to store, process and dispose
of al radioactive. hazardous and tnixed waste generated at the proposed NEF. In other
words, the DBtailS to evaluate the fact that waste generated by LES In Lea County,
New Mexico may never leave the vicinity (although Iat disposition may be in Texas. not
In New Mexico).

Waste Control Speclalisla currentiy Is liconsed by the Texas Department ot State
Health Services (lormerly the Texas Department of Health) to process and store low-
level radoactive waste (Classes A, D.C. greatar-than-ctass-C and sealed sources)
end mixed hacardous and radioactive waste. Contrary to tha DEIS (03.3. lines 32-33).
the kcense does tW currently Include 1le12) byproduct waste. WCS has requested two
amendments to ha currant license one tor storage and processing of I I e(2) materIal
(now being stored In Fernald. Ohio). and one tot the disposal ot this mateiaL The
amendmaent requests wil probably be granied this spring.

WCS Is also icensed by the Texas Commission on Environmental Ouatity (formerly Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission) to dipose of hazardous waste and Naturaly
Occuiring Radioactive Material In addition, the company has applied to TCEO lor a
license to dispose of low-level radioacsve waste And mixed waste. The license will
allow WCS to dispose of lowlevel waste from the Texas-Vermont Interstate Compact and
to open an adcacent site or l'ederal (actity wat.' On page 2-32 the DEIS asserts
that LESINEF could not dispose of hs wase at either the Compa facily (lines 31'

4 35) or at the tderat iacitity (lines 43-45). I depleted uranium is consideed Ciass
A tow-level waste. the D0IS Is wrong on both counts.

The Texas-Vermont Compact states 'The comission may-.Enter Into an agreement with
any person. state. regonatl body, or group oi slates t o the kIportation oiow-level
radioactive waste into the compact lot rnanaamatni or disposal, provided that the
agreement receives a majority vote of the commtsslon..' [TX-VT Compact. Article Ill,
Sec. .S0(6)). The delinition of 'person' Includes any ',ndividudt corporation,
partnership or other legal entity, whether public or prIvate' TX-VT Copact. Acle
IL Sec. 201(14). Oecause ot this Compact 'loophole,' both Louisiana Energy Services
and the Department of Energy may contract with the Compact Comnmision (sh ol whom
vwD be from Texas. one Iromn Vermont) to dispose of low-evel radioactive waste at th
Compact facity. Their is no aatutory liit onte wvoumeoer activity of waste tha
can be received (tinis apply orgy to Vermont). end the hacility may receive either
uranium hexatluo 0lde or trkrrnum octeoxd I they are considered low-level waste.

lI the Department di Energy takes possession f the uranIum hexatluorlde byproduct
from LES (DEiS. 4.50. Insert ines -43). it can deal deirectiy Witehth Compat
laciLty license holder (La. Waste Control Speciaits) tlo use he 'lederal baclity
waste disposal laciiiy, adjacent to, and simultaneously licensed with, the Compact
facility. Texas law iegsrding '-ederal tacility waste requires only Ihat DOE have
'responsibilty for ih disposal. not that n must have been generated by DOE &I a
lederal facitty. -Federat faciity waste' mean low-level raa oactive waste that Is
the responsibility of the lederal government under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Poicy Ac as amended by the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act o1
1985 (42 U.S.C. Sections 2021b-202I Jr and Federal facility waste disposal facility'
means a tacity lor the disposal of lederal bacitly waste licensed under Section

RiRn P. n- EtS Commorntstxt !lpaget
- ....... ____

401216 (Texas Health6 Satety Code. Sec. 401.2005. (4) & (5)1.

11 DOE assumes responsitAlty or LEtS uraniun hexalluoride byproduct. and the DU
byproduct is Class A low-evel radioactive waste, then WCS may receive the waste tof
storage, processing and'or disposal at the 'federal facility waste diposal lacility.'
The byproduct material may be received fot direct disposalt or toe processing to the
more stalte trurariurn oclaoxide torm, then detposal However, the tederal tacilty
waste disposal tacity is subject to statutory limiU on the volume of waste that i
may receive fot disposal.

The Compact facility license holder (WCS) may orgy dispose of sx rrillion cubic yards
(162 million cubic leet) of loW-level radoactive waste al the federaW l acity waste
disposal laciliry, adjacent to the Cormpact facility (which has no such limits). By
comparison, the Compact facility that was proposed or Sbiea Blnca. Texas would
have been timited to loss than two million cubic leet (Le. cubic FEET) of capacity.
The cunently proposed federal lacitity has approximately eiVhy times the capacity
ol Siora lanc and the capacity ot th proposed Comrpac bcility limited only
for Venont. The fedefal aclity lirnitis tntealiy set at three ilnlion cubic yards
(300,000 cu. ys. ol which may be Class 8 & C waste), but the totals are doubled
alter live years of operation ITH(C5. 401.216(a), (b), & (c)),

The lfaiity is also authorized to receive Class A lowlevel wasle with 'high
radiation lvels so long ss It uses the disposal method prescribed for Class 8 & C
waste (1. in reinforced concrete containers, or containers that ar comparable to
reintorced concrete) ITH6&SC Sec. 401.218(b) & (c)l. Apparently. Class E & C volumo
lrits do not apply to Class A waste with 'high radiation levels This may allow
burial of DUF6 cylinders without further processing, but would certalnly accommodate
burial of Iruranurm octaolide.

Although WCS does not currently have a pernit or a depleted uranium byproduct
conversion faclty (converting uranium hexaltuoride to triuranium octaoxide). It
would requiro only an amendment to is license for processing and storage, rather
than a separate pernsiL A conversion faciiity amendment lo is current kicense for
storage and processing would provida one more path by which DEIS Option 1(b) could be
met by WCS. Because of these problems In the DEIS analysis of waste disposition, the
NRC should completely re-evaluale Its position on this crucial topic.

In act. It is reasonable to assume that WCS would seek emendmnents to as license for
processing to allow It to develop baciftles tot tuelt tabrcation and several other
functions that NRC licenses. There are existing activities (Waste isolation Pilot
PlanL about 45 miles west ot Eunice, NM) and activities proposed (Modern (plutonium
weapons) Pit Facuity, near the WIPP sRel thai may potentiatly Interact with the
LES/NEF and WCS. In addtion. Andrew& County has a history o0 aggressively pursuing
high-risk projects (e.g. desigation as the high-level radioactive waste alto and the
site ol the superconducting supercolicladr) and WCS has atongstanding ambition to
atsact a wide range of waste-related induustiies (e.g. a complex array of thzardous
waste lacities and the eflort by USEC to develop an AVULS urawdrum enrichment project
in 1991t-1999).

This pattern of development associated with WCS/Andiews and southeast New Mexico
suggests that It is nrreasonabs to assume that the proposed LES£NEF would not have
cumulative Inpacts fat beyond the level proposed In the DIS, Section 44, pages 4-65
to 4-6. For this reason, the NRC should also re-evalute the potential tor cumulative
tIrracts of the rroposed LESINEF.

It) PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Comment
#284-8
(cont.)

Comment
#284-9
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The need for revision di the DEIS analysts of the Institutional environment and Its
curmutative impacts Is comoounded by problems wihth e DEIS description ot the phical
environmenm, primarily with silo geotogy and meteorology. The DEIS does not give
sulticlent attention to potontial effc ts of extreme weather conditions (eg. high
winds, tornados. flash floods, high heal) on operations and transportatton related to
the proposed LESINEF. Furthermore, the Hobbs. NM rainfall dala used as a basis for
other parts of the enatysis (DEIS. 3t13 Table 3-3) contain anomalies that fatse
questions. Although the data cover almost ninety years of measured rairIaN. hatt of
the maxtmum monthly measurements have occurred In the tast twenty years. end three
quarters of the minImuin measurements occurred In the first ten years of record-
keeping. Either the rainfali at the site has been Increasing el an alarmig rte. or
earlier record-keeping was tautly end should not be used to Calcutate *avergee
rahIal.

Raintall measurements aie signiticant because they inluence interpretations of
surface end near-surtace hydrology. DraInage patterns at the site trend to the west
end south, toward Monument Draw, which runs parallel to the border between Texas end
New Mexico. Monument Draw Is above the western edge of the subsurtace Central Basin
Platform the structure that describes the eastern rim of the Detewsre Basin and the.
Capitan Reel. Monument Drew, and the LESINEF lite's connection to the West Plattorm
area beneath Monument Draw constitute a signtiicant problem In the DEIS analysts.

NEF and WCS sites. Water may erter local surface and groundwater systems from
rainfall, water pumped to the surface tor operations, perched tenses connected by
preterred pathways such as faults and fractures. or wetis connecting strata that are
otherwise separated. Decause Ihere are known faults In the area, and the t0e is
located above the West Pattorm Fault Zone a detailed sludy ot potential pathways
should be completed before a finat EIS Is Issued. In addition to polluting the
Ogatiala Aquifer, water from the site may reach the Pecos River Valey surface water,
groundwater from the Capitan Reef formation, and possibly other sources of fresh
water In Texas.

Comment
#284-10

Comment
#284-11

_Comment
#284-13

1 Comment
#284-14
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I respectutly request that these comments be entered In the record of
this proceeding and that the Nuclear Regubtory Commtssion either reject the license
ppticatlon as inadequate or conduct a thorough revision of the EIS betore continuing.

_

Sincerely,

Richard Simpson
P.O Box 13101
Austin. TX 78711

.. rIa

r ;

Although the DEiS Identities several facts about area geology that should be explored
more tutfy. t assumes that chemical end radiological poltutants hn eaborne
emssons and eachate will not atlect the regional ervrornent. However. poitutants
from the facfity may travel long dstances In the air, regardiess of surface wind -. -
conditions, end last flow paths for water may undermine re ance on root system
uptakeand vapotranspirationasmitgationfrwatercontaminanta.Andftthe
potentiat lot disposal of depleted urankam near the site Is considered, onger term
factors of site geolooy take on new dektnliene.s

Desecriptions of local geology may be Interpreted to suggest that the Ogallata Aquifer
Is t rlsk, and desplte the DtS' asurance to the conlrary. th Is a valid conem.
Yet there i3 another view of geotogical processes that Is also plausible, but It
directs concerns for water conlaminatlin to the south, benelth Monument Draw and
along the West Platform FauH Zone. This Is a well-known area of interconnected faults
that has proven to be a prorito source of oit and gas production.

Hydrocarbon production Is thought to be the cause of the areas frequent seismicity
(Luo. et al. 1991). but the DEI assenron thatoit and gas production Is the onry
cause of seismic eeily Is contradicted by other geologists (Sanchez. 1992; Hill
1991). The 1992 earthquake at Eunice (magnitude 5.0) was probably tectonic in origin.
and the presence of oll and gas deposits may be as much en effect of seismicity, as a
cause. In addition, there are many dissolution features (fissures, sink holes, beccla
pipes, etc.), also associated with hydrocarbon, alt, and suur resources that
accompany karat formaton and Increased probabilly o0 last flow paths (DuChene I
McLean, 1989; Hihl 1992). Furthermore, the use of secondary oll recovery methods,
such as walertloods, may altso interact with the geology to accelerate water In
unpredictable ways ('welt blowouts') through hydrologie systems (Silva. 1996).
Although olt deposits are much deeper than the water bearing formations at Issue,
the presence of thousands of welts and numerous fault pathways that connect widely
separated strata makes the hydrologyof the sHe impossible to charactedze without
more extensive data.

Unfortunately, the DEIS sheds no fight on the polential for water to move through the

Comment
#284-12

Comment
#284-13

* *I



Corrections to DEIS Comments.txt
January 14. 2005

Chief, Rules Review and Directives Branch

Division of Administrative Services, Office of Administration

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Mail Stop T6-DS9

Washington, DC 20555-0001

corrections to DEIS comments.txt
lle(2) uranium byproduct, and mixed hazardous and radioactive waste. Although the

license includes lle(2) byproduct material, wCS has requested an amendment which

would allow it to store and process byproduct with much higher concentrations of

radioisotopes (now being stored by DOE in Fernald, Ohio). wCS has also applied to

TDSHS for a license to dispose of this highly concentrated form of lle(2) material.

The storage amendment request will probably be granted this spring, but a ruling on

the disposal permit will take about another year.

RE: Docket No. 70-3103; NUREG-1790. Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the

Proposed National Enrichment Facility in Lea County, New Mexico

Dear Sirs:

On Ianuary 7, 2005, I sent comments to NRC regarding NUREG-1790, Docket NO. 70-3103.

'7'Yesterday I learned that there were two errors in my comments, and while they are
-not

W crucial to the DEIS, I am submitting the following corrections. Although too late to

be entered into the record, I am sending the corrections in the interest of
accuracy.

In Section I), Part B), the second paragraph contained an error regarding wcs'
storage

and processing license. I stated that the current request for amendment is for

permission to store and process 11e(2) byproduct material, when in fact the request
is

for an increase in levels of radioactivity allowed for 11e(2) material. A second

license request is not for an amendment, but for permission to dispose of the higher

concentration 11e(2) material. The paragraph should read as follows:
ee*aaaaa * ** * aa *a ** * * * * * a** at a** * a*** atae* *** tat. a* a. a * aaa.a* ha,.. tat a aaa***aaaa***aa * *

waste control specialists currently is licensed by the Texas Department of state

Health Services (formerly the Texas Department of Health) to process and store low-

- level radioactive waste (Classes A, B, C, greater-than-class-C and sealed sources),

Page 1

The fourth paragraph of Section I), Part B) also contains an error regarding the
means

by which LES' depleted uranium may be accepted for disposal by the Texas-Vermont

Compact facility. I stated that LES may contract with the TX-VT Compact Commission,

when in fact the contract must be arranged through the agency of the Rocky Mountain

States Compact (or the DOE). The paragraph should read as follows:
* ** 1* ** a t. a e* * a.. ae a a ae a, a * ..ar *e *.a. atattat ** atat aa* * at.... a* tat. a ***** a** at tat* *ee t

The Texas-vermont Compact states: 'The commission may:...Enter into an agreement
with

any person, state, regional body, or group of states for the importation of
low-level

radioactive waste into the compact for management or disposal, provided that the

agreement receives a majority vote of the commission..." [TX-VT Compact, Article
III,

sec. 3.05(6)]. The definition of "person" includes any "...individual, corporation,

partnership or other legal entity, whether public or private" [TX-VT Compact.
Article

II, Sec. 2.01(14). Because of this Compact "loophole," both Louisiana Energy
Services

and the Department of Energy may contract with the Compact Commission (six of whom

will be from Texas, one from Vermont) to dispose of low-level radioactive waste at
the

compact facility. However LES would need to receive permission from the Rocky
Mountain

Compact (of which New Mexico is a member) to use the wCS facility, or the contract
Page 2
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could be between the two compact commissions. There is no statutory limit on the

volume or activity of waste that can be received at the Texas Compact site (limits

apply only to Vermont). and the facility may receive any form of low-level waste

is accepted by TCEQ rules.
* .* *.* . *.. a.. a.. ... ,* ** ** ***.*. * .* . ...... .* *** * 0 * * * *

From:
To:
Date:

cconlactusOcardnm.org>
onrcrepOnrc.gov"
Fri. Jan 7,2005 1 0:33 AM

To whom It may concern.
Please review attached comments.

I would appreciate your adding these corrections to my previous comments, and I look

forward to a Final Environmental Impact statement.

sincerely.

Richard Simpson

L4 P.O. Box 1310i.

;.Austin, TX 78711 .,

I . . I .. .. .

. . . ..

,6. ,- jb :

'' ' ': " 'l

... :. . ,:.
... . .

Page 3
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I~mmnter 3161

Chef Rates Re*ie aWd Diretive Branch
lM13il Stop T6.DS9
U.S. Nuckl Relu taory Comnisason
Wahinton DC 20555-400

REi Docket No. 7O-3103

To whenmit may concern.

I am ,eprescaaleg Cilizeas Eot Aieruaticas to Ridoaiins Damping. a *uaewkd orgaanitailon ihits ha ofice
In Albuqowe and conasinrats in Souatheatirn New Mesko. We tre coricerned at lIte propose LES
wat eatucicaent plant -ilt be a dangro tb eannvionta and Ibt tCommunities surroonding the
proposed l cility. One only has to loo at the record d LES to wrruanrd the reasons for ahese concerns.

From: 'Joseph Malierek' <jmalhatekOcitizen.org-
To: enrcrep ~nrc.gov,
Date: Fri. Jan 7.2005 2:23 PM
Subject: PC4tJIRS Comments on NEF DEIS

Attention: Anna Bradiord

Attached you will find a PDF of he joint comments of Public Citizen
and the Nuclear Information and Resowce Service on tShe Drall
Environmcntal Impact Statement for the National Enrichment Facility
(tJUREG-1790; Docket No. 70-3103).

To ensure delivery, these comments will also be submitled via tax and
U.S. mal.

Please enter these comments into the ollicial record on this
proceeding. Thank you.

Sincerely.
Joseph P. Manlerok

Joseph P. Matherek

Policy Analyst
Critical Mass Energy and Environment Program
PUBUC CITIZEN
215 Pennsylvania Ave SE
Washington. DC 20003
Phone: 202-454-5109
Fax 202-547-7392
E-mal jmawiherekcilizrknorg

We owws ike orosrcrrea in some drsld on the Draft Environmeaiaal Impacs Statement. Howcvr. she ony
Verion of the DEIS available to ur I"ue one on the NRC wcbsirtl does not Iicruse public nd occupaional
srfety risas ard uarasporaation accideA 1npacss *hect am she very subjess on wlhich we cAish to cornmeaL

We requesl "ha NRC requile thla complete Information coacerniog LtS he atde availzble Eoa public
omacnra and ht hisa DEIS be drelared Inadequate.

Comment
#295-1

0r
0>

Sincerey.

Jan raureenvwal
C-c-oortdaso
Citizens Eor Alternatives
To Ralioactive Dunping
505-266-2663
202 IarvarrlrSE
ALB. NiMI 7106
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Citizen
January 7,2005

Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T6-D59
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Re: Comments on the Draft Environmentsal Impact Statement for the Proposed National
Enrichment Facility in Lea County, New Mexico (NUIREC-1790); Docket No. 70-3103

To Whom It May Concern: .

Enclosed you will find thejoint comments of Public Cilizen and the Nuclearlinformation and
Resource Ser.iei (NIRS) on the NRC's Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Draft EIS) for
the proposed National Enrichiment Facility (NEF) in Lea County, New Mexico.

Public Citizen end NIRS h Jolntlyben admitied as a party o the licensnig proceeding for the
NEF, a proposed uranium enrichment plant proffered by a firm called Louisiana Energy Services
(LES). As formal participants with standing in this proceeding, we hope that our comments and
recommendations on the Draft EIS are considered seriously and taken into account before the
NRC issues its final EIS on the NEF.

Please enter these comments into the official record on this proceeding.

Sincerely,

Joseph P. Malherck
Policy Analyst, Public Citizen's Critical Mass Energy and Environment Program

Michael Mariotte
Executive Director, Nuclear Informiation and Resource Service

[Enclosure]

A Note on the Public Comment Period

As a result of the NRC's security review of the documents posted on its website, the public was
forced to submit comments under conditions that have greatly limited its ability to adequately
review the environmental evaluation of the NEF as well as Important related documents.

Included among these files were documents essential for preparing comments, including LES's
license application for the NET and the NRC's Draft EIS for this proposed plant. Additional
items needed for drafling informed comments, such as the record orcommunications between
the NRC and LES, were also restricted from public access.

Only recently have these documents been restored to the NRC's Web site, albeit in a limited
form where parts deemed to contain sensitive security information have been removed. In the
Draft EIS, the redacted portions include maps of the site and facility and all or parts of Sections
4.2.11.2 and 4.2.13,Tables 4.17 and 4.21, and large portions of Appendix C, which include
evaluations of possible accidents at the NEF and their potential impacts on public and worker
health. Moreover, a list of chemicals employed at the facility has been removed. This
Information is essential to public knowledge and understanding of the plant's operations and
Impacts. It is difficult to believe that an honest assessment of possible accidents and their Comment
consequences would be particularly useulo terrorists or others. . #316-1
Th' -;' .. ' '.' :'I' .it. ;bn ' :,' re.e of . h .:.' C-'- .
These conditions have made it difficult to perform a comprehensive review of the Dra
EIS; nevertheless, Public Citizen and NIRS hereby present our comments based on the
Information available. , .A

-4

I, , . I . .I I , .. I , .. . . I .. 1 . . I , : . _.. . , "

G..
General Comments -. ;

The site of LES's proposed NEF sits in a region already negatively impacted by various
industrial activities: there is a quarry and a petroleum-industry solid-waste treatment and disposal
facility to the north, a hazardous and radioactive waste dump to the east, a municipal landfill to
the southeast, and a petroleum-contaminated-soil treatment facility to the ivest-all of this
among a landscape littered with 33,700 oil wells, several oil processing facilities with flame-off"
towers, and hundreds of associated pumps, jacks, and rigs (Draft EIS, § 3.2; § 4.2.3). The regiori
has been thoroughly tapped for oil and gas resources, the ecological scars of which remain.

Amidst this, NRC has determined in its Draft EIS that the environmental impacts from building
and operating a uranium enrichment facility on the site would be mostly "small" to "moderate,"
and has recommended that the proposed license be issued to LES (Draft EIS, § 2.4). Public Comment
Citizen and NIRS do not agree with this assessment. #316-2

It Is also the view of Public Citizen and NIRS that the Draft EIS for4he NEF falls short of the
requirement of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) that each federal agency must
consider in an environmental impact statement "the relationship between local short-term uses of
man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity" (42 U.S.C.

r ublic Cldren.,215rPenmyt-,nls Ave SE * Washrhton, DC 2003 *(202) 546.49956* razidzen =r

NIltS: 1424 16th Street NW NS404 aWehington. DC 20036. C 202) 32
5
0002 asasaclam

, Comnment
#316-3



Public CttizenNItRS Commnresuaon the Draft EIS for the National Enrichmrent Facility .2 -

§ 4332(c)(iv)). But thle NRC staff merely notes that a 'dctailed analysis of the impact of the
proposed NEF on connected actions that include the overall nuclear fuel cycle activities were not
considered' (Draft EIS § 1.4.3). The cumulative hazards and dangers of the nuclear fuel cycle,
nuclear power generation, and nuclear waste management deserve a thorough accounting in the
EIS, which is lacking in this draft version, where there is only a cursory consideration of these C
factors in chapter 4 on t'Environmental Impacts." Considering the enormous problem of
properly disposing of irradiated nuclear fuel-one of the ultimate products of this plant-and
isolating it from the environment, this omission amounts to an evasion of responsibility. WVlile
the NRC, in the context of drafting an EIS for a uranium enrichment facility, may not have a
statutory obligation to consider the long-term management of wastes produced by nuclear power
reactors, it is the opinion of Public Citizen and NIRS that this necessary stage in the production

,omment
~316-3
conl.)

Pubtic Chitien/NtItS Commentia on the Drarar EtS for the National E2,nrichment Facility -3 -

ultimate destination of the proposed NEF's product) upon the long-term productivity of our Comment
natural resources. In thle Final EIS, these NEPA-rcquired statements of environmental impact #316-5
should be expanded in scope and detail to address such important questions. (cant.)

Site Selection

o* nurtear tuc, is a proper forum tor a consioerarton oN its ultimate rsestrnation. we request that
this be remedied in the final version.I

Furthermore, the analysis of "Alternatives to the Proposed Action" (Draft EIS. § 2.2) is
perfunctory and myopic. NEPA requires agencies of the federal government to "study, develop,
and describe appropriate alternatives to recommencrded courses of action in any proposal which
involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources" (42 U.S.C. §
4332(E)). Considering the fact that the problem of radioactive waste is, by virtually all accounts,
an "unresolved conflict" (note the many years of contentious debate over the Yucca Mountain
nuclear waste repository), the section covering alternatives to the proposed action should
encompass a broader range off possibilities than merely other means of enriching uranium for use
as fuel in nuclear reactors. The Final EIS should consider altemnative energy sources-such as
wvind and solar-and the means required to employ them instead of nuclear power. Nuclear' omn

geneate poverrequrestheuseof inie resources while creating unique and dangerous

environmental and health hazards; an altemnative to this course should be evaluated before #316-4
issuing a license for a nuclear fuel facility.I

4-l

00
I'.

The description of LES's site selection process in Section 2.2.2.1 is misleading in that it only
mentions certain objective criteria of respective sites and neglects the political situation that led
to thle selection of tire site in New Mexico.

LES was opposed by many members of thre communities in Louisiana, where it failed to attain a
timely license for its proposed Claiborne Eniricmenit Center (CEC), as well as in Tennessee,
where: many local officials also opposed the project.

It has been reported that Sen. Pete Domenici of New Mexico, an ardent proponent of the nuclear
industry, 'wooed" the company to his home state when it was having trouble meeting zoning
requirements established at its chosen site in Tennessee.' Officials at the federal, state, and local
level in New Mexico were, unlike in Tennessee, generally favorable to tire project 3  Comment

Yet nothing of this is mentioned in the Draft EIS; rather, the process used to select tire site is #316-6
described as a "multi-attribute-utility-analysis methodology" (page 2.35, line S). Seven
candidate sites were eliminated because of the risk of an earthquake (Draft EIS, Table 2.7), yet
the site that was ultimately chosen lies in a seismically-active area near, possibly over, a geologic
fault.? The site in Bellefonte, Alabama is said to have been eliminated because a 'historic
preservation assessment" may have been required (page 2-38, line 16); yet at tire chosen site in
Lea County, the presence of seven archaeological sites, each of whicls has been determined to be
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, has been identified (page 3-9),
requiring LES to negotiate a "Memorandum of Agreement" with the state of New Mexico (page
1.17). Also atthe Bellcfontecsite, the "costly relocation" of high-voltagectransmission lines is
cited as a reason for lowering Bellefonte's rating below thle Lea County site. Yet existing at thle
latter site is a high-pressure carbon-dioxide (COI) gas line that would have to be relocated before
the site is developed (page 2-9). Additionally, potable water pipelines from the nearby cities of
Eunice and Hobbs-8 and 32 kilometers in length, respectively-would have to be constructed
to serve the facility; and two independent electrical substations and two 11 5-kilovolt overhead
transmission lines stretching 13 kilometers would be required to serve thle NEF (Draft EIS, §
2.1.6). Considering this, why did LES judge the Bellefonte site to be inferior to the Lea County
site?

1'"LES to set up pslint la'New Mexco," Nuclear Ltgintrin5g IeremaironaI. Oct. 31. 2003: 3. 'Full Review -
Enrichment -The race is on. Nuclear Enginceerin Inrerenaoional, Sept. 30. 2001: t2.
a "Nuke fuel factory planned for tea County; envirosnmentalists oppose it,' Asociated Press AKttssirfes. Sept. 3,
2003.
3 Natiottal Enrichment Facility Environrmental Report, Revision 2, Table 3.3-3. July 2004; for an account of thme
geologic fault discovered under thre Waste Control Specialists sire. see Memorandum from Herman L Graves to
Joseph G. Giner. 'May 27-28, 2004. Meeting Summszy. Louisiana Energy Services' tn-Officc Review, Htobbis. New
Mexico and Site Visit, Eunice. New Mexico*" June 29.2004.

NVEP.A Requir
Per the requirt

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)

crnC,,f S
:ments of NEPA, an EIS is required to include a "detailed statemlent" on:

the environmental impact of the proposed action,
any adverse enivironmncrtal effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal
be implemented,
alternatives to tise proposed action,
ttcirereationshipbetween local short-term uses ofman's envirornment and the Comment
maintenance of long-term productivity, and #316-5
any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be
involved in tire proposed action should it be implemented. [42 U.S.C.
4332(2)(c)]

Chapter 4 of the Draft EIS does include a discussion of these thuings, but it is far from being a
"detailed statement"; rather, it is cursory, perfunctory, and limited in scope and vision. For
example, Section 4.7, titled "Relationship Between Local Short-Termn Uses of the Environment
and the Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Tertn Productivity," fails to adequately consider
the long-term ha~zards created by depleted uranium waste (not to mention irradiated fuel rods, the

- - I
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Proximlt to Othler Facilities Cotnment
As shown In the maps presented in figures 4-5 and 4-6, the location of the proposed NEF is #316.7
remarkably Isolated from other related nuclear fuel cycle facilities, requiring the shipment of
radioactive and hazardous materials over great distances, increasing the possibility of a harmful
accident, which could produce adverse health effects in up to 28,000 people in an urban area
(Draft EIS, Table 4-7). In fact, none of the waste processingidisposal facilities cited by LES is
closer than 1,000 miles from the site. Yet proximity to these sites does not appear to have been
a criterion considered In the selection of the Lea County site (Draft EIS, § 2.2.2.1). Considering
the fact that the two previous sites chosen by LES-in Louisiana and Tennessee-would have
been much nearer to these related facilities, would It be correct to assume that this vas a factor
considered by LES but neglected in its most recent site selection?

Contaminatlon ot Lea Cownio Site :
Samples taken by LES at the NEF site reveal that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's
maximum contaminant levels are exceeded for several substances, including boron, chloride,
iron, manganese, sulfate, tranium-234 as well as 'gross alpha" radioactive constituents(Draft Commen
EIS, Table 3-11). Considering the existing contamination at the site, vhat cumulative health #316-8
effects would arise from an additional industrial development that would produce, among other
things, mass quantities of uranium-238? What impact would this combination of substances
haveonthesarctyofwvaterresources?. - -

Cesium-137, a man-made radionuclide produced by past atmospheric atomic weapons testing, is
'ubiquitous In the environment" around the NEF site, according toan LES survey (Drafl EIS, m
page 3-31, line 40). ConsiderIng the alreadypervasivepresence ofthis radionuclide, what are
the cumulative health effects are anticipated from the combination of NEF radiation exposures
and this already-ubiquitous radioactive element? , : - . Comment

- : . : : #316-9

Need for Facility

NA Enernj Output
The NEF would require approximately 30 megawatis of electricity for operation (Draft EIS, § Comment
2.1.6, line 35). The average nuclear reactor has a production capacity ofjust under 1,000 #316-10
megavatts.5 In the Final EIS, please calculate the length of time and the quantity ofelectricity
consumed by the NEF before the fuel it produces creates electric power in excess of that which
was used to enrich the fuel. Such a calculation Is necessary to judge the value orthis fuel source
over others that may more quickly and efficiently recover the energy lost in attaining, capturing,
refining, or exploiting a fuel. . .

DonmestkcSrupplyofEnrichedUrantim :
The discussion of the need for the NEF in Section 1.3 of the Draf EIS underestimates tie value
to American national security that comes from the United States' 1993 agrecment with Russia-
known as "Megatons to Megawatts"-to convert 500 metric tons of highly enriched uranium Comment

(IIEU) from dismantled nuclear warheads Into low-enriched utranium (LEU) for use in domestic
nuclear power reactors. This program is essential to preventing nuclear proliferation by diverting
this dangerous material to a beneficial use, but If another source of enriched uranium is
introduced in the U.S. market-as with the proposed NEF-prices may become depressed, thus
threatening this crucial program as well as our national security. The exposure of the Abdul
Qadeer Khan nuclear network highlights the urgent need to eliminate surplus lIEU from the
international supply. Comment #316-11 (cont.)

Furthermore, the discussion of the "No-Action Allemative (Draft EIS, § 2.2.1) should contain
an evaluation of the benefits to public health (from deferred mining, for example) and non-
proliferation that would come from an acceleration of purchases of HEU from Russia as well as
use of other down-blended reactor fuel-including fuel that could come from the United States'
surplus IIEU inventory. Comment #316-12

Frture Nuclear Cnpaclo'
The Draft EIS states that "nuclear-generating capacity within the United States Is expected ton z..
increase, causing an increase in demand for low-enriched uranium" (page 2-23, lines 46-47).
Given the facts that (I) no new nuclear power reactor has been ordered in a quarter ofa century;
(2) no company has received a license to build a new reactor, (3) no company has expounded an
explicit plan to build a new nuclear reactor; and (4) Wvall Street does not seem to have an interest
in funding a new generation of nuclear reactors, even with government supports how does the
NRC justify the claim that nuclear-generating capacity Is expected to increase in the United.
States? -Kb !I4

tr

00 So.cooc I I . ; I e ; ; c coc pt

Soclo 'economric Impact, J X . . . -* ,_ - -'

-C.omment WJ1DI -lJ

The NRC judges the socio-economic impact of the proposed NEF to be "moderate," citing
benefits to Lea County and the surrounding region in the form ofjobs and taxes (Draft EIS,
Table 2-8, page 2-52; see also §4.2.9.7). However, per the terms of the agreement betveen LES
and Lea County on the SI .8 billion in industrial revenue bonds the county ofrered to finance the
project, LES would not have to pay any property taxes for the duration of the operational life of
the NEF-roughly 30 years-and it may be exempt from other taxes as well.

7 
According to the

Economic Development Corporation of Lea County, this kind ofproperty tax exemption could'
be worth S3 million over 30 years for a SIO million project.' Considering that construction Of:
theNEF is expected to cost SI.2 billion (Draft rIS, Table 2-8, page 2-52), what does the NRC-
expect the total property tax exemption for the NEF to be? That is, how much revenue will this
exemption cost Lea County compared to the S177 million it is expected to cam from taxes on the
NE', according to LES estimates (Draft EIS, page 4-21,lines 9.11)? Such a calculation should

Comment #316- 14

Timefor aNea Stwafor U.S.NuclearEnergy?, Standard & Poor's, June 20w.
'BenNeary.'IssuesiwthLESPrrnt Company Might Be Red Fasg,"he SantaFe NaAfexicn. Dec. 9,2003:
A4 Jim Carlton.'Nevw MexicoTakes aNcw Look at Building orUraniumPlant.," e Il'atlStrreetJournal. Jan. 7,
2004:14; sec also Web site ofthe Economic Development Corporation orLea County as the section entitted
"Finance and Incentives: Industrial Revenue Bond,' Nov. 24,204, <hupJi/wWvr leanm orgtirb.asp'.

IV b site ofthe Economic Development Corponrtion orLea County at the section entitled "Finance and Incentives:
Propeny Tax Exemptlon." Nov. 24,2004, < hutpj/lwwwvtanm.org/ptenasp>.

#316-11
'Notional Enrichment Facility Envitrontentil Repon. Table 4.1 3-. Dec. 2003.
'U.S. Energy inrormation Administration. Table: Monthly Nuclear Generation by State, 2003 (Megawatt Ioura),"
4ttp:Avlw.t.eia.doc.gov>.
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be integral to any assessment of alleged socio-economic benefits that the plant would bring to the I
community. Comment #316-14 (cont.)

- .

Moreover, the job benefits cited for the local community contradict a later admission that the
"current labor force... cannot currently supply the specialized skills needed for the proposed NEF
operations" (Draft EIS, S4.2.9.7, lines 9-10). Indeed, the percentage ofpersons in the region
employed in the "Professional, Scientific, Management, Administration, and Waste
Management" fields-presumably applicable to jobs that would be created at the NEF-is less
than half the averages for New Mexico and Texas (Draft EIS, Table 3-15. line 27). Similarly,
the percentage of persons in the region who have attained at least a bachelor's degree is about
have the averages for the two states (Draft EIS, Table 3-14, line 24). The EIS should make clear
the reality that most, if not all of the higher-wage jobs available as a result of the facility would
go to people outside the region, and even outside the United States.

Comment #1316- 15

defined demographic data analysis does not indicate a disproportionately high low-income or
minority population, anl environmental justice review may be conducted if it becomes apparent
through public comments or scoping activities that such a population may be adversely affected
by the proposed action. Comment

#316-16
Furthermore, the Council on Environmental Quality, which drafted a guidance document for (cont.)
federal agencies to use in implementing the 1994 executive order that created a national
"environmental justice" policy, identified a significant minority population as composing a
population percentage "meaningfully greater than the minority population percentage in the
general population or other appropriate unit of geographic analysis:. Wvile the NRC staff did
adjust the methodology of its environmental justice evaluation to account for the extraordinarily
large Hispanic and minority populations in New Mexico and Texas by considering U.S. Census
"block groups" with minority and/or low-income population percentages at least as great as
statewide percentages instead of 20pernct greater (Draft EIS, page 3-61, lines 1.4),per the
NMSS recommendations, it still only compared these local groups to statewide populations, not
nationwide populations, which would have produced a much greater disparity, presumably
warranting a more detailed review. In the Final EIS, the NRC staff should consider the impacts
of the NEF on minority and low-income populations, taking into account the fact that, relative to
the rest of the country, these communities are highly concentrated in the area near the NEF site.

In Section 4.2.9.5, NRC staff describes the most significant kind of accident scenario involving
the NEF, a release of uranium hexafluoride (UF4), which could result in seven latent cancer
fatalities. NRC staff reasons that, in such an event, "minority and low-income populations
would not be more obviously at risk than the majority population" (Draft EIS, page 4-25, lines
29-30). Yet this rationale betrays a faulty logic: if this event is more likely to occur in a situation
where the NEF is permitted to operate, and this dangerous facility is located in an area of the
country with a disproportionately large minority population, then these minority groups are, in
fact, presented disproportionately high risk of ill health effects.

"Environmental Justice"

The NRC staffjudges that the Impact of the NEF in the area of "cavironmental justice" will be
"small" because "no disproportionately high adverse impacts would occur to minority and low.
income populations living near the proposed NEF..." (Draft EIS, Table 2-8, page 2-53; see also
§ 4.2.9.8). Yet the criteria used to determine whether or not the cffccts on minority or low-
income populations would be "disproportionately high" stem from the narrowly defined data
analyses recommended in Appendix C of NUREG-1 748 ("Environmental Review Guidance for
Licensing Actions Associated with NIMSS Programs").

00

Tite guidelines described in NUREG-1748 strictly limit what qualifies as a high concentration of
minority or low-income persons near the proposed site of a nuclear facility. The author of the
regulatory guidelines, the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS),
recommends a review of the demographic composition of the area encompassing a four-mile
radius from the site. A high minority or low-income population percentage is considered to be at
least 20 percentage points higher than the average county or state percentages. But comparing
the minority and low-income population percentages to county and state averages, rather than to
national averages, skews the data. According to data from the 2000 U.S. Census, Hispanics
make up 42.1 percent of the population of New Mcxico-the highest percentage of any state-
and 39.6 percent of the population of La County, but only 12.5 percent of the U.S. population
at-large, a difference significantly greater than 20 percentage points. The total minority
population of New Mexico is 55.3 percent, compared to 30.9 percent nationally, a difference of
more than 24 percentage points. Likewise, Texas has a very large Hispanic population of 32.0
percent and a total minority population of 47.6 percent. Moreover, New Mexico also had the
third-highest percentage of people living in poverty between 2000 and 2002 among all states,
according to the U.S. Census Bureau.' Comment #316-16

P- 1.111_1:� .. . ... 111.
The Draft EIS records that 72 census block groups within a SO mile radius of the site "were
Identified as satisfying the criteria used in this analysis to consider enviroanmental justice in
greater detail based on their minority population" (page 3-63, lines 1-3). NRC staff goes on to
note the "extra effort" that was made to meet with minority groups to determine the cffects
construction of tile NEF would have on them (page 3-63, lines 5-8). The staff also conducted
inquiries into these communities and discovered no potential ill effects from the facility (§
4.2.9.5). Were these inquiries and meetings, or attempts to arrange meetings, the "extra effort"
described by NRC staff towards the end of its consideration of these groups "in greater detail"?
Were these meetings recorded in any way? In the Final EIS, please describe, in detail. the
content of these meetings and other methods by whichl NRC staff considered eavironmnental
justice "in greater detail." Comment

1~1 I _1 7

The NMSS document clearly states that the criteria it defines are only intended to be used as
guidelines and should not be followed absolutely, suggesting that even in cases where the

'Procto. ternadena D. and Joseph Daker. "Poverty in the United States: 2002,* Current Population Reports
(U.S. Department of Commerce, Economics and Sttistics Adninisuatioa, and U.S. Census tureau) SeptL 2003.

" Council an Envitotnmental Quality, Environmrntat Justice Guidance Under the National Environmental Policy
Act," Dcc. 10. 1997: 25.
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Carnittlas'ire Imrpacts
The NRC staff should take into account the entire constellation of industrial facilities that
surround the NEF site, which may contribute to cumulative health effects that would be Comment
compounded by the addition of the NEF. These industrial operations Include quan y and a #316-18
petroleum-industry solid-waste treatment and disposal facility to the north, a hazardous and
radioactive waste storage and treatment facility to the east, a municipal landfill to the southeast,
and a petroleum-contaminated.soil treatment facility to the west-all of this within a regional
landscape littered with 33,700 oil wvells and associated pumps, jacks, and rigs (Draft EIS, §
3.2)."1 Vaste Control Specialists, LLC (VCS), which operates the hazardous vaste facility just
across the border In Andrews Counly, Texas (less than a mile from the NEF site), has recently
submitted several applicatie' :s to Texas state regulators for permits to allow it to expand the
capacity and breadth of hazardous and radioactive wastes stored and processed at its facility."a
In the Final EIS, the NRC should evaluate the cumulative health and ecological effects of these
facilities, located in an area of the country with an extraordinarily high percentage of minority
and low-income populations.

Water Resources

Aftinflpal0 Wigthr Constitupdan -_

Based on conversations with Eunice and lobbs city officials, the NRCjudges that the NEF Comment
would thus not affect local water uses. #316-20

Yet this is a review of limited temporal scope: it totally neglects the severe long-term water (cont)
shortage problem of Lea County, as documented in the Lea CounO' Regional lI'aterPlan. Thc
majority of potable wvater in Lea County is drawn from the Lea County Underground Water
Basin (UWVB), which is part ofthe Ogallala aquifer-one of the largest aquifer systems in the
world and an essential water source for agricultural Irrigation, acknowledged by the NRC to be a
"nonrenewable water source" (Draft EIS, § 3.8.2.1). According lo the county's water plan,
groundwvater in the UW13 Is being withdrawrn at a greater rate than it is being recharged, swhich

has resulted In a water level drop of as much as 70 feet since the first use of groundwater in the
1 920s. The report projects a doubling of water usage by 2040 and varns that "there is physically
not enough water in the Basin to maintain an annual diversion of this magnitude."ta

Moreover, the Draft EIS compares the NEF's lifetime water usage to the entire amount of
Ogallala reserves in the State of New Mexico, rather tihan comparing NEF %vater usage to
capacities In the Lea County Underground Water Basin; therefore, the anticipated "small" imipact-
is based on a faulty comparison.

In an area with such finite water resources and a projected shortage, how can the NRC justify its
judgment that the impact of the NEF on local water resources will be "small," especially
considering the magnitude of this industrial operation and the acknow ledgement that projected
water shortages may force the NEF to comply with a drought management plan (Draft EIS, §
4.43)? In the Final EIS, please consider Lea County's documented long-terrn vater shortage
problem in evaluating the impict of the NEF on vater resources In the region. Furthermore, In
Section 4.7 ("Relationship Between Local Short-Term Uses of the Environment and thle
Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Temm Productivity"), please include a thorough
consideration of the long-term effects of further depleting the Ogallala aquifer from a diversion
of wvater to the NEF.

00
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The NRC estimates that, during the construction phase of the NEF, annual water usage would be
approxImately 2 million gallons, a figure "based on the design estimates for the formerly.- .-
proposed Claibome Enrichment Center (CEC]" (Draft EIS, § 4.2.6.1). Was this figure adjusted
to account for the fact that the size ofthe proposed CEC vas half that of the proposed NEE Comm ent
(DraftEIS,page6-5,line3) . -3. #316-19

In Section 4.1.2 ("Utilities Impacts") of the NE? Environnental Report (ER), LES notes that, in
addition to two new electrical transmission lines, the NEF will require the construction of two
new potable wa ter supply lines In Lea County-one from the city of Eunice and the other from
the city of Hobbs. In the Draft EIS, the NRC observes that the water requirements of the NEF-
which would average 240 m/day and peak at 2,040 m0/diy-are well within the capacity of the
Eunice and Hlobbs municipal water systems, which together have a capacity of 92,050 m /day
and have excess water capacities of 66 and 69 percent, respectively (page 4-14 and § 3.8.2.2). Comment

r'f rs ae .Vef i fesklfsh -.

The site of the proposed NEF lies in the vicinity of several geologic faults, one of which was
recently observed a mcrc mile from the project area at the waste processing and disposal site In
Texas operated by WVaste Control Specialists." Moreover, earthquakes frequently occur around
the designated NEF site, Including one with a magnitude of 5.0 in 1992.1a Despite this, the NRC .
has not conducted an investigation of the possible effects ofearthquakcs and faulting on
groundwater flow, nor has it considered the possibility of contaminant infiltration into Comment
groundwater due to such seismic activity. In the Final ElS, we urge the NRC to record the #31 6-21
results of a comprehensive analysis of such a possibility. I

"S ee asoNtional Enrichment FacilityEnvironmental Report. Page 1.2-I, Dee. 2003.
" WCS filed an application In August 2004 with theTexas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) to
construct and opente a low-level ndioactive waste disposa fratility t0t would dispose of low levet rdioaetive
xs-ste from the Texas Compact (an agreement betwten states to establish a common waste disposal ffcility). tiech
includesTexa, Vermnont, and Maine. Nebraskat state orrital are ls0 conducting negotlattionsAithTexs ofricials
to send waste from the Central Interstate Low-Level Radioactive Vaste Compact (which includesNebraska,
I;ansas, Otlahoma, Louisiana, and Arkansas) to Texas for dispostl, protubty at Ihe WCSs te. The WCS
application with the TCEQ would also permit the company to ccept nrdiosctive waste from the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE). In addition to this application, WCS hat recently ftted separate pplications with theTexas
Department ofState ltcalth Servicea that would (l) nxpand the volumeofhaurrdous material that anbe stored at
the site and (2) pennit WCS to accept for disposal uranium mill tailings waste, currently In possession of the DOE,
derived from U.S. nuclear weapons programs. Texas is one of the NRC's "Agreement States." meaning that the
federal agency has trusted the state vwih the authority to enforce Its teulationS its rome areas.

. . I I

'Lmea Co'tryRetglonal MI'ererPlan, Prepared for the Lea County Wvater Users Association by Leedshill-lterkenhoff,
Inc., John Shomakte & Associates. Inc, and Montgomery & Andrewvs, l.A. 7 Dcc. 2000.
" Memorandum from Herman L Graves to Joseph 0. Gitecr, "May 27.2s, 2004, Meeting Summary Louisiana
Energy Setices' tn-Office Review, lobbs, New Mexico nd Site Visit, Eunice New Mexico"June 29,200t4.

t National Enrichment Facility Environmental Report, Revision 2, Table 3.3-3, July 2004.
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Gi-isutdoratcr JIafh~ration - --- - - - _
Based on its investigations, the NRC reports that "no precipitation recharge (i.e., rainfall seeping
deeply into the ground) occurs in thick, desert vadose zones with desert vegetation:' Instead, the
precipitation that infiltrates into the subsurface is "efficiently transpired by the native vegetation"
(Draft LIS, page 3-35). Will this effect be compromised if the existing vegetation is removed in
order to build the NEF, as one would expect? Alternatively, what precisely would be done to
restore vcgctation disturbed (Draftl IS, page, 2-9, line 41) by the construction of th NI3F? Comment

#316-22
Even if the vegetation is restored, the purported effectiveness transpiration at the site appears to
be questionable. For example, one of the subsurface borings drilled on the NEF site in
September 2003 was described as "slightly moist" at 6 to 14 feet (ER Rev. 2, page 3.4.2). and
boring 1-2 revealed a stratum at 35 to 41 feet described as "moist" (SAR. Fig. 3.2-11).
Moreover, the Draft LIS reports groundwater at the site at a depth of 220 feet within the Chinle
Formation and a water-bearid g sandstone layer at 600 feet below the surface (page 3-36). Also,
notably, one well, MWV-2. F oduced water that "continued to recharge throughout the monitoring
period' (page 3-37). This well appears to be very near the proposed site of the storage pad that
will host the Uranium Byproduct Cylinders (UBCs) containing DUF6 (compare Draft EIS Figure
3-21 with NEF ER, Rev. 2, Figure 2.1-2).

Furthermore, the Draft LIS appears to indicate an assumption by the NRC that the liners
employed to impound the contents of the NEF's wastewater basins will retain their integrity for
the duration of the facility's operation, since there is no estimate of the likelihood ofliner
corruption and subsequent leakage ofcontaminated liquid effluents from the plant. How long
does the NRC assume that the liners will contain the waste, and on what basis is this assumption
-'.?7
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Preparation of the site for the NEF requires grading in order lo create a level surface for the
facility. This would rcquirc an excavation of up to 4 meters, cutting into the layer of caliche that
lies below the surface. Morcover, a high-pressure COI pipeline that crosses underneath the site
would have to be relocated (Draft LIS § 2.1.4). What effect would these activities have on the
permeability of the geologic formations that lie beneath the site? Could the excavation that is
required to build the NEF increase the chance that site geology could be disturbed such that new
pathways could be created through which contaminants could enter groundwater? Please Comment
consider this possibility in the Final LIS. #316-24

Revipnnl 6'raundwat,.r Qualiay
The NRC staff considers the proposed NEF's impact on water resources to be "small,"
reasoning, in part, that "groundwater resources under the proposed NEF site are not considered
potable' Draft LiS, Table 2.8, page 2-50). Yet the Santa Rosa aquifer, which lies below the
NEF site, 1 has been described as "the principal source of ground-water for domestic and
livestock uses in the southwvcstem portion of ILeal County.""9 Moreover, the Draft LIS observes
that "people in the area of the proposed NEF site do depend on ground water supplied from
personal wells..." (page 3.63, lines 25-26). In the Final EIlS, please address and/or resolve this
apparent contradiction. Coriimenl

5-25#311
Waste Management
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Geolorical istfurbance in er iont
The proposed NEF is to be situated among several sites in which significant ground excavation
has been performed. These sites are within a one-mile radius of the proposed NEF's center and
would appear to have the possible effect of compromising the area's geological integrity. To the
north of the NEF site, there is a sand and gravel quary operated by Wallach Concrete; to the east
of the site, just over the border In Texas, is a hazardous and radioactive waste processing and
disposal facility operated by WVaste Control Specialists, LLP, which includes a landfill with II
million cubic yards ofpermitted disposal capacity"; to the southeast of the site is the Lea County
Landfill (a municipal waste disposal site); and to the west lies the "DD Landfarn," a petroleum-
contaminated soil treatment facility. In addition, much of the immediate region has been drilled
by the oil and gas industry which has produced more than 37.000 wells in 5outhcastem New
Mexico (Draft EIS, § 3.2)1" and has contaminated groundwater in the region (Draft LIS, page 4-
66, line II).

On page 2-27, the NRC states that "Igor the purpose of this Draft LIS, the NRC considers the
DUF6 generated by the proposed NEF to be a Class A low-level radioactive waste as defined in
10 CFR § 61.55(a)(6)."

NVhy is it assumed in the Draft LIS that DUF6 is low-level waste when (I) LES itself has not yet
determined whether the DUFF it produces will be considered a waste or a resource," and (2) the
NRC has not finally determined the proper waste classification of depleted uraniumll On such
an essential issue, the NRC staff should not proceed on a hypothetical basis.

Moreover, it is the position of Public Citizen and NIRS that the NRC may not arbitrarily classify
DUF6 as low-level waste under the agency's regulations at 10 C.F.R. § 61.55, a rule which was
proposed when the country's stockpile of depicted uranium was under the jurisdiction of the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE), not the NRC. The rule explicitly did not consider the
classification of depleted uranium (DU) waste for this reason. The box on page 2-29 which
concludes that DU is Class A low-level waste ignores the fact that the regulations it cites omitted
consideration ofDU when they were originally drafted. The NRC may not convenientlyjudge

Nevertheless, the Draft LIS gives only scant attention to these important factors in analyzing the
site's hydrology. In the Final EIS, a full account of the effects of this kind of land-use on C
hydrology should be presented. Comment

3lr1.9-2

" National Enrichment Facility Enironmeaual Repont, Revision 2, page 4.12.9. July2004. #311
" Lcedslitlllentsahofr. tIe, et &I, Leo CountyRegional 1I1atePlan, Dec. 7,2000.

t National Enrichment Facitizy Environmaenal Rcpoat, Revision 2. Section 4.13.3.1.3, July 2004.
" US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, '"l the Matter of Louisiana Enetry Services, LI'. (National Enrichment
Facility); Notice of Receipt otApplicaiion for License; Notice ofAvailability of'Applicant's Environmeotal Repon;
Notice of Consideration oftsuance or License. and Notice or iteasng and Conimission Order." Dockel No. 70.
3103; CUL443, Federal Regiser, Vol. 69. No. 25. February 6, 2004.

1113 -12 6
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V Web &rit of Wuase Conuol Specatista, LLU' Nov. 2,2004 bhttpJhvonv.wcuexa.com/EaciliLies htti>.
"See also National Enrichment Facitiry Envirornental Report. Revision 2,9 2.12.1, July 2004.
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depleted uranium to be Class A low-evel waste as it does in Section 4.2.14.4 of the Draft EIS;
there must be a formal rulemaking and environmental analysis under the statutory obligations of
NEPA before this waste attains a proper regulatory classification. 22  Comment #316-26 (cant.)

In this arbitrary classification, the Draft EIS fails to recognize the Commission's repeatedly
stated position that depleted uranium is not appropriate for near-surface disposal. The Final EIS
for the Claibome Enrichment Center (CEC) concluded that near-surface disposal of DU3O0
would not comply with 10 CFR Part 61 and suggested some form of deep disposal.23 In 1995,
during the scoping process for DOE's Programmatic EIS concerning long-term management of
DU, NRC stated that large quantities of DU3Os such as those derived from the DOE enrichment
tailings inventory suggest the need for a unique disposal facility, such as a mined cavity or
exhausted uranium mine.24 On October 18, 2000, in commenting on the DOE Roadmap for
management of DU, the Commission stated that "[s]hallow land (near-surface) disposal was not
a likely option because a generic performance assessment indicated the dose requirements of 10
CFR Part 61 could be exceeded by a wide margin."5 The Draft EIS for the NEF fails to account
for the NRC's repeated positE-ss on the subject of disposal of DU and simply assumes that
disposal may occur at a nearn urface site. An explanation of such a change in agency position is
required. Comment #316-27

00

Finally. the Draft EIS attempts to estimate the Impact of dispos il of depleted uranium from the
NEF in its modeling of the releases expected from the site (pages 4-58, 4-59 and Table 4-19).
The Draft EIS fails to disclose the models used or the parametervalues. The text suggests that
models used in analyzing the CEC site were used; however, the results are unlike any reported in
connection with the CEC facility. Further, the model addresses only two hypothetical disposal
sites and fails to examine any actual location of disposal. Performance of a disposal site is
highly site-specific.

5-28

rplefrtid Urenf, Is awlalog~orts to Cwtir thig Cla _ C I tel2
The assumption by the NRC staff stated in the Draft EIS that depleted uranium (DU) may be
classified as Class A low-level radioactive waste (page 2-27) is imprudent. Instead, this waste
should fall into the category of Greater than Class C Waste. Comment #316-29

The classification of low-level waste can apply only to waste that would clearly be appropriate
for shallow land disposal and 100-year institutional control. DU meets neither requirement.
Greater than Class C (GTCC) waste requires special disposal methods. DU consists of long-
lived alpha-radiation-emitting uranium isotopes, mainly uranium-238. The specific activity of
DU is about 400 nanocuries per gram. It varies and can be slightly more or slightly less,
depending on the U-234 content of the DU, but is always greater than about 340 nanocuries per
gram, even at the theoretical limit when all U-235 has been extracted from the uranium. The
limit for long-lived alpha emitting isotopes above which waste is normally classified as GTCC
waste is 100 natiocuries per gram. It is true that the specific alpha-emitting radionuclides
mentioned in the regulation are transuranic radionuclides (with atomic number greater than 92.,
the atomic number of uranium). This is probably because DU has never been formally viewedas
a waste. Throughout the nuclear era, uranium-238, the main component ofDU, has been
considered as a resource because it can be converted into plutonium-239 in breeder reactor
blankets. For such reasons, many, including DOE personnel, still regard DU as a resource.
However, now that plutonium dreams have become far too costly to be realized on a large scale,
DU is on the verge of formally being considered a waste, and its classification must be based
upon criteria that were used to classify other wastes.

The long half-life of all three uranium isotopes (the shortest half-life, that of U-234, is more than
200,000 years), the fact that they are all alpha emitters, and the specific activity of DU being well
over 100 nanocuties per gram (UlOs, the suggested disposal waste form, has a specific activity
of over 300 nanocuries per gram) all point to the classification of DU as GTCC waste.

The conclusion that DU is analogous to GTCC waste fits squarely within the NRC definition for
that category, if we focus on the substance ofthe rule. In 10 CFR 61.55 (3Xiii) and (iv), NRC
defines wastes containing more than 100 nanocuries per gram of alpha-cmitting transuranic
radionuclides with half-lives of more than 5 years as "not generally acceptable for near-surface
disposal. Indeed, such wastes am clearly comparableto the wastes definde as transuranic
(MU) waste by DOE and EPA (with small lffereinces:the NRC definition is more stringent)
(See40CFR § 191.021,i)..Sucistwastesimust be disposed of inadeep geologic repository. The
DOE is currently spending S20 billion to dispose of TRU waste in a deep repository; DU cannot

I The argument in this section Is based in pan ofthat developed by Dr. Aijun Mallijani. who i serving as an
expert witness for Public Citizen and NIRS in our intervention against the LES license application for the NEF.
Elements of the text in this section appeared in the Petition to Intervene by Nuclear lofonnatlon and Resource
Service and Public Citizen, n theAautter oftoulsana £nezy Servicez Nationtal Enrichment Facility, Docket No.
7043103. U.S. NtelearRegutatoryCommisslon, April6,2004:29-31. Whatevcrtheuttimatecassificadonor
depteted uranium may be, should it be decared a waste by the Commission the disposal orDU through shallow
land burial Is extremely unlikely to be able to satisfy health and safety standards eveiunder add conditions and the

disposal of depleted uranium in s deep repository should proceed under the assumption that DU is at least as risky as
GTCC- waste at the 100 nCi/gsn threshold and thait DU must therefore be disposed of ith a similar level of care in
order to minimize the long-term Impacts.

_tIAU1111tll NJoIt

2 The regulaslons in Pan 61 were initially proposed in 1981; See "Licensing Requirestnents for Land Disposal of
RadioactiveWaste, ProposedRule.',Federlftrgrter,Vol. 46,page38081,July24, 1981. Atthistime,depleted
uranium was under he jursdiction of the U.S. Depatinet of Energy and thus not eonsidred in the drfting oPant
61 regulattont,as stated in the Drma EIS for the le: [A)II DOE wastes are now disposed of aDOE owned end
operated facilities which are not subject to NRC or Agreement State licenting authoity. Suth wastes sra thus not
addressed in this EIS." See Draft Environmental Impact Statement on 10 C.FJt Pan 61, 'Licensing Requirements
forLandDisposalofradioaciveWaste,NUREO-0782,Vol.2,t3.8. Sept. 1981. Forscompleteandthorough
argument on this point, see "Briefon BehalfforPetioners Nuctear Informatlon and Resource Service/Public Citizen
in Support of NIRStPC Contention EC-3rC-l," in the Mauer of Loublona Energy SerMca. LP.. Nlatlonal
Enrichment Facility, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conumisin, Docket No. 70-3103, ASLl No. 04-826401-ML, Sept.
8.2004.

CEC Final EIS as 4-67.
5

See Croff, A.G et at, Evaluation of the Aeceptability of Potential Depleted Uranium Hexsaluoeide Conversion
Producta at the Envirocare Disposal Site, ORNLIrM-2000/353, at 12 (Dec. 2000).
a Letter, e. Leeds, NRC, to Depleted Uranium HeXafluoride Management Progran, DOE, Oct. 18,2000.
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logically be considered in any other way than as being in a category that would mark it for deep
geologic disposal.

UBCStorale
The Uranium Byproduct Cylinders (UC) Storage Pad is described on page 2-6 of tie Dan EIS.
The UBCs would be stored on a concrete pad that could be expanded to a maximum size of 9
hectares, on which 15.727 cylinders could be stored. The stormwater collected in the UBC
Storage Pad Stormwater Retention Basin would be monitored for contaminants (Draft EIS §
6.2.3). and the LES would institute a management program whereby UBCs would bo inspected
for such things as corrosion and valve leakage (Draft EIS. page 2-27. lines 14-17; § 4.2.143).

Publie C~iaen/NIRS Commnes on she Dtafi EIS fo the National Enricimen Facltiry .tS.

Furthermore, if LES is to abide by the terms of its agreement with the governor of New
Mexico,29 which necessitate a timely disposal of depieted uranium outside of the state, it would
require a conversion facility that will not be burdened by an already enormous inventory of
waste. Deconversion ofDUF6 at the DOE's facilities, which are not yet operational, cannot be
considered a plausible strategy, because the DOE's existing DUF stockpile is so great that the
queue for conversion would preclude acceptance of LES's waste. DOE possesses 704.000 Comment
metric tons of DUF5 and predicts that convening its own waste will take 25 years.3 LES #316-32
acknowledges this factSt and the Draft EIS acknowledges that processing NEF waste could
extend the operational life of one of the DOE facilities by as much as IS years (page 4-56. lines
5-7). And this calculation does not even take into account the processing ofDUF4 waste from
the American Centrifuge Plant proposed by USEC, Inc. I

Why is it unfeasible or imprudent lo house the U1Cs in a contained, controlled environment in
which they are not exposed to tie elements and thus less likely to corrode or disintegrate?
Would not such a measure create the desired 'optimum storage conditions" (Draft EIS, I Comment
4.2.14.5)to avoid the potential for public exposures from the "direct and scatter (skyshine) #316-30
radiation" described on page 6-13 of the Draft EIS?

Funhermote, it is statcd in Section 4.2.7.2 that the "potemnially highest exposures to wildlife are
expected to be to small anima!. occupying the U13C Storage Pad." Again, would not an effective
mitigation measure (which c uald be included in Table 5-2) be to impound the UBCs in a storage
shelter, thereby isolating them from penetration by wildlife?

Ultimate Disosal of DPpleted Ura,,isa
The Draft EIS lists as a second plausible disposition strategy a scenario in which LES would pay
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for conversion and disposal of its waste under Section
3113 of the 1996 United Stater Enrichment Pradtization Act which states that the DOE 'shall
accept for disposal lowv-level radioactive waste, including depleted uranium if it were ultimately
determined to be low-level waste..." (Draft ELIS, page 2-31; the law is codified as 42 U.S.C. §
2297h-l11). The NRC has yet to make a final determination on the waste classification of
depleted uranium, as acknowledged in the Notice of Hearing 22 on the application for the NEF as
well as in communications from officials at the NRC and DOE2 8 This being the case, transfer to
the DOE cannot be considered a plausible option for disposal of DUF6. _ Cn mMont
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The Dran LIS fails to discuss the environmental impacts of the construction and operation of a
conversion plant for the DUF6 waste. The Draft EIS entirely relies upon final ElSs issued in
connection with the Construction of two conversion plants at Paducali, Kentucky, and
Portsmouth, Ohio, that will convert the DOE's inventory ofdepleted uranium (Draft EIS, pages
2-28.2-30,4-53,4-54). Such reliance is eroneous, because the DOE plants are unlike the Com nent
private conversion plant contemplated by LES. #316-33

LES has chosen to focus its planning for a private conversion facility on a process different from
the process to be used in the DOE plants. LES will adopt a process that generates anhydrous
hydrofluoric acid (AI[F).

3 2 
The process discussed in the ElSs for the Paducah and Portsmouth

conversion plants is a different one, which generate aqueous H-IF and calcium fluoride (CaFz)."

Thus, the facilities and processes analyzed in the conversion plant ElSs do not fully correspond
to the configuration proposed for construction by LES. In particular, the use of a distillation
process to upgrade the l}F resulting from the conversion process to AIIF is not considered in the
EIS for either the Paducah or Portsmouth facilities. In addition, when the engineering analysis
for these proposed facilities was conducted, the distillation option was not even commercially
developed. The Draft Engineering Analysis Report for the Long-Tcrm Management of Depleted
Uranium Hlexafluoride - Rev. 2, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)(I 997), which
is included as supporting taterial to the conversion plant ElSs, states:

Distillation is a common indutiialproccss and was the design basis for this suboption.
The processing of the azeotrope and the process parameters for the conversion reactors
were patterned after the General Atomics/Allied Signal response to the RFR and the

- #316-31

'U.S. Nuclear Regulalory C~AComrii4i1uaZlnNIattar ofLousiana Enerey Services. LIP. (National Enrichunent
Facility); Notice f Recipt or 7sjplication foe License; Notice of Availability of Applicant's Envizonrnental Report;
Notice of Consideration of issuance of License; and Notice offiearing and Comumission Order.' Docket No. 70-
3103; CLI.04-03. Federall eisrr, VoL 69, No. 25, Fcbnway 6,2004.
3"NRC staffconsiders that Section 3113 would be a 'plausible strategy' for dispositioning depleted uranium uils (
NRCdeirrrale th detphiedu raniuml ia low.frkiiradioaricgiw avi. lIa thatlear the saffeapects utht 1-ES
wil taditate a ii application whether It wilt trcat th tails as a waste r * *rsource." (Emphasis supplied.) Lketir
from Robenr C Pieron Director of the NRCa Divisionr o Fuel Cycte Safety and Safecuards, Orice of Nuclear
Mlaerial Safety and Safeguards. o Rod bL lricb, Dircctor of Licening for Louisiana Energy Services. March 24.
2003. A recent letter from a DOE official coanirms that the agency will not accept depleted uranium wate for
dispostl until l is properly classified: 'Thcre has been no formal determination by NRC that depleted uranium is
low-levetradioarctivc wastetorpurpoJCse ofSection 2313 ofthe 3996 USECtrivaizatioa Act. Consequenrly, the
Departnent is not obligated to accept it for disposal unless and until NRC maks such a dctunnination. Letter,
W.D. Magwood. Director orithe Omeie of Nucdear Energy, Science, and Technology. to 1.1 Virgitin, Director of
the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, July 25 2002.

" National Enrichmnt Facility Environceital Report. Revision 2, Page 4.13-S, July 2004.
m Audit Rtpont Depleted Uranium tlexafluoride Conversion, DOtE)G-42, U.S. Department of Energy, Office of

Inspecto General, March 2004.
11 National Enricdunent Facility Environmental Report. Rcvisaion 2, Page 4.13-1S. July2004.
"' LES Answer to Petitions of NIRSIPC and New Mexico Attorney General. May 3. 2004, at 72.
" Sce PaducahEIS. DOE-03S9. at S-I 9 I-tI; Portsmouth EIS. DOE-03t60 at S-I7 1.-19.
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Sequoyah Fuels Corp. patented process. This representative process has not been #316.33
industrialized, but the Initial research and development have been compleed.34  (cont.)

Therefore, the ElSs for the DOE plants do not consider the Impacts of the distillation process
chosen by LES to generate AIIF, nor the safety aspects of such operation, nor the impacts or
sale, transportation, and use ofAHF. The distillation process is not commercially established
and projection of its impact will be speculative.

The conversion plant for the DUF6 from the NEF would have much smaller scale than the DOE
plants, creating different economics of operation and needed rates orreturn. The LLNL Report
specifically estimates that a conversion plant of the size contemplated by LES-approximately
7.000 metric tons per year-would have costs nearly as high as the cost of operating a plant with
a throughput of 28,000 tons per year." The prospect ora high-cost facility raises the question
what cost reductions will be attempted, and at what price to safety and the environ- ent. comment

-7 - #316-34

It canot be assumed that this inventory of depleted uranium may have a beneficial use, since the
current stockpile "far exceeds the existing and projected demand for the material" (Draft EIS,
page2.44, lines 12-13). Thus the DOE avenue of disposal cannot be considered plausible, and it
should be eliminated asapossible DUFv waste management option (seeDraft EIS, § 4.2.14.3).
The Final EIS on the NEF should acknowledge this. *- . - - *' Comment

'nrfdiv , .. .. . :-. .; 1 #316-35

Regarding disposal options for waste generated by the NEF, the Draft EIS observes that, because
New Mexico Is not part of the "Texas Compact" agreement, "any radioactive wastes generated at
the proposed NEF, could not be shipped directly to [the Waste Control Specialists (%VCS) K
disposal facility) for disposal' (emphasis supplied) (page 2-32, lines 34-35). Does this mean that
sonte intermediary entity may take possession of the NEF's waste and, thereafter, transfer it to
the IVCS disposal site irDUFg is ultimately determined to be low-level 'vaste and VCS's
application for low-level waste disposal is approved? On the same page, in a discussion
regarding WCS's request to becomea Federal Waste Disposal Facility, the Draft EIS again states
that "the proposed NEF would not be able to ship depleted Urinium directly to the proposed
WVCS facility" (emphasis supplied) (lines 44-45). Is the implication here that hieNEFPvould
first transfer possession of its waste to the U.S. Department of Energy, whereupon it would then
be qualified for disposal at the WCS facility If it achieves its license? In the Final EIS, please
explain. - -.nmmnant

Comment
the Nevada Test Site, the U.S. Ecology site in Hanford, WVashington, or the Envirocare facility #316-37
near Clive, Utah. Would it be necessary to amend the operating licenses of these facilities in (cont.)
order that they may legally accept depleted uranium for disposal? If so, would it be necessary to
perform an EIS to evaluate the effects ofsuch an action at these sites, as suggested in Section
4.2.14.4?

Denteted Uranint ast a Resource - - - -
In Section 2.2.2.4, titled "Alternatives for DUF6 Disposition. 'it is stated that the Draft EIS "will
not further evaluate DUF6 disposition altematives involving its use as a resource" (page 2-43
lines 36-38). Yet, on the same page. several "eneficlal Uses ofDepleted Uranium" are -

acknowvledged in a box. Included among these is employment of depleted uranium for use in
munitions, where it can be used "for tank armor and arnor piercing projectiles," a demand which
Is said to be decreasing "as environmental regulations become more complex." Considering the
widespread and continuing concerns regarding the adverse health efrects arising from exposure
to depleted uranium in the battlefield, 3' does the NRC consider this a viable use ordepleted
uranium7 And, if, prior to the issuance of the final version of this report, LES demonstrates that
this Is a "viable use" of depleted uranium, would the Final EIS include an evaluation ofthe
potential environmental hazards created by this military application of the uranium tails from the
NEF? Further, If the EIS will not evaluate DUF6 as a resource, then the "Beneficial Uses of Comment
Depleted Uranium" box Is Inappropriate to include. #316-38

nheah rdour lWaste -- -- -
The Draft EIS states that nonradioactive materials such as wood, paper, packing materials, and
scrap metal *sould be disposed of in a commercial landfill (page 2-22, lines 5-7). In Figure 2.11,
which illustrates the disposal pathways orfwastefrom the NEF, one ofthe destinations is.,.
'recycle." Does LES have a specific plan to recycle its nonradioactive wastes, such as paper and
scrap metal? The development of a "vaste recycling plan" is listed as a mitigation measure in - -- --
Table 5.2, but no specifics are provided. __ Comment

#316-39

'-4
;00
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Cultural Resources - - -

Il'. -I An,.njnr - , #316-36

On page 4-34 of the Draft EIS, several deconversion and disposal nlternatives are considered to
address the depleted uranium wvaste that would be generated by the NEF. Included in this list is
the possibility of disposal of U1Oj (the form to wvhich DUF6 *vould be converted for disposal) at

-- . Comment

`JAv. Dubrin et. at., DEPLEMED URANiUM IMXATEUORIDrI3 MANAGEMENT PROGRAM Th #316 37
Engineering Analysis Report forthe Long.Term Management orDepietedUranium Ilexonauoride Volume I,"
Lawrence Livermore National Laboestory, May 1997(WCRL-AR 124080 Vol. I Rev. 2),.t 3-8.
aHatem Ely at et al, 'Cost Analysis Report for the Long.Tern Management of Depleted Utanium lIeraftuoride,"
UCRL-AR-127650. at Table 6.4 (May 1997).

Section 3.3.4 of the Draft EIS acknowledges the presence of seven archaeological sites within
theproposed project area, each of wich has been determined to be eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places, based on the expectation that "buried cultural deposits exist,
and/orthe surface data indicate a definite research potential" (page 3.9). The New Mexico j,
Department of Cultural Affairs, Historic Preservation Division has determined that the NEF
"wsill have an adverse effect on cultuml resources" (Drift EIS page B-26)?. Two orperhaps
three of these archaeological sites would be impacted by construction activities, but it is noted
that a Memorandum of Agreement is being prepared, setting the terms of a "historic properties
treatment plan" that would, supposedly, mitigate any adverse impacts on cultural resources from
building and operating the NEF (Drat EIS, page 2-46; § 4.2.2). , Comment

_e f#316-40
U ,frexampcLe. Glendinniag. "Cult war uranium tests too lat for many, say vrtcrans" The GHOu ;Clan Set.

24,2004: 10:DeborahBlun, "ADark Magic inAmerica's SlverButlets."LosAngelesrimes. Junet,2003:M2.
Micrhel M. Ensey, letterto Matthew Dlevins, U.S. NuearRegulatoryCommlssiona. Vshingtona D.C4A.Apil26,

2004..
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In the Final EIS, please describe, in detail, the terms of this Memorandum of Agreement and the
historic properties treatment plan it would require. Would there be a comprehensive
archaeological investigation and excavation prior to initiation ofconstruction activities? Can the
preservation of important anifacts embedded in the site be guaranteed, such that a "small"
impact can be assured? Moreover, what is the precise nature of these artifacts? Is it possible that
some of these artifacts cannot be removed from the site without damaging them or corrupting
their integrity? Comment #316-40 (cont.)

construction separate from the operational phase (considered in § 4.2.5.2)-this approach ignores
the long-term effects of the initial development of the NEF. Comment

#316-43 (cont.)
Atmospheric Emissions

L

Also, please justify the impact assessment on historical and cultural resources of 'small to
moderatc" under the 'no-action" altemative (Table 2.8, page 2-46; § 4.8.2). What evidence is
relied upon to make the judgment that, in lieu of eonstruction of the NEF and its concomitant
"mitigation measures,' "historical sites identified at the proposed NEF could be exposed to the
possibility of human intrusion" (Table 2-8, page 2-46)? Is this mere conjecture? Since these
sites have been identified, can they not be protected if the NEF is not constructed?. Comment

#316-41

Land Use

0

In Section 2.1A and in Figure 2-6 of the Draft EIS, the site of the NEF is described and
represented. About one-third of the total site area would be disturbed by construction of the NEF
(Draft EIS, page 2-8, line 34; § 42.1.1, lines 24.28). Is this unused area necessary to the
operation of the NEF? How likely is it that, following the 30-year lease period between LES and
Lea County, when the ownership of the land is transferred from the State of New Mexico to LES
(Draft EIS, § 4.2.1; page 4-3. sines 22-27), the remainder of the site property will be subjected to
industrial development? 7Tk: Draft EIS does acknowledge that 'tilhis parcel of land would likely
remain industrial even after the facility is decontaminated and dccommissioned" (§ 4.5, lines 39-
40). According to the Draft EIS. following decommissioning ofjhe NEF, "only the building
shells and site infrastructure would remain" (page 2-24, line 12). What potential use could these
remaining structures serve? Would the site remain a brownfield? Comment

_~~~~H _i Xt1Rx 9:Z

Thc Draft EIS notes that the NEF would annually discharge 440 cubic meters of helium, 190
cubic meters of argon, 53 cubic meters of nitrogen, 610 liters of mcthylcne chloride, 40 liters of
ethanol, 0.8 metric tons of volatile organic compounds, 0.5 metric tons of carbon monoxide, and
5.0 metric tons of nitrogen dioxide (page 2-23, lines 4-13). What mitigation measures are in
place to limit these emissions, and what negative environmental and public health impacts would
their dispersal into the atmosphere contribute to? Comment

#316-44
-12a~ts lt~ ct

Section 4.2A.2 of the Draft EIS describes the air emissions-including hydrogen fluoride,
acetone, volatile organic compounds, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and particulate
matter-that would be produced by the proposed NEF. NRC staffjustifics the designation of a
'small" environmental impact from these emissions because each pollutant is expected to fall
below regulatory requirements for emissions. But how does NRC staffjudge the cumulative
impact of these emissions? Comment

#316-45
Dicsrl Grurrators
According to the Draft EIS. the NEF's emergency diesel generators have the potential to emit
more than 90,700 kilograms of a 'rcgulated air pollutanL" WVhat pollutant is this? What is thc
cxpericncc of comparable uranium enrichment plants, such as those operated by Urenco in
Europe, in terms of reliance on these emergency diesel generators? Annually, what quantity of
air pollutants do these generators typically emit? Comme nt

17ll1rA ffignrara than C#316-46
Please indicate in the Final EIS whether any chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs and/or HCFCs) would
be used, produced, or released by the NEF, as is the case at other uranium enrichment plants. Comment

#316-47
Decommissioning

Section 2.1.8 of the Draft EIS describes the processes of decontamination and decommissioning
of the NEF, the operating license of which would expire in 30 ycars. The regulations at 10
C.F.R. § 7033 allow for renewal of operating licenses for facilities such as the NEF. What is the
likelihood that the operating license of the NEF would be extended after this initial 30-year
period? What has been the duration of the operational life ofthe comparable facilities operated
by Urenco in Europe? Comment

#316-48

During the course of tie NEF's nine-year decommissioning period, it is estimated fthat more than
5,000 cubic meters of radioactive waste would be generated and disposed of in low-level I
radioactive waste facilities (Draft EIS, page 2-25). How will the NRC monitor the Comment

-~ - - #316-49

-

*sit- 17-4w V 7"C
According to the Draft EIS, "small" environmental impacts are those that "are not detectable or
arc so minor that they would neither destabilize nor noticeably alter any intportant attribute of
the resource" (box, page 4-1). Yet, in the section describing the proposed NEF's impact on
geology and soils, despite the fact that construction of the facility would require grading the site
to make it flat and introducing a very large industrial facility covering 83 hectares that may
require penetrating the subsurface soils and even the clay layer of the Chinle Formation-the
average depth of which begins at 12 meters (Draft EIS, Table 3-8, lines 17.18)-NRC staff
judges the impact of the facility to be 'small" because 'site preparations and construction result
in only short-term effects to the geology and soils" (page 4-10, lines 21-22). Is such an action
not more suitable for at least a "moderate' impact assessment, where the cnvironmental effects
are 'sufficient to noticeably alter...important attributes of the resource"? The NEF will Comment
fundamentally alter the gcology and soils of the site, far beyond the site preparations and
constructions phase; it is thus inappropriate to consider the impacts of site preparation and #316 43
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decommissioning processto assure that all rdioactive waste materials are disposed ofprperly -
rather than being shipped to unlicensed landfills or recycling facilities? Comment #316I49 (cont.)

Impacts on Wildlife

Puble Cittlen/NIRS Commen onthe DrafEIS for tltNational Enrichment Facility -21-

from the south at the lime of the accident, sending the plum of UF6 towards Hobbs and Comm'ent
Lovingion. New Mexico (Draft EIS, page 4-25, lines 21-30). The local wind patterns #316-53
documented in Section 3.5.2.4 and represented in Figures 3-8 and 3.10 show that southerly (cont.)
winds are predominant In the area; thus, the likelihood of this worst-case scenario, which is
contingent upon winds from the south, is increased. I

TornadoesThe Draft EIS refers to a field survey of the proposed NEF site conducted by LES in the fall of
2003 that "did not locate any lesser prairie chickens" (page 3-47, lines 44-45), yet the duration of
this survey and the methodology was employed Is not discussed.3t A'similar concern about the
adequacy of this assessment was expressed by Lisa Kirkpatrick, Chierof the Conservation
Services Division for the State of New Mexico's Department orGame and Fish, In a February
23,2004 letter to the NRC responding to the Environmental Report on the NEF submitted by
LES?' Ms. Kirkpatrick questioned the adequacy of the survey, noting that "the area around the
project has not been adequately surveyed for lek [breeding area] sites" and "[s]urveys should be
conducted In the spring," not the fall. But despite this criticism, it does not appear that NRC
staff has supplemented this initial, inadequate survey for the Draft EIS, determining that "[t`here
are no onsite Important ecological sysnems...that contain important species habitats such as
breeding areas..." (page 3.50. lines 6-7; see also § 4.2.7). Further, this statementsappears to Comn ent
contradict a later admission that the swift fox (idtipes selox) and the western burrowing owl #316-50
(Athene atrnlcularfa Iiptigea)-tv6 "species of concern"-.may have their habitats and
livelihoods threatened by the construction and operation of the proposed NEF (5 4.2.7). Please
remedy this in the Final EIlS. . r~ i i ~- .-. 1 -':Z , ' '_ ,* .]; ,

The Draft EIS provides further rationale for the moderate impact of the proposid NEF in that
only one-third of the total site area would be Impacted by construction and operation activities,
allowing 'highly mobile resident wildlife located within the disturbed areas of the proposed NEF
site an opportunity to relocate to undisturbed onslte-areas" (page 4.17, lines 16-18). Would these
species-and please specif. which species this statement refers to-be able to subsist solely
within the site boundaries, or, if not, would they be able to freely pass through, under, or over the
fence that would be erected at theperimeterofthe site? If. foranyspecies, the ansverto these
questions is "no" 'it seems that this habit would be rendered unsuitable. Comment #316-51

I
The frequency and severity of tomadoes in the vicinity of the NEF is described in Section 3.5.2.5
of the Draft EIS. Ilas the NRC staffevaluated the damage that an 5 tornado would cause to the
NEF? Comment

nji 6-54

Operations

The Draft EIS states that the proposed NEF "currently has no plans for internal cleaning or Comment
decontaminationofthe [U 6)cylinders"(emphasis supplied) (page 2-.15, line36). Does this #316-55
mean that it is possible that LES may decide, at some point in the future, to engage in the
cleaning and decontamination of the emptied Urts cylinders at the NEF? If so, would the NRC
undertake an evaluation of the environmental Impacts of this practice? In the Final EIS, please
consider the environmental effects of cleaning and decommissioning the Type 48X or Type 48Y
cylinders that have contained UFl

'-4

Miscellaneoots

The summary descriptions orthe "proposed action" under the categories 'Transportation" and I
'Public and Occupational Health, 'part of Table 2-8 at pages 2-55 and 2-56, appear to be Comment
truncated. Please correct this error in the Final EIS. #36-56

Conclusion

In the areas described above, the NRC's Draft EIS for the National Enrichment Facility (1EF)
falls short ofa complete evaluation of the environmental Impacts of the proposed facility is
required by the National Environmental Policy Act. Until the above questions and criticisms are
adequately addressed and resolved, the NRC stafrs recommendation that the license for the NEF
be approved is premature. Commeit

#316-57

Moreover, it is questionable to consider the "permanent elimination" of 73 hectares of wildlife
habitat a "small" impact (Draft EIS, § 4.3.7). ,, a

1316-52,rrtirfent f

Accidents

PHrfpafl nf 11ronltu,, 11prpfl~npde,

The Draft EIS describes the most significant accident scenario at the proposed NEF to be an Comment
accidental release of uranium hexafluoride (UF6), which could cause seven latent cancer
fatalities. NRC staffjudges that the risk of such exposures would increase if the winds were #316-53

_

is The survey frefted to is mentioned In the National Etnichment Fscility Environmental Rteport (Dec. 2003) at
3.5.6. Details provided on the survey are scant. -
" Lisa lirlautck., letter to Cher, Rttues and Directives Branch, U.S. Nuclear Regutatory Commission, lVashington,
D.C. Feb. 23,2004.
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From 'Birne bbrnle t gcl-net.cornm
To: cncrep~nrc.gov,
Date: Mon. Jan 10. 2005 5:47 PM
Subject:. CommentonNEF (NUREG-1790)

Tucson Branch of thU
Womens International League for Peace and Freedom
Patricia Birnio
5349 W. Bar X Street
Tucson. AZ 857t3

Attn: Anna Bradrord
To Chief. Rules Review and Directives Branch
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T6.059
Washington, DC 205550001

Re: Comments on the Draft EIS for the proposed National Enrichment Facility in Lea County. Now Mexico
(NUREG-1790); Docket No. 70-3103

To the Commissioners end Stall:

Cotinenlt #343-6
we feel that possible accidents, releasing toxic hexafluoride (UF6) to the area Is an unacceptable risk.
We are concerned about the health and weUare of wortkers and residents within tho air shed ol the
proposed lacility. Why endanger these people when there is no demonstrated need for the product which
Is proposed to be processed and made at the NEF.

Next, we are concerned that the economic Impact on the community would be less favorable than the
impression given In the DEIS. Since the NEF would be tax exempt for Its fie, the main benefit to the
community would be from the salarles earned by the employees. Yet, the number of lobs generated
appear to be halg of what other types of businesses would create. It appears to us. on a practical level.
that just on sconomic terms, It would be disadvantageous to have NEF located in Lea County. That
coupled with probable health costs due to toxic emissions and toxic waste, adds up to an undesirable cost
to the community, rather than an economic benefit. Commwwent #343-7

Even U the Cultural Resources, or cultural Impact, were the only criteria of Importance. It Is unacceptable
to destroy the seven archaeological ites that are within the proposed project area. Each of these sites Is
eligible to be listed In th National Register of Historic Places. Conunent #343-8

IF the NEF Is needed, there are too many objections lor it to be located In Lea County. New Mexico.

t-ID
1Q

We are dismayed that the NRC could concwudo that the poposed NEF would have smal or 'w Imnpact I
on avarietyol considerationsthatwe leaf have received grossly Iadequate review. CoIllnC1 it 343-1

First. the NEED for the facility Is far from proven. We have heard no Information that Indicates that there
will be an Increase hI demand for low-enriched uranium saince no new U.S. reactors have been ordered
ice the 1970 s. nor are the banks keen on loaning money for new construction. With many reactors

facing an end to their legal operating lives, with doubtfiu renewal expected, the logical conclusion Is that
there will be a diminished demand for low-enriched uranium. This same would apply In case the
promoters are planning to oiler LEU for sale abroad. Coinnent #343 -2

Second, the ite selection process was greatly flawed, with a number ol the criteria Ignored or are In
obvious conflict These Include seismic activity (Lea County Is located over a geologic fault), the historical
preservation assessment (Lea County has seven archeological sites within the area proposed for the NEF
location), and costly relocation of existing service provisions (the high-pressure carbon-dioxide gas line
that would have to be relocate: . The site selection process used gives the Impression that politics had
more Irtluence rather than sc-';ntitio weighing of the criteria. We believe the cite selected has too many
risk factors Involved or If lo be given NRC approval. Cvonnwell #343-3

Third. the avallabilty of water fot use at the proposed NEF. as reported In the DEIS, totally Ignores the
assessment of the Lea County Regional Water Plan, which projects a doubling of water
usage by 2040. warning that there Is not enough water In the Basin to maintain an annual diversion of this
magnitude (since water is being withdrawn at a greater rate than It is being recharged). Droughts are
becoming more como uin the Southwest, especially as we are feeling the effects of global warming. It is
Irresponsible to build a new project that would be a water-intensive user under these circumstances.

Connlew 8#343-4
Fourth. we are concerned about toxic emission of the proposed plant, both air and water discharges. and
disposition of toxic solid wastes. Have there been adequate etudies conducted about the health Impact of
the atmospheric emissions. and whether their Impact affects minority residents (or workers)
(environmental justice Issues). Are there plans to mItigate Mtese toxic emissons? Would water
contaminants leach Into the groundwater (would lners for wastewater basis retain their Integrity for the
duration of the plant's operation)? Has the NRC made a ruling about the waste classiihcation of depleted
tuanium, DUF6. and how It should be properly Isolated? Or Is DU being considered a resource? Please
clarily this lor us. From definitions we have read in other materials. DU is considered a radioactive waste.
and must be disposed of In manner consistent with regulations for other radioactive waste. In addtion,

Cornnwnt #343-S

The NBC Is supposed to protect the lives of tha public, not be advocates lot the nuctoar industry. Too
oftort we have hnterpreted the rulins of the NRC as being industry-supporting. at the expense oft
Iprotecting Uhe health of the public. Coninen! #343-9

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed NEF.

Patricla irnbe, Legislative Chair. Tucson Branch
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
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From: *Cynrs Read ccrOtexascentar.or9>
To: cnrcrepOnrc.gov2
Data: Fri, Jan 7, 2005 4:25 PM
Subject: comments on DEIS - Anna Bradford

Please accept these commonts on the DEIS for the LES proposed site In New Mexico. I have done them
In simple text (note pad) for ease. Please lot me know If I noed to also send In a hard copy by mait.

Thanks.

Cyrus Reed
Director
Texas Center for Policy StudIes
44 East Ave. Suite 306
Austin, TX 71701
512-474-0811
512-474-7848 (tax)
crOlexasecnter.org
cyruajeedOmall.uteoxaaedtu
wwwtexascenter.org
www.texasep.org (Texas Environmentlt Profiles)

. . . . . . . . ..

.:

TCPS
44 East Ave. Suib 306
Austin Texas78701
512-474-0811
crOtexascentor.orn;

January?. 2005
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As a W0t-Cal non-rorid research and poliy ogseiftntlon headquartered In Ausin Texas, the Texas
Center tor Polcy Studieas does not uxsUycomment an t)EIse hotnerstates. or In federal Issues such as
radioecthre ftatlites. Howevr, given the posaitle impact on Texess aquiters. land and air, as wet as the
posile diaposel of the waste restfitng from the proposed Uranium Enrichment Facility. we feetl
compelled to offer these brief comrnents on the Draft Emrtronmrendal Impact Statement In the atbov
captioned matter. Please enter these comments into the official record of the proceeding.

We wanted to mate two substantive comments on the DEIS, both of which we behlve, necessitate either
freeebon of the present proposal or a the very least a substantlally bener and more Inclusie finat EIS.
The first issue Involves the physical environment of the proposed site end the failure of the EIS to
accurately consider this erivironment and the possible cumulative Impact. The second related issue is the
lailure to aecu-atsly consider the WCS Texas Disposal opt on and Its potential Impacts since It would be
located within a few miles of the st.

First of al we beSeve thoet Is not sufficiont detail to the physical geographer of the site. in partlcular, the
DEIS shortchangee a iscussoin ol the potenStal effects of extreme weather cordltlona (e.g. high wInds,
lomados, bash floods, high heal on operations and transportation related to lte proposed LESMNEF OnII
asit yeer, a sudden reinfat prevented loals from leaving towns In the area due to the high water. White

this may have been an unusual ran event, the data used Iromn the Hobbs, NM rainfall data used ass a Ssi
tor -' I ' I ' ' .
other parts of the analtyis (DEIS, 5-13. Table 3-3) show that half of the maximum monthiy measurements
heve occurred In the leaf twenty years, and three quarters of the minimum measurements occurred hi the
first ten years of record-Wteeping. This may indcat that rainfall in the erea Is gererally ineresasIng or could
also indicate cattier reord-keeping was taufly. In either Case, the data suggests that using the 90-year
*averag- of the Hobbs Station may not be tre Wcientificaty correct one. We would suggest revisiting
these rainfal measuremrents, and augmenting then with date from other stations nearby, and potenStaiy
welghttng the analysis toward nrewer redings suggesitlig hbgher raintal measurements, sines reltall
measurements Inpact Interpretatlons ol runoll surface and below surface hydrology.

Contirnent
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the waste could e$he( be deposited deetcy lor disposat or be required to go trrough A dconversoi #3S5S
facily befodr dsposaL While on does aot prescntly exist oan sIe at WCS, getting one would only roqur #355-5
an amendnent to the pemi. - I( ll

In any cue. thva disposel opioris discussed tag to Identify what mpacts the likely SPOS dI the wt
WCS itl have in th area. in other words. the DLES falls to evaluate h t ct that waste generated by LE
in Lee County. New Mexico may never leave the vicinity (alhhough Its disposion may be In Texas. rot in Cl)lftlleillI
New Mexico). We know Irom news reports ttI WCS and LOS have ekeedy held dcuvsioAs 0h Me #355-6
Suo ec- t.spatterr' -- -- -- -ieeerisi~ .- iw. . -..- ..... tM. I SWNl

terms u whit 4ana, ns E u g sc5 vCIJ - .. -. - ..
Infilutrationandslornatsrponds- ienesr i twbtard galruuintrle. oa sbey rodcrutiea andperhaps
moat importsnly. the aterpay be Wean the proposed sit andWSCjustnextdoor. Although oit e peslu
wae much deeper WM the Water bearing tormations At 11uteV presence of thoulands of wecl5 and
numrerous fajat pathways that coinect widely Separated sirate makes thW hydrology of aw te irnpossible
to characterize without more aotx ve detlan htefct, the DEIS acUt as d te border with Texas and New
Macxo is a geographic border, and does not adeqtcatly explore possible sturt ace Connections
betwean Moonument Oraw and the Weet Ptattr to th* South, nor l" possale contarrnation of Ihe
Ogallala Aquifer to the eat. Irnaead. we cail on the ElS to conduct a ful georydrological suessament of
the entire ars. tdiong portions of Texu. and to conslber the cumulatve irmpac1 ol the Industries in the
area. includgng WCS.

We xae particularly considered that the type of red clay soil reled upon In the DEIS to prevent any
substantial moverent ot frftdrl could tbe undernined both by the on-stir water retention facilities. as
wetl as by the possible diaposal of mixed - radloecirve and hazardous - waste at thc WCS tacility.
allovino fot the red clay sotsa to be breahd. The DEIS clearly fats to idnlty these potentials. _

Thus, in summary, the DEIS sheds ao light on the potsn lot water to move tlrough te -
NEF and neargby sites such as WCS (or for tha mater vice vera). Because there ars known faults In
tie area, and th Site ialocated above the West Pladorm Fault Zone. a detailod study of potential
pathways should be completed before a final EIS i issued. In addiion to poAilng the Ogsalala Aquilar.
watet from the saite may reach the Pecos Alver Valey sutrace water.groundwater from tue Capitan Reel
lomton. and posiby other coerces of fresh
water in Texas Again, we ea of a l goohydrologlel Assehsrent of th entire are not just the mu
itself. _

Conuinent ,
#355-2

Continent
#355-3

Conunenif
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that is unreasonte to assume tht the proposed LESINEF would trot have cumulave ipacts far
beyond tre level proposed in Ut DEI Section 4.4. pages 465 to 44B For thi reason. the NRC should
also re-evatute the potential for cumulative Impacts ot the proposed LESINEF and related distmal of
waste atWCS. ,

TCPS apprecites the opponturity to cornmennt on tvs DU5S and w&nts our corIUMna To be entered Into
th record We believe that the permtiting and operation of the LESINEF at, as wet as the likely disposal
01 waste generated In Andievis County. Tes at the WCS Sel wilt have maj Impacts on public heath
and atr environment in tie aea end would urge you to reject the application. At the Valy lat, we hope
that Vir r 013 wit provide a geohydrotogical lsis o the entire area - _not just the site - nd the very
real posibtily that a waste generated wtl ba Stored and disposed Gf within a low mils of the s wM? be
considered s pert of a rel cowlsraton of cumulative impacts.

Sbncerey,

Cyrus Feed
Oirector

4�-
Our uecond and related concern is ths altoe to adeqilatay explore the option to dispose of the depleted
uranium at re WCS. and the potential inpacts this could have on the stle Itself. There e sorply too
many hos end unknowns at prevent to accurately portray whether or not ith waste could be disposed of
at WCS, and whether such sposal might provide haards to publi health and the environment of both
Texans 5vg near Ore WCS sies, and even New Mexicans Uving just atee lies away fromn the WCS
sit.

There is considerable confusion in the community an within the DEIS itself as to whether WCS - once
permitted by TCEO - could take wavste and a so. how much of IL If the waste is indeed conIdered
low-tevel redioactivt waste.' WCS could - in ie perintted 'compac si ite - allh at. sinc there rer

prouenuy no vouttte t te owever, thougn there Is the assertion h this depleted uranium Is low-lvel
waste, we do not believe currant lw supports this usertion. i several places, the DEIS asserts ta
depleted weulrum isa Class A towvell tadioactive wast(DEI S00322.29 insrt. tineS 1.19) based upon
Langulage h 10 CFA. Part 1 SI(a). which is thee deflult provision for
unclassiaied wastes. The determination should be Ihoroughty explained and juslitiod
by NBC belore tne license cxcdure continues. Although the same declaratIon was made
In tre E3S lor LES CQaiorr Enrichment Cente application. It has never been
supported by NRC anayss commensurate with Its signitane The NCs delault declaration that OU is
a Class low-level radoactIvecute es miistoadrig and should be revisited before waste dipositon polcy
is detined for a uranium enrichment taalty. The DEIS is setting a dangerously low standard of
environmontal protection when it assumes tttat sal"ow lnd burial of depleted urAnium byproduct wc have
no sigoilifanl Impact upon thW environment (for 4uti btion yeaals7)Aain, tme DEIS should delermine what
classilication the waste would be and why or he th d eriOtr"Ing ts classification.

It. on th other 4hand the DOE assunes responsiubity of the was:e once generated, and 4 a considerad a
federal DOE wste, II conld be shipped to WCS to the federal waste mite (again t perid). Int 4 ca.
the lerits on volume could irpact WCS'S ability to tfae all tho waste generated again aoependng upon
tner recelpt of other types of waste at the va. in addion. gepending upon odfirstions ard slandrcs than
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clearly Indicate the Inadequacy of the Draft EIS. Indeed. it is unclear what the Justification for Com/ent
choosing this site as appropriate for a uranium endchment faClitRis as other sites were #356-6
re ected due to earthquake risks on parwhh Lea Count s. he Draft EIS must Include a Conment
regional analysis of threats to groundwater-water flows do not stop at stale lines. #356-7

January 7. 2005

Chief, Rules & Directives Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T§-DS9
Washington. D.C. 2055540001

Re: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the
Proposed Uranium Enrichment Facility In Lea County. New Mexico
(NUREG-1790); Docket No. 70-3103

- .- . .: ,0A .-.

Water Is a critical resource, particularly In this very dry part of the country. Both Texas and New
Mexico have water plans that assess the current and future uses of this life-suslainig element. Collmme'nt
in this area (eastern New Mexico and west Texas) reliance on groundwater sources Is already #356-8
creating the potential, even likelihood, of shortages In the near future. Any water required by
this new Industry will only compound this problem. I

These are only-some of the Issues regarding which we maintain that the Draft EIS Is Incompletel Cotlwel t
or mistaken In its conclusions. The Lone Star Chapter of the Sierra Club requests that the I
NRC's staff recommendation for approval of the license for the uranium enrichment facility be #356.9
withdrawn and the EIS be revised and expanded lo address these and other valid concerns.

To Whom It May Concem:
. . . .. - -, .. .: , ! :. .

%0

it s the contention of the Lone Star Chapter of the Slerra Club that the NRC'i Draft EIS does "
not adeduatelv addri sill* Dolenlial roblem h the tro osed u6iniirn enlchinent tlant. #33S6.1
There are several areas where the NRD's determination that the environmental Impacts of the Connuent
facility would be small to moderate seems unwarranted. In addition, the opinion in the Draft EIS
that there Is a need for this facility because of an *exDe ed .Increase in demand for low- #356-2
enriched uranium Is not supported b the facs.| Considering the enormous problems this
country Is already facing regarding disposal of the wastes generated by nuclear power, as well Comment
as the potential security threats associated with this Industry, It Is Incumbent upon the NRC to #356.3
exercise extreme caution In Its considerations of this proposal.

Margol[C earkii*
Outreach Coordinator - ; r - *
Slerra Club, Lone Star Chapter . . -.

Regarding the classification of the waste that will be produced by this facility, it Is disturbing that
the NRC Is essentially declaring this waste will be Class-A low-level radioactive waste(LtRW)* -
without the absolutely necessary analysis and deliberatlon. As you are aware, there Is currently
a license application with the Texas Commission for Environmental Quality for a LLRW disposal Comment
facily In farwest Texas. The rules for the operation of that facility were written to provide for #356-4
the wastes curently classified as low-level and do not In any way account for the disposal of
depleted uranium. As the Sl.nra Club opposes the creation of a private LLRW dump In Texas
because of the health, safe y, and environmental threats It poses, we certainly would not concur
with a specious assignment of a 'low-lever label to the DUF6 waste.

The lssui of &rotndwater contamination by this facility Is of extreme concern to us: The NRC's
disrepird of the potential fdrgroundWater contamination bs a resutof selsmicatiltyelnr * Commrnent
additionto ts apparent'assumptlon that the lineri employedto Impoiridthe contents of the-' #356-5
faciRy 's wastowater basins will retain thelr IntegrHy forthe duration of the facliys operation,

I.Expiote. entioy and peoed the planet.
lonestartdhapter~sferraclub.omg . wwwwtexas.sleaadub~org . PO Box 193 1. Au~sfln TX 78767
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SOUTHWEST RESEARCH AND INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. box 4524 Albuquerque, tNM4 5716 05-262-18s62 FAX:t SCS-2621864 wwwjicoro

Januazy7,2005 -

Chief, Rules Review and Directives Branch
Mail Stop T6-DS9
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

RE: Docket No..70-3103.

DEIS Comments

Dear Pcople,

. *4__-

0s

Southwest Research and Information Center (SRIC) is a private nonprofit, educational
organization based in Albuquerque, New Mexico, that has been involved in issues related to
uranium development in Ncw Mexico for decades. As a rcsult of its more than 30 ycars of work,
including analyzing and experiencing the enormous and continuing extremely negative Impacts
of uranium mining and milling on people's health and the water, soil, air, and spiritual
environment in New Mexico, SlIC has great interest in the proposed LES Gas Centrifuge
Uranium Eririchment Facility.

SNIC submitted scoping comments for NRC's cn~ironmcntal impact statement (EIS) of the LES
plant. SRIC subuints tha'folltioing comments related lo the original DEIS and the "redacted"
DEIS, which arc'grossly legally and technically deficient.

Publication of an EIS, both in draft and final form, also serves a largei infornational role;
It gives the public the assurance that the agency 'has indeed considered environmental
concerns in its decisionmaking process," Daltiniore Gas & Electric Co., snpra, at 97, and
perhaps more significantly, provides a springboard for public comment, see L Caldwell,
Science and the National Environmental Policy Act 72 (1982). Robertson v. tetihol,
Valley C'itzetns Coaicil, 490 U.S. 332, 349 (1989).'

Certainly, any adequate DEIS must include a'hard look" analysis of public and occupational
health Impacts from accidents during operations at the enrichment plant. Yet, the 'redacted"
DEIS has no such analysis. Thus, the public does not have the required information on such cuv
impacts and cannot appropriately comment except to point out that fatal deficiency. A
supplemental DEIS must be issued to correct that fatal flaw. (35.

Any adequate DEIS.must have aibhard look" analysis of the impacts of transportation accidcnts.._
Yet the iredacdid' DEIS has na such analysis. Thus, the public does not have the required
information on such impacts and cannot appropriately comment except to point out that fatal
deficiency. A supplemental DEIS must be issued to corct that fatal flaw.

Any adequate DEIS must include a 'hard look" analysis of the impacts of the nearby natural gas
and CO, pipelines. Yet tli 'redacted" DEIS has D. such analysis, although it briefly mcntions
that the site has "an underground carbon dioxide (CO,) pipeline (p. 2-2). The 'redacted" DEIS
has even eliminated several ligures that show the existing nearby pipelines, thus leaving the
totally inaccurate implication that no such pipelines exist and that there is no hazard from such
pipelines. Thus, the public does not have the required information on such Impacts and cannot
appropriately comment except to point out that fatal deficiency. A supplemental DEIS must be
issued to correct that fatal flaw.

Those and other deficiencies are especially egregious since the issues wcre identified in SRIC's
scoping comments (and perhaps by other commcnlors). In its Notice of Intent, NRC committed
to analyzing "Iplotential public and occupational consequences from construction, routine
operation, transportation, and credible accident scenarios (including natural events)." 69 Federal
Register 5375 (Fcbruary 4, 204). On page 18 of the Scoping Summary Rcport (DEIS,
Appendix A), the NRC committed: "The draf EIS vwill analyze the potential environmental
infpaiti resuliing from crc'dibeaccidcnts it the NEF." Thct-edictcd" DEIS-dots not mect those
commitments or the legal requirements. Thus, the public is mislead into thinking that the
environmental impacts of credible accidents are analyzed in the DEIS, when, in fact, no such
analysis is provided.

'i.)

- . Teli Draft Environmental Impact Statnc -_.. . .___ _ _j ._.
iemcni 1L)t:FIISiscm~i~vnasliIcienI: A supnlcmenial

ti m S f u n re rnr- mfn m ~ ~ '¶ i#- l n a IP1- sI - ra r - VJ~: t rn m m cn i
Under NEPA caselaw, il is e) establisied that ian. ElS, the agency musttakc a hard look at
the environmental consequences before taking a major action." Baltimore Gas & Electric Co. v.
N'aturalResources Dcfeitrc Council Inc.4 462 U.S. 87, 97 (1983), ciling Kleppc a: Sierra Club,

427 U.S. 390, 410, n. 21 (1976). Com1111et #3.58-/

It [Th EIS1 ensures that the agency, in reaching its decision, will have available and %vill
catefully consider detailed infonnation conceming significant environmental impacts; it
also guarantees that :.Ci relevant informaiion uill bemadc available to the larger audience
that may also play a role in both the decisionmaking process and the implementation of
that decision Roberitson v. Mfethoir Valley Citizens Coouicll, 487 U.S. 332,349 (1989).

The public cannot even know %hich DEIS it is commenting on -the original DEIS issued in
September2004 or the "redacled DEIS" issued in December 2004. SrIuC has asked that the
following matters be made public in an email of December29, 200: ' ' CoInnw,,t 113.2

2
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1. The criteria used to remove "poteniially sensitive information" (the phrase uscd in the
December 21 Federal Register noiie). 'No criteria or rationale is included in the
"redacted" DEIS. The public should be able to commeni on the criteria in commenting
on the DEIS.

2. WVhat Is the status of the September 2004 DEIS? The "redacted" version has much less
information and analysisthan the September 2004 version that it effectively replaces..

3. Will NRC make available lo the public all orthe comments received on the DEIS,
including those comments related to "redacted" portions of the DEIS? If not all public CoM11101t'
comments will bemade available, what is NRC's legal authority to wvithhold such #358-2
comments? : . : (tonr.J

4. Ilow wvill NRC respond to comments on the DEIS related to "redacted' portions? For
example, an comiienis related to "poientlnlly siensii; formaiiiot eemied nvialb .
to the public or outside of the scope of the DEIS?

......

There is nothing in NRC's own NEPA regulations (10 CFR 51) that allow for havin ltvo DEIS's I
on the same racility, nor for "redacting" a DEIS in the vay that it has been done. Comment

#358-3
In releasing a supplemental DEIS, the NRC should describe the specific basis for any (off/.)
"redactions" or failures to include required environmental analyses. It should also describe an)
other situations In %which it has released two versions of a DEIS for public comment at the same
time, since SRIC believes that there is VA other circumstance that such a situation has occurred.
SRIC believes that there has been no adequate basis expressed to remove any of the information
in the "redacted" DEIS.

3. The 'kdacted" DFIS imns not discuss many sienificant environmental imnacts and it does not
include rod mitiimtin mesaI~res I ~itdA r ess/ na tentiat imnacts
Again, casclaw is clear that mitigation measures must be included and that the public must bc Ce n"11101
able to comment on them. t.358-4

To be sure, one important ingredient of an EIS is the discussion of steps that can betaken
to mitigate adverse environmental consequences. (fooinote omitted] The requirement that
an EIS contain a detailed discussion of possible mitigation measures flows both from the*
language of the Act and, more expressly, from CEQ's Implementing regulations Implicit
in NEPAs demand that an agency prepare a detailed statement on "any adverse -

' environmental eifects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be implemented." 42
USCS 4332(C) ()I, is an understanding that the EIS. vill discuss the extend to which :

i ' adverse eflects can be avoided. See D. Maandelker, NEPA Law and Litigation § 10:31t
(1984)} More g6enerally. omission6ofa reasonablycomplete discussion of possible
mitigation measures would undermine the "action-forcing" function otNEPA. Without
such a discussion, neither the agency nor other interested groups and individuals can
properly evaluate he severity ofthe adverse effects. Robertson at 351-352.

Despite that legal requirement, the "redacted: DEIS has nQ mitigation discussion or analysis of
some issues, and a very truncated analysis of those for %Nhich data have been removed.

4. The "redacted" DMIS is incomplete. inaccurate, and misleadintz. is technically and leenily

t- 4I

.04
-"

Anna Bradford of the NRC called Don I ancock on Tuesday, January 4,2005 in response to
those requests. But she provided no response t6 the requests other than to say that the comment
period will not be extended beyond January 7,2005. SRIC reiterates Its objections to the
illegally and improperly short 14-day comment period on Ihe redacted" DEIS and the less than
45-day comment period when sources were tiiiable on the original DEIS. .. -

|~ ~ ~ 4 '',. ''e4 *- ^sgi' '* ' ' ; - - -

NRC should anseri those questions in releasing 'sispplemental DEIS for public comment, as the
public should have an opportunity to co'mment ori NRC's rationale for "redacting.' Under
NRC's rules, a minimum of a 45-day commnent period must beprovided on the DEIS and any
supplementai DEIS. 10 CFR 51.73. .'

Further, as will be discussed below, the original DEIS also does hot meet the requirements for an
adequate DEIS. Once again, a supplemental DEIS must be released for public comment.

l

2. The "redarted" DiEIS i5 nbt a leralv or tecinically ndequnue DEIS: and there Is no adenuate
hnuet Privn nn r1hr- rAeAtin.e
Manfppais bftlmebiiginal DEIS livebter&'iEdacted." Ae'cbrding6toite "redacted DEIS;the'--*
portionsvere eliminated "under 10 CFR2.390:' Hosvever, that regulation makes no mention of
NEPA documents, so the NRC has riot provided in adequate basis for removal of portions of the
DEIS based on NEPA. NRC should make its screening criteria available with the "redacted"
DEIS so that the public can understand thi basis for removals and comment on both the criteria
and vhether specific redactions are %varranted. While Tim Johnson of the NRC sta~flsaid in a

-telephone conversation ivith Don Haincck on December 29,2004 that the basis las subsection
(d) of that regulation, that pro;isin iiri faci does'not anply to much of the material that hhs been
removed from the DEIS. For example,'hoiv Is an earthquake aeeidirit analysis relaled ti d
"commercial or financial irocrmation" under 10 CFR 2.390(d)? '#3S83 #358-3

nunifecdmment. - -- Cutnineti-
Among the many examples of Incomplete, inaccurate, and misleading portions are the .-
following::

On page 24 , the "redacted' DEIS states ihat the "[p]rincipal struetures vithin the
proposed NEF are shown in Figure 2-4:' llowvever, there isnoFigure 24, as page 2-5 of the
"redacted" DEIS states: "Figure removed under 10 CFR 2.390.' Thus, the text of the document
Is inaccurate, and the public is not provided that drawing of the site. Without such a figure,
among other things, the public cannot adequately comment on the layout of the facility, including
the possibility of structures conflicting with each other In wvays that could cause accidents,
measures that could be taken to mitigate those accidents, and to identify overall environmental
impacts of the facility layout.

'3 44
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On page 2-6, the "rcdacted" DEIS states that the."UBC Storage Pad (Item I in Figure 2-
4) would bc constructed on the north side of the controlled area to store transportation cylinders
and U13Cs." Of course, as noted above, there is fD Figure 2-4 liemi 1. There is D2 figure
shosing the conlrolled area.

*Rcpcatedly on pages 2-6,2-7, 2-8,2-9, and 2-10, thc "redacted" DEIS refcrs to "ltems"
on 'Figurc 2-4' cven thouslisjo Figure 2-4 Is included in the document. Thus, the "redicted"
DEIS is tepeatedly inaccuraltein vhat it statcs..-'

* On page 2-9, the "redacted' DEIS statcs that a "high-pressure CO, pipclinc crosses the
site diagonally from the southeast to the northwest. It would be relocated during the site
preparation for safety considerations." The "redacted" DEIS contains no figure shoiving the
location of the existing high-pressure CO, pipeline nor does it include a figure ihoiving where
that pjipeline %vill be relocated. Thus, the public cainot appropriately commnirit on whcher the
relocation should be done lo a different location, whether the relocated pipeline swould pose Cvrirnwier
safety considcrations, and whcthcr It could be relocaled to other locations so better mitigate 8-s
against any advcrsc impactS. (-t0l )

* Page 2-9 of the 'redacted" DEIS states that Figure 2.6 is "Construction Area for the
Proposed NEF Site." lowever, there is D2 actual Figure 2-6, which is "removed under 10 CFR
2390." Thus, the "redacted" DEIS is inaccurate, and the public is not able to appropriately
comment on the construction area, and whether construction could be handled to reduce adverse
environmental impacts and on mitigation measures that should be takcn.

: * On page 3-2, the Oredacted" DEIS states that "Ia]n underground natural gas pipeline is
located along the southern property line (Figure 3-2)." However, there is gi Figure 3-2. as it is
"removed undcr 10 CFR 2.390." Thus, the "redactcd" DEIS is inaccuratc. The text could havc
referred to Figurc 3-21; itlch does show the location of the natural gas pipeline, but it does not.
Neither is thcre any explanation ofvhy Figurc 3:2 is removed and Figue 3-21 is not.

On page 4:41, line 1, the "redacted" DEIS contains a sentence fragmcn that makes no
-sense. The first part of the sentenic is on pagc 4-40 and has been "removed under 10 CFR

2.390." There is no explanalion of why the first part of the sentence is removed and the last part
is not. But the csult is that the "redactld" DEIS is inconplete and inaccurate, and the public
cannot comment other than to note that the sentence makes no sense and that required
information is missing from the "redacted" DEIS.

- ' On page 4-57, thte redacted" DEISstates that Tables 4.17 and 4-18 show the
environmental impactsfrom conversion of DUr6. liowevcr, there is no table 4-18, .hich is

-"reiovedUnder10 CFR2390. 1busgthteredacidd" DEIS is inaccurateand the required * _ .
information about thc impacitsof depleted uranium conversion Is not included. The public is not
provided that information or the data related to possible impacts from accidents at the facility.

On page 6-1, the "redacted" DEIS states that figure 6.1 show the locations of proposed
reease locations for gascous and liquid cffluents. IHoever, there isjno figurc 6-l,wiich has
been "removed under 10 CFR 2.390." Thus, the "redacted' DEIS is inaccurate, and the public is

-not provided information on the location of efuent relcascs and cannot comment on such
locations or the kind ofmitigation thait could occur by relocating or eliminating such locations.

: 'The tabil ofcontents ofthe "redadted" DEIS showss that'frompagcs C-14 to C-29 there
is discussion of public and occupational health impactis from iccidcnts during operations. '

5

howver. 13 of those 16 pages are blank - "removed under IO CFR 2.390." And major portions
of the remaining three pages also are blank. 'removed under 10 CFR 2.390." Thus, the
"redacted' DEIS is inaccurate and contains no description of operational accidents, no analysis of
the impacts of such accidents, no information about the methodology and used to generate any
analysis. Thus, the public is able only lo point out that the LES facility is obviously extremely
dangerous, so much so that ncither the kind of accidents - natural or human-made - nor their Canirrfill
results can be shared with the public. The only legitimate conclusion for the public to make is 11358-5
that the facility is obviously too dangerous to be licensed in New Mexico or elsewhere.

5. The orininal DEIS and the 'redacted" DEIS do not consider all reasonable alnematives. as
gnilrre hy NlrPA

Neither the original DE-IS nor thdie rdacted" DEIS consider the altcrnative of limiting on-site
storage of uraniuM Byproduct Containers (UBC) to one year. As bricly mentioned in the DEIS
on page 4-52, LES has committed to the State of New Mlexico that UBCs will not be stored at the
LES facility Indefinitely. To csure that iasic docs not remain stored on-site indcfinitely, the
DEIS should analyze the altemativc of limiting the amount of UBC storage to one year of
production Sinic the DEIS statcs that full production would gcneratc 7,800 metric tons peryear
or 627 UDCs per year (p. 2-27), the DEIS should consider the alternative of limiting the storage
capacity of the UDC Storage Pad to 627 UDCs. Such an analysis should include environmental
impacts, including occupational and public impacts, as well as impacts on the operations of the
facility. Such impacts could be compared with similar impacts of 3O-year storage capacity or Cwgiiiwni
other more limited storage options. #358-6

The DEIS should also consider the alternative of purchasing low-enriched uranium from foreign
sources, an alternative which the DEIS and the 'redacted' DEIS reject (p. 2-39). U.S. nuclear
power plants have been purchasing low-enriched uranium from foreign sources for years, and the
DEIS does not indicate that there have been any problems from that option. Indeed, such a
practice will continue for many years, whether or not the LES facility is builtl Morcover, the
basis in the DEIS and the "redacted" DEIS for rejecting the alternative is the "national energy
policy objective" from the Department of Energy (DOE) Report to Congress on Maintenance of
Viable Domestic Uranium. Conversion and Enrichment Industries. However, that report does
not support the development of the LES plant. -That report's enrichment recommendation is to
'build an advanced centrifuge demonstration plant at Portsmouth" and "to place the Portsmouth
GDP on cold standby for a 5-year period (p. 21).".Those actions have been taken. No wherc..-.
does the report state a policy of LES building an enrichment plant in Eunice, New Mexico or any
other location. Thus, the rationale used in the DEIS and "redacted" DEIS is spurious. The
alternative of purchasing low-enriched uranium from foreign sources is reasonable and must be
fully considered. Commlsesnt #35 -7

Moreover, it is not reasonable to state that allowing European companies (who own LES) to
build LES in Eunice, New hexico could ever be considered a "domestie" enrichment source. If
NRC maintains that a domestic uranium enrichment plant is necessary, it should consider the
proposcd USEC centrifuge plant at Portsmouth as a reasonable alternative to LES. Coniuleit

#358-8
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An additional alternative lhat must be considered, which Is not, and was Included In SRIC's
scoping comments Is the alterriative of storage ofup to 15,727 UnCs beyond thc operational
lifetime of the facility. Since thele remnaiii no viable altemative storage or disposal location fior
the DUF, from the LES facility, this altemitive and its environmental impacts must be fully 'Connien

analyzed. SRIC in no way endorses this alternative as a preferred one, because it poses #358-9
unacceptable long-term risks to New Mexico but it is a reasonable alternative, and neither the
DEIS nor the "redacted" DEIS consider the alternative nor describe *vhy it should not be
considered.

Conversely. NRC's preferd alternative Is nQI reasonable, even from an economic standpoint.
The "market" does not consider LES lobe'needed since withoul the Sl. 8billion Industrial
Revenue Bond, the facility admittedl; Wvould not be built because there would be n6 financing.
The supplemental DEIS must discuss how LES *which Is not a financially *iable alternative is
NRC's preferred alteratie. Coniitwni

t1338-IO
7. The oirinnt DPIS and the "redacted" DEIS do not discuss irnortaini mliintinn mneaures.
As noted in #3 above, the "redacted" DEIS Is grossly deficient In not providing Information on
many issues and providing Inadequate or no discussion of possible mitigation measures.

The original DEIS is also scriously deficient. For xamnle. limiling UBC storage pad cipacity to
627 UBC (one year's production) would mitigate concentis about long-term storage'ofUBCs at
the LES facility afler the end of the operating license'and mitigite the environmenlal.;', . ',
occupationalmnd public risic associated with UBC storage. Su'ch'a mitigation measure must be'

.0 considered in the supplemental DEIS.' .oner

,,, ;,, discussion and ,,,,, ,, v g nd-:s I . -- -- ' ; ,. ; #358i1
8. The discussinn and analysis nf wasti conversi~nr and disnosal ts totally inadequate in both mne
wni~n flEI an tn *h "rdeei flt . -.

Second, in the original DEIS and the 'redacted" DEIS, "it is assumed that the proposed #358-14
conversion facility would use the same technology adapted for use by DOE in its conversion
facilities (p. 2.28)." There is no adequate basis for such a conclusion. It has not been definitely
established that the same technology would be used. Thus. the supplemental DEIS must consider
the option that the LES conversion facility sould use a different technology and fully describe
the conversion technology to be used for LES waste as compared with that from the existing U.S.
enrichment plants.

Third, the original DEIS and the 'redacted' DEIS presume that a private sector conversion
facility is possible (p. 2-29). There is no basis for such a conclusion as there has never been such
a facility in the United States, as the original DEIS and the 'redacted" DEIS acknowledge (p. 2-
29). The only two conversion facilities being planned are DOE funded facilities at Paducah, Comltment
Kentucky and Portsmouth, Ohio. Thus, it is not a reasonable alternative to consider that they #358-15
would be a private sector conversion facility, especially since the financing of such a facility Is
not included in the cost estimates For LES. Therefore, the private sector conversion facility is, at
best, a speculative option and should not be included in the supplemental DEIS unless LES make
a firm financial guarantee to finance such a facility.

Fourth, the original DEIS and the "redacted' DEIS Include as an option using the two planned
DOE conversion facilities at Paducah, KY and Portsmouth, Ohio (p. 4-55). The Paducah facility
is stated to operate until 2031 to convert the existing wastes there. Thus it would take more than
ten years to convert all of the LES wastes. If it could do so. Portsmouth would operate until 2024 :
and it would take until about 2040 to convert all of the LES wastes, if it could do so., In either
case, UBCs could be left at LES well after the end of the 30-year license in 2036. This
possibility and its impacts must be fully discussed in the supplemental DEIS; or the supplemental
DEIS must describe In detail what would be required to avoid such a possibility. In addition, the
supplemental DEIS must discuss the changes that would be needed in the conversion technology
used at those two facilities in order for them to be able to handle LES's wastes, which Will be , -

different In composition compared with those wastes to be converted from the existing
enrichment plants. SRIC also understands that LES has not even determinedt what conversion #358-16
technology could be used (and which technologies could not be used) For the LES astes. All of
these matters must be discussed in the supplemental DEIS.

Fifth, the original DEIS and the "rcdacted' DEIS include a private sector option that Is not In the
LES application -Option lb. locating a conversion facility nearby. There Is no basis to include
such an option, and it must be eliminated from the supplemental DEIS. There is no proposal for
such a facility. It has not been demonstrated that there is a suitable site for such a facility and Com enelil
neither the original DEIS nor the 'redacted' DEIS include any such analysis. #358-17

Sixth there is no viable disposal location for vastes from LES. As noted above the
classification of the waste is in doubt. The original DEIS and the "redacted" DEIS state that the
current viable disposal facilities are hanford or Envirocare. Hlowever neither document discuss
the fact that the State of Utah has prohibited I l(e)(2) vaste from Fernald from coming to Con neni

New Mexico has the world's first geologic repository, the Waste Isolition Pilot Plant (WIPP),
and the waste and contamination from the production of about 50% of the U.S. uranium supply -

over the past 60 years. As a result, New Mexicans Die very'cbncemed about any additional long-
term storage or disposal shes. In addition to those strong citizen concerns, as already noted,
Governor Richardson has stated that there can be no long-term waste storage or disposal in New
Mexico. Neither the original nor the 'redacted" DEIS discuss that historic role that Newv Mexico

_pin~s -nberdcicienc) -1 'n- Co,, nteat #358.12

Alithough both the original DEIS and the'redacled" DEIS provide some disbussion of conversion
and disposal facilities, It is incomplete and totally inadequate. first, the DEIS states that NRC
considers the DUF, from LES to be a Class A lowv-level radioactive saste as derined in 10 CFR
61.55(a)(6) (p. 2-27)." Neither the DEIS nor the 'redacted' DEIS provide any citation for that
conclusion. SRNC does not agree with that conclusion. Imnortanfly, SRIC notes that In neither
this DEIS nor inaijy othierNRC EIS hai such'a conclusion described and analyzed. SRIC
believes that NRC must conduct a rulemaking, including an EiS process to suppornwhatever
decision thatit makies about the classification of oiiste from LES and other similar facilities.

r7 . .... .. If .. . I a ".1J)I-16
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Envirocare, so It Is clearly possible thalt LES Wasle would not be allowed at Envirocare.
Moreover, if, as noted above, theie Is no viable private conversion facility, Hanford also could
not tak-e the Waste. Moreover, under the DOE conversion option; givei the problems "ith the
State of Ultah regarding Envirocarc, the onlypossible disposal option is thle Nevada Test Site.
Ctut again, the State of Nevada has not allowed I l(e)(2) waste from Fernald, and it is not at all Co)liMelit
assured that it would accept LES wiaste. Indeed, neither the original DEIS nor the "redacted" #358-18
DEIS include any documentation showing that either disposal facility and their affected statcs '(Cviii.)
would accept waste from LES or that they even consider DUF, to be "lowv-levcl aste" and
acceptable for disposal. Moreover, the original DEIS and the "redacied" DEIS dismiss the LES
preferred disposal option in "an exhausted uraniuni mine (the Cotter Mines in Colorado)." (LES
Environmental Report, Page 4.13-8). The stated rationale is that no existing mine is currently
licensed (p. 2-31). Based on that rationale, clearly Barnwell and WCS must be excluded from
consideration because they also are not curretitly licensed to take LES svaste.'
,. . _ . .. _ , ,

Seventh, the original DEIS and itea, i"daicd- DEIS iiTclde aVie ICcnlrt SpjeoiSisti(WCS) as
a possible disposal facility (p. 2-32). There is no basis to include that facility. It was not
included in the LES application. It cannot now legally accept LES vwastes. It does not meet the
spirit or letter of the commitment to dispose of LES's wastes outside of New Mexico, since the
site is immediately adjacent to New Mexico and its impacts would affect New Mexico. The Commwent
supplemenial DEIS should exclude the WCS facility for its discussion and analysis. #358-19

9. The 6rivinal DEIS and the "red.ced" DEIS discussion and analysis of water quantity issues
,,,_l ;,,.n.,. . :....

Comnmn'nt
Moreover, that peak use is about 40 percent of the total daily usage of Eunice (5,600 cubic #358-22
meters per day - page 2-14). Since there is no current requirement that LES receive its water
from both municipalities, the supplemental DEIS must analyze the impacts of the peak LES use
on the Eunice system. Such impacts would be major and unsustainable, and the supplemental
DEIS should so state.

The original DEIS and the "redacted' DEIS do not discuss the impacts on LES operations of a Cwrtiiiejl
reduction or cutoffof water use for hours or days. The supplemental DEIS must consider that #358-23
realistic possibility. Alternatively, the supplemental DEIS must state what measures svill be CIIIIIleIII

taken to ensure a redundant water supply (onsile vells, in addilion to the two proposed water 435S-24
pipelines) and its requirements (permilling. for example) and impacts.

10. The oriiinal DEIS and ihe "redacted" ')FIS use a Crosslv inaccurate fundin recQuirement for
tpj:.- - -Ic

0
0- As an initial matter, the original DEIS and the "redacted" DEIS provide contradictory

information about the amouinlt of water that LES would use. Paie 4 .1 5 states that LES could use
up to '2.63 million cubic meters (695 million gallons) of the Ogallala waters." Page 4-24 states

- that LES "vould use up to 2.6 million cubic meters (687 million gallons) of water from the I
Ogallala Aquiferduring itsperation."'While for the NRC, 8 million gallons of water may be #35S- '0
insignificant, it is very significant for setni-arid New Mexico, where the Stale 'of New Mexico
has had to pay billions of dollars to Texas for compensation for Pecoi River water not delivered
to Texas and where people have been killed for much less water than that.

The estimates are not limits, so the supplemental DEIS should discuss the maximum amounts of
~Svter thiill.ES eould iis'e~i~d theii impa'ets.The original DEIS and the 'redacted" DEIS stale.::- .
that the peak vater use requiremerits forLES are 2,040 cubic meters (539,000) gall6ns per day
(pp. 2-14 and 4-14).' Since LES must operatl continuously. the peak use for an entire ecar (365
days) is 744,600 cubic mccrs (196.735 million gallons). Give that the original DEIS and ihe Ccnnmc'iii
'redactcd DEIS state that LES Would operate at full capacity for 14 years (p. 2-2), those 14 #358-2)
years at the peak use 10.424 million cubic ineters (2.754 billion gallons) or four times as much as
the original DEIS and the 'redacted" DES estimate. Given the proposed 30-year license (and
there would be water use during thosc additional 16 years), the supplemental DEIS must discuss
and anayze'the impacts ofusing at lcast four times more valer than currently estimated.'

NcMv Mexico has great experience wiltl operators of uranium facilities not providing adequate
funding for decommissioning and waste disposal. The private uranium mines, mills, and tailings
sites in the state did not provide adequate funding, so fcderal and state funding has been required
for the decommissioning of those sites. And many of the sites are still not adequately COIItlltell
remcdiated, decades afler their use. That results in continuing water contamination, air #358-25
contamination, and health effects of thousands of people that have not been funded. Thus, %waste
disposal is an important issue, not only that it be done outside of the State (as required by the
governor), but also that it be adequately funded to ensure that it is paid for and done well, and
does not constitute a future burden on federal and state taxpayers.

The original DEIS and the "redacted' DEIS use LES's S5.50 per kilogram of uranium funding
estimate (p. 7-4). As an initial matter, the supplemental DEIS should use a more complete
citation method, since the two sources are not easily available. While SRIC does have a copy of
the LES Environmental Report, that document is three volumes and hundreds of pages. The
basis for that $5.50 per kilogram of uranium funding amount is not rcadily seen in that document,
for example In Section 3.12 regarding wvastc management and in Scrtion 7.4 Cost-Benclit
analysis. The other source - June 4, 2004 Iciter from James Curtiss - is apparently not available,
as SRIC has attempted without success to find it in the NRC online document sources. c unnew

#358-26SRIC's understanding is that thc $5.50 per kilogran estimate is bascd on Urenco's Europcan-
experience. * hich is not applicable to LES. Among other things, that nutber does not itc!ude
all costs of conversion and disposal. Additionally, European costs and regulatomy requirenents
arc diffecrent than in the US.

In the supplemental DEIS (notjust in tlh Safely Evaluation Report as is stated on page 74), CoL11101i
there must be a complete description and analysis of waste disposal costs. More realistic and #3.Y-27
higher cost (SRIC estimates that a doubling of the cost is likely) estimates must be used and
justified in detail, so that the public can fully comment on the adequacy and reliability of those
estimates and the funding mechanisms that will be required.
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11. In addition to the inadequate and illcval 'redacted" DEIS. othei source documents are not
Available,
As noted In #4 above, the redaoced" DEIS is totally inadequate and does not provide required
information to the public. As noted in #10 above, at least one important source docunienton
waste disposal costs is unavailable. Many other documents cited as sources are not available to
SRIC and other members of the public as there Is no public document room in New Mexico and
the electronic public document room has been unavailable for much ofthe comment period for
the original DEIS and the "redacted" DEIS. Comment

#358-28
All documents used as sources must be available to the public for at least the required 45-day
comment period on the supplemental DEIS. .

chemical and radioactive health effects, as well as economic and socioeconomic (including
public perception) impacts. Comment #358-33 {c4nt.)

Clearly, the LES facility is too dangerous to be built and operated in New Mexico or any other
location, it Is not needed. and it is not financially viable. The supplemental DEIS should reach
the same conclusion. Covmnnwt #358-34

Thank you toryourpublication ofthesescommentsand full consideration of all ofthese issues.

Sincerely,

Don I tancock

12. The imoacts onl.ES would not be 'small to moderate." they are so malorthat the nbIble
cannot e innnc rA ant.-t.mn.,etc- ..-.-9. .,,.-.-s ,.. .... ............-

r

The original DEIS and the 'redacted" DEIS state ripeatedly rinChapter 4 that the Imp3cts df`LES1
would be "SMALL or "SMALL to MODERATE." Much ofthe discussion and analysis oa Coniffient
Important impacts operational accidents and transportation - is totally missing and serious #358-29
deficient In the "redacted" DEIS. Some ofthose instances have been noted above. I

t'j
0

The original DEIS states that potential chemical consequences from severe railroad accidents for
DUF6 Is 'advirse health'effects" tfo 28,000 in urban arees; such as Albuquerque. That estimate
Is cited to the Paducah and Portsmouth ElSa. SRIC belierv that generic estimate is low%. But it
certainly is not specific to LES's vaste and railwayand mnteorolorical conditions In Newv
Mexico. SRIC, therefore, believesthattheyareunderestimates. Nonetheless, 28000people
suffering health effects in Albuquerque or any other urban area should not be considered Col0lIwelIt
"SMALL to MODERATE" (p. 4-40).. #358-30

I........... ........-.. --.. -1.
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The original DEIS states that health efrects from a hydraulic rupture of a Ur 6 cylinder would be a
12,000 person-rem collective dose (6. 449). Again, the original DEIS considers that to pose
"ISMALL to MODERATE" Impacts. Since that would be one ofthe largest nuclear releases in
the history of New Mexico. the public and State of New Mexico would not consider it to be less
than a MAJOR impact. (Even the original DEIS states that 7 latent cancer Fatalities would have
hiIGh1 consequences.) The supplemental DEIS should compare a release orthat amount with
rcleases fromother hiclea-and uranium:related facilities %ithin the state to provide a context for -.
citizens as to the relative nature of such'an accident. * Coimimient #358-31

7The actual effect of any such accidents would be a strong public outcry to shut the facility down,
even it that was not NRC's position at that time. The supplemental DEIS should consider not
only the health erfects, but also the economic Impacts of such an accident, and compare that with
other accidents that have occurred at licensed NRC facilities, including Three Mile Island-il.

Colmniei #358-32
Further, the cumulative effects btsuch accidents is not captured by the analysis provided. The
supplemental DEIS should include an adequate cumulative effects analysis, Including both CoiIIInt

#358-33
* 11
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NRCREP = Docket No. 70-3103. Request lot extension of time Page

From: Don Hancock <sricdonrearthilitknel;
To: <nrcrepOnrc.gava.
Dale: Wed. Dec 29.2004 12:11 PM
Subject: Docket No. 70-3103 -Request lor extension of time

Dear People,

Southwest Research and Inlormation Center (SRIC) I a private nonprolit.
educational organization based In Abuquerque. New Mexico, that has been
Involved in Issues toreled to utanlurn development hI New Mexico lor
decades. As a result oi Its more than 30 years of work. Including
analyzing and experiencing the enormous and continuing extremely negative
Impacts oi uranium mining and miling on people's health end the water.
soil, air. and spiritual environment In New Mexico. SRIC has great Interest
In the proposed LES Gas Centrifuge Uranium Endciliment Facility. SRIC
submiied scoping comments lor NRCs environmental Impact statement (EIS)
ol the LES plant.

In response to your Federal Register notice of December 21. 2004 tpage9 Coiuulia
76485). SRIC has examined the 'redacted! LES DEIS on your websiRe. SHIC U358835
requests at least a 30-day extension of the comment period, beyond the
approximately two weeks (until January 7. 2005) belnit provided.

Moreover, the comment period extension should be trom the time that NRC conmirtet
makes publicly available the olowing inotmation:
1. The criteria used to remove *potentiaily sensitive InhormaWon (the -358-36

Included In the riedacted' DEIS. The public should be able to comment on
the criteria In commentin0 on the flrtS CorlwirlCim t
2. What Is the slatus of the September 2004 DEIS? The 'redacted' version
has much less Informatlon ard analysis than the Se =1ebr 4 rtlon. #358-37
3. Will NRC make available to the public at ol the comments receive on n
the DEIS. Including those comments reoated to 'redacted portions of the
DEISt I not al public commenis will be made available, what Is NRC's N358-33
leaal authoritvlowlthhold such comments) - '
4. How Will NRC respond lo comments on tho DEIS related to reoacted' Cviimenit
portions? For example. ara comments related to 'potentalllysenslitve
tntormatin deomed unavailable to the public or outside oi the scope of 1358-39
the DEIS?

Thank you for your prompt response to this request.

..............................

Don Hancock.
Southwest Research end Inlormnation Center
PO Box 4524
Albuquerque, NM 87196-4524
(505) 268-1862
(505) 262-1864 (tax)
www.srk.org

Commenter 365

Chief, Rules and Directives Brandc
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Slop T6-D59
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Re: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed
National Enrichment Facility In Lea County, New Mexico (NUREG-1790); Docket
No. 70-3103

To Whom It May Concern:

The NRC supposes the environmental impacts from building and operating a Comnnitl
uranium enrichment facility in Lea County would be *moderate al worst. Seven #365-1
archeological sites would be affected.

Lea Counly is possibly over a fault, and Is In a seismically vulnerable place. 11365.2

The safely and widespread promise of wind and solar power makes nuclear 01Co:ille'i
reactors obsolete. We are already Incapable of safely handling old nuclear #36 5-3
Ireactor wastes.

The water required for this project will certainly not be available, neither now nor CtflflillJI
in the future. #365-4

The project would be exempt from taxation and offer a handful of jobs to local |Coniuineun
cilizens. ' 11365-3

The danger of contaminating land, air and water by the emission of tons of Commieilri
carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and volatile compounds is not acceptable to #365-6
American cilizens. At accidental release of uranium hexafluoride would be Conillenli
devaslaling . #365-7

I The National Environmental Policy Act requires that environmental Impacts be Colille'i
discovered, revealed, and laken into consideration before approval of a project of #365-8
this nature.

We believe the national Enrichment Facilily will not pass the lest. #365-9

Please enter these comments into the official record on this proceeding.
Sincerely,

J1 A
Jan Saecker
W2771 Circle Drive
Markesan WI 53946
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